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After the discovery by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [1] that quantum mechanics is at variance with 

local realism and locality, John Bell [2] had found that some predictions of quantum mechanics are 

actually  in  contradiction with  the  local‐realistic  viewpoint. Many  experiments  followed,  confirming 

more  and  more  the  quantum  predictions,  but  some  loopholes  had  been  left  open.  That  is,  in 

experiments, assumptions were necessary to make them valid tests of Bell’s theorem. In the last year, 

four experiments were performed [3, 4, 5, 6] which closed significant loopholes. I will report on these 

experiments and also give an outlook for the future. This will include experiments over increasingly 

large distances and experiments involving cosmic sources of randomness.  

Besides such fundamental experiments, an interesting development is the realization that quantum 

entanglement can be used as a  resource  in quantum communication. Besides entanglement‐based 

quantum cryptography, a very likely application in the future will be the use of entanglement swapping 

to connect future quantum computers. In the talk, I will also comment on some of the experimental 

and technological challenges. 
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Sputtering of Fe surfaces by D and Ar ions

R. Stadlmayr, D. Blöch, B. M. Berger, S. Kaser, D. Mayer and F. Aumayr
Institute of Applied Physics, TU Wien, Fusion@ÖAW, Wiedner Hautpstraße 8-10, E134, 1040 Vienna, Austria

The lifespan of plasma facing materials highly depends on the plasma induced erosion caused by ion bombard-
ment. Due to this bombardment the surface gets sputtered and surface modifications are the consequence. These
modifications can appear e.g. as a change in the surface compositions (preferential sputtering) or as quasi-periodic
height modulations which are often called ”ripples” [1-3].

We investigated the erosion of 400 nm thick Fe films deposited onto polished quartz crystals under impact
of mono-energetic D and Ar ion projectiles (500 eV/atom and 250 eV/atom). The experiments were performed at
465 K using a highly sensitive quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) technique [4]. The evolution of the mass change
rate of the Fe model films under D and Ar ion irradiation was investigated under a specific angle of incident (0◦

- 70◦) and as a function of the ion fluence. After predefined fluence steps, AFM investigations were performed,
to investigate the change in surface morphology (for an example see fig 1.) and to correlate it with the observed
fluence dependce of the measured erosion yield.

Fig. 1 AFM image of an Fe model film (contianing 1.5 at% W) after irradiation with 250 eV/D D projectiles under 60◦ angle
(with respect to the surface normal, the white arrow indicates the direction of the ion beam on the surface) up to a fluence of
3·1023 D/m2. The observed structures are similar to the ones reported in ref. [2], called Perpendicular Mode Ripples (PeMR).
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Density Functional Theory study on the adsorption of acrylonitrile, 

acrylamide and acrolein on Cu(100): importance of weak interactions. 
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The Density Functional Theory (DFT) has been widely used in the study of isolated molecules in the gas phase 

and in the solid state with great success. However, the main interactions in the adsorption processes of organic 

molecules on metal surfaces are the dispersion forces, as the Van der Waals forces (see e.g.[1]), which are not 

included in the most popular functionals (as PBE, PW91 or B3LYP). Several ways to take into account these forces 

have been developed, as the Grimme D2[2] and D3[3] corrections, or the inclusion of the interactions explicitly in 

the functional, proposed by Dion et al[4]. 

In this communication, we present a DFT study of the adsorption of three molecules with high technological 

importance as acrylonitrile, acrylamide and acrolein on a metallic surface, Cu(100). We compare the results 

obtained using some of these alternatives to treat the dispersion and we analyze their effects on the different 

functional groups of these molecules. 

The way the molecules are adsorbed on the surface and the strength and nature of this interaction are important 

aspects to predict the behaviour of these systems in processes as the formation of self-assembling monolayers or 

heterogeneous catalysis. 
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Quantum interference between virtual paths in laser-dressed helium:
Energetic-electron impact excitation
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The scattering processes of electrons on atoms in the presence of a laser field, also called laser-assisted electron-
atom scattering, have long been recognized as an useful tool to make evident the multiphoton signals. The charac-
teristic that distinguishes this class of elementary collision physics is the presence of the laser photon, which plays
a role of a ”third body”, in addition to the electron projectile and target atom. In this context, electronic transitions
induced by a laser field can lead to new effects, which may emerge in the angular distribution of the scattered
electron [1].

In the conference we shall present a study of quantum interference in energetic electron-impact excitation of
helium atom embedded in a resonant low-frequency laser field. The process under investigation is dealt with a
nonperturbative approach based on Born-Floquet method [2,3]. Under the framework of this approach, the dressed
atomic states are first obtained via the Floquet theory. The incoming and scattered dressed-electron projectile are
described using non-relativistic Volkov solutions; while their interactions with the target are treated within the first
Born approximation. Here, we will show that the observed peak in the angular distribution of the scattered electron
(cf. Fig. 1) is a signature of quantum interference between different virtual pathways that the excitation may follow
in order to end up in a common final channel. These findings are supported by additional calculations based on
Kroll-Watson approximation and perturbation theory, in which no quantum interferences are accounted for.
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Figure 1: (Color online) Differential cross sections of the excitation of the dressed and field-free states 1s2s for one-
photon emission (i.e., photon transferred between the colliding system and laser field) as a function of the photon
energy ω . The incoming electron energy is fixed at 50 eV, the scattering angle is 0.3◦, and the polarization of the
laser field is kept along the momentum transfer. The results are shown for three peak intensities: 2 1010 W/cm2

(Black color), 109 W/cm2 (Green color) and 106 W/cm2 (Orange color). Solid lines: Born-Floquet theory. Dashed
lines: Perturbation theory. Dotted lines: Kroll-Watson approximation. Dot-dashed lines: Field-free calculations.
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The broadening and narrowing of the high gain parametric down 
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The Bright Squeezed Vacuum (BSV) is macroscopic non-classical state of light which can be created in the 

high gain parametric down conversion process.  The BSV is very promising object for different application of 

quantum optics and quantum information due to its non-classical features such as macroscopic correlations, huge 

photon number per mode, noise reduction below the standard quantum limit etc. That’s why such state of light 

requires of the correct theoretical description.  

Such attempts were made by different theoretical groups and represent by itself the solution of integro-

differential equations [1-3] or analytical solution in terms of the Schmidt modes [4,5] but with some restrictions. 

The analytical Schmidt modes approach allows one to explain many features of BSV, including different 

correlation characteristics, intensity profile and narrowing of the spectrum with increasing of parametric gain in 

scheme with two non-linear crystals and air gap between them (spatial domain) or two non-linear crystals and 

group velocity dispersive medium between them (frequency domain). But due to some restrictions the 

description of the broadening of the single crystal spectrum with increasing of pump power, which is well known 

experimental effect, never can be done by such approach. In contradiction, the solution of integro-differential 

equations catches the effect of the single spectrum broadening but can not explain the narrowing process. 

In this work we present the method based on the exact numerical solution of the systems of integro-

differential equations for the plane wave and frequency operators. Such method is general, did not contain any 

assumptions and allows one to explain simultaneously the broadening of the single crystal spectrum and the 

narrowing of the spectrum in two crystal configuration case with air (group velocity dispersion medium) gap 

between them. The calculation was performed for the spatial and frequency domain, all obtained results are in 

the good agreement with an experimental data. 
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Electron Localization in Dissociating H+
2 by Retroaction of a

Photoelectron onto Its Source

Markus Waitz1, Derya Aslitürk1, Natascha Wechselberger1, Haramrit K. Gill1, Jonas Rist1, Florian
Wiegandt1, Christoph Goihl1, Gregor Kastirke1, Miriam Weller1, Tobias Bauer1, Daniel Metz1, Felix P.

Sturm1,3, Jörg Voigtsberger1, Stefan Zeller1, Florian Trinter1, Gregor Schiwietz2, Thorsten Weber3,
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3. Chemical Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720, USA

We investigate the dissociation of H2
+ into a proton and a H0 after single ionization with photons of an energy

close to the threshold. We find that the p+ and the H0 do not emerge symmetrically in case of the H2
+ dissociating

along the 1sσg ground state. Instead, a preference for the ejection of the p+ in the direction of the escaping
photoelectron can be observed, corresponding to a positive asymmetry parameter δ =

np−nH
np+nH

(see figure below).
np and nH are the count rate for break of the p-H bond with the proton towards and opposite to the electron
respectively. Thus, δ > 0 corresponds to the case of the proton emerging in the same hemisphere as the electron.

Fig. 1 The asymmetry parameter δ as a function of kinetic energy release KER for three different photon energies. Experi-
ment: Eγ = 19.1 eV (green triangles), 20.1 eV (red circles) and 21.1 eV (black squares). Lines: corresponding predictions
from [1], color coding as for the experiment. The theoretical curves are shown for Ee > 2∗KER as the validity range of the
calculation is Ee >> KER.

The observed symmetry breaking is strongest for very small electron energies. Our experiment is consistent
with a recent prediction by Serov and Kheifets [1]. In their model, which treats the photoelectron classically, the
symmetry breaking is induced by the retroaction of the long range Coulomb potential onto the dissociating H2

+.

References
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On fullerene anions as sources of spin-polarized electrons

Valeriy K. Dolmatov
Department of Physics and Earth Science, University of North Alabama, 35632 Florence, Alabama, U.S.A.

Production of spin-polarized electron beams is an important problem from the point of view of both basic and
applied sciences. The present work provides a rough insight into spin-polarization of photoelectrons due to pho-
todetachment of fullerene anions, C−

n . It is predicted that, and interpreted why, the degree of spin-polarization of
the photoelectron flux can be large, even 100%, depending on the photon frequency ω .

To meet the goal, a fullerene cage Cn is modelled by an attractive spherical potential of certain depth U0, inner
radius r0 and thickness ∆ (see, e.g., [1]). A fullerene anion is then formed due to binding of the electron by this
potential into a nℓ-state. To evaluate spin-polarization of nℓ-photoelectrons from such modelled fullerene anions,
the study exploits the Cherepkov’s theory [2] of spin polarization of photoelectrons ejected from atoms with a
single electron in the outer nℓ-subshell with ℓ ≥ 1 and a definite total angular momentum j = ℓ±1/2. According
to [2], the angular-dependent cross section I j(ω,θ ,µ) of emission of a nℓ-photoelectron with a definite value of
the spin projection µ on the direction of the angular momentum of a circularly polarized photon is given by

I j(ω,θ ,µ) = [σ j
tot(ω)/8π]{1+(eeesss)A j(ω)− [β (ω)/2+(eeesss)γ1(ω)]P2(cosθ)}, (1)

where sss and eee are unit vectors directed along the electron spin and photon polarization, respectively, σ j
tot(ω) is the

total photodetachment cross section, β (ω) is the dipole photoelectron angular-asymmetry parameter, γ1(ω) is due
to accounting for electron spin polarization, A j(ω) is the total angle-integrated degree of spin polarization of the
electron flux and θ is the angle between the momenta of the photon (directed along the Z-axis) and photoelectron.

In the present study, calculations are performed for 2p-photodetachment of fullerene anions C−
n (n = 60, 240

and 540). A significant resonance enhancement of the photoelectron spin polarization along with its drastic change
with increasing size of C−

n is unravelled. This is exemplified by figure 1, where calculated A j(ω) for 2p1/2-
photodetachment of C−

60(2p j=1/2) and C−
540(2p j=1/2) is plotted. The photoelectron flux is seen to become 100%

spin-polarized (A j = 1) regardless of the direction of motion, at some resonance peaks. The resonances are due to
a standing photoelectron wave formed inside the Cn cage-resonator known as “confinement resonances” [1].
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Fig. 1 Calculated angle-integrated degree of spin polarization of the photoelectron flux, A j(ω), upon 2p1/2-photodetachment
of C−

60(2p1/2) (r0 = 5.262, U0 = 0.2958 and ∆ = 2.9102 a.u.) and C−
540(2p1/2) (r0 = 5.262, U0 = 0.404 and ∆ = 2.9102 a.u.).
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Stepwise Contraction of the nf Rydberg Shells in the 3d Photoionization of
Multiply-Charged Xenon Ions
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Recently, first low-resolution results for 3d multiple photoionization of Xeq+ (1 ≤ q ≤ 5) from the photon-ion
spectrometer PIPE at the Hamburg PETRA III synchrotron light source have been reported [1]. Here, new high-
resolution measurements with an experimental energy spread of 160 meV are presented for
3 ≤ q ≤ 5 [2] (Fig. 1). Pronounced resonance structures are observed for all ions but with an increasing num-
ber of resonances as the charge state of the ions is increased. In contrast to the usually rather complex cross
sections for outer shell ionization of atoms and ions, the present inner-shell ionization cross sections can be inter-
preted straight-forwardly. The strongest resonances are associated with the photoexcitation of a 3d electron to an
atomic n f subshell (n = 4,5,6, ...) and the subsequent multiple autoionization of the associated hole states. The
3d−1

3/2−3d−1
5/2 fine structure splitting (∼ 13 eV) of the 3d hole leads to two distinct Rydberg series of resonances in

each spectrum. For Xe3+, for example, resonances with principal quantum numbers n from 4 to 7 can be clearly
discerned. For Xe5+ the series of n f resonances could be observed up to n = 9. This progression of resonance
structure with increasing charge state clearly visualizes the re-ordering of the ε f continuum into a regular series of
(bound) Rydberg orbitals as the ionic core becomes more attractive. The energies and strengths of the resonances
are extracted from the experimental data and are further analyzed by relativistic atomic-structure calculations.
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Fig. 1 Measured (symbols) and fitted (full lines) absolute cross sections for triple ionization of Xe3+, Xe4+, and Xe5+ ions.
Resonances are labeled by the n` subshell to where the 3d electron is excited.
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Stepwise contraction of the nf Rydberg shells in the 3d photoionization of multiply-charged xenon ions (J. Phys. B Highlight 2015), J. Phys.
B 48, 144003 (2015).
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Dissociative ionization of H2 by 400 eV circularly polarized photons

Vladislav Serov1 and Anatoli Kheifets2
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Single photoionization of H2 becomes dissociative via a small overlap of the Frank-Condon region with the
dissociative continuum of the H+2 ion. This allows to determine the photoelectron angular distribution (PAD)
in the molecular frame by detecting the photoelectrons in coincidence with the dissociating fragments. Such a
measurement may reveal the same interference and delocalization effects that were studied previously in the nat-
urally dissociative double photoionization [1,2]. In the present work, we consider ionization-dissociation process
h̄ω + H2 → e− + H + p by high-energy circularly polarized photons̄hω = 400 eV. Such experiments have been
conducted recently at the PETRA III synchrotron radiation source [3]. Particular emphasis in these experiments
was on the role of the electron recoil on the nuclear motion and a possible breaking of thep – H symmetry in PAD.
To elucidate these effects, a full account for the nuclear motion has to be included in our theoretical model [4].
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Fig. 1 The angle-averaged differential cross-section integrated over KER in the ranges of 0-0.2 eV (left) and 0.4-0.8 (right)
are plotted as functions of the electron detection angleθeR measured relative to the molecular axis. The experimental data are
shown with error bars. The theoretical results with quantumdescription of the nuclear motion (QN) are displayed with solid
lines while the classical reflection (CR) calculations are visualized with dashed lines.

In our earlier work [4], we reported the PAD for the fully determined kinematics in which both the electron ejection
angles and the kinetic energy release (KER) were fixed. However, in the experiment [3], to increase the count rate,
both the electrons and protons were discriminated in energywithin a finite range of KER and detected within
the angular cone of 20◦. To account for these experimental conditions, we calculate the differential cross-section
integrated over KERσ (2) =

∫ E2
E1

d3σ
dERdΩedΩR

dER and averaged over electron and proton ejection directions within
a window of 20◦. In Fig. 1, the samples of our new results are shown in comparison with the experimental data
[3]. The experimental data, originally on an arbitrary scale, are normalized to the best visual fit to the theoretical
curves. The two sets of calculations are shown. One is with a correct Quantum description of the Nuclear motion
(QN). In another calculation, the nuclear motion is described within the Classical Reflection (CR) model. The
experimental data clearly discriminate between these two calculations. The experiment is much closer to the QN
calculation which takes into account the effect of the electron recoil on the nuclear motion in comparison with the
CR calculation which does not account for this effect.
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[2] K. Kreidi et al, Interference in the collective electron momentum in double photoionization of H2, Phys. Rev. Lett.100, 133005 (2008).
[3] Markus Waitz and Reinhard Dörner, private communication (2015).
[4] V. V. Serov and A. S. Kheifets,Dissociative ionization of H2 by 400 eV circularly polarized photons, J. Phys. B47, 115006 (2014).
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Bound-free electron transitions in the H + H− quasi-molecules

Alla Dadonova1, Alexander Devdariani1,2
1. Department of Theoretical Physics and Astronomy, A.I.Herzen University, St.Petersburg 191186, Russia

2. Department of Optics and Spectroscopy, St.Petersburg University, St.Petersburg 198904, Russia

The processes of photo-detachment or ionization of stable molecules are widely investigated in modern atomic
physics. But the present work deals with the calculation of the photo-detachment cross-sections in the case of
negative quasi-molecules formed during collisions. We took the reaction H+H−+ h̄ω→H+H+e as an example
of bound-free transitions in single-active-electron quasi-molecules. For simplicity, we discuss the one-dimensional
case in the frame of the zero-range potential model [1,2].

The cross-section of photo-detachment is proportional to the density of oscillator strengths:

σ(ω) =
2π2

c
d fbc

dω
=

4π2

c
ωbc |Xbc|2 . (1)

The matrix element
Xbc =

∫
〈Ψb |x|Ψc〉dx. (2)

In the LCAO approximation quasimolecular gerade and ungerade wave functions in the frame of the zero-range
potentials model are written as

Ψgu
b =

√
αu [exp(−αu |x+R/2|)± exp(−αu |x−R/2|)] , (3)

Ψgu
c =

1√
2πk

[sin(k |x+R/2|)± sin(k |x−R/2|)] . (4)

Then the matrix element dipole moments can be expressed by the formula:

Xb=g,c=u =

√
αuk
π

αu

ω2 cos2
(

kR
2

)
+

√
αu

πk
αuR
4ω

sin(kR) , (5)

Xb=u,c=g =

√
αuk
π

αu

ω2 sin2
(

kR
2

)
−
√

αu

πk
αuR
4ω

sin(kR) , (6)

where ω = (α2
u + k2)/2, that is the sum of the binding energy and kinetic energy of the free electron.

Although the quasi-molecular matrix elements increase with increasing R it does not lead to difficulties at large
R. In this case potential energy curves Uu =Ug, and it is obligatory to use the sum of amplitudes of two different
ways of detachment [1].

Collisions result in a lowering of the threshold of the electron detachment compared with the single ion H−

because ungerade quasi-molecular term is repulsive.
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[2] Demkov Yu.N., Ostrovskii V.N. Zero-Range Potentials and Their Applications in Atomic Physics, Plenum Pub Corp, 288 (1988).
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Laser polarization effects in laser-assisted electron-hydrogen
inelastic collisions

Gabriela Buica
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The purpose of this work is to study the laser polarization effects in inelastic scattering of fast electrons by
hydrogen atoms in the presence of a circularly polarized (CP) laser field. We consider the excitation of hydrogen
to an arbitrary state accompanied by one- and two-photon absorption. It is important to evaluate the contribution
of the laser-assisted inelastic electron-atom scattering to the total electron energy spectrum since in experimental
studies it might be quite difficult to separate the signal of elastic and inelastic scattering channels.1
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Figure 1: Ratios of the DCSs by the
LPz(q) and CPx fields for inelastic laser
assisted scattering, e(Ei)+H(1s) +Nω →
e(Ef )+H(2l), with the excitation of the 2l
subshells as a function of the scattering angle
for N = 1 in (a) and (b), and N = 2 in (c)
and (d). The full lines represent the results for
LPq , while the dashed lines denote the LPz

fields.

Because the scattering process under investigation is a very com-
plex problem, the theoretical approach presents considerable difficul-
ties and several assumptions are made. (i) Moderate field strengths
below 107 V/cm and fast projectile electrons are considered in order to
safely neglect the second-order Born approximation in the scattering
potential as well the exchange scattering.2 (ii) The interaction between
the projectile electrons and the laser field is described by a Gordon-
Volkov wave function. (iii) The dressing of the hydrogen atom by the
laser field, i.e., the modification of the target atom in the laser field, is
described within the first-order time-dependent perturbation theory in
the field.3 Using the approach described for linearly polarized (LP)
fields4, 5 we have obtained an analytical formula for the differential
cross section (DCS) in the laser-assisted inelastic e-H(1s) scattering
that is valid for both circular and linear polarization. We analyze the
angular distributions and the resonance structure of the DCSs for the
excitation of the n = 2 and n = 4 subshells and we discuss the influ-
ence of the laser polarization on the angular distribution of the scattered
electrons.

We focus our discussion on three particular laser field polarizations
denoted as: (a) CPx, where the laser beam is circularly polarized in
the (y, z)-scattering plane and the laser beam propagates in the x-axis
direction, εCP x = (ey + iez)/

√
2, (b) LPq, where the laser beam is

linearly polarized and the polarization vector is parallel the momentum
transfer vector q, εLP q ∥ q, and (c) LPz , where the laser beam is
linearly polarized with the polarization vector is parallel to the z-axis,
εLP z = ez . A comparison between the linear and circular polariza-
tions of the laser field is made for the excitation of the 2l subshells
and important differences appear between the angular distributions of
DCSs depending on the type of polarization. In Figure 1 we show the
ratios of the DCSs with excitation of the 2s and 2p subshells by the LP
and CP fields for one- and two-photon absorption as a function of the
scattering angle θ. The DCSs are calculated at the incident projectile energy of 200 eV, the laser field strength
E0 = 107 V/cm, the photon energy 2 eV, and the azimuthal angle φ = 90◦. Depending of the laser parameters,
projectile energies, and scattering geometry the CP scattering signal can be larger than the LP signal.

1 C. J. Joachain, N. J. Kylstra, and R. M. Potvliege, Atoms in Intense Laser Fields (Cambridge University Press, UK) (2012).
2 F. W. Byron Jr. and C. J. Joachain, Electron-atom collisions in a strong laser field, J. Phys. B, 17, L295 (1984).
3 V. Florescu and T. Marian, First-order perturbed wave functions for the hydrogen atom in a harmonic uniform external electric

field, Phys. Rev. A, 34, 4641 (1986).
4 A. Cionga and V. Florescu, One-photon excitation in the e-H collision in the presence of a laser field, Phys. Rev. A,

45, 5282 (1992).
5 G. Buica, Inelastic scattering of electrons by metastable hydrogen atoms in a laser field, Phys. Rev. A, 92, 033421 (2015).
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Photo-dissociation Dynamics of Laser-Aligned Halogenated Organic 

Molecules.   
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Complex molecular systems are one of the next steps in future technology. To be able to control single 

molecules, we need to understand processes occurring on the molecular-atomic scale. For this purpose the charge 

transfer in the molecule is important for understanding the bond breaking and atomic dynamics in the molecule. 

To this end, we have performed an experiment at FLASH using the CAMP endstation in order to investigate 

the UV-induced dissociation of various halogenated hydrocarbon molecules, such as iodomethane (CH3I) and  

2,6 difluoroiodobenzene (C6H3F2I, DFIB). The target molecules were prepared as a cold supersonic molecular 

beam, and adiabatically aligned with a Nd:YAG laser. Inner-shell photoionization of the halogen atom is used as 

probe. To provide the necessary temporal resolution, we sorted our data according to the FLASH “beam arrival 

monitor” (BAM) and used a “timing-tool” downstream of the experiment to perform a direct measurement of the 

relative arrival time of the FEL and optical pulses. We present the time-resolved kinetic energy distributions of 

various iodine fragments as well as time-resolved photoelectron angular distributions of laser-aligned, 

dissociating DFIB molecules measured with a double-sided Velocity Map Imaging (VMI) spectrometer. 

Time resolved radial distributions of triply charged iodine fragments reveal different kinetic energy 

dynamics. From that information the charge transfer dynamics between the iodine and the rest fragment can be 

observed together with Coulomb explosion dynamics. 

 
Fig. 1 Preliminary data on the dynamics of three distinct kinetic-energy channels of triply charged iodine occurring 

after the photo-dissociation of DFIB. The low-kinetic energy channel occurs when charge transfer between the iodine 
fragment and the residual molecule is no longer allowed for large distances between the fragments. The high-kinetic energy 

channel represents the total signal of Coulomb explosion of non-pumped molecules. The nature of the medium-kinetic 
energy channel is still to be clarified.  

 

low kinetic energy 
medium kinetic energy 
high kinetic energy 
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Comparing Coulomb explosion dynamics of triply charged OCS after soft 

x-ray initiated direct and Auger ionization processes  
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Soft X-rays (90-173 eV) from the 3rd generation Canadian Light Source [1] have been used in conjunction with a 

multi coincidence time and position sensitive detection apparatus to observe the dissociative ionization of OCS. 

By varying the X-ray energy, we can compare dynamics from direct (90eV) and Auger ionization [2] (173eV) 

processes and access ionization channels which result in two or three body breakup, from 2+ to 4+ ionization 

states. We make several new observations for the 3+ state such as kinetic energy release limited by photon energy, 

and using Dalitz plots we can see evidence of timescale effects between the direct and Auger ionization process 

for the first time. 

    
 

Fig. 1 (a) Dalitz plots for the (1,1,1) fragmentation channel of OCS3+. The x-axis indicates the difference between the fraction 

of total energy released by the O and S ions, and the y-axis is the fraction of energy released by the C ion. The projections 

onto the x and y-axes are plotted in (b). The vertical lines in (b) indicate the expected peak value for Coulombic breakup 

from the ground state geometry. 

  

In order to categorise the possible break up channels for the OCS3+ states in more detail we use the Dalitz plot 

method, a well-established technique for displaying the possible molecular dissociation geometries in a two 

dimensional histogram. Dalitz plots for the (1,1,1) channel are shown in Fig. 1a. The concerted process offers us 

the best opportunity to see differences due to the slower (10 fs) ionization speed associated with the Auger process, 

which therefore affords increased time between ionization steps and so more time is spent on the singly and doubly 

ionized potentials than is possible for the direct ionization process (<1 fs). The result of these increased residence 

times would include a greater degree of stepwise nature and increased bending exhibited in the Dalitz plots for 

173 eV compared to the direct process best exemplified by 90 eV. There are indeed small but discernible 

differences between the direct and Auger ionization plots, but these differences can be seen more clearly by 

integrating over the horizontal and vertical axes and constructing two new plots shown in Fig1 b. As expected, the 

173 eV data shows both more bending in the form of a peak which is at higher Y value and a wider distribution 

than the 90 eV data. The shift of the peak although small is significant as the 90 eV distribution is peaked very 

close to the predicted equilibrium value, marked by the vertical line, indicating that for the fastest ionization events 

at 90 eV, very little motion is possible for the molecule during the ionization process whereas for 173 eV even the 

fastest ionization allows time for some bending to occur. In order to confirm the exact timescales, with which the 

processes proceed, in the range of few femtoseconds to sub femtosecond, pump probe studies might be carried out 

utilising pulses from a free electron laser with sub femtosecond pulse length, or a high harmonic attosecond source 

with high flux. 
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Simulation of Level Crossing Optically Detectable Magnetic Resonance
Signals in Nitrogen - Vacancy Centres in Diamond

Marcis Auzinsh, Andris Berzins, Laima Busaite, Ruvin Ferber, Florian Gahbauer,
Linards Kalvans, Reinis Lazda, Janis Smits

Laser Centre, University of Latvia, 19 Rainis Boulevard, Riga, Latvia, LV-1586

Nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers are powerful instruments in many areas of reasearch, including quantum infor-
mation, magnetometry and nanoscale sensing. They have been used to detect individual electron spins and spin
ensembles, measure the magnetic field distributions in biological signals and measure temperature and electric
fields [1].

NV centres are defects in diamond crystal consisting of paired nitrogen (N) and vacancy (V). The NV centre
has a triplet ground state with a zero-field splitting between the ms = 0 and ms = ±1 ground state sublevels of
2.87 GHz. Due to nonradiative decay path from the excited state via singlet state that preferentially populates the
ms = 0 ground-state sublevel, the NV centre can be polarized optically, and the fluorescence from exciting ms = 0
sublevel is more intense than the fluorescence from exciting the ms = ±1 sublevels. In presence of microwave field
population of ms = 0 can be transferred to m = ±1 levels, decreasing the total detected fluorescence. However, if
the magnetic field is applied along NV centre axis (which defines quantization axis in the system), the ms = ±1
energies are shifted by geµBBz or 2.8 MHz/G. At around 1025 G a crossing of sublevels ms = 0 and ms = −1 appear
and due to nuclear spin interaction of 14N, the hyperfine states of ms = 0 and ms = −1 are mixed and anticrossing
is formed, creating complex energy level system (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Anticrossing of ground state hyperfine sublevels of ms = 0 and ms = −1 levels.

At the point of the anticrossing the wave functions of the ground state ms = 0 and ms = −1 hyperfine sublevels are
mixed, modifying the probabilities for magnetic-dipole transition of microwave field.

To simulate the ODMR signals, including interaction of nuclear spin, magnetic field at the range of level
crossing and microwave field, we calculated optical rate equations for ground state system, describing system
Hamiltonian of NV centre ground state as [2]

Ĥ = geµBB⃗ ˆ⃗S + ˆ⃗SD̂ ˆ⃗S + ĤHFI ,

where geµBB⃗ ˆ⃗S describes interaction with magnetic field, ˆ⃗SD̂ ˆ⃗S - describes spin - spin interaction of two unpaired
electrons of NV centre and ĤHFI - describes the hyperfine interaction of 14N (IN = 1). Microwave interaction was
described as spin step-up and step-down operators for magnetic-dipole transitions.

This research was kindly supported by the M-ERA.NET project MyND no. Z/15/1366.
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Internal relaxation processes in molecules and clusters are of fundamental interest in such fields as interstellar 

medium (ISM), atmospheric science, plasmas and nanosciences. The question that is common to all of them is, 

what happens to a system after a sudden excitation e.g., photon absorption?  In recent years, much progress has 

been achieved in the ultrashort time scales of attoseconds to femtoseconds. However, a fundamental question 

about the relaxation processes remains: What are the longer time scales’ contributions to the processes?  For 

example, how can the infrared emission from the ISM be explained? Is it from large polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbon (PAH) clusters? In our research, we study small negatively charged carbon cluster ions in order to 

understand their internal relaxation processes on longer time scales as a paradigm for many-body internal 

processes. 

 Cluster anions are generated in different ion sources in order to control their initial internal energy 

distributions and are then stored in an electrostatic ion beam trap (EIBT) to study their vibrational relaxation. 

After a given storage time, a laser pulse intersects the ion beam and one or two photons are absorbed. The 

relaxation of these excited clusters occurs on time scales ranging from microseconds to milliseconds. These 

relaxation processes are investigated by measuring the rate of delayed electron emission (or neutral production) 

for different photon energies and initial internal energy distributions. Using a statistical model, we are able to 

model the various relaxation mechanisms for all the clusters studied. 

 

 
Fig 1 Neutral production after laser excitation and 190 ms trapping time. The lines are the result 

of model calculations. EA=adiabatic electron detachment energy; Eph= photon energy. 

 

 While vibrational autodetachment was observed to dominate the relaxation process in C5
-
, in C6

- 
it is 

recurrent fluorescence (RF) that was found to dominate for photon energies at and above the adiabatic electron 

detachment threshold [1,2]. Figure 1 shows the decay curves for both ions indicating the different dominant 

process. We determined the absolute rates of the RF process in C6
-
 and showed that they are two orders of 

magnitude faster than the cooling rates due to infrared transitions. For C10
-
, where linear and cyclic isomers 

coexist, we have seen that vibrational autodetachment of the linear structure proceeds via adiabatic electron 

detachment to the cyclic isomer, which lies lower in energy.  
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Charge transfer dynamics in halomethane molecules
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Electron transfer processes induced by photoabsorption play a central role in a broad range of physical, chem-
ical, and biological reactions. Charge transfer phenomena involve electronic as well as nuclear motion and are,
therefore, closely related to molecular bond formation and breaking. The microscopic understanding of their dy-
namics is crucial for emerging photosynthetic, photocatalytic, and photovoltaic applications.

Here, the results of a femtosecond pump–probe experiment conducted at the LCLS free–electron laser are
presented, aimed at studying electron transfer dynamics initiated by inner–shell ionization of a halogen atom in
gas–phase iodomethane (CH3I) and fluoromethane (CH3F) molecules [1]. Through inner–shell ionization followed
by (local) Auger decay, multiple charges can be induced with a high degree of spatial localization at a heavy
element with a large X–ray absorption cross section. The subsequent electron dynamics are strongly influenced
by the initial positions of the nuclei, and by the interplay between electronic and nuclear motion. Depending on
the internuclear distance at the time of the X–ray absorption, the charge either remains on the absorbing halogen
or spreads over to the molecular environment. By measuring the charge state and the kinetic energy distributions
of the created ionic fragments, the charge rearrangement between the two molecular centers can be traced as a
function of their internuclear separation.

Iodomethane can be efficiently broken up into two neutral fragments, and its UV–induced photolysis in the
A band is a prototypical photodissociation process which is well studied experimentally and theoretically. Flu-
oromethane is known to exhibit intriguing electron transfer dynamics upon fluorine (1s) photoabsorption, and
fluorine as the most electronegative element is a predestined candidate to initiate charge transfer to the molecular
environment. The experimental results are complementary, due to the qualitatively different reactions of the two
species to UV irradiation, as well as the considerably different electronegativities of the two halogen atoms.

Signatures of long–distance intramolecular charge transfer are observed for both molecules, and a quantitative
analysis of its distance dependence in iodomethane is carried out for charge states up to I21+. The reconstructed
critical distances for electron transfer are in good agreement with a classical over–the–barrier model and with an
earlier experiment employing a near–infrared pump pulse [2]. Combined with coincident electron spectroscopy
and upcoming attosecond soft X–ray pulses, this approach will allow tracing local charge propagation dynamics
with Ångstrom spatial and sub–femtosecond temporal resolution.
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Strong-field ionization in linear and circular laser pulses shows features related to electron dynamics which make 

it different from single photon ionization. The recent introduction of two-color laser fields opens up new 

opportunities for the investigation and control of the related dynamic processes. Ellipticites, intensities and the 

relative phase can be tuned to tailor the combined electric field. In the past, such tailored laser pulses have been 

used to generate high harmonics of variable ellipticity [1, 2]. The 3D-momenta of the fragments will be recorded 

for selected combinations of this huge parameter space using Cold Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectroscopy 

(COLTRIMS) as experimental technique.  

Here we report on our results on studying single ionization in tailored two-colour (780 nm & 390 nm) laser 

fields with overall intensities of up to 5*1014 W/cm2. We present technical aspects of the experimental setup 

including active stabilization of the relative phase as well as preliminary results (see Fig 1). Such studies allow to 

gain new insights into different aspects of ionization processes as recollision dynamics, single photoelectron 

interferences [3], nonsequential double ionization (NSDI), high harmonic generation (HHG) as well as the 

production of tailored monoenergetic electron beams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Fig. 1 (a) Electron momentum distribution obtained for a counter rotating two-color laser field with circular polarization and 

an intensity ratio I780nm/I390nm=9 of the fundamental wavelength I780nm to the intensity of the second harmonic I390nm. The used 
target is a supersonic argon jet. (Compare to [4].) (b) Illustration of a recollision scenario: (i) Combined electric field of a 

counter rotating two-color field. The black line in (ii) shows the corresponding vector field. Color: electron trajectories from 

simple-man model using ADK rates and transverse momentum distributions from ADK theory. Trajectories starting at the 
black circle marked “tunnelling” (panel (i)) will return (if they have the right transverse momentum) at the vector potential 

marked “return” (panel (ii)). If the electrons loose the energy in an inelastic collision they show up at the red circle, if they 

are elastically scattered at the core they end on the blue dotted circle. (iii) Shows recolliding trajectory (starting at field 
marked in (i)). Calculated energy distribution of returning electron trajectories (3-dim simple-man model with ADK 

neglecting the coulomb field) are shown in (iv). 
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Excited State Distribution and Spin-Effects in Strong-Field Excitation
of Neutral Helium

H. Zimmermann, U. Eichmann
Max-Born-Institute, 12489 Berlin, Germany

Excitation of neutral atoms and molecules by frustrated tunneling ionization [1] has recently been found to be
an important channel in the tunneling regime, besides the well known processes of non-sequential double ionization
(NSDI), high order above threshold ionization (HATI) and high harmonic generation (HHG). FTI naturally evolves
from the semi classical tunneling picture, if one considers the quasi-classical electron dynamics in the combined
laser and Coulomb field after tunneling. FTI helps to understand strong-field phenomena such as extreme accel-
eration of neutral atoms in intense focused laser fields [2] and Coulomb explosion without double ionization in
strong laser field fragmentation of H2 [3]. While predictions on the laser polarization dependent excited He* yield
are well backed up by experiments [1], we present here the experimental confirmation of the important prediction
on the Rydberg state distribution, which was still pending.

In our experiments we excite neutral Helium atoms in the strong-field tunneling regime using femto second
pulses from a Ti:Sapphire laser at 800nm and employ the method of pulsed field ionization in conjunction with
direct detection of excited neutral atoms to analyze the distribution of excited Rydberg states. This approach
enables us to obtain a measurement signal proportional to the amount of initially excited atoms with a detection
efficiency of approximately 30 %. Our measurements basically confirm the predictions [4] of the FTI model as
well as quantum mechanical calculations [4,5] using the single-active electron (SAE) approximation (see Fig. 1).
We conclude that excitation in the tunneling regime can be understood in terms of a quasi-classical process.

Moreover, we find that the excitation process also results in an efficient population of excited triplet states of
Helium [4], which results from the fact that states with high orbital angular momentum l > 3 are accessible for our
experimental conditions. For these high l states the strict separation into singlet and triplet states is removed due
to the breakdown of the Russel-Saunders coupling scheme. The direct excitation of triplet states is then possible
via the admixture of their singlet component, which we could directly prove using a Stern-Gerlach setup.
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Fig. 1 Comparison of the theoretically and experimentally obtained n-distributions in Helium. The intensities used in the

experiments are 3×1015 Wcm−2 (red squares) and 2×1015 Wcm−2 (blue dots). The intensity for the theoretical calculations
performed using the semiclassical FTI model (triangles) and a qm. SAE approximation (circles) [5] is 1015 Wcm−2.
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Abstract:  We study the double ionization of Argon and Helium at a wavelength of 394 nm. We found discretization in the 
sum energy of those ionized electrons for Argon. Additionally the individual energies of both electrons also show ATI-like 
structures. Therefore we propose that a doubly excited intermediate state has to be present. For Helium only weak discreti-
zation was visible at low intensities at 394 nm. Nevertheless, our highly differential data and high resolution allows for the 
study of the impact of parity and angular momentum transferred by the field. 
 
Ionization by a strong electromagnetic field leads to 
so-called ATI peaks (Above-Threshold-Ionization) 
in the energy spectrum of electrons. These ATI 
peaks are well known and have been observed sev-
eral times. However, discretized energy transfer 
should also lead to a similar peak structure in the 
sum energy spectrum of electrons that belong to the 
same double ionization event. Previous experiment 
couldn't find those structures and attributed that to a 
smearing of the spectrum by focal averaging.  

 

Fig. 1: Sum energy of both emitted electrons originating from 
double ionization of Ar at 394 nm and 1.3x1014 W/cm2. 

Therefore, we doubly ionized Argon atoms in a 
COLTRIMS [2] setup by 394 nm laser pulses at 
peak intensity 1.3x1014 W/cm2. By using 394 nm the 
energy spacing of the ATI peaks is doubled and the 
ponderomotive potential Up is lowered to reduce the 
influence of focal averaging. For the first time clear 
structures are visible in the sum energy spectrum of 
both electrons as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. The peaks are 
spaced by the photon energy of 3.14 eV. Further-
more we unexpectedly found that the energy spectra 
of both individual electrons show discretization 
structures as well (see Fig. 2). These findings are 
consistent with a doubly excited intermediate state. 
This state is created via recollision and both elec-
trons get ionized independently afterwards.  

 Fig. 2: Energy spectrum of (a) one and (b) the other electron at 
same conditions as in Fig. 1. 

The counting of photons enables to make a state-
ment about the parity that is transferred to the sys-
tem and, thus, about the parity of the final state. Ni 
et al. [3] proposed several selection rules for the 
continuum wave function of both electrons. With the 
knowledge of the parity it should be possible to find 
those signatures. Since those symmetry considera-
tions only apply for exactly two electrons Argon as a 
target is not suitable.  

Hence, for the first time we doubly ionized Helium 
atoms by 394 nm laser pulses at various intensities. 
At high intensities (>5x1014 W/cm2) no peaks were 
visible in the electron sum energy spectrum at all. 
But for the lowest measured intensity (3x1014 

W/cm2) weak peaks could be observed. Now we are 
able to study the influence of angular momentum 
and parity in strong field double ionization. 
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Resonance-Enhanced Two-Photon Ionisation of Helium Atoms with
Femtosecond Free Electron Laser Pulses

Andrej Mihelič1, Mateja Hrast2

1. Jožef Stefan Institute, Jamova cesta 39, Ljubljana, Slovenia
2. Faculty of mathematics and physics, University of Ljubljana, Jadranska ulica 19, Ljubljana, Slovenia

We present a theoretical study of resonance-enhanced two-photon ionisation of the ground-state helium atoms
with intense (∼ 1014 W/cm2) femtosecond free electron laser (FEL) pulses with photon energies in the region of
the resonance states lying below the second ionization threshold (65.4 eV). Contrary to single-photon ionisation
(autoionisation), two-photon ionisation may in this case result in helium ions in excited states. We determine the
population of the excited ionic species and assess the photon yields due to the decay of the excited ionic states.
This work represents an extension of our past activities dealing with radiative decay of resonance states studied
with intense coherent FEL light [1, 2].
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Transport of intense photon pulse through dense helium gas at 60-65 eV

Matjaž Žitnik1,2, Špela Krušič2, Andrej Mihelič1, Klemen Bučar1

1. J. Stefan Institute, Jamova 39, Ljubljana, SI-1000, Slovenia
2. Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, University of Ljubljana, Jadranska 19, Ljubljana, SI-1000, Slovenia

Following our previous studies of two-photon excitation of doubly excited states (DES) of He observed by detec-
tion of metastable states [1,2] we now study the transport of short (100 fs FWHM Gaussian) and intense (up to
1014 W/cm2 peak power density) light pulses through a layer of a dense helium gas (up to ≈ 1 mm length and 500
mbar pressure). The photon probe energy is varied in the 60-65 eV region coinciding with the lowest lying DES of
helium atoms. The physical process is simulated by the three-level lambda system governed by the Maxwell-Bloch
equations where the upper state is one of the n+ 1P DES below the N=2 ionization threshold with n going up to 10.
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N=2

N=1

ω

ω
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60-65 eV

40 eV
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the lambda system in case of the resonant excitation of He DES by the free electron laser light with
photon energy ω0.

The model includes leakage of the upper and of the final singly excited state of He due to two-photon ionization,
autoionization decay and absorption of light by ions. At the highest values of target pressure and probe intensity
the simulations show that resonantly tuned probe pulse is followed by noise-induced stimulated emission signal
at ≈ 40 eV photon energy which saturates at distances comparable to the probe beam diameter (≈ 50 µm). The
model allows to compute the 60→ 40 eV light conversion efficiency and to generate the secondary light spectra for
different target pressure/length parameters and for a wide range of probe intensity/detuning, considering DES with
different autoionization rates. While the prompt emission of light is governed by collective effects emerging from
coherent excitation of densely packed atoms, a delayed fluorescence signal due to decay of excited ionic states
may be produced at later times because of the electron collisions with ions and atoms in the ground state.
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Streaking Temporal Double-Slit Interference by an Orthogonal
Two-Color Laser Field

Martin Richter1, Maksim Kunitski1, Markus Schöffler1, Till Jahnke1, Lothar P. H. Schmidt1, Min Li2,
Yunquan Liu2,3 and Reinhard Dörner1
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2. State Key Laboratory for Mesoscopic Physics and Department of Physics, Peking University, Beijing 100871, China

3. Collaborative Innovation Center of Quantum Matter, Beijing 100871, China

When indistuingishable electron wave packets are launched from a sample at different times interferences occur in
the final electron momentum distribution. Any which-way information will destroy the interference. The which-
way information can either be stored in another particle by entanglement of the electron with the particle or in
the electron itself, more precisely in a spin degree of freedom or in a motional degree of freedom like one of the
momentum components.

The interfering electron wave packets are launched by strong-field tunnel ionization whereby the most promi-
nent interference fringes are the equidistant peaks in the electron energy distribution. These above-threshold ion-
ization (ATI) peaks result from the interference of wave packets born periodically in time at subsequent laser cycles
[1]. 2005 additional fringes were discovered resulting from the interference between wave packets released within
one cycle at times where the vector potential is the same but the direction of the electric field is opposite [2]. In
this work we show that orthogonally polarized two-color pulses can be used to turn these typically faint intracycle
interference fringes into a dominating structure in the electron momentum distribution (Fig. 1) and, at the same
time, can be used as a controllable which way marker.

Fig. 1 Electron momentum spectra in the polarization plane for the relative phase φ between the streaking field and ionizing
field. At the phases φ = π/2 (a) and φ = 3π/2 (c) the intracycle interference pattern is clearly visible while at the phase φ = π
(b) the interferences are switched off almost completely.
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Few body break-up spectra using the time dependent surface flux method

Vinay Pramod Majety, Alejandro Zielinski and Armin Scrinzi
Ludwig Maximimilians University, Munich, Germany

Computation of differential spectra poses a major challenge in theoretical modeling of strong field induced
break-up phenomena. At common visible and near IR wave length, pulse durations are very long on the natural
time scales of atomic and molecular systems and the interaction is non-perturbative. As a result, the system extends
to very large volumes before spectral information can be obtained by standard stationary analysis. The ensuing
large demands on computational resources have so far strongly limited theoretical access to break-up spectra.

The time dependent surface flux (tSurff) method introduced in [1,2] overcomes this limitation by containing
the numerical simulation on a small volume and recovering the time-dependent asymptotic solutions by the use of
Volkov functions. The drastic reduction of problem size allows the computation of singly and multiply differential
break-up spectra of few-body systems with relative errors below the 10% level for many physically relevant ob-
servables.

Here we present applications of tSurff and its extension to the molecular break-up problem.

(1) We studied strong field ionization of CO2, using a multi-channel description for the electronic structure [3].
Previously we had demonstrated that dynamic exchange strongly affects ionization rates in CO2 [4], here we
will discuss the role of multi-electron effects in spectra, Fig.1a.

(2) Doubly energy differential and angularly resolved spectra for the double ionization of Helium at 800 nm [5]
and at 400 nm are presented. The spectra show unexpected structure, Fig.1b, that is tentatively ascribed to
intermediate resonances.

(3) Finally, an extension of the original formulation [1,2] to breakup of molecular systems will be presented.
This, for the first time, allows a complete quantum mechanical description of electron-nuclear correlation in
such processes.

(a) Single ionization of CO2 molecule
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(b) Double ionization of Helium

Figure 1: (1a): Single ionization spectra for CO2 ionized by a 3-cycle, 800 nm pulse with a peak intensity of 1014 W/cm2.
The polarization axis is parallel to the molecular axis. The nodal structure along the polarization axis is a result of the nodal
structure in the highest occupied molecular orbital of the molecule. (1b): Energy resolved double ionization spectra for Helium
ionized by a 3-cycle, 400 nm pulse with a peak intensity of 5 × 1014 W/cm2. The colorbars are logarithmically scaled.
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Mapping molecular nitrogen photodissociation 
with attosecond temporal resolution 
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Molecular nitrogen is the most abundant species in the Earth’s atmosphere, and the investigation of the ultrafast 
dissociative mechanisms triggered by the absorption of XUV photons is of crucial importance for understanding 
the radiative-transfer processes occurring in nature[1]. In this work we used isolated attosecond pulses to 
disclose the dissociative photoionization of N2 with extremely high temporal resolution and retrieve precise 
information on the shape of the potential energy curves (PECs) involved in the dissociative process[2]. 

Fig. 1 (a) Kinetic energy distribution of N+ ions as a function of the delay between pump and probe pulses, in the 5-16 fs 
delay range. (b) Simulation of time-dependent N+ kinetic energy spectra in the same delay interval.  
  

In the experiment, sub-300-as XUV pulses were used in combination with 4-fs visible/near-infrared (VIS/NIR) 
pulses to photoionize the N2 molecule and trigger the following ultrafast dynamics occurring in N2+, leading to 
molecular dissociation. The process was studied by recording the three-dimensional momentum distribution of  
N+ ions in a Velocity Map Imaging spectrometer, as a function of the delay between the attosecond pulse (pump 
pulse) and the 4-fs VIS/NIR pulse (probe pulse). The delay-dependent ion yield (Fig. 1(a)) shows two main 
features: a strong depletion of the signal at 1eV in the 5-16 fs delay range, and the appearance of a fast  tilted 
modulation with a periodicity of 1.22 fs in the same delay interval. In order to understand the underlying 
physical process, the Time- Dependent Schrödinger Equation has been solved for a set of 616 diabatic excited 
states of N2+ , taking into account the couplings induced by the VIS/NIR probe pulse. The numerical results are 
in excellent agreement with the experimental data, as reported in Fig. 1(b), and allowed us to understand all the 
features shown in the experiment. In particular, the tilt in the modulation pattern is caused by the dispersion of 
the nuclear wavepacket during propagation along the populated PECs, thus carrying important information on 
the shape of the N2+ potential energy curves involved in the ultrafast dissociative process. At the same time, the 
theoretical model provided accurate values for the dissociative ionization yields, revealing important 
contributions coming from channels that were not considered so far in the modelling of nitrogen chemistry in 
planetary atmospheres[1,3]. A realistic modelling should also incorporate the presence of nitrogen atoms or ions 
in various excited states, which are likely to have a different reactivity.  
This work combined for the first time attosecond technology with a sophisticated theoretical model to access 
photodissociation of molecular nitrogen with an unprecedented accuracy, giving new perspectives in the 
investigation of ultrafast chemical reactions of small molecules. 
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Laser-driven attosecond dynamics in
hydrogenic molecules using XUV+IR schemes
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Electron dynamics in matter can be monitored by means of ultrashort light pulses with durations in the sub-
femtosecond regime. We investigate the laser-induced coupled electron-nuclear dynamics in the smallest molecules
in the context of XUV-IR pump-probe protocols. Significant progresses have been made in photoionization exper-
iments performed in atomic [1,2] and small molecular targets [3,4], where an attosecond pulse triggers ionization
and an IR field drives the photoelectron, thus gaining a certain control of the ionization events. A main topic of in-
terest is the role of electron correlation in the IR-induced dynamics, in particular through the population of doubly
excited states [2,3]. In this work, we present ab initio calculations performed on H2/D2 to investigate the role of
highly excited states and the coupled nuclear motion in XUV photoionization driven and/or traced by a IR-probe
field.

We obtain fully differential probabilities in both electron and nuclear kinetic energies (see Fig. 1), which
already reveal the main XUV+IR ionization pathways. We then discuss the signal of electron correlation in the
electron streaking patterns, i.e. in the photoelectron momentum as a function of the time delay between the pulses.
The streaking signal is commonly described in the context of a semiclassical approach using a single-active electron
picture that invariably breaks down when these doubly excited states come into play [6]. We thus analyze the
signature of autoionization in the streaking patterns associated to the dissociative and non-dissociative ionization
channels. Furthermore, we explore the fully differential angular distributions obtained upon XUV photoionization
and those obtained in the presence of a the combined XUV+IR scheme. Asymmetric electron angular distributions
can be obtained as a consequence of coherently populating states of different symmetry with respect to the inversion
center of the molecule, gerade and ungerade states that can be associated to the same [3] or to different ionic states
left behind [5]. In either case, when using an XUV-IR scheme, the asymmetry can be solely induced by the IR-field
or mediated by the delayed autoionization event. We will show the dependence of the relative contribution of these
two mechanisms in the resulting asymmetry with the time-delay between the XUV and the IR field, and thus the
level of control that could be expected for different laser parameters.

Δt = - 4 fs

IIR=3x1012 W/cm2

Δt = 0

IIR=3x1012 W/cm2

Δt = - 4 fs

IIR=3x1011 W/cm2

Δt = 0

IIR=3x1011 W/cm2

Fig. 1 Electron-ion coincident maps. Density of ionization probability as a function of both electronic (EKE) and nuclear ki-
netic energy (NKE) for different time delays and IR intensities. Ionization with NKEs above 2-3 eV is mostly due to the
autoionization events. Results obtained for a XUV pulse of 28 eV (reaching doubly excited states), 1 fs duration and I=109

W/cm2 combined with different intensities for the a 750 nm IR pulse of 9 fs. For time delays below 4 fs (IR pulse arrives
first), we find the distribution due to the interaction of the XUV pulse alone. When both pulses efficiently overlap (0 delay), we
find total absorption lines for the absorption of the XUV plus up to three IR photons whose profiles strongly depend on the IR
intensity.
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Understanding the ionization process during atomic collisions is fundamental both from the experimental and 

theoretical points of view. Especially, it is a challenging task for theory to describe the ionization cross sections 

near the threshold region. It was shown that the interaction of a short, few-cycle infrared laser pulse with an atom 

characterized initially by superposition of two stationary states exhibits strong signatures of atomic coherence 

[1]. Along this line, we calculate the above threshold ionization (ATI) spectra and the angular distribution of 

electrons ejected from the hydrogen atom in the tunneling regime for single states (1s, 2s 3s) and for 

superposition of stationary states (2s+3s). 

In the present work, we use both a full quantum mechanical and a semiclassical method to describe the 

tunnel ionization of hydrogen atom. As quantum treatment, we applied the direct integration of the time 

dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE). In the semiclassical approximation (SCA), it is assumed that 

wavepacket propagation in the post-tunneling process can be well described within the classical framework [2-

4]. The method is similar to the Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method based on the inclusion of the 

classical phase information of the motion.   

With these two methods, we analyze the similarities and deviations for ionization of the hydrogen atom  

(see Fig. 1). We found that the 3 dimensional semi-classical method can describe reasonably well the momentum 

correlation pattern of the ATI peak. We also show good agreement between the results obtained by TDSE 

method and the semi-classical method for the ground state. Semiclassical simulations have many advantages. 

First, these methods can be easily applied to systems with nontrivial geometries. Second, semiclassical 

simulations can help to identify the specific mechanism responsible for the relevant phenomena, and provide an 

illustrative picture of this mechanism in terms of classical trajectories. Therefore, we analyzed the different 

regions of Fig 1. We sorted the events according to the certain part of (pz-pρ) as a function of initial velocities 

and tunnel exit points. We clearly identify and separate the regions in momentum distributions of the ejected 

electrons according to initial conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.1. Ionization probability densities for the H atom as a function of the electron parallel and perpendicular momentum measured from the 

polarization vector ε, which coincides with the Oz axis. a) TDSE, b) SCA. The vector potential of the external laser pulse is: 

A(t)=A0sin(ωt)sin2(πt/τ), where A0 = 0.05 a.u., ω = 0.056 a.u., and τ = 885 a.u.. 
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RMT Two-Electron outer region for ab-initio modelling of Ultrafast
Dynamics
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R-matrix with time-dependence (RMT) is an ab-initio method for solving the Schrödinger equation for many-
electron atoms in the presence of short intense laser pulses on the attosecond timescale [1, 2]. RMT makes use
of the traditional R-Matrix division of configuration space into (i) a many-electron inner region and (ii) a region
describing single-ionisation states, where the ionised electron is represented using finite-difference (FD) tech-
niques. Previous applications of RMT include calculation of rates and spectra for single electron ionisation, and
investigation of HHG in many-electron atoms.

The RMT formalism has been extended to include a third region (iii) where double-ionisation states are repre-
sented through the inclusion of a two-dimensional finite difference grid. This double-ionisation grid is connected
to single-ionised states (region (ii)) through standard RMT Bloch operator techniques. Recent research has demon-
strated an application of region (iii) by the study of two-electron photoionisation of a He atom with RMT. Cross
sections for the one-photon two-electron ionisation process were calculated (which were previously unobtainable
with RMT), and show good agreement with benchmark data [3].

More recently, this extended RMT has further been applied to a three-electron system - S-wave electron impact
of a He atom. This added complexity makes necessary the consideration of differing spin couplings, and residual
ion states for region (iii). An example He electron impact result is shown in figure 1, where the resulting time-
dependent wavefunction (1a) is seperated into components where the two outer electrons are coupled to S=1
and S=0 (1b and 1c respectively). A range of physical processes is seen and measurable in the RMT model,
including elastic scattering, impact excitation and impact ionisation. Cross sections may be calculated for all
of these processes and show agreement with benchmark data. RMT also provides insight into the spin dynamics
during the collision, and evidence of autoionising states is also present. Calculated decay rates of these autoionising
states are again found to be in agreement with benchmark data. Work is ongoing to apply this RMT formalism to
attosecond two-electron photoionisation in three electron systems, with the expectation that RMT will soon enable
the ab-initio study of two-electron ionisation of general atoms.
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Fig. 1 Probability densities according to the radial position of the outer two electrons (r2 and r3 - the impact electron and the
ejected electron) after S-Wave electron impact ionisation of a He atom. (a) Full wavefunction density. (b, c) Contribution of
outer two electrons coupled to S=1 and S=0 respectively.
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Carrier-Wave Rabi Flopping Signatures in HHG for Alkali Species
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We present a theoretical study of the carrier-wave Rabi flopping (CWRF) phenomenon in real atoms by employing
numerical simulations of high-order harmonic generation (HHG) in alkali species [1]. Given the short HHG cutoff,
closely related to the low saturation intensity of the targets under study, we concentrate on the features of the third
harmonic of sodium (Na) and potassium (K) atoms. For pulse areas of 2π and Na atoms, a unique peak appears,
which, after analyzing the ground state population, we correlate it with the conventional Rabi flopping behavior.
On the other hand, and for larger pulse areas, CWRF occurs, and emerges as a more complex structure in the
around the third harmonic frequency, i.e. ω/ω0 = 3, where ω0 is the central frequency of the driven laser pulse.
This new feature is identified with rapid changes in the ground state population, in a time scale much shorter than
the conventional one. This new characteristics observed in K atoms indicates the breakdown of the area theorem,
as was already demonstrated under similar circumstances in narrow band gap semiconductors [2]. We observe that
HHG spectra of K atoms present a drastic change around the third harmonic, as pulse envelope area increases. Our
results are directly analogous to the manifestation of CWRF behavior observed in GaAs [2]. It is worth noting the
marked contrast to the HHG spectra of Na, where a single peak is present in the third harmonic regardless of the
envelope pulse area (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 3D-TDSE harmonic spectra in K for the corresponding laser intensities I = 3.158×1011 W/cm2 (panel a), I = 5.6144×
1011 W/cm2 (panel b) and I = 1.108× 1012 W/cm2 (panel c) and an 18 fs (FWHM) driving pulse. Panels (d), (e) and (f)
represent the HHG in Na for the same laser parameters. The insets of panels (a), (b) and (c) show a zoom around the region of
the third harmonic ω/ω0 = 3.

Our model uses accurate values for the atomic wavefunction of both ground and excited states as well as typical
laser parameters, easily achievable with the current laser technology. As a consequence, the experimental con-
firmation of our results appears straightforward. Moreover, the CWRF phenomenon in atoms could emerge as
a robust alternative for carrier-envelope phase (CEP) characterization for long pulses and in a plausible way to
control the strong field ionization, considering it is governed by the population of the atomic bound states.
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Angular distributions of photoelectrons ejected from

Neon in the presence of XUV and IR laser fields
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The rapid development of both high intensity and ultrashort light sources, e.g. free elec-
tron lasers (FELs) have led to some great breakthroughs in atomic science, unlocking the
potential for experimental observation of electron dynamics with attosecond timescale
resolution [1, 2, 3] and even control of these dynamics [4].

These advances however do come at a cost: the need for powerful theoretical methods
which can describe and interpret experimental results on the dynamics of an atomic sys-
tem that are simultaneously accurate and computationally feasible.

Theoretical models of varying complexity can be used to solve problems in these areas.
These range from simple models which can cost very little in terms on computational
power to complex models which describe the whole dynamics of an atomic system with
high precision but are, in general, far more costly in terms of computing power. The
latter contains ab initio calculations, such as the R-matrix with time-dependence (RMT)
[5, 6, 7].

Recent experimental results of angular dependence of neon irradiated by intense two-
colour fields have highlighted some interesting modulations in emission angle [8]. These
experimental findings were compared to strong-field approximation calculations (SFA).
However, the comparison showed some qualitative differences.

Using RMT we can investigate this system from first principles and compare outcomes
to both experimental and theoretical model findings. Photoelectron angular distribution
spectra are obtained for a range of intensities showing an increase in angular modula-
tion and sideband formation as intensity increases. Our ab initio results are in very good
agreement with experimental results for the central line; however for the second side band,
our calculations compare better to the SFA model. We also compare RMT calculations
with the soft-photon approximation [9].

Figure 1: Photoelectron angular distribution spec-
tra for the photoionisation of Neon irradiated by
a combination of an XUV laser at 90.5 eV photon
energy and an IR laser operating at 800 nm and
intensity of 5× 1012 W/cm2.
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Ultrafast multidimensional coherent spectroscopy at infrared (IR), visible (VIS), and ultraviolet (UV) 

frequencies has been widely used to map the (time-dependent) couplings between vibrational and electronic 

states, typically in complex molecules. However, the extension to the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) and (soft)-x-ray 

spectral range has not yet been realized partly due to the failure of standard optical elements at these photon 

energies. The XUV spectral range is of particular interest as it contains the photo-excitation region of spatially 

localized inner-valence electrons in atoms. Thus, ultrashort laser pulses at appropriately tuned XUV frequencies 

allow to selectively excite a specific atom within a molecule and then to probe the initiated charge migration or 

transfer to different atoms in the molecule. 

     As a first step towards implementing such multidimensional spectroscopy with XUV [1] light, we present 

time-resolved four-wave-mixing (FWM) spectroscopy on 2s inner-valence transitions in neon [2]. In this 

scheme, the nonlinear atomic response is stimulated from the combined action of a perturbative XUV- and a 

VIS-pump pulse together with a strong time-delayed VIS-probe pulse. The first two coinciding pulses 

(attosecond XUV and femtosecond VIS) form a two-colour pump step for the coherent excitation of both dipole-

allowed and dipole-forbidden transitions to final states (2s
-1

np) and (2s
-1

3s, 2s
-1

3d), respectively. The third pulse 

(high-intensity femtosecond VIS) can be varied in time delay with respect to the pump and thus plays the role of 

a dynamical control or probe field by inducing coupling between dipole-allowed and dipole-forbidden states. 

Observed as a function of time delay and VIS intensity, the nonlinear spectral response reveals the dynamical 

pathways along which the system is driven (cf. fig.1). This method allows to perform time-resolved XUV 

spectroscopy on dipole-forbidden states and to study their coupling to other excited states. 

     Furthermore, we present the experimental design and current status of a multidimensional XUV and soft-x-

ray spectroscopy setup applicable for both attosecond high-harmonic sources and ultra-intense free-electron 

lasers (FEL). The heart of the setup is a dynamical soft-x-ray-compatible four-segment split mirror to generate 

temporally well-controlled multi-pulse sequences for four-wave mixing. First experiments will again target 

benchmark systems such as helium, neon and small molecules. In the near future, one key application with FEL 

pulses will be the femtosecond-time-resolved multidimensional site-specific spectroscopy of molecules to follow 

charge migration as a function of time.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1(a) XUV Transient absorption spectroscopy of 2s-hole states in neon with ~1012 W/cm² VIS pulses. The key 
mechanism to observing spectral modulations as a function of delay is the two-pulse/two-colour pump step 
coherently exciting both dipole-allowed and -forbidden transitions. (b) Fourier transform along the time-delay axis. 
Transient forbidden/allowed level-couplings give rise to directed diagonal Fourier features pointing towards the 
coupling partner (dashed lines as guide to the eye). 
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Computation of high harmonic generation spectra using time-dependent
configuration interaction
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High-harmonic generation (HHG) is a highly nonlinear optical phenomenon [1] that can provide coherent XUV
and soft X-ray radiation with attosecond (10−18 s) durations. This property makes it of increasing interest because
it offers the opportunity to investigate unexplored research areas in atoms and molecules with unprecedented time
resolution [2-4]. The HHG process arises when a gas of atoms or molecules interacts with a strong infrared
femtosecond laser pulse and can be understood by means of semi-classical pictures, such as the celebrated three-
step model [5]: (1) an electron escapes from the atom through tunnel ionization induced by the strong laser field, (2)
it is accelerated away by the laser field until the sign of the field changes, whereupon the electron is reaccelerated
back to the nucleus, (3) where it emits a photon as it recombines to the ground state.
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Fig. 1 HHG spectrum of a 1D Helium at λ = 800 nm and I = 3x1014 W.cm−2

The ab initio calculation of high harmonic generation spectra is a real computational challenge for large sys-
tems, since it requires to solve the time dependent Schrödinger equation, which is impossible, even in the near-
future, when the number of electrons exceeds two. To tackle this issue, we explore the computation of HHG spec-
tra of multi-electronic systems using time dependent configuration interaction (TDCI) i.e. solving the Schrödinger
equation projected on a CI basis. To build the latter, one has to choose a basis of single electron primitives to
properly represent the bound and continuum states of the system, the delocalized continuum states being a real
challenge for the commonly used localized function such as gaussians. Following the work already done in [6]
on a single electron atom (the hydrogen), we investigate the efficiency of Gaussian functions specifically designed
for the description of the continuum proposed by Kaufmann et al. [7]. We assess the range of applicability of this
approach by studying one dimensional systems with two electrons, for which exact calculations on a grid can be
performed and then be used as a reference to test the TDCI method (see Fig. 1). We believe that if the results
obtained with two electrons are in reasonable agreement with the grid reference, then it will allow us to extend this
method to bigger systems for which no accurate methods of calculations are known.
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Ultrafast VUV-Photodissociation of H2O Isotopologues Traced by
Single-shot Autocorrelation
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The VUV-induced photodissociation of water in the excited Ã (1B1) state is a prototypical example of a barrierless
dissociation reaction taking place on a sub 10 fs time scale. A detailed knowledge of the pulse properties in a
pump-probe experiment, where the pulse duration is comparable to the reaction time of the system, is necessary to
extract the time constants of molecular processes. To achieve this, we combine single-shot pulse metrology with
pump-probe measurements in a colliding-pulse autocorrelation experiment.

The scheme is based on wave-front splitting of high-harmonic pulses created by a Ti:Sa laser system in a
loose-focusing geometry [1,2]. The fifth harmonic (161.0 nm, 7.70 eV) is selected, focused into a gas target
and ions created by the radiation are imaged onto a position-sensitive detector, thus mapping the temporal delay
between both pulses onto a spatial coordinate (Fig. 1 a). Compared to traditional delay-scanning approaches this
dramatically decreases acquisition time, thus increasing the statistical precision of the measurement.

autocorrelation ion microscope image Kr+

pump-probe microscope imageH2O+

a) b)

Si wedge(HR 160 nm)

pulsed nozzle

gas target

MCP detector
with phosphor screen

imaging ion
microscope

IR separation

from HHG
source

focussing
mirrors

100 fs

100 fs

Fig. 1 (a) Experimental setup for the VUV single-shot autocorrelation experiment. (b) The ion microscope image recorded
for the direct two-photon ionization of Krypton corresponds to the intensity autocorrelation of the 161.0 nm pulse, while the
second image shows the pump-probe ion signal for the VUV-induced photodissociation of H2O.

The photodissociation of water in the Ã (1B1) state has been studied for the first time in a VUV+VUV approach,
excluding the effects of strong IR radiation as a probe, such as bond-softening and intermediate resonances. In this
scheme a time constant of less than 7 fs has been observed. Furthermore, isotope substitution has been utilized
to study the primary and secondary kinetic isotope effects on the reaction dynamics. Depending on the degree of
hydrogen substitution the observed dynamics take place in 10±2 fs and less.
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Non-perturbative quantum-path effects in the generation of attosecond 
extreme-ultraviolet vortices  
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Helical phased beams, also called optical vortices, are structures of the electromagnetic field with a spiral phase 
ramp about a point-phase singularity. The spiral phase imprints an orbital angular momentum (OAM) to the beam, 
in addition to the intrinsic angular momentum associated with the polarization. These beams, commonly generated 
in the optical regime, present a well-defined OAM during the beam propagation and have a wide range of 
applications: classical and quantum communications, micromanipulation, microscopy, among others [1]. The 
production of OAM beams in the extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) and x-ray regimes is of great interest, as it will allow 
extending the applications of optical vortices down to the nanometric scale. Phase singularities can be imprinted 
to short-wavelength light using high-order harmonic generation (HHG), producing XUV vortices [2]. When 
driving HHG by an optical OAM beam, highly-charged harmonic vortices with unprecedented spatio-temporal 
properties are emitted in the form of helical attosecond beams [3]. It has been theoretically [3] and experimentally 
[4] shown that OAM is conserved in HHG, i.e., each harmonic is generated with a topological charge of 𝑞ℓ, being 
𝑞 the harmonic order and ℓ the topological charge of the driving optical beam. 
 

In this contribution we explore, through numerical simulations, the contribution of different quantum paths to 
the generation of XUV beams through HHG. We study the role of the non-perturbative atomic phase in the 
generation of harmonic vortices. To this end, we present a detailed analysis of OAM-HHG driven by single or 
multiple infrared OAM beams. In particular, if driven by a combination of infrared vortices with different 
topological charges, HHG leads to the emission of unprecedented vortex beam structures whose topological charge 
is affected by the non-perturbative atomic phase of the HHG process itself [5].  We know that the transverse phase 
matching [6] plays a fundamental role in the macroscopic emission of XUV vortices. We show how to take 
advantage of the transverse phase matching to select helical attosecond beams generated from short or long 
quantum paths, and thus, exhibiting positive or negative temporal chirp [7]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Helical	structure	of	attosecond	pulses	showing	the	threaded	contributions	of	short	and	long	quantum	paths	for	
a	HHG	simulation	where	the	argon	gas	jet	is	placed	2	mm	before	(a)	and	after	(b)	the	focus	position.	The	driving	field	
is	modelled	as	an	infrared	(800	nm)	vortex	beam	with	ℓ=1,	with	a	temporal	sin2	envelope	of	15.4	fs	at	full-width-half-
maximum	and	1.4x1014	Wcm-2	peak	intensity	[6].	
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Harmonic Spectra of Neon in Mixed Laser Pulse Schemes 
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High harmonic generation (HHG) is the fundamental process of attosecond science, providing us the means to 

observe some of the fastest dynamics known to man. Analysis of the spectra produced by HHG can give us an 

insight on the motion of electrons on their own characteristic attosecond timescale (10-18 s) [1] and the high energy 

harmonic light produced from the process can be used to create ultrashort (T < 10-15 s) laser pulses [2]. 

However, the description of HHG is a computationally challenging task as electrons are not simple, separable 

particles, but are in fact strongly correlated. Therefore determining the response of a many-electron atom to a 

laser pulse typically requires the use of massively parallel computers. At Queen’s University Belfast, through the 

use of the R-matrix with time-dependence method (RMT), we have successfully described the response of 

general, multielectron atoms in short, intense laser fields. RMT applies the basic principles of R-matrix theory, 

in which all interactions between all electrons are taken into account close to the nucleus, but exchange 

interactions are neglected when one electron has become distanced from the parent ion.  

This poster presents the latest results from a study of HHG in Neon. Included are spectra produced in a mixed 

(800nm + time-delayed 400nm) laser pulse scheme. The introduction of the second harmonic laser pulse allows 

the control of electron trajectories, and the identification of time-dependent features in the spectra. 

 
a)       b) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Harmonic spectra produced when Neon is subjected to a 6 cycle (3 sin2 ramp-on 3 sin2 ramp-off) 800nm pulse at 
4x1014 W/cm2 mixed with a) a 6 cycle (3 on - 3 off) 4 x1013 W/cm2 time-delayed 400mn pulse and b) a 12 cycle (3-6-3) 
4x1013 W/cm2 time-delayed 400mn pulse. 
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Near-Forward Rescattering Photoelectron Holography in Strong-Field
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Electrons produced in tunneling ionization of atoms and molecules by intense laser fields being driven by the field
may fly directly to a detector without interacting with the parent ion or may first undergo rescattering by the ion.
The interference of direct and near-forward rescattered electrons with the same final momenta results in a distinct
strong-field photoelectron holography (SFPEH) pattern [1] in photoelectron momentum distributions (PEMD)
observed experimentally for various targets. It was suggested [1] that this pattern should encode some structural
information, but what kind of information and how to decode it remained unknown. These most important for
target imaging questions have been answered in our recent paper [2].

Our analysis is based on the adiabatic theory [3]. In the adiabatic approximation, the interference phase
determining a near-forward rescattering SFPEH pattern produced by a linearly polarized laser pulse is ∆φAA =
1
2 k2
⊥∆t +α , where ∆t is the time between the ionization and rescattering events for a forward rescattered elec-

tron, which depends only on the component kz of the photoelectron momentum along the laser field, and α is the
phase of the scattering amplitude, which additionally depends on the perpendicular component k⊥. On the other
hand, the interference phase can be extracted from a given PEMD by fitting the SFPEH pattern with predictions
of the adiabatic theory. This enables one to find α as a function of (k⊥,kz), which can then be converted into a
function of the incident momentum and scattering angle. We demonstrate this imaging procedure by applying it
to PEMDs calculated by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) for a model potential. Figure
1(a) shows such a PEMD. The low-contrast nearly horizontal interference fringes represent an SFPEH pattern of
the type discussed above. Figure 1(b) demonstrates that the interference minima extracted from the TDSE results
closely follow the predictions of the adiabatic theory. Figure 1(c) compares the phase α of the scattering amplitude
extracted from the TDSE results with that obtained from scattering calculations. The agreement is good and even
the relatively small difference between the two potentials considered is clearly resolved.
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Fig. 1 (a) TDSE results for the PEMD produced in ionization from a potential V (r) = −exp[−(r/a)2]/r with a = 10 by a
one-cycle pulse with λ = 800 nm and I = 3.5×1014 W/cm2. (b) Interference minima of the near-forward rescattering SFPEH
pattern extracted from the TDSE results (open circles) and obtained in the adiabatic approximation from ∆φAA = (2n+ 1)π
with n = 0,1, . . . ,4 (solid lines). (c) The phase α of the scattering amplitude for potentials with a = 10 and 20 as a function of
k⊥ at kz = 2.2 extracted from the TDSE results (symbols) and obtained from scattering calculations (solid lines).
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High-Order Parametric Amplification in Intense Laser Field 
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Usually nonlinear optics deals with processes involving few photons and describes the matter response in the 
terms of nonlinear susceptibilities )(m . If the laser field perturbatively interacts with matter, this approach 
allows description for numerous nonlinear effects. However, in the case of intense laser field the perturbation 
approach fails. The only process which is well-understood in this case is high-order harmonic generation (HHG). 
The study of the other nonlinear optical processes in the nonperturbative regime is limited, among other factors, 
by poorly developed methods of their description.  In particular, experimental [1] and numerical [2] observation 
of the exponential growth of the harmonic signal lead to active discussion [3,4]. 
 In this paper we develop an approach describing matter response in the presence of a given pump laser 
field and a weaker field (this could be a weak external field or the HH field generated in the target). The 

interaction of the latter field with matter can be described in terms of the induced susceptibilities )(m
q , where q 

and m  are numbers of the photons from the pump and the weak field, respectively.  We study the permutation 
symmetry of the induced susceptibilities, which is to some extent analogous to such symmetry of )(m . The 
technique of the induced susceptibilities allows understanding of number of published results, for instance, the 
properties of the ultrahigh-order wave mixing in noncollinear HHG [5] or properties of the two-color laser-
plasma generation of terahertz radiation [6]. The propagation equations for the weak field is similar to such 
equations in the "usual" nonlinear optics. Thus we can describe high-order frequency mixing, high-order 
parametric amplification and generation, high-order Raman scattering. In some cases these equations have 
solutions which are well-known in the nonlinear optics, for instance, the exponential growth for the parametric 
amplification, and in other cases they provide  new types of solutions, for instance, the super-exponential 
(namely, hyperbolic) growth. Using numerical solution of the 3D time-dependen Schrodinger equation (TDSE) 
we calculate the induced susceptibilities for the laser intensities typically used for HHG. The found 
susceptibilities are high enough to provide parametric amplification of the seeding XUV. This seeding is 
generated in the process of high-order wave-mixing. 
 Our analytical findings are confirmed by results of the numerical propagation equation solution. This 
solution is done simultaneously for the laser and generated fields and uses the nonlinear polarization calculated 
via 3D TDSE for every slice of the generating medium. 
 Experimentally the process of high-order parametric amplification can be realized in high-pressure gas 
filled capillaries. This can be a perspective way of intense coherent XUV generation.     
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Influens of Defects in Regular Nanosystems on Interference Processes 

at the Reemission of Attosecond Electromagnetic Pulses 
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Crystals and nanostructured targets are natural diffraction gratings for X rays. The diffraction of X rays by 

various periodic structures is usually described as the scattering of plane waves with infinite time duration [1]. 

The scattering of attosecond electromagnetic pulses from such structures has been poorly studied to date. At the 

same time, such processes can supplement the X-ray diffraction analysis by the capabilities of high time 

resolution spectroscopy, including attosecond spectroscopy and attosecond metrology [2–6]. Nevertheless, the 

processes of interference at the scattering of attosecond pulses from various regular targets have been studied 

only in a few works. The theory of the reemission of attosecond electromagnetic pulses by arbitrary multiatomic 

systems consisting of isolated complex atoms was developed in [7–9]. Interference effects become dominant in 

the rescattering spectra when targets are regular structures with a large number of atoms. In this case, the angular 

distributions of the incident and scattered radiations can be significantly separated by choosing the spatial 

structure of targets and their various combinations. The theory of the reemission of attosecond electromagnetic 

pulses by arbitrary regular multiatomic systems consisting of identical complex atoms was developed in [10] 

with allowance for chaotic thermal vibrations. However, interference processes at the reemission of attosecond 

electromagnetic pulses by arbitrary regular multiatomic systems containing various defects have not yet been 

considered.  

In this work, the effect of defects in nanostructured targets on interference spectra at the reemission of 

attosecond electromagnetic pulses is considered. General expressions were obtained for calculations of 
spectral distributions for one-, two-, and threedimensional multiatomic nanosystems consisting of 
identical complex atoms with defects such as bends, vacancies, and breaks. Changes in interference 
spectra by a linear chain with several removed atoms (chain with breaks) and by a linear chain with a 
bend have been calculated as examples allowing a simple analytical representation. Generalization to two- 
and threedimensional nanosystems has been developed. The proposed approach can be directly expanded 
to more general types of defects. 
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Superfluid in helical container as a sensor of metric disturbances.

A.Yu.Okulov∗

Russian Academy of Sciences, 119991, Moscow, Russian Federation.

Gravitational waves emitted by coalescent black holes produce tiny changes of space intervals. Current experimental
sensitivity of long base laser interferometers [1] offers a possibility to detect strains of the order of 10−21Hz1/2 [2]. Next
generation of LIGO/LISA detectors [3] is expected to be a matter wave interferometers known currently as a sensors of
gravity, rotations and magnetic fields. The inherent advantage of atomic interferometers compared to optical Sagnac
[4] and Michelson [1] sensors is of the order of ratio of the atomic rest mass to photon energy mc2/~ω ∼ 1010.This
feature had been demonstrated for atomic Mach-Zehnder and Sagnac configurations.

Recently the alternative quantum interference device with twisted interference fringes had been proposed [5]. The
atomic interference fringes are formed inside helical waveguide produced by two phase-conjugated optical vortices [6].
Waveguide profile is given in cylindrical coordinates z, r, θ by:

Vtwist(z, r, θ) ∼ exp

[ −2r2

D2
0(1 + z2/k2D4

0)

]
[1 + cos(2kz + 2ℓθ)] · r2|ℓ|

D
2|ℓ|
0

, (1)

where Rayleigh-range LR
∼= D2

0/λ of LG (Laguerre-Gaussian) vortex beams [7] with topological charge ℓ depends on
beam waist radius D0, wavenumber 2π/λ. Noteworthy this helical potential had been realized experimentally with
phase conjugating photorefractive mirror [8]. The exact solution for macroscopic wavefunction in this potential [9]

predicts that atomic cloud will move along ~z ( interferometer axis ) with translational velocity Vz = ±|~Ω⊕|ℓ/k, where
~Ω⊕ is angular velocity of reference frame.

In a more general case when matter wave interferometer is placed on rotating sphere the interferometer axis ~z(t)

moves around frame rotation axis ~Ω⊕ thus Gross-Pitaevskii equation for matter wavefunction Ψ has the form [10]:

i~
∂Ψ

∂t
= − ~2

2m
∆Ψ + Vtwist(z, r, θ) Ψ + g|Ψ| 2Ψ − ~Ω⊕ · ~̂LΨ + m~g · ~z [1 + ǫ cos(Ωgrt)], (2)

where ~̂L is angular momentum operator, m is the mass of trapped atom, ~g is free-fall acceleration, Ωgr is frequency of
gravitational wave, ǫ is small parameter. In this case the matter wave vortices [9] inside helical waveguide experience
the splitting of energy δE due to Coriolis effect:

δE(t) = −~ℓ~z(t) · ~Ω⊕, α(t) =

∫ t

0

dτ δE(t)/~, (3)

where geometric phase α(t) [11] had been acquired via transport of rotating matter wave vortices along a closed

trajectory (fig.1). When axes ~z and ~Ω⊕ are parallel to each other the geometric phase gives frequency shift via
angular Doppler effect [12].
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Towards Measuring Parity Violation in Cold Chiral Molecules Using 
Vibrational Spectroscopy 
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Parity violation (PV) effects have so far never been observed in chiral molecules. Caused by the weak nuclear 
force, PV should lead to frequency differences in the rovibrational spectra of the two enantiomers of a chiral 
molecule. However the effect is small, making its observation a very difficult experimental challenge. There are 
many reasons for attempting this difficult measurement. A successful PV measurement will undoubtedly shed 
light on the origins of biomolecular homochirality. It can also constitute a test of the standard model of the 
universe in the low-energy regime or, in fact, a probe of physics beyond it, and will serve as a stringent 
benchmark for computational protocols used in relativistic quantum chemistry. We have been working towards 
measuring this difference using Ramsey interferometry in the mid-infrared (at around 10 µm) using ultra-narrow 
linewidth CO2 lasers referenced to atomic clocks in Paris via an optical link. We expect to reach a fractional 
sensitivity at around 10-15 (~10 mHz) on the frequency difference between enantiomers [1]. 

We present the results of preliminary investigations conducted on methyltrioxorhenium (MTO), an achiral 
test molecule whose chiral derivatives, which have recently been synthesized, are expected to show a ~10-14 level 
PV effect [2]. We report on the high-resolution spectroscopy of MTO [3,4,5], both in cells and in molecular 
beams. This work has enabled us to identify several key elements of the current experiment needing 
improvement prior to making a PV measurement. 

The first is the lack of tuneability of our CO2 lasers. We present our on-going work towards their replacement 
with quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) [5,6] the very latest mid-IR laser technology which offers broad and 
continuous tuning. We have developed a method to lock any mid-IR radiation to a frequency comb stabilized to 
a near-IR reference. This frequency reference, generated at the French national metrology institute, is monitored 
against atomic frequency standards and transferred via an optical fibre. Stabilizing a QCL this way provides the 
ultimate frequency accuracy (potentially the 3×10-16 of the Cs fountain clock) and stability (~10-15 after 1s of 
integration) indispensable for the PV test. It results in the narrowest (0.2-Hz linewidth) and most accurate QCL 
to date [6], paving the way towards ‘atomic physics’ types of precision measurements on molecules. 

Secondly, our current molecular beam source only yields a modest flux for species such as MTO and its 
chiral derivatives which are solid at room temperature. We plan to overcome this by developing a buffer-gas-
beam source and report on our latest efforts to implement buffer-gas cooling on polyatomic species. Gas phase 
MTO is produced by ablating a solid target in a cryogenic buffer gas cell containing helium at ~5 K. MTO 
molecules cool by colliding with the cold helium. The light from a QCL is used to perform absorption 
spectroscopy of the Re=O stretching mode of MTO from which we estimate a temperature of ~6 K. Furthermore, 
the resolution demonstrated (~3 MHz) allows the hyperfine structure in the excited vibrational state to be 
unravelled, quite a feat for such a complex molecule, showing that precision spectroscopic measurements are 
already possible with this first setup. This is an essential step towards creating a cold intense beam of 
organometallic molecules to observe weak-force induced PV in chiral molecules. 

PV aside, the technological developments proposed in this project will allow complex polyatomic molecules 
to be studied at an unprecedented level of precision. With such techniques, we envision new possibilities for 
using polyatomic molecules to perform further precision measurements of importance for fundamental physics. 
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Precision Atomic Calculations for Clocks Based on Highly-Charged Ions
and Electron-Hole Transitions

Julian Berengut
School of Physics, University of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW 2052, Australia

Several recent proposals have necessitated new methods of calculation of atomic spectra and properties in systems
where holes play an important role. Interesting systems include highly charged ions, where hole transitions can
form the basis of optical atomic clocks with extraordinarily high accuracy [1, 2]. In cases where the transitions
are available due to level crossings, the clocks can have extremely high sensitivity to variation of the fine-structure
constant α , potentially improving current limits on time-variation of α by up to two orders-of-magnitude.

The experimental spectroscopy of one such candidate, the Ir17+ ion which has two holes in the otherwise
closed 4 f 14 5s2 valence shells, has shown that current theoretical methods have severe limitations in accurately
describing the spectrum [3]. That study included (along with the experimental spectrum) the results of several
calculations including different variants of configuration interaction (CI), multiconfigurational Dirac-Fock, and
Fock-space coupled cluster. None of the theories tested were able to unambiguously identify the entire observed
spectrum. Furthermore many existing methods of calculation – such as the combined configuration interaction
and many-body perturbation theory (CI+MBPT), correlation potential methods, and coupled-cluster methods – are
designed to work well in one- or two-valence-electron atoms and particularly in near-neutral systems.

We have developed an ab initio method of calculating atomic spectra and properties in systems where holes
play an important role. Based on the CI+MBPT method [4], implemented in AMBiT, we have employed Wick’s
theorem to allow the inclusion of configurations with arbitrary numbers of valence holes, electrons, and any com-
binations thereof concurrently (of course, the total number of electrons should be conserved). The method can treat
valence-hole systems like Ir17+, electron-hole excitations in, e.g. noble gases, and can be used to add important
hole configurations to improve the accuracy of transitions of valence electrons.

As a first test case, we have performed calculations of spectra and sensitivity to α-variation for the Hg+ ion,
where the clock transition 6s→ 5d−1 6s2 has been compared with an Al+ clock to get the best current limit on
time-variation of α [5]. Previously, this ion has been treated as an 11-valence-electron system (5d10 6s→ 5d9 6s2)
using configuration interaction [6]. We present results of the full CI+MBPT method with holes, and updated limits
on time-variation of α based on the existing experiment [5].
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Spectroscopy of H+
2 and HD+ Near Their Dissociation Thresholds: Shape

and Feshbach Resonances

Maximilian Beyer and Frédéric Merkt
ETH Zürich, Laboratorium für Physikalische Chemie, Vladimir-Prelog-Weg 2, 8093 Zürich, Switzerland

We use high Rydberg states to measure the properties of H+
2 and HD+ in the vicinity of their dissociation lim-

its H++H, H++D and H+D+, with particular emphasis on the spectral positions and widths of the quasibound
rovibrational levels above the dissociation threshold of the X+ 2Σ+

g ground state [1].
Although the existence of these quasibound levels has been predicted a long time ago, they have never been
observed. Positions and widths of the lowest resonances have not been calculated either. Given the role that such
states play in the three-body and radiative recombination of H(1s) and H+ to form H+

2 , this lack of data may be
regarded as one of the largest unknown aspects of this otherwise accurately known fundamental molecular cation.
We present measurements of the positions and widths of the lowest-lying quasibound rotational levels of H+

2 ,
located close to the top of the centrifugal barriers and which decay by quantum-mechanical tunneling. These states
are also refered to as shape resonances. For HD+ we present measurements of rovibrational levels of the A+ 2Σ+

u
state, located between the two dissociation limits. Because of the g-u-symmetry breaking in HD+, these levels are
coupled to the H++D continuum by nonadiabatic interactions and can be regarded as Feshbach resonances.
The experimental results will be compared with the positions and widths we calculate for these levels using a
potential model for the X+ and the A+ state of H+

2 and HD+ which includes adiabatic, nonadiabatic, relativistic
and radiative corrections to the Born-Oppenheimer potential energies.
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Fourier transform spectrometers (FTS) based on optical frequency combs (OFC) allow detection of broadband 

molecular spectra with high signal-to-noise ratios within acquisition times orders of magnitude shorter than 

traditional FTIRs based on thermal sources [1]. Moreover, high absorption sensitivity for absorption and low 

detection limits can be obtained using optical enhancement cavities [2]. Due to the pulsed nature of OFCs the 

interferogram consists of a series of bursts rather than a single burst at zero optical path difference (OPD). The 

comb mode structure can be resolved by acquiring multiple bursts [3]. However, the measurement of molecular 

lines narrower than the resolution limit set by the maximum OPD has not been demonstrated. 

 

We show that it is sufficient to acquire an interferogram in a symmetric range around a single burst with a 

length precisely matched to the comb line spacing in order to exceed the spectrometer’s OPD-limited resolution 

and measure accurately the intensity change of the individual comb lines. Our method allows measurements of 

broadband spectra with absorption lines narrower than the OPD-limited resolution without any loss of accuracy 

due to the instrumental lineshape function. It reduces the acquisition time of high-resolution measurements and 

interferometer length by orders of magnitude. We demonstrate this by measuring undistorted low pressure CO2 

and CO absorption lines with linewidths narrower than the OPD-limited resolution using OFC-based mechanical 

FTS in the near- and mid-infrared wavelength ranges [4]. The near-infrared system is based on an Er:fiber 

femtosecond laser locked to a high finesse cavity, while the mid-infrared system is based on a fully-stabilized 

Tm:fiber-laser-pumped optical parametric oscillator coupled to a multi-pass cell. 
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The ability to control the phase of the electric field in ultrashort laser pulses revolutionized many aspects of 

fundamental and applied science. In such a frequency comb (FC), a train of phase-stabilized pulses results in a 

set of equally spaced narrow spectral “comb” modes, whose absolute position can be controlled by reference 

oscillators. In the field of Fourier-transform spectroscopy, the usage of frequency comb sources led to a 

remarkable progress in terms of sensitivity, accuracy and the resolution is not limited by the optical path delay 

(OPD) [1,2]. 

We report on a frequency comb based Fourier-transform spectrometer (FTS) operating in the mid-infrared 

(MIR) spectral region, where molecules exhibit their strongest absorption features and signatures of their 

dynamics. A schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The MIR frequency comb is based on a stabilized 2 W 

Yb:fiber laser and difference frequency generation. The laser output is split into pump and signal field whereas 

the signal is spectrally shifted in a highly nonlinear fiber [3]. An idler field corresponding to the difference 

between the incident fields is generated in a periodically-poled lithium niobate nonlinear crystal with fan-out 

structure. The optical spectrum can be continuously tuned from 1900 to 3300 cm
-1

 as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The 

average output power was 500 µW – 1.5 mW, corresponding to a power-per-comb-mode of up to 200 nW. 

Details of the FC system and the possibility to extend its spectral coverage to 1000 cm
-1

 can be found in Ref. [4]. 

The spectral read out of the FC was realized by a home-built scanning FTS. The optical path delay is measured 

with a frequency stabilized helium-neon laser and it is sufficient to resolve individual FC lines at 150 MHz or 

0.005 cm
-1

 spacing.  

 

 
Fig. 1: (a) Schematic of the frequency comb spectrometer. PPL: phase-locked loop. HNLF: highly-nonlinear fiber. RR: 

retro-reflectors. (b) MIR spectra generated with a PPLN crystal. (c) Measured CO spectrum (black) and comparison with 

HITRAN database (gray) 

  

 For an initial demonstration of the capability of the instrument, the FC source was tuned to 4.6 µm to 

measure the fundamental absorption band of CO. Fig. 1(c) shows a single scan spectrum (125 cm OPD in 4 s) of 

the R-branch with a resolution of 0.008 cm
-1 

measured in a 45 mm long gas cell filled with 15 mbar. Fig. 1 (c) 

also shows the comparison with a HITRAN based model calculated for our measurement conditions. 

The presented spectroscopy setup is ideally suited for applications such as trace gas detection and 

lineshape analysis. It can be used throughout the important MIR spectral region to probe the vibration bands of 

molecules with the qualities of a frequency comb. 

 

Vinicius Silva de Oliveira acknowledges the support from CNPq, Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento 

Científico e Tecnologico - Brasil.  
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Nature mechanism-force origin 
Zheng sheng ming 

Physics research yuquan19(jia) Beijing China 100049 

In the process of mankind investigate natural rule: people know well many interactions in the nature, today all 

interactions in the nature are classed by four kinds of force: electromagnetic force, gravitation, weak force, and 

strong force. Since Einstein declared his next idea was to unify these four kinds force. This idea has been 

attracting many people to make great efforts to answer! For solve this question and find its mechanism of origin, 

I do some experiments and discover that the moving photons produce gravitation. My experiments reveal the 

origin of gravitation. Moreover I apply this discovery in the electromagnetic phenomena reveal the origin of 

electromagnetic force. In this book describe the detail of my experiment and all calculate. Base on this I first 

unify the electromagnetic force and gravitation: their essence is same and their size is equally. From this we can 

know the meaning of gravitational mass which Newton and Einstein defined and the meaning of electric charge 

which Coulomb and Franklin defined; moreover I further reveal the essence of caloric, and reveal the mechanism 

of chemical reaction, demonstrate the quantum and General theory of Relativity are all wrong. Along this way, I 

reveal the mechanism of motion in optics, thermal, electromagnet, and gravitation. This shows the mechanism of 

natural motion. Namely I find the essence natural rule that the nature how moving in atomic world and in the 

heavenly body world, and reveal what is the elementary particle in nature, the matter how to compose. That is to 

say the elementary particle in the Nature is photon; the moving photons produce electromagnetic force and 

gravitation. Meanwhile the photon also transmit these forces in space, from this engender chemical interaction, 

heat phenomenon, and other many natural phenomena, in the end come to being cosmos[1]. 
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Figure 1. Picture a is the device of the experiment. Picture c is the ring site in light beam O, and pictures 1-12 are photographs showing 
that light beam O changed form from a circle to a pentagon when the other light beam accompany moving forward.  
Figure 2. This experiment demonstrates that light beam O does not change its circular shape when there are no other light beams 
accompany moving forward.  

 

Figure 3. Picture a shows sectional state of the two light beams O, P. Picture b is the state of the moving track of light beams O, P; 
picture c is the photograph in the screen when light beams O, P are all moving forward; and picture d is the photograph of the screen 
when only light beam O moves forward. 
Figure 4. Picture a is the state of force in the three light beams A, O, and C; picture b shows the section of movement of light beams A, 
O, and C; picture c is the photograph of light beams A, and C when they are first on he screen; picture d is the photograph when the outer 
part of light beam A is removed. In picture d, the white line is the original site of light beam A when outside light beam has not been 
removed; the green line is the site of light beam A when outside fringe has been removed, the red arrow shows the direction of the light 
beam A accepting this force; The purple line in picture b is the moving track of light beam A when outer light beam has not been 
removed.  
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Searches for exotic transient signals with a Global Network of Optical
Magnetometers for Exotic physics

S. Pustelny
Institute of Physics, Jagiellonian University, 30-383 Kraków, Poland

On behalf of the GNOME collaboration

Synchronous monitoring of spin dynamics in distant experiments offers new means of searching for physics be-
yond the Standard Model [1]. Here, we discuss application of a network of synchronized optical magnetometers,
separated by hundreds or even thousands of kilometers, to search for transient exotic spin couplings [2]. Such
couplings would manifest as temporal disturbances of magnetometers’ operation and abrupt, yet brief, changes
of their readouts. However, due to uncontrollable nature of the couplings, identification of such signals and their
distinction from ordinary (e.g., magnetic) noise is, in an isolated experiment, particularly difficult. Therefore, we
propose to correlate readouts of distant magnetometers, which limits local noise and makes the network sensitive to
global spin disturbances. Appropriate experimental arrangements (e.g., magnetic shielding) and careful analysis of
magnetometers’ signals (e.g., vetoing techniques) allow to strongly reduce contribution from magnetic couplings,
making the network sensitive to hypothetical (exotic) couplings. Such exotic couplings may be induced by hitherto
undiscovered exotic particles or fields, which opens the possibility to test various theoretical model, including the
ones that have not been yet unexplored experimentally.
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The quantum coherent control, originally developed for optical lasers, is now extending into the XUV range due 
to development of new radiation sources. The seeded free-electron laser FERMI [1] is suitable for the 
corresponding experiments because of its high temporal coherency. Here we theoretically consider and further 
develop a scheme of coherent control in the XUV regime based on interference between one-photon and 
resonant two-photon ionization pathways in atomic ionization. This scheme was recently realized at FERMI [2]. 
When the frequencies of the two fields are ω and 2ω, respectively, the same configuration of electric field 
vectors is repeated each optical cycle. Thus a memory regarding the initial phase between the fields is kept, even 
if the pulses are infinitely long [3]. In our principal example, the frequency ω scans the vicinity of the 2p54s and 
2p53d states in the neon atom, leading to resonant two-photon ionization, whereas the photon with the doubled 
frequency causes direct single-photon ionization. The resonant mode was selected in order to increase the 
probability of the two-photon ionization pathway. For fields with parallel linear polarizations, the interference of 
photoelectron continuum waves with different parities results in a ‘left-right’ asymmetry of the photoelectron 
angular distribution. This asymmetry depends on the photon frequency, the phase shift between the harmonics 
(ϕ), the ratio of the harmonic amplitudes (η), and the pulse duration. It can thus serve as a good marker of the 
coherent control [2].   

 

 
 

Fig. 1 (Left)  PT results for the photoelectron left-right asymmetry A = [(I(ϑ=0) - I(ϑ=π)] / [(I(ϑ=0) + I(ϑ=π)], where ϑ is the 
electron emission direction with respect to the electric field, as function of the photon energy and the ratio of the amplitudes of 
the first and the second harmonics η for a peak field of intensity 1012 W/cm2, a sin2 pulse envelope covering 250 optical 
cycles, and a phaseshift ϕ=π/2 between the harmonics. (Right) Same as on the left as function of the photon energy for 
η=0.02155 (chain line) compared with the TDSE prediction (solid line). The positions of the intermediate fine-structure 
resonant states are marked by lines. 

	  

We	   calculated	   the	   photoelectron	   angular	   distribution	   within	   time-‐dependent	   perturbation	   theory	   (PT)	  
and	  by	  solving	  the	  time-‐dependent	  Schrödinger	  equation	  (TDSE)	   	   [4].	   	  Some	  of	   the	  results	  are	  shown	  in	  
Fig.	   1.	   When	   either	   the	   first	   or	   second	   harmonic	   is	   weak,	   the	   interference	   and,	   consequently,	   the	  
asymmetry	  are	  suppressed.	  	  In	  our	  case	  the	  one-‐photon	  ionization	  is	  very	  strong	  compared	  to	  two-‐photon	  
ionization,	   and	   thus	   the	   largest	   asymmetry	   is	   achieved	   already	   with	   a	   small	   admixture	   of	   the	   second	  
harmonic.	   	   Results	   for	   other	   field	   parameters,	   including	   the	   case	   of	   circularly	   polarized	   fields,	   together	  
with	  a	  detailed	  analysis	  of	  the	  effect	  will	  be	  presented	  at	  the	  conference.	  
This	  work	   is	  supported,	   in	  part,	  by	  the	  United	  States	  National	  Science	  Foundation	  under	  grant	  No.	  PHY-‐
1430245	  and	  the	  XSEDE	  allocation	  No.	  TG-‐PHY-‐090031	  (ND	  and	  KB).	  
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Building an Optical Centrifuge for Spinning of Molecules Embedded in
Helium Nanodroplets
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1. Institut for Fysik og Astronomi, Aarhus University, Ny Munkegade 120, 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark
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We present our work on building an optical centrifuge for use in experiments on isolated molecules and
molecules inside helium nanodroplets. A laser pulse consisting of two counter-rotating electric fields with chirp of
opposing signs is created by passing an input pulse into a custom version of a 4f pulse shaper. In the Fourier plane
of the pulse shaper, half the spectrum is send to one arm and the other half of the spectrum to another arm [1,2].
The resulting pulse’s polarisation rotates and accelerates to a maximum angular frequency of half the bandwidth
of the input pulse ∼ 10 THz. The 500 µJ, 70 ps (FWHM) centrifuge pulse will then be used to trap and rotate
molecules adiabatically to high-lying rotational states. The final rotational speed can be controlled by limiting the
spectrum of either arm in the pulse shaper.

Helium nanodroplets is an exciting medium to study in itself and for its properties as a quantum solvent. By
expanding pre-cooled 12 K helium at 30 bar through a 5 µm orifice one can create droplets consisting of around
104 helium atoms. The number of Helium atoms can be controlled by varying the helium temperature and backing
pressure. In our setup, these droplets travel through a pickup cell in which the partial pressure of a molecular gas
is carefully controlled to optimize the conditions such that each droplet pick up a single molecule. In the target
area, the droplet beam is, in the standard pump-probe fashion, overlapped with the centrifuge beam and a probe,
consisting of 35 fs intense pulse at 800 nm used for Coulomb exploding the molecules inside the droplets. The
resulting ionic fragments are then imaged using a 2D VMI-spectrometer.

The same setup allows for comparison with gas-phase molecules in which a mixture of the molecule along with
Helium used as carrier gas, is loaded into a Even Lavie-Valve, which then in turn expands and cools the mixture
into the target chamber.

This work presents the preliminary results on using the experimental setup with the centrifuge pulse on CS2-
molecules in both the gas-phase and in helium-droplets. We also present new results of laser-induced alignment of
molecules in helium-droplets using a recently constructed vacuum chamber setup.
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Quantum control of photoassociation: a comparative study of two
pathways for the formation of heteronuclear molecules

Emanuel F. de Lima1
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The obtainment of samples of ultracold polar molecules has been attracting considerable interest due to their
potential applications, such as the precision measurement of physical constants, the elaboration of quantum com-
puting methodologies, and the study of ultracold chemistry [1,2]. One route for the formation of ultracold
molecules is photoassociation, in which two colliding atoms are bind together through the interaction with an
external electromagnetic field. In the laboratory, photoassociation is usually achieved by a laser-induced transition
from the free atomic pair to a molecule in a electronic excited state. In order to obtain molecules in the elec-
tronic ground state, the excited molecule is transferred by either spontaneous or induced emission. However, the
existence of a permanent dipole moment in heteronuclear molecules offers an alternative pathway for photoasso-
ciation, in which all transitions take place in the electronic ground state [3,4]. This approach, though restricted
to heteronuclear molecules, has the advantage of not depending on the structure and lifetime of electronic excited
states.

In the present work, we investigate the photoassociation of ultracold atoms occurring through two distinct path-
ways. In the first one, the colliding atoms are photoassociated into the excited electronic state. In the second one,
photoassociation takes place within the electronic molecular ground state. In each case, shaped control pulses are
sought through the application of the TBQCP quantum control algorithm combined with a frequency filtering [5].
The optimization goal is to maximized the photoassociation probability. We perform a comparative investigation
of the obtained control fields and the corresponding system dynamics.
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Systems by Universal Composite Pulses  
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Performing high-fidelity and robust population transfer by external fields remains an important challenge in 
various areas of physics, e.g., atomic and molecular physics, nuclear magnetic resonance, and quantum 
information processing. Most of the available techniques provide either high population transfer efficiency or 
robustness against variations in the field parameters, but not both. For example, resonant techniques deliver high 
efficiency but are not robust. Adiabatic passage techniques are robust, but in nearly all of them population 
transfer is incomplete because of demanding adiabaticity criteria. Optimal control techniques achieve high 
fidelity but their implementation is challenging due to the complicated time dependence of the applied fields. 
 
The technique of composite pulses (CPs) [1], i.e., sequences of pulses with suitably chosen relative phases, is 
far easier to implement and has been applied in nuclear magnetic resonance, quantum information processing, 
and quantum optics for highly accurate and robust qubit rotation. However, essentially all existing CPs 
compensate errors in a single or at most two interaction parameters, usually assuming a rectangular pulse shape. 
 
We theoretically develop and experimentally demonstrate [2] universal broadband composite pulse 
sequences for robust high-fidelity population inversion in two-state quantum systems, which compensate 
systematic errors in any parameter of the driving field (e.g., pulse amplitude, duration, detuning, Stark shifts, 
unwanted frequency chirp). Our novel composite pulses are also applicable with any pulse shape.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Numerically simulated infidelity vs static detuning and duration of each constituent pulse for a single pulse and 
several universal CPs (with rectangular shapes). As it is well known, the transition probability for a rectangular pulse 
quickly drops when it is not resonant or its pulse area differs from Ωτ= π. The universal composite pulses expand 
significantly the 10-4 error parameter range (the labels m = 1, 2, 4 indicate the error level 10-m). 

  

We demonstrate the efficiency and universality of these composite pulses by experimental data on rephasing of 
atomic coherences in a Pr3+∶Y2SiO5 crystal. In particular, our data demonstrate robust rephasing in a broad 
range of experimental parameters and for different pulse shapes. The efficiency and operation bandwidth of 
universal CPs are significantly larger compared to conventional π pulses or nonuniversal CPs. The universal CPs 
are a highly accurate and robust tool for quantum control, particularly valuable in the presence of significant 
experimental uncertainties. 
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Atomic control with low frequency electromagnetic radiation: fine 

structure under strong bichromatic driving 
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Low frequency electromagnetic radiation constitutes a superb tool for coherent control of the internal state of a 

wide variety of quantum systems (e.g. NV centres, superconducting circuits and trapped atoms and ions). It is 

usual to describe the dynamics of such systems neglecting their multilevel nature via perturbative expansions and 

applying the rotating wave approximation (RWA). However, modern experimental implementations let us 

explore the regime of strong matter-radiation coupling where all relevant energy scales can be of the same order 

of magnitude, which renders inaccurate the standard simplifications. In this work, we present a study of the 

dynamics of a multilevel quantum system coupled to strong fields in the context of ultracold alkali atoms under 

the influence of radio-frequency and microwave radiation. 

To set the stage, we first describe a typical atom-chip configuration and highlight the range of relevant energy 

scales achievable with state-of-the-art technology. Then, we discuss effects associated with non-equal energy 

spacing between internal states (corresponding to non-linear Zeeman shifts) and its utility to reduce the 

sensitivity of atomic clock transitions via RF and MW dressing [1-3], and to implement addressed manipulation 

of atomic qubits trapped in a lattice [4,5]. Following this, we consider qubits encoded by atomic RF dressed 

states and evaluate beyond RWA effects on its transition frequency and coupling to microwave 

radiation. Finally, we explore a strategy to design microwave pulses for implementing fast and accurate single 

qubit control, taking into consideration the interplay between strong driving and the multilevel nature of the the 

system. This work is of particular relevance for atomic interferometry [6,7] and quantum information 

processing with trapped ultracold atomic ensambles. 
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Long-range interactions between cold Rydberg atoms are being investigated for neutral-atom quantum 

computing, quantum simulations, phase transitions in cold Rydberg gases and other applications. Fine tuning of 
the interaction strength can be implemented using Förster resonances between Rydberg atoms controlled by an 
electric field. Observation of the Stark-tuned Förster resonances between Rydberg atoms excited by narrowband 
cw laser radiation requires the use of a Stark-switching technique to excite the atoms first in a constant electric 
field and then to induce the interactions in a varied electric field, which is scanned across the Förster resonance. 

In our experiments with cold Rb Rydberg atoms we have found that the transients at the edges of the electric 
pulses strongly affect the line shapes of the Förster resonances, since the resonance occurs on a time scale of 
~100 ns being comparable with the duration of the transients. For example, a short-term ringing at certain 
frequency causes additional radio-frequency (rf) assisted Förster resonances, while non-sharp edges lead to an 
asymmetry. An intentional application of the radio-frequency field induces transitions between collective states 
whose line shape depends on the interaction strengths and time. In this report we present the experimental and 
theoretical analysis of the line shapes of the Förster resonances 

))1((Rb)(Rb)(Rb)(Rb 2/12/12/32/3 SnnSnPnP   for a few cold Rb Rydberg atoms in a time-varying 

electric field [1]. In particular, we studied the rf-assisted Förster resonances between N=2-5 cold Rb Rydberg 
atoms [2] (Fig.1). We have shown that they can be induced both for the ”accessible” Förster resonances which 
can be tuned by the dc field alone [Fig.1(a)] and for those which cannot be tuned and are ”inaccessible” 
[Fig.1(b)]. The van der Waals interaction of almost arbitrary high Rydberg states can thus be tuned to resonant 
dipole-dipole interaction.  

This can be especially useful for improving the fidelity of quantum gates implemented with Rydberg atoms 
[3]. We have studied theoretically various Förster resonances in Rb and Cs Rydberg atoms and calculated 
interspecies Rydberg-Rydberg interaction strengths for generation of long-range entanglement and quantum 
nondemolition measurements [4]. We have also developed schemes of two-qubit quantum gates based on 
adiabatic passage of the Stark-tuned Förster resonances in a swept electric field [5]. These are based on 
deterministic phase accumulation during double adiabatic passage of the Stark-tuned Förster resonance. 

This work was supported by the RSF Grant No. 16-12-00028, RFBR Grants No. 14-02-00680 and 16-02-
00383, Novosibirsk State University and Russian Academy of Sciences. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Radio-frequency (rf) assisted Förster resonances for N=2-5 detected cold Rb Rydberg atoms:  (a) "accessible" 
resonance in Rb(37P) atoms can be tuned by dc field alone at 1.79 V/cm, while rf-field induces additional 
resonances; (b) "inaccessible" resonance in Rb(39P) atoms can be induced only by the rf field. 
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Excitation of high orbital angular momentum Rydberg states with twisted
photons
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Rydberg atoms [1-5] are amongst the most exciting and promising research topics nowadays. Much of this
interest arises from the particularities of these systems, such as strong dipole-dipole interactions and long lifetimes.
Until now and in most experiments, the Rydberg atoms were excited using dipole allowed transitions, either from
the ground state or from an intermediate excited state. Only recently, electric dipole-forbidden transitions to
Rydberg nD states were observed in Rubidium atoms [6]. In a recent work, Schmiegelow and co-workers have used
Laguerre-Gauss laser beams to study a quadrupole transition in a Calcium ion [7]. In principle such a technique
could be applied to cold Rydberg atoms as well.

In this work we investigate the excitation of Rydberg states using orbital angular momentum (OAM) carrying
photons, namely with Laguerre-Gauss (LG) laser beams. As Allen and co-workers discovered in 1992, LG light
fields carry a discrete amount of orbital angular momentum per photon [8, 9]. We begin by revisiting the standard
dipole selection rules for plane wave excitations. We then introduce the Laguerre-Gauss modes as an appropriate
set of solutions of the Helmholtz equation in the paraxial approximation. We show, in a particular geometry setting,
that a relaxation of the standard selection rules occurs, thus increasing the number of accessible states through a
single photon excitation process. The transition matrix element is decomposed into an angular and radial coupling
and we show how the later is corrected by the spacial profile of the LG laser beam. Explicit numerical calculations
are presented for an hydrogen-like atom, which captures the essential ingredients of the OAM. We also discuss the
nature of the angular momentum coupling between the LG photon and the atom in a hyperfine structure basis.

With this work we contribute to the further understanding of the interaction of orbital angular momentum
bearing laser beams with matter. We considered the excitation of Rydberg states using LG laser beams and demon-
strated that, in the case an atomic ground state centered at the optical vortex, the orbital angular momentum from
the Laguerre-Gauss beam, `0h̄, can be transferred to the electron internal degrees of freedom. This is the mecha-
nism responsible for the relaxation of the standard dipole selection rules and allowing for the excitation of higher
orbital angular momentum atomic states, at much higher rates than the ones expected for usual dipole-forbidden
transitions.
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Abstract  
Precise energy levels of high-n Rydberg states of potassium have been 
measured using stepwise-excitation of cooled, trapped atoms in the AC-MOT 
[1], with the intermediate state being the 2

1/24 P state that was excited by resonant 
laser radiation at 389,286,368.12 MHz. Excitation from the 2

1/24 P state to the 
2

1/2n S  states was carried out using blue radiation from a dye laser, for transitions 
to Rydberg states with principal quantum numbers in the range 18 200n≤ ≤ .  For 
excitation to the 2

3/2n D states, energy levels of states with principal quantum 
numbers n ranging from 18 to 167 were measured. Due to strong interaction 
between Rydberg atoms [3], the measured energy levels deviated from the 
predicted theoretical values at high principal quantum numbers 130n ≥  for the 
S-states, and 100n ≥  for the D-states. For principal quantum numbers greater 
than these values, the spectral lines were found to both broaden and shift in 
energy and new features in the Rydberg spectra were observed. These new 
features have been attributed to the dipole-forbidden 2

1/2n P and 2
3/2n P  states, 

which cannot be excited directly by the laser. These states must hence be 
excited due to interplay between the highly excited Rydberg atoms that is 
occurring due to the large effective size and close proximity of the atoms in the 
AC-MOT, however further work is required to ascertain the exact mechanism of 
their excitation. 
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Ionization of Rydberg atoms by single-cycle THz pulses: Scaling
properties

M. Chovancova, H. Agueny, J. P. Hansen and L. Kocbach
Department of Physics and Technology, Allegt. 55, University of Bergen, N-5007 Bergen, Norway

Recently, it has been experimentally discovered [1] that the threshold fields necessary to ionize 10% of the
sodium Rydberg (nd) atoms with principal quantum number n ∈ 6,15 scale as n−3 rather than the expected n−4

scaling. The ionization mechanism has been identified in THz spectral region [2]. On the theoretical side, the
mechanism was considered by Yang and Robicheaux in [3,4] based on both classical and quantum calculations.
However, their calculations were limited to shorter pulses. Such calculations in the low-frequency and long-pulse
regimes are a real challenge, in particular when the momentum or the angular distributions of the ejected electrons
are considered. This, indeed, requires very large grids to simulate the ionization dynamics since the electron
displacement during the pulse can extend up to 105 a.u. in combination with a pulse duration also of the magnitude
of the order 105 a.u. as well.

In the conference we shall present our preliminary results of the scaling law of field ionization of Rydberg
hydrogen-like atoms in a long single-cycle THz pulse (field period T = 5 ps). The results stem from a semiclas-
sical approach to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. Due to the computational challenge we restrict
ourselves to a one-dimensional model. The scaling properties will be discussed for the ionization probabilities (cf.
Fig. 1) with principal initial quantum number ranging from n = 6 to 15. As shown in Fig. 1, all the ionization
probabilities fall onto an almost common curve, when multiplying the electric peak field intensity with the factor
n3/n3

max. The scaling behavior is reproduced by classical simulations based on a Classical Trajectory Monte-Carlo
method. We will also report an extension to the ionization dynamics by studying the momentum distribution of the
ejected electron, which reveals additional interesting effects. Their origin will be also addressed.

Figure 1: . (Color online) Experimental points for ionization probabilities replotted from Ref. [1] on a scaled
common max intensity axis of n/(nmax = 15)3E0. Here, the fields period is T = 5 ps and frequency is ω = 1.05
THz. The full lines show scaled quantum ionization probabilities from the n = 6,9,12,15 levels. The dashed lines
show scaled CTMC probabilities for the microcanonical distribution pertaining to the same initial energy as the
quantum calculations. n = 6 (blue), n = 9 (green), n = 12 (red), n = 15 (black).
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Microwave spectroscopy in interacting gases of polar Rydberg atoms as a
probe of mean-field energy shifts
Valentina Zhelyazkova and Stephen D. Hogan
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As an electron in a Rydberg state (with high principal quantum number n) is very far from the core and experiences
a much weaker Coulomb attraction, the atom can be easily polarized by an external electric field. It is possible to
prepare a Rydberg atom in a quantum state in which the electron density distribution resembles a classical electric
dipole µ . Dense ensembles of Rydberg atoms can be used as model systems with which to explore the classical
dipole-dipole interactions, characterized by the interaction energy Vdd ' µ2/(4πε0R3), where R is the interatomic
separation. These interactions differ from (i) the resonant dipole-dipole interactions arising from large transition
moments [1], and (ii) the second-order van der Waals interactions exploited in Rydberg excitation blockade exper-
iments [2], giving rise to measurable mean-field energy shifts of the atomic levels.
Here, we present the results of experiments in which helium atoms produced in a supersonic source are excited to
n = 70 Rydberg state and subsequently polarized by a small (0.1−0.7 V/cm) dc electric field so that they acquire
large classical electric dipole moments ranging from 110 to 12 260 D. After photoexcitation, the atoms interact
with a microwave field at a frequency of ∼ 38 GHz, which drives transitions to the higher lying n = 72 state.
Following interaction with the microwave field the atoms are detected by state-selective electric field ionization
with the resulting electrons collected on a microchannel plate detector.
Using this approach, mean-field energy shifts [3] arising as a result of electric dipole-dipole interactions can be
probed by driving microwave transitions between states of different electric dipole moment. Electric dipole mo-
ments of µ =12 260 D correspond to an average dipole-dipole interaction energy of 10 MHz for a mean interatomic
separation of R = 10 µm. Because of the high particle number densities in the supersonic beam (∼ 109 cm−3),
such dipole moments can be exploited to probe the mean-field shifts. We demonstrate that the measured transition
frequencies are dependent on the density of Rydberg atoms which can be varied by adjusting the intensity of the
excitation lasers, and for the highest density (∼ 2×109 cm−3), the transition frequency is shifted to higher values
by approximately 5 MHz (Fig. 1). In addition, the lineshape of the microwave transition exhibits an asymmetric
shape and a steep decline at higher frequencies which is indicative of the Rydberg excitation blockade effects.
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Fig. 1 Microwave spectra of transitions between the n = 70 and n = 72 Rydberg-Stark states that evolve adiabatically to the
respective ns states in zero electric field. Measurements were performed at low densities (blue) and high densities (red) in
selected electric field.
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Currently, coherent population trapping (CPT) resonances at the hyperfine structure of the alkali-metal atoms
underlie atomic clocks [1], which have a great practical importance. CPT can occur in a Λ system in which two
hyperfine components of the ground state are coupled to a common excited state by two laser fields with frequency
difference equal hyperfine splitting. In miniature atomic clocks the harmonic phase modulation of vertical cavity
surface emitting laser (VCSEL) is ordinarily used. In this case the field can be written as

E(t) = E0e−i[ωt+ϕ(t)]+ c.c., ϕ(t) = Asin(νt), (1)

where E0 is the field amplitude, ω is the central frequency of laser, A and ν are the amplitude and frequency
of phase modulation, respectively. It is obvious that this field is polychromatic, in which the frequency difference
between the adjacent components equals ν . The phase modulation at full or half of the hyperfine splitting is usually
used. For theoretical description of this problem the Fourier expansion of the field is traditionally employed. In
this case, to solve the density matrix equation one can extract two resonant components, which are involved in
the absorption and directly form the dark resonance. While the remaining frequency components are taken into
account only from the viewpoint of field-induced shifts of the clock transition. The field-induced shift is one of the
major sources of long-term instability of CPT atomic clocks.

In this work for three-level Λ system we investigate the line shape and field-induced shift of the dark resonance
formed by the field with a periodically modulated phase. In our calculations we use the conception of dynamic
steady state [2], which in contrast to Fourier formalism automatically guarantees a full account of all frequency
components. Figure 1 displays the dependence of the field shift of the dark resonance δshi f t on the modulation
amplitude A. There is the value set of A, for which the field shift vanishes.

Fig. 1 The dependence of the dark resonance position δshi f t on parameter A: (a) the case when ν is varied near ∆/2 and (b) the
case when ν is varied near ∆/4, where ∆ is the frequency of hyperfine splitting.

The work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation (State Assignment
No. 2014/139, Project No. 825), by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Grants No. 16-32-60050, 16-32-
00127, 14-02-00712, 14-02-00939).
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Laser cooling of atoms using magneto optical trap is an essential part of modern atomic physics [1,2]. In order to 

measure temperature of cold atoms and their function of distribution methods of nonlinear spectroscopy are 

widely used. One of such methods is based on the so-called recoil-induced resonances which were predicted in 

the work [3] for the first time and were observed in this work [4]. In our work we describe theoretically the most 

general case of recoil-induced resonances for arbitrary polarization of fields and for arbitrary dipole allowed 

transition (
85

Rb), since in previous works all analysis was down to either simplified two-level models or 

transition for certain values of momenta for ground and excited states or for concrete polarizations of fields. The 

main results of the work are: 

1. For any closed dipole transition we got explicit analytical expressions for polarizing dependence of 

magnitude of recoil-induced resonances as for the case of free atoms and for atoms in the magneto 

optical trap. Max and min values was got. 

2. In working trap contributions associated with orientation and alignment are suppressed because of 

averaging over parameters of local polarization vector of field of trap. One can easily retrieve 

information about an average value of multipole momenta of atom in magneto optical trap from 

polarizing measurements. 

3. Theory can be generalized subject to real hyperfine structure. 

The work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation (State Assignment 

No. 2014/139, Project No. 825), by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Grants No. 14-02-00712, 14-02-

00939, 15-02-08377, 15-32-20330) and by the grant of President of RF (NSH-4096.2014.2). 
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In this work we present the 34 new magnetic dipole and 25 new electric quadrupole hyperfine structure constants 
of atomic Holmium. An emission spectra of a Holmium (Ho) hollow cathode discharge lamp have been recorded 
in the UV spectral range from 24500 up to 31500 cm-1 (315 to 400 nm) using a high-resolution Bruker IFS-125 
HR Fourier transform (FT) spectrometer with a resolution of 0.05 cm-1 at the Laser Centre of the University of 
Latvia in Riga. Two Ho spectra are measured with Neon and Argon as buffer gas, respectively. 
       With the atomic number 67 Ho is the eleventh element of the so-called lanthanide or rare earth element 
group. Due to the unfilled 4f electron shell the spectrum of Ho is very dense and complex as for all lanthanides. 
Ho is the only rare earth element which has only one stable isotope, i.e.165Ho. This isotope has a nuclear spin of 
I = 7/2 and a very large nuclear magnetic dipole moment of µΙ = 4.125 µΝ causing a very broad hyperfine 
structure. The electric quadrupole moment with Q = 2.64 barn is very large as well, resulting in a noticeable 
deviation from the Landé interval rule of the hyperfine structure for many Ho lines. 
       Lines with unknown hyperfine structure constants and sufficient signal to noise ratio were analysed. For the 
classification of the spectra we used the classification program CLASS_LW [1]. The program Fitter was used in 
order to fit the line profile and to determine the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole hyperfine structure 
constants A and B of energy levels. The hyperfine structure of spectral lines was fitted by using a Voigt profile 
function. Most lines are only partly resolved and many of them could be fitted only if the A and B constants of 
one of the two levels were fixed during the fit. It was possible in cases where these constants were well-known 
from literature [2-6] or from other lines investigated in this work. For totally unresolved lines the B constants 
could not be determined. 
     We have determined for the first time the A constants for 10 energy levels of even parity as well as for 24 
levels of odd parity. In spite of the Doppler limitation of our spectra we were able to determine new B constants 
for 8 energy levels of even parity and for 17 energy levels of odd parity. 
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k Institut für Angewandte Physik, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany

While quantum electrodynamics (QED) is usually referred to as the most accurately tested theory, its validity
for electrons in very strong fields is still not tested with high accuracy. The strongest magnetic fields available in
the laboratory are experienced by electrons in the ground-state of highly charged heavy ions which can be probed
by hyperfine spectroscopy. Even though the ground state M1 hyperfine transition in hydrogen-like bismuth was
observed already in 1994 [1], its ability to test QED was limited by the unknown magnetic moment distribution
inside the nucleus. However, it was suggested that a so-called specific difference between the hyperfine splitting
in hydrogen-like and lithium-like ions of the same isotope can be used to cancel nuclear structure effects and
provide an accurate test of QED [2]. The transition in Li-like Bismuth was observed for the first time in 2011 at
the experimental storage ring ESR located at the GSI Helmholtz-Center for heavy ion research in Darmstadt [3].
Yet the accuracy of the result was limited by the calibration of the electron cooler voltage, determining the ion
velocity. We now report an improved measurement of the hyperfine splitting in hydrogen-like bismuth (209Bi82+)
at the Experimental Storage Ring ESR at GSI by laser spectroscopy on a coasting beam. Accuracy was improved
by about an order of magnitude compared to the first observation in 1994 [1]. The most important new feature was
an in-situ high voltage measurement at the electron cooler platform with an accuracy at the 10-ppm level provided
by the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt. Furthermore, the space charge effect of the electron cooler current
on the ion velocity was determined with two independent techniques that provided consistent results. The result of
λ0 = 243.821(6) nm provides an important reference value for experiments testing bound-state QED in the strong
magnetic field regime by evaluating the specific difference between the splittings in the hydrogen-like and lithium-
like ions. Further measurements of hydrogen-like and lithium-like 209Bi with bunched beams are currently under
analysis.
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Alkali metal atoms are hydrogen-like atoms that are easily accessible to laboratory experiments, which 

makes them convenient systems for demonstrating fundamental interactions between atoms and magnetic fields 

for fundamental research as well as teaching.  We have designed an experiment that simple enough to carry out 

in the context of an advanced undergraduate or master's level laboratory course, while illustrating important 

atomic physics principles, which the students would be able to calculate. At the same time, these effects can be 

also used to measure magnetic field in a wide range of magnetic field values. 

The development of distributed feedback laser diodes has enabled frequency scanning over several 

hundred GHz without mode hops. As a result it is possible to record an entire Caesium D line spectrum even at 

magnetic fields up to one tesla and to compare easily the positions and relative amplitudes of the peaks 

corresponding to the different allowed transitions. Together with the simple theoretical model based on 

estimating transition probabilities from the eigenvector coefficients and the Wigner-Eckart theorem, such 

measurements are suitable for illustrating the Paschen-Back effect with good didactic potential at the advanced 

undergraduate or master's student level. 

In the experiment we used a diode laser with low output power (approximately 2 μW) to make 

absorption measurements, which is convenient for many applications. To split hyperfine energy levels of 

Caesium, we used an electromagnet which can produce a homogeneous magnetic field up to 7 kG. We excited 

the atoms by means of linearly polarised radiation in two ways (σ and π): for σ excitation the polarisation vector 

of the exciting radiation is perpendicular to the magnetic field vector, whereas for π excitation they are parallel. 

Figure 1 shows absorption spectra measured on the D1 transition of Caesium for a) π excitation and b) 

σ excitation at several magnetic field values up to 7 kG. 

We measured signals for the D1 and D2 transitions and present these experimental results together with 

predictions based on a theoretical model. 

 

 

                     (a)                                                                                 (b) 

 
Fig. 1 a) π excitation; b) σ excitation 
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Dynamical strong-field effects in the XFEL spectroscopy of
astrophysically relevant highly charged Fe ions

Natalia S. Oreshkina, Stefano M. Cavaletto, Zoltán Harman, Christoph H. Keitel
Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics, Saupfercheckweg 1, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany

Line intensities and oscillator strengths for the controversial 3C and 3D astrophysically relevant x-ray lines
in neonlike Fe16+ ions are calculated [1,2]. First, a large-scale configuration-interaction calculation of oscillator
strengths is performed with the inclusion of higher-order electron-correlation effects. Also, quantum electrody-
manic effects to the transition energies were calculated. Further considered dynamical effects give a possible
resolution of discrepancies of theory and experiment found by recent x-ray free electron laser measurements [3]
of these controversial lines. We find that for strong x-ray sources, the modeling of the spectral lines by a peak
with an area proportional to the oscillator strength is not sufficient and non-linear dynamical effects have to be
taken into account. Thus we advocate the use of light-matter interaction models also valid for strong light fields
in the analysis and interpretation of certain astrophysical and laboratory spectra. We also investigate the system
distinguishing between the coherent and incoherent parts of the emission spectrum. An influence of the spectrum
of Fe15+, an ion which was also present in the recent laboratory experiment, is considered in addition.
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Fig. 1 The line strength ratio S3C/S3D as a function of the intensity and duration T of the incoherent pulse [2]. For the shortest
pulses, results with three different bandwidths (B) are shown. The gray shaded area shows the experimental ratio 2.61 with its
error bar of 0.23 from the experiment [3].
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The one-electron systems such as Rb-like yttrium ions because of their relatively simple electronic 

structure can be served for testing theoretical methods and comparing with experimental values to results [1]. 

Transition probabilities in yttrium ions are needed for the determination of the chemical composition of the sun 

and the stars in astrophysics [2]. Also, Y III can also be used for the diagnostics and modelling of the stellar plasma 

[3,4]. Thus, the spectra of Y III in both atomic physics and astrophysics should not be ignored. 

 

 The present study includes to some results of electric dipole transition probability and lifetime for 

doubly-ionized yttrium (Y III). For calculations the weakest bound electron potential model (WBEPM) theory 

and the quantum defect orbital (QDO) theory have been used. It has been employed both the numerical 

Coulomb approximation (NCA) method and numerical non-relativistic Hartree–Fock (NRHF) wave functions 

for expectation values of radii in the WBEPM theory. The energy values required for calculations in both The 

WBEPM theory and the QDO theory are taken from NIST [5].The calculated transition probabilities and 

lifetimes have been compared with available results [1,2,4,6-8]. A good agreement with results in literature has 

been obtained. 
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The electron impact excitation of nitrous oxide was studied using the crossed beams electron induced 

fluorescence apparatus (EIFA). Nitrous oxide has been the aim of studies for many years for wide variety of 

reasons. Its role in the chemistry of the upper atmosphere is considered to be significant due to its contribution to 

ozone decomposition [1]. It is significant in the field of astrophysics [2] as well as used in many technological 

applications [3].   
The experimental apparatus used for this study was described in detail in [4] and [5]. The electron beam was 

generated by trochoidal electron monochromator with heated tungsten filament used as electron source [6]. The 

energetic resolution of the electron beam was approximately 400meV and the electron current measured by the 

faraday cup was 900nA and was within 5% of this value in the range from 4eV up to 100eV. The electron beam 

was perpendicular to the molecular beam formed by effusive capillary. Due to the conditions in the reaction 

chamber all the reactions were binary i.e. there were no three body collisions present. The optical system of 

mirror and lenses guides and focuses the photons emitted in the deexcitation processes onto the entrance slit of 

the optical monochromator and photomultiplier working in the photon counting regime serves as a detector.  

The emission spectrum was measured at the incident electron energy of 50eV. At this energy most of the 

excitation reactions lead to production of the electronically excited positive ion N2O
+
 A

2
Σ. These species emit 

photons with wavelengths between 330 and 410nm during deexcitation to the electronic ground state X
2
Π (see 

Fig. 1.) The vibration states were determined according to the [7]. 
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The photon efficiency curves (PEC) (see Fig. 2.) correspond to the relative cross sections of the processes of 

electron impact excitation and subsequent deexcitation of the species. They were measured for the transitions 

detected in the emission spectra and the threshold energies were determined by fitting the measured curves.   
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[7] J.H. Callomon, F. Creutzberg, The electronic emission spectrum of ionized nitrous oxide, N2O
+: A2Σ-X2Π, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. 

A 277 (1974).  

Fig. 1. Emission spectrum of nitrous oxide induced 
by electrons with kinetic energy of 50eV. 

Fig. 2. PEC of the most intense transition N2O
+ 

A2Σ -> X2Π (0,0,0) -> (0,0,0). 
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Glucose and fructose are isomers with the same gross formula C6H12O6, but different position of the  

carbonyl group [1]. Using an experimental setup with an МХ 7304А monopole mass spectrometer with mass 

resolution better than ΔM = 1 Da [2], we performed a series of studies of fructose molecule mass spectra in the 

mass range 10-190 a.m.u. at different temperatures and energies of the ionizing electrons. The obtained mass 

spectrum of the fructose molecule at the energy Eі = 70 eV is characterized by high fragmentation depth and lack 

of the molecular ion peak as the parent molecule breaks down almost at the moment of ionization. The molecular 

ion and the initial dissociation products are easily dehydrated, as most of the fragment ions are formed at the 

elimination of one or two molecules of water. Fragments resulting from dissociative ionization of the molecular 

ion, except [CH3O]
+
, contain from 2 to 4 carbon atoms and an aldehyde group [CHO]

+
. Relative intensities of 

the ion peaks in the mass spectrum are highly dependent of the fructose molecule evaporation temperature. 

Figure 1a shows the mass spectrum of the fructose molecule consisting of a series of mass with  1 a.m.u. 

increment due to the detachment of hydrogen atoms at different temperatures. As can be seen, besides the 

[CH3O]
+ 

(m/z=31), [C2H3O]
+ 

(m/z=43), [C2H4O2]
+ 

(m/z=60), [C3H5O2]
+
 (m/z=73), [C4H7O3]

+ 
(m/z=103) 

fragment peaks, characteristic of fructose which are the most intense in the series, an intense peak of water 

[H2O]
+ 

(m/z=18) is observed. To find out the reason for its appearance we carried out thermal gravimetric 

analysis (TGA) of the fructose molecule (Fig. 1b). The TGA curves show the presence of two phase transitions 

at 322 and 357 K, and as can be seen from Fig. 1a, at these temperatures an intense mass peak of molecular 

water is observed. 

 

a

 

b 

 

 
Fig. 1 Mass spectrum of fructose molecule at different temperatures (a) and thermal gravimetric analysis DTA and DTG (b) 

 

 

Noted that the crystalline fructose melting point is 103 ± 2º C and at T > 125º C the process of irreversible 

decomposition of fructose begins with transition to the solid state (caramel). The thermal gravimetric analysis 

enabled us to specify the optimal temperature range for the measurements and to develop a methodology for the 

mass spectra measurements. 
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Circular dichroism in photoionization of chiral systems by laser pulses

Anne D. Müller1, Anton N. Artemyev1, and Philipp V. Demekhin1
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It is well known, that chiral molecules exhibit a circular dichroism (CD) phenomenon, which can be used to
identify different enantiomers. The CD occurs due to the fact that chiral molecules interact with left and right
circularly polarized light in different ways. In the absorption spectra of the randomply oriented chiral molecules,
CD usually ranges between 10−6− 10−3 of the total absorption. This value is very small, since CD is governed
here by the electric-dipole-magnetic-dipole interference terms. It has been predicted theoretically [1], that the
photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD) in the angular-resolved photoionization spectra of chiral molecules is
significantly larger, because it emerges already in the electric-dipole approximation. For one-photon ionization,
PECD has already been studied systematically in a number of theoretical and experimental works. Most of those
results are reviewed in the book [2].

Recently, experiments on the 2+1 resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) of bicyclic ketones
[3,4] have been reported. It was shown that CD in the velocity map images of the photoelectron angular distribution
may achieve values of up to ±10%. The theoretical interpretation of these experiments is much more complicated
than that for the one-photon ionization [5]. Up to now, only a few theoretical results have been published on this
topic and those experiments on multiphoton PECD are still uninterpreted. Here, we would like to close this gap.
Therefore, we first investigate the one- and two-photon ionization of a simple model chiral system by a circular
polarized laser pulse [6]. We compute the angular resolved photoelectron spectra and analyse the corresponding
PECD effect. Secondly, we discuss our results for the multiphoton PECD in the 2+1 REMPI of the camphor
molecule.

To this end, we have developed a theoretical approach which is based on the time-dependent single center
(TDSC) method [7]. In the method, the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for a single active electron, moving
in an effective molecular potential and driven by an arbitrary laser pulse, is solved numerically. The method
uses the TDSC expansion, which describes the one-particle wave function in spherical coordinates, as well as the
subsequent description of the radial functions by the finite-element discrete-variable representation (FEDVR). The
basis function in each finite element is represented by the normalized Lagrange interpolating polynomials which
are constructed over a Gauss-Lobatto grid. The short-interactive Lanczos method is used to propagate the resulting
system of equations for the time-dependent expansion coefficients.

For some orientations of a fixed-in-space model chiral system we achieve PECD values of up to 50% for the
PECD. For randomly oriented systems, the PECD is much smaller, on the order of 10%, which agrees with the
experimental results from [3,4]. For camphor, theoretical PECD reproduces the experimental one: both in the
magnitude and sign, as well as in the nodal structure [4]. Our study of the multiphoton PECD for bicyclic ketones
pave the way to a deeper understanding of this fundamental effect.
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Molecular ions play an important role in the interstellar chemistry since they act as precursors in the 

formation of larger molecule [1]. Molecular ions containing carbon are well known and have been identified in 

the interstellar medium (ISM) a long time ago [2], conversely the observation of oxygen- and silicium-based 

moleculear ions is much more recent [3,4]. The interest toward the first two categories of molecule comes from 

their capability to form hydrocarbons or small organic acid and water respectively. For what concern the silicum-

based molecules, the detection of the Silylidyne (SiH) from Schilke, P. et al. [4] in the 2001 brings back the 

spotlight to the possibility formation of silicon hydride from photodissociation of larger molecule in the ISM [5]. 

 

X-ray photoabsorption spectroscopy provides a powerful tool to study the chemical environment of different 

types of systems going from small to more complex molecular ions and molecules. The spectroscopic studies of 

these ions provide unique identification of atomic/molecular species and their relative abundances in 

astrophysical environments. 

In this context, we are interested in the simulation of K and L-shell photoabsorption spectra of molecular 

ions containing the afore mentioned elements Carbon, Oxygen and Silicium. The calculations were carried out 

using a combination of post Hartree-Fock and nuclear dynamics wavepacket propagation. In detail, we use the 

Configuration Interaction (CI) method to compute the potential energy surfaces of hundred of inner shell excited 

states. In our calculations, the spin orbit coupling is taken into account through the Breit-Pauli operator. The 

photoabsoption spectra were computed with a time dependent nuclear wave packet propagation which includes 

the core-hole lifetime. In order to understand the spectra structure of the studied systems, we investigate the 

nature of the electronic dipolar transitions. 

 

The theoretical results compare quantitatively with the experimental ones and allow the attribution of the 

experimental spectroscopic lines [6]. The proposed combined approach can readily be applied to other molecular 

ions and opens new perspectives in the nascent field of the photoionization of molecular ions in gas phase. 
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Nitromethane is still being an important molecule to analyze due to their intrinsic complex dynamic and its study 

is yet incomplete. Also this molecule is quite gentle, in the sense, that with UV radiation from a commercial 

laser it can be obtained an extensive dissociation and the formation of several ionic fragments by multiphoton 

ionization. In the present work, high resolution mass spectrometry: Reflectron and TOF technique is used to 

analyze dissociation channels of nitromethane. Nanosecond laser pulses of 2.33 eV and 3.49 eV are used for the 

production of ions by multiphoton absorption, the density power (irradiation) range is in 10
9
 – 10

10
 W * cm

-2 

regime. The identification of 20 ions is presented; some of them not were being reported before.  

In particular, the observation of masses, 1, 12, 15, 30, 31, 43 and 45 corresponding to the ions of H
+
, C

+
, CH3

+
, 

NO
+
, CH3O

+
, CHNO

+
 and CH3NO

+
, is discussed   with more detail. 

The figure 1 shows the mass spectra for two different wavelengths: 532nm and 355nm. Selected significant ions  

appear in bold. According with our results, some of the different dissociation paths which give raise these ions 

are proposed. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Mass spectra at two different wavelengths 
 

Using a different technique Masataka [1] suggests the existence of competing photodissociation pathways for the 

formation of CH3O
+
 mainly, however he points out that it is necessary the direct observation by spectroscopy 

methods as it is done in the present work. On the other hand Kilic [2], using laser pulses at 375nm and 10ns 

reports the observation of only large quantities of  NO
+
, where the irradiation condition was 6 x10

10 
W * cm

-2
. 

Only with a fs laser pulse and irradiation of 1.8 x10
13 

W * cm
-2

, he observes several ions including H
+
, C

+
, CH3

+
, 

NO
+
 and NO2

+
. In contrast to these results using 355nm and 6.5ns our spectra show larger number of ions than in 

[2] including NO
+
. It is convenient to emphasize that in the range of irradiation 2.8 - 3.08 x10

9 
W * cm

-2
, there is 

a substantial production of NO
+
. 

Regarding to 532nm, the two main features are: first for the production of NO
+
 more resolution is needed, higher 

than in the case 355nm, and the intensity of the signal is lower; second, the formation of ionic fragments with 

large mass (30-57 amu) is more evident. 

For the appearance of CH3O
+
, we suggest that the formation of such ion is related with the roaming mechanism, 

that has been propose by Arghya [3], and moreover in the work of Bowman [4] where a detailed study confirms 

this probable pathway. 
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Spin–Orbit Coupling and Rovibrational Structure in the Iododiacetylene
Cation by PFI-ZEKE Photoelectron Spectroscopy
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Haloacetylenes, H–C≡C–X, and dihalodiacetylenes, H–C≡C–C≡C–X (with X = F, Cl, Br, I), are of interest
for the study of charge migration processes in molecules, because they contain both conjugated π-type molecular
orbitals along the (C≡C)2 molecular axis and 2px,y-type atomic orbitals at the halogen end groups. Photoelectron
spectroscopy allows for a systematic study of the charge distribution in halogen-containing molecular cations, be-
cause the observed spin–orbit coupling is a direct measure of the electron-hole density on the halogen atom [1,
2]. In a previous study by our group, the rotationally resolved photoelectron spectrum of iodoacetylene, HC2I,
was obtained using pulsed-field-ionization zero-kinetic-energy (PFI-ZEKE) photoelectron spectroscopy [2]. In the
X+ 2Π electronic ground state of the HC2I+ cation, the spin–orbit coupling is much stronger than the Renner-
Teller effect and effectlively quenches its vibronic interactions. A two-state charge-transfer model was applied to
haloacetylenes, HC2X, and provided a semi-quantitative description of the structure of the photoelectron spectra.
Here, we report on the measurement of the PFI-ZEKE photoelectron spectrum of the X+ 2Π← X 1Σ+ photoioniz-
ing transition in iododiacetylene, HC4I, which has been recorded with partial resolution of the rotational structure.
The first adiabatic ionization energy of HC4I and the spin–orbit splitting of the X+ 2Π state of HC4I+ are deter-
mined as Ead

I /(hc) = 74470.7 cm−1 and ∆ν̃so =−1916.7 cm−1, respectively. The fundamental vibrational wave
numbers of several vibrational modes of the X+ 2Π electronic ground state of the HC4I+ cation have been identi-
fied. We show that a simple three-state charge-transfer model allows for a qualitative description of the change in
bond lengths upon ionization, and of the electronic structure and spin–orbit coupling in HC4I+.
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Forbidden Electric Dipole Transitions in Hydrogen Molecule Ion
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The spectrum of the lower ro-vibrational excitations of the hydrogen molecular ion H+
2 has been recently

evaluated with a very high precision [1,2]. It has been shown that the small natural width and the suppressed
sensitivity to external fields makes this ion suitable for a high precision time standard. In [3] the most appropriate
E1 and two-photon transition lines for such purposes were selected.

In the present work we extend the class of possible candidates with a detailed study of the so-called “forbidden
transitions”, i.e. transitions that are due to mixing of states with opposite parity under exchange in spite of being
forbidden by selection rules in the non-relativistic limit. The intensity of the forbidden lines is suppressed in
comparison to the allowed ones, but their study gives better and more complete knowledge of H+

2 spectrum as
well as a precise description of the lifetime and population of low excited ro-vibrational states of the hydrogen
molecular ion. The corrections to the wave function were calculated in first order of perturbation theory using the
Breit three particle Hamiltonian. Laser induced electric dipole transition rates between H+

2 hyperfine levels were
computed and their possible use in metrology was analysed.

The authors (P.D. and D.B.) are gratefully acknowledging the support of grant No. DFNP 47/21.04.2016 of the
program for support of young scientists at BAS.
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) method was used for the identification and study the charge state of 
the metal center of the mono- and binuclear complexes of copper (I, II) and nickel (II) with “non-innocent” 
ligands. The spectra M2p, M3s and M3p (M=Cu, Ni) and electron structure of the mono- and binuclear 
complexes of copper (I, II) and nickel (II) were investigated. The difference between the states of metal atoms 
had been determined both from the chemical shift and from the distinction of the satellite structure M2p, M3s, 
M3p lines. Were discussed the results of comparative analysis of the binding energy of the inner levels M2p, 
M3s and M3p and N1s nitrogen atoms and the effects of the electron density distribution in the free ligand 
and complexes. An intense satellite structure was most noticeable for the Cu2p lines in the case of 
paramagnetic complex, but not for nickel (II) the diamagnetic complex.  It was determined that mononuclear 
complex is a high-spin paramagnetic and diamagnetic complex there is binuclear. Mononuclear complex can 
be represented as different types of resonant structures. XP-spectra of the samples at room temperature were 
registered with Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer (Kratos Analytical) (non-monochromatic MgKα radiation, 150 
W). The spectra were calibrated using C1s-line energy which refers to the C C/C H bonds; it was taken equal 
to 285.0 eV. Measurements were done at least two times at a pressure of ~10–9 Torr. Spectral fitting was 
accomplished using the Kratos Analytical package. The XPS data are in good agreement with the X-ray 
structure analysis (XSA).  
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Alkali-alkaline-earth dimers, such as RbCa and RbSr, possess (in their ground electronic state) both a 

permanent magnetic and electric dipole moment in the molecular frame, allowing their manipulation with 
external fields at ultracold temperatures. Such molecules have been proposed as candidates for quantum 
simulators. We propose an efficient method combining a photoassociation step and a stimulated Raman process 
to create ultracold RbSr and RbCa molecules in their absolute ground state, suitable for studying dipolar 
interactions in quantum gases. Our model is based on new accurate quantum chemistry computations [1,2] of 
potential energy surfaces of ground and excited molecular states and of relevant transition dipole moments of 
these molecules. The results are in good agreement with recent low-resolution spectroscopic data recorded with 
Helium nanodroplets [3]. 

In addition we determined the dynamic dipole polarizabilities for RbSr and RbCa, relevant for the optical 
trapping of such molecules. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Scheme	of	the	proposed	scheme	for	creating	ultracold	RbCa	molecules	in	their	absolute	ground	state	level	:	
photoassociation	(PA)	step	followed	by	spontaneous	emission,	and	stimulated	Raman	adiabatic	passage	(STIRAP)	to	
transfer	the	population	of	the	weakly‐bound	level	down	to	the	lowest	ground	state	level.		
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Cold Ion-Neutral Reactions in
Next-Generation Ion-Atom Hybrid Traps
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Recent advances in the simultaneous (“hybrid”) trapping of cold ions and atoms enabled the study of ion-atom
interactions and reactions at very low collision energies. Details of the mechanism of chemical reactions and the
nature of molecular interaction potentials could be studied [1-4]. But so far, insufficient control over the collision
energy distributions impeded the study of effects with narrow dependencies on collision energy such as shape
resonances [5]. Here we present results from the extension of our hybrid trap setup with increased control over the
collision energies. Our hybrid trap consists of a linear Paul trap for atomic and molecular ions overlapped with a
magneto-optical trap for neutral rubidium atoms.

In the original setup, control over the energy of the ion-atom collisions was achieved by changing the number
of ions and shape of the ion crystal. Heating of the ions due to micromotion lead to large spreads of the collision
energies. In a new approach, we use a modified magneto-optical trap which allows the use of a dynamic atom
cloud. Radiation pressure differences in the cooling laser beams along one axis create atom clouds in off-center
positions. On-resonance push laser beams accelerate the atoms through the ion crystal after which the atoms
are recaptured in the opposite off-center position. By carefully tuning the cooling and push beam sequence and
intensities we are able to produce moving atom clouds with well-defined velocities in the lab frame. Using this
approach with ion strings on the rf null line of the ion trap, the collision energy resolution can be greatly improved.

A detailed characterization of the setup and analysis of the moving atom cloud with results from experiments
and Monte Carlo trajectory simulations are shown. We also present results from velocity-controlled collisions
between Ca+ ions and neutral Rb atoms. In a next step, following our pioneering study to introduce molecular
species in the hybrid trap [4], sympathetically cooled molecular ions will be studied using the new hybrid trap.
Starting with N+

2 as a first test system, we will move on to state-selectively produced O+
2 ions, for which we have

coupled the setup with a molecular beam machine.
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Towards Continuous Trap Loading of Helium in Rydberg States 
 

Ondřej Tkáč, Matija Žeško, Frédéric Merkt 
 Laboratory of Physical Chemistry, ETH Zurich, CH-8093 Zurich, Switzerland  

 
Deceleration of atoms and molecules in pulsed supersonic beams using time-dependent inhomogeneous electric 
and magnetic fields is an attractive method to generate cold samples [1,2]. Following deceleration, the cold 
samples can be stored in traps for investigation by spectroscopy or for use as targets in scattering experiments. 
 
The ability to load cold atoms or molecules in the trap from successive gas pulses would enable one to achieve a 
higher phase-space density of trapped species. We present work pursuing this goal based on Rydberg-Stark 
deceleration and trapping. The atoms or molecules are deflected from the original beam propagation direction 
while being decelerated and are then loaded into an off-axis electric trap [3]. The radiative decay of the Rydberg 
atoms or molecules then populates the ground electronic state or a metastable state. Superimposing a magnetic 
trap onto the electric trap enables one increase the density of trapped species pulse after pulse. Since the trap 
consists of combined electric and magnetic fields, the effects of these fields on the Rydberg states and the 
Rydberg-Stark deceleration must be characterized. 
 
We present experiments on triplet helium Rydberg states carried out to realise the trap-loading scheme described 
above. We measured the spectra of transitions to Rydberg states of He around n = 30 in pure electric (Stark 
effect) and magnetic (Zeeman effect) fields as well as in combined electric and magnetic fields at various 
relative angles and strengths. The spectra were also calculated by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix and 
the avoided crossings between Rydberg states in the range of electric- and magnetic-field strengths relevant for 
Rydberg-Stark deceleration and magnetic trapping were characterized. The results of Rydberg-Stark deceleration 
experiments of triplet helium in the presence of a quadrupole magnetic field will be presented. 
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A buffer gas cooled beam of Barium Monohydride for laser cooling
experiments

Geoffrey Iwata, Marco Tarallo, Rees McNally, and Tanya Zelevinky
Department of Physics, Columbia University, 538 West 120th Street, New York, NY 10027-5255, USA

We present a cryogenic beam source of barium monohydride (BaH), and study laser ablation of solid precursor
targets as well as helium buffer gas cooling dynamics [1]. Such a molecular beam is amenable to laser slowing
and cooling, and we cover progress towards a molecular magneto-optical trap (MOT), with spectroscopic studies
of relevant cooling transitions in the B2Σ+ ← X2Σ manifold in laser ablated molecules. We include resolution
of hyperfine structure and precision measurements of the vibrational Frank-Condon factors. The B2Σ+ ← X2Σ
can be combined with the first excited state transition (A2Π← X2Σ) for complementary laser cooling and trapping
advantages: the former has a large magnetic moment that can result in stronger magneto-optical trapping forces [2],
while the latter is predicted to have more favorable decay branching ratios [3,4]. Finally, we examine the feasibility
of photodissociation of trapped BaH molecules to yield optically accessible samples of ultracold hydrogen for
precision spectroscopic measurements [4].
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Equation of state and generalized Lane-Emden models with laser cooled
gases

J.A. Rodrigues
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Instituto de Plasmas e Fusão Nuclear, Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, 1049-001 Lisbon, Portugal

O.L. Moreira
Instituto de Plasmas e Fusão Nuclear, Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, 1049-001 Lisbon, Portugal

H. Terças
Physics of Information Group, Instituto de Telecomunicações, Lisbon, Portugal

J.T. Mendonça
Instituto de Plasmas e Fusão Nuclear, Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, 1049-001 Lisbon, Portugal

The concept of an equation of state, the relationship between thermodynamic state variables such as pressure,
P, temperature, T , and volume, V , has evolved beyond the original formulation of Clapeyron for an ideal gas,
PV = NKBT . In astrophysics, the equation-of-state plays a central role in the study of stellar structure, where
hydrostatic equilibrium condition of a polytropic gas under the gravitational field and thermodynamic pressure
leads to the celebrated Lane-Emden equation [1, 2].

Here we extend the Lane-Emden formalism to experimentally determine the equation of state of a laser cooled
gas, by directly measuring the atomic density profiles of large magneto-optical traps. In our experiment, the
hydrostatic equilibrium condition is provided (in first order) by the balance between the harmonic confinement -
the analog of the gravitational force - and the thermodynamic pressure, cast in the form of a polytropic equation
of state. However, when the cooling lasers tuned close to the atomic resonance, multiple scattering of light occurs
and an additional collective interaction appears, due to the exchange of scattered photons with nearby atoms [3,
4]. In this regime, the atoms experience a Coulomb-like long-range interaction [5], therefore allowing to regard
the system as an effective one-component trapped plasma [6]. Thus, the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium
results in a generalized Lane-Emden equation, which encompasses the joint effects of harmonic confinement,
thermodynamics and radiation pressure due to multiple scattering of light. Here, we provide the experimental
evidence of the multiple scattering of light in the equation of state of a laser cooled gas and extracting the polytropic
exponent by fitting the density profiles to our theory.

The Lane-Emden formalism is, to the best of our knowledge, for the first time applied outside the context of
astrophysics. The results obtained here pave the way to the subsequent experimental investigation of more exotic
plasma-like processes in non degenerate cold gases. We have previously introduced the possibility of observing
effects like phonon-lasing [7], classical rotons [8], plasmon modes and Tonks-Dattner resonances [6, 9], photon
bubbles [10], the dynamical Casimir-effect [11] and twisted excitations carrying orbital angular momentum [12].
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Photoassociation of NaCa+ molecular ions in the electronic ground state
from cold atom-ion mixtures

Marko Gacesa
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 94035, USA

John A. Montgomery, H. Harvey Michels, Robin Côté
Department of Physics, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut 06269, USA

We present a theoretical study of feasibility of using photoassociation - via one or more intermediate states - for
production of (NaCa)+ molecular ions in its electronic ground state. We rely on post-Hartree-Fock methods and
effective core potential approach to determine the electronic structure of excited singlet states and transition dipole
moments. For the initial setup, we assume a mixture of cold trapped Ca+ ions immersed into an ultracold gas of
Na atoms. The (NaCa)+ molecular ions are first photoassociated in the excited E1Σ+ electronic state and allowed
to spontaneously decay, either directly to the ground electronic state or to an intermediate state from which the
population is transferred to the ground state by the second laser. Our analysis of all possible optical pathways
suggests that the efficiency of two-photon photoassociation approach, with either B1Σ+ or C1Σ+ intermediate
state, is sufficient to produce significant quantities of ground state (NaCa)+ molecular ions. A single-step process
results in lower formation rates and would require either a high density sample or a very intense photoassociation
laser to be realistic [1]. The analyzed molecule is often considered a benchmark system in experiments involving
diatomic molecular ions. Consequently, positive results of our study suggest that photoassociation, as an optical
method of production of neutral ultracold dimers, could be extended to a number of molecular ions species.
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Fig. 1 Schematics of the optical pathways suggested for production of NaCa+ dimers in the electronic ground state.
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Rotation of quantum impurities
in the presence of a many-body environment

Mikhail Lemeshko,1 Richard Schmidt2,3

1. Institute of Science and Technology (IST) Austria, Am Campus 1, 3400 Klosterneuburg, Austria
2. ITAMP, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA

3. Physics Department, Harvard University, 17 Oxford Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA

We present the first systematic treatment of quantum rotation coupled to a many-particle environment. We ap-
proach the problem by introducing the quasiparticle concept of an “angulon” – a quantum rotor dressed by a
quantum field – and reveal its properties using a combination of variational and diagrammatic techniques. The
theory [1,2] can be applied to a wide range of systems described by the angular momentum algebra, from Ryd-
berg atoms immersed into Bose-Einstein Condensates, to cold molecules solvated in helium droplets, to ultracold
molecular ions.

In particular, the theory sheds light on experiments on non-adiabatic molecular dynamics inside superfluid
helium nanodroplets [3], which lacked even a qualitative explanation so far. Furthermore, we predict new features
in the rotational spectra of ultracold molecules and molecular ions due to their interaction with a Bose-Einstein
Condensate.
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Rotational state thermometry with OH− at the
Heidelberg Cryogenic Storage Ring (CSR)

Christian Meyer1, Arno Becker1, Klaus Blaum1, Christian Breitenfeldt1,2, Sebastian George1,
Jürgen Göck1, Manfred Grieser1, Florian Grussie1, Robert von Hahn1, Philipp Herwig1, Jonas Karthein1,

Claude Krantz1, Holger Kreckel1, Sunil Kumar1, Jorrit Lion1, Svenja Lohmann1, Preeti M. Mishra1,
Oldřich Novotný1, Aodh P. O’Connor1, Roland Repnow1, Kaija Spruck1,3, Stefan Schippers3,

Dirk Schwalm1,4, Lutz Schweikhard2, Stephen Vogel1, Andreas Wolf1

1. Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Saupfercheckweg 1, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany
2. Institut für Physik, Ernst-Moritz-Arndt Universität Greifswald, Felix-Hausdorff-Straße 6, 17487 Greifswald, Germany

3. Institut für Atom- und Molekülphysik, Justus-Liebig-Universität Gießen, Leihgesterner Weg 217, 35392 Gießen, Germany
4. Weizmann Institute of Science, Herzl St 234, Rehovot, 7610001, Israel

The Cryogenic Storage Ring (CSR) [1] located at the Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik in Heidelberg is an
electrostatic storage ring with a circumference of 35 m in a fully cryogenic environment. Planned experiments
aim at investigating ground state properties and collisions of molecular and cluster ions with neutral particles or
electrons in the gas phase. By cooling the experimental chambers down to 6 K a residual gas density below 140
cm−3 (< 10−14 mbar rte) can be reached which enables storage times of fast ion beams of several hours [1]. In
addition, stored molecules in the CSR can equilibrate with the cryogenic environment by radiative cooling via
infrared modes. First measurements on resonant photodissociation of CH+ ions in low-J rotational levels were
recently reported [2]. During the first cryogenic beam time the radiation field of CSR was measured by monitoring
the internal state populations of OH− up to 1200 by observing the near-threshold photodetachment signal, similar
to previous ion trap studies [3]. For this measurement, a 60 keV OH− ion beam was overlapped with a continuous
wave HeNe laser (633 nm) and a pulsed, wavelength tunable OPO laser using wavelengths between 680 to 709
nm. Neutral particles created by laser-induced photodetachment leave the closed orbit of the ring and are recorded
by a microchannel-plate detector in the cryogenic zone. To correct for the ion-beam lifetime and other ring effects
the neutral rate induced by the OPO laser is normalized by the rate induced by the HeNe laser. By varying the
wavelength of the OPO different rotational states are detached. The normalized neutral count rates for various
wave numbers ν̃ (see Fig. 1) are then fitted by a cooling model combined with a probing model. The fits shown
include spontaneous and induced radiative transitions between rotational levels in the vibrational ground state only.
The model reveals the evolution of the rotational level populations in J=2, 1 and 0, showing a J=0 equilibrium
population of >90%. The determination of the relative photodetachment cross sections from this measurement is
under study.
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Fig. 1 Normalized neutral count rate of photodetached OH measured over storage time at different wavenumbers. The data
were fitted after 50 s (black vertical line) by a model indicating a J=0 equilibrium population of >90%.
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Diffraction of polar biomolecules at nanomechanical gratings

Christian Brand1, Christian Knobloch1, Benjamin Stickler2, Lisa Wörner1, Michele Sclafani1,3, Thomas
Juffmann1,4, Yigal Lilach5, Ori Cheshnovsky5,6, Klaus Hornberger2, and Markus Arndt1

1. University of Vienna, Faculty of Physics, VCQ, Boltzmanngasse 5, 1090 Vienna, Austria
2. University of Duisburg-Essen, Faculty of Physics, Duisburg, Germany

3. ICFO - Institut de Cièces Fotòniques, 08860 Castelldefels (Barcelona), Spain.
4. Physics Department, Stanford University, 382 Via Pueblo Mall, Stanford, California 94305-4060, USA.

5. The Center for Nanosciences and Nanotechnology at Tel Aviv University
6. Tel Aviv University, School of Chemistry, The Raymond and Beverly Faculty of Exact Sciences, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel

The high complexity of molecular matter-waves makes them very sensitive to external perturbations originating,
for instance, from electric fields or single photons. These can be exploited to study internal properties of the
molecules and differentiate between constitutional isomers [1,2]. However, in order not to bias the results it is cru-
cial to characterize the interaction between the matter-wave and the beamsplitter very precisely. This is especially
true for mechanical gratings.

Here, we study the diffraction of polar and non-polar molecules at nano-mechanical gratings. The velocity-
dependent broadening of the individual diffraction orders is explained by phase averaging due to the interaction
between a permanent dipole moment and charges in the grating. While this effect is moderate for a conducting
membrane made of amorphous carbon, it leads to complete decoherence of the matter-wave diffracted at insulating
silicon dioxide. The results explain the partial decoherence of the biomolecule hypericine in molecular far-field
diffraction and set constraints to matter-wave experiments with molecules of biological interest.
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Fragmentation of Doubly Charged L-Alanine: 
A Comparison Among Theoretical Methods. 
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The study of fragmentation dynamics of charged biomolecules, and in particular amino acids, is of great interest 
to better understand the processes of biological damage by irradiations. Theoretical methods combining both a 
full exploration of the potential energy surface and ab initio Molecular Dynamics (MD) have been recently 
carried out [1-3] and are able to reproduce the observed fragmentation patterns and to get insight in the different 
competing mechanisms (coulomb explosion, isomerization, emission of neutral fragments...). 
     In this work we will present a comparison of different methodologies that can be used to describe the 
dynamical processes: from very expensive Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory (TD-DFT) calculations 
based in Ehrenfest dynamics, where electrons are extracted from specific inner orbitals[4], to ab initio MD in the 
ground state based in the Car-Parrinello method (CPMD)[5] or Atom Centred Density Matrix Propagation 
(ADMP)[6] as well as Self-Consistent Charge Density Functional Tight-Binding approach (SCC-DFTB)[7], we 
have also considered the role of different excited states using Non-Adiabatic Molecular Dynamics (NAMD)[8]. 
     For this study we have chosen L-alanine as the simplest amino acid. Due to the small size of the system it is 
possible in the case of the computationally less expensive methods, as DFTB or ADMP, to run hundreds of 
trajectories lasting up to some hundreds of femtoseconds and consider different internal energies. From these 
calculations most of the channels observed in the experiments can be reproduced and a full simulation of the 
coincidence spectra can be obtained. We will also analyse the importance of the initial conformation of the 
amino acid and its spin state (singlet or triplet). These results will be compared with the ones obtained with more 
expensive methods such as CPMD. The role of specific orbital excitation will be analysed by comparing with the 
TD-DFT results.  
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Unusual fragmentation mechanisms of excited 
doubly-positively charged amino acids in the gas phase 
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Hadron therapy is radiation therapy using strongly interacting particles [1]. A better depth dose profile of the 
energetic ion beam (Bragg peak) has proven its superiority over gamma radiation for killing cancer cells 
selectively [2]. With the advent of these ion-beam cancer treatments [3,4], the interaction of biomolecules with 
ionising particles (X- rays, electrons, ions) in the gas phase has become a fundamental technique to investigate 
the radiation damage of biological tissues at the molecular level [5-7]. In biological tissues the damages 
produced in the biomolecules are not only caused directly by the particle-matter collision but also by radicals and 
secondary particles created after the fragmentation of different chemical species along the ionisation path [8,9]. 
This underlines the importance of a proper description of the fragmentation mechanisms after electron removal. 
Thus, studying the behavior of the amino acids after interaction with highly charged ions gives valuable 
information for the hadron therapy treatment based on ion beams at a molecular level. 
In this communication we present recent results on fragmentation of small lineal amino acids, doubly-positively 
charged in the gas phase, NH2−(CH2)n−COOH: n=1 glycine [10]; n=2 b−alanine [11] and n=3 g−aminobutyric 
acid GABA [12,13]. Experimentally, we obtain the data in the gas phase for neutral molecules in collisions with 
low-energy highly charged ions. State-of-the-art multi-coincidence detection mass spectrometric techniques are 
used to determine the charge state of the molecule before fragmentation. The experimental data are analyzed by 
means of quantum chemistry calculations. In particular, ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of the excited 
and charged species provide valuable information on the fragmentation mechanisms; further exploration of the 
potential energy surfaces with the density functional theory calculations allows us to obtain energetic and 
structural information on the most populated dissociation channels. 
Our results [10-13] have shown that in competition with the expected Coulomb explosion, the doubly positively 
charged lineal amino acids present several de-excitation mechanisms. In particular, hydrogen migration and 
hydroxyl group migration, together with ring formation, are mechanisms that appear in the femtosecond 
timescale, and lead to unusual fragmentation products. 
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Inelastic electron interaction with biomolecular clusters: pathways to 
radiation damage of DNA   
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In recent years there has been a significant interest in the understanding of damage processes of DNA, also 

induced by low energy electrons (LEEs). Ionizing radiation releases a large amount of secondary electrons in 
human cells. These electrons possess kinetic energies up to a few of tens of eV [1]. In this energy range electron 
ionization as well as electron attachment could cause chemical transformation in biological tissue. Investigations 
by Sanche and co-workers [1] indicated that these LEEs can induce single and double strand breaks in a film of 
plasmid DNA upon dissociative electron attachment (DEA). In the process of DEA an electron attaches 
resonantly to a molecule leading to the formation of a transient negative ion which then may decay into a stable 
anion and neutral(s) upon the fragmentation of the molecule. This dissociation can be fast and often has only 
spontaneous electron emission as competitive channel. A large number of studies on electron ionization and 
electron attachment to various simple biomolecules (e.g. DNA bases, sugars, amino acids) in the gas phase have 
been carried out [2]. Thereby, it turned out that single biomolecules in the gas phase often substantially 
decompose upon electron collisions. In addition, DEA is a site selective process, i.e. only certain bonds are 
cleaved in a molecule after capture of an electron with specific kinetic energy [3]. 

However, in order to understand radiation damage of complex matter it is highly important to understand 
how the fragmentation process of biomolecules is modified by a surrounding environment.  
In the present study we used biomolecular clusters to observe electron induced reactions in DNA [4]. We chose 
biomolecules as pyrimidine (C4H4N2), tetrahydrofuran (C4H8O) and triethylphosphate (C6H15O4P) as model 
compounds of DNA building blocks. Clusters of these compounds were produced via supersonic expansion of 
the biomolecules into vacuum and crossed with a low energy electron beam. Adding water vapour to the 
expansion led to efficient formation of micro-hydrated biomolecules. Cations and anions formed were analysed 
by mass spectrometry. Our cluster studies with pyrimidine [4] confirmed a recent postulate [1] how a single LEE 
can induce a double strand break in DNA. 
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Electron-impact ionization of Xe24+ ions: Theory versus experiment
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Electron-impact ionization of ions is an important atomic collision process in many plasma environments.
For many-electron systems, ionization results from a complicated pattern of ionization mechanisms involving
electrons from many atomic subshells. Even today, this makes the task of its correct theoretical description and,
therefore, adequate modeling of corresponding plasma environments challenging. Besides the widespread use in
numerous applications xenon ions with their many-electron atomic structure are attractive objects of experimental
and theoretical studies for detailed investigations of the roles of the various ionization mechanisms.

Previous studies on ionization of xenon ions revealed that the main mechanisms contributing to the single-
ionization cross section are direct ionization (DI) and non-resonant excitation-autoionization (EA). For intermedi-
ate charge states, resonant processes such as resonant-excitation double autoionization (REDA) yield significant
contributions, in addition. The relative importance of these processes was found to increase with increasing charge
state up to 17+ [1,2]. Here, we report on experimental measurements and theoretical calculations of the cross
section for electron-impact single-ionization of Xe24+ ions [3]. The measurements were performed using the
crossed-beams method. For the cross-section calculations the fine-structure level-to-level distorted-wave approach
was used as implemented in the Flexible Atomic Code (FAC). The calculations comprised DI, EA, as well as
REDA processes. A special effort was made to assess the roles of resonant and non-resonant excitations to high
n, ` subshells with the goal to include all relevant partial cross-section contributions. The total ionization cross
section turned out to be dominated by the indirect ionization processes. Figure 1 shows the comparison of the
experimental and the theoretical results in the energy range where significant contributions by REDA occur.
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Fig. 1 Cross section for electron-impact ionization of Xe24+ ions in the energy range where REDA processes make significant
contributions [3]. Symbols represent the experimental data. The solid (red) curve is the result of the theoretical calculation.
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Within the scope of the FAIR project, i.e., the extension of the present accelerators at the GSI-Helmholtzzentrum
für Schwerionenforschung in Darmstadt one of the first new installations will be the low-energy heavy-ion storage
ring CRYRING@ESR. CRYRING was formerly located at the Manne-Siegbahn laboratory in Stockholm, and
was recently transferred to Darmstadt [1]. The combination of the powerful accelerator chain at GSI/FAIR that
can deliver highly charged heavy ions up to bare uranium as well as artificially synthesized radioisotopes with a
dedicated low-energy cooler storage ring allows a long list of fascinating physics topics in the realms of nuclear
physics, biophysics, material science and atomic physics to be addressed. In atomic physics, experiments at an
internal gas-jet target, at a MOT target, with laser spectroscopy and ion-ion collisions are envisaged [1,2].

In addition, for collision studies between circulating ions and free electrons two main experimental sites that
complement each other are envisaged at CRYRING@ESR: Firstly, the CRYRING electron cooler (Fig. 1) used
as merged-beams electron target for precision collision spectroscopy utilizing the resonant process of dielectronic
recombination [3,4]. The main advantage of the CRYRING electron cooler over the setup at the ESR is an electron
beam that is substantially colder, in particular in the transverse direction. As a consequence, a boost in resolu-
tion, accuracy and sensitivity is expected [2,3,4]. Secondly, a dedicated electron target that operates in transverse
collision geometry and that will be optimized with respect to photon and electron spectroscopy is presently being
constructed [5,6,7]. In contrast to the cooler setup, a crossed-beams arrangement allows one to easily access the
interaction region for spectroscopy. The transverse target thus opens new opportunities to study electron-impact
phenomena such as excitation, ionization or recombination. Observations are not influenced by the presence of a
target nucleus, as is the case for gas-jet targets. Processes like kinematic electron capture (”non-radiative capture”,
NRC) or proton-impact excitation are absent by design.

Fig. 1 Electron cooler at the CRYRING@ESR facility.
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Multipole magnetic shielding constants of the ground state
of the relativistic hydrogenlike atom: application of the Sturmian

expansion of the generalized Dirac–Coulomb Green function
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Gdańsk University of Technology, Narutowicza 11/12, 80-233 Gdańsk, Poland

The knowledge of the Dirac–Coulomb Green function is required for many physical problems. Among several
well-known representations of that function, a particularly convenient one is that in the form of the Sturmian ex-
pansion, constructed in [1]. It has been already used to derive closed-form expressions for various electromagnetic
properties of relativistic hydrogenlike atoms in electric or magnetic multipole fields (see, for instance, [2,3]).

Consider a relativistic hydrogenlike atom. Within the framework of the perturbation theory, one can calculate
the magnetic field at the nucleus:

BBB' BBB(0)+BBB(1), (1)

where BBB(0) is the magnetic field in the unperturbed atom, while

BBB(1) =−σLBBBext
L (2)

is the first-order approximation to the induced magnetic field, proportional to the perturbing external 2L-pole
magnetic field BBBext

L . The factor σL is the multipole magnetic shielding constant.
Using the Sturmian expansion of the generalized Dirac–Coulomb Green function [1], we derive a closed-form

expression for the multipole magnetic shielding constant of the ground state of the Dirac one-electron atom placed
in a weak, static, 2L-pole magnetic field. For L = 1 (the magnetic dipole field), we obtain

σ1 =−α2Z
2(4γ3

1 +6γ2
1 −7γ1−12)

27γ1(γ1 +1)(2γ1−1)
, (3)

while for L > 2 we find

σL = −α2Z
2

(2L+1)2

[
(L+1)(γL + γ1)

(L−1)(γL + γ1−L) 3F2

(
−L, 1, γL− γ1−L

γL− γ1 +1, γL + γ1−L+1 ;1
)

− L(γL+1 + γ1)

(L+2)(γL+1 + γ1−L) 3F2

(
−L, 1, γL+1− γ1−L

γL+1− γ1 +1, γL+1 + γ1−L+1 ;1
)]

, (4)

where γκ =
√

κ2− (αZ)2 (α is the Sommerfeld’s fine structure constant) and 3F2 is the generalized hypergeometric
function. Equation (3) confirms previous results [4-6], while Eq. (4) is much simpler than its counterpart in [4].
It is worth to emphasize that the 3F2 functions in Eq. (4) are truncating ones and consequently for each particular
value of L > 2 the formula for σL may be expressed in terms of elementary functions.
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Multiple Electron Processes in Helium impacted by H+, He2+ and Li3+ Ions 
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Collisions of bare ion projectiles impacting on He atoms are the simplest systems for investigation of 

single and multiple electron transitions. The study of these collisional systems is crucial to fully understand the 
mechanisms underlying these basic reactions. Moreover, they are of interest in several fields such as heavy-ion 
therapy [1], thermonuclear fusion [2], hot plasmas [3], etc. 

In this work, multiple electron processes (single and multiple ionization, single capture, transfer-
ionization) of He targets impacted by H+, He2+ and Li3+ projectiles are analyzed theoretically in detail at 
intermediate and high collision energies. Absolute cross sections for these processes are obtained by computation 
of transition probabilities as a function of the impact parameter in the framework of the Continuum Distorted 
Wave-Eikonal Initial State theory (CDW-EIS) [4]. A binomial analysis is employed to calculate exclusive 
probabilities using the independent electron (IEL) model, where static and dynamic correlations are neglected 
[5], as well as the independent event (IEV) model, in which the ionization is viewed as a two step process [6]. It 
is worthy to note that only exclusive probabilities are able to describe properly the measured cross sections 
taking into account all possible processes. Total single electron ionization cross sections as a function of the 
incident projectile energy for H+ impacting on He targets are displayed in figure 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1. Total single electron ionization cross sections as a function of the incident energy for H+ impacting on He targets. 
 

The comparison with the available theoretical and experimental results shows that exclusive 
probabilities are needed for a reliable description of the experimental data. The total cross sections within the 
IEV model and using exclusive probabilities are in better agreement with the experimental results than previous 
IEV calculations. The developed approach may be used to obtain the input database for modeling multiple 
electron processes of energetic charged particles passing through matter. 
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Studying plasmonic effects in diamondoid-metal hybrid systems with ion
yield spectroscopy
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Plasmon resonance effects can enhance radiative emission rates in fluorophores in the vicinity of metal surfaces.
Applications such as surface enhanced Raman spectrosopy make use of this effect [1]. The combination of metal-
lic nanoparticles with molecules enables tailoring of hybrid systems with optical properties optimized for such
purposes.

Diamondoids are UV luminescent sp3 hybridized carbon nanostructures that are perfectly size- and shape-
selectable in their neutral form [2,3]. Due to their sizes and structures being well defined, diamondoids enable
direct comparison of experimental investigations with theoretical calculations. The optical properties of small
metal clusters in a size regime where every atom counts largely depend on electronic and geometric shell closures.
As a result, characteristics like absorption onset and electronic resonances can strongly vary between sizes. The
combination of both diamondoids and small metal clusters gives the opportunity to study resonance effects in
small hybrid systems. By this means, fundamental aspects like the influence of the matching between plasmon
resonances of the metal particles with electronic transitions of a luminescent molecule can be analyzed.

We synthesized hybrid systems of diamondoids and metal clusters and studied their absorption in a linear
trap, using ion yield spectroscopy. With this technique, the absorption of both the hybrid cluster and the isolated
constituents can be compared. First results will be presented.
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Interatomic Coulombic decay in small helium clusters:
a diatomics-in-molecule approach
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Sorbonne Universités, UPMC Univ Paris 06, CNRS, Laboratoire de Chimie Physique Matière et Rayonnement, F-75005, Paris, France

Interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD) is an ultrafast non-radiative electronic decay process which can occur in
many polyatomics systems (such as rare gas clusters [1] or hydrogen bonded clusters [2,3]). In the case of helium
clusters, one atom is both excited and ionized and its excess energy is transferred to a neighboring atom, ionizing
it, as shown on Fig. 1. After the decay, the cluster contains two He+ ions, and dissociates due to Coulombic
repulsion. This process was predicted in 1997 by Cederbaum et al [4], and experimentally demonstrated in 2003
for neon clusters, by Marburger et al [5] and Jahnke et al [6].

Our work focuses on ICD in small helium clusters which are peculiar quantum systems: owing to the weak
interactions between the atoms and their low mass these systems exhibit remarkable interatomic distance distribu-
tions. For example, the pair distribution function of the helium trimer spreads up to 15 Å and the mean interatomic
distance is predicted to be around 9.6 Å. Small helium clusters thus allow to gain insight into the ICD process over
a considerable range of distances and geometries.

We have developed a diatomics-in-molecules approach for the description of ICD in rare-gas clusters [7-10].
Combined with a surface-hopping algorithm specifically designed for ICD, this method is used to compute the
nuclear dynamics (before and after the decay) and the decay rates (inverse of the lifetime of the excited state). The
latter depend strongly on the distance between the atoms and consequently on the geometry of the cluster. We
will illustrate the method on the example of the helium trimer [11]. Additionally, the kinetic energy distribution
of the ionic fragments and the lifetime of the excited helium ion within the cluster will be presented for clusters
containing up to ten atoms.

Fig. 1 ICD in helium dimer. After simultaneous ionization and excitation of one helium atom, this excited ion relaxes and
transfers its excess energy to a neighboring helium atom, ionizing it. Due to Coulombic repulsion, the system fragments.
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The Impact of the Guest-Water Interaction on the Cage Occupation and
Spectra of the sI CO2 Clathrate Hydrates
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The interest in CO2 hydrate is driven in part by the possibility of trapping and storage of this greenhouse gas
from the atmosphere and control climate change, as well as due to its interest in astrophysics. Thus, quantitative
understanding of physical and chemical properties, on both macroscopic and microscopic levels, is essential in
several areas of physical science. The confinement of a molecule into a cage leads to the quantization of the
translational (T) degrees of freedom of its center of mass, and well as to its rotational (R) and vibrational (V)
states. This allows the investigation of the dynamics of the guest molecule, and the effect of the size, shape, and
composition of the host cavity, as well as the occupancy and identity of the trapped molecule/s. The occupancy
of the sI and sH CO2 clathrate hydrates has been studied experimentally by X-ray, powder X-ray, and neutron
diffraction methods [1], while spectroscopic characterization of the sI and sII CO2 clathrate hydrates has been
reported via Raman, solid-state NMR, and the infrared (IR) spectroscopy [2].

These experimental studies motivated us to develop quantum methodology for rigorous calculations of T-R-V
energies of a nanoconfined CO2 molecule inside the polyhedral cavities of simple clathrate hydrates [3] within the
multi configuration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) framework [4]. We employed semiempirical and ab initio-
based potential surfaces evaluating their quality by direct comparison with the available experimental data. It was
found that the rotational ability of the CO2 is hindered in the small cavities (512), while in the large cage (51262)
translational and rotational degrees of freedom are highly coupled. By analyzing the corresponding T-R eigen-
states, we established a connection with experimental X-ray measurements on the orientation of the CO2 molecule
in each cage [1]. Further, vibrational excitations of the fundamental symmetric (ν1) and antisymmetric (ν3) stretch
modes, their overtones, and combination bands are computed from 7D quantum calculations. We found significant
frequency shifts, which are comparable to those observed in the double-peak profile of the experimentally recorded
infrared spectra, for the 12CO2, 13CO2, and 18OCO isotopes trapped in the small and large cages of the sI clathrate
hydrate (see Fig. 1). The agreement with the measurements from recent spectroscopic studies of carbon dioxide
clathrate hydrate at low temperatures supports a CO2 single occupation of the sI structure cages, allowing an as-
sessment of the theoretical approaches employed. As the results obtained from a quantum mechanical treatment,
the differences can be understood in terms of the nature of the interactions, and the insights gained are applicable
in other clathrate hydrates or inclusion compounds.

Fig. 1 Comparison between the FTIR spectra [2] for the sI CO2 clathrate hydrate with the corresponding energy levels from the

7D MCTDH calculations [3] (see vertical sticks) for the indicated CO2 isotope in the small (512) and large (51262) cages.
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Production of polyanionic lead and tin clusters and  
study of their electron emission, dissociation and fission  

upon photoexcitation  
 

Stephan König, Paul Fischer, Gerrit Marx, Lutz Schweikhard, Markus Wolfram, Albert Vass  
Institut für Physik, Ernst-Moritz-Arndt Universität Greifswald, Felix-Hausdorff-Str. 6, 17489 Greifswald, Germany 

 
During the last couple of years the Penning-trap setup ClusterTrap [1,2] has been further extended for studies of 
the production and properties of poly-anionic metal clusters [3,4], focusing mainly on the elements aluminum 
and gold [5, 6]. Recent experiments reached out to further elements including lead and tin.  

Mono-anionic clusters were produced in a laser vaporization source and were transferred and captured in a 
12-Tesla Penning trap. As previously for other elements, the clusters were size selected and exposed to an 
“electron bath”: By shooting primary electrons axially through the trap, argon buffer-gas atoms are ionized. The 
argon cations immediately leave  the trap while the secondary electrons stay stored and can attach to the clusters, 
thus forming polyanions – provided they overcome the repulsing Coulomb barrier [3]. The reaction products are 
analyzed by ejection from the Penning trap and time-of-flight mass spectrometry. 

The measurements as a function of cluster size yield the appearance sizes for doubly and triply charged 
anionic clusters. In addition, and unlike the clusters of other metals, the small lead and tin clusters show distinct 
dissociation patterns, with very prominent peaks at specific cluster sizes, e.g. the (monoanionic) decamer and the 
clusters with ten atoms less than the precursors.  

   

 
              Fig. 1. Time-of-flight mass spectra after photoexcitation of mass selected mono- (top) and dianionic lead clusters (bottom). 
  
These clusters are also dominant in photodissociation spectra of small dianions, e.g. Pb35 (Fig. 1 bottom) where 
the monoanion decays by evaporation of neutral monomers (Fig. 1, top). Apparently, there is a third decay 
pathway of polyanionic lead and tin clusters, in addition of electron emission and neutral atom evaporation: 
Fission into two (charged) smaller clusters. The experiments are still ongoing and will be extended with respect 
to further charge states, including cationic species. 
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Confinement-Induced Off-Center Displacement in Endohedral Fullerenes
within the Zero-Range Potential and the Dirac ”Bubble” Models

Galina Schrange
St. Petersburg Polytechnical University, Russia; e-mail: gkashenock@yahoo.de

The object is ”endohedron”: a fullerene with an atom (confined atom) trapped inside the carbon spatial hollow
cage. Some experiments and calculations have demonstrated that the geometry of an endohedral system with an
atom guest positioned at the center is not energetically preferable. The physical mechanisms leading to the off-
center displacement of an endohedral atom are still under discussion. In the work [1] it has been shown that the
equilibrium position of an atom in a impenetrable spherical cavity, which was mimicked by a Zero-Range Potential
(ZRP), is off-center positioned as soon as the attractive interaction of an active electron with an atom core occurs
to be strong enough. In the present study a more realistic description of the carbon fullerene shell are used - the
Dirac ”bubble” potential ( Vcon f (r) = −β

R δ (r−R); β is the strength parameter, R is the fullerene radius, and the
ZRP approximation for the interaction of an active electron with an endohedral atomic core is kept. The question
is: does the tendency to take the off-center equilibrium position under the some strength parameters conditions
survive?

Mathematically the ZRP model casts the boundary condition on the electron Green’s function [2] at the point
~r0 where the interaction potential is located:

[
2π G(~r,~r0;k)− 1

|~r−~r0|

]
~r→~r0

=−α . The parameter α characterizes the

interaction strength. This is the transcendental equation that defines spectral parameter k, i.e. the active electron
state energy E = 1

2 k2. The latter is a function of the system parameters: E(r0,R,α,β ). Note, the energy E might
be positive (for real k) or negative (for imaginary k).

In the present work the Green’s function of an active electron is constructed for the model, and it is obtained
that the transcendental equation in terms of spherical Bessel functions of the first and third kinds - jl(z),h

(1)
l (z) -

takes form:

∞

∑
l=0


ik jl(kr0)h

(1)
l (kr0)+βR

2(ik)2 j2
l (kr0) h(1)l

2
(kR)

1−2ikβR jl(kR)h(1)l (kR)
− 1

2l +1
1
r0


=−α .

This provides a required potential curve Ead(r0), the effective potential in which an endohedral nucleus moves
in the spirit of the Born-Oppenheimer, or, more exactly, the adiabatic approximation. It is shown (fig.1) that the
potential curves for imaginary k have a minima at at the r0 > 0 for some parameters α , β . The equilibrium position
of an endohedral nucleus is shifted from the geometrical centre of a fullerene (off-center displacement). Since the
both models accepted here (ZRP and Dirac ”bubble”) dictate only the exact boundary conditions (for construction
of a spherical cage geometry) and two strength parameters (α and β , for characterization of the interaction forces)
they grasp the only main features of the system. When the off-center displacement occurs, we can speak about
”spontaneuos breaking of symmetry” in the sense that it has been introduced in [1]. The effect is induced directly
by the confinement existence and by its existence itself.

Fig. 1 Adiabatical potential curves as function of strength parameters.
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Coincidence spectroscopy of water and water-ammonia clusters upon soft
X-ray absorption.
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Mathieu Gisselbrecht1

1Department of Physics, Lund University, 221 00 Lund, Sweden, 2MAX IV Laboratory, Fotongatan 2, 225 94 Lund, Sweden, 3Institute of
photonics and nanotechnology-CNR, Polytechnical University of Milan, Milan, Italy

Molecular clusters are known to exist and nucleate in the atmosphere [1-3], where small water clusters con-
tribute to light absorption [4]. Molecules such as NH3, H2SO4 and organic molecules form small mixed clusters
with water, and these act as condensation centers in the upper atmosphere [5]. We study hydrogen-bonded clusters
as a prototype for chemical processes in the atmosphere. In the literature these clusters are mainly reported to
exist in protonated form as cations [6], whose origin is likely the result of fast proton transfer following ionization,
before fragmentation has time to occur [7]. Previous experimental work reported the observation of protonated
mixed ammonia/water clusters ((NH3)m(H2O)nH+) in three distinct (m,compositions) n, and a shell structure
was proposed for these binary clusters [8].

In this work, we investigate the fragmentation of singly and multiply charged clusters of pure water or water-
ammonia prepared by soft X-ray ionization. The experiments were performed at the I411 beamline, at the MAX-
lab synchrotron facility in Lund, Sweden. The cluster beam was produced via adiabiatic expansion, which allows
us to tailor both the cluster composition and size distribution. The cluster beam intersected the photon beam in
the interaction region of a 3D ion momentum imaging spectrometer [9]. Charged photofragments were measured
over a 4π solid angle, and the (coincident) mass spectra analyzed after core-electron ionization at the nitrogen and
oxygen 1s absorption edges.

The experimental results indicate that the fragment (m,n) composition depends on the expansion conditions
of the cluster source. Under certain conditions, this fragment composition differs from that in the previous work
using a corona discharge source [8]. A higher photon energy leads to an increase of internal energy within the
cluster, thus opening more fragmentation channels and decreasing the average fragment size. The photon energy
can be tuned close to either the Nitrogen or Oxygen ionization edges, creating an element-selective localized hole
state that rapidly evolves to multiple ionization via electronic relaxation. We study the charge separation processes
after core ionization by looking at the Coulomb explosion of small mixed clusters. The cluster size dictates the
maximum possible distance between two charges. At a critical dication size, the inter-molecular binding force
exceeds the repulsive Coulomb interaction. This critical size has been reported for pure water clusters [10] and
pure ammonia clusters [11], but not for mixed clusters. We compare the experimentally observed critical size of
the mixed cluster with both values.
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Modelling ion/atom impact on complex molecules and their clusters: 
prompt atom knockouts and molecular growth processes 

 
 

Giovanna D'Angelo1, Michael Gatchell1, Henrik Cederquist1, and Henning Zettergren1  
1.  Department of Physics, Stockholm University, AlbaNova University Center, S-10691 Stockholm, Sweden 

Recent combined experimental and theoretical studies have demonstrated that prompt atom knockout is 
important in Rutherford-like scattering processes when PAHs, fullerenes, or their clusters are exposed to 
energetic ions/atoms [1,2,3]. Such processes yield highly reactive fragments, which can efficiently form new 
covalent bonds with other molecules, e.g. in a cluster environment [4,5]. This type of energetic processing of 
molecular systems by atoms or ions can be of importance for our understanding of e.g. the origin and evolution 
of molecules in space [6]. 

Here we will present an overview on how we model such impulse driven reactions in isolated molecules and 
their clusters [6]. As part of this we will show recent results for keV-ion impact on butadiene clusters and low 
energy collisions between porphyrin ions and noble gas atoms.  

We have performed classical Molecular Dynamics simuations with the LAMMPS software to model entire 
collision sequences, i.e. the initial knockout event and the subsequent fragmentation or molecular growth 
processes inside molecules and molecular clusters. Results for isolated coronene are showed in Fig. 1, where the 
color and size of each point represents the angular dependent threshold displacement energy calculated with the 
Tersoff potential [7] for the four unique atom positions in coronene [8]. We are currently performing such 
calculations for porphyrin ions, which will be presented at the conference. 

 
 

Fig. 1 Displacement	 energies	 for	 three	 unique	 carbon-,	 and	 one	 unique	 hydrogen-,	 positions	 in	 coronene	 as	
calculated	with	the	Tersoff	potential	[7].		
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Theoretical Study of the 5p5nln'l'n''l'' LSJ Autoionizing States of Ba
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2.  Department of Electron Processes, Institute of Electron Physics, Universitetska 21, 88017 Uzhgorod, Ukraine

3.  Faculty of Physics, Uzhgorod National University, Voloshina 54, 88000 Uzhgorod, Ukraine

The calculations of excitation energies, electron impact excitation cross sections, autoionization probabilities and
Auger decay yields of 5p5nln'l'n''l'' LSJ autoionizing states of Ba atoms are performed for the first time by using
large scale configuration interaction (CI) approach.  For the basis of radial orbitals in CI, the numerical solutions
of Dirac-Fock-Slater  equations were used [1].  In  order  to  optimize the local  central  potential  including the
approximated exchange part, singly excited configurations 5p66snl (nl = 4f, 5d, 6p, 6d, 7s – d) were used. The
following singly excited 5p66snl (nl = 4f, 5d – g, 6p – g, 7f, 7g and n = 7 – 10, l = 0 – 2) and 5p-core excited
5p5nln'l'n''l'' (nl = 5d, 6s; n'l' = 4f, 5d, 6s – d, 7s – d) states were used to take into account the correlation effects.
The total number of both even and odd states included into calculation was 10199. The same basis set was used
to calculate excitation cross sections. For the calculation of autoionization probabilities, it was supplemented
with 5p6nl (nl = 5d, 6s – d, 7s, 7p) configurations of Ba+ to include the most important Auger decay channels.  In
the  case  of  autoionizing  states  with  excitation  energy  greater  than  21.04  eV,  the  5p55d2 and  5p55d6s
configurations of Ba+ were also added to include additional energetically allowed decay channels.

For comparison of present data with other spectroscopic data, a transformation of the expansion coefficients
of wave functions from jjJ to LSJ coupling scheme of angular momenta was performed [2]. The classification of
calculated levels was performed by using the largest expansion coefficient of the LSJ coupling scheme. As the
first expansion coefficient of particular states was used for other levels, the second or even third coefficient was
chosen. Calculated results were used for the identification of measured ejected-electron spectra from electron
impact excited Ba atoms [3]. For a number of lowest excited states, the comparison of calculated and measured
excitation energies is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of calculated Ecal and experimental Eexp [3] excitation energies (in eV) of the 5p5nln'l'n''l''
LSJ states of Ba.

nln'l'n''l'' LSJ Ecal Eexp nln'l'n''l'' LSJ Ecal Eexp

5d6s2 3P0 15.603 15.61 5d2(3F)(2F)6s 3F3 16.822 16.72

5d6s2 3P1 15.790 15.81 5d2(3P)(4P)6s 5P1 17.109 16.84

5d2(3F)(4D)6s 5D1 15.820 15.90 5d2(1D)(2D)6s 3D3 17.178 16.92

5d2(3F)(4D)6s 5D2 15.858 15.91 5d2(3F)(4F)6s 5F1 17.221 17.01

5d2(3F)(4D)6s 5D4 16.091 16.09 5d2(1D)(2P)6s 3P2 17.280 17.10

5d6s2 3P2 16.121 16.17 5d6s2 3D3 17.698 17.19

5d6s2 3F4 16.267 16.26 5d2(1D)(2P)6s 3P1 17.852 17.34

5d6s2 3F3 16.350 16.31 5d2(1D)(2F)6s 3F3 17.875 17.44

5d6s2 1D2 16.477 16.40 6s26p 3P2 17.970 17.61

5d2(3F)(4D)6s 3D1 16.633 16.51 5d2(1D)(2F)6s 1F3 18.136 17.71

5d2(3P)(4D)6s 3D3 16.683 16.61 5d2(3P)(4P)6s 3P1 18.145 17.81

The results of Table 1 show that  the accuracy of calculations is high enough to be used for an accurate
identification of experimental ejected-electron spectra.
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Stochastic cooling at the low-energy ion-beams storage ring DESIREE

Gustav Eklund, Ansgar Simonsson, Anders Källberg, Samuel Silverstein, Stefan Rosén, Henrik Cederquist
and Henning T. Schmidt.

Stockholm University, Department of Physics, SE-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden

Stochastic cooling is one of the most important methods for improving the beam quality in an ion storage ring.
Stochastic cooling uses a pickup element to detect the weak signals from the circulating beam known as Schottky
signals. These signals are processed by the electronics for the ion-beam phase-space cooling system and sent to
a kicker element that corrects the beam. Stochastic cooling can be used for reducing the beam size or emittance
and also for reducing the momentum spread of the beam. While stochastic cooling is widely used for high energy
storage rings with beam energies in the MeV or GeV range it has not yet been applied to ion beams stored at keV
energies [1].

We are currently developing a stochastic cooling system for the DESIREE ion-beams storage rings at Stock-
holm University in Sweden [2]. DESIREE is a cryogenically cooled electrostatic ion-beams storage ring with
beam energies ranging from about 5 keV to 100 keV. This is many orders of magnitude lower than the high energy
storage rings that have applied stochastic cooling so far. For low energy beams it is difficult to obtain a low noise
pickup signal and this limits the available bandwidth of the cooling system. The bandwidth for the cooling system
for DESIREE is expected to be several orders of magnitudes lower than the bandwidth of typical high energy
stochastic cooling systems. Low bandwidth implies slow cooling but the effect is compensated by the low ion
beam current used in the ring. The cooling time is estimated to be on the order of 100 seconds which is shorter
than typical ion beam storage lifetimes due to excellent vacuum of the cryogenic storage ring [3].

The stochastic cooling system for DESIREE is designed for momentum cooling of the beam using the filter
method [4]. The filter method makes use of a longitudinal pickup [5]. The Schottky signals detected by the pickup
are observed as bands at the harmonics of the revolution frequency with a width proportional to the momentum
distribution of the ion beam. The signal is filtered using a periodic notch filter that attenuates the signal at the
harmonics of the revolution frequency. This signal is sent to the kicker which corrects the momentum of the
beam. Because of the notch filter only the ions with incorrect momentum are effected by the kicker, thus the low
momentum ions are accelerated and the high momentum ions are decelerated.

The main part of the stochastic cooling electronics is a digital notch filter which is based on an earlier design
[6]. The notch filter is implemented using an FPGA board which allows for the settings of the filter to be controlled
directly. This is essential for the stochastic cooling system to work for different ion energies and masses. Other
electronics include a high gain amplifier for the pickup, noise filters, an ADC/DAC board for the FPGA and a delay
element for the signal also implemented using the FPGA board.
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After a series of measurements of pre-equilibrium and equilibrium charge-state distribution for 2.0 MeV/u Sq+ (q 
= 6-16) and Cq+ (q = 2-6) ions after penetrating C-foils of 0.9-200 μg/cm2 in thickness [1–4], we claim that 
quasi-equilibrium in charge-state evolution has been systematically observed, i.e., charge-state distributions, 
mean charge-sates, and distribution widths for projectile ions without K-shell holes, Sq+ (q = 6-14) and Cq+ (q = 
2-4), once merge at target thickness of 6.9 and 5.7 μg/cm2 respectively, showing quasi-equilibrium, and 
simultaneously evolve to establish the real-equilibrium as the foil thickness is increased. On the other hand, 
those for projectile ions with K-shell hole(s), S15+,16+ and C5+,6+, evolve differently and directly to the real 
equilibrium established at ~150 μg/cm2 for S ions and over 10 μg/cm2 for C ions. The quasi- and real-
equilibrium mean charge-states for 2.0 MeV/u S ions were 12.3 and 12.68, respectively [3], whereas those for 
2.0 MeV/u C ions were 5.48 and 5.57 [4]. 

A calculation of rate-equations taking only single-electron capture and loss processes into account as well as 
simulations with ETACHA code [5,6] have shown that the quasi-equilibrium is brought by differences between 
reaction-rates of K- and L-shell processes, i.e., difficulties in removing K-shell electrons for projectile ions with 
filled K-shells and in filling K-shell hole(s) for projectile ions with K-shell hole(s). Thus, the quasi-equilibrium 
can be treated as equilibrium of L-shell processes leaving K-shell processes untouched, and more number of 
collisions is required for the real-equilibrium including K-shell processes. The fact that 2.0 MeV/u S ions in the 
equilibrium wear 1.3 L-shell electrons with filled K-shell in the ground state was favorable for observing the 
quasi-equilibrium for L-shell processes. Measurements for C projectile ions still suggested there was a difficulty 
in removing the final K-shell electron in the case exiting-ions have less than one electron in average, which 
resulted in weak quasi-equilibrium observed for Cq+ (q = 2-4) initial ions. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1   Evolution of mean charge-states for 2.0 MeV/u Sq+ (q = 6-16) and Cq+ (q = 2-6) ions after C-foil penetration. 
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It has been recently shown that negative ions can be ejected from gas-phase molecular species in different 

collision systems involving atoms and positive ions at a few keV impact energies [1-3]. These findings are 

relevant for studies of interstellar media and ionospheres, as well as for radiolysis and radiobiology since slow 

anions are efficient agents for charge transfer and chemical reactions.  

We have observed that an H
−
 ion can be formed from an OH

+
 ion when the H center is removed by collision 

on an Ar target atom [1-2]. The angular distribution of the so-created H
−
 ions has been found to be proportional 

to the one calculated for H scattering on the target atom. A similar result is found for the emitted H
+
 ions. Also, 

the kinetic energy distribution of the H
+
 fragments shows strong similarities with that of the ejected H

−
 ions. 

These findings indicate that the final charge state distribution of the emitted H centers does not depend on how 

closely the atomic centers approach each other during the collision. Rather, it seems to follow simple statistical 

laws. A statistical model will be presented. 

Also, in 6.6-keV 
16

O
+
 + H2O collisions, emission of both H

−
 and heavier (O

−
 and OH

−
) anions has been 

observed, with a larger yield for H
−
 [3]. Figure 1 shows the experimental double-differential cross sections 

(DDCS) for anion emission in these collisions. The main component of each spectrum is a broad, slowly 

decreasing structure. There, the relative contribution of H
–
 anions was derived from complementary time-of-

flight (TOF) measurements. At forward angles (< 90°), pronounced peaks are observed at higher energies. These 

peaks are due to recoil anions formed in hard binary collisions occurring at small impact parameters, while the 

broad contribution results from soft many-body processes. Spectral features can be well reproduced by model 

calculations that include kinetic energy release (KER) due to electronic excitation and ionization processes (see 

Fig. 1). This indicates that these processes play a decisive role in H
−
 formation. 

This work was supported by the Hungarian National Science Foundation OTKA (Grant No. K109440), the 

French-Hungarian Cooperation Program PHC Balaton (No. 27860ZL/TéT_11-2-2012-0028), and the French-

Hungarian CNRS-MTA Cooperation (ANION project). 
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Fig. 1 Full curve: Experimental DDCS for anion emission in 6.6-keV 16O+ + H2O collisions; Full circles: H– contribution 

from TOF measurements. Open circles: Simulated DDCS for H– emission at different angles with KER; Dotted curve: 

Same without KER. Each spectrum is multiplied by the indicated factor. 
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Electron emission mechanisms in ion-induced ionization of small molecules
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Institute for Nuclear Research, Hungarian Academy of Sciences (MTA Atomki), Bem tér 18/c, H-4026 Debrecen,Hungary

Ion-impact ionization of small molecules was investigated both experimentally and theoretically.  Ionization of
atoms and molecules is of fundamental interest in atomic and molecular physics [1-3]. Besides that, ionization is
important  in many applications,  for instance plasma physics,  industrial irradiations and radiotherapy.  In this
work,  electron  energy  spectra  were  taken  by  an  energy  dispersive  electrostatic  spectrometer  at  different
observation angles. The obtained absolute electron emission cross sections were compared with the results of
CDW-EIS and CTMC calculations. Both theories are in a reasonable agreement with the experimental data. 
   In the experiment, beams of  H+, He+, C+ and N+ ions were provided by a 5 MV VdG accelerator in the 46-1000
keV/u energy  range.  The ion beams crossed  gas  jets  of  CH4,  H2O and N2.  By applying a  rotatable  energy
dispersive  electrostatic  spectrometer  we  determined  double  differential  electron  emission  cross  sections
(DDCSs) in the  20°-160° observation angle range.
   In figure 1 we compare the energy spectrum of the electrons ejected in 46 keV/u N+ + H2O collisions at 160°
observation angle with CTMC (figure 1a) and CDW-EIS [4] (figure 1b) calculations.  The main interest here is
how can the different theoretical approaches treat a dressed projectile (and dressed target) as collision agent at
strong perturbations.The calculated total electron yields (comparable with the experimental data) originates from
both projectile and target ionization. The calculated contribution from the target ionization is also shown. 
   In the CTMC calculations we used a multi-center approach with a full three-body dynamics. A good overall
agreement was found between the experimentally observed DDCS and that obtained by the CTMC calculations
in the entire electron energy range. Fig. 1a shows that except a slight overestimation between 30 and 140 eV, the
agreement  is  almost  perfect.  The  quantum mechanical  CDW-EIS calculations  have  also  been  extended  for
dressed projectiles and molecular targets [4]. Fig. 1.b shows that CDW-EIS also provide a reasonable qualitative
description, though it overestimates both the projectile and target  contributions at lower energies.  Moreover,
above ~80 eV the calculated CDW-EIS results fall off significantly faster then the experimental data.

         
Fig. 1 Comparison of the experimental electron spectrum with the results of CTMC (a) and CDW-EIS (b) calculations at
160° observation angle for 650 keV N+ + H2O collisions.

We interpret the results that the nonperturbative character of  CTMC allows it to account for all the significant
mechanisms in this collision regime including two-center effects. We note that the peak around 100 eV in the
target ionization contribution belongs to a four-fold accelerating scattering of the target electrons (Fermi-shuttle)
[5]. The perturbetive CDW-EIS method can not treat this latter process, this is the most likely reason of the much
faster fall off of the theory there. 
  This work was supported by the Hungarian National Science Foundation OTKA (Grant No.  K109440).
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Carbon backbone stability of hydrogenated and native pyrene
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Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) are believed to be abundant within the interstellar medium [1]. In as-
trophysical environments PAHs may be excited through photoabsorption processes, or in collisions with electrons
or heavy particles like ions or atoms. One interesting issue in this context is the effect of hydrogenation on the PAH
carbon-backbone stability. On one hand, hydrogenation converts unsaturated C-C bonds to single bonds, which
weakens the carbon backbone. On the other hand, the additional hydrogen atoms allows for cooling of the PAH
carbon skeleton through H-loss, which thus may protect the carbon backbone from fragmentation. Pioneering ex-
periments by Reitsma et al. [2] indicated such a protective effect following core electron excitation using an x-ray
light source. There the coronene molecule (C24H12+m, m = 0–7) lost fewer of its native hydrogen atoms when it
was hydrogenated, with a stronger protective effect for a higher degrees of hydrogenation. From this Reitsma et
al. inferred that hydrogenation always has a net protective effect on the carbon backbone for PAHs [2].

We have performed two experiments that lead to the opposite conclusion. The first experiment, concerning
collision-induced dissociation of hydrogenated pyrene (C16H+

10+m, m = 0,6, or 16) cations, was carried out at
Stockholm University. Here, we measured increases in the absolute carbon backbone fragmentation cross section
for increasing degrees of hydrogenation [3], as shown to the left in Fig. 1. Furthermore, measurements of absolute
CHx-loss cross sections down to very low collision energies also indicated a weakening of the carbon backbone
for hydrogenated pyrene [4].
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Fig. 1 The left graph shows absolute carbon backbone fragmentation cross sections in He + C16H+
10+m (m = 0,6, or 16)

collisions as a function of center-of-mass energy ECM. The right graph shows the total fragmentation yield as a function of laser
pulse energy, P. The lines are power fits, where the exponents (see insets) give the number of photons absorbed.

We have recently investigated photo-induced dissociation of the same molecules at the ELISA (Electrostatic Ion
Storage Ring in Aarhus) facility at Aarhus University. The graph to the right in Fig. 1 shows preliminary laser-
power dependencies for fragmentation of C16H+

10+m (m = 0,6, or 16). From the slope in the log-log diagram the
photon dependency, i.e. the number of photons needed for fragmentation, can be deduced. The number decreases
from three 2.72 eV photons (total of 8.16 eV) for C16H+

10, to two 2.88 eV photons (total of 5.76 eV) for C16H+
16, and

only one 2.95 eV photon for C16H+
26. This shows that hydrogenation leads to larger tendencies of carbon-backbone

fragmentation also when the molecules are photo-excited.
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Theoretical study of laser-assisted (e,2e) collisions on He and H+
2

at large momentum transfer
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In this contribution, we present a theoretical analysis of the laser-assisted (e,2e) scattering in the He atom and in
the hydrogen molecular ion H+

2 . A low-frequency laser field of relatively weak strength is considered, such that
the Keldysh parameter is γ � 1. We focus on the kinematical regime of high impact energy and large momentum
transfer, which is typical for electron momentum spectroscopy (EMS).

In the chosen kinematics, an S-matrix of the scattering reaction is described with the use of the binary-encounter
and first Born approximations. This strongly simplifies theoretical treatment of ionization dynamics, both in the
absence and in the presence of a laser field. In our theoretical analysis of laser-assisted EMS of atomic helium
with excitation of the residual He+ ion, we found that the cross section exhibits much highe sensitivity to electron-
electron correlations in the target than in the field-free case [1]. Fig. 1 shows numerical results for different number
of photons N when the laser electric field with frequency h̄ω = 1.55 eV and intensity I = 1.55× 1011 W/cm2 is
parallel to the incident electron momentum (LP‖). The cross sections calculated with different correlated ground-
state wave functions of He (SPM, BK, and CI) appear to be well distinguishable from each other, while in the
absence of a laser field they are practically identical.
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Fig. 1 Laser-assisted triply differential cross sections in the case of He+ ion transition to the first excited state for the net number
of emitted photons N = 0,1.

In the case of molecular targets, a number of various effects of a laser field on the target can be expected, ranging
from a laser-induced molecular axis alignment to a laser-induced molecular dissociation. Employing the so-called
quasiadiabatic model to describe laser-dressed states of the molecular ion H+

2 , we show that using the laser-assisted
EMS method [2] one can get access to the electron momentum distribution in the 1σu state, which remains inac-
cessible in the field-free case.
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of the Pb+ Ion at Electron-Impact Excitation  
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First measurements of emission cross section for electron-impact excitation of the 6s26d 2D5/2®6s26p 2Po

3/2 

transition of the Pb+ ion are reported: 

e + Pb+(5d106s26p) 2Po
1/2 ® e +  Pb+*(5d106s26d) 2D5/2 

¯ 
                                                                                                    Pb+(5d106s26p) 2Po

3/2 + hn (λ182.2 nm).                                             
The  experiment  was  carried  out  by  a  photon  VUV  spectroscopy  method  using  a  crossed  electron  and  ion  

beam technique. The crossed-charged-beams apparatus and technique applied were described in detail in [1]. 
The ion-beam current in the collision region was (0.5–1.0)´10-6 A at 800 eV. The electron beam current in the 
energy region 6 ÷ 50 eV was (5÷10)´10−5 А, the energy spread (FWHM) of the electron beam was 0.6 eV. 

The electron-impact excitation function of the Pb+ ion l182.2 nm line is shown in Fig. 1. Strong resonance 
features were observed in the near-threshold excitation region, below and above the Pb+ ion ionization potential.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Electron-impact excitation emission cross-sections of the Pb+ ion  6s26d 2D5/2®6s26p 2Po
3/2 (l182.2 nm) transition 

  
Analysis of the results obtained using the data on the energy position of the single- and double-charged lead 

ion levels [2] as well as of atomic and ionic autoionizing states [3-4] enabled us to explain the nature of the 
structure found. Near-threshold excitation of the emission is complicated not only by the resonance excitation 
via autoionizing states but also by dielectronic recombination which is the principal mechanism of the 
dielectronic satellites excitation. The structure above 9.2 eV is due both to the cascade transitions from 5d106s2nl 
levels and to the electronic decay of 5d106s2nln1l1, 5d106s6p2np,nf,   5d96s26p3 and 5d96s26p2np,nf autoionizing 
states resulted from the sequential multi-step processes. This is due to the fact that the electron correlations play 
an essential role in this process because the two-electron transitions are possible only provided the electron–
electron interaction is taken into account. 
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Two-channel model for cold collisions of metastable neon atoms

Christian Cop1, Reinhold Walser1

Institut für Angewandte Physik, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Schlossgartenstr. 7, 64289 Darmstadt

Metastable noble gas cooling began in the 1980’s for various species. At the Technical University of Darmstadt,
the group of Gerhard Birkl investigates experimentally the prospects to condense metastable neon atoms (Ne*)
to degeneracy. The high internal energy of Ne* (∼16 eV) allows for single-ion detection, however, it stands in
contrast to the low kinetic energies in cold collision experiments ∼ 10−10 eV and may lead to loss rates through
Penning ionization (PI) and Associative ionization (AI), given by

Ne*+Ne*−→ Ne+Ne++ e− (PI),

Ne*+Ne*−→ Ne+2 + e− (AI).

For samples of atoms where the total electronic spins of the atoms are aligned the AI and PI loss channels are
forbidden due to conservation ot total electronic spin during the collision. This suppression of losses due to spin
polarization of the atoms has been demonstrated in the experiment [1]. Extended experimental data is now also
available on scattering lengths, relaxation cross sections and two-body loss rates of different isotope- and spin-
mixtures of the three stable isotopes of Ne* [1,2]. The data suggests that different isotopes of Ne* behave very
differently in the collision process.

In order to model and explain these interesting experimental results we set up a two-channel model, where a
single interaction potential for Ne* is coupled to an arbitrary loss channel via an internal-state-dependent coupling.
The loss channel represents AI and PI. Suppression of AI and PI is modeled by introducing a weaker coupling for
atoms colliding in the spin-aligned states than for collisions of atoms colliding in other states.

Figure 1 shows the internal-spin-state dependent two-body loss rates β of homonuclear collisions and the
experimental data points. It can be seen that the numerical results are in good agreement with the experiment.

(a) 20Ne collisions (b) 22Ne collisions

Fig. 1: Two-body loss rates β as functions of temperature T for homonuclear Ne* collisions. Numerical results for loss rates where the atoms
collide (i) in the spin-stretched m j = 2 states are indicated by the solid lines (ii) in the same state but not the spin-stretched state m j = m j′ 6= 2
by the dotted lines (iii) in different internal states m j 6= m j′ by the dash-dotted lines. Numerical results for loss rates for unpolarized samples
where all the internal states of the atoms are uniformly populated are indicated by the dashed lines. The dots and error bars are given by the
experiment.

Further numerical results of homonuclear 20Ne and 22Ne collisions will be presented as well as of heteronuclear
collisions between 20Ne, 21Ne, 22Ne. It will be shown that the numerical results agree very well with the experiment
[3]. Thus, the two-channel model gives a consistent explanation of the available isotope-sensitive scattering data
of metastable neon and extends existing quantum reflection models which explain collisions of metastable noble
gases with no isotope-sensitive scattering properties [4].
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Reactive collisions with conformationally controlled molecules
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Many molecules have multiple conformations (rotational isomers), which can exhibit different reactivites, opening
up perspectives to manipulate chemical reactions by selecting specific molecular conformations [1]. However, a
detailed understanding of the role of conformations in gas-phase chemical reactions still has to be established.
We have developed an apparatus to separate molecular conformations and study their reactivity with cold ions. This
was demonstrated in a recent experiment where we studied reactive collisions between conformationally selected
3-aminophenol and Coulomb crystals of laser-cooled Ca+ ions [2,3].
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup for studying conformationally controlled chemical reactions.

A cold molecular beam of 3-aminophenol is guided through an electrostatic deflector. The two different con-
formations (cis and trans) are spatially separated due to different permanent dipole moments and thus different
resulting Stark shifts in an inhomogeneous electric field. By tilting the molecular beam machine mechanically
with respect to the ion trap, conformationally pure components of the molecular beam are overlapped with the
ion trap. The progress of the reaction is monitored by imaging the laser-induced fluorescence of unreacted ions.
We recently upgraded the apparatus with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer which is coupled to the ion trap and
enables reaction product analysis with high mass resolution (m/∆m ≈ 700).
In future experiments we want to study reactions that are relevant for organic synthesis. A particular interesting
class of reactions are Diels-Alder reactions. These are pericyclic reactions between a dien and a dienophile, form-
ing a cyclic product in a stereo and regioselective reaction. The mechanism is generally believed to be concerted
with a cyclic transition state. However, for polar cycloadditions, in which one reaction partner is charged, the
mechanism is not necessarily concerted anymore.
2,3-dibromobutadiene has two conformations and only one should undergo a Diels-Alder reaction with maleic
anhydride. We will investigate the polar cycloaddition with charged maleic anhydride on this setup and are at the
moment also setting up a crossed beam machine to study reactive collisions with neutral maleic anhydride.
Our electrostatic deflector also intrinsically acts as a rotational state selector, since the effective dipole moments
differ between different rotational states. We want to exploit this to study ion-molecule reactions with the neutral
reaction partner in selected rotational quantum states.
On the poster we give an overview over the 3-aminophenol + Ca+ experiment, the new ion trap coupled to a
TOF-MS and present preliminary results of ongoing experiments.
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Anions play important roles in the chemistry of various astrophysical environments ranging from planetary
and stellar atmospheres to interstellar clouds [1-5]. A key reaction for the ionization balance in those media is the
Mutual Neutralization (MN) of atomic or molecular anions and cations [5,6]:

A++B−→ A+B. (1)

Such reactions have been included in models of chemical reaction networks in astrophysical environments ever
since 1973 [7-9]. Measurements of MN rate coefficients are thus urgently needed, especially at subthermal ener-
gies. Until now, few rate coefficients have been measured due to the complexity of this type of experiments [10].

MN studies with atomic ions have so far mainly been limited to collision energies down to a few eV, which
is higher than the range of energies relevant for cold astrophysical environments. Moreover, these experiments
could not resolve the electronic (n), angular momentum (L), and spin (S) states, i.e. the LS-terms, of the neutral
products [11,12].

We recently upgraded the merged beam setup in Louvain-la-Neuve to reach 5 meV collision energies, and
incorporated three-dimensional momentum imaging using two position sensitive detectors located 3.25 meters
downstream from the 7 cm long region where the A+ and B− beams overlap. Besides providing clear coincidence
signals between A and B, this technique gives unambiguous identification of LS-terms of the products via the
measurement of the Kinetic Energy Release (KER). The KER-resolution (50 meV FWHM at 1 eV) is mainly
limited by the finite length of the interaction region. Measuring the momentum distribution of both products yields
the total and the energy and angular differential cross sections. The absolute cross section scale is defined by the
simultaneous measurement of associative ionization A+ + B− → AB+ + e− cross sections by means of a 180◦

bending magnet, a 30◦ electrostatic deflector, and a channeltron detector.
We present absolute MN cross sections for N+ colliding with O− in the 0.005-10 eV energy range and KER-

spectra at subthermal energies for C+ on P−, C−, Si−, O− or S−. The latter leads to identifications of the capture
states (n, L, and S) of the products. While several of the A+ + B− systems that we have studied give results well
accounted for by means of simple multi-channel Landau-Zener calculations, there are striking exceptions. For the
C+ + O− and C+ + P− systems, there are final states populated that require much stronger couplings to the initial
A+ + B− channel than expected.

The present study will also serve to benchmark merged ion beams studies at the double electrostatic storage
ring DESIREE now in operation at Stockholm University [13]. With DESIREE it will be possible to study MN
between molecular ions with very low internal energies (down to 10 K).
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We investigate experimentally and theoretically the spin-exchange mechanism acting on the electronic ground
states of alkali metal vapor atoms. By comparing the experimentally determined intrinsic relaxation rate of the ce-
sium ground state spin coherence to the results of a detailed density-matrix simulation we prove, that the relaxation
due to spin-exchange collisions can be reduced substantially even in a tilted, large magnetic field of geomagnetic
strength. By this we explain one side of the observed improved sensitivity of the light-narrowed Mx (LN) optically
pumped magnetometer (OPM) [1], which is based on an adapted hyperfine-selective optical pumping scheme and
can operate without being restricted to a longitudinal magnetic field geometry or to near-zero magnetic field.
The hyperfine-resolved optical repumping of the lower cesium ground state manifold leads to a reduction of the
intrinsic coherence relaxation rate γ20. Its dependence on the cell temperature, the magnetic field orientation with
respect to the laser beam direction and the repumping power is inferred by measurements of the optically detected
magnetic resonance signals in the transmitted laser light. Fitted linewidths are extrapolated to vanishing probe and
rf-field power [2].
To simulate the dynamical action of the spin-exchange relaxation mechanism on the atomic spin S we employed
the formula introduced firstly by F. Grossetete [3]

Γ̂SE(ρ)
RSE

=−3
4

ρ +S ·ρS+ 〈S〉({S,ρ}−2iS×ρS) , (1)

into our model based on the density matrix ρ . In this way we were to describe all the relevant phenomena in our
cesium D1-line system, such as the Zeeman effect in the tilted external field, the Larmor precession driven by an
rf field, the optical pumping on the ground state level structure and the relaxation of the atomic polarization. We
demonstrate that the narrowing of the magnetic resonance occurs already when the lower ground state manifold
F = I− 1/2 gets depleted, but the effect gets maximized when additionally a significant orientation is generated
within the upper ground state F = I +1/2.
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Fig. 1 Calculated dependence of the intrinsic relaxation rate γ20 on the tilting angle θ of the static magnetic field with respect to
the laser beam for different values of repumping power (in terms of the ratio of the excited state relaxation rate Γ to repumping
laser Rabi frequency Ωr) at 110◦C. Each data point is the result of an extrapolation to zero probe power.
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Double differential cross sections (DDCSs) for electron impact ionisation of methane and acetylene have been 

measured in a crossed-beam experiment for primary energies of 50 and 100 eV. Angular distributions of the 

cross sections are presented for one of the outgoing electron after electron-molecule collision. Although it is 

impossible to determine with one detector which electrons of detected is the scattered or ejected one, DDCS 

experiments give very important results about the ionization process [1]. DDCS measurements are the 

fundamental studies to which other measurements may be related. The results are compared with the theoretical 

calculations obtained from the first Born approximation, using the one Coulomb wave model. The good 

agreement of experimental measurements with the theoretical calculations at intermediate energies demonstrates 

that the first Born Approximation is appropriate to describe the electron-methane molecule collisions at 

sufficiently high incident energies. For relatively small energies of the ejected electron the theory show a shift 

from the experiment. We assume that a more accurate description of the slower electrons make the theoretical 

formalism more accurate. 

 

This work was supported by the AKU-BAP through grant 15.HIZ.DES.131. 
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E1-M2 interference effect on the polarization of the U91+ Lyman-α1,β1 lines 
emission following radiative recombination  
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We discuss, in this work, the E1-M2 multipole mixing effect on the polarization of each of the Lyman-α1 (2p3/2 
→ 1s1/2) and Lyman-β1 (3p3/2 → 1s1/2) lines emitted by the highly charged H-like U91+ ions after radiative 
recombination (RR) of U92+ with unidirectional, unpolarized electrons. 
The calculations have been performed for incident-electron kinetic energies ε ranging from 0.01 to 10 times the 
electron binding energy in the 1s1/2 ground state E1s and the radiative cascades following recombination into 
states with principal quantum number up to n=6 were included. Furthermore, the data for the effective RR cross 
sections used to get the degree of polarization of Lyman-α1 and Lyman-β1 lines were evaluated using two 
treatments. The first one is based on the electric-dipole approximation with nonrelativistic coulomb electron 
wavefunctions for both the continuum and bound states, where we have derived an original expression for the 
partial RR cross sections [1]. In the second treatment, we have used the exact relativistic formalism for the 
electron wavefunctions with all multipoles of the radiation field [2]. The figure below shows the obtained results 
of the degree of polarization of Ly-α1 and Ly-β1 lines as a function of reduced energy X for the emitting ions 
U91+. One notes that the relativistic and multipole effects lead to an increase in the degree of polarization of the 
lines by about the same factor as in the pure E1 decay approximation. It can also be seen that the E1-M2 
interference effect leads to a reduction in the degree of polarization estimated by about 11℅ to 15℅ for Ly-α1 
and 13℅ to 17℅ for Ly-β1, depending slightly on the value of X and the treatment used (nonrelativistic dipole or 
exact relativistic). 

 
Fig. 1 Polarization degrees of the Ly-α1 and Ly-β1  lines emitted by the recombined H‐like ions U91+ plotted against 
the  reduced  electron  energy  X=ε/E1s  in  the  range  0.01‐10.  The  results  obtained  using  the  nonrelativistic  dipole 
(NRD) and exact relativistic (ER) calculations of the effective RR cross sections are shown. The dotted and solid lines 
correspond  to  values  of  the  polarizations  obtained  assuming  a  pure  E1  transition  and  those  including  E1‐M2 
multipole mixing, respectively. 
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Potential Electron Scattering by the Sb2 and Sb4 Antimony Molecules 
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We used the optical potential approach [1] to calculate various cross-sections for e+Sbn ( 4,2n ) elastic scattering 

in the independent atom model (IAM) [2,3]. The local relativistic parameter-free real optical potential 

approximation (RSEP LA) is used for e+Sb scattering. It contains static, relativistic local exchange, polarization 

(local correlation-polarization), scalar-relativistic and spin-orbit potentials [1].  

The differential cross section (DCS) for potential electron scattering by homonuclear molecules in the IAM 

framework is given: for a two-atomic molecule – ]/)sin(1)[/2(/ A,elel nmnm srsrdddd   ; for a four-atomic 

molecule (with the same interatomic distances 0rrnm  ) – ]/)sin(31)[/4(/ 00A,elel srsrdddd   . Here 

)2/sin(2 ks  ,   – scattering angle, Ek 2  (in a.u.), E – electron energy, rnm – distance between the atoms, 

dd /A,el  – DCS for electron scattering by an individual atom. The rnm interatomic distances are calculated by 

the GAMESS code (HF/CCSD method). Their values (in Ǻ) for Sb2: r12 = 2.5627 (NIST value – 2.3415); for Sb4: 

r0 = r12 = r13 = r14 = r23 = r24 = r34 = 2.9081. Worth noting, that static-exchange approximation with the SMC 

method is used with pseudopotentials in [4] to calculate integral and differential cross sections for e+Sb2 scattering.  

We present the DCSs at 10, 20, 30 and 75 eV impact energies in Fig. 1, compared with the available theoretical 

[4] and experimental data [5]. Note, that the obtained DCSs at 20 and 30 eV have more structured angular 

dependencies then [4], while at 75 eV they agree well with the experimental data [5]. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Differential elastic cross sections for e+Sb2 and e+Sb4 scattering at 10 (a), 20 (b), 30 (c) and 75 (d) eV. 
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Quasi Sturmian Basis for the Two-electron Continuum
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The Coulomb three-body scattering problem is one of the most fundamental outstanding problems in theoretical
atomic and molecular physics. Several ab initio methods have been and are being developed for constructing
solutions (see, e.g., the review [1], and Introduction of (2]), the primary mathematical and numerical difficulty
being the cumbersome boundary conditions the wave function should obey.

Some of the methods convert the problem into an inhomogeneous Schrödinger equation with a spatially con-
fined driven term. This equation is solved within a box {r1, r2 ≤ R} with a sufficiently large length R (here r1
and r2 represent the electronic coordinates in, e.g., the two-electron continuum which arises as a final state in
ionization processes). The exterior complex scaling method [3] allows the problem to be solved without explicit
use of the asymptotic form of the wave function by recasting the original problem into a boundary problem with
zero boundary conditions. In the generalized Sturmian appproach [4], one uses an expansion in terms of products
of two one-particle generalized Sturmian functions with outgoing-wave boundary conditions set at the box border.
The angular coupling builds up a three-body scattering solution with an hyperspherical wave front in the region Ω0
where all interparticle distances are large.

The ionization problem also admits a formulation such that the transition amplitude calculations are performed
with a finite set of square integrable one-particle functions of r1 and r2 (which corresponds to a box {r1, r2 ≤ R}).
In so doing accurate boundary conditions need not be imposed. For example, the convergent close coupling [1]
method provides a correct result for the wave function in an ‘internal’ region in coordinate space. An alternative
way to obtain the ionization amplitude is to calculate the two-electron continuum wave function in the asymptotic
domain Ω0. For example, the Coulomb-Sturmian separable expansion [5] and the J-matrix [6] methods deal with
the wave function in the entire space using a Laguerre basis representation.

Recently [2], we proposed to describe a Coulomb three-body system continuum with a set of two-particle
functions, which are built using so called Quasi Sturmian (QS) functions [7]. The latter satisfy a two-body inho-
mogeneous Schrödinger equation with a Coulomb potential and an outgoing-wave boundary condition, and possess
the merit of having a closed form. The proposed two-particle basis functions, that we name Convoluted Quasi Stur-
mian (CQS) functions, are obtained, by analogy with Green’s function of two non-interacting hydrogenic atomic
systems, as a convolution integral of two one-particle QS functions (the analytic form of QS allows us to find
an appropriate integration path that is useful for numerical calculations). The CQS have the following important
characteristic: unlike a simple product of two one-particle functions, by construction, they look asymptotically
(i.e., as the hyperradius ρ → ∞) like a six-dimensional outgoing spherical wave.

In order to test the capacity of CQS basis functions to describe a Coulomb three-body scattering problem, we
apply them to the double ionization of helium by high-energy electron impact in the framework of the Temkin-Poet
model. Specifically, we endeavor to solve the (e,3e) driven equation proposed in [8] by expanding the solution in
terms of CQS functions. Unlike the above mentioned ab initio methods, in our approach, the three-body problem
is solved in the entire space rather than in a box. The Coulomb interelectronic interaction is not taken into account
when constructing the CQS functions, so that they do not possess the correct asymptotic behavior in the region
Ω0. Such a formal inconsistency between the boundary conditions and the basis functions leads to a divergent
expansion as the basis size increases. At the same time, we show that quite rapid convergence of the expansion
can be obtained by multiplying the basis functions by an appropriate logarithmic-like phase factor corresponding
to the interelectronic potential.
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The quantum mechanical flux formula derived by R. Peterkop [1] for electron-hydrogen ionization cross sections
is defined as the ratio between the emitted and incident particle flux. The incident one corresponds to the flux of
the projectile in the prepared state, and is taken as known. The emitted flux is the one corresponding to the two
final (projectile and “ionized”) electrons, and is evaluated using the scattering state through the flux functional.
The flux depends on the position of the two electrons’ coordinates which locate them with respect to the atomic
nucleus. While numerical scattering solutions are necessarily built on finite domains, cross sections are defined in
the asymptotic region where the interaction between the electrons is weak. To obtain the ionization cross section as
a function of the electrons final momenta, one makes the kinematical assumption r→ tk (here t is time). This can
be physically interpreted as a mapping from the quantum regime to the classical one which occurs in measurements
[2].

The use of the flux procedure to evaluate Single Differential Cross Sections (SDCSs) in numerical calculations
for s-wave models [3] showed good results except at the very unequal kinematical situations ki/k j = ri/r j → 0
(i 6= j), where it has been said that contamination of the flux by discrete channels occurs. Thereafter, the flux
formula has been abandoned for practical purposes.

In a classical investigation [4], we observed that at finite distances from the nucleus the kinematical assumption
is not correct; the continuum electrons have to overcome the remaining potential energy to be completely free.
We then proposed a finite distance reinterpretation of the standard energy fraction definition, and obtained well-
behaved SDCSs.

In a more recent work [5], we explored an alternative way of defining the local momenta of the electrons by
using the Bohm’s velocity field. It was found that, for finite domains, the zero energy value for the velocity of one
of the electrons is located in a region very different to the one predicted by the kinematical relation. Results for the
SDCS with a new definition of the energy fraction are well behaved on the whole range, showing that the quantum
mechanical flux formula can indeed be used.

In this contribution, we apply the modified quantum flux approach with local momenta to the electron impact
ionization of hydrogen by considering the problem in its whole dimensionality, i.e., not only the s-wave term. We
present results for the triple differential cross section, and compare results with other theories and experimental
data for several incident energies.
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In recent years the ionization–excitation process of Helium by fast electron impact has provided great chal-
lenges both for experimentalists and for theoreticians. In spite of significant advances in the understanding of this
strongly correlated process, important discrepancies between the experimental data and theoretical calculations
still can not be explained satisfactorily.

Recently the Generalized Sturmian Functions (GSF) method [1,2] helped towards resolving the controversy
[3] for the Helium (e,3e) process in the fast projectile and small momentum transfer regimes [4,5], presenting
fully differential cross sections in complete agreement with those obtained by the Convergent Close Coupling [6]
approach. This led us to explore other kinematic conditions.

In this contribution, we calculate the triply differential cross section (TDCS) of ionization–excitation of Helium
in the strongly asymmetric kinematics used in the experiment performed by Dupré et al. [7] leaving the residual
ion in the n = 2 excited state. In their coplanar experiment, the scattered electron energy was fixed at 5.5 keV
and the values of the ejected electron energy were 5, 10, or 75 eV, with scattering angles 0.35◦ , 0.32◦ and 1◦,
respectively. In these kinematics, the amount of momentum transferred to the target is very small (large impact
parameter), meaning that the dipolar or quasiphoton limit is approached.

The accurate solution of the corresponding four–body Schrödinger equation remains a formidable task from a
numerical point of view. However, in the high-energy regime it is possible to reduce this problem to a three–body
one, by keeping the first order of a series expansion of the exact solution. In previous works, we have shown that
the three–body equivalent problem for the (e,3e) ionization can be described by the time–independent Schrödinger
equation [5,8,9]:

[Ea−hHe]Φ+
sc(r2,r3) =

4π
q2

1
(2π)3

(
−2+ eiq·r2 + eiq·r3

)
Φi(r2,r3). (1)

Here the wave function Φ+
sc(r2,r3) dictates the ionized electron dynamics, while Φi(r2,r3) is the 1s2 state of He,

with Hamiltonian hHe, Ea is the energy of the ejected electrons and q is the momentum transferred to the target by
the projectile. In order to calculate the wave function of the ground state of Helium, the single–continuum state
and the scattering wave function, we use GSFs basis sets generated with their respective, adequate, asymptotic
conditions. Thereafter, as it is typical of the GSF methodology, scattering amplitudes can be extracted directly
from the asymptotic limit of each partial wave and, finally, TDCSs are calculated without requiring a matrix
element evaluation.
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Canonical	DNA	and	RNA	nucleobases	are	naturally	engineered	biomolecules,	sharing	a	common	internal	
conversion	mechanism	 that	 reverts	 the	UV	 excited	 systems	 to	 the	 ground	 state,	 in	 ultrafast	 timescales.	
These	systems	owe	 their	photostable	properties	 to	 the	characteristic	 topology	of	 their	excited	potential	
energy	 surfaces,	 which	 lack	 of	 minima	 along	 the	 spectroscopic	 excited	 state	 minimum	 energy	 path	
connecting	 the	 Franck	 Condon	 region	 and	 the	 funnel	 for	 internal	 conversion.	 These	 sloped	 potentials	
minimize	 the	 time	 spent	 by	 the	 system	 in	 excited	 electronic	 states	 and	 therefore	 the	 probability	 of	
undergoing	 photochemical	 reactions	 or	 radiative	 emission.	 The	 landscape	 of	 the	 excited	 and	 ground	
potential	energy	surfaces	is,	however,	very	sensitive	to	both	the	nature	and	the	pattern	of	substitution	of	
the	 purine	 and	 pyrimidine	 aromatic	 cores.	 For	 instance,	 the	 positional	 isomer	 of	 canonical	 adenine,	 2-
aminopurine,	 or	 the	 thiosubstituted	 analogue	 of	 natural	 guanine,	 are	 respectively	 strongly	 fluorescent	
[1,2],	and	efficiently	populate	long-lived	triplet	states	from	which	chemistry	can	occur	[3].			
	 	

In	 an	 attempt	 to	 understand	 how	 do	 electronic	 and	 structural	 factors	 imprint	 potential	 energy	
surfaces’	 topography	 and	 ultimately	 govern	 the	 photophysics	 and/or	 photochemistry	 of	 nucleobase	
derivatives,	we	have	investigated	the	excited	state	dynamics	of	selected	modified	purine	and	pyrimidine	
bases,	including	purine	heterocyclic	core	[4]	and	a	series	of	thiosubstituted	nucleobase	analogues,	among	
others	 [5,6].	 Purine	 free	base	 is	 a	 logical	 starting	model	 to	 investigate	whether	 the	 common	 core	 to	 all	
purine	 nucleobases	 is	 the	 structural	 key	 to	 ultrafast	 internal	 conversion	 and	 thus	 to	 photostability	 in	
guanine	 and	 adenine	 monomers,	 whilst	 carbonyl-by-thiocarbonyl	 substitution	 transposes	 the	 original	
photostable	 behavior	 of	 natural	 thiobases	 into	 a	 phototoxic	 response	 of	 which	 triplet	 states	 are	
responsible.	
	

This	presentation	will	overview	the	underlying	deactivation	mechanisms	of	a	selected	group	of	DNA	
nucleobase	monomer	derivatives	and	their	correlation	with	the	position	and	nature	of	the	substituents	of	
the	core	aromatic	 rings,	 supported	by	static	and	 full	dimensional	photodynamical	nonadiabatic	 surface-
hopping	simulations	incorporating	spin	orbit	couplings	and	femtosecond	broadband	transient	absorption	
experiments.	
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We have pioneered the use of picosecond time-resolved photoelectron imaging as a means of studying 

intramolecular dynamics [1-5].  This technique has a unique capability to provide insight into mechanisms of 

energy flow in a number of small aromatic molecules, as a consequence of an optimal combination of laser pulse 

duration and bandwidth. These not only exactly suit the processes under study, but also provide a good match 

with the best achievable photoelectron energy resolution.   This energy resolution is optimised through use of the 

slow electron velocity map imaging (SEVI) technique pioneered by Neumark and coworkers [6].  Particular 

insight derives from comparative studies, which help us to establish the key factors that determine and control 

energy flow.  These factors might include density of states, mode character, and unique characteristics of the 

vibrational energy level structure.  Of further interest is the role of flexible side groups, such as methyl rotors, in 

facilitating dynamics [7-9].   

In earlier work we studied excited-state intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) dynamics 

following the excitation of a mode with predominantly C-CH3 stretching character, and an internal energy of 

~1200 cm
-1

, in the three related molecules toluene, toluene-d3 and p-fluorotoluene [5].  Temporal changes in the 

intensities of spectral features in each molecule showed the clear involvement of so-called “doorway” states in 

mediating the dynamics in toluene and toluene-d3, but not in p-fluorotoluene.   

In this talk we will explore these questions further, and will describe how the picosecond time-resolved 

photoelectron imaging technique has been used to study and compare the IVR dynamics that ensue following the 

excitation of two near-isoenergetic vibrational states in S1 p-fluorotoluene.  These states are labelled 13
1
1

1
 (lying 

at 1990 cm
-1

) and 7a
1
1

1
 state (lying at 2026 cm

-1
),

 
where mode 1 has ring breathing character, mode 13 has 

C-CH3 stretching character, and mode 7a has C-F stretching character.  In both cases IVR lifetimes have been 

determined, and the dynamics are found to be mediated by a single strongly-coupled doorway state.  These 

dynamics contrast with those observed following the preparation of the 7a
1
1

1
 state in the analogous 

p-difluorobenzene molecule, which lies at 2068 cm
-1

 [5].  Further comparison is made with studies of dynamics 

at lower internal energy in p-fluorotoluene by our group [2,3,5] and others [7]. 
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Molecular frame photoelectron angular distributions (MFPADs) are measured in electron-ion momentum imag-
ing experiments and compared with complex Kohn variational calculations for carbon K-shell ionization of carbon
tetrafluoride (CF4), ethane (C2H6) and 1,1-difluoroethylene (C2H2F2)[1]. While in ethane the polarization aver-
aged MFPADs show a tendency at low energies for the photoelectron to be emitted in the directions of the bonds,
the opposite effect is seen in CF4, as seen in Figure 1. A combination of these behaviors is seen in difluoroethylene
where ionization from the two carbons can be distinguished experimentally because of their different K-shell ion-
ization potentials, shown in Figure 2. Excellent agreement is found between experiment and simple static-exchange
or coupled two-channel theoretical calculations.

C2H6 CF4
Experiment Theory Experiment Theory

Figure 1: MFPAD for C2H6 (left panel) at 4.5 eV above the C 1s threshold from analysis of the experimental
data assuming the three protons in the breakup channel C2H6 +hν → H++H++H++neutrals+3e− originated
from the same carbon atom and complex Kohn calculations at 4.35 eV. MFPAD for K-shell ionization of CF4
(right panel). Experiment shows the observed photoelectron distribution measured in coincidence with F+ + F+

following Auger decay. Theory shows the MFPAD calculated using the complex Kohn variational method. Data
and theory are integrated over all orientations of the polarization vector. The equilibrium molecular geometry is
represented by the ball and stick models.

C2H2F2
Experiment Theory Experiment Theory

Figure 2: C2H2F2 MFPADs of C2H2F2 where the carbon on H2 side was ionized in experiments performed at
two different photon energies: hν = 296 eV and hν = 301 eV. Experiment: 4-6 eV (left) and 8-12 eV (right)
photoelectrons. Theory: complex Kohn results at photoelectron energies of 5.44 eV (left) and 10.88 eV (right).
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Electron emission following the interaction of single photons with atoms, molecules, and clusters, is 
considerably influenced by electron-electron interactions and by decay path and particle indistinguishability 
aspects. Related phenomena in the corresponding elementary processes have been experimentally investigated in 
the past mainly by a multitude of variants of photoelectron and photoion spectrometries (including different 
variants of coincidence spectrometries) after excitation by monochromatized synchrotron radiation. The 
spectrometry of electrons gives direct access to the relevant elementary electron emission processes. When such 
elementary processes have to be identified and quantified in denser systems (dense gases, clusters, liquids), 
however, the detection of electrons is less advantageous due to increasing electron-scattering events at 
surrounding matter after the elementary process has taken place.  
Although the spectro- and polarimetry of dispersed fluorescence emitted from an excited ion state after an 
electron emission process is less straight forward experimentally as compared to electron spectrometry for the 
interpretation of electron emission processes, its application to identify elementary electron emission processes 
in denser systems seems to be promising as the escape depth of photons from dense media is longer than the one 
for electrons. Here we present examples of investigations on elementary electron emission processes initiated by 
photon interaction using dispersed fluorescence spectro- and polarimetry. Starting from comparably simple 
examples of elementary processes in individual-atom systems initiated by photon interaction the use of 
fluorescence spectrometry of target systems after interaction with monochromatized synchrotron radiation (one-
photon experiments) will be demonstrated on increasingly complex target systems (molecules, clusters, liquids). 
In the experiments a focus is laid on quantitative results enabling a comparison to modern theoretical 
descriptions. In a prototype atomic system we will show the effect of a correlative suppression of “normal” 
photoelectron emission from a particular shell. The well-known Fano-resonance shape due to the interference of 
an autoionizing resonant state and a photoelectron continuum will then be shown as seen from fluorescence 
spectro-polarimetry [1]. A further degree of complexity is added in experiments with individual molecules, 
where the nuclear motion adds additional degrees of freedom. Examples of experiments on individual diatomic 
molecules will demonstrate interferences of electron emission from different electronic states, benchmark 
experiments on molecular hydrogen [2], and electron emission after resonant excitation of innershell states 
which do overlap due to their lifetime vibrational broadening [3]. 
Recent experiments on clusters will demonstrate that “(resonant) Interatomic/ Intermolecular Coulombic Decay” 
(rICD), an elementary electron emission process not present in individual atoms or molecules, may be also 
investigated by fluorescence spectrometry even on a quantitative basis [4]. The combination of electron and 
fluorescence spectrometry enables the determination of quantitative photon emission probabilities as functions of 
cluster size. Finally first efforts towards investigations of elementary electron emission processes in liquids using 
fluorescence spectrometry will be shown [5]. 
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In recent years, a great effort has been put to design different types of quantum memories. Most of the techniques
developed so far – such as Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) storage – rely on the excitation of
a long lived coherence between two atomic levels [1]. As the signal is mapped onto a coherence, these existing
memories are very sensitive to dephasing effects.

Coherent population oscillations (CPO) is a phenomenon very different from EIT. It is a dynamical saturation,
which occurs in a two level system (TLS) and gives rise to a resonance with a width limited by the decay rate of
populations of the upper level. In a Λ system (where two ground states are optically coupled to the same excited
level), a ultranarrow CPO resonance due to population exchanges between the two lower levels can appear. The
width is then limited by the population decay rates of these ground states [2]. We report here the experimental
demonstration of CPO based storage in such a Λ system. The experiment is performed with metastable helium
atoms at room temperature [3]. As CPO storage does not rely on the excitation of atomic coherence, it is robust to
magnetic field gradients. Storage efficiencies are much higher than what was expected from a theoretical proposal
in a two-level system that decays via a shelving state [4]. CPO based storage was later observed in Cesium vapor
[5] and then used to store orbital angular momenta [6].
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Fig. 1 On the D1 line of metastable helium, two configurations can be studied with circular (a) or linear (b) coupling and probe

beams. In the first case, δ is the Raman detuning, while in the latter δ = ωc−ωp is the coupling-probe frequency detuning.
(c): Resonances obtained without (black) and with (orange) a magnetic field that can lift the Zeeman sub level degeneracy. In
the latter cas, both transmission resonances at δ '±90 kHz are Raman resonances for Λ subsystems. But the central resonance
does not correspond to any Raman resonance: it is due to the transfer of coherent population oscillations in CPOs between
the ground state levels of the Λ-system. (d): experimental EIT (black open squares) and CPO (red circles) storage efficiencies
obtained with a magnetic shielding, which protects the cell from stray fields. (e): experimental EIT (black open squares) and
CPO (red circles) storage efficiencies obtained with magnetic field inhomogeneities. The EIT memory lifetime is strongly
decreased, while the CPO memory lifetime remains similar to the previous case.

We have recently performed numerical simulations based on optical Bloch equations and wave propagation
equations, which show that the signal is mapped onto population oscillations during the storage time. These
simulations confirm the robustness of CPO-based storage to dephasing effects: we analyzed the evolution of storage
efficiencies versus storage time in CPO and EIT storage configurations and we obtained exactly the same values of
CPO storage efficiencies in both experimental cases whereas, as expected and observed experimentally, the time
constant associated with the decay rate of EIT storage efficiencies is much smaller in the presence of magnetic
field gradients.
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Quantum optimal control theory with realistic laser pulses
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Laser pulses can be tailored in the optimal control framework to achieve a desired effect in the system of interest.
Several different systems have been studied ranging from atoms and molecules to nanostructures with applications
from molecular bond breaking to qubits [1]. The optimized driving lasers have usually been constrained by some
maximum frequency and either by the maximum peak intensity or fluence. However, experimental synthesis of
tailored pulses is usually done by mixing a few different spectral bands [2].

Here we propose an optimization scheme [3] to produce experimentally realizable laser pulses. We take up to
three component pulses each with a certain (possibly overlapping) spectral shape. The components are combined
by optimizing their amplitudes, carrier-envelope phases, and time delays. In addition, we set constraints to the
peak amplitude and fluence of the total pulse.

We demonstrate our scheme for the optimization of photoelectron emission in a one-dimensional hydrogen
model. As shown in Fig. 1, The fully optimized driving laser (blue) with a moderately low fluence and peak
intensity achieves a major cutoff extension and yield enhancement. We also test the strategy for the optimization
of the high-harmonic generation, which previously has been studied with less strict constraints [4].

Our optimization code can use any existing software for the time propagation and for the physical quantities to
be optimized. In the future, this will make it easy to extend to three-dimensional and many-electron models, and
to other targets in strong-field physics and femtochemistry.

Fig. 1 Photoelectron spectra (a) and the corresponding laser pulses (b) and their spectral composition [inset of (b)] for the
initial (black) and two optimized pulses (blue and red). The optimized pulse plotted in blue reaches completely the target range
indicated by vertical dashed lines in (a), even though it has a lower fluence and peak intensity than the pulse plotted in red.
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Direct Excitation of Butterfly States in Rydberg Molecules
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Since their first theoretical prediction Rydberg molecules have become an increasing field of research. These
exotic states originate from the binding of a ground state atom in the electronic wave function of a highly-excited
Rydberg atom mediated by a Fermi contact type interaction. A special class of long-range molecular states, the
butterfly states, were first proposed by Greene et al. [1]. These states arise from a shape resonance in the p-wave
scattering channel of a ground state atom and a Rydberg electron and are characterized by an electron wavefunction
whose density distribution resembles the shape of a butterfly.

We report on the direct observation of deeply bound butterfly states of Rydberg molecules of 87Rb. The butterfly
states are studied by high resolution spectroscopy of UV-excited Rydberg molecules. We find states bound up to
−50 GHz from the 25P1/2,F = 1 state, corresponding to binding lengths of 50 a0 to 500 a0 and with permanent
electric dipole moments of up to 500 Debye. This distinguishes the observed butterfly states from the previously
observed long-range Rydberg molecules in rubidium.
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Antiproton energy loss distribution in He gas
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Several aspects of the penetration of charged particles in matter have been studied over the last more then
hundred years. Triggered by the pioneering work of Bohr [1-2] the energy loss mechanisms of charged particles
penetrating matter were investigated extensively both theoretically and experimentally. A comprehensive overview
of these studies can be found in reference [3]. The primary parameter describing the stopping of charged particles in
matter is the mean energy loss per traveled path-length (or alternatively by the stopping cross section). Additional
information on the stopping process is provided by the straggling, which is the mean squared deviation of the en-
ergy loss per traveled path-length (or straggling cross section).
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Fig. 1 The present stopping cross sections compared to the experimental data by
Agnello et al. [6] and to other theoretical data by Lühr et al. [4] and Schiwietz
et al. [7].

Even at the level of these integrated quan-
tities the discrepancies between the experi-
ments and theoretical calculations are quite
large (see in [4]). In order to resolve the ex-
isting discrepancies new high precision calcu-
lations for prototypical systems are required.
A good starting point for such a calculation is
our ab initio approach [5], which solves the
fully-correlated two-electron time-dependent
Schrödinger equation for the antiproton-He col-
lision. At fixed Ep antiproton impact ener-
gies and b impact parameters our calculation
provides high precision Pi→ f (Ep,b) transition
probabilities from the Ψi ground state to the Ψ f
final state. As final channels the single exci-
tation, single ionization and double ionization
are considered. From these probabilities the an-
tiproton energy, and impact parameter depen-
dent stopping power is calculated as

S(b,Ep) = ⨋
f
Pi→ f (Ep,b)[E f −Ei] , (1)

while the straggling as
T(b,Ep) = ⨋

f
Pi→ f (Ep,b)[E f −Ei−S(b,Ep)]2

. (2)

Total stopping and straggling cross sections are calculated by performing the impact parameter integrations. Cal-
culations were performed for antiproton impact energies ranging from 3keV up to 1MeV, and the obtained stopping
cross sections are shown in Fig.1 along with the experimental data of Agnello et al. [6] and the theoretical predic-
tions of Lühr et al. [4] and Schiwietz et al. [7]. At high antiproton energies the agreement between the theories
and the experimental data is good, while at low antiproton energies notable discrepancies are present. Since the
present results are based on fully-correlated two-electron ab initio calculations, they can provide a benchmark for
approximate calculations.
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Quantum Cheshire Cat 
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Weak values, conceived and developed by Yakir Aharonov and co-workers [1], show us a quantum world that is 

both stranger and freer than we ever imagined – a world in which particles can carry negative kinetic energy [2] 

or travel faster than light [3], and in which a cat and its grin [4] (or a neutron and its magnetic moment [5]) can 

part ways.  Yet there is nothing fanciful or subjective about weak values:  they are actual results of non-intrusive 

measurements on pre- and post-selected ensembles (ensembles that manifest microscopic time-reversal 

symmetry) [6].  Experiments have shown practical applications of weak values, such as amplification and noise 

reduction [7].  I will focus on three weak value effects:  the quantum Cheshire Cat (in which the smile of the Cat 

takes one arm of an interferometer while the Cat itself takes the other); an analysis of the Cat’s current (in which 

a quantum current carries spin but not mass); and quantum violation of the pigeonhole principle (showing how 

three charges can pass through the two arms of an interferometer without ever taking the same arm) [8].  These 

effects take us by surprise, but they are just the more unexpected examples of weak values that may arise in the 

most mundane ways in series of measurements. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1(a) The Quantum Cheshire Cat with pre- and post-selected photon states.  The dials check for the intermediate 
smile (polarization) and passage of Cats (photons).  (b) Quantum violation of the pigeonhole principle.  At least two 
of the three charged particles must take the same arm of the interferometer, yet they do not repel each other.  
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Gas phase studies of molecules of biological interest [1] represent the most suitable approach to disentangle the 

intrinsic properties of the molecules from those due to the interaction with the environment. Electron and ion 

spectroscopic techniques combined with ab-initio calculations and DFT methods provide detailed information on 

the molecular structure and the dynamics of interaction with the ionising radiation. This approach allows to 

probe and to understand the basic mechanisms of radiation damage in elementary biomolecules, for example 

DNA/RNA bases, as well as how radiosensitiser molecules that, used in conjunction with radiotherapy, provide a 

more selective approach for cancer treatment. 

 

Tunable synchrotron radiation at Elettra (Trieste) [2-4] and multiply charged ion beams at GANIL (Caen) [4,5] 

have been used to perform electron photoemission, mass spectrometry, electron-ion and ion-ion coincidence 

experiments on biomolecules of increasing complexity. This has been achieved either moving from simple 

targets as DNA bases [4] to larger biomolecules, as for example nucleosides, or embedding the biomolecule in a 

cluster or hydrated cluster (see Fig. 1, ref. 5) to mimick a ‘realistic’ environment which affects its properties and 

behaviour. 

The results of these experiments together with theoretical calculations that support their interpretation will be 

reviewed in the presentation. 

 

                                               
 

Fig. 1 A biological system of increasing complexity, moving from isolated Uracil to a pure and nano-hydrated cluster of 

Uracil molecules [5], allows to assess the role played by the environment on the intrinsic properties of the single 

biomolecule. 
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High-energy radiation is routinely used to treat cancer in combination with radiosensitizing therapeutics such 

as halogenated nucleosides. The treatment relies on an accurate modeling of DNA radiation damage, which is to 

a large extent ascribed to the indirect damage by low-energy electrons [1]. To accurately quantify DNA strand 

breakage induced by low-energy radiation in terms of absolute cross sections for DNA strand breakage we have 

developed an approach using AFM analysis of target DNA arranged on DNA origami platforms [2-5]. In this 

way we can effectively study the dependence of DNA strand breakage on the sequence and higher-order 

structure and assess the effect of radiosensitizers used or proposed for cancer radiation therapy. The main 

advantages of the technique are (i) the analysis and comparison of multiple sequences at the same time, (ii) the 

analysis of more complex higher-order structures [6], and (iii) a rather simple determination of absolute cross 

sections for strand breakage at specific irradiation conditions.  

We have applied the DNA origami technique to DNA strand breaks induced by low-energy electrons (0.5 - 

18 eV) [2-4], and vacuum UV photons (5 – 9 eV) [7]. In this presentation the following aspects in electron-

induced DNA strand breakage will be discussed: (i) The dependence of the strand break cross section on the 

DNA sequence and the electron energy, (iii) the effect of radiosensitizers such as halogenated Adenines 

incorporated into the DNA sequences, and (iii) the role of the secondary structure by comparing linear telomeric 

DNA with folded G quadruplex structures. Furthermore, the effect of gold nanoparticles on DNA damage will be 

demonstrated [8]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Scheme of the procedure to quantify DNA strand breakage using triangular DNA origami substrates. The 
streptavidin labeled target sequences can be identified by AFM. 
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Electron-induced chemical modifications are ubiquitous processes, which are of interest to various scientific 

communities, for instance dealing with beam assisted lithography [1] or with radiation processing of interstellar 

ice analogues [2]. Exposure of molecular solids (resist/ice layers) to energetic particles (electrons, ions or photons) 

leads to the release of bunches of secondary low-energy electrons (LEE, E ≤ 20-25 eV). LEEs initiate efficient 

reactive processes and definitely contribute to the overall chemical transformation induced by irradiation. Different 

primary interaction mechanisms are involved with relative probabilities which strongly depend on the incident 

electron energy [3,4]. After electron attachment, electronic excitation or ionization, different dissociative pathways 

open and the reactive fragments created within the molecular solids further contribute to the chemistry. 

In dealing with electron chemistry induced in molecular films, the resulting chemical modifications have to be 

identified, the associated cross sections should be evaluated when possible, and the primary interaction 

mechanisms and elementary reaction steps involved should be investigated. To address these questions, molecular 

film irradiation experiments at tunable temperature (28-750 K) are performed at Orsay in the dedicated 

experimental setup “electrons-solids”. High Resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (HREELS) and 

Electron Stimulated Desorption (ESD) of neutral fragments are combined as main characterization techniques. 

Molecular solids in the form of Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs) of p-terphenylthiol HS-(C6H4)2-C6H5 (TPT) 

deposited onto gold will be considered as an illustrative example in this lecture (Fig. 1). Such SAMs were 

considered in a recent series of studies [5]. They are organized surface-confined monolayers of aromatic 

compounds, often used to develop sensors [6] and functionalized carbon nanomembranes [7]. Electron-induced 

chemistry in these model aromatic organic platforms were investigated with special emphasis on their hydrogen 

contents: 

- a strong electron attachment resonance was identified at about 6 eV as evidenced by its clear contribution 

to the vibrational excitation of the (CH) stretching modes under electron impact, 

- the global chemical modifications undergone by the layers under electron processing were observed to 

be strongly dependent on the incident energy in the range 1-50 eV, 

- the primary electron interactions and possible subsequent reaction mechanisms were discussed as a 

function of the incident energy, including the eventual contribution of secondary electrons, 

- and finally, the cross sections for chemical modifications were estimated at 6 end 50 eV. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Low-energy electron chemistry in Self-Assembled Monolayers of TPT. 
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dimers in vacuo.

Mark H. Stockett1∗, Jørgen Houmøller1, Christina Kjær1, Bruce F. Milne2,3, Lihi Musbat4, Angel Rubio2,5,
Yoni Toker4, and Steen Brøndsted Nielsen1

1. Department of Physics and Astronomy, Aarhus University, Denmark
2. Department of Materials Physics, University of the Basque Country, Donostia, Spain

3. Centre for Computational Physics, Department of Physics, University of Coimbra, Portugal
4. Institute of Nanotechnology and Advanced Materials, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan, Israel

5. Max Planck Institute for the Structure and Dynamics of Matter, Hamburg, Germany

Chlorophyll (Chl) a and b are the main light-absorbing pigments found in green plants. It is nontrivial to predict
the absorption spectra of these molecules or what effect the protein environment may have. As a starting point,
we have measured the absorption spectra of gas-phase Chl a and b using photodissociation action spectroscopy
of Chl molecules tagged with quaternary ammonium ions [1,2]. These experimental data were used to calibrate
time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calculatons and determine the transition energies of the bare
Chls in the absence of the charge tag. Chl a and b differ only on one peripheral substituent, but their absorption
band maxima are shifted relative to each other by more than 30 nm. These shifts were reproduced in our gas-
phase data, meaning that they are intrinsic effects and not due to interactions with the micro-environment. On
the other hand, the bands of both Chl a and b were significantly blue-shifted relative to those in solution and in
proteins. Interactions with the protein and solvent environments are thus crucial to understanding the absorption
of chlorophylls.

One key mechanism by which the absorption spectrum of Chl is tuned in proteins is exciton coupling of two or
more Chl pigments. This purely quantum mechanical effect gives rise to a splitting of the energy levels (and thus
a color shift) of the collectively excited multi-Chl complex. It is difficult to disentangle this effect from shifts due
to interactions the protein microenvironment such as axial ligation. With the absorption spectra of bare Chl now
well established, we can begin to ask the question of which of these effects is more significant for color tuning.
Furthermore, these interactions govern the mechanism for energy transfer to the reaction centers of photosynthetic
proteins. For funnelling via localised states on the energy landscape, the protein environment is most important
whereas so-called supertransfer requires fully delocalized states where all pigments are excitonically coupled [3].
We have measured the intrinsic strength of exciton coupling by applying our action spectroscopy technique to
charge tagged dimers of Chl a [4]. Compared to our baseline measurements of Chl a monomers, the absorption
band maximum is red-shifted by 50-70 meV, in good agreement with our TDDFT calculations.

Fig. 1 Left: Optimized structure of Chl a dimer tagged with a quaternary ammonium cation. Right: Measured action spectra of
charge tagged Chl a monomers (dashed line) and dimers (solid line and symbols).
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All known forms of vision rely on one specific chromophore as their 

photon detector- the retinal protonated Schiff base (RPSB).  The RPSB, 

located in the centre of Opsin proteins, acts as an optical switch – 

whereby following the absorption of a photon it undergoes a 

photoisomerization. One approach to understand what makes this molecule so unique is by studying 
derivatives of the chromophore and thus examining how the photo properties of the chromophore depend 
on its exact structure. 
Recently our group and others have used two stages of ion-mobility spectroscopy to study isomerization 
and gas phase fragmentation of the RPSB, and have shown that the barrier energy for isomerization is much 
lower than within the protein. Here we extend these studies to derivatives of the chromophore and show 
how minute changes to the structure of the chromophore have dramatic effects on its isomerization 
properties. 
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Measurement and control of a nanomechanical oscillator at the thermal decoherence rate 
 
Dal Wilson, Vivishek Sudhir, Nicolas Piro, Ryan Schilling, Tobias J. Kippenberg (PhD) 
Institute of Condensed Matter Physics 
EPFL, Switzerland 
 
 
In real-time quantum feedback protocols (1), the record of a continuous measurement is used to stabilize a desired 
quantum state. Recent years have seen spectacular advances in a variety of well-isolated micro-systems, including 
microwave photons(2) and superconducting qubits(3). By contrast, the ability to stabilize the quantum state of a 
tangibly massive object, such as a nano-mechanical oscillator, remains a difficult challenge. The main obstacle is 
environmental decoherence, which places stringent requirements on the timescale in which the state must be  
measured. Using cavity optomechanical coupling we report on a position sensor that is capable of resolving the 
zero-point motion of a solid-state, 4.3 MHz frequency nanomechanical oscillator in the timescale of its thermal 
decoherence(4), a basic requirement for preparing its ground-state using feedback as well as (Markovian) quantum 
feedback. The sensor is based on evanescent coupling to a high-Q optical microcavity(5), and achieves an 
imprecision 40 dB below that at the standard quantum limit for a weak continuous position measurement(6), a 100-
fold improvement over previous reports, while maintaining an imprecision-back-action product within a factor of 5 
of the Heisenberg uncertainty limit. As a demonstration of its utility, we use the measurement as an error signal 
with which to feedback cool the oscillator. Using radiation pressure as an actuator, the oscillator is cold-damped(7) 
with unprecedented efficiency: from a cryogenic bath temperature of 4.4 K to an effective value of 1.1 mK, 
corresponding to a mean phonon number of 5.3 (i.e., a ground state probability of 16%). Our results set a new 
benchmark for the performance of a linear position sensor, and signal the emergence of mechanical oscillators as 
practical subjects for measurement-based quantum control.  
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Chiral Quantum Optics 
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Controlling the interaction of light and matter is the basis for diverse applications ranging from light technology 
to quantum information processing. Nowadays, many of these applications are based on nanophotonic structures. 
Remarkably, it turns out that the confinement of light in such nanostructures imposes an inherent link between 
its local polarization and its propagation direction, also referred to as spin–momentum locking of light [1]. This 
leads to chiral, i.e., propagation direction-dependent effects in the emission and absorption of light, and 
elementary processes of light–matter interaction are fundamentally altered. For example, when coupling 
plasmonic particles or atoms to evanescent fields, the intrinsic mirror symmetry of the particles’ emission can be 
broken. With optical photons, this effect was first observed in the interaction between single rubidium atoms and 
the evanescent part of a light field that is confined by continuous total internal reflection in a whispering-gallery-
mode microresonator [2]. In the following, this allowed us to realize chiral nanophotonic interfaces in which the 
emission direction of light into the structure is controlled by the polarization of the excitation light [3] or by the 
internal quantum state of the emitter [4], respectively. Moreover, we employed this chiral interaction to 
demonstrate an integrated optical isolator [5] as well as an integrated optical circulator [6] which operate at the 
single-photon level and which exhibit low loss. The latter are the first two examples of a new class of 
nonreciprocal nanophotonic devices which exploit the chiral interaction between single quantum emitters and 
transversally confined photons. 
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Scalable quantum computing with atomic qubit arrays

M. Saffman
Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1150 University Avenue, Madison, WI, 53706 USA

Recent years have witnessed substantial progress in using interactions between Rydberg excited atoms for

quantum gates and entanglement generation[1]. The strong Rydberg interaction enables entanglement between

identical atoms, between atoms of different species, and in hybrid settings of atomic and photonic qubits. Quan-

tum logic experiments with a two-dimensional array of optically trapped Cs atoms will be described. New gate

protocols with shaped Rydberg excitation pulses have the potential for very high fidelity entangling gates[2]. We

will also present an architecture for scalable magnetic trap arrays with rare earth atom qubits.
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Bell correlations in a Bose-Einstein condensate 
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The parts of a composite system can share correlations that are stronger than any 
classical theory allows. These so-called Bell correlations can be confirmed by 
violating a Bell inequality and represent the most profound departure of quantum 
from classical physics. We report experiments where we detect Bell correlations 
between the spins of 480 atoms in a Bose-Einstein condensate [1]. We derive a Bell 
correlation witness from a recent many-particle Bell inequality [2] involving one- and 
two-body correlation functions only. Our measurement on a spin-squeezed state [3] 
exceeds the threshold for Bell correlations by 3.8 standard deviations. Concluding the 
presence of Bell correlations is unprecedented for an ensemble containing more than a 
few particles. Our work shows that the strongest possible non-classical correlations 
are experimentally accessible in many-body systems, and that they can be revealed by 
collective measurements. This opens new perspectives for using many-body systems 
in quantum information tasks. 
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Ultracold atoms as quantum simulators for new materials 

synthetic magnetic fields and topological phases

Research Laboratory for Electronics, MIT-Harvard Center for Ultracold Atoms, and Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology, 77 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139

When atoms are cooled to nanokelvin temperatures, they can easily be confined and manipulated with laser 

beams.  Crystalline materials are simulated by placing the atoms into an optical lattice, a periodic interference 

pattern of laser beams.  Recently, synthetic magnetic fields and spin

With the help of laser beams, neutral atoms move aroun

magnetic Lorentz force.  These developments should allow the realization of quantum Hall systems and 

topological insulators with ultracold atoms.

Fig. 1 Observation of Bose-Einstein condensation in the HH model

structure of the cubic lattice with the synthetic vector potential, which generates a lattice unit cell that is twice as larg

the bare cubic lattice (green diamond). (b) The band structure of the l

degeneracy of the ground state and two Dirac points. The magnetic Brillouin zone (green diamond) has half the area of the 

original Brillouin zone and has a primitive cell that is even smaller (doubly reduced

lattice symmetries are both revealed in time

(c,d,e) Schematics of the momentum peaks of a superfluid. The dominant momentum peak (filled circle

quasimomentum of the ground state. Due to the spatial periodicity of the wavefunction, additional momentum peaks 

(empty circles) appear, separated by reciprocal lattice vectors (green arrows) or vectors connecting degenerate states in the

band structure (brown arrows). (g,h,i) Time
shown in (g) in comparison to the superfluid ground state of the HH lattice (h,i). In (h), only one minimum of the band 

structure is filled, directly demonstrating the fundamental symmetry of the HH Hamiltonian in our chosen gauge. The 

number of momentum components in (i) is doubled again due to population of both degenerate ground states.
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When atoms are cooled to nanokelvin temperatures, they can easily be confined and manipulated with laser 

e materials are simulated by placing the atoms into an optical lattice, a periodic interference 

pattern of laser beams.  Recently, synthetic magnetic fields and spin-orbit coupling have been realized

With the help of laser beams, neutral atoms move around in the same way as charged particles subject to the 

magnetic Lorentz force.  These developments should allow the realization of quantum Hall systems and 

topological insulators with ultracold atoms. 
 

 
Einstein condensation in the HH model with one half flux quantum per unit cell. (a) Spatial 

structure of the cubic lattice with the synthetic vector potential, which generates a lattice unit cell that is twice as larg

the bare cubic lattice (green diamond). (b) The band structure of the lowest band of the HH Hamiltonian shows a twofold 

degeneracy of the ground state and two Dirac points. The magnetic Brillouin zone (green diamond) has half the area of the 

original Brillouin zone and has a primitive cell that is even smaller (doubly reduced Brillouin zone, brown square). These 

lattice symmetries are both revealed in time-of-flight pictures showing the momentum distribution of the wavefunction. 

(c,d,e) Schematics of the momentum peaks of a superfluid. The dominant momentum peak (filled circle) is equal to the 

quasimomentum of the ground state. Due to the spatial periodicity of the wavefunction, additional momentum peaks 

(empty circles) appear, separated by reciprocal lattice vectors (green arrows) or vectors connecting degenerate states in the

band structure (brown arrows). (g,h,i) Time-of-flight images. The superfluid ground state of the normal cubic lattice is 
shown in (g) in comparison to the superfluid ground state of the HH lattice (h,i). In (h), only one minimum of the band 

illed, directly demonstrating the fundamental symmetry of the HH Hamiltonian in our chosen gauge. The 

number of momentum components in (i) is doubled again due to population of both degenerate ground states. 
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Chemical reactions involving the rearrangement of C-H bonds are ubiquitous in nature. The capability to steer 

such rearrangements towards a desired outcome is key to controlling complex reactions in organic molecules. 

Recently, it has been demonstrated that waveform controlled few-cycle laser pulses can be used to selectively 

break C-H bonds in acetylene [1].  

Here, we go beyond simple dissociation reactions and demonstrate control over the direction of proton 

migration in hydrocarbons (acetylene and allene) by means of phase-controlled few-cycle pulses. Charged 

fragments originating from the interaction of a molecule with an intense laser pulse are detected in coincidence 

using a reaction microscope. We find that the preferential direction of hydrogen migration can be steered with 

the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) of the driving laser pulse, see Fig. 1 (a). 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 CEP-dependence of the proton migration direction in acetylene. Shown in (a) is the measured (symbols) and 

calculated (solid line) asymmetry parameter A() = (N+-N-) / (N++N-), where N+ (N-) is the yield of carbon ions emitted 

from vinylidene with positive (negative) momentum. (b) Propagation of a vibrational wavepacket on the potential energy 
surface of the reactive A3P state of the acetylene dication along two reactive coordinates (specifically, the C-H bond 

angles). The contour lines display snapshots of the calculated nuclear wavepacket whose propagation leads to 

isomerization of the acetylene dication towards the “left” vinylidene configuration. 
 

The experimental results are interpreted in terms of a quantum mechanical model [1,2] in which the laser 

prepares a CEP-dependent vibrational wavepacket. Propagation of this wavepacket (Fig. 1(b)) on a reactive state 

is found to lead to a preferential direction of the hydrogen migration, which therefore depends on the CEP. 

In a second step, we follow the temporal evolution of hydrogen migration by Coulomb explosion imaging 

with a time-delayed probe pulse, reconstructing the transient molecular structure from the detected ion momenta. 

The isomerization of acetylene to vinylidene is tracked by breakage of both C-H bonds in the trication and 

coincident detection of all three fragments. This allows for capturing a “movie” of the isomerization (see Fig. 2) 

and following intermediate states of the isomerization in real time.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Molecular Newton plots visualizing the isomerization of acetylene to vinylidene. The transient molecular structures 

are imaged by detecting all ions arising from the Coulomb explosion channel C2H2
3+  H++H++C2

+
 in coincidence. The 

momentum distributions of one proton  is displayed in the co-moving frame of the C2
+ ion with the momentum of the other 

proton (not shown) fixed along the positive p||. The snapshots were obtained for different time delays, as indicated.  
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During the last 15 years a novel decay mechanism of excited atoms has been discovered and 
investigated. This so called “Interatomic Coulombic Decay” (ICD) [1,2] involves the chemical 
environment of the electronically excited atom or molecule: the excitation energy is transferred to a 
neighbor of the initially excited particle usually ionizing that neighbor. It turned out that ICD is a very 
common decay route in nature as it occurs across van der Waals and hydrogen bonds. The time 
evolution of ICD is predicted to be highly complex, as its efficiency strongly depends on the distance of 
the atoms involved and this distance typically changes during the decay. 
   Here we present a direct measurement of the temporal evolution of ICD using a novel experimental 
approach [3] as well as theoretical results. The results show the evolution of the vibrational wavepacket 
of a NeKr dimer during the decay. So we gain insight into the complex behavior of ICD in the time 
domain. 
   Figure 1 shows the norm of the wavepacket as a function of the IC-decay time, i.e. temporal behavior of the 
survival probability of the intermediate state prior to ICD. Two photon energies as well as theory are included. 
The data points are extracted from two datasets employing two different photon energies in order to access 
different decay times: for the black points a photoelectron kinetic energy of 120 meV was chosen while the red 
points belong to a dataset with a photoelectron energy of 200 meV. 

 

  
Fig. 1 Results NeKr: Norm of the wavepacket as a function of the IC-decay time, i.e. temporal behaviour of the survival probability of the intermediate state prior to ICD.  
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Hamiltonian Algorithm Study of Aromatic Oxidative Cyclization on N-
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Hamiltonian algorithm (HA) is one of the general optimization method and it resembles the molecular dynamics 
calculations when applied to the optimization of the molecular structures except for the kinetic energy term1. We 
combined it to ab initio molecular orbital method to calculate the energy and the force acting on the nuclei.  
We have applied HA in the present paper on the geometry optimizations of the phenomxenium cation. 

Recently, many examples of the syntheses of 1-azaspiro ring compounds have been reported2, however, little 
examples of 2-azaspiro ring compounds have been reported. We have examined the syntheses of the 2-azaspiro 
ring compounds by aromatic oxidative cyclization of the benzanilide derivatives using hypervalent iodine 
compounds, PhI(OCOCF3)2

3. We also examined the same reaction of the compounds 1a-d incorporating an allyl 
group on the nitrogen atom of N-methoxybenzamide (Table 1). It is very significant that the reaction can proceed 
only when using 1a having an prenyl group (R1 = R2 = Me) as starting materials. 

 

Table 1. Aromatic oxidative cyclization of N-allyl-N-
methoxybenzamides using PhI(OCOCF3)2 

 

Entry Starting 
Material 

R1 R2 R3 Product 
Yield (%) 

1 1a Me Me H 3 (54) 
2 1b H H H   28a  
3 1c H H Me   12a  
4 1d H Me H   8a 
a Recovery of starting materials. 

  
    In the present study, therefore, the geometric structures of the phenoxenium cation which is a cation 
intermediates of 2-azaspiro ring compounds (2-azaspiro[4.5]decane) from N-allyl-N-methoxy- benzamides are 
studied by means of the Hamiltonian algorithm with ab intio molecular orbital calculations at HF/3-21G level. 
The geometries are further refined with MP2/6-311G** level. We tried four substituted compounds with 
methylated allyl groups. Among them, N-prenyl derivative 1a with two methyl group only gives ring-closure 
intermediate, which is well agreed with the experimental results 
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Imaging the Complex Influence of the Leaving Group on Nucleophilic
Substitution Reactions
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Aditya H. Kelkar1, István Szabó2,3, Gábor Czakó3, Roland Wester1,
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Predicting the outcome of a reactive encounter is of fundamental importance for processes in synthetic chem-
istry, catalysis or astrochemistry. A deep understanding of the factors influencing the thermodynamics and the
kinetics of a given reactive system is necessary to reliably predict the product distribution. On a molecular level
this means that the dynamics of the system during the reaction have to be understood. One of the most investigated
organic reactions in chemical physics is the bimolecular nucleophilic substitution reaction SN2. Classic textbook
knowledge predicts it to proceed via a collinear geometry under inversion of the stereo center. Our group has
investigated the dynamics of several gas phase SN2 reactions of the type X−+CH3Y where X (nucleophile) and Y
(leaving group) are halide atoms and has identified a number of distinct dynamical features [1]. The dynamics of
the classic SN2 mechanism have been found to be much more complex than the expected back side attack alone.

Here, we report on the influence of the leaving group on the dynamics of SN2 reactions [2]. Our experimental
approach combines crossed beam scattering with 3D velocity map imaging. This allows us to record differential
scattering cross sections which contain the full three dimensional velocity information [3]. Specifically, we have
studied the reaction of F− with CH3Cl. We expected similar dynamics as for F−+CH3I because both systems show
very similar energetics in the entrance channel. However, we found a significantly different dynamical behavior in
case of chlorine as leaving group. The system mostly follows the classic direct SN2 mechanism and only shows
indirect dynamics at low collision energies. In contrast, the reaction with iodine as leaving group shows a major
contribution of indirect dynamics even at high collision energies [4]. These differing dynamics are not due to the
lower mass of the chlorine compared to iodine. High level chemical dynamics simulations, performed in the group
of G. Czakó, revealed that the differences in interaction of the nucleophile F− and the respective leaving group
leads to this distinct differences in the dynamics [2]. Our experimental results in combination with theory show
how subtle differences influence the dynamics of gas phase SN2 reactions and the relative importance of different
mechanisms. Additionally, a number of further reaction products besides the SN2 product can be observed in the
reaction with methyl iodine but not with methyl chloride [5].

Recently, we extended our investigations of gas phase organic reactions to the competition of based induced
elimination E2 with bimolecular nucleophilic substitution SN2 reactions. These two reaction channels are in con-
stant competition, if the molecule contains at least two carbon atoms in its backbone. To disentangle both channels
by experimental methods is challenging because the same ionic product is formed in both SN2 and E2 reactions.
This makes the application of mass spectroscopic methods almost impossible. We used ion imaging to identity the
dynamical fingerprint of the E2. First results will be shown on the transition from SN2 to E2 dynamics.
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Predissociation of rotationally and vibrationally excited dimer anions
studied in the Heidelberg Cryogenic Storage Ring (CSR)
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The newly developed Cryogenic Storage Ring (CSR) [1] is located at the Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik in
Heidelberg. It is designed for storing and investigating cationic and anionic ion beams of up to 300 keV kinetic
energy per unit charge in a cryogenic environment that leads to extremely low vacuum and a low level of thermal
blackbody radiation. The vacuum chambers, ion optical elements and detection systems of the fully electrostatic
storage ring with a circumference of 35 m are cooled by a closed-cycle liquid helium system. Temperatures of
< 6 K lead to a residual-gas density found to be below 140 particles per cm3, which is equivalent to a room-
temperature pressure below 10−14 mbar. Under these conditions a storage time constant of about 45 min was
demonstrated for an ion beam of Ag−2 at an energy of 60 keV. The capability of storing ion beams for long periods
in a cryogenic environment offers new experimental prospects for quasi background-free gas-phase spectroscopy
in atomic, molecular, and cluster physics.
Beams of anionic cobalt and silver dimers, Co−2 and Ag−2 , produced in a sputter ion source, were stored in the CSR
at a beam energy of 60 keV and investigated over times up to 1000 s. On a single-particle counting detector [2]
installed behind a storage-ring deflector in the cryogenic vacuum, a continuously decreasing signal of fast ions at
half the mass of the beam ions (assigned to Co− and Ag−, respectively) was observed up to several hundreds of
seconds after the injection. The counted ion signal is interpreted as being due to predissociation of quasi-stable,
highly excited vibrational states (v) of the molecule above the ground-state dissociation limit. States of this type
exist for molecules with high rotational excitation (J) behind the rotational barrier and predisssociate by quantum
mechanical tunneling. Depending on the energetic position of the various levels below the rotational barrier, vastly
different tunneling rates can occur. Previous measurements at a room-temperature electrostatic ion storage ring
[3] showed that the decay signal, resulting from a broad range of excited v and J states, decreases with the storage
time t approximately as a power law tn with n ≈ -1. These experiments, however, faced considerable background
from collisional dissociation of the ions in the residual gas and, therefore, could track the decay for times up to
∼ 0.1 s, only.
At the extremely low background in our measurements, we can track the predissociation signal up to storage times
several thousand times longer. We find that the predissociation signals as a function of time roughly continue as a
power law with a similar exponent as observed earlier. In addition to this overall dependence, modulations in the
signal intensity occur, which will be discussed in more detail in this contribution.
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Probing O+
2 potential curves with an XUV–IR pump–probe experiment
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In an XUV–IR pump–probe experiment, an extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulse initiates an oscillating nuclear vibra-
tional wave packet in the binding O+

2 (a
4Πu) potential by single-photon ionization. After a variable time delay

population is transferred to the weakly repulsive O+
2 ( f 4Πg) state by an infrared (IR) pulse [Duration ≈ 12fs

(FWHM), Intensity ≈ 3×1012 W/cm2] (Fig. 1, left panel). The initial three-dimensional momenta of the created
photoions and photoelectrons are determined using a reaction microscope.

The experimental yield of O+ ions with KER < 0.08eV is plotted as a function of the pump–probe delay in
Fig. 1 (right panel). Clearly visible is an oscillation with a period of 40fs. The anharmonicity of the a 4Πu PEC
causes the originally well localized wave packet to dephase over a period of approximately 640fs before it revives
after 1270fs .

Fig. 1 Left panel: Illustration of the pump–probe scheme with O+
2 PECs calculated in Refs. [1, 2] as well as a Morse potential

adjusted to the experimental data.
Right panel: O+ yield as a function of the pump–probe delay. Experimental data (top) [3] and three simulated spectra using a
Morse potential as well as the PECs calculated in Refs. [1, 2].

With a coupled-channel calculation, we simulate the wave-packet oscillation and the probing process for dif-
ferent sets of PECs. The results are shown in the three lower graphs of Fig. 1 (right panel). The revival time of the
wave packet is overestimated in the simulations using the PECs calculated in Refs. [1, 2]. If the wave-packet is
propagated within a Morse potential adjusted to the experimental data, the revival time is in very good agreement
with the experimental data.

The close resemblance between the Morse potential and the predicted PECs in Fig. 1 demonstrates that the
revival time and our experimental method is sensitive to small variations in the shape of the binding PEC. Ad-
ditionally, the KER distribution of the O+ ions contains information about the shape of the repulsive PEC. This
allows us to distinguish between the O+

2 ( f 4Πg) PECs calculated in Refs. [1, 2].
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Theoretical Study of Sulphur Cluster Fragmentation 
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Detailed theoretical calculations of energy and vibrational characteristics of neutral and positively charged sulphur 

clusters q
nS  ( 61n , 10q ) were carried out by density functional theory (DFT). The B3PW91 exchange-

correlation functional along with the augmented correlation-consistent polarized valence double-zeta (aug-cc-

pVDZ) basis-set were used for the calculations by the GAMESS [1] software package. From these simulations 

there were evaluated several properties, such as adiabatic and vertical ionization energies and dissociation energies 

of several fragmentation channels [2]. There were found and studied theoretically 43 different q
nS  cluster 

structures in total. 

The results of the provided ab initio calculations, such as total energies, relaxed geometries and the vibrational 

frequencies of normal modes of the molecules then served as the starting point for further calculations. On the 

basis of the mentioned simulations, statistical calculations were also performed in a collaboration with the research 

group of N. Aguirre et al. by using the M3C (microcanonical Metropolis Monte-Carlo) package [3] in order to 

obtain the fragmentation branching ratios of the observed species and the breakdown curves for the several 

fragmentation channels. 

In particular, the first results for the singly charged clusters were compared with the available mass-

spectroscopic data from the NIST mass-spectra database [4] (see Fig.1). 

Fig. 1 Theoretical and experimental mass spectra for the S6 molecule. 

 

We can see that, in general, there is a good agreement between theory and experiment, except of the 

case of 
2S  ion, where probably there seems to be a factor, which we might not take into consideration. 

There should be several possible reasons to explain the deviation from the experiment: for example, one of 

these is that for some channels there might be a barrier in the reaction (principally a high-lying transition 

state) along the reaction path, which we did not take into account. Another explanation is due to the fact 

that DFT is a coarse approximation. Then some energies at DFT level have much lower values, than we 

expect from the higher level variational methods (e.g. CCSD(T), CASSCF), which could invert the 

energetic trends for some reactions. For this reason, we provide further ab initio calculations on the sulphur 

clusters on higher theory levels and then correct the M3C simulaions with this new results. 
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The interplay between electrons after single photon absorption has been a stimulating topic for studying electron 

correlation in atomic physics since its foundation. Systems consisting of many weakly-interacting atoms or 

molecules additionally offer a unique environment for studying said correlation where new decay mechanisms 

become accessible between the constituents. In particular, Cederbaum and coworkers [1] predicted a new decay 

mechanism, known as interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD), available in electronically excited weakly bound 

systems where energy is exchanged with a neighboring atom leading to its ionization. Electron transfer mediated 

decay (ETMD) is another interatomic decay mechanism, typically much weaker than ICD, where electron 

transfer from the neighbor to the ion releases energy leading to an additional ionization event [2]. A new variant 

of ETMD has been was reported which does not require the aforementioned excess energy and can even occur 

for a ground state ion [3]. Recently, Stumpf et al. [4] predicted ETMD to dramatically enhance the single photon 
double ionization of a Mg atom in the vicinity of a He atom. Surprisingly, due to ETMD, the theoretical cross 

section for double ionization of Mg is even higher than that of direct single ionization and is comparable to that 

of He. Overall, the decay path and its predicted enhancement is not limited to Mg in He clusters, but can be 

applied to any embedded atoms or molecules which have a lower double ionization potential than the single 

ionization potential of the 

environment. Thus, the phenomenon 

is considered to be of quite general 

relevance and can be used in He 

droplets as a new pathway to the 

formation of doubly-ionized cold 

species which are difficult to form 
otherwise. 

 

Here, we will report on the first 

experimental observation of this new 

variant ETMD for particles embedded 

in superfluid He nanodroplets[5]. 

Following the initial ionization of a 

He atom within the droplet, ETMD 

leads to double ionization of the 

embedded Mg clusters. Fig. 1 shows 

the ion signal intensities for several 

Mg oligomers and the He dimer. 
From the spectrum, one can see that 

the relative intensities of Mg 

ionization is comparable even to that 

of He. Furthermore, the electron kinetic energy spectra reveal a low energy ETMD peak at about 1 eV agreeing 

well with theory. We will additionally show that the ETMD mechanism turns out to be the dominant means to 

doubly ionize Mg clusters and even produce stable doubly ionized clusters. We will further discuss more recent 

results where we have extended our studies to new molecular systems. 
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Ionisation processes of Rubidium in strong electromagnetic fields
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We investigate the photoionisation processes of rubidium in strong infra-red laser fields and ionisation pro-
cesses in the electromagnetic field of a 400 GeV energy proton beam via ab initio calculations. We reduce the lat-
ter phenomena to photoionisation by applying the Weizsäcker–Williams method. The time-dependent one-active
electron Schrödinger equation is solved using a coupled-channel method. The bound and the continuum states are
described with Slater orbitals and Coulomb wavepackets, respectively. Large number of the bound states has been
calculated with the variational method with a satisfactory accuracy. Orbitals with anguar momenta l=0,1,2,3,4 have
been considered. This approach has been proven to be succesful for studying various ionisation processes of He
atom [1-3]. We investigate the effects of the pulse shape and pulse parameters to the photoionisation cross section.
These calculations may provide valuable contributions ot the design of laser and plasma based novel accelerators,
e.g. the CERN AWAKE experiment [4]. Our future aim is to include our results in plasma propagation models or
in Partice-In-Cell studies.
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Parametric Amplification in Metastable Helium at Room Temperature
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Phase Sensitive Amplification can amplify a signal without degrading the signal to noise ratio, it has been widely
studied for applications in optical communication, imaging industry, quantum optics and quantum information ex-
periments. This parametric process has been mainly implemented in non-linear crystals (χ(2)) and fibers (χ(3))and
recently in alkali vapors such as rubidium [1, 2].In this work, we present our work on phase sensitive amplification
performed in metastable helium at room temperature. The maximum obtainable gain is close to 6 with a bandwidth
of 100 kHz.
Motivated by our recent works on successful implementation of optical storage [3] in metastable helium, we have
used 23S1→ 23P1 (D1) transition of He. In comparison to alkali atoms, helium is free of hyperfine levels result-
ing in (a) a simplified level structure, (b) eliminating the need of repumping lasers (c) remove the possibility of
extraneous FWM processes which may add noise and degrade squeezing as affected in rubidium [2]. Through
our measurements, we have shown that contrary to rubidium, we can achieve better gains close to resonance and
within the Doppler width. The gains obtained for the PIA case and the PSA case correspond well, illustrating that
we have pure PSA without any other FWM processes.

Figure 1: (a) Double Λ structure in helium, both arms are excited by pump (Ωp, red), signal ((Ωs), blue) and idler
(Ωi, green) beams (b) Experimental setup: Pump, signal and idler derived from the same laser, their frequencies
and amplitudes controlled by two acousto optics (AO). Signal and idler follow the same path. Polarizing beam
splitter (PBS) recombine the beams before the cell. The piezo-actuator in the pump path enables to scan the phase.
(c) The results obtained: experimental maximum gain and the minimum gain for PSA and the gain from PIA and

the theoretically calculated minimum gain for PSA and the gain for PIA.

Such large gains in the absence of a cavity have been possible because of inherent large χ3 offered by the
system. Since optical storage has already been performed on this system [3], using it as a PSA would serve as a
noiseless preamplifier of the stored/retrieved signal and also in the generation of non-classical states for quantum
information experiments.
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Statistical regimes and ‘extreme events’ in Random Laser emission

Federico Tommasi1, Emilio Ignesti1, Lorenzo Fini1, Stefano Lepri2, Stefano Cavalieri1
1.Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia, Università di Firenze, via G. Sansone 1, I-50019 Sesto Fiorentino, Italy

2. Istituto dei Sistemi Complessi, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, via Madonna del Piano 10, I-50019 Sesto Fiorentino, Italy

Random laser [1] is an optical source constituted of a scattering active medium where the light is amplified by
stimulated emission along random paths. If gain overcomes losses, a laser-like output emission, without the re-
quirement of an optical cavity, is generated [2].

Since ’90s several experimental and theoretical works devoted to the investigation on the characteristics of this
new optical system have been reported. In particular, the random laser shows peculiar and exotic behaviours that
are due to the combined effects of the chaotic propagation of light in the disorder medium, the non-linearity of
the amplification mechanism and the complex modes coupling. In such a system large fluctuations can appear in
the emission spectrum that deeply alter the shot-to-shot output emission with the same starting conditions. Lévy
statistics have been successfully applied to characterize such statistical fluctuations [3]. Narrow spikes at random
frequencies have been reported in random laser emission spectra and we have identified three statistical regimes
both in experimental data [4] and in the numerical simulations, as well as modifications in the output directionality
[5].

Our theoretical model describes a ’mode’ as a possible path of the light inside the disordered medium, whereas
an incoherent feedback mechanism has been identified as responsible of the laser action in weakly scattering
samples. A Monte Carlo simulation of the propagation of random walkers within the active diffusive medium has
shown that gain competition for the available gain is the coupling mechanism for the optical modes. This work has
lead to a clear link between the experimental behaviour and the theoretical framework.

In addition, we also explored the possibility to study random laser systems in the light of the recent growing
interest about the statistics of extreme events that appear as ’outliers’ in the tail of a statistical distribution. These
events, due to their huge size and catastrophic impact, appear as beyond the normal expectation and it could be of
great importance form many different fields to understand the underlying mechanisms that are able to trigger them.
Hence, we have also investigated the random laser in a new approach to analyse when this system can be driven to
an unexpected behaviour by its complex dynamics, that can also trigger extreme rare events with a ’catastrophic’
impact [6,7]. Experimental and theoretical investigations are currently in progress.

Fig. 1 Three typical experimental spectra of random laser emission for the same weakly scattering sample at different pumping
energies.
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Single Photon Hot Electron Ionisation of Molecules
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One photon molecular ionization is conventionally understood as emission of an electron in state-to-state processes,
involving only a few and well defined electronic states. In contrast, multiphoton ionization may proceedvia several
different mechanisms, such as above threshold ionization,field ionization and thermionic emission. In addition,
electrons can be emitted in a quasi-thermal process where the electronic degrees of freedom act as a thermal
subsystem which is heated by e.g. laser pulses while the vibrational motion remains cold for a good fraction of a
picosecond [1].

This mechanism has been shown to be responsible for the ionization of a number of large polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons exposed to light with photon energy far below the ionization energy [2]. The ionization requires
a laser pulse of duration on the order of the electron-vibration coupling time or shorter, to avoid the premature
dissipation of excitation energy into the vibrational motion.

We have recently shown that C60 also ionizes with this mechanism after absorption of asinglephoton [3].
The measurements were performed at the ELETTRA SynchrotronLight Source in Trieste (Italy) with photons of
energies between 13.5 and 60 eV. The primary experimental evidence is a persistent and strong component of low
kinetic energy electrons in the photoelectron spectra. Theelectron momenta are spherically distributed with no
remaining sign of the light polarization and can be described with a Boltzmann factor with a temperature of 1-2
eV, or 1-2·104 K. Additionally, the threshold and channel (viz. single anddouble C2 loss from C+

60) for subsequent
fragmentation of the produced cation agrees quantitatively with the previously measured thermal behavior. The
presence of this type of ionization for photon energies above 30 eV which reach beyond the valence band requires
that the photon creates a particle-hole state with at least two particles and two holes.

The observation of this process expands the picture of light-matter interaction with a fundamentally new type
of ionization process. It will be of special and immediate importance in astrophysics, e.g. by providing a novel
mechanism for producing low energy electrons in the dense interstellar medium close to nascent stars.
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A New Detection System for photodetachment studies of Negative Ions
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Negative ions are unique quantum mechanical systems, where the outermost electron is very weakly bound. In-
dependent particle model fails to describe the most basic properties Instead many body theory including the effect
of electron correlations is needed to understand the ion property. Therefore, there is a strong demand to perform
experimental investigations which can be used to test theories which include the electron correlation effect.

At GUNILLA (Gothenburg University Negative Ion Laser LAb) we use the Laser Photodetachment Threshold
Spectroscopy to measure energy dependent interactions between ions and light of a laser. A Pelletron Cesium
Sputter Ion Source [1], is used to generate a beam of negative ions and several high power pulsed lasers to generate
the wavelength adjustable laser light. The PLTS is performed in a colinear geometry as shown in figure 1.

We will present a new experimental detection system where we can detect Rydberg atoms produced in the
photodetachment process. Different Rydberg atoms will be ionized at different position in the field ionizer and
will therefore be produce at different electric potentials. Hence, they will obtained different kinetic energies, and
can therefore be separated in the electrostatic spectrometer where they hit the detector at different positions. First,
we will use the system to measure the branching into the different Rydberg states.

Fig. 1 A schematic view of the interaction region. The field ionizer consists of twelve coaxial plates. The plates can be
individually adjusted, and it is hence possible to produce a longitudoal gradient field. Ions with different energies will follow
different trajectories and hence strike the position sensitive detector at different positions.

We will also investigate the threshold behavour around the doubly photodetachment. The behaviour of this
three body interaction has been described theoretically by both Wannier [2] and Temkin [3]. The diversity of the
theoretical prediction makes it even more intriguing to analyse the results from such experiments.
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With the introduction of the liquid microjet technique in the late 1980s [1] the investigation on liquids with 

considerably high vapor pressure like water by synchrotron radiation became accessible for the first time. This 

technique meets the vacuum conditions for both synchrotron radiation and photoelectron spectroscopy and 

thereby allows intense research of the electronic structure of the liquid phase [2,3]. Within the last 20 years 

several intermolecular interaction schemes like the recently discovered Intermolecular Coulombic Decay (ICD) 

and non-local de-excitation pathways were found [4]. Additionally the influence of the pH-value of the solution 

on the solvent could be shown for different nucleobases [5]. However, due to the low escape length of charged 

particles within dense media these techniques are restricted to the outermost layers of the liquid [6]. 

To overcome this limitation we propose a new experimental approach for the investigation of the electronic 

structure of liquids based photon induced fluorescence spectrometry (PIFS) after excitation with synchrotron 

radiation. This technique was developed mainly for gas-phase experiments using static pressure cells [7,8] but is 

also feasible for investigations of supersonic cluster jets [9] and the aforementioned liquid microjet technique. 

Here, we want to present our recent results of an experimental set-up as sketched in Fig.1 which combines the 

PIFS set-up with the liquid microjet. Due to the significantly higher escape length of emitted photons it is 

possible to probe regions of the liquid microjet which were not accessible before. 

We will show fluorescence spectra of a liquid water microjet for two different energies of the exciting-photons 

and the fluorescence yield dependency of two of the visible features in the vicinity of the O1s edge as showcase 

example of the technique. 

 
Fig. 1 Scheme of the experimental set-up. 
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Spectral characterization of SASE bunch trains

Philipp Schmidt, Martin Wilke, André Knie and Arno Ehresmann
Institut für Physik und Center for Interdisciplinary Nanostructures Science and Technology,

Universität Kassel, Heinrich-Plett-Straße 40, 34132 Kassel, Germany

The recent availability of short wavelength Free-Electron-Lasers (FELs) enabled the investigations of the nonlinear
response of matter in the X-ray wavelength regime, i.e. at photon energies where the dominant interaction involves
the strongly bound core electrons. The unique temporal, coherence and intensity properties of such devices can
therefore be used to monitor the charge and energy flow in highly correlated electron systems and molecular
complexes with strong coupling between the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom [1].
Streak camera-type detectors are ideally suited to analyze the spontaneous and stimulated emissions of such sys-
tems after an excitation driven by FELs. After converting a photon signal into electrons, they use a very rapidly
changing electric field to deflect these electrons depending on their arrival time in the streak tube, thus projecting
the original time information on a spatial axis. In combination with a spectrometer that disperses along another
axis, they are able to spectrally and temporally resolve a single x-ray flash on the picosecond time scale.
But for FEL sources like the FLASH facility in Hamburg as well as the upcoming European XFEL that employ
bunch trains of up to 3000 individual bunches [2] to achieve very high repetition rates, it also allows recording
the SASE (self-amplified spontaneous emission) spectra of all the individual bunches in the very long trains at the
same time and for each shot as shown in Fig. 1. Due to the statistical nature of the SASE process [3], this allows
for an explicit selection of desired beam parameters and investigations into the correlations between the SASE
bunches in these bunch trains in realtime.

Fig. 1 A schematic of the set-up used to spectrally resolve individual bunches in FLASH bunch trains. Each bunch train
is dispersed by a grating in the spectrometer and subsequently converted to electrons by the slit-shaped photocathode. The
streaking is performed in perpendicular direction to the dispersion, hence resulting in a picture resolved in time and energy. The
resulting single bunch spectra (right) are shown for two exemplary bunches.

Here we want to present first results recently acquired at the FLASH facility as well as future applications and
experimental methods using an x-ray streak camera in this manner at FELs.
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Dynamic Interference in the Photoionization of Helium by Coherent
Intense High-Frequency Laser Pulses
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Photoionization is one of the basic processes occurring during the interaction between light and matter. The
presently available free electron laser (FEL) pulse sources allow to investigate this process in the completely new
regime of short intense coherent pulses with carrier frequencies far beyond the ionization threshold. Many new
effects become accessible in this regime.

Here, we theoretically investigate the direct ionization of the He atom by an intense coherent high-frequency
laser pulse. In particular, we consider photon energies which are nearly resonant for the 1s→ 2p excitation tran-
sition in the He+ ion. This photon energy is enough for the direct ionization of the neutral helium atom, but not
sufficient for the one-photon ionization of the remaining He+ ion. On the other hand, the nearly resonant photon
energy couples the 1s and 2p states of the ion and makes the dynamic interference possible. The scheme of the
investigated process is shown in Fig. 1. The effect is exclusively produced by the dynamics of the electron re-
maining in the He+ ion. One can describe the process as the repulsion of two ionization thresholds (corresponding
to minimal energy, needed for the production of the final singly-ionized states He+(1s) and He+(2p)), which are
seen by the photoelectron. This results in the emission of photoelectrons with different kinetic energies when the
pulse arrives, and, symmetrically, the same set of energies when the pulse expires. The photoelectron wave packets
with equal kinetic energies superimpose, which results in the dynamic interference phenomenon [1].

Fig. 1 Scheme of the presently studied process, in which one photon from the high-frequency linearly polarized pulse brings
the photoelectron in the ionization continuum, whereas absorption of another near-resonant photon from the same pulse couples
1s and 2p states of the remaining electron in the He+ ion. The photoelectron sees these states of the ion as the photoionization
thresholds, which repel each other and shift in opposite directions following the laser pulse.

In order to describe this process we solve numerically the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the two-
electron wave-function using the efficient time-dependent restricted-active-space configuration-interaction method
(TD-RASCI, [2]). Since sequential double-ionization within the selected regime is possible only via absorption
of three and more photons, we restrict the active space for one of the electrons by few bound states, describing
important relevant orbitals in the neutral atom and remaining ion. The active space of the second electron allows
ionization. As a result, the present calculations completely describe all processes, involving absorption of one and
two photons, and partially those with three photons. In order to enable observation of the dynamic interference
patterns in the computed photoionization spectrum, the two-electron wave-packets were propagated on large spatial
grids over long times.

The calculated energy spectra of photoelectron demonstrate clear patterns due to the dynamic interference. We
show, how the form of the pattern can be controlled by carrier frequency as well as the pulse intensity. Our results
pave the way for future experiments on verification of the dynamic interference by currently available FELs, e.g.,
FERMI@Elettra.
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Multiphoton Ionization and High-order Harmonic Generation from
Quasi-periodic Systems in the Terawatt Intensity Regime

Henri Bachau and Fabrice Catoire
Centre des Lasers Intenses et Applications, Université deBordeaux-CNRS-CEA, 33405 Talence Cedex, France

We have considered the theoretical study of the single ionization of a quasi-periodic system interacting with
an infra-red (IR) laser. A large increase of the photoelectron cut-off is observed and goes well beyond what is
expected when one consider an atomic or molecular system [1].

In this work, the target is simulated by a one-active electron system plunged in a potential that is composed of a
finite number of identical wells submitted to an intense long-wavelength laser. When an infinite number of wells is
considered, the model is the so-called Kroenig-Penney model. The time-dependent schrödinger Equation is solved
numerically in the velocity gauge and the dimensionality has been reduced to one, along the polarization axis, for
the sake of simplification. The initial state is chosen to be the ground state of the system which has a momentum
component essentially centered aroundk = 0. The results are compared with a Kroenig-Penney model for a
periodic crystal using Bloch functions [2]. Figure 1 shows the ionization probability for a potential reproducing
the CsI crystal [3]. A clear change of the cut-off law is observed when the number of wells is increased. The
classical atomic/molecular 10Up cut-off is, for the considered laser parameters, 6 eV [4]. Inthis work we show
that the main mechanism responsible for the strong increaseof the plateau cut-off is an inter-band non-perturbative
dynamics involving a resonance like transition so that highvalues of energy in the continuum is reached that goes
well beyond 10Up. The change of regime from perturbative to non-perturbative is characterized by the Keldysh

parameterγ =
√

Ip
2Up

for atomic/molecular systems. Whenγ << 1 the non-perturbative tunnelling regime is

defined and whenγ >> 1 the perturbative multi-photon ionization occurs [5]. Forquasi-periodic systems, we
show that this transition is defined by a new parameterΓ = ωB

ω0
, whereωB is the so-called Bloch frequency [6] and

ω0 is the laser central frequency.ωB = aE0 wherea is the lattice constant andE0 the electric field value. When
Γ ≥ π then the inter-band resonance is favorable describing the non-perturbative regime, whileΓ < π characterises
the perturbative regime.

High-order harmonic generation (HHG) is also investigatedas a function of the number of wells. In particular
the HHG yield as a function of the number of wells is studied and compared with available experiments [7]. Results
will be presented at the conference.
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Fig. 1 Plot of the probability ionization as a function of the number of wells (N) [3]. The laser parameters are a peak intensity
of I = 10 TW/cm2, a central wavelength of 800 nm and a pulse duration of 20 fs described asin2 envelope. The ponderomotive
energy isUp = 0.6 eV.
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Ionization of Aligned and Oriented OCS Molecules with Few-Cycle
Mid-IR Laser Pulses
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We present new results on the ionization of aligned or oriented OCS molecules with few-cycle mid-IR (1850nm,
12fs) laser pulses. The pulses originate from a recently established setup following the design in ref. [1]. The
pulses are passively carrier-envelope phase (CEP) stabilized and the CEP can be controlled by a pair of fused-
silica wedges.

Two experiments are presented. In the first OCS molecules were adiabatically aligned with a 10-nanosecond
laser pulse and singly ionized by the linearly polarized mid-IR pulse. The ionization process produces solely
OCS+ cations with negligible fragmentation. The yield of ions was measured as a function of the angle between
the polarization of the mid-IR pulse and the molecular axis determined by the polarization of the alignment pulse.
The results are displayed in Fig. 1a and show that the ion yield reaches a maximum when the mid-IR polarization is
at an angle of θ = 60◦ or θ = 120◦ with respect to the molecular axes. Our measurements differ qualitatively from
previous measurements at 800 nm [1]. Calculations in the tunneling regime are used to rationalize the experimental
findings.

Fig. 1 a) The measured OCS ionization yield as a function of the angle between the ionizing laser polarization and the molecular

axis, θ , as defined in the insert. b) The result of measuring electron VMI images and calculating the up/total ratio for different
orientation angles and for both a sine- and cosine like CEP value.

In the second experiment the molecules were oriented by the combined interactions of the 10-nanoscond laser pulse
and a weak static electric field using OCS molecules selected in the absolute ground state [3]. Again the molecules
were singly ionized by the mid-IR pulses and the photoelectrons were detected. The number of electrons emitted
in the forward direction of the mid-IR field compared to the total number of electrons emitted, Up/Total, was
determined. The result, presented in Fig. 1b for three different CEPs, shows a strong dependence on the molecular
orientation. The experimental results are compared to theoretical calculations and reveal details on the laser-field
induced distortion of molecular orbitals.
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Trapping of Neutral Atoms in Structured Light: Role of the light orbital
angular momentum
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3 Department of Physics and Center for Applied Photonics, University of Konstanz, 78457 Konstanz, Germany

The ponderomotive force plays a key role in laser-induced particle acceleration [1,2] and trapping [3,4]. The
direction of the force is independent of the sign of the particle charge acting in the direction of the intensity gradient.
Acceleration of the center of mass of a neutral atom by an intense Gaussian laser beam were demonstrated in Ref.
[2].
We study here the dynamics of neutral atoms focused, high-intensity spatially structured laser beams, in particular
those carrying orbital angular momentum OAM (optical vortices). We find (cf. Fig.1) that the trapping potential
can be spatially structured by an appropriate superposition OAM beams. The topological charge of the beams
controls the spatial inhomogeneity. The atom can be trapped or scattered by the potential, which maybe exploited
for atom guiding and for lithographic applications.

Fig. 1 The ponderomotive potential of a superposition of two counter propagating Laguerre-Gaussian beams that carry orbital
momentum.
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Circularly polarized high harmonics from Ne atoms
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To extend the applicability of High Harmonic Generation (HHG) process as a light source for ultrafast spec-
troscopy, it is important to control the polarization of emitted XUV light. An elegant solution to generate circularly
polarized harmonics relies on combining circularly polarized fundamental with counter-rotating second harmonic
[1,2]. The harmonic spectra generated by such driving field consists of pairs of left- and right- circularly polar-
ized harmonics. This approach was used in recent experiments [3,4] where bright, phase matched high harmonic
radiation was produced. However, Ar and Ne atoms, which were used in these experiments, have a ground state
with non-vanishing angular momentum. Up to now its role in the HHG process with counter-rotating bi-chromatic
fields was little investigated.

In this work [5], we numerically investigate the HHG process with bi-chromatic counter rotating circularly
polarized laser fields by solving the Time-Dependent Schödinger Equation for a 2D model of Neon atom. We
demonstrate that the harmonic spectra is distinctively different when atomic orbitals with non-zero angular mo-
mentum, e.g., 2p, and orbitals with zero angular momentum, e.g., 1s, are considered. Namely, the height of left-
and right- circularly polarized harmonics is different by an order of magnitude when 2p orbitals are used (see Fig-
ure 1). The effect is due to the suppression of the contribution from orbitals counter-rotating with the driving field,
i.e., 2p−, and involves an interplay of ionization, recombination and continuum electron propagation dynamics.
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Fig. 1 Spectra for (a) 1s and (b) superposition of 2p+ and 2p− states split into contributions that are co-rotating (red) and
counter-rotating (blue) with the driving IR field. Vertical dashed line marks the energy of ionization potential Ip

In the time domain, the generated harmonics from Ne correspond to a train of attosecond pulses with close to
circular polarization. Hence, we demonstrate an amplitude gating scheme that allows to isolate a single attosecond
radiation burst and thus attain highly elliptical isolated attosecond pulses.
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Laser-sub-cycle Fragmentation Dynamics of Argon Dimers 
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We experimentally investigate the fragmentation of multiply ionized argon dimers with sub-5 fs laser pulses 

with a known carrier envelope offset phase (CEP). The overall goal of our experiments is to obtain insight into the 
sub-laser-cycle dynamics leading to the trapping of an emitted electron into Rydberg states by the so-called process 
of frustrated tunnel ionization (FTI) [1], and, furthermore, to investigate the amenability of this process to strong-
field-control. 

Fig. 1: (a) Kinetic energy release (KER) spectra for different fragmentation channels. The plot in black gives the KER of channel 
Ar+/Ar+, the red plot corresponds to Ar2+/Ar+ and the blue plot to Ar2+/Ar2+. (b) Sum momentum of fragments for fragmentation 
channel Ar2+/Ar+ plotted over CEP for Coulomb explosion (green curve), frustrated tunneling ionization (red curve) and argon 
monomer (blue curve). 

 
Measured kinetic energy release (KER) distributions of different fragmentation channels of argon dimers, 

Ar+/Ar+, Ar2+/Ar+ and Ar2+/Ar2+ are shown in Fig.1 (a). The distributions feature several peaks. The peaks marked 
by ‘*’ are due to Coulomb explosions of multiply ionized argon dimers at their equilibrium geometry into ion pairs 
Ar+n/Ar+m, while the peaks marked by ‘+’ are due to explosions after FTI. The fragments resulting from Coulomb 
explosion after a FTI process feature a higher KER than the corresponding dimers in the ground (or only weakly 
excited) state with the same initial charge state (n+m). The reason is that the trapped electrons are in highly excited 
ionic states and therefore, due to the large spatial extension of the corresponding electronic states, do not shield 
the nuclear charge efficiently. As a result, the corresponding Ar+n/Ar+m pairs feature almost the same KER values 
as pairs with ions in their ground state but a charge state (n+m+1). Fig. 1(a) shows that the measured KER 
distribution for the Ar2+/Ar+ fragmentation channel (red) features an additional peak at even higher KER. This 
peak can be attributed to the recapture of two electrons [2]. These results are qualitatively very similar to those 
obtained with significantly longer pulses (~40 fs) [2-4]. However, interestingly, in our experiments performed with 
few cycle laser pulses we measure a higher yield for the trapped Rydberg electrons. 

To obtain insight into the sub-cycle evolution of the trapping process we analyzed its dependence on the CEP. 
Fig. 1(b) shows the sum momentum of the Ar2+/Ar+ ion pairs as a function of CEP. To obtain the CEP-dependence 
we applied the phase-tagging method with a stereo ATI- phase meter. As in this scheme the absolute phase is not 
known, the CEP-dependence of the argon monomer can serve as a reference, cf. blue line in Fig. 1(b). Because the 
sum momentum of the Ar2+/Ar+ ion pairs is equivalent to the momentum sum imparted to the dimer by the electrons 
during emission and recapture, comparison of its CEP-dependence for pairs where an electron has been trapped 
with pairs for which no trapping has occurred can give insight into the laser-sub-cycle dependence of the trapping 
process. By comparison of the measured CEP-dependence with that simulated by the Classical trajectory Monte 
Carlo method we gain insight into the electron trajectory dynamics that leads to the trapping process.  
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Coincidence Spectroscopy of Strong Laser Field Induced Rydberg States
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Ionization of atoms and molecules by strong laser fields is starting point for many strong field phenomena [1].
In a strong laser field, atoms and molecules are ionized via tunneling ionization, i.e., an electron passes through the
potential barrier of the combined Coulomb and the laser field. After tunneling, electrons are steered by the laser
field and most of them will eventually escape the Coulomb field of the remaining ion core. However, a fraction of
them are recaptured into highly excited states by the ionic Coulomb field. This process frequently referred to as
frustrated field ionization leads to the formation of high-lying Rydberg states [2].

In this submission, we report on the experimental observation of high-lying Rydberg states with principal
quantum number up to n > 120 populated during strong field interaction of atoms and molecules with a reaction
microscope [3]. Laser pulses with a center wavelength of 795 nm, a pulse duration of 25 fs and a peak laser
intensity on the order of I ∼ 1014 W/cm2 are exploited in the measurements. A weak homogeneous dc field
is applied in the time-of-flight spectrometer to accelerate charged particles to the detectors and to induce field
ionization of high-lying Rydberg states populated during the strong field interaction of atoms and molecules.
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Fig. 1 (a) PEPICO spectrum for argon atoms interacting with laser pulses with peak intensity I = 1.5×1014 W/cm2 and a dc
field strength of Fdc = 3 V/cm. (b) Measured signal intensity of post-pulse ionized argon Rydberg states as a function of the
emission time for two field strength Fdc with the same laser interaction condition. (c) Ionization rate of Rydberg states derived
from measurements and simulated tunneling ionization rates for Fdc = 3 V/cm and black-body radiation rates.

A typical photoelectron-photoion-coincidence (PEPICO) spectrum for argon atoms (laser intensity I = 1.5×1014

W/cm2, Fdc = 3 V/cm) features a main peak at electron time-of-flight of TOFe = 85 ns and ion time-of-flight of
TOFi = 49205 ns (Fig. 1(a)) due to strong field ionization. Post-pulse ionization events, i.e., an electron and its
parent ion being separated after the conclusion of the exciting laser pulse are registered along the diagonal with
unit slope from which the ionization times of the excited argon atoms can be read off directly. The post-pulse
ionization yield strongly depends on the field strength Fdc of the external dc field (Fig. 1(b)). As expected, stronger
dc fields initially lead to faster field ionization of the excited Ar∗ atoms. By contrast, the corresponding ionization
rates Γ =−d ln[I(τ)]/dτ (Fig. 1(c)) derived from the data in Fig. 1(b) appear to be rather insensitive to the value
of Fdc. The rate decreases from about Γ ≈ 0.01 ns−1 at τ = 100 ns to about Γ ≈ 0.001 ns−1 at τ = 500 ns. For
emission times longer than one microsecond the ionization rate becomes nearly constant at Γ≈ 2×10−4 ns−1.

In order to identify processes underlying the delayed emission on the nano- to microsecond scale, over-the-
barrier and tunneling ionization induced by the dc field and black-body radiation induced photoionization is con-
sidered. We determine the effective time-dependent ionization rate by Monte-carlo sampling of alternative decay
channels starting with an energy-dependent spectral excitation density formed by frustrated field ionization [4].
The simulated tunneling ionization rate of the Rydberg state with n = 121 are shown in Fig. 1(c). Summing over
the range 20 < n < 121 the BBR ionization rate is estimated as RBBR(n) = 8.4×10−5 ns−1. Total ionization rates
∼ 2×10−4 ns−1 including tunneling and BBR-induced ionization yield good agreement with the measurements for
times approaching one microsecond. The simulation suggests that present time-delayed PEPICO spectra provide
for the first time direct access to long-lived Stark resonances in very high Rydberg states and to the population of
the Rydberg manifolds extending from nBBR ≈ 20 to nF ≈ 120 formed by frustrated field ionization.
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Angular dependence of the attosecond time delay in the H+
2 molecular ion
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Angular dependence of attosecond time delay relative to polarization of light can now be measured using a
combination of the RABBITT (Reconstruction of Attosecond Beating By Interference of Two-photon Transitions)
and the COLTRIMS (Cold Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectroscopy) techniques [1]. This dependence brings
particularly useful information in molecules where the angular dependent time delay is sensitive to the orientation
of the molecular axis [2]. Here we extend our previous work [2] and consider a molecular H+2 ion exposed to an
attosecond pulse train (APT) and a dressing IR field which is acharacteristic configuration of external electro-
magnetic fields in a RABBIT measurement. This configuration becomes particularly challenging for theoretical
treatment of non-spherically symmetric targets like molecules or molecular ions. To meet this challenge, we solve
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation using a fast spherical Bessel transformation (SBT) for the radial variables
[3], a discrete variable representation for the angular variables and a split-step technique for the time evolution.
The use of SBT ensures correct phase of the wave function for along time evolution which is especially important
in time delay calculations. To speed up computations, we implement an expanding coordinate system [4] which
allows us to reach space sizes and propagation times unattainable by other techniques.
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Fig. 1 The atomic time delayτa(Ee,θ ) as a function of the photoelectron energyEe for fixed θ = 0 (left) and the angular
variation of the time delayτa(Ee,θ )− τa(Ee,0) as for several differentEe values (right). The corresponding sideband indices
are marked by integers on both panels..

Results of our investigation are illustrated in Fig. 1 wherewe show the atomic time delayτa in H+
2 extracted from

the side band intensity oscillationS2q(τ) = A+Bcos[2ω(τ −τa)] as a function of the time delayτ between the APT
and the IR pulse. The APT is modeled by a series of 11 Gaussian XUV pulses with the central frequencyωXUV =
43ωIR and the widthτXUV = 120 as, whereas an long IR pulse is modeled by a continuous wave with frequency
ωIR = 1.59 eV (λ = 780 nm) and the electric field strengthEIR = 1.5×109 V/m (field intensity 3×1011 W/cm2).
A polarization of the field is parallel to the molecular axis.The time delayτa as a function of the photoelectron
ejection energyEe at a fixed ejection angleθ = 0 and the angular variation of the time delayτa(Ee,θ )− τa(Ee,0)
for several fixed photoelectron energiesEe are shown on the left and right panels, respectively. The corresponding
side band indices 2q are marked on both panels.
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Role of nuclear dynamics in ultrafast charge migration
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Electron dynamics can be nowadays observed with sub-femtosecond time resolution in ever-increasing molec-
ular systems, from the simplest case of a hydrogen molecule [1] to the more complex amino acid phenylalanine [2].
The possibility of inducing ultrafast charge migration along the skeleton of large biological molecules upon their
photoionization was already predicted more than 15 years ago [3], yet its experimental confirmation on phenylala-
nine has only been achieved very recently, being the first observation of ultrasfast charge migration induced by a
single attosecond pulse. The experiment made use of a XUV-IR pump-probe scheme and measured the production
of doubly charged species as a function of time-delay with unprecedented attosecond resolution to track the dy-
namics of the singly charged molecule. A theoretical method based on a density functional theory (DFT) approach,
but properly accounting for the scattering states of the ionized biomolecule, was able to reproduce the beatings ob-
served in the ion yields, by accurately describing the electronic wave packet created by the attosecond pulse. This
wave packet, which involves more than thirty ionic states, describes the motion of a highly delocalized hole that
gives rise to charge fluctuations occurring in less than 4-5 fs. Despite the breakthrough of this joint experimental
and theoretical work, a number of questions remained open, in particular, what is the role of nuclear motion in the
observed hole dynamics.

Here we explore a new approach to include the nuclear degrees of freedom combining our ab initio DFT-
based methods [4] with time-dependent density functional theory plus Ehrenfest dynamics. We first apply it to
the glycine molecule, for which there are previous theoretical work performed by assuming that the nuclei remain
fixed during the whole process [5]. The latter assumption is based on the argument that nuclear motion should
have a negligible effect at the early stages of this evolution, typically during the first tens of femtoseconds, since
the shortest vibrational periods within the glycine molecule should exceed 10 fs and usually involve hydrogen
atoms, which are not likely to play a major role in charge delocalization processes. The validity of this argument
was proved in recent works [6]. However, it has also been shown that nuclear dynamics could strongly affect the
coherence between two electronic states beatings in less than 10 fs in situations where the molecular state after
photoionization falls not far from a conical intersection [7]. Since conical intersections are a common feature in
large molecules, can we really assume that nuclear motion does not play any role in the early stages of the charge
migration process? In this communication, we aim at theoretically answering this question.
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Measurement and control of atomic phase shifts in ultrafast laser fields – A 
tool for pulse characterization & quantum dynamics investigations 
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Attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS) constitutes a powerful technique that – besides other 
advantages – allows for direct observation of bound-state quantum mechanics. Making use of attosecond 
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) light and intense femtosecond near-infrared (NIR) laser pulses, a multitude of light–
matter interaction processes in highly excited atomic, molecular, and more complex systems can be accessed, 
investigated, and controlled on ultrashort time scales.  
Here, we demonstrate a method that allows to extract dynamic phase shifts of the atomic or molecular dipole 
response from time-delay–resolved absorption spectra. The observed dipole response of the sample is initiated 
by the XUV pulse and subsequently manipulated by the strong field of the NIR pulse. Since interaction with the 
NIR pulse leaves its fingerprint in the XUV absorption line shape, and because this line shape is intrinsically tied 
to the phase of the dipole oscillation [1], we can recover the impact of the intense and short NIR laser pulse on 
the sample. The method is implemented using the dipole-control model, which allows us to analytically treat 
light–matter interaction in a general formalism [2]. Here, we focus on the non-resonant ac Stark effect, which is 
introduced by virtue of the NIR laser. While the NIR laser pulse acts on the sample, the resonance frequency 𝜔𝜔r 

of a given state is effectively shifted leading to an accelerated phase evolution and in total to an additionally 
accumulated phase ∆φ (see Fig. 1(a)). Around the temporal overlap of both pulses, the state experiences only the 
fraction of the NIR driving pulse that is present after the XUV excitation. Therefore, the NIR pulse shape is 
directly mapped onto the amount of additional phase or onto the spectral line shape, respectively. The derivative 
of the phase directly yields the time-resolved ac Stark shift ∆E. Besides information on the sample, this quantity 
reveals the pulse shape as depicted in Fig. 1(b) for the measurement of a 5.5 fs laser pulse. This pulse 
characterization scheme can be exploited even further: studying loosely bound states, the ac Stark shift becomes 
the ponderomotive potential, which is directly linked to the pulse intensity allowing for a complete 
characterization of the pulse envelope [3]. Most importantly, the pulse characterization is done in situ, since we 
investigate the effect of the NIR laser on the XUV-excited target atoms. Therefore, quantum dynamics and pulse 
properties are investigated simultaneously so that the knowledge on the laser pulse can directly be used to 
conduct quantitative studies, control dynamics, and for high-precision tests of quantum-dynamics theory. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of phase evolution in the presence of a dressing NIR laser pulse. (b) Experimentally obtained phase evolution and 
corresponding Stark shift, which reveals the shape of the used 5.5 fs NIR pulse. 
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Energy streaking and RABBITT techniques are now used to measure relative time delays between valence 
electrons emitted from different energy levels within the same atomic system [1,2], or distinct atoms [3]. It is 
well established that these techniques give access to the scattering phase shift φW accumulated by the outgoing 
electron wave packet (EWP) in the presence of the atomic potential. In scattering theory, such phase shift is 
traditionally referred to as Wigner delay [4], defined as 𝜏! =   ℏ 𝜕𝜑! 𝜕𝐸. In molecular systems however, this 
topic remains relatively unexplored [5,6]. Photoionization of molecular systems is a much more complex 
phenomenon since the outgoing EWP released upon absorption of an XUV photon will experience a highly 
anisotropic scattering potential. Here, we present the first experimental estimation of the Wigner time delay in 
photoionization of one of the simplest hetero-nuclear molecules, CO.  

We measure the photoionization time delay based on the RABBITT technique combined with 
coincidence detection using a COLTRIMS apparatus. An attosecond pulse train (APT) is created by a strong IR-
field focussed in an argon gas target. A cold jet of CO molecules is ionized by this pump-pulse, yielding 
photoelectrons at kinetic energies dictated by the harmonics present in the spectrum. In the presence of a 
relatively weak IR-field two-photon transitions will be induced, yielding electrons with a kinetic energy centred 
between successive harmonics in the RABBITT trace. Due to quantum path interference these sideband signals 
oscillate as a function of pump-probe delay (τ).  

Detection of the ion-electron pair in coincidence allows for the reconstruction of the molecular axis 
upon photoionization. Reconstruction of the molecular axis requires dissociation, as we do not align the 
molecules. If we know the orientation of the molecule prior ionization, we can distinguish between electrons 
emitted on either side of the molecule and measure a difference in photoionization time delay referred to as the 
Stereo Wigner time delay ΔτLR [7]. 

RABBITT traces with the electron escaping either anti-parallel or parallel to the C-side of the molecule 
can thus be reconstructed. The oscillating sideband signals are approximated with 𝑆𝐵 𝜏 ≅ cos 2𝜔!"𝜏 −
Δ𝜑!"# − Δ𝜑!"#$%&#$  [8], showing that the measured photoionization time delays are composed of two 
contributions, i.e. a measurement induced time delay that is the attochirp τXUV and a molecular term τmolecule. Like 
in the atomic case, the molecular term contains the coupling between the laser field and the Coulomb potential 
τCC and the actual molecule specific Wigner time delay τW [2]. We compare sidebands at equal energies to 
extract a photoemission time delay difference free of τXUV and τCC since the two terms at equal energy are 
affected equally i.e. we measure a pure Wigner time delay difference [8]. 

The integration of the sideband signal as a function of pump-probe delay for electrons emitted anti-
parallel and parallel to the C-side of the molecule reveal a clear phase shift. Electrons emitted on either side of 
the hetero-nuclear molecule will experience a distinct Coulomb potential, being more attractive at the O-side of 
the molecule. This leads to a stronger retardation of the transmitted wave relative to the electron wave-packet 
originating from the C-side of the molecule. This left-right asymmetry is characteristic for non-symmetric 
Coulomb potentials and will not manifest itself in homo-nuclear diatomic molecules as shown in figure 1.   

 
Fig. 1 Principle	  of	  RABBITT	  technique.	  High	  harmonics	  a)	  create	  oscillating	  sidebands	  in	  the	  photoelectron	  

spectrum	  in	  the	  presence	  of	  an	  IR-‐field.	  A	  phase	  shift	  is	  visible	  for	  electrons	  escaping	  anti-‐parallel	  b)	  and	  parallel	  c)	  
to	  the	  C-‐side	  of	  the	  molecule,	  therewith	  revealing	  a	  asymmetry	  in	  the	  Wigner	  time	  delay	  d).	  
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Double-electron Re-combination in High-Order Harmonic Generation
Driven by Spatially Inhomogeneous Fields
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The fundamental mechanism of high-order harmonic generation (HHG) in atoms driven by spatially inhomoge-
neous plasmonics fields can be briefly summarized as follows: a femtosecond low-intensity pulse is coupled to the
plasmon mode inducing a collective oscillation of free charges within the metal. These free charges redistribute
the electric field around each of the metallic nanostructures, thereby forming a hot spot - a tiny region of highly
enhanced electric field. The enhanced field exceeds then the threshold of HHG, thus by injection of a noble gas
onto the spot of the enhanced field, HHG are generated [1]. All the numerical and semiclassical approaches to
study HHG in atoms and molecules are largely based on the assumption that the laser electric field is spatially
homogeneous in the region where the electron dynamics takes place. Due to the strong confinement of plasmonic
hot spots, the laser electric field is clearly no longer spatially constant, and consequently important changes in
the laser-matter-processes would occur. Up to now several theoretical studies of HHG driven by plasmonic fields
have been made (see e.g. [2]) in atomic or molecular systems by considering a Single Active Electron (SAE) ap-
proximation model. However, in the case of multielectronic atoms or molecules, it is known the electron-electron
(e-e) correlation plays an instrumental role both in the laser ionization process and, consequently, the HHG. In
this contribution we study e-e correlation effects in the HHG process driven by plasmonic fields. The description
of the laser-matter interaction of the multielectron system is given by the time dependent Schrödinger equation
(TDSE) in reduced dimensions, which allows us to include the e-e interaction. We develop a 1Dx1D model for the
calculation of the HHG spectrum driven by spatially inhomogeneous fields in the He atom and the H− ion, two
prototypical examples of two active electron (TAE) systems. Furthermore, and in order to investigate the role of
the e-e correlation in the HHG process, the SAE is also invoked and compared to the full e-e correlated model.
As it is clearly observed in Fig. 1, we demonstrate that a new mechanism, a double non-sequential two-electron
re-combination process, is the main responsible of the extension of the HHG spectra in the H− ion [3].

Fig. 1 The harmonic emission from the He atom and the H− ion driven by a spatially inhomogeneous field are depicted in
(a) and (b), respectively. The laser peak intensity is I = 2×1014 W/cm2, with central frequency ω0 = 0.057 a.u. (wavelength
λ = 800 nm, photon energy 1.55 eV). The pulse envelope has a sin2-shape with 3 cycles of total time duration. The spatial
inhomogeneity is linear with ε = 0.02 a.u (see e.g. [2] for more details). Red (blue) line denotes the HHG spectra calculated
by the SAE (TAE) approach. n′1 is the ’conventional’ HHG cutoff, i.e. n′1 = (Ek + Ip)/ω0, n′2 is the cutoff corresponding to a
double sequential recombination process n′2 =(Ek+Ip1 +Ip2 )/ω0 and n′3 is the cutoff for a non-sequential double recombination
mechanism n′3 = (Ek1 +Ek2 + Ip1 + Ip2 )/ω0.
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Theoretical study of time delays in (ω,2ω) above threshold ionization
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Recent experiment employing either attosecond streaking or the complementary interferometric RABBIT tech-
nique have allowed to study photoemission from rare gas atoms and surfaces in the time-domain with attosecond
precision. The experimental progress has triggered considerable theoretical efforts to understand photoionization
from a time-dependent perspective (see [1] and references therein).

A recent experiment in atomic ionization by two-color (ω,2ω) lasers by Zipp et al. [2] has revealed that a
pump-probe scheme can be used to characterize time delays in the emission of electrons in the above-threshold
ionization regime for visible frequency of the pump. In this work, we perform a theoretical analysis of the time
delays in Ar ionization by two-color laser for a typically (ω,2ω) configuration of Ti:sapphire laser (800 nm). To
shed more light in ionization process we perform simulations with the time dependent Schödinger equation and
compare this results with the strong field and Coulomb-Volkov approximations. We find that time delays depend on
the definition from electron momentum distributions. Besides, we also find a large discrepancy between the results
predicted by the strong field approximation (zero delay for sidebands) and numerical solutions of time-dependent
Schrödinger equation at the highest simulation energies. We also find that the strong assumption of additive time
delays adopted in streaking or RABBITT techniques [3], needs to be revisited when applied to the case of (ω,2ω)
lasers due to the multiplicity of coherent quantum paths leading to a final multiphoton peak.

As an example, we show in Fig. 1 time delays obtained from asymmetries and forward emission (considering
integrations over ±z hemispheres).

Fig. 1 Delays calculated as function of the emission energy for sidebands wothin TDSE. The delays are calculated for forward
emission (triangles) and asymmetry (circles). The calculations were performed integrating around peak energy (solid symbols)
or considering only the peak energy (open symbols). The 2ω component intensity is 8×1013 W/cm2 and the ω component is

4×1011 W/cm2.

This work was supported by the FWF-Austria (SFB NEXTLITE, SFB VICOM), by CONICET (PIP100386),
University of Buenos Aires (UBACyT0617), by ANPCYT (PICT-2014-2363), by the OeAD (WTZ AR 03/2013),
by the NSF through XSEDE resources (TG-PHY090031), and through computational resources at the Vienna
Scientific Cluster (VSC).
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Attosecond Interferometry with Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission  
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Science with short-wavelength free-electron lasers (FELs) has enabled multiple breakthroughs covering the 

broad range from basic research in life sciences to applications in material science and catalysis. Particularly, the 
high degree of spatial coherence of the light field allows for key applications such as serial-femtosecond X-ray 
crystallography using the well-established and robust self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) of FELs [1]. 
Recently, temporal coherence provided by seeded FELs moved into the focus of interest [2-4]. It has been shown 
that full control over the light phase allows for a new class of light-phase sensitive experiments in the short-
wavelength limit [5-7], such as non-linear four-wave mixing [8] and attosecond (1 as = 10-18 s) coherent control 
[9]. These give novel opportunities to study and possibly control energy and charge migration in molecular 
systems of increasing complexity with unprecedented spatial and temporal resolution. Here, we demonstrate 
phase control on the attosecond timescale in a Michelson-type all-reflective interferometric autocorrelator using 
monochromatic SASE pulses at a central wavelength of 38 nm. The carrier frequency of the light wave shown in 
Fig.1 is sampled with attosecond precision (preliminary data).The study paves the way towards utilization of 
advanced nonlinear methodologies even at partial coherent soft X-ray SASE FEL sources. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Interferometric autocorrelation recorded with FLASH (SASE) pulses. 
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Strong-field photoelectron holography with the two-color fields 
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It is believed that strong-field photoelectron holography originating from the 

interference of the direct and rescattered electrons encodes structural information. 

However, it is still unknown what type of structural information is encoded there and 

how to extract this information. Recently, with the adiabatic theory, we have shown 

that this structural information is the phase of the scattering amplitude and we 

demonstrated how this information is encoded and how it can be read out from the 

corresponding interference pattern in photoelectron momentum distributions (PEMDs) 

produced in the ionization of atoms and molecules by intense laser pulses. Here, we 

will show how the holographic structures could be enhanced with the scheme of the 

two-color fields and how they could be separated from other types of interference 

structures in the photoelectron momentum spectra. This is very important for 

extracting structural information and ultrafast dynamics with the concept of 

holography. 
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Dissociative Photoionization Dynamics of O2 at High-order Harmonics 

Photon Excitation Energies 
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The study of rapid electron and nuclear dynamics in molecular systems at a femtosecond or sub-femtosecond 

time scale nowadays relies on advanced light sources such as high-order harmonic generation (HHG) or free 

electron lasers. Attosecond control of dissociative photoionization (DPI), which is a major channel in the XUV 

photon energy range, has been demonstrated for simple molecules in two-color XUV + infrared (IR) pump-probe 

experiments on e.g.,  H2, D2 [1] or O2 [2]. In the context of such studies, the most advanced knowledge of the DPI 

processes induced for each harmonic energy in an attosecond pulse train (APT) is needed for the interpretation of 

the observed dynamics. With this motivation, we report a complete study of DPI of the O2 molecule induced at the 

selected photon energies corresponding to the H15-H21 harmonics of a 800 nm IR laser, combining electron-ion 

coincidence 3D momentum spectroscopy [3] and circularly polarized synchrotron radiation on the DESIRS 

beamline at SOLEIL [4]. The (EO+,Ee) kinetic energy correlation diagrams (KECD) enable us to identify each 

process in terms of the populated molecular ionic state and dissociation limit, while molecular frame photoelectron 

angular distributions (MFPADs) for each channel characterize the electronic wave function in the continuum. In 

addition to PI into the O2
+(B2g

-, 32u, c4u
-) states [5], new processes are observed, in particular population of 

the (O+(4S) + O(1D)) L2 dissociation limit at H15 photon energy, characterized both by a continuous distribution 

and discrete structures amounting to about 8% of all DPI processes, unobserved at the other energies (Fig 1.a). 

These structures can be assigned to resonant autoionization of Rydberg states converging to the O2
+(32u), which 

may involve both autoionization of O*(nl) atomic states at large internuclear distances, as studied in pump-probe 

experiments for molecular Rydberg states converging to the O2
+(c4u

-) state [6,7],  or autoionization occurring 

during dissociation leading to a continuous energy sharing between electron and nuclei. Further results as well as 

angular analysis will be presented.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 (EO+,Ee) KECDs at a) 23,25 eV (H15), autoionization populates the L2 dissociation limit; b) 26,35 eV (H17).  
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Real tunneling time in attosecond experiments from the time-energy

uncertainty relation, and time in quantum mechanics
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Tunneling time in attosecond and strong field experiments is one of the most controversial issues in today’s research,
because of its importance to the theory of time, the time operator and the time-energy uncertainty relation in quantum
mechanics. In this work [1] we present a theoretical model of the tunneling time and the tunneling process (in attosecond
experiment for the He atom). Our model is supported with physical reasoning leading to a relation which performs
an excellent estimation for the tunneling time in attosecond and strong-field experiments of the He atom [2, 3]. Our
tunneling time estimation is found by utilizing the time-energy uncertainty relation and represents a quantum clock.

The tunneling time is also featured as the time of passage through the barrier similar to Einsteins photon-box
Gedanken experiment. Our work tackles an important case study for the theory of time in quantum mechanics and is
very promising for the search for a (general) time operator in quantum mechanics. The work can be seen as a fundamental
step in dealing with the tunneling time in strong-field and ultrafast science and is appealing for more elaborate treatments
using quantum wave-packet dynamics and especially for complex atoms and molecules.

We showed that the important question is a more general one: How to understand the time and the measurement
of the time of a quantum system?. In respect to our result, the time in quantum mechanics can be, in more general
fashion, classifed in two types, intrinsic dynamically connected, and external dynamically not connected to the system,
and consequently (perhaps only) the classical Newtonian time remains as a parametric type of time.

[1] O Kullie 2015 Phys. Rev. A 92 052118. O Kullie 2016 J. Phys. B , acccepted.
[2] A S Landsman and Keller U 2014 Optica 1 343.
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phys. 4 565. P Eckle, Pfeiffer A N, Cirelli C, Staudte A, Dörner R, Muller H G, Büttiker M and Keller U 2008
Sience 322 1525.
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Molecular wavepacket dynamics of oxygen is studied in the time domain, using a single-color VUV pump/ VUV 

probe scheme. 17 fs VUV pulses, centered at 161nm with pulse energies up to 1.1 µJ created as the 5
th

 harmonic 

of a 800nm laser are split by two moveable interdigitated double comb mirrors into two collinearly propagating 

replicas with a variable delay. Focusing the beam into a gas target creates ions in the interaction region which are 

mapped onto a 2D ion-mass sensitive detector [1,2]. This Michelson-type all-reflective interferometric 

autocorrelation scheme is used for recording the time-dependent yield of oxygen ions with simultaneous non-

resonant two-photon ionization of krypton as a precise timing-reference.  

The photoreaction dynamics of molecular oxygen is initiated with an excitation into the Schumann-Runge 

continuum and the subsequent evolution is probed by ionization via absorption of additional VUV photons. A 

decay time for the O2
+-signal is extracted and identified as the molecule-specific time-window for delay-

dependent two-photon ionization. This ionization window is extended by delay-dependent three-photon 

ionization, generating O
+
 as an additional observable. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 (a) Potential energy curves of molecular oxygen for a two- and three-photon absorption process 

adopted from [3] and [4]. (b) Michelson-type all-reflective interferometric autocorrelation scheme. 
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Intense XUV Attosecond Physics at the Lund Laser Centre
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The stability of ionized and excited complex molecular systems is mainly driven by fundamental processes such
as electron dynamics, charge transfer/migration and nuclear motion [1-3]. They can lead to chemical reactions
and specific dissociations through, for instance, intramolecular rearrangements [4]. That is why, in this context of
radiation damage, it is of prime importance to understand and characterize the effects of these processes on the
molecular behaviour.

In order to follow the dynamics of these processes occurring from attosecond to femtosecond timescales,
specific time-resolved tools are required [5]. An efficient technique involves pump-probe experiments using high-
order harmonic pulses (XUV) produced after the focusing of an intense infrared (IR) femtosecond laser pulse in a
gas. Most of the recent works have employed two color XUV/IR pump-probe experiments giving sub-femtosecond
resolution. The limitation of this method lies in the fact that the IR pulse, most of the time, controls the dynamics
rather than making an observation of the dynamics intrinsic to the molecule. A solution to this problem, is to use
XUV-pump XUV-probe experiments.

Fig. 1 (a) Sketch of the intended use of the split-and-delay unit in the existing high-intensity XUV beamline. (b) 3D-model
of the split-and-delay unit with mounted silica plates. The two movable parts (MPs) are connected to the base plate (BP) by
either real piezo-actuators (PA) or dummy actuators (DA), three for each MP. For each connection point there is also a manual
actuator (MA) for coarse adjustments. The silica plates (SPs) are held in place by set screws from the top. (c) Photograph of
the split-and-delay unit mounted on an optical post for the tests.

At the Lund Laser Centre, using the high-order harmonic generation (HHG) technique with a Ti:Sapphire laser
at 800 nm and a repetition rate of 10 Hz [6-7], we will perform XUV-pump XUV-probe experiments using a newly
designed split and delay unit (Fig. 1) [8]. That will allow us to study time-dependent fragmentation of small
molecules from attosecond to femtosecond timescales. The target will be produced in the gas phase by an Even-
Lavie pulsed valve and the products of the interaction will be recorded by a double-sided velocity map imaging
detector (VMI) allowing to have access simultaneously to both electron and ion information. Experiments are
currently in progress starting with atoms and small molecules and then moving towards more complex systems
such as biomolecules.
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Femtosecond to Nanosecond Dynamics of Dipolar and Octupolar Light 
Harvesting Molecules Based on Benzothiazole e- Acceptors 
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Light-harvesting organic molecules exhibiting directional energy transfer attract an increased scientific interest 
because of their potential applications in photovoltaics, light emitting diodes and lasers [1-3]. Octupolar or 
multipolar systems are considered promising as artificial light-harvesting systems. Understanding how energy is 
transferred and delocalized in such systems is the challenge to be addressed. A successful approach towards this 
goal is to comparatively study their properties with those of their dipolar-linear analogues.  
In this work, the excited state dynamics of six three-branched molecules are compared with those of their dipolar 
counterparts using fs to ns fluorescence spectroscopy. The three-branched compounds bear triphenylamine as the 
core and benzothiazole moieties as electron acceptors at the periphery while additional electron withdrawing 
groups (EWG) are added in some compounds (Fig. 1a). Besides, the effect of the orientation of the benzothiazole 
group is also examined. Benzothiazole is an attractive building block for the construction of dyes with enhanced 
two photon absorption and for application in photovoltaics [4,5].  
Fig. 1b shows the early excited state dynamics of compounds D1-D6 and T1-T6 in toluene. It is observed that 
increasing the strength of the EWG leads to the appearance of a fast decay mechanism in both linear and tri-
branched systems. Besides, in compounds D1-D3 and T1-T3 having the non-common orientation of the 
benzothiazole, the initial decay is faster pointing to a more efficient ICT formation.  
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Fig. 1 (a) Chemical structures of the studied molecules, (b) Early fluorescence dynamics of the studied molecules in 
toluene, (c) Early anisotropy dynamics of the D2, T2 and D5, T5 in toluene. 

  
Fig. 1c shows the early anisotropy dynamics of compounds D2, T2 and D4 and T4 probing the nature and 
amount of coupling among branches and excitation delocalization. The linear compounds exhibit an initial 
anisotropy value of 0.3-0.37 as expected for compounds with small angle between the absorption and emission 
dipoles. In the three-branched compounds, an initial anisotropy value of 0.1 is observed which is exactly the 
predicted value for planar molecules with equally distributed energy among chromophores [6] pointing to an 
ultrafast energy redistribution in the studied multichromophoric systems.  
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by Grant Ε0.28 from the Research Committee of the University of 
Patras (Programme K. Karatheodori). 
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The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is known to be incomplete. This inspires various searches for physics
beyond the SM, among those, direct high-precision tests of the invariance under the simultaneous transformations
of charge conjugation, parity inversion and time reversal (CPT). The goal of the BASE collaboration is to perform
such CPT-tests by comparing with highest precision the magnetic moment µp,p̄ and the charge-to-mass ratio of
single protons and antiprotons stored in cryogenic Penning traps at low energy [1].
In a Penning trap the measurement of µp,p̄ is based on the determination of two frequencies, the Larmor and the
cyclotron frequency. Based on a statistical detection of spin transitions we measured the Larmor frequency on a
single proton for the first time [2], which resulted in a direct determination of µp with a fractional precision at
the parts-per-million level [3]. The precision was improved significantly by using a double Penning-trap tech-
nique [4]. This required the detection of single spin flips, which was achieved with an improved apparatus and
by using Bayesian data analysis [5]. Our developments ultimately culminated in the most precise and first direct
high-precision measurement of the proton magnetic moment with a relative precision of 3.3parts per billion [6].
This method can be directly applied to measure the magnetic moment of the antiproton, to provide one of the
most stringent tests of CPT invariance using baryons. Thus we constructed the BASE experiment at the antiproton
decelerator of CERN. In our first experimental campaign with the newly implemented apparatus we developed a
novel fast measurement procedure for cyclotron frequency comparisons of two individual particles. This enabled
us to compare the charge-to-mass ratio of the proton and the antiproton with a fractional precision of 69parts per
trillion, which is the most precise test of CPT-invariance using baryons [7]. Our measurements were performed at
cyclotron frequencies of about 30MHz, which means that in this case CPT symmetry holds at the atto-electronvolt
scale. Currently the apparatus is beeing prepared for magnetic moment measurements. A major part of the required
techniques has been implemented. In the contribution I will summarize the achievements and give an outlook on
future perspectives.
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We experimentally demonstrate two types of broadband and ultra-broadband spectral bandwidth polarization 

rotators with modular design.  

The first type presented polarization rotators comprise arrays of half-wave plates rotated at different angles. [1] 

We give the general recipe to determine the exact values of the rotation angles as follows: align the fast 

polarization axis of the first half-wave plate with the incoming polarized light, and then rotate each subsequent 

half-wave plate at a gradually increasing angle until the fast polarization axis of the last half-wave plate is 

parallel with the desired polarization rotation angle. We show that the broadband and ultra-broadband 

performance of the polarization rotators is due to the adiabatic nature of the evolution of the light polarization. 

We also propose and experimentally demonstrate a novel type of polarization rotator that is capable of rotating 

the polarization plane of a linearly polarized light at any desired angle in either broad or narrow spectral 

bandwidth [2]. The rotator comprises an array of standard half-wave plates rotated at specific angles with respect 

to their fast-polarization axes. The performance of the rotator depends on the number of individual half-wave 

plates, and in this paper we experimentally investigate the performance of two composite rotators comprising 6 

and 10 half-wave plates. 

 

This work is supported by project INERA 316309. 
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Precision description of the atomic structure. Example of the even
configuration system of La I
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The way to obtain information regarding the structure of an atom, the mechanisms of interaction between the
electrons, and the interactions of the electron shell with the nucleus is to find the most accurate wave function
describing the state of the atom. The knowledge of the exact wave function allows to specify, according to the
quantum mechanics rules, the expected values of observables, which are the attributes of the atomic structure that
are measurable, thus making an experimental verification possible.

In order to describe precisely the atomic structure we developed a method, which allows to analyze a complex
electronic system composed of up to four open shells, taking into account all electromagnetic interactions expected
in an atom, in accordance with the second-order perturbation theory. Within this theory, all possible combinations
following the excitation of one or two electrons from closed shells to particular open shells were considered.
The appropriate formulae and computer codes have been developed over many years by our research group. The
scheme of the computational procedures was presented in a previous paper [1]. By using of this code, both the
electronic and atomic wave functions were produced on the basis of experimentally determined energy levels. The
quality of these wave functions was proved by a comparison of the experimental gJ-factors, hyperfine structure
(hfs) A- and B constants and oscillator strengths with those calculated with the use of the wave functions obtained
by our computer code.The application of this method to the even configurations system (5d + 6s)3 of lanthanum
atom in 2010 [2].

Recently this procedure was applied to the analysis of the electronic structure of the thorium ion [3]. Since
for this ion only a very limited number of experimental data, especially concerning the hfs are available, not all
contributions from one- and two electron excitation to the atomic structure can be determined. In order to show
the effectiveness of our method better, we decided to choose lanthanum, as an atom with a complex structure and
with a huge amount of experimental data concerning energy levels and hyperfine structure constants [4-8].

Currently the La level list contains ca. 430 even La I levels, all of them with known hyperfine constants A
(sometimes also B constants are known). 167 odd La levels are known, but few of them may not really exist. It
provides an excellent test confirming the correctness of our method and the complex formulae derived, which in
the case of consideration.

For the study of La, we considered the system of 100 even configurations: 4f25d + 4f26s + 4f 5d5f + 4f 5f6s

+
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∑
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15
∑

n′=6
6s2n′d.

In our procedure we use all the experimental data known so far. Very good agreement between experimental and
calculated values of energy and hyperfine structure constants was achieved. The energy values and hfs constants
for the levels up to approx. 45 000 cm−1 were also predicted.

This work was supported by the Research Projects of the Polish Ministry of Sciences and Higher Education:
04/45/DSPB/0135 (JD and JR) and 06/65/DSPB/0516 (ME).
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Entanglement lies at the heart of quantum mechanics—as a fundamental tool for testing its deep rift with classical
physics, while also providing a key resource for quantum technologies such as quantum computation and cryp-
tography. The entanglement of many quantum particles has been demonstrated in physical systems as diverse as
ions, photons, and superconducting circuits. However, all these experiments have remained in a two-dimensional
space for each particle. Here we show the experimental generation of the first multipartite entangled state where
both—the number of particles and the number of dimensions—are greater than two [1]. Our method relies on
combining two pairs of photons, high-dimensionally entangled in their orbital angular momentum (OAM), in such
a way that information about their origin is erased. As depicted in Fig. 1a), a UV laser pulse creates two OAM-
entangled photon pairs in two nonlinear crystals (NL1 and NL2). Both pairs are spatially separated via polarising
beam splitters (PBS). A moving trombone prism ensures that a photon from each pair arrives simultaneously at the
OAM beam splitter, which is an interferometric device containing two dove-prisms (DP1 and DP2). Considered as
a whole, the OAM beam splitter reflects odd OAM quanta and transmits even ones, mixing the OAM quanta of two
input photons. A coincidence at detectors B and C can only arise when both detected photons have the same OAM
parity. A trigger photon at detector T projects photons at detectors A, B, and C into an asymmetric three-photon
entangled state that is entangled in 3×3×2 dimensions of its OAM. Interestingly, this asymmetric entanglement
structure is only possible when one considers multi-particle entangled states in dimension greater than two [2].
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Fig. 1 a) Schematic of the experimental setup (details in the text), b) Russian nesting-doll-like structure of high-dimensional three-particle
states showing our measured state ρexp, and c) Density matrix elements of ρexp measured for verifying the presence of (3,3,2) entanglement.

In order to verify that our three-photon state is entangled in 3×3×2 dimensions, we have to show that it cannot
be decomposed into entangled states of a smaller dimensionality structure (Fig. 1b). We construct an entanglement
witness that requires us to calculate the overlap of our state ρexp with an ideal target (3,3,2)-state |Ψ〉. This is
done by measuring the 18 diagonal and 3 unique off-diagonal elements in its density matrix (Fig. 1c) with the help
of spatial light modulators (SLMs). Next, we show that this overlap is significantly greater than the best achievable
overlap of an ideal state σ from the next lower dimensionality structure (3,2,2), thus verifying the presence of
(3,3,2) entanglement. Finally, we show how this state enables a new type of layered quantum cryptographic
protocol where two parties share an additional layer of secure information over that already shared by all three
parties [1]. In addition to their application in novel quantum communication protocols, such asymmetric entangled
states serve as a manifestation of the complex dance of correlations that can exist within quantum mechanics.
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We have measured position of the P7P7 oxygen B-band transition occurring near 690 nm in reference to the 

strontium optical clock. The experimental setup (shown in Fig.1) consisted of three important sub-systems: the 

first was Pound-Drever-Hall locked frequency stabilised cavity ring-down spectrometer (PDH-locked FS-CRDS) 

which was used for recording molecular spectra, see [1] and references therein for details of spectrometer’s 

operation. The second system component was 88Sr optical clock working on 1S0-3P0 transition [2,3]. This transition 

is the practical realisation of the metre. Finally, the third one was a link between them made with an Er:fibre optical 

frequency comb (OFC), frequency shifted to 1390 nm range and subsequently frequency doubled. During 

measurements, two heterodyne beat-note signals were measured simultaneously at each point: one between the 

spectrometer’s probe beam and OFC, and the other between the clock laser beam and OFC. All counters and 

frequency generator were referenced with the same 10 MHz reference signal from hydrogen maser [4] transferred 

by 330 km fibre link [3,5], recently used in spectroscopic experiment [6]. Such procedure enables to refer each 

point of the spectrum to the frequency of the strontium clock transition. 

Several spectra were collected at multiple sample pressures. Preliminary results indicate that the uncertainty of 

line position extrapolated to zero pressure is below 30 kHz. This is a proof–of–principle experiment which 

demonstrates the use of optical atomic clocks as a frequency reference in molecular spectroscopy. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental setup: OFC is optical frequency comb, DETBN1 and DETBN2 are detectors used 
for heterodyne beat-note signals between the probe beam and the OFC as well as clock laser beam and OFC. See other 
explanations in the text. 
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QED theory allows extraction of nuclear charge radii from high-precision spectroscopy in simple atomic 

systems. This recently led to a significant discrepancy in the proton charge radius determined from normal and 

muonic hydrogen, now known as the ‘proton size puzzle’. Spectroscopy in helium can provide additional insight 

by comparing extracted charge radii of the alpha and helion (
3
He nucleus) particles with spectroscopy of muonic 

4
He

+
 and 

3
He

+
 ions, recently performed at the muon facility of the Paul Scherrer Institute in Switzerland.  

Our group previously measured the 1557 nm 2 
3
S → 2 

1
S magnetic dipole transition (Γ = 2π × 8 Hz) to 1.5 

kHz accuracy in a quantum degenerate (T ~ 0.2 µK) gas of metastable 
4
He and 

3
He atoms in a 1.56 m crossed 

dipole trap, allowing a 1% accurate determination of the charge radius difference between the alpha and helion 

particle [1]. Measurements in muonic He
+
 aim for a precision of 3 × 10

−4
 [2]. In order to provide a similar 

accuracy, we aim to remeasure the 1557 nm transition with ~0.1 kHz precision by reducing the linewidth of the 

spectroscopy laser and by implementing a magic wavelength (λ = 319.8 nm) dipole trap [3]. As a first step we 

have observed the 2 
3
S → 2 

1
S transition in a BEC, contained in a 1.56 m crossed-dipole trap, with a 4-5 kHz 

linewidth spectroscopy laser and now see a ~10 kHz wide asymmetric line profile (Fig. 1). We think this is 

caused by mean-field effects, similar to the work on the 1S → 2S transition in atomic hydrogen at MIT [4-6], as 

well as the AC Stark effect in the trap. This allows for the first determination of the unknown triplet-singlet 

scattering length 𝑎31 as the mean field causes a frequency shift Δ𝜈2 3𝑆−2 1𝑆 = (𝑎31 − 𝑎33) 2ℏ𝑛 𝑚⁄ , where 𝑛(𝑟) is 

density of metastable helium atoms in the trap (the triplet-triplet scattering length 𝑎33 = 7.512(5) nm [7]). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Asymmetric line profile of the 2 3S → 2 1S  transition in a BEC of metastable 4He atoms in a 1.56 m crossed 
dipole trap. The experimental points show the remaining fraction of atoms after a 1s excitation with a narrowband 
laser. The line is a fit to the data using the Killian model developed for hydrogen in a magnetic trap [6], adapted to 
include AC Stark broadening and shifts in a dipole trap, and convoluted with a 4-5 kHz Lorentzian laser line profile. 

 
For the magic wavelength trap we have built a laser system, consisting of sum frequency mixing of 1085.5 nm 

and 1557.3 nm fibre laser/amplifiers, followed by frequency doubling of the 639.6 nm output. We produce >2 W 

narrowband radiation in this way and have demonstrated trapping of ultracold metastable 
4
He, both thermal 

(~0.2 K) and in a BEC [8]. 
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Phase Sensitive 2DAtom Localization Via Probe Absorption measurement 
For Closed Loop Quantum Systems 
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Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astronomy, Vilnius University, A. Goštauto 12, Vilnius 01108, Lithuania 
 

A scheme of high- precision two dimensional (2D) atom localization is proposed and analyzed by using the 
density matrix method in a five-level atom-light coupling scheme (Fig. 1(a)). In this system four strong laser 
components couple a pair of atomic internal states to another pair of states to form a closed loop diamond- shape 
configuration of the atom-light interaction [1]. We consider various situations in which the atom could interact 
with the position-dependent standing-wave fields (Fig. 1(b)-(d)).  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the five level quantum system. Here the atomic states are denoted by 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 and 5 , 

the coherent probe and driving fields are p and ij , respectively. The spontaneous decay rates from the upper level i to 

the lower level k are denoted by ik . (b), (c), and (d) Different situations considered in which the atom could interact 

with the position- dependent standing-wave fields. 
  

By systematically solving the density matrix equations of the motion, we show that the imaginary part of the 
susceptibility for the weak probe field is position-dependent. As a result, we can obtain information about the 
position of the atom by measuring the resulting absorption spectra. Focusing on the signatures of the relative 
phase of the applied fields providing the closed- loop structure of the diamond- shape subsystem, we present 
analytical solutions to elucidate the phase- control of spatial- distribution of the atom passing through the 
standing waves. We find out that there exists a significant phase dependence of the eigenvalues leading to the 
phase dependence of the probe absorption spectra. By properly choosing the amplitudes and phases of the 
driving fields, the atom-light Hamiltonian can contain three, four, and two absorption peaks, resulting in 
different localization patterns for the atom. However, we show that the first two situations shown in Fig. 1(b) 
and Fig. 1(c) are not suitable for achieving high-resolution and perfect precision of 2D atom localization. In the 
last situation where the atom is coupled to a single standing wave (Fig. 1(d)), a nearly perfect 2D atom 
localization can be obtained. In this case, the detection probability of finding the atom at a particular position 
will be increased, and the precision of localization of the atom will be improved [2]. 

The atom localisation is detected here by measuring the probe-absorption spectra of the system. The 
absorption measurement is much easier to perform in a laboratory compared to the spontaneous emission 
measurement [3,4]. Moreover, here the atom is prepared in the ground state, which is very easy to implement in 
atomic physics experiments. These advantages suggests a relatively easy experimental implementation of our 2D 
atom localization scheme. 
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Case Studies for Coherent Control of Chaotic Molecular Systems

Johannes Floß and Paul Brumer
Chemical Physics Theory Group, Department of Chemistry and Centre for Quantum Information and Quantum Control, University of

Toronto, Ontario M5S 3H6, Canada

A major aim of coherent control is the steering of complex chemical reactions towards a desired product.
However, until today the success of this approach has been limited to rather simple processes, most of them are
unimolecular. Even moderately sized molecular systems reveal chaotic behaviour, extreme sensitivity of the phase
space trajectories on the initial conditions [1]. Using simple model systems for which the underlying classical
dynamics are chaotic, we will present theoretical case studies on the prospects of coherent control of such systems.
Based on these model systems, simple experimental schemes to test the relationship between chaos and coherent
control are suggested.

We will show how the chaotic dynamics of the underlying classical system can manifest itself in the quantum
dynamics of the coherent control scheme. For example, we have found that the excited wave packet can show
Wigner (”chaotic”) or Poisson (”regular”) nearest level spacing distributions for a system that has an underlying
Poisson distribution – the coherent control scheme “picks” either distribution depending on whether the excitation
is into a classically chaotic or regular region of the phase space. Another manifestation can be found in the
quantum revivals. A chaotic region of the phase-space may prevent the excitation of a reviving wave packet, even
if the underlying level structure would support revivals.

For illustration, we present in Fig. 1 the case of laser-assisted alignment of the asymmetric top molecule SO2.
This is a well established coherent control scenario [2, 3]. However, if an external field is applied, the classical
motion becomes chaotic, as illustrated by the Poincaré maps shown in Figs. 1(a,b). This chaotic motion affects
the control scheme: If the excited wave packet is in a classically regular region of the phase-space [Figs. 1(c,e)],
strong alignment as well as quantum revivals can be observed. For the chaotic case on the other hand [Fig. 1(d)],
one may still observe alignment, but the quantum revivals are gone.

Fig. 1 (a,b): Classical dynamics of SO2 molecules in a static electric field, for (a) strong and (b) weak fields, illustrated by
Poincaré maps. Shown are the normalised projections of the angular momentum J on the O-O-axis and the normal of the
molecular plane, respectively, at the crossings of the surface of section (defined by the dipole moment being perpendicular to
the electric field). (c,d,e): Quantum dynamics of SO2 molecules in a static electric field, interacting with a 250 fs long laser
pulse which is linearly polarised in the same direction as the static field. Shown is the alignment of the O-O-axis – measured
as 〈cos2 α〉, where α is the angle between the O-O-axis and the static electric field – for different strengths E0 of the electric
field and peak intensities I0 of the laser pulse. The parameters are: (c) E0 = 0 MV/m, I0 = 20 TW/cm2; (d) E0 = 50 MV/m,
I0 = 20 TW/cm2; (e) E0 = 50 MV/m, I0 = 50 TW/cm2.
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Stopped Light at High Storage Efficiency in a Pr3+:Y2SiO5 Crystal 
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Storage of photonic qubits typically requires atomic media (i.e. quantum memories) of large optical depth - no 

matter which light storage protocol is applied to convert the photons to atomic excitations. The larger the optical 

depth OD = -ln(T), with the transmission T through the medium, the larger the storage and retrieval efficiency. A 

typical approach to reach high optical depth beyond 1000 is based on spatially confined cold atomic gases, e.g. 

atoms in a magneto-optical-trap [1]. However, due to atomic motion the maximal storage times and spatial 

multiplexing capacities are still very limited in gaseous media. Solid media, such as rare-earth ion-doped crystals, 

do not suffer from atomic motion, permit very long storage times and multiplexing. Moreover, they are easy to 

handle, integrate and scale. However, the drawback in such solids compared to cold atomic gases is their rather 

low optical depth, leading to rather low light storage efficiencies. As an example, in our recent work on light 

storage by electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in a Pr3+:Y2SiO5 crystal, we obtained ultra-long storage 

times up to one minute, but storage efficiencies in the regime of 1 % only [2]. Among others, this was limited by 

a small optical depth OD  3 in the Pr3+:Y2SiO5 crystal. 

A straightforward concept to increase the optical depth and storage efficiency is to use the medium in multipass 

configuration, i.e. to let the data pulse pass the medium N times. Though conceptionally simple, this is 

technologically often a rather tricky approach, as the dimensions of the media are typically rather small, and dense 

optical and control setups impose further geometrical constraints.  

In our EIT experiment in Pr3+:Y2SiO5, we implemented now a multipass setup to increase the efficiency of 

“stopped light” in the solid-state memory. The optical multipass setup is based on a ring configuration with two 

4f-imaging systems (see Fig. 1 (a), depicted for N=8 passes). 

 

 
Fig. 1 a) Optical multipass setup for the data pulse shown for N=8 passes together with the control beam needed for the EIT 

protocol. b) Experimental light storage efficiency and theoretical maximum efficiency [3] versus optical depth. 

 

Back reflection of one of the beams in the ring allows an easy variation of the number of passes up to N=16. 

Implementation of control techniques (e.g. dynamical decoupling, ZEFOZ) required to prolong the storage time 

remains possible also in the complex multipass setup. Using our setup we obtained an optical depth up to OD96. 

In combination with pulse shaping approaches, this enabled us to reach EIT storage efficiencies for classical light 

pulses up to 76 % (see Fig. 1 (b)) [4]. This exhibits the largest value reported so far in the available literature for 

solid state systems and protocols related to EIT.  

We will present the technical implementation of the multipass configuration, optimization procedures for efficient 

light storage by EIT, and dependencies of the storage efficiency with regard to relevant experimental parameters. 
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Selective Excitation of Uncorelated Sets of Adiabatic States in
Non-degenerate Hyperfine Level Systems
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3.St. Petersburg State Unviersity, 7/9 Universitetskaya nab., St. Petersburg, 199034, Russia
4.King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), Computer, Electrical and Mathematical Science and Engineering Division

(CEMSE), Thuwal, 23955-6900, Saudi Arabia

We study the formation of adiabatic states upon strong laser coupling of two levels with non-degenerate hyperfine
(HF) structure. We examine a typical Autler-Townes (AT) [1] type of experiment in the ladder excitation scheme
3S1/2−3P3/2−4D5/2, which is conveniently accessible by visible laser radiation sources. The strong field couples
the 3P3/2 and 4D5/2 states, creating adiabatic (laser-dressed) states [2], which are then probed by a weak laser
field on the 3S1/2−3P3/2 transition. Both laser fields are linearly polarized, implying the selection rule ∆MF = 0
for Zeeman sublevels, which allows us to consider each subset of mutually coupled HF levels with the same MF
as an independent multilevel system. The probe laser intensity is chosen week enough, in order to avoid optical
pumping and mixing of the ground state HF components. Doppler broadening due to atomic velocity distribution
is not taken into account, which is justified in laser-atom interactions in supersonic atomic beams [5].
We investigate numerically the population of state 4D5/2 as a function of the probe laser detuning for different
values of the coupling field strength and detuning. Our numerical calculations are based on the Optical Bloch
equations (OBEs) formalism [3] for the density matrix equations of motion. The system of OBEs for the diagonal
(Zeeman coherences) and the off-diagonal (optical coherences) elements is readily solved numerically using the
Split Operator Technique [4]. Analysis of the non-resonant adiabatic mixing of HF levels by the strong laser field
reveals some intuitively unexpected features of the AT spectra. First, the intensities of the bright peaks diminish
with the increase of the coupling field strength, such that the peak ratio is inversely proportional to the coupling
Rabi frequency squared. Second, and most interesting from applications point of view, it is possible to excite
two uncorrelated (orthogonal) configurations of adiabatic states, by using the appropriate choice of probe laser
detuning for excitation from F = 1 or F = 2 HF ground state components. Simultaneous use of two probe fields
pulses leads to interesting perspectives to form a two-component bichromatic polariton [6], where a single strong
control laser field can drive the independent propagation of the two uncoupled probe field pulses.
We acknowledge support from the Trilateral grant of the Latvian, Lithuanian, and Taiwanese Research Councils
FP-20174-ZF-N-100.
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Controlling spin-dependent directed transport in a bipartite lattice

Wenhua Hai, Yunrong Luo
Department of Physics and Key Laboratory of Low-dimensional Quantum Structures and

Quantum Control of Ministry of Education, Hunan Normal University, Changsha 410081, China

The theoretical model of synthetic gauge field for neutral atoms has been widely studied [1]. Recently, such a model
was realized experimentally in spinor Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [2]. Consequently, spin-orbit-coupled
(SO-coupled) atomic system became an ideal platform and attracted great interest in studying novel quantum
phenomena. On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that a quantum ratchetlike effect in a bipartite lattice
of the form ABABAB... can be induced by an amplitude-modulated periodic field to alternately decouple the two
nearest-neighbour sites with lattice separations AB and BA [3-5]. Therefore, it is expectable to seek novel control
strategies and applications for the spin-dependent dynamical localization (DL) and directed transport (DT) of single
atoms in a bipartite lattice based on the combined effects of the SO-coupling and the quantum ratchetlike.

In this paper, we study coherent control of spin-dependent DL and DT of a SO-coupled single atom loaded in
a driven optical bipartite lattice. Under the high-frequency limit and nearest-neighbour tight binding approxima-
tion, by combining the two effects of SO-coupling and quantum ratchetlike, we find a new decoupling mechanism
between states with the same (or different) spins, which leads to two sets of analytical solutions describing DL
and DT with (or without) spin flipping, and the approximate coherent destruction of tunneling (CDT) [3-5]. The
analytical results are numerically confirmed and perfect agreements are found. By extending the results to the case
of non-adjacent SO-coupled single atoms, we find the different DT forms which can be applied to control the prop-
agation speed and distance of the spin-Hall-like effect and to transport the quantum information carried by a few
atoms to an arbitrary predetermined position with adjustable velocity, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The results
can be experimentally tested in the current setups [6]. Particularly, making use of the approximate CDT, we can
obtain the stationary single atoms held in the desired write port and read port [7] labeled by the big dashed circles
in Fig. 1. Such a system has the advantage that the quantum information is localized in individually addressable
particles that can be manipulated and controlled in a straightforward way. We expect possible application of the
scheme in quantum information processing and in design of quantum logic gate device.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams for (a) the DL and (b) the DT of single atoms loaded in a driven optical bipartite lattice, and (c, d) the quantum
information transport via a spin chain of three single atoms carrying quantum qubits. Here, the filled circles represent the initial state of the
single atoms with different spin ↑ and ↓, and the empty circles denote the next state. In (a), the driving field is adjusted to make one of the
two effective couplings vanishing, then the synchronous Rabi oscillations with spin flipping of single atoms occur between the initial sites and
their right neighbor sites. In (b), by alternately decoupling the two nearest-neighbour sites with different lattice separations, the spin-Hall-like
effect with controllable propagation speed and distance is shown, where two different spin trains perform the DT without spin flipping toward
different directions, respectively. In (c), a short spin train labeled by the big dashed circle (write port) is initially imprinted quantum qubits, and
starts to transport toward the right. In (d), the quantum information carried by the spin train is transported to a desired read port by selecting
the number of adjustments to the driving field, then letting both the two effective couplings vanish.

Acknowledgments: This work was supported by the NNSF of China under Grant Nos. 11175064 and 11475060,
and the Construct Program of the National Key Discipline of China.
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Direct Excitation of Butterfly States in Rydberg Molecules
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Kaiserslautern, Germany
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Since their first theoretical prediction Rydberg molecules have become an increasing field of research. These
exotic states originate from the binding of a ground state atom in the electronic wave function of a highly-excited
Rydberg atom mediated by a Fermi contact type interaction. A special class of long-range molecular states, the
butterfly states, were first proposed by Greene et al. [1]. These states arise from a shape resonance in the p-wave
scattering channel of a ground state atom and a Rydberg electron and are characterized by an electron wavefunction
whose density distribution resembles the shape of a butterfly.

We report on the direct observation of deeply bound butterfly states of Rydberg molecules of 87Rb. The butterfly
states are studied by high resolution spectroscopy of UV-excited Rydberg molecules. We find states bound up to
−50 GHz from the 25P1/2,F = 1 state, corresponding to binding lengths of 50 a0 to 500 a0 and with permanent
electric dipole moments of up to 500 Debye. This distinguishes the observed butterfly states from the previously
observed long-range Rydberg molecules in rubidium.
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Interatomic Förster Resonance and Anomalous Low Spontaneous Decay
of p-Series States in Na
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The situation when one of the levels of Rydberg l-series of an atom is located more or less exactly between two
levels of adjacent l′ = (l+1) or l′ = (l−1) series corresponds to the so called Förster resonance [1]. Rydberg levels
can be shifted into a Förster resonance using external fields [2], which is a way for achieving tunable interaction
strength between atoms. The coherent nature of dipole-dipole interaction between Förster tuned Rydberg states
has also been demonstrated in a recent experiment [3]. Another recent study [4] has pointed towards a strong
blockade of dipole matrix elements for transitions between l′ and l-series in the vicinity of a Förster resonance.
The latter occurs when the difference of quantum defects ∆δ = δl′ − δl between the l′ and l-series is 0.5 (Förster
configuration). In that case the atom can be considered to a good approximation as an ideal 3D oscillator with
frequency ω , the energy levels of which are given by ε = ω × (2nr + l + 3/2), where nr is the radial quantum
number. The energy levels of l and l′ series of such oscillator exactly meet the Förster resonance condition.
Selection rules of the 3D oscillator allow for optical transitions only between the levels with energy difference
matching ω (atomic units are used). In accordance with the correspondence principle, “long” optical transitions
(i.e., transitions with frequency corresponding to multiples of ω) are forbidden; hence one would expect anomalous
increase of the radiative lifetime in the vicinity of a Förster resonance, when the behaviour of an atom is akin to
that of a 3D oscillator.

l Li Na K Rb Cs H
s 0.40 1.35 2.19 3.13 4.06 0
p 0.04 0.85 1.71 2.66 3.59 0

Table 1 Quantum defects δl for s-, p-series of alkali and hydrogen atoms [5].

Consider the lifetimes of hydrogen-like alkali atoms. As can be seen from Table 1, the l = 0 and l = 1 (i.e., s
and p) series are close to the Förster configuration of energy levels, while sodium is a special case because it fulfils
the condition ∆δ = δs −δp = 0.5.

l Li Na K Rb Cs H
s 0.005 0.015 0.017 0.017 0.018 0.013
p 0.069 0.014 0.051 0.075 0.061 1.00

Table 2 The Cl -coefficient for s-, p-series of alkali and hydrogen atoms [6].

According to the conclusions made in the review of alkali lifetimes [6], the spontaneous decay rates Anl = 1/τnl
for alkali Rydberg series obey the power law Anl = αCln−3

e f f /(l +0.5), where ne f f = n−δl is the effective quantum
number, the parameter α = 1.18 ·1010s−1, while the Cl-coefficients are provided in Table 2. The p-states of sodium
have the Cl=1 value nearly five times smaller than the respective values of other alkali atoms. Another interesting
observation is that for Na the coefficients Cl=0 and Cl=1 are nearly equal; such equality is another characteristic
feature of 3D oscillators. In this presentation we shall explain the occurrence of this anomaly in the spontaneous
emission rates of Na p-states by closeness of the levles of s- and p- series to the Förster configuration. We shall
also demonstrate how the transition matrix elements are significantly reduced (blockaded) using the example of a
single-parameter model potential.

We acknowledge partial support by the Trilateral grant of the Latvian, Lithuanian, and Taiwanese Research
Councils FP-20174-ZF-N-100.
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Ionization energy of optically cooled Li7 atoms measured by using allowed 

and forbidden Rydberg transitions 
 
 

B. B. Zelener, S. A. Saakyan, V. A. Sautenkov, B.V. Zelener, V.E. Fortov
 
 

Joint institute for high temperature RAS, Izhorskaya st. 13 Bd.2, 125412 ,Moscow, Russia  

 

The Li7 is very close to hydrogen and antihydrogen atoms. Therefore ionization energy of Li7 atom is very 

important parameter for atomic physics. We applied resonance two photon technique for excitation Rydberg 

states of Li7 atoms in magneto-optical trap. The direct observation of resonance fluorescence increases 

sensitivity and allows to record allowed and forbidden transition in the same set of measurements. In our work 

we used allowed and forbidden Rydberg transition for evaluation of lithium7 ionization energy. The highly-

excited states of atoms have been studied by tunable UV-laser. The results of measurements for different 

Rydberg states nS, nP, nD, nF with quantum numbers n from 38 to 161 will be presented. Obtained ionization 

energy is in a good agreement with previous experimental and theoretical data. The work is supported by the 

Russian Science Foundation, project no. 14–12–01279. 
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Rydberg atoms of Ytterbium 
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Physical properties of Rydberg atoms pave the way to experimental control of the quantum 

state of mesoscopic ensemble of particles. Interactions between Rydberg atoms are large for 

interparticle distances in the micrometer range. They can be used to induce Rydberg blockade and 

generate entanglement between two[1,2] or even larger ensemble [3] of atoms. Nevertheless, Rydberg 

atoms lack some of the ressources used with neutral atoms, especially  techniques such as imaging and 

optical dipole traps .  

 In this poster, I'll describe the experimental scheme under development and present the status 

of the experiment. Ytterbium atoms have two valence electrons which should allow applying optical  

manipulation on the Rydberg states. The idea is first to promote one electron to a long lived Rydberg 

state. The system can then be approximated as a free electron orbiting around an ionic core. The latter 

has still a valence electron that can be used for optical manipulation (i.e. imaging or trapping)  

 We are currently able to have Ytterbium atoms held inside a magneto-optical trap on the 

intercombinaison transition between 
1
S0    and 

3
P1 around 556nm. We performed the spectrocopy of the 

ns and nd Rydberg states from n=35 to n=80, increasing by two orders of magnitude the precision of 

their energy levels. By means of a Multi-Channel Quantum Defect Theory (MQDT) analysis we are 

able to fit the levels and deduce a new value of the ionization energy. The next step will be to 

complete the spectroscopy and compute the Stark map of the Rydberg states. 

 

     Fig 1 : Photograph of the Yb M.O.T.                    Fig 2 : Lu-Fano plot of the 6sns 
1
S0  serie 
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Helium atoms in ‘circular’ Rydberg states for hybrid cavity QED
experiments

Valentina Zhelyazkova and Stephen D. Hogan

University College London, Department of Physics and Astronomy,
Gower Street, WC1E 6BT, London, United Kingdom

Until recently, efforts directed towards the development of architectures for quantum information processing have
typically focused on individual quantum systems, e.g., atoms, ions, superconducting qubits, etc. However, it is
challenging to achieve in one single system all the criteria required for a scalable quantum computer, and new
attempts have increasingly been directed towards hybrid approaches to quantum computation [1], in which two
complimentary systems are combined to exploit the most favourable aspects of each. Inspired by cavity QED ex-
periments [2], in which atoms in the gas phase are coupled to three-dimensional microwave resonators, promising
prospect is to couple atomic systems to chip-based superconducting circuits [3].
Circular Rydberg states (states in which the excited electron is in an orbital with maximum angular momentum,
i.e., |ml | = l = n− 1) have properties which make them particularly well-suited for the above applications [4].
These include (i) long lifetimes (46 ms for the circular state with |n, l,ml〉 = |55,54,54〉 in helium), (ii) large
transition dipole moments and quasi-two-level character of ∆n = 1 circular-state-to-circular-state transitions (e.g.,
|〈55,54,54|µ|56,55,55〉| = 2148 ea0), and (iii) their low sensitivity to stray electric fields, including those em-
anating from surfaces. Together we expect these properties to offer long coherence times and narrow transition
line-widths in hybrid cavity QED experiments.
Here, we describe experiments in which helium atoms from a supersonic beam are excited to a low-angular mo-
mentum Rydberg state with n = 55 and subsequently transferred to the n = 55 circular state using the crossed
electric and magnetic fields method, as proposed by Delande and Gay [5]. The atoms are probed by ramped
electric-field ionization and high-resolution microwave spectroscopy. The successful preparation of these circular
states paves the way for future experiments in which we aim to coherently couple them to microwave fields in
chip-based superconducting microwave circuits.
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Electrostatic trapping Rydberg atoms above microwave transmission lines

Patrick Lancuba and Stephen D. Hogan
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College London, Gower Street, WC1E 6BT, UK.

The very large electric dipole moments associated with high Rydberg states of atoms and molecules (> 10000 D
for states with principal quantum numbers, n, greater than 51) make gas-phase samples in these states very well
suited to deceleration and trapping using inhomogeneous electric fields [1-5]. With the aim of developing a Ryd-
berg laboratory on a chip in which cold Rydberg atoms and molecules can be transported, manipulated and non-
destructively detected while being exploited in collision and spectroscopic studies [6,7], and in hybrid approaches
to quantum information processing [8], we have implemented a chip-based Rydberg-Stark decelerator [9,10] that
allows us to electrostatically trap cold Rydberg atoms directly above two-dimensional microwave transmission
lines. In these experiments helium atoms in Rydberg-Stark states with n = 48 were decelerated from 2000 m/s to
zero mean velocity in the laboratory-fixed frame-of-reference in the travelling electric traps of a transmission-line
decelerator. When brought to rest above the transmission line of the decelerator the trapped atoms were detected in
situ by pulsed electric field ionisation with the resulting He+ ions collected on a microchannel plate detector. The
experimental results have been compared with the results of numerical calculations of particle trajectories during
the deceleration and trapping process, and offer insights into sources of trap loss.
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Isotope shift of the electron affinity of carbon 
 

Christophe Blondel, David Bresteau and Cyril Drag 
Laboratoire Aimé-Cotton, Centre national de la recherche scientifique, université Paris-sud, F-91405 Orsay cedex, France 

 

The electron affinity of carbon has been measured on a C− beam by photodetachment microscopy, with a 

precision increased by one order of magnitude with respect to the last measurement, made in 1998 [1]. Isotopes 

12 and 13 are used in succession, which makes it possible to determine the isotope shift of the electron affinity 

of carbon. The obtained result, about -7.3(6) m−1, corroborates recent calculations of this shift [2]. The electron 

affinities of 12C and 13C are 1 017 970.5(10) and 1 017 963.3(10) m−1, i.e., 1.262 122 6(11) and 

1.262 113 6(12) eV, respectively [3]. 

 

 
Fig. 1 An electron interferogram obtained experimentally by photodetachment of 13C− in an electric field 
F=356(5) Vm−1 at a distance 0.563 m of the electron imaging detector. The laser wave number is set at 
1 022 366.45 m−1, i.e. about 60 m−1 above the 3P2 threshold. The best fitting synthetic image (right) provides a 
measurement of the kinetic energy ε of the photodetached electron, numerically 55.97(30) m−1 if we assume the 
electric field to be exactly 355.9 Vm−1. The method, however, essentially relies on fitting the phase of the 
interferogram, which is proportional to ε3/2/F. The uncertainty of the electric field value can thus make the 
uncertainty of the photoelectron energy significantly larger. The error made with the electric field measurement can 
be revealed by plotting the apparent threshold value as a function of the mean electron kinetic energy (figure 2). 
 

 
Fig. 2 Apparent 3P2 (excited) detachment thresholds of 12C− (squares) and 13C− (circles) as functions of the mean 
photoelectron kinetic energy. A linear regression down to zero electron kinetic energy is made to take a possible 
relative error on the electric field into account. The intercepts are 1 022 311.96(95) and 1 022 305.11(105) m−1 for 
isotope 12 and isotope 13, respectively. Fine structure subtraction provides the electron affinity (3P0 threshold). 
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Laser Induced Fluorescence spectroscopy applied to metallic atoms for 

investigations of solid propellant flames  
 

Gautier Vilmart, Nelly Dorval, Mikaël Orain, Brigitte Attal-Tretout, Alexandre Bresson 

 ONERA, the French Aerospace lab, F-91761 Palaiseau France 

 

We are interested in studying the combustion of solid composite aluminized propellants by means of 

LIF (Laser Induced Fluorescence) diagnostics. Composite propellants are composed of an oxidizer (ammonium 

perchlorate), a fuel (aluminium particles) and an inert polymeric binder. Metallic atoms such as iron atoms may 

be present when burning rate catalysts are used in the propellant formulations. Our idea is to use gaseous Fe and 

Al atoms as fluorescent markers in order to record their spatial distributions atoms above the burning surface of 

the propellant. The strong line strengths of the electronic transitions of the atoms should be an advantage to 

improve the sensitivity of the LIF technique for probing this harsh combustion environment (high-pressure, 

high-luminosity, heavily particle laden medium). Spectral investigations are performed in the UV range in order 

to avoid the strong interference with the blackbody radiation. Furthermore the fluorescence signal is detected far 

away from the excitation wavelength in order to get rid of the spurious laser scattering (e.g. Mie scattering).  

 Figure 1 shows a dispersed fluorescence spectrum using KrF laser excitation at 248 nm of Fe (a
5
D-x

5
F 

transition) which is composed of the prominent resonance fluorescence and direct fluorescence lines at 248 nm, 

300 nm and 304 nm.  Weaker spectral features are also observed at 250/255 nm, 272/274 nm, 278/285 nm and 

305/310 nm. In order to assign properly these latter features to stepwise fluorescence lines due to collisional 

energy transfer between the excited state and the lower energy states, we have developed a simple theoretical 

model that takes into account the different fluorescence pathways. The model is based on the kinetic equations of 

the LIF process which takes into account the electronic collisional transfer rates. The collisional transfer 

coefficients Qif (cm
3
.s

-1
) are approximately calculated by the kinetic theory of gases: 

,  where q is a steric factor, v (cm.s
-1

) is the thermal velocity, Npert
 
(cm

-3
) the 

collisional partner concentration, σ (cm
-2

) 
 
the cross section of the collisional reaction, ΔEa (cm

-1
) the activation 

energy of the collisional reaction, kB (cm
-1

.K
-1

) the Boltzmann constant  and T (K) the temperature. The 

simulation which involved 490 levels is compared to the experiment in Fig 1.a. The model successfully predicts 

which electronic levels are populated by collisions namely, y
5
G, x

5
D, y

5
P (Fig 1.b). Good agreement is found 

between the calculated coefficients Qif and the measured ones given in [1].The experimental spectrum is fitted 

quite well, although some discrepancies remain which are certainly due to the simple model used to calculate the 

Qif coefficients. We will present the structure of the code and fine comparisons with experimental data.  

 

 
Fig. 1 a. Comparison of calculated and experimental dispersed fluorescence spectrum of Fe at 300 mbar and 2000 K in 
He for laser excitation at 248 nm. b. Diagram of the  transitions involved in the fluorescence spectrum of Fe.  
 

For the Al atom, two excitation/detection schemes are being investigated 308-309 nm/396 nm and 257 

nm/309 nm. An evaporation chamber has been specifically developed and instrumented for in situ optical 

diagnostics. Metal evaporation parameters are readily controllable which enable spectroscopic analysis. Laser 

excitation is provided by nanoseconde-pulsed tunable dye laser. Both excitation and dispersed fluorescence 

spectra are recorded. The radiative lifetimes of different involved levels and the rate of collisional transfers are 

determined. The saturation threshold and the line spectral shapes depending on the laser intensity are also 

measured.    
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Lamb Shifts and Many-Body Effects in Neutral Atoms

Jacinda Ginges, Julian Berengut
School of Physics, University of New South Wales, Sydney NSW 2052, Australia

We use the radiative potential method [1] to study many-body effects on the Lamb shifts in neutral alkali atoms
[2,3]. The effects of core relaxation and valence-core correlations are considered. Calculations are performed for
the lowest valence s, p, and d waves for the series of alkali atoms Na to E119. We demonstrate the reliability of
the method by performing calculations of Lamb shifts in frozen atomic potentials and comparing with the results
of rigorous quantum electrodynamics calculations [4]; the results for s-wave binding energies agree at the level of
1%. Overall, the many-body effects act to increase the size of the shifts. For s waves, consideration of many-body
effects is important for obtaining high accuracy. For p and d waves, account of these effects is crucial for obtaining
the correct size and sign of the shifts. The many-body enhancement for the d-wave shifts is so sizeable that these
shifts are only an order of magnitude smaller than the s-wave shifts for the atoms K to E119. High-precision
spectroscopic studies for neutral alkali atoms could provide sensitive tests of combined many-body and quantum
electrodynamics effects.
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Ground State Calculations for Coulomb Three-body Systems
with Different Masses using Adjustable Sturmian Functions

Juan Martı́n Randazzo1 and Lorenzo Ugo Ancarani2
1. División Fı́sica Atómica, Molecular y Óptica, Centro Atómico Bariloche, 8400 S. C. de Bariloche, Rı́o Negro, Argentina

2. Equipe TMS, SRSMC, UMR CNRS 7565, Université de Lorraine, 57078 Metz, France

In this work we test a configuration interaction method implemented with Sturmian Functions (SF) to obtain ground
state energies of several Coulomb three-body systems with different masses and charges. The one-particle basis
functions come from a fictitious two-body problem where the energy is fixed and the eigenvalue is the magnitude
of one of the potentials included in a Sturmian equation.

By optimizing the Sturmian basis [1], it has been shown that it is possible to improve the expansion conver-
gence, reaching the best known energy value of the helium ground state with a fixed number of radial and angular
basis functions. Contrary to the well-known Coulomb Sturmian Functions, Generalized Sturmian Functions map
to a Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem to which one can impose exact two-body Kato cusp conditions in the
radial coordinate, and the asymptotic fall-off behavior associated to the case where one of the particles is far away
from the other two. Although the method was shown to be very efficient, a full optimization of the basis becomes
cumbersome because one has to vary on the functional space of generating potentials [1]. In other publications
[2,3] we opted for a simplified approach by using one general potential with variational parameters.

It is the aim of this work to present a more friendly recipe to define the Sturmian basis, which are ultimately
used to find energies of different systems in a more practical way. This recipe is based on a simple and general way
to define the parameters and potentials of the Sturmian equation. Still with a focus on simplicity and practicality,
to generate the basis we remove from the radial equation the centrifugal barrier included in previous works [1-3].
In other words, for a given coordinate, instead of using a complete set of SF for each partial wave, we use always
the one corresponding to l = 0 for every partial wave term. While this slightly reduces the basis efficiency (i.e.,
finally, the energy accuracy for a fixed number of basis functions), it provides a substantial gain in memory and
computational time resources; in practice, this gain is used to recover, and surpass, the lost accuracy.

We build three-body ground state wave functions for general masses and charges with a configuration interac-
tion scheme with products of two of such one-particle SF (i.e., we use two of the three inter-particle coordinates).
Since all three particles are treated quantum mechanically on equal footing, we have the choice amongst three
different pairs. When two particles are much lighter than the third one, the natural choice consists in taking as
radial coordinates the two distances from the heavy center. When considering systems with two equal masses,
such as H+

2 and Ps− (e−− e−− e+), we have a choice, and we explore the convergence rates when choosing the
two possible options.

We calculated ground state energies for a large number of known and exotic systems, and compared them with
those obtained with correlated basis functions or with the hyperspherical harmonics expansion (see [4,5] and earlier
references therein). Very good precision can be achieved with a relatively moderate number of basis functions.
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Theoretical Hyperfine Structures of excited levels in 17O I and 19F I

Messaoud Nemouchi1, Nouria Aourir1, Michel Godefroid2, Per Jönsson3

1. Laboratoire d’Électronique Quantique, Faculté de Physique, USTHB, BP32, El-Alia, Algiers, Algeria
2. Chimie Quantique et Photophysique, Université libre de Bruxelles, B-1050 Brussels, Belgium

3. Center for Technology Studies, Malmö University, 205-06 Malmö, Sweden

Multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) [1] and multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-Fock (MCDHF) [2] calcula-
tions are performed on 2p5 2Po, 2p4(3P)3s 4P and 2p4(3P)3s 2P of fluorine to determine their hyperfine constants.
Several computing strategies are considered to include correlation and relativistic effects. In the MCHF non rel-
ativistic approach, first-order correlation effects are investigated through multiconfiguration expansions built by
allowing single (S) and double (D) excitations from the reference configuration state function (CSF) to orbitals of
increasing active sets [3]. Higher-order correlation effects are included through SD-multireference MCHF calcula-
tions based on a careful selection of the largest components of the single reference MCHF wave functions to define
the multireference sets. Relativistic effects are evaluated using the Breit-Pauli approximation. A similar strategy
is used for the calculation of MCDHF relativistic wave functions and hyperfine parameters.
We observe that correlation and relativistic effects are rather small for the ground state. We highlight however
some significant effect of relativity on the A1/2 hyperfine constants of 2p4(3P)3s 4P. For all other states, correla-
tion effects are, as expected, the most important contribution to the hyperfine interaction.
We also revisit the hyperfine constants of 2p3(4S)3s 5So and 2p3(4S)3p 5Po in 17O I [4] using similar strategies.
The results are found to be in excellent agreement with experiment [5].
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Magnetic shielding constant for relativistic hydrogenlike
atom in an arbitrary discrete energy eigenstate

Patrycja Stefańska
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Analytical calculations of electric and magnetic properties of the relativistic one-electron atoms, performed within
the perturbation theory combined with the Green function technique, require the knowledge of the Dirac–Coulomb
Green function (DCGF). One of the most useful form of that function is its expansion in the Sturmian basis
proposed by Szmytkowski in [1]. It has been used in calculations of many electromagnetic parameters of Dirac one-
electron atom in the ground state (cf. e.g. [2, 3]). Recently, we have shown that utility of this method goes beyond
the study of the atomic ground state. Using it, we derived analytically the expressions for the magnetizability [4,
5] and the magnetic-dipole-to-electric-quadrupole cross susceptibility [6] of the atom being in an arbitrary discrete
energy eigenstate. Both results are of the form of double finite sum of the hypergeometric function 3F2 with the
unit argument and agree with every single result obtained by other authors for some particular states of the atom.

In this work, we present an application of the DCGF Sturmian expansion technique to obtain closed-form
expression for the magnetic dipole shielding constant (σ ) of the relativistic hydrogenlike atom in an arbitrary
discrete energy eigenstate [7]. In contrast to the final results from [4-6], the formula for σ was found to be
possible to transform it into an elementary form with the use of the theory of hypergeometric functions. The final
expression for the magnetic shielding constant of Dirac one-electron atom being in the state characterized by the
set of quantum numbers {nr,κ,µ}, in which nr denotes the radial quantum number, κ is an integer different from
zero (related to the principal quantum number n through n = nr + |κ|), µ is the magnetic quantum number, reads

σ =
α2Z

(4κ2−1)N2
nrκ

{
κ2− η(+)

nrκ
4
− η(−)

nrκ
4

+
µ2

4κ2−1

[
2κ +1
2κ−1

η(+)
nrκ +

2κ−1
2κ +1

η(−)
nrκ +

4κ2(4κ2−5)
4κ2−1

+
32κ3 [2κ(nr + γκ )−Nnrκ ] (αZ)2

γκ (4γ2
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where η(±)
nrκ = Nnrκ(2κ±1)/(nr +γκ±Nnrκ), with Nnrκ =±

√
n2

r +2nrγκ +κ2 and γκ =
√

κ2− (αZ)2. For states
with zero radial quantum number, the above formula reduces to the one obtained by Moore [8]. In turn, by
substituting κ = −1 into the above equation, we reconstruct the result provided by Ivanov et al. in [9]. For very
special case, i.e. the atomic ground state, our general expression for σ is in agreement with the formulas derived
earlier by Zapryagaev et al. [10], Cheng et al. [11], and also by us [12]. Moreover, for states with n = 2 we get the
same results as Pyper and Zhang [13].
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 Calculation of Ar Photoelectron Satellites to Double Core Hole States in 
Hard X-ray Region 
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Recent experiments in hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HARPES) resulted in an essentially new type of 
photoelectron satellites, corresponding to final double core hole (DCH) states and one excited electron [1]. In the 
case of Ar ionization, the excited states have configurations 1s-12p-1(2S+1P)np(2S) and 1s-12p-1(2S+1P)4s(2P). The 
first series corresponds to As1s ionization with excitation 2p np and the second series corresponds to Ar2p 
ionization with excitation 1s 4s. Due to a very large excitation energy, intensities of these satellite peaks are 
two orders of magnitude smaller than that, corresponding to the excitation from valence shells [2]. 

We demonstrate in this presentation that the results of [1] can be understood in the frame of a rather simple 
theoretical approaches – shake-up for the high intensity lines with a big contribution of knock-up for lines with 
low intensities. 

Calculations were performed in the frame of the shake-up model, using many-body perturbation theory in a 
basis of Hartree-Fock one-electron functions [3]. Since in the excitation 1s 4s the energy transfer to the 
satellite is very large, the correction of photoionization cross-section due to satellite energy of the main line 
according to the results of [3] was performed. The data obtained are presented in the Table. 

   
TABLE Theoretical and experimental shake-up intensities (in 10-4) of Ar 1s photoelectron line 

Final state Spectroscopic 
factor  

Including the correction 
due to satellite energy 

Experiment [1, 2] 
1s-13p-14p(2S) 680a) 680 ~600 
1s-12p-1(1P1)4p(2S)   2.6  3.0  ~2.75 
1s-12p-1(1P1)5p(2S) 1.0 1.18 ~0.75 
1s-12p-1(1P1)6p(2S) 0.48 0.57 ~0.37 
1s-12p-1(3P0,1,2)4p(2S)   4.5  5.3 ~2.08 
1s-12p-1(3P0,1,2)5p(2S) 1.7 2.0 ~0.79 
1s-12p-1(1P1)4s(2P)   0.30 10-5 b) 0.60 10-3 c) ~0.33 
1s-12p-1(3P0,1,2)4s(2P ) 0.96 10-3 b) 0.19 c) ~0.23 

 
a) The sum of 1s-13p-1(1P)4p and 1s-13p-1(3P)4p states, whose theoretical intensities equal to 0.025 and 

0.043 of Ar 1s line intensity, respectively 
b) Spectroscopic factors were multiplied by the ratio of photoionization cross-sections 2p/1s =0.0383 

(photon energy 3900 eV for both shells). 
c) Spectroscopic factors were multiplied by the ratio of photoionization cross-sections 2p/1s =7.63 

(photon energy 700 eV for 2p –shell and photon energy 3900 eV for 1s-shell). 
It is seen from the Table, that theoretical results for the most intense series 1s-12p-1(2S+1P)np(2S) are in good 
agreement with the experiment [1]. 

It is also seen that for the 1s-12p-1(1P1)4s(2P) line the shake-up model used is not sufficient to explain 
experimental intensity. However, close to this configuration another one, 1s-12p-1(1P)3d(2P), is located. It was 
obtained, that for this case the direct knock-up of an electron by outgoing electron should be taken into account. 
In this approach the latter state was interpreted as 1s-12p-1(1P1)3d(2P) satellite of 2p ionization leading to results 
that are in reasonable agreement with experiment. 
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Ambiguity in determination of interatomic potential of diatomic molecule 
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A theoretical study of ambiguity of determination of interatomic potential of diatomic molecule in case of spectrum 

with unresolved, or partially resolved, rotational structure will be presented. As an example we have analyzed an 

excitation spectrum of  the B31 ← X10+ electronic transition in CdAr van der Waals complex [1]. It has been 

shown, that when the experimental spectrum is measured only with vibrational resolution, i.e., without resolved 

rotational structure, one can find several significantly different representations of the upper-state interatomic 

potential that provide proper simulations of the experimental spectrum. 
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Fig. 1 (A) Reference spectrum (grey) and simulation (black) performed under an assumption that the B31-state interatomic potential is 

represented with a Morse function with parameters Re′  = 5.05[Å], De′  = 55.0[cm-1] β′ = 0.988[1/Å-1] and transition dipole moments determined 
for the following points: 2[Å] = 2.0, 3[Å] = 2.0, 5[Å] = 1.0, 8[Å] = 1.0. (B) Reference spectrum (grey) and simulation (black) performed 

under the same assumption as in (A) but with the following parameters Re′  = 5.1[Å], De′  = 54.97[cm-1] β′ = 0.988[1/Å-1] and for transition 
dipole moments determined for the following points: 2[Å] = 2.0, 3[Å] = 2.2, 5[Å] = 3.0, 8[Å] = 1.0 For both simulations, parameters for the 

X10+ state were as in [1]. 
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Why are leaves green? Action spectroscopy of chlorophyll molecules and
dimers in vacuo.
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Chlorophyll (Chl) a and b are the main light-absorbing pigments found in green plants. It is nontrivial to predict
the absorption spectra of these molecules or what effect the protein environment may have. As a starting point,
we have measured the absorption spectra of gas-phase Chl a and b using photodissociation action spectroscopy
of Chl molecules tagged with quaternary ammonium ions [1,2]. These experimental data were used to calibrate
time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calculatons and determine the transition energies of the bare
Chls in the absence of the charge tag. Chl a and b differ only on one peripheral substituent, but their absorption
band maxima are shifted relative to each other by more than 30 nm. These shifts were reproduced in our gas-
phase data, meaning that they are intrinsic effects and not due to interactions with the micro-environment. On
the other hand, the bands of both Chl a and b were significantly blue-shifted relative to those in solution and in
proteins. Interactions with the protein and solvent environments are thus crucial to understanding the absorption
of chlorophylls.

One key mechanism by which the absorption spectrum of Chl is tuned in proteins is exciton coupling of two or
more Chl pigments. This purely quantum mechanical effect gives rise to a splitting of the energy levels (and thus
a color shift) of the collectively excited multi-Chl complex. It is difficult to disentangle this effect from shifts due
to interactions the protein microenvironment such as axial ligation. With the absorption spectra of bare Chl now
well established, we can begin to ask the question of which of these effects is more significant for color tuning.
Furthermore, these interactions govern the mechanism for energy transfer to the reaction centers of photosynthetic
proteins. For funnelling via localised states on the energy landscape, the protein environment is most important
whereas so-called supertransfer requires fully delocalized states where all pigments are excitonically coupled [3].
We have measured the intrinsic strength of exciton coupling by applying our action spectroscopy technique to
charge tagged dimers of Chl a [4]. Compared to our baseline measurements of Chl a monomers, the absorption
band maximum is red-shifted by 50-70 meV, in good agreement with our TDDFT calculations.

Fig. 1 Left: Optimized structure of Chl a dimer tagged with a quaternary ammonium cation. Right: Measured action spectra of
charge tagged Chl a monomers (dashed line) and dimers (solid line and symbols).
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Path integral simulation on muoniated acetone radical  
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A considerable amount of knowledge for muonium (Mu; complex of positive muon and electron) chemistry has 
been accumulated for over 30 years [1]. Compared with a proton, positive muon (µ+) has a smaller mass and 
larger magnetic moment. Because of these unique features, Mu is used as the muon spin 
resonance/rotation/relaxation (µSR), where hyperfine coupling constant (HFCC) is a good index for the 
magnetic interaction between electron and muon spins. 

The HFCC value of muoniated acetone radical (Mu-ACE, Figure 1) is measured by Percival et al [2] as 
10.27 MHz at 300 K (reduced using the proton magnetic moment). However, the reduced HFCC value for Mu-
ACE is calculated as -5.8 MHz with the conventional DFT calculation [3], where the quantum effect of nuclei 
and thermal effect are excluded. In this study, thus, we performed on-the-fly ab initio path integral molecular 
dynamics (PIMD) simulation [5], which can include these effects, to reproduce the reduced HFCC value of Mu-
ACE. We also calculated hydrogenated acetone radical (H-ACE) to compare with Mu-ACE.  

Table 1 shows the results of the reduced HFCC values with experimental ones. Our reduced HFCC 
values for Mu-ACE and H-ACE are calculated as 32.1 and 3.97 MHz, respectively, which are in reasonable 
agreement with the corresponding experimental values of 10.3 and 1.51 MHz. Such mass-dependence on the 
reduced HFCC values is due to the large quantum effect of muon. 
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Figure 1: Structure of Mu-ACE. 

Table 1: Reduced HFCC values for Mu-
ACE and H-ACE. [in MHz] 
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One of the ultimate goals of molecular physics is the possibility of manipulating the structural dynamics of 
molecules through external fields. To this end, one first has to image the molecular structure and dynamics with 
an extremely high temporal resolution and atomic spatial resolution simultaneously. In this perspective, laser-
induced electron diffraction (LIED) is an excellent candidate to this end [1]. In this work we describe the 
development of a novel implementation of mid-infrared-laser-induced diffraction for the investigation of 
ultrafast structure-resolved dynamics occurring in controlled complex molecules. 

Fig. 1 Experimental setup of pump-probe LIED experiments. 
  
The experimental setup for pump-probe LIED experiments is reported in Fig. 1. Strongly 3D aligned molecules 
are prepared in the interaction area by exploiting a combination of quantum-state-selected molecular beams and 
pulse-shaped laser fields (both adiabatic and field-free alignment are used, alternatively) [2]. Molecular 
orientation can also be achieved by the application of a moderately strong DC electric field. The controlled 
molecules are then excited by 30-fs UV pulses (230–400nm) generated by an IR-pumped optical parametric 
amplifier (OPA), and the dynamics induced by the pump pulses is triggered and investigated by LIED. The LIED 
driving field consists of linearly polarised 50-fs pulses, with a tunable wavelength in the range 1.8-2.5 µm and an 
energy of few hundreds µJ (at 2.5 µm). 
The photoelectron angular distribution is recorded in a high-energy velocity map imaging spectrometer, with a 
maximum detectable photoelectron kinetic energy up to 500 eV. The rescattering part, e.g., the very-high-kinetic-
energy electrons, is analysed by exploiting Quantitative Rescattering (QRS) theory in combination with 
independent atom modelling, in order to retrieve the time-dependent structure of the molecule under study. 
With increasing complexity of the molecular system, a strong support by simulations might be of fundamental 
importance to disclose the signature of molecular structure imprinted in the photoelectron diffraction patterns. In 
particular, TD-DFT calculations are good candidates for the simulation of laser induced diffraction [3]. At the 
same time, the full calculation of photoionisation and rescattering processes in the presence of long-wavelength 
fields is still extremely challenging. In our work we aim to push the state of the art of experimental tools and 
theoretical models in the field of laser-induced diffraction, to reach an unprecedented insight in the time-
dependent structural dynamics of complex molecules. 
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Wavelength dependence of Photoelectron Circular Dichroism in
Femtosecond Multiphoton Ionization
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The asymmetry of photoelectron angular distributions (PADs) from randomly oriented enantiomers of chiral
molecules in the ionization with circularly polarized light arises in forward/backward direction with respect to the
light propagation. This effect was termed Photoelectron Circular Dichroism (PECD) and so far investigated using
synchrotron radiation [1] and recently also by using high harmonic generation [2]. We observed highly structured
asymmetries in the range of ± 10% on bicyclic Ketones [3, 4]. Due to the multi photon ionization (MPI), high or-
der Legendre polynomials appear in the measured PADs in the threshold as well as the above threshold ionization
[5]. We recently tested the sensitivity of femtosecond PECD on enantiomeric excess [6]. In the case of Reso-
nance Enhanced MPI (REMPI) using femtosecond laser pulses, the observed Legendre polynomial distribution is
determined through the intermediate resonance and can be influenced by the laser wavelength. In this contribu-
tion we show our recent findings on wavelength dependence of the PECD effect of bicyclic Ketones. Between
the ionization threshold for 3 photons to the region slightly below our previous measurement point at 398 nm, a
single intermediate dominates the PAD images while for even shorter wavelengths the contribution from a second
intermediate resonance arises.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup and excitation scheme
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Interatomic Coulombic Decay in Benzene dimer
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Aromatic π-π interactions are ubiquitous in chemistry, biology and engineering: these non-convalent interac-
tions play a vital role in molecular recognition processes [1], in the tertiary and quaternary structures of proteins
and DNA [2,3] as well as in organic crystal growth [4].

Benzene dimer is the simplest prototype system to study aromatic interactions and as such it has been studied
for decades (see [5] for a recent review). Owing to the small binding energy between the two molecules, the dimer
may exist in different conformational geometries, even at low temperature. Theory predicts three low and nearly
isoenergetic conformers, namely the T-shaped (T), the tilted T-shaped (TT) and the Parallel-Displaced (PD) ge-
ometries (see Fig.1). The binding energy of these conformers is around 2.8 kcal/mol. Among the other conformers
lying above these lowest configurations the sandwich (S) geometry has been widely investigated since it represents
a model for stacked structures. The T-shaped conformers have been confirmed experimentally using microwave
spectroscopy [6]. However, other configurations are more challenging to identify because they lack permanent
dipole moments.

In this work, we theoretically investigate a spectroscopic method based on the Intermolecular Coulombic Decay
(ICD) effect [7-10] in order to probe the various conformers of benzene dimer. ICD is an efficient and ultrafast
energy transfer process: after inner-valence ionization of a molecule embedded in a chemical environment this
molecular ion transfers its excess energy to a neighboring molecule which is then ionized. The timescale for
the energy transfer and the kinetic energy distribution of the secondary electron (so-called ICD electron) depend
strongly on the environment and in particular on the distance between the molecules.

We have computed the kinetic energy distributions of the photoelectron in coincidence with that of the ICD
electron for the lowest benzene dimer conformers. Subtanstial differences between these electron-electron spectra
may be used to identify the various configurations.

  

T TT

SPD

Fig. 1 Geometry of the lowest conformers of benzene dimer.
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New all-electron ab initio and experimental studies of the interatomic potentials of ungerade excited and ground 
electronic energy states of the heavy van der Waals dimers Cd2 and Hg2 were used as a “test-bed” for theory-to-
experiment comparisons. Representations of the lowest excited- and ground-state Cd2 and Hg2 interatomic 
potentials were proposed, by using a new analytical approach as well as by using an inverted perturbation approach. 
The comparison of the new ab-initio calculated potentials with the results of the analyses illustrates an improved 
theory-to-experiment agreement for demanding heavy systems such as Cd2 or Hg2. 

   
Fig. 1 (a) LIF excitation spectrum recorded [1] using the E31u(63P2)←X10+

g  transition in Hg2. (b) Simulation [2,3,4] performed assuming a 
Morse representation for the E31u- and X10+

g  -state potentials. (c) Interatomic potential of the E31u state of Hg2. The scheme shows ab-initio 
calculated potentials of Czuchaj et al. [5] (full squares), Kullie [6] (empty circles) and of this work (full circles), as well as those obtained 
experimentally [1] (dashed line) and in this study from simulation of the LIF excitation spectrum (solid line). Positions of υ′=0 and υ′=13 

vibrational levels show the energy region within which the characterizations were performed.	
	
This work was supported by the National Science Centre Poland under grant number UMO-2015/17/B/ST4/04016. 
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Dependence of D2 Continuum Radiation on Electron Beam Energy in 

Electron Induced Fluorescence Experiment 
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Hydrogen and deuterium molecules have been extensively studied in the past, partly because of need for 

high-quality kinetic data necessary for modelling of plasmas, particularly in fusion [1, 2]. Our work in this field 

concentrates on studying excitation-emission processes using electron induced fluorescence (EIF). Within the 

experiment it is possible to measure emission spectra induced by electron impact and photon efficiency curves 

(PEC), which after calibration correspond to excitation-emission cross-sections of specific processes.  

In this abstract we present results of our recent experiments studying D2 continuum radiation originating 

from a
3
Σg

+
 → b

3
Σu

+
 transition. The hydrogen continuum spectrum is a superposition of narrower continua 

origination from the decay of different vibrational levels in the upper electronic state to the lower unbound state 

[1, 3]. The result is strong emission spanning from VUV to VIS range that has found its application in deuterium 

calibration lamp or other radiation sources. 

The electron induced fluorescence apparatus is described in detail in [4]. In present experiment we have used 

electron beam with electron energy resolution of 0.5eV FWHM at few hundreds nA of electron current. Photon 

emission was measured using optical system comprising of Cornerstone 260 grating monochromator, focusing 

optics and photon-counting Hamamatsu H4220P photomultiplier module sensitive in the spectral range from 200 

to 670nm. Background signal level was 0.3 photon/s and constituted predominantly by intrinsic noise of PMT. 

Optical resolution was about 1 nm with 500μm monochromator slits. Optical system was calibrated for spectral 

sensitivity by measuring tungsten filament emission and taking gray body radiation model above 500nm and 

using known H2 continuum radiation shape for wavelengths above 200nm [5]. Optical filter was used to cut off 

radiation below 420nm in order to rule out second order diffraction from our grating. 

In Fig. 1 we present D2 fluorescence spectra at five discrete electron beam energies ranging from 12 to 15eV 

in 200 – 650nm spectral region. With increasing electron energy we can observe the evolution of the emission 

spectra. Spectral structures appear as their respective excitation thresholds are exceeded, the continuum is visible 

at 12.5eV already and Fulcher bands appear at 15eV. The structures of the continuum, especially in 230 – 350nm 

region are in agreement with earlier studies [3, 5]. Uniqueness of present spectra lies in observation of the 

continuum radiation up to 650nm, which is much higher than commonly reported 500nm limit. Similar results 

have been achieved with H2 molecule. 

To verify that the signal at 650nm originates from the a
3
Σg

+
 → b

3
Σu

+
 transition, we have measured the PEC of 

D2 continuum at this wavelength (Fig. 2), which was selected to avoid any signal from nearby spectral lines. The 

shape of this curve is in agreement with PEC measured at 230nm. 

This work was supported by the Slovak Research and Development Agency, project Nr.  APVV-0733-11 and 

the grant agency VEGA, project Nr. 1/0417/15. This project has received funding from the European Union's 

Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 692335. 

 

Fig. 1 D2 fluorescence spectra at various energies.  Fig. 2 D2 PECs at 230nm and 650nm. 
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Circular Dichroism in the O 1s photoionization of fixed-in-space
methyloxirane enantiomers
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It is well known that chiral (optically active) molecules interact in different ways with right- and left-handed circu-
lar polarized light. This phenomenon is known as circular dichroism (CD), and it is routinely used to distinguish
different enantiomers of a chiral molecule by observing their total photoabsorption spectra [1]. Here, CD is gov-
erned by the electric-dipole – magnetic-dipole interference and it is on the order of about 10−3 − 10−5 of the
total absorption. In the angular-resolved photoelectron spectra, CD exists already in electric-dipole approximation
[2], and it is, therefore, much stronger. At present, a series of independent experiments has confirmed that in the
angular-resolved spectra of randomly oriented molecules photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD) can be seen as
a few percent forward-backward asymmetry in the emission of a photoelectron. Here, we prove that orienting a
chiral molecule in space additionally enhances the PECD by about a factor of 10.

The present experiment on the O 1s-photoionization of the methyloxirane molecules was performed by the
well-established COLTRIMS (Cold Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectroscopy, [3]) with synchrotron radiation
provided by the variable polarization undulator-based beamline SEXTANTS at the Synchrotron SOLEIL (Saint-
Aubin, France). Before the nuclei start to rearrange in response to the creation of the O 1s-hole, an ultrafast
Auger decay takes place, which is finally followed by a Coulomb fragmentation of the doubly-charged ion. We
have observed and analyzed the molecular break-up into two different fragment combinations: C2H+

2 −COH+ and
CH+

3 −C2H2O+. The electronic structure and dynamics calculations were carried out by the Single Center method
and code [4], which provides an accurate description of the partial photoelectron continuum waves in molecules.
The photoionization transition amplitudes were computed in the Relaxed-Core Hartree-Fock approximation at the
equilibrium internuclear geometry of the ground electronic state of methyloxirane.

The PECD measured for the O 1s photoionization of the randomly oriented metyloxirane molecules shows
maximum values between 3 and 4%, whereas the PECD obtained after fixing the fragmentation axes in space
(angle between the molecular axis and the light propagation axis) shows a much higher effect. We observe an
asymmetry of up to 15% for the C2H+

2 − COH+ breakup and even higher asymmetries of up to 30% for the
fragmentation channel CH+

3 −C2H2O+. The presently computed PECDs show a good overall agreement with the
experimental data. For the fragmentation channel C2H+

2 − COH+, the present calculations show asymmetries of
up to 30%, whereas PECD of about 35% is computed for the fragmentation channel CH+

3 − C2H2O+. We also
observe the generally expected change of sign of PECD with respect to the interchange of the enantiomers for both,
randomly oriented and fixed-in-space molecules. Further analysis is performed by selecting molecular orientations
to be perpendicular to the light propagation direction and looking at the circular dichroism in angular distribution
(CDAD) as a function of the azimuthal emission angle in the polarization plane.
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The efficiency of laser-cooling relies on the existence of an almost closed optical-transition cycle in the energy 
spectrum of the considered species. In this respect rare-earth elements exhibit many transitions which are likely 
to induce noticeable leaks from the cooling cycle. In this work, to determine whether laser-cooling of singly-
ionized erbium Er+ is feasible, we have performed accurate electronic-structure calculations of energies and 
spontaneous-emission Einstein coefficients of Er+, using a combination of ab initio and least-square-fitting 
techniques [1]. We identify five weak closed transitions suitable for laser-cooling, the broadest of which is in the 
kilohertz range. For the strongest transitions, by simulating the cascade dynamics of spontaneous emission, we 
show that repumping is necessary, and we discuss possible repumping schemes. We expect our detailed study on 
Er+ to give a good insight into laser-cooling of neighbouring ions like Dy+. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1:	scheme	of	the	Er+	energy	levels	sorted	according	to	their	parity.	In	the	inset	are	shown	three	particular	levels	
which	are	the	most	suitable	for	laser	cooling.	
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Within the past decade, research on ultracold atoms has moved from the investigation of their 

fundamental properties to the application of ultracold samples in quantum simulation and precision 

metrology. The ability to tailor external potentials freely and to manipulate the interaction strength 

within the samples has led to numerous advances in the field. In particular, mixed quantum gases have 

attracted considerable interest, since they offer a wealth of research opportunities. These include the 

creation of deeply bound dipolar molecules [1], the investigation of few-particle physics [2, 3], the 

observation of quantum phases in optical lattices [4] and precision measurements [5].  Such mixed 

quantum gasses can generally be realized by using a single atomic species in multiple quantum states, by 

using multiple isotopes of the same species, or by using different atomic species. Thus it is possible to 

realize Bose-Fermi, Bose-Bose or Fermi-Fermi mixtures. Since cooling techniques to achieve ultracold 

temperatures have become available for an increasing number of atomic species, this leads to a 

considerable number of possible mixtures. Here, we present the production of dual-species Bose-

Einstein condensates of 
39

K and 
87

Rb. Preparation of both species in the |F = 1, mF = −1> state enabled 

us to exploit a total of three Feshbach resonances which allows for simultaneous Feshbach tuning of the 
39

K intraspecies and the 
39

K-
87

Rb interspecies scattering length. Thus dual-species Bose-Einstein 

condensates were produced by sympathetic cooling of 
39

K with 
87

Rb. A dark spontaneous force optical 

trap was used for 
87

Rb, to reduce the losses in 
39

K due to light-assisted collisions in the optical trapping 

phase, which can be of benefit for other dual-species experiments. The tunability of the scattering length 

was used to perform precision spectroscopy of the interspecies Feshbach resonance located at 117.56(2) 

G and to determine the width of the resonance to 1.21(5) G by rethermalization measurements. The 

transition region from miscible to immiscible dual-species condensates was investigated and the 

interspecies background scattering length was determined to 28.5 a0 using an empirical model. This 

paves the way for dual-species experiments with 
39

K and 
87

Rb BECs ranging from molecular physics to 

precision metrology.  

 
. 
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For the purpose of precise manipulation for cold atoms, one of radiative forces, the dipole force, is usually 

applied as a typical manipulation technique. The dipole force is a conservative force based on stimulated 

emission and absorption of photons. On the other hand, another radiative force, the scattering force, is different 

possibility of realization of the manipulation for atoms by photon-atom interaction [1]. 

The scattering force results from photon collision against an atom and photon scattering in random directions, 

and dependent on detuning from a resonance line of the atom [2,3]. In general, the scattering force of an optical 

dipole trap is quite weak to effect on atoms because the laser detuning is far from the resonance in a typical Far-

Off Resonant optical dipole Trap (FORT). On the other hand, in the case of a Near-Optical Resonant Trap 

(NORT) with the detuning being the range of several GHz to several THz from D1 line of rubidium atoms, the 

atoms cloud in NORT may be affected by the scattering force [1].  

   We measure the displacement of center-of-mass positions of the atoms in the NORT, with the dependence of 

the power and the detuning of NORT. The detuning of the laser from D1 line is in the range from 30 to 150 GHz. 

In order to measure the displacement precisely, we prepare the atom cloud in NORT-FORT crossed trap as 

shown as Fig. 1(a). The pre-cooled atoms are trapped in 42×42×200 m region with 2×10
4
 atoms at 70 μK. By 

turning off the FORT non-adiabatically, we can observe trap time dependence of atom cloud, and estimate the 

displacement of the center-of-mass of the atoms in NORT. Figure 1(b) shows the dependence of the 

displacement of the atoms on the trap time with the laser power being 172 mW, and the frequency detuning  in 

the range from 50 to 100 GHz from a resonance of rubidium atoms. The displacements of the center-of-mass 

atoms positions increase in increasing of the trap time. The experimented displacement can be fitted by the 

parabolic curve in good agreement. This means that atoms behave as an uniformly accelerated motion. The 

acceleration of atoms tends to be inversely proportional to detuning from D1 line and proportional to laser power. 

We find that acceleration can be explained by the scattering force of NORT. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 (a) NORT-FORT crossed trap. (b) Displacement of the-center-of the mass positions of the atom cloud in NORT 
with the detuning . 
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Cooperative emission of light in optically thick strontium cold cloud
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We investigate the transient coherent transmission of light through an optically thick cold Strontium gas [1]. We
observe a coherent superflash of light just after an abrupt probe extinction, with peak intensity, surprisingly, well
above the incident intensity (see Fig. 1a). We show that thiscoherent superflash is a direct signature of the cooper-
ative forward emission of the atoms [2]. Similarities between the superflash effect and the Dicke superradiance can
be drawn where the optical thickness plays the role of the number of cooperative atoms. Taking advantage of the
fast decay time of the cooperative emission, we create a pulse train of light with a repetition time shorter than the
atomic lifetime (see Fig. 1b). In this regime single atom spontaneous emission can be quenched and the response
of the cold gas is fully governed by cooperativity [3].
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Fig. 1 (a) temporal evolution of the transmitted light into an optically thick cold cloud of atoms (black line). The red curve
shows the normalized incident intensity. Inset: zoom att ∼ 0. The frequency detuning isδ = −11.2Γ, whereΓ is the atomic
linewidth. (b) coherent transmission for a periodic abruptchange of the phase of the incident field. Here we haveδ = 0

The experiments were performed using the narrow intercombination line of Strontium. The long lifetime of the
excited state was of key importance to resolve the temporal evolution of the system. More standard transitions
on thermal vapors (with Rubidium for example) would lead to the same phenomena, but in the picosecond range.
Potential applications for pulse generation can be proposed. On a more fundamental aspect, transient coherent
transmission of light can be an interesting probing tool to reveals pair correlation in quantum gases.
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Experimental realization of a single-ion heat 
engine 
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Thermodynamic machines can be reduced to the ultimate atomic limit [1], using a single ion as a working agent. 
The confinement in a linear Paul trap with tapered geometry allows for coupling axial and radial modes of 
oscillation. The heat-engine is driven thermally by coupling it alternately to hot and cold reservoirs, using the 
output power of the engine to drive a harmonic oscillation. From direct measurements of the ion dynamics, the 
thermodynamic cycles for various temperature differences of the reservoirs can be determined [2] and the 
efficiency compared with analytical estimates. 
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Ac Stark Shifts for Ultracold Dysprosium and Holmium  
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Ultracold gases of dipolar particles have attracted tremendous interest during the past years, due to their 

application in exploring strongly correlated matter with the presence of the long-range, anisotropic dipole-dipole 
interaction [1]. Lanthanide atoms, which possess an electronic configuration with an unfilled inner 4f shell 
shielded by a closed 6s outer shell, are very promising candidates to study dipolar quantum gases. Among the 
lanthanides, dysprosium [2] and holmium [3] possess some of the largest magnetic moments, equal to 10 and 9 
Bohr magnetons respectively.  

The deep understanding of the optical trapping – trap depth and photon-scattering rate – of lanthanides is 
necessary to control them with laser fields. In this work, we investigate theoretically the complex dynamic dipole 
polarizability of dysprosium and holmium in their ground and first excited states. The calculations are performed 
with the sum-over-state formula, whose flexibility enables us to calculate both the real and imaginary parts of the 
scalar, vector and tensor polarizabilities for any trapping frequency, with the same set of atomic transition 
energies and transition dipole moments. The latter, which are computed using a combination of ab initio and 
least-square-fitting techniques, also give us precious information on the spectroscopy of dysprosium and 
holmium. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Real part of the dynamic dipole polarizabilities (in atomic units) and corresponding trap depths obtained for 

an intensity of 1 GW.m-2, for ground-state dysprosium (Dy) and holmium (Ho), as functions of the trapping 

frequency and wavelength. Panel (a) shows the scalar contribution, and panel (b) the tensor one. 

Our results indicate that, for the real part of the polarizability, the vector and tensor contributions are 
extremely small compared to the scalar contribution (see Figure 1), whereas for the imaginary part, all the 
contributions have the same order of magnitude. These conclusions, which are valid for the ground and first 
excited states of Dy and Ho, are similar to our previous work on erbium [4]. For both atoms, the polarizability of 
the ground and the first excited are very close, which make them interesting candidates for metrology [5]. 
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Long ion chain in a octupole trap: local minimas on mutipolar RF traps

Jofre Pedregosa-Gutierrez, Marius Kamsap, Caroline Champenois, Marie Houssin, Martina Knoop
Aix Marseille Université, CNRS, PIIM, UMR 7345, 13397 Marseille, France

The radiofrequency linear ion trap is a widely used device in physics and chemistry. The quadrupole linear trap is
a widespread tool for many fundamental physics experiments (quantum computing, metrology, etc). Compared to
quadrupole trap, higher order traps present the interesting feature to generate an almost flat potential well, which
induces a small RF-driven motion and a low RF-heating, compared to quadrupole trap. These traps have been
widely used in the ultra cold collisions community with buffer gas cooled samples and to produce Coulomb crys-
tals of a new kind thanks to laser cooling [1].

However, ions in a 22-pole trap showed the presence of 10 local minimums [2]. In fact it can be proven that a
2k trap will lead to (k−1) minima unless the positioning of the 2k rods forming the trap are perfectly positioned.
Such imperfection leads to a symmetry breaking, responsible for the appearance of the (k−1) minima. While for
hot ions, such local minimums do not play a relevant role, they become important when the ion temperatures be-
come comparable to the local minimum depth, which can go from some 1 to 100 Kelvin, depending of the degree
of misalignment of the rods.

In ECAMP12 we will report in recent experiments where we have obtained three chains of ions with tempera-
tures lower than 10mK in an octopole trap. We will present the longest chain to date > 150 ions and show how it
follows the theory developed by Dubin et al.[3].

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

50
100
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200

Figure 1: Picture of the whole chain built from 5 pictures taken with a translated objective. Axes are in pixels.

In addition, it will presented a proof of principle showing that it is possible to correct for imperfections in the
case of multipolar radio-frequency trap [4].
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We study ion-molecule reactions under cold conditions, where quantum effects become important. By 

controlling the properties of both the ionic and neutral reactants, we can examine state-selected reaction 

dynamics and kinetics as a function of collision energy [1]. Cold neutral molecules are introduced into the 

reaction chamber through a Stark decelerator [2]; the ionic reactants are held in a linear Paul ion trap. The 

ensemble of laser-cooled atomic ions within the trap undergoes a phase transition, adopting an ordered structure 

called a Coulomb crystal [3]. Other non-laser cooled species can be sympathetically cooled into the Coulomb 

crystal, enabling a range of ionic targets to be prepared. 

     Reactions are investigated by monitoring the change in the morphology of the crystal over time (observed via 

laser-induced fluorescence) and by performing time-of-flight mass spectrometry. In particular, a charge 

exchange reaction between sympathetically cooled Xe
+
 ions and deuterated isotopologues of ammonia is studied 

using a novel damped cosine ion trap [4]. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Pictorial view of the detection process. Coulomb crystals are formed within the ion trap and subsequently 
ejected towards an MCP detector in order to perform time-of-flight mass-spectrometry. 
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Lifetime measurements of bound metastable levels in the carbon-group
anions: Si−, Ge−, Sn−

O. M. Hole1, M. Kaminska1, KC Chartkunchand1, R. Nascimento1, H. Hartman3,4, A. Pehlivan3, H.
Nilsson4, A. Engqvist1, E. Bäckström1, M. Gatchell1, A. Källberg1, P. Löfgren1, P. Reinhed1, S. Rosén1, A.

Simonsson1, R. D. Thomas1, D. Hanstorp2, S. Mannervik1, H. T. Schmidt1, and H. Cederquist1

1. Department of Physics, Stockholm University, SE-106 91 STOCKHOLM, Sweden
2. Department of Physics, Göteborg University, SE-412 96 GÖTEBORG, Sweden

3. Material Sciences and Applied Mathematics, Malmö University, 205 06 MALMÖ, Sweden
4. Lund Observatory, Lund University, Box 43, 221 00 LUND, Sweden

The Double ElectroStatic Ion Ring ExpEriment (DESIREE) is a tool with the primary goal of investigating inter-
actions between internally cold anions and cations at very low center-of-mass energies [1,2]. The storage rings
are situated within a cooled chamber (∼13 K) which limits the amount of black-body radiation. This enables the
storage of loosely bound atomic and molecular ions – ions that would rapidly photo-detach at ambient tempera-
tures. The low temperature also enables the rings to have excellent vacuum conditions (10−14 mbar) which means
that beams can be stored for long periods of time before they are lost due to collisions with the residual gas – 1/e
lifetimes of more than 103 seconds have been measured for several anions [1,3].

Here, we present preliminary measurements of the lifetimes of excited, metastable states for Si−, Ge− and Sn−.
These ions all have two bound excited states with 2D character with J=3/2 and J=5/2, respectively. The Si− ion,
only, has in a addition a third bound excited state - a 2P1/2 state. These excited states all have the same parity as
the 4S3/2 ground state and therefore electric-dipole transitions are forbidden and they decay slowly to the ground
state. The corresponding lifetimes range from seconds to several minutes. We will present preliminary results of
the measured intrinsic lifetimes of these metastable states using a similar method as established in earlier measure-
ments of lifetimes of metastable bound states based on the time and wavelength dependencies of photodetachment
signals in S− [3] and Ni− [4].

Fig. 1 A schematic of the DESIREE ion optics [1,2].
The measurements were done by probing the stored ion

beam with a short laser pulse at the straight section,
”SS”, of the symmetric ring. This photo-detaches a

small fraction of the ions which can then be detected by
the detector (MD). By using a laser wavelength either
above or below the photo-detachment threshold for the
ground state anions, we could selectively detach either

from all bound states or just the metastable bound states.
This allows for the determination of the lifetimes of the

metastable states.

Fig. 2 A typical dataset for measurements detaching all
bound states in Sn− - the two bound (2D) finestructure
levels and the 4S3/2 ground state with the probing laser

set to 532 nm. As can be seen in the inset the data points
(black dots) are well above the background level. The

main contributions to the background are detector noise
and ion neutralization due to rest-gas collisions.
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Centrifuge Deceleration of Internally Cold Polyatomic Molecules from a
Cryogenic Buffer-Gas Cell

T. Gantner1, X. Wu1, M. Koller1, M. Zeppenfeld1, S. Chervenkov1, and G. Rempe1

1. Max-Planck-Institut für Quantenoptik, Hans-Kopfermann-Str. 1, D-85748 Garching, Germany

Beams of translationally slow and internally cold polar molecules offer an indispensable tool for studying collision
dynamics and reaction pathways in the cold regime, and open new avenues for controlled chemistry, precision
spectroscopy, and exploration of fundamental physics, e.g., measurement of the dipole moment of the electron. The
production of bright beams of slow molecules with high internal-state purity, however, still presents a challenge.

To measure the rotational temperature of the molecules cooled in a cryogenic buffer-gas cell [1], we developed
a radio-frequency depletion method for guided molecules [2], which yields accurate information on their internal-
state distribution. Using this technique together with Monte-Carlo trajectory simulations, we can determine the
rotational temperature of the molecules leaving the buffer-gas cell. Exploring the process of buffer-gas cooling in
both the effusive and the supersonic regime showed rotational temperatures down to 4.1 K and 1.6 K, respectively.

Furthermore, we demonstrated the deceleration of molecules from the buffer-gas cell in the effusive regime,
employing the centrifugal force in a rotating frame [2]. We optimized the system to maximize the flux of slow
molecules, achieving intense continuous beams with fluxes of about 7 ∗ 109 molecules/s at velocities below 20
m/s. To demonstrate the generality of these methods, we implemented the thermometry as well as the deceleration
technique for two different molecules, CH3F and CF3CCH.
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On the VUV Emission Spectrum Excited by Electron Impact on the Gas-

Phase Alanine 
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Biomolecule fragmentation under the low-energy electron influence is being studied extensively using the 

mass-spectrometry technique [1]. However, in this case the role of the fragments produced due to excitation 

remains not clarified. This paper is devoted to studying the VUV-emission spectra produced in the electron 

collisions with the alanine molecules that could be useful for understanding the fragment excitation role. 

Present work was carried out using the crossed electron and molecular beam technique applying the concave 

diffraction grating vacuum monochromator described in detail elsewhere [2]. The beam of the molecules under 

study was formed from the fine-crystalline alanine powder by means of heating in the oven provided with a 

cylindrical channel. The oven was kept at the 100–120
о
С temperature, i.e. substantially below the alanine 

decomposition temperature (297
о
С). 

The emission spectra were recorded in the 112–180 nm region at the electron energies from 20 to 100 eV. 

The above spectrum measured at the 100 eV energy is shown in Fig. 1. Note that at the electron energies above 

40 eV the resonance atomic hydrogen 121.6 nm line dominates. A number of more long-wavelength emissions 

are observed in the above spectra (see Fig. 1). It is easy to state that, using the compilation data [3], some of 

them could be assigned to the atomic oxygen (115.0, 130.0, 135.5 nm), carbon (127.5, 156.1 nm) and nitrogen 

(120.0, 124.3 nm) spectra.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Emission spectra recorded at the 100 eV electron energy. 
  

The mechanisms of the appearance of the other emissions in the spectrum are analyzed. 
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Stabilities of porphyrin ions
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Henning T. Schmidt1 and Henrik Cederquist1

1. Department of Physics, Stockholm University, Stockholm, SE-106 91, Sweden

The importance of porphyrin derivatives is not only connected to biological functions, like respiration or photo-
synthesis, their presence in the interstellar medium has also been suggested [1, 2]. This raises questions on how
they are formed and respond to energetic processing by e.g. photons, electrons, and ions/atoms. Studies of their
inherent stabilities may help to shed light on these intriguing issues.

Ionisation and fragmentation of Metallo-TetraPhenyl Porphyrin MTPP (M=metal like Fe or Mn) and TPP have
been studied with various mass spectrometric techniques such as e.g. electron impact excitations [3] and two-
step laser mass spectrometry [4]. Here, we have studied the stability of MTPP and TPP cations using a Collision
Induced Dissociation (CID) type setup which is part of the DESIREE facility at Stockholm University. Briefly,
this setup consists of an electrospray ionization source followed by a quadrupole mass filter and a collision gas
cell. After the collisions, the ionic fragments are analysed by two pairs of electrostatic deflectors and recorded
with a position-sensitive microchannel plate detector. This setup allows us to measure fragment mass spectra at
different collision energies (1-13 keV in the laboratory frame) and absolute total fragmentation cross sections from
attenuation measurements of the primary ion beam as a function of the gas (e.g. He, Ne, Ar, or Xe) pressure in the
cell.
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Fig. 1 CID mass spectrum due to collisions between FeTPP cations and He at 80 eV center-of-mass energy.

In Fig. 1, we show the mass spectrum for FeTPP cations colliding with He atoms at a center of mass energy of
80 eV. The spectrum display similar features as those from electron impact studies [3], but the branching ratios are
markedly different. The peak corresponding to the intact ion is located at 668 amu in Fig. 1 (off scale). The most
prominent fragment mass peak corresponds to the loss of the phenyl group (-R, see the inset in Fig. 1). In between
these peaks there are peaks which are significantly stronger compared to those reported in Ref. 3. The reason for
this difference is still an open question. To aid in the interpretations of the experimental results, we are currently
performing molecular dynamics simulations of the entire collision process. Here, we use a similar approach as was
successfully used for studies of PAHs and fullerenes [5-7], which showed that prompt carbon atom knockout is a
prominent fragmentation pathway. This gives highly reactive fragments which may not be formed by e.g. photon
impact [5-7]. The present simulations will thus provide information on the fragmentation products and reveal if
knockout processes are important for porphyrins.
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Water soluble porphyrin dyes are compounds having unique photophysical properties and great biological 

significance. They play a key role in photosynthesis, oxygen transport, redox reactions. Porphyrins and their 
metallated derivatives, conjugates and supramolecular assemblies are efficiently applied in the medicine and in 
the nanoelectronics (solar cells etc.). One of them, TMPyP4 porphyrin, is well-known as efficient anti-viral 
agent, photo sensitizer for PDT, DNA binder and stabilizer of G-quadruplex structures. Its tricationic derivative, 
TMPyP3+ (Fig. 1), was synthesized. It bears the flexible carboxyalkyl linker which greatly facilitates its 
conjugation with another dyes, oligonucleotides, fullerenes or carbon nanotubes. High biological activity of this 
compound necessitates careful study not only of its properties themselves, but also of its complexes with 
biological molecules, one of whose most important representatives are nucleic acids (NA). 

Interaction of a tricationic water soluble porphyrin, TMPyP3+ with polyribonucleotide duplexes 
poly(G)poly(C) and poly(A)poly(U) has been studied in aqueous buffered solutions, pH 6.9, of low ionic 
strength in a wide range of molar phosphate-to-dye ratios (P/D).  To clarify the binding modes of TMPyP3+ to 
the biopolymers the various spectroscopic techniques, including absorption and polarized fluorescence 
spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and resonance light scattering were used.  

The dependence of normalized fluorescence intensity of TMPyP3+ porphyrin on P/D ratio (Fig. 2) is strongly 
dependent on the polymer base composition. So upon titration by poly(G)poly(C) the curve is biphasic. At P/D 
= 03 the porphyrin fluorescence quenching was observed being accompanied by the splitting of emission band, 
and increase of fluorescence polarization degree, p. The porphyrin Soret absorption band (SAB) exhibits 43 % 
hypochromism and 5 nm red shift;. The linear dependence of fluorescence intensity on P/D indicates external 
electrostatic binding of the cationic porphyrin to negatively charged phosphate backbone of NA with self-
stacking of nearest dye molecules. The minimal emission level, 52% from initial, was fixed at P/D = 3 
corresponding to the stoichiometric binding. Rise of resonance light scattering (RLS) signal evidence formation 
of extended aggregates (Fig. 3). Further increase of P/D results in the enhancement of porphyrin emission, rise 
of p up to 0.08, 15 nm red shift of SAB, small red shifts of fluorescence peaks, as well as the reduction of the 
light scattering. In such a way, another competitive binding mode predominated at high P/D ratios was identified 
as embedding of the porphyrin J-dimers into the groove of poly(G)poly(C). For TMPyP3+ bound to 
poly(A)poly(U) substantially different behavior was observed at P/D < 3. There is sharp increase in its emission 
intensity (Fig. 2), splitting of fluorescence band and rise of p, 49 % hypochromism and 14 nm red shift of SAB, 
and more significant enhancement of RLS signal (Fig. 3). So at low P/D ratios outside electrostatic binding 
without the porphyrin self-stacking was assumed, but with formation of large unordered aggregates. At high P/D 
the same groove binding mode is suggested as in the case of poly(G)poly(C). It manifests itself by gradual 
enhancement of the porphyrin emission, red shifts of absorption/fluorescence bands and rise of p up to 0.1. RLS 
signal remains high throughout all P/D range (Fig. 3) indicating existence of large aggregates in solution. These 
findings provide new insight into the features of molecular interactions between porphyrins and nucleic acids. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 
tricationic meso-porphyrin, 

TMPyP3+. 

Fig. 2 Dependence of relative
TMPyP3+fluorescence intensity of on P/D ratio
upon titration by poly(A)poly(U) () and
poly(G)poly(C) (●) in 5 mM phosphate buffer
pH6.9, Cdye= 10 µM, exc=500 nm,  obs= 680 nm.

Fig. 3 Dependence of the resonance light 
scattering intensity at λ = 500 nm on P/D ratio 
for TMPyP3+ complex with poly(A)poly(U) () 
and poly(G)poly(C) (●) in 5 mM phosphate 
buffer, pH6.9, [TMPyP3+] = 10 µM 
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All known forms of vision rely on one specific chromophore as their 

photon detector- the retinal protonated Schiff base (RPSB).  The RPSB, 

located in the centre of Opsin proteins, acts as an optical switch – 

whereby following the absorption of a photon it undergoes a 

photoisomerization. One approach to understand what makes this molecule so unique is by studying 
derivatives of the chromophore and thus examining how the photo properties of the chromophore depend 
on its exact structure. 
Recently our group and others have used two stages of ion-mobility spectroscopy to study isomerization 
and gas phase fragmentation of the RPSB, and have shown that the barrier energy for isomerization is much 
lower than within the protein. Here we extend these studies to derivatives of the chromophore and show 
how minute changes to the structure of the chromophore have dramatic effects on its isomerization 
properties. 
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We recently started the development of 2-dimensional arrays of metallic magnetic calorimeters (MMCs) 
for x-ray spectroscopy on highly charged heavy ions stored in EBITs and storage rings. MMCs are energy 
dispersive particle detectors operated at temperatures below 50 mK, which use a paramagnetic 
temperature sensor to convert the temperature upon the absorption of a single x-ray photon into a change 
of magnetic flux in a SQUID [1,2]. 
The detector system maXs uses a dry dilution refrigerator with long side arm as common cryogenic 
platform for 3 detector arrays, each consisting of 8x8 x-ray absorbers with optimized size and thickness 
for 20/30/200 keV x-rays having an energy resolution below 2/5/50eV. The detector geometry shares 
many details with the successful one-dimensional predecessors maXs-20/200, where the one for soft x-
rays has an instrumental linewidth of 1.6 eV(FWHM) in the investigated energy range up to 6 keV.  
We believe to be able to further enhance this energy resolution and push the resolving power of MMCs 
beyond 10000 by implementing: i) overhanging absorbers on small cross-section stems to reduce the loss 
of hot phonons and to eliminate position dependencies, ii) paramagnetic sensors made of Ag:Er instead of 
Au:Er to eliminate the hanging heat capacity carried by Au nuclei in the vicinity of Er ions,  iii) a novel fast 
high resolution susceptibility thermometer to stabilize the operating temperature of the detector platform 
and allow for unprecedented total gain stability. 
We discuss the physics of MMCs and the considerations that went into the design of our 2d-arrays. We 
present recent results on first maXs-30 arrays, including the linearity, the crosstalk between pixels and 
the improvement of the signal shapes introduced by the new sensor material Ag:Er. In addition, we show 
first results of measurements at the experimental storage ring ESR at GSI (Darmstadt, Germany), where 
we used the linear 1x8 pixel array maXs-200, optimized for hard x-rays, for the high resolution x-ray 
spectroscopy of H- and He-like Xe [3]. The demonstrated combination of stopping power, energy 
resolution, linearity and dynamic range will trigger numerous novel approaches in high precision atomic 
physics experiments with stored ion beams. 
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Dominant higher-order resonant contributions to Fe Kα x-ray line
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Resonantly captured electrons with energies below the excitation threshold are the strongest source of x-ray line
formation in plasmas at 2≤Te≤20 MK containing highly charged Fe ions. The angular distribution and polarization
of x rays emitted due to these processes were experimentally studied using an electron beam ion trap. Polarization
due to dielectronic recombination of Kr28+..34+ was measured using Compton polarimetry [1]. Later, the electron-
ion collision energy was scanned over the KLL dielectronic, trielectronic and quadruelectronic recombination
resonances of Fe and Kr ions with a resolution of ∼ 6 eV. The angular distribution of x rays was measured along
and perpendicular to the electron beam propagation direction.
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Fig. 1 Maximum polarization of iron Kα x rays due to resonant recombination as a function of the plasma temperature.
Higher-order trielectronic and quadroelectronic recombination transitions dominate total polarization in the temperature range
of 500–1500 eV (or 7–14 MK).

The data reveal the alignment of the populated excited states and show a high sensitivity of these parameters
to the relativistic Breit interaction [1, 2]. We found that most of the transitions lead to polarization, including
hitherto neglected trielectronic and quadruelectronic resonances. These channels dominate not only the ionization
balance but also the polarization of the prominent Kα x rays emitted by hot anisotropic plasmas in a broad range
temperature range (see Fig. 1). Our results comprehensively benchmark full-order atomic calculations done with
the FAC [3] and RATIP [4] codes. We conclude that accurate polarization diagnostics of hot anisotropic plasmas,
e. g., of solar flares and active galactic nuclei, and laboratory fusion plasmas of tokamaks can only be obtained
under the premise of inclusion of relativistic and higher-order resonances which were neglected in previous work.
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A new setup for studying the interaction of slow highly charged ions with 2D 
materials 
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Since its discovery [1] the unique electronic properties of ultimately thin single layer graphene (SLG), made 

of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms, has attracted enormous attention as an excellent candidate for future 
nanoelectronics. Disorder, as caused e.g. by collisions with energetic electrons or ions, alter the electronic 
structure and therefore allow to modify and tailor the properties of this true 2D material. Collision studies 
between ions and freestanding SLG are also of fundamental interest, because they bridge the gap between atomic 
collisions in gaseous and those in solid targets [2]. To learn more about the microscopic interaction mechanism 
we have built a new experimental setup (figure 1) based on the time-of-flight (TOF) technique, which allows us 
to study electron emission, energy loss and charge exchange associated with highly charged ion impact on SLG 
simultaneously.  

  
A room-temperature electron beam ion source (Dreebit EBIS-A), which is equipped with a Wien filter and 

mounted on a high voltage platform provides highly charged ions of different charge states Q (Xe1+ to Xe46+) at 
kinetic energies ranging from 100eVxQ to 12keVxQ. The ion beam is extracted in a continuous (DC) mode. To 
generate a start signal in our TOF setup the beam is blanked by a pulsed voltage applied to electric field plates. A 
set of collimators with an acceptance of <0.5° allows us to use blanking voltages of <50V with a rise/fall time of 
less then 1ns (GBS Spezialelektronik) [3]. Ions traversing through a SLG sample are recorded by an imaging 
multi channel plate (MCP) located at the end of the 1.7m long flight path. The MCP signal serves as a stop for 
the TOF measurement and another electrostatic beam deflector in front of the MCP allows a charge state 
separation. With this setup we plan to achieve an energy resolution of ∆E/E<2%, which will be sufficient to 
measure charge state enhanced kinetic energy loss [2].  

In parallel to the TOF a Vienna electron statistics detector is mounted [4]. Electrons emitted from the SLG 
are attracted by a weak electric field applied to a highly transparent grid mounted as close as possible to the 
target. This grid shields a surface barrier detector (SBD) biased at 25-30 kV. The quantity of emitted electrons 
per impact is obtained from the pulse height of the SBD which shows discrete peaks that can clearly be assigned 
to a certain number of emitted electrons.  

With this setup we aim on measure not only energy loss for charged and neutral transmitted ions/atoms, but 
also on coincidence measurements of charge exchange and electron emission. 
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Fig. 1 New	experimental	setup	based	on	the	time-of-flight	technique	
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Research on multiply and highly charged ions (HCIs) is of great interest not only for atomic physics but also for
fundamental studies. Electron beam ion traps (EBITs) have proven to be versatile and indispensable tools for HCI
production and study. In an EBIT, an electron beam is compressed by a strong, inhomogeneous magnetic field
to breed and trap these ions efficiently. Usually, the magnetic field is generated by superconducting coils, but
room-temperature models also exist.

To ease operation we have built a novel room-temperature EBIT based on permanent magnets whereby their
magnetic field is guided and focused at the trap center, reaching a value of 0.86 T. Our prototype EBIT can provide a
continuous beam of Xe ions up to charge state 29+, and a total ion current of 100 pA, with a
4 mA 2 keV electron beam. Charge states of Xe as high as 36+ were also produced. Pulsed extraction of Ar
ions up to charge state 16+ was demonstrated. Following this design we recently started to construct a second
generation of four new EBITs. While the protoype currently serves as a HCI source for the Penning trap ALPHA-
TRAP, dedicated to high-precision g-factor determinations, the new-generation EBITs will serve as HCI sources
for Paul or Penning traps, where precision measurements are performed at low HCI temperatures. In particular, at
PTB in Braunschweig we are currently setting up an experiment aiming at quantum logic spectroscopy in a cryo-
genic Paul trap based on CryPTEx [1, 2] to probe a possible variation of the fine-structure constant and with the
ultimate goal to create a novel optical atomic clock based on HCIs. A fourth EBIT will be constructed to provide
HCIs for X-ray laser spectroscopy at synchrotron and free-electron laser light sources. This EBIT features a novel
off-axis electron gun, which will enable the trap to be used for energy calibration at such facilities. The photon
beam then can pass through the EBIT and remains available for beamline users downstream.

Fig. 1 A cross section of the EBIT showing vacuum
chamber, magnetic system, and electrode configuration.
The design gives a measured magnetic field of 0.86 T
at the trap center. Four ports for optical access with an
opening angle of 60◦ are available.

Fig. 2 Magnetic structure of one of the second-generation
compact EBITs.
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Magnetic materials with giant magnetocaloric effect are promising for application in magnetic refrigeration. But 

they all exhibit a first-order phase transition and suffer from a large thermal hysteresis which reduces significantly 

the efficiency of the refrigeration cycle. Several studies aimed at getting rid of the thermal hysteresis but it was to 

the detriment of the other magnetic properties, inducing for instance a collapse of the refrigerant power [1,2]. 

Another approach consists of using ion collisions to modify material properties. Nevertheless, most of those studies 

were focused on magnetic materials with second-order phase transition and using singly charged ions. 

Recently, our group demonstrated that the thermal hysteresis of the MnAs thin film can be entirely suppressed by 

impact of Ne9+ at 90 keV whereas other structural and magnetic properties are barely affected [3]. In addition, we 

show this modification to be stable in time [4], but mechanisms at the origin of the thermal hysteresis suppression 

were not completely understood.  

 
Fig. 1 Relative magnetization of MnAs thin film as a function of temperature for the reference (dotted lines) and for the 
irradiated samples (dashed lines) with He and Ne ions at two fluences. Data obtained by a temperature increase (grey) and 

decrease (black). 

 

Trying to disentangle ion implantation effect from and ion collision-induced defects, we investigated the role of 

different parameters like the projectile mass and energy, and the ion fluence. As displayed in figure 1, comparing 

helium and neon ion impact at different fluences but with the same penetration depth, the ion mass is playing the 

major role. This indicates that the binary collision kinematics, at the origin of induced-defects, seems to be the key 

parameter responsible for the thermal hysteresis suppression. Further investigations are in progress and will be 

presented at the conference. 
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 Noble gas clusters bound by van-der-Waals forces are well suited to illuminate the size dependent changes of 

the electronic structure from isolated atoms to bulk material [1]. A usual method for cluster generation is an 

adiabatic expansion through a nozzle, which yields a distribution of different cluster sizes. The resulting mean 

cluster size can be calculated from stagnation conditions by using scaling laws, which empirically connect the 

experimental parameters to the mean cluster size [2]. Yet discrepancies have been reported as different scaling 

laws differ by factors of two or more [3]. Resonant excitation of outer valence electrons in noble gas clusters by 

synchrotron radiation yield characteristic informations in the resulting fluorescence yield about the mean cluster 

size. Here we present a novel way of cluster size determination of clusters by photon induced fluorescence 

spectrometry (PIFS) [4]. 

 There are different techniques which are used to get a handle on cluster sizes. Usage of electron spectrometry 

yields information about the degree of condensation, but no detailed information about the cluster sizes. 

Additionally, the escape probability of electrons is lowered for increasing cluster sizes, due to the small mean 

free path in dense media.  For a direct measurement by mass spectrometry clusters are ionized and often 

immediately fragment into smaller clusters. Therefore just the mass-to-charge-ratio of the fragmented clusters 

are achievable and not the initial cluster size itself. Resonant fluorescence measurements are well suited to probe 

clusters properties as the large mean free path of photons allows an adequate measuring of bulk states.  

 The binding energies of electrons in a cluster are depending on the total number of particles per cluster and on 

the position where the excited particle is located, either on the surface or in the bulk. The size information itself 

is given by the intensity ratios of the surface and bulk states, as sketched in fig. 1. Thereby, the resonance 

energies of surface and bulk excitations can be measured and the intensity ratios of these determined. Using 

geometrical approximations for the shape of the clusters, the ratio of the measured intensities can be connected 

to fixed mean cluster sizes and their calculated ratios of surface and bulk. These characteristic informations are 

necessary to verify the existing scaling laws and can be used furthermore as a basis for corrections. Experimental 

results of measurements on neon cluster for different sizes will be discussed in this contribution.  
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Fig. 1 Schematic noble gas clusters ranging from small (left) to big (right) cluster sizes. The ratio between the number of 
bulk (black) and the number of surface (grey) particles has certain values for different cluster sizes. Hence, the bulk to 

surface ratios containes the cluster size informations. 
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The spectra, electron structure and composition of ferrites nanoparticles MFe2O4 (M = Co, Ni) was investigated 
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Ferrites nanoparticles were obtained by thermolysis of the 
molecular heterometallic complexes [MIIFeIII

2O(Piv)6(HPiv)3] (M = Co, Ni; Piv is anion pivalic acid). Their 
thermolysis was carried out on air at 400 ºC. Averaged size of ferrite nanoparticles was 13.3 nm and 19.3 nm 
according to XPD data. XP-spectra of the samples at room temperature were registered with Axis Ultra DLD 
spectrometer (Kratos Analytical) (non-monochromatic MgKα radiation, 150 W). The spectra were calibrated 
using C1s-line energy which refers to the C C/C H bonds; it was taken equal to 285.0 eV. Measurements were 
done at least two times at a pressure of ~10–9 Torr. The binding energies of the M2р, M3s, C1s and O1s levels 
and satellite lines; the spin-orbit and the multiplet splitting of the M2р, M3s levels were identified. Spectral 
fitting was accomplished using the Kratos Analytical package. The difference between the states of metal atoms 
had been determined both from the chemical shift and from the distinction of the satellite structure M2p, M3s, 
M3p lines. The analysis of nanoparticles consisting of different iron oxides is a serious problem because of their 
complicated crystalline structure. XPS method may be useful for determining the oxidation state of iron in 
nanoparticles because the XPS spectra of ions FeII and FeIII are different. XPS data was suggested that the 
thermolysis of heterometallic complexes results in compounds of iron oxide with oxides of nickel or cobalt. We 
revealed features in the spectra of the Fe2p3/2 of nickel and cobalt nanoferrites, and inverse spinels NiFe2O4 and 
CoFe2O4. The magnetic states of cobalt and nickel ferrites are different. It was shown amount of cobaltII ions is 
60% and they occupy octahedral sites, 40% of cobalt atoms are associated with diamagnetic ions CoIII in 
tetrahedral sites. The obtained values of the binding energy of the metal atoms, the spin-orbit splitting and the 
relative intensities of the satellites, let to identify the products of thermolysis as oxides with metal ions CoII, 
CoIII, NiII and FeIII. 
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A circularly polarized paraxial beam of light carries spin angular momentum either parallel or anti-parallel to its 
propagation direction, since the electric and magnetic fields are predominately transverse and spin only around the 
longitudinal axis. In contrast, highly confined fields like guided modes, surface plasmon polaritons or tightly 
focused beams exhibit longitudinal field components that actually result in electric and/or magnetic fields spinning 
around a transverse axis [1-4]. Particularly noteworthy is the direct link between propagation direction and the 
sense of the transverse spin, which can be used for designing novel nano-optcial devices based on spin-orbit 
coupling [3-7]. 
Here, we demonstrate how the transverse components of the spin density ∝ ∗  and ∝ ∗  can 
be measured in the focal plane of highly confined polarization tailored beams [2]. For illustration, Fig. 1a shows 
the occurrence of transverse spin in a tightly focused radially polarized beam.  

 
Fig. 1 Measurement	and	utilization	of	the	transverse	spin	density	of	light.	(a)	Side	view	of	a	focused	radially	polarized	
beam	propagating	along	z.	The	far‐field	is	locally	purely	linearly	polarized	(see	inset).	The	polarization	ellipses	close	
to	 the	 focal	 region	 are	 indicated	 in	 blue	 (clockwise	 spinning)	 and	 red	 (counter‐clockwise	 spinning).	 (b‐c)	
Corresponding	measured	and	calculated	focal	distributions	of	the	transverse	spin	density	parameters	 	and	 .	(d‐
e)	Application	of	the	transverse	spin	density	for	directional	coupling	to	dielectric	waveguides.	Probe	particles	to	the	
left	and	right	of	the	nano‐antenna	in	the	centre	light	up	depending	on	the	local	spinning	sense	of	the	excitation	beam.	

	 	
The locally purely linear polarization in the far-field (see inset) yields transversely spinning fields in the focal 
region as indicated by the polarization ellipses in blue (clockwise spinning) and red (counter-clockwise spinning). 
The corresponding focal distributions of  and  are measured with a nano-probe scanning technique (see 
experimental and theoretical results depicted in Figures 1b-c and ref. 2). The precise knowledge of those 
distributions allows for the application of the transverse spin for directional coupling to dielectric waveguides [7]. 
For example, by proper lateral positioning a single gold nano-antenna with respect to the radially polarized 
excitation beam, the orientation of the induced spinning dipole moment can be controlled. In the experimental 
scheme as sketched in Figures 1d-e, the counter-clockwise spinning dipole yields coupling to the right side and 
clockwise spinning yields coupling to the left. For verification of the coupling directivity, we image probe particles 
to the left and right of the central nano-antenna. 
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Photoelectron spectroscopic view to the structure of binary clusters
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Clusters constitute an intermediate phase between single atoms and the solid state, and their properties evolve
from atomic and molecular to bulklike as a function of size. In addition to exhibiting characteristics of these two
extremes, clusters have unique features not seen in other forms of matter. For unravelling these properties, research
of clusters has grown to an active area of science at many different fields of spectroscopy.

Small clusters constituting atoms in the range of few to few hundred atoms made from elements that are solid at
room temperature are notoriously difficult to produce at large quantities, which is why most photoelectron spectro-
scopic studies of clusters have been carried out using laser ionization. The use of synchrotron radiation, however,
opens new possibilities for clusters studies. For example, one may look at site specific core-shell ionization and
resonant excitations, study X-ray scattering and different Auger decay processes. These studies give a different
viewpoint to cluster physics and provide new challenges for the theory describing the observed phenomena.

Recently researchers at Oulu University, Finland, in collaboration with researchers from Lund and Uppsala
Universities, have carried out studies on initially neutral clusters produced by an exchange pick-up source [1].
These experimental and theoretical studies have concentrated on valence [1,2] and core ionization of metallic clus-
ters [4], doped water clusters [5] and molecular clusters made from different salts [6]. The focus of the studies has
varied from the research of developing fundamental understanding of jellium and conduction sphere models for
metal clusters [3,4] to solubility of salt at nanoscale environments [5] and investigation of site specific photoioniza-
tion of salt clusters [6]. The studies have combined experimental measurements at synchrotron radiation sources
to theoretical modelling done at ab initio and semi-empirical levels. As an example, our recent investigation on the
site-specific inner-shell ionization of RbCl and CsCl cluster as a function of mean size combined with theoretical
calculations for the chemical shifts provided a way to study the cluster geometry via variations in the intensity
profiles of the observed photoelectron spectra [6].

The presentation at ECAMP12 will provide an overview to our present and recent research on initially neutral
clusters. The focus will be put to the theoretical means and methods used to understand the experimental photo-
electron spectroscopic data collected at synchrotron radiation sources [3,7,8] and as showcase a recent studies on
RbCl, RbBr, CsCl and CsBr clusters will be presented. In addition, our recent developments in producing binary
clusters from liquid and solid samples will be discussed. A new cluster source capable of producing mixed liquid
clusters at freely variable concentration, a modified exchange pick-up source that can be used to make clusters
from two different solid at room temperature elements will be described and a reaction chamber source providing
the possibility to study reactivity of nanoscale particles will be presented.
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Internal energy measurement of small anionic metal clusters
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The Cryogenic Trap for Fast ion beams (CTF) [1] located at the Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik (MPIK) is
an electrostatic ion beam trap (EIBT) setup. It is well suited to investigate dynamical processes of stored ion
beams and can be operated at temperatures ranging from room temperature down to 10 K. Vibrational electron
autodetachment, also called delayed electron detachment, is monitored by recording the rate of neutralized particles
escaping from the EIBT as a function of storage time and, in case of laser-induced electron loss processes, as a
function of the time after laser excitation.

Ro-vibrationally excited ions with internal temperatures of several hundred Kelvin are produced in a caesium
ion sputter source and stored in the CTF at room temperature for several seconds. The ions’ internal energy distri-
bution was probed by measuring the change in the laser-induced delayed electron detachment rate as a function of
the photon energy. The internal energy distribution could be followed over the storage time of 6 s until equilibrium
with the room-temperature environment was almost reached.

The CTF was constructed as the test facility for the new Cryogenic Storage Ring (CSR) [2] commissioned
at the MPIK. At the CSR ground-state spectroscopy on molecular and cluster ions employing photons, electrons
and neutral atoms as interaction partners is a fundamental part of the physics program. As a consequence, ion
sources producing ions close to their ro-vibrational ground state are needed to avoid waiting times while the ions
cool down. Therefore, a laser vaporization source was installed at the CTF. By employing a supersonic helium
expansion the ions were cooled during production. Their internal energies were probed by laser-induced delayed
electron detachment experiments as described before. Recent results will be presented.
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Antiproton energy loss distribution in He gas
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Several aspects of the penetration of charged particles in matter have been studied over the last more then
hundred years. Triggered by the pioneering work of Bohr [1-2] the energy loss mechanisms of charged particles
penetrating matter were investigated extensively both theoretically and experimentally. A comprehensive overview
of these studies can be found in reference [3]. The primary parameter describing the stopping of charged particles in
matter is the mean energy loss per traveled path-length (or alternatively by the stopping cross section). Additional
information on the stopping process is provided by the straggling, which is the mean squared deviation of the en-
ergy loss per traveled path-length (or straggling cross section).
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Fig. 1 The present stopping cross sections compared to the experimental data by
Agnello et al. [6] and to other theoretical data by Lühr et al. [4] and Schiwietz
et al. [7].

Even at the level of these integrated quan-
tities the discrepancies between the experi-
ments and theoretical calculations are quite
large (see in [4]). In order to resolve the ex-
isting discrepancies new high precision calcu-
lations for prototypical systems are required.
A good starting point for such a calculation is
our ab initio approach [5], which solves the
fully-correlated two-electron time-dependent
Schrödinger equation for the antiproton-He col-
lision. At fixed Ep antiproton impact ener-
gies and b impact parameters our calculation
provides high precision Pi→ f (Ep,b) transition
probabilities from the Ψi ground state to the Ψ f
final state. As final channels the single exci-
tation, single ionization and double ionization
are considered. From these probabilities the an-
tiproton energy, and impact parameter depen-
dent stopping power is calculated as

S(b,Ep) = ⨋
f
Pi→ f (Ep,b)[E f −Ei] , (1)

while the straggling as
T(b,Ep) = ⨋

f
Pi→ f (Ep,b)[E f −Ei−S(b,Ep)]2

. (2)

Total stopping and straggling cross sections are calculated by performing the impact parameter integrations. Cal-
culations were performed for antiproton impact energies ranging from 3keV up to 1MeV, and the obtained stopping
cross sections are shown in Fig.1 along with the experimental data of Agnello et al. [6] and the theoretical predic-
tions of Lühr et al. [4] and Schiwietz et al. [7]. At high antiproton energies the agreement between the theories
and the experimental data is good, while at low antiproton energies notable discrepancies are present. Since the
present results are based on fully-correlated two-electron ab initio calculations, they can provide a benchmark for
approximate calculations.
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Electron Impact Excitation Cross Section of the 4p55s5p 4S3/2 State in Rb
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In alkali atoms there exists a subclass of quartet levels (they are termed “quasimetastable”) which due to their
mixing  with  autoionizing  and  non-autoionizing  doublets  of  a  given  J retains  relative  metastability  against
autoionization,  and  which  also  radiates  in  the  extreme  ultraviolet  spectral  region  [1].  The  electron  impact
excitation of the  lowest  quasimetastable state  4p55s5p  4S3/2  at  16.64 eV  in Rb atoms  was studied earlier  by
observation of its radiative decay channel 4p55s5p 4S3/2 → 4p65p 2P3/2 (λ = 82.4 nm) [2].

In the present work we report the first data on electron impact excitation cross section of the 4p55s5p 4S3/2

state  obtained  by  observing  its  radiationless  decay  in  ejected-electron  spectra  measured  at  different  impact
energies.  The measurements  were  performed  at  an  observation  angle  of  54.7 and incident  electron  energy
resolution of 0.12 eV by using the apparatus and procedure described in detail earlier [3]. The measured cross
section for electron impact excitation of the  4p55s5p  4S3/2  state with  subsequent decay by electron emission  is
presented in  Fig. 1 together with the optical excitation function for the  4p55s5p  4S3/2  → 4p65p  2P3/2 transition
measured with an energy resolution of 1.5 eV [2]. The cross sections were normalized at 45.5 eV impact energy.

Fig. 1 The electron impact excitation cross section of the 4p55s5p 4S3/2 state in Rb. ● - present data; ○ - optical data [2]. 

As can be seen, both excitation functions are similar in shape at impact energies above 20 eV. The main
maximum c at approximately 25 eV reflects the spinexchange excitation character of the 4p55s5p 4S3/2 state. The
difference between the data exists at nearthreshold impact energies where, due to a better energy resolution of
the present measurements two resonance features  a and b are observed at 16.8 and 18.1 eV, respectively (see
inset in Fig. 1). By analogy with data for the 3p54s4p 4S3/2 quasimetastable state in potassium [4], this structure
can be due to coreexcited Rbˉ resonances predominantly of the 4p54s4p2  configuration. Extensive  Rmatrix
calculations are needed for a detailed description of these resonances.
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The velocity of molecules evaporated from H
+
(H2O)4 is measured by velocity map imaging in combination with 

the correlated ion and neutral time-of-flight mass spectrometry technique [1-3] (COINTOF MS). A single high-

velocity collision with an Ar atom leads to energy deposition in the droplet via the electronic excitation of one of 

the molecules. After excitation, the out-of-equilibrium nanodroplet relaxes via the sequential evaporation of one 

or several molecules. The protonated residue is mass analysed at least 80 ns after the collision allowing for a 

quantitative comparison among the velocity distributions measured for the evaporation of one, two and three 

molecules. The measured Boltzmann velocity distribution of the evaporated molecules demonstrates that a large 

amount of energy can be evenly redistributed over the droplet prior to molecular evaporation. The velocity 

distribution clearly shows two contributions corresponding to a total redistribution of the deposited energies and 

to non-ergodic events, i.e., evaporation before complete energy redistribution. 
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Coplanar (e, 2e) ionization of CH4 at 250 eV impact energy

István Tóth1, Ladislau Nagy1
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(e, 2e) ionization of molecules by electron impact has attracted much interest in recent years. These studies provide
the most complete set of information about the ionization process through the TDCS (triple differential cross
section). Compared to atomic ionization, molecular targets pose several difficulties both experimentally and in the
theoretical calculations. One of these difficulties is the separation of molecular orbitals with very close energies.
The theoretical treatment should take into account the multi-center nature of the molecular target. The random
orientation of the molecules in experiments requires the averaging of the cross sections over these orientations in
the calculations.

Studying the ionization of methane is particularly important, given its status as the simplest organic molecule.
Often, methane is employed as a testing target for the assessment of damage produced to organic matter by the
irradiation. The ionization of methane is important also from the perspective of other fields, like atmospheric
physics (methane is an important greenhouse gas) or space related sciences.

Both experimental and theoretical studies have been performed [1-8] in order to investigate the ionization of
methane by electron impact. These studies were performed for different kinematical conditions and geometrical
arrangements. Coplanar and non-coplanar studies as well as symmetrical and non-symmetrical ionization have
been investigated for different impact energies of the projectile. Nevertheless, the theoretical description of these
processes is still incomplete.

Previously, we have performed calculations for the ionization of methane at higher (above 500 eV) [6] and
lower (below 70 eV) [7] impact energies. In the present study the cross sections are determined for a coplanar
geometry, where the momenta of the incident, scattered and ejected electrons are in the same plane. We extend our
calculations for impact energies of 250 eV and scattering angles of 10 and 20 degrees, respectively. The TDCSs
are calculated for the ionization of the 1t2 and 2a1 orbitals of the methane molecule. In the calculations we use
a distorted wave approach, where all free particles are described by wave functions calculated in the spherically
averaged potential field of the target molecule or the molecular ion. The initial state of the target is described
by Gaussian-type multi-center wavefunctions. The molecular wavefunctions are given as a linear combination of
atomic wavefunctions, which are contractions of Gaussian primitives. The calculated TDCSs for the 1t2 orbital are
compared to the very recent experimental data of [8].

The post collision interaction between the outgoing electrons is taken into account through the Coulomb dis-
tortion factor of [9]. We perform the calculations both with this factor and without it in order to assess the effect
of the post collision interaction on the cross section. Our detailed results will be presented at the conference.
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Theoretical investigations on projectile coherence effects in fast ion-atom
collisions
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Fully differential ionization cross sections (FDCS) give us the most complete information about an ionization
process. After the development of the reaction microscopes [1] a great interest has been focused on measuring
and calculating this quantity for different ionization processes. Regarding this topic, one of the most discussed
processes is the ionization of helium by fast charged projectiles [2]. It has been observed significant difference
between experimental data and theoretical continuum distorted wave (CDW) results. These, and other similar
theoretical calculations were not able to reproduce the experimentally observed structures in the perpendicular
plane. However, our semiclassical calculations [3] and the convolution of the first Born approximation with elastic
scattering [4] described fairly well these structures.

On one hand, the discrepancy between these calculations and their relationship with the experimental data was
solved, when it has been shown the importance of the projectile coherence in the details of the FDCs [5]. There
have been obtained significant differences in the FDCSs for the ionization of helium, using projectiles causing the
same perturbation, but different transversal coherence lengths. If the coherence length was larger than the atomic
dimensions, the results were closer to the CDW calculations, which assumes a plane wave for the projectile, while
for smaller coherence lengths the results were closer to the convoluted [6] and our semiclassical results. On the
other hand, very recently, new measurements have been realized with high momentum resolution on the single
ionization of helium induced by 1-MeV protons [7]. In these experimental data no indication has been found that
the ionization process could be influenced by the coherence length of the projectile.

In a recent paper we have shown how the projectile coherence may be treated theoretically [6]. Here, starting
from the same transition amplitude, we have calculated the FDCS in the two extreme cases. First, we used the
semiclassical approach which assumes a straight-line trajectory for the projectile. Second, the full quantum method
has been used in constucting FDCS which considers the projectile a plane wave.

In the present work we investigate theoretically the transition between these two extreme approaches. In
these calculations the projectile is considered a wave packet with a given, finite coherence width. As a first step
we calculate in the framework of the first order, semiclassical, impact parameter approximation the transition
amplitude a(b,pel), where pel is the ejected electron momentum and b is the impact parameter. The scattering
amplitude R(q⊥,pel) which depend on the perpendicular momentum transfer q⊥ is calculated by an inverse Fourier
transform [6]. Here, we have the possibility to consider the finite coherence length ∆b of the projectile wave packet
by a Gaussian profile centered to the impact parameter b0

R(q⊥, pel) =
C
2π

∫
dba(b,pel)eib·q⊥ b2i

ZpZt
v e−

(b0−b)2

2∆b2 .

Here C is a normalization constant and b2i
ZpZt

v is an eikonal phase accounting for the internuclear interaction,
Zp and Zt being the charges of the projectile and the target nucleus, respectively, and v the projectile velocity.
The impact parameter b0 which depends on the momentum transfer q⊥ is calculated based on classical potential
scattering theory. The FDCSs are then obtained as the square of modulo of the scattering matrix element R(q⊥, pel).

By the above described theoretical approach we investigate, how the projectile coherence length affects the
FDCSs in case of the experimentally studied kinematical conditions [5,7]. By analizing the obtained results we can
conclude that our calculations show significant differences in FDCS when different projectile coherence lengths
are considered.
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Halothane (CF3CHBrCl) was widely used in the past as an halogenated anaesthetic in medicine and although there 

are not precise data on the amount used, an estimate of 10 kilotons/year [1], where 80% of the gas used is exhaled 

by the patient unchanged was reported [2]. The interaction of halothane with UV radiation has raised 

environmental concerns since it is delivered to the Earth lower atmospheric layers has an estimated lifetime of 

about 7 years, which allows it to reach the troposphere and the lower layers of the stratosphere [1]. 

 

In this study we present the first experimental evidence of the low-lying triplet states of halothane as probed by 

electron energy loss spectroscopy measurements. Were obtained the spectrum of electron collisions with halothane 

in both dipolar and non-dipolar conditions. For the former, it is compared with de VUV photoabsorption spectrum 

of halothane [3] whilst for the latter we have obtained experimental evidence showing the spin forbidden 

transitions. The role of spin-orbit effects have been considered in recent calculations of the electronic states of 

halothane [3] to explain the broad natures of the 6.1 eV and 7.5 eV features assigned to excitation of Br and Cl 

lone pairs to σ*(C–Br) and σ*(C–Cl) transitions. Electron-halothane collisions were performed in the High 

Resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectrometer (HREELS) in our laboratory, VG-SEELS 400 [4]. The VUV 

photoabsorption spectrum was recorded at the UV1 beam line of the ASTRID synchrotron facility, ISA at the 

Aarhus University, Denmark [5]. 

 

 
Fig. 1: The VUV photoabsorption cross section of Halothane (black line) compared with the electron energy loss 
spectrum (red dots) in dipolar conditions.  
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Modelling of stellar atmospheres requires various detailed and accurate data on different processes such as 

the mutual neutralization (MN) of cation-anion pairs that can affect atomic species of interest. Indeed, 
neutralization reactions play an important role in atmospheric and astrophysical processes. Furthermore, there is a 
strong demand from the astrochemical community for information about the low-energy cross section of processes 
involving H- (or D-). 

Our merged-beam setup [1] was modified in order to be able to study the mutual neutralization of 7Li +
 +2D- 

→ Li*(nl) + D(1s) and determine which states of the lithium neutral atom are predominant in the total cross section. 
Preliminary measurements at ~7 meV have been performed and compared with theoretical calculations [2].  As 
seen in Fig.1, our apparatus gives access to the branching ratio among accessible neutral channels of the lithium 
atom and could discriminate the Li(3p) and Li(3d) channels separated by only 44 meV. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Kinetic energy release resulting from the mutual neutralization between Li+ and D- at 7 meV average collision 

energy. 

  
The measured total cross section of this study agrees with the results of Croft et al. However, our measured 

branching ratio suggests higher proportions of the 3d (by approximately 6%) and 3s (by approximately 5%) 
channels at the expense of Li(3p). 

Further experiments at higher collision energies are still needed to completely compare our results with the 
experimental study of Pear and Hayton [3] which was restricted to higher collision energies in the range of 0.7 to 
316 eV or with theoretical calculations. 
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An experimental and theoretical (e,2e) study is performed 

for H2 at 500 eV impact energy. The molecular alignment is 

determined experimentally by measuring the emitted proton 

momentum for ground state dissociation of the residual H2
+
 

ion. We observe oscillations in the cross section as function 

of the molecular alignment angle which can be reproduced 

using a Multi-Center Distorted Wave method (MCDW) 

while the standard two-center interference treatment using a 

coherent sum of two effective atomic amplitudes fails 

completely. 

Interferences of coherent electron waves emitted from 

multicenter systems or traveling along several 

indistinguishable paths are ubiquitous in physics. One 

prominent example is their observation for electron 

emission from gas phase molecules induced by photo-

absorption or particle impact. Often analogies are drawn to 

Young’s double slit experiment and the simplest models 

describing molecular ionization are based on this scenario 

by using single center outgoing waves which are coherently 

summed up for all emission centers in the molecule. Two 

center interferences were also considered for the (e,2e) 

reaction where, so far, most experiments have averaged over 

the molecular axis alignment in space which is one essential 

parameter determining the interference pattern.  

Here we present fully differential cross sections (FDCS) for 

fast (500 eV) electron impact on H2 with the H2
+
 (

2


+
g) final 

ionic ground state. A small fraction of ions dissociates such 

that the measurement of the proton momentum vector 

allows to determine the spatial alignment of the molecular 

axis in space during the collision. Experimentally a reaction 

microscope is used to detect both outgoing electrons and the 

proton in a triple coincidence measurement. Theoretically a 

Multi-Center Distorted Wave method (MCDW) is used and, 

alternatively, the standard interference factor (1 + cos(χ⋅ρ)) 

is multiplied with the atomic hydrogen FDCS. Here ρ in the 

phase of the cosine function is the internuclear vector. χ is 

the ejected electron wave number k in case of photoionizat-

ion. For particle impact ionization (treated in plane wave 

first Born approximation) χ = k – q where q is the 

momentum transferred by the projectile. The additional 

phase contribution originates from the different phases of 

the scattered projectile wave at the two atomic centers. 

In Fig. 1b we see strong alignment dependent variations of 

the FDCS which are well reproduced by MCDW (c) while 

the pure interference description (d) fails clearly. This is 

most likely due to the rather low energy of the ejected 

electron of E2 = 10 eV which does not justify a spherical wave 

description as it is used in the derivation of the interference 

factor. 

 

 

Fig. 1 FDCS as function of the molecular alignment 

angle molecule and the ejected electron angle 2 both in 
the plane perpendicular to the incoming projectile beam 

(2 = 0° is roughly the direction along the momentum 

transfer). Projectile scattering angle 1 = -20°, ejected 
electron energy E2 = 10 eV. a) Coordinate frame. b) 

experimental data. c) MCDW calc. d) interference 

factor.  
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Formation of Positron-Atom Bound States in Collisions
Between Rydberg Ps and Neutral Atoms
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Though predicted twenty years ago [1–3], positron binding to neutral atoms has not yet been observed experi-
mentally. We propose a new scheme to detect positron-atom bound states by colliding Rydberg (highly excited)
positronium (Ps) with neutral atoms. Theoretical estimates of the cross section for the charge-transfer reaction
Ps(nl) +A→ e+A+ e− are made for a selection of neutral target atoms A across a wide range of incident Ps
energies and principal quantum numbers n. By comparing the experimental measurements with these theoretical
predictions, it may be possible to infer a postitron-atom binding energy and compare it with existing predictions [4].

For the theoretical calculations we work in the Born approximation, taking the motion of the incident Ps and
the outgoing electron as plane waves with momenta K and k respectively. The positron-atom binding energy εb
is typically small (a fraction of an electronvolt), so we describe the wave function of the bound positron using
the zero-range potential model. From Fermi’s golden rule, the cross section (averaged over the magnetic quantum
number of the Ps) is found (after some analytical work) to be

σ(K) =
8π2κ

K2

∫ k+K/2

|k−K/2|
p|Fnl(p)|2 d p, (1)

where κ =
√

2εb and Fnl is the radial part of the momentum-space internal Ps wave function. Experimentally
produced Rydberg Ps is mostly in s or d states, so we perform calculations for l = 0 and 2. Figure 1(a) shows the
cross section for the Cu atom (εb = 0.170 eV [4]) for l = 0 and select values of n.

On the side of experiment, recent technological developments have made efficient Rydberg Ps production much
more feasible [5]. A time-focused positron pulse will be implanted into a mesoporous SiO2 film, resulting in the
production of Ps(3S1) atoms. These will subsequently be excited via n = 2 to levels n = 3–30 using nanosecond-
pulsed UV (λ = 243.0 nm) and IR (λ = 729–1312 nm) laser radiation. Ps atoms in varying Rydberg states and
having kinetic energies in the range of 10–1000 meV will collide with neutral target atoms in a scattering cell,
enabling the charge-transfer reaction to take place. Figure 1(b) shows a schematic of the experimental apparatus.

Fig. 1 (a) Charge-transfer reaction cross section for the Cu atom, for l = 0 and various n (labelled); (b) experimental apparatus.

Though our theoretical calculations have neglected both the interaction of the electron in Ps with the atom and
the Coulomb interaction between the outgoing electron and the positron-atom complex, these should be unimpor-
tant for Rydberg states of Ps. The presence of electric fields in the experimental setup will lead to Stark mixing of
the Ps states, but we have also found that cross sections for different l agree to within an order of magnitude.
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Model Approach for Theoretical Investigations of Inelastic Processes
in Collisions of Heavy-Particles with Hydrogen

Svetlana A. Yakovleva, Yaroslav V. Voronov, Andrey K. Belyaev
Department of Theoretical Physics, Herzen University, St. Petersburg 191186, Russia

Information on inelastic collision processes is important for non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) mod-
elling of stellar atmospheres. One of the main sources of uncertainties for non-LTE studies is atomic data on col-
lisions of atoms and positive ions of different chemical elements with hydrogen atoms and negative ions. A full
quantum treatment of these processes is laborious and required data for many atoms of interest are still unavailable.
For these reasons, the so-called Drawin formula is still used for estimates of inelastic collision rate coefficients al-
though it has been shown [1] that it does not provide a reliable data and moreover cannot be applied to charge
transfer processes, which have been found to be the most important in astrophysical applications.

The model approach within the framework of the Born-Oppenheimer formalism has been recently proposed
[2] in order to evaluate physically reliable data of cross sections and rate coefficients for inelastic collision pro-
cesses. The approach is based on the asymptotic method for electronic structure calculations and on the branching
probability current method for a non-adiabatic nuclear dynamics treatment. The method has been recently applied
to aluminium-hydrogen [3] and cesium-hydrogen [4] collisions.

Proposed electronic structure modelling allows one to describe long-range non-adiabatic regions due to ionic-
covalent interaction and obtain adiabatic potential curves for high-lying excited states that can also be combined
with available ab initio data for low-lying states.

Non-adiabatic transition probabilities between adjacent molecular states are calculated using the Landau-Zener
model, see Ref.[2] for the new Landau-Zener formula. When non-adiabatic regions are passed in a particular order
(which is the case of regions formed by an ionic-covalent interaction), the multichannel formula can be used to
calculate the total transition probability [5]. When adjacent states form several non-adiabatic regions (which is
typical for ab initio potentials), the branching probability current method should be applied. The advantage of
the multichannel formulas is that it is analytical in contrast to the branching probability current method, which
is numerical. The multichannel formulas have been applied in inelastic process studies for silicon-hydrogen [5],
calcium-hydrogen [6] and beryllium-hydrogen [in press] collisions.

The proposed model approach has been tested on different collisional systems that were treated by quantum
methods before and the analysis of the calculated data shows that the treated processes can be divided into three
groups. Processes of the first two groups have high or medium cross sections and rate coefficients and can affect
non-LTE effects. The rate coefficients for these two groups are in a good agreement with the results of quantum
studies. For the third group, that consist of processes with very small cross sections and rate coefficients, results
can deviate substantially, but both quantum and model methods give negligible values that are unlikely to play any
role in astrophysical applications. The details of the approach and calculations will be presented at the conference.

This work has been partly supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation and
by the Dynasty Foundation.
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Carbon dioxide (CO2) has long been used as a prototype system to study the fragmentation dynamics upon the 

impacts of heavy ions [1], electrons [2], and photons [3]. However, for ion projectiles, the detailed study of 

fragmentation dynamics of CO2
q+ in the intermediate velocity regime is clearly lacking in the literature. In 

addition, most of the earlier works mainly concentrated on the decay dynamics of CO2
3+ or were only limited to 

the kinetic energy release (KER) distribution studies. In present experiment, we have investigated the three-body 

breakup dynamics of carbon dioxide molecular ion (CO2
q+ where q = 3-5) in collision with 1-MeV Ar8+ ions 

using a Recoil Ion Momentum Spectrometer (RIMS) [4]. The motivation behind this study is to answer whether 

the bond breakup in CO2
q+ happens in a concerted manner, i.e. one-step, or sequential manner, i.e. two-step and 

to gain further insight about these processes. The study shows, among the various possible fragmentation 

channels of CO2
q+ (q = 3-5), where all fragments are charged, only three channels [(1,1,1), (2,1,1), and (3,1,1)] 

show the signature of a sequential breakup process. The similarity between all these three channels is that, in 

each case, the ejection of an On+ (n = 1-3) ion leaves a metastable CO2+ ion which successively decays into C+ + 

O+. The signatures of the concerted and sequential channels have been exemplified with the help of three-body 

Dalitz plots [5] and Newton diagrams [1,4]. Further, it is seen that in the sequential processes most of the KER 

comes from the motion of the center-of-mass of the CO2+
 moiety and the first On+

 ion leaving only a small 

amount of internal excitation energy in the CO2+ moiety which eventually dissociates. For sequential decay it is 

observed that, irrespective of the charge state of the parent molecular ion, the internal energy of the CO2+ 

fragment is always around the same value.  The detection of all the three fragments in coincidence allows us to 

construct the instantaneous molecular structure prior to the Coulomb explosion and it is also observed that 

molecular bending is preferred as the charge on the precursor molecular ion increases. Moreover, it is seen that 

the energy deposition to the system plays an indispensable role to decide whether a sequential or a concerted 

channel will be dominant during the fragmentation. In Fig. 1 we show the Dalitz plots for the three-body decay 

of CO2
4+, and CO2

5+. In each plots the intense region near x = 0.1, and y = -0.33 corresponds to the concerted 

decay and the wing-like structure in the right side stands for the sequential decay. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Dalitz plots for the three-body decay of CO2

4+ (left panel) and CO2
5+ (right panel). 
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Electron–positron pair production has evolved into a central topic of QED in extreme fields as the coupling 

between the lepton field and the electromagnetic field is close to one[1, 2]. Most recently the surprisingly high 

cross sections observed for pair production in relativistic heavy-ion atom collisions have aroused new interest in 

this process even in the accelerator design community as capture from pair production has been identified as a 

critical, potentially luminosity limiting process  in relativistic heavy ion colliders. The enormous cross sections 

observed can be traced[1] to the large transverse electric fields Etransv~𝛾. Theory predicts a scaling of the total 

cross section for free-free pair production [1,3] σfree-free~(Zproj )
2
(Ztar )

2
 ln

3
 γ and a very complex relation between 

the angular emission patterns of electron and positron[4]. The future relativistic storage ring HESR at FAIR with 

a collision energy range up to 𝛾6 will be best suited to study for ion-induced pair-production all channels which 

may be distinguished experimentally[3]. A 

corresponding future experimental investigation of 

the dynamics of the heavy-ion induced free-free pair 

creation up to 𝛾6    

         X
Z+ 

+A⟶X
Z+ 

+ {A*}+e
+
 + e

-
                       (1) 

is the motivation for the current spectrometer design 

study: a coincident detection of both outgoing 

leptons and their vector momenta as is constitutive 

in a complete description of free-free pair 

production, is not practically possible with 

instruments covering only a small solid angle for 

each lepton.   

Fig. 1 Cut through midplane of coil assembly of a toroidal 
magnetic lepton spectrometer for lepton energies up to 20 MeV  

 We have therefore employed OPERA-3D[5] to 

study the electro-optical properties of a magnetic 

toroidal spectrometer with very large effective solid 

angle enabling coincident detection of the vector 

momenta of electrons and positrons from a free-free pair 

(see fig. 1).  In a toroidal B-field e
-
 and e

+
 are 

momentum-dispersed perpendicular to the bend plane of 

the toroid.  

For a given B-field one can find lepton momenta 00/n, 

n1, for which all trajectories independent of their 

forward laboratory emission angle will intersect in a 

point Xn on the detector plane (fig. 2). For all other 

lepton momenta  the parallel and perpendicular 

momenta can be determined by 2D-PSD detectors. 
        Fig. 2 Vertical dispersion of leptons in the toroidal field 

The complete emitter frame emission pattern of a lepton pair may thus be determined by coincident detection of 

leptons in the detector plane for a choice of a few appropriate B-field settings. 
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Since the original discovery of ion beam guiding by insulating capillaries, numerous studies have been performed.  

The vast majority of these provide qualitative information about the transmitted intensity as a function of time 

and/or angle between the capillary axis and the original beam direction.  Models of the stochastic buildup of charge 

on the capillary surfaces have been used to simulate these properties [1].  However, quantitative information about 

the charge buildup, i.e., the deposition and redistribution, is needed for testing and improving these models. 

 

In an earlier study of low energy ion beam guiding by a cylindrical glass capillary, we provided some experimental 

information about how rapidly the charge decayed away plus simulated the beam transmission [2].   Also, a highly 

charged ion beam was guided and then moved to pass close by the outside of the charged capillary.  The beam was 

observed to have a time dependent deflection as the capillary charge decayed away.  However, in both studies, the 

geometries plus the data acquired were incompatible with providing information about the spacial and temporal 

behavior of the capillary charge.   

 

Here, a new study employing well defined geometry is described.  The experimental setup at the Missouri 

University of Science and Technology used a 1 keV Ar+ beam guided by two parallel glass microscope slides 

(approximately 58 mm long, 25 mm high and 1 mm thick).  The beam was collimated by three 0.5 mm apertures, 

one centered between the plates, the other two positioned to transmit beams between the outer surface of one of 

the glass plates and a parallel metal plate.  One of the bypass beams was at the same height as the “guided” beam, 

the other was 3 beam diameters lower. 

 

Several quantitative studies were performed for capillary rotations of a few degrees.  They include 1) absolute 

measurements of the currents that were transmitted and that impacted the glass plates as a function of time; 2) 

measurement of the initial transmitted current after the beam was blocked for various times; 3) 2D images of the 

intensities and positions of the “guided” and “bypass” beams as functions of the charging and discharging times.  

From these data, quantitative information about the charging and discharging times as well as the special and 

temporal charge distributions on the plates is being extracted and simulations describing these features are in 

progress. 
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Wave-particle duality is the basis of elementary quantum physics. This phenomenon has been seen for photons, 

electrons, neutrons and atoms and likened to the famous double slit light experiment. It is desirable to obtain a 

better understanding of basic quantum phenomena and one way to do that is to study collision processes in 

which the kinematical details of all the particles are determined.  One of the experimental techniques that 

determines all the kinematical parameters is the measurement of the triple differential cross sections (TDCS) 

using the so called (e,2e) spectrometer.  Electron impact ionization of diatomic molecule studies using the (e,2e) 

method have shown existence of interference effects in the TDCS measurements in combination with theoretical 

studies obtained using different models [1-3]. 

 

The most sensitive way to search for possible interference effects is to look at the so called I-factor which is the 

ration of the TDCS for a diatomic molecule to the equivalent TDCS for one of the atoms in the pair since it is 

not obvious how the interference could be seen directly in the TDCS for the molecule. The ratio of 

molecule/atom, on the other hand, should show directly the two-center effects.  In this work, we will discuss how 

the interference factor for diatomic molecules may exhibit young-type interference patterns which depend on 

scattering angle, initial and ejected electron energy for 350 eV electron impact. We will discuss the significance 

of interference effects and interpret the experimental data from e-COL laboratory by comparing with theoretical 

results of the distorted wave Born approximation and the 3-body distorted wave approximation.  

 

This work was supported by the AKU-BAP through grant 15.HIZ.DES.131. 
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Electron-Impact Ionization of Beryllium-Like Carbon Ions
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Reliable atomic data are of crucial importance for the modeling of environments where matter is ionized.
Cross sections for electron-impact ionization of atoms and ions are particularly important. Besides the fairly
well understood direct-ionization process, indirect ionization mechanisms such as excitation-autoionization (EA)
and resonant-excitation double autoionization (REDA) can significantly contribute to net single-ionization [1].
Benchmark experiments uncovering fine structures that arise from indirect ionization processes in few-electron
systems provide guidance for theoretical efforts to adequately describe total single ionization by electron collisions.
Here, we present measurements of electron-impact single-ionization cross sections of the C2+ ion, i. e., of a fairly
simple four-electron system. Complications arise, however, from the presence of both 1s2 2s2 1S0 ground-level
and 1s2 2s2p 3P0,1,2 metastable-level ions in the experiment. Employing the well-established fine-step energy-scan
technique [2], contributions of indirect-ionization processes invoked by excitation of the K-shell were uncovered
with a statistical uncertainty of less than 0.03% thus helping to disentangle the various cross-section contributions.

Figure 1a displays the measured total cross section together with earlier data [3]. Both data sets show a similar
pattern with the difference on the absolute scale explainable by a higher fraction of metastable-level ions present
in our experiment (∼70% vs. ∼46% in Ref. [3]). The ionization thresholds are indicated by the numbered arrows:
1 (ground level) and 2 (metastable levels). Clearly evident onsets at both energies reveal the presence of significant
fractions of both levels.

Figure 1b highlights the cross section features in the energy range 260 - 320 eV which are attributed to indirect
ionization processes. A clear step in the cross section, which has been predicted by several calculational methods
such as the distorted-wave (DW) and R-Matrix with Pseudostates (RMPS) approaches [3], could be experimentally
observed for the first-time for C2+. This feature originates from an EA process associated with 1s→ 2s (only for
metastable ions) and 1s→ 2p excitations. Apparently, both theoretical methods estimate the strength of these EA
processes correctly. In addition to the step-like feature, resonances are clearly visible in the cross section (Fig. 1b).
These are due to REDA processes and could be experimentally observed in this system for the first-time as well.
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Fig. 1 (a) Measured cross section for electron-impact ionization of C2+ ions in comparison with earlier data. The numbers
label the ionization threshold of the ground (1; 1s22s2) and metastable level (2; 1s22s2p 3P) respectively. (b) The measured
cross section between 260 and 320 eV compared with theoretical calculations. A step (arising from EA) and several resonances
(arising from REDA) can be seen clearly.
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PEGASUS: An Intense Spin-Polarized Electron-Beam Source
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The PEGASUS project at GSI aims at providing an intense and portable spin-polarized electron beam for ex-
periments in crossed- and merged-beams arrangements at various ion-beam facilities. Electron energies will range
from 1 to 10 keV at electron currents up to 100 µA. Laser induced electron emission from GaAs photocathodes
[1] with a state of negative electron affinity [2] will be utilized for beam generation. The cathode is currently under
construction. With a set of electrostatic lenses and benders [3], the electrons will be transported to the interaction
zone. Wien-filters will be used for controlling the spin orientation.

The current status of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The experiment has been designed to be transportable
such that it can be used in different places for different experiments, for example as a user experiment at storage
rings or as a stand-alone installation coupled with diagnostic elements. Currently planned first experiments com-
prise the investigation of asymmetries in nonradiative electron capture to continuum at CRYRING at GSI [4] and
the measurement of the circular dichroism in collisions of spin polarized electrons with chiral molecules using an
ESA22 electron spectrometer [5].

Fig. 1 Top view of PEGASUS in the current state of construction.
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Esters of phthalatic acid (“phthalates”) are molecules used in industrial manufacturing of plastic products as 

some plasticizers. Potential negative health effect of phthalates was investigated for many years. High amount of 

animal and human studies was carried out with focus on exposition of phthalates as well as on health effect [1-

4]. The evidence of threat by exposition with the phthalates during evolution of human reproduction system is 

well known. Many techniques were developed for detection of phthalates in everyday products, among all LC-

MS or GC-MS are the most used [5]. In case of positive ions, formation of protonated phthalate anhydride with 

m/z 149 can be observed frequently. This reaction represent a good confirmation of presence of phthalates in the 

sample, unfortunately information about phthalate type is suppressed. 

In the present study we report electron ionization and electron attachment processes with corresponding 

dissociated pathways on Dicyclohexyl phthalate molecule (DCHP). Experiment [6] was performed by trochoidal 

electron monochromator interacting with gas phase molecular beam. Created ion products were analyzed by 

quadrupole mass spectrometer. In the mass spectrum we can observe two most dominant products, of the 

characteristic protonated phthalate anhydride (m/z 149) and the product with m/z 167 (trihydrogenated 

phthalate). Ions with m/z 231 (phthalate-O-R) and 249 (dihydrogenated cyclohexyl phthalate) contain 

information only about one cyclohexyl substituent. No parent ion was detected for DCHP molecule. 
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Fig. 1 The cross sections of creation of negative ions by EA and DEA on DCHP molecule. 
  

In the case of creation of negative ions, cross sections of detected products are presented on fig. 1. Creation 

of parent anion via electron attachment is the most intensive process with resonance maximum close to 0 eV. 

Other anions are created by dissociative electron attachment process. At the same energy we can observe 

production of ions with m/z 148 and 45 represented by creation of phthalate anhydride anion and COOH
-
 

respectively. For these products a considerable positive electron affinity is evident. Resonances at higher 

electron energy are situated with respect of excited states of neutral DCHP. In this range resonances show the 

same character and can be localized in shorter range with dissociation threshold at ~ 4.5eV, except production of 

ion with m/z 247. It is represented by two resonances with thresholds at ~ 2 eV and ~ 6 eV. 

This work was supported by the Slovak Research and Development Agency under Contract No. APVV-0733-11 

and the Slovak grant agency VEGA 1/0417/15. This work was conducted within the framework of the COST 

Action CM1301 (CELINA). This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 

research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 692335. 
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Electron Impact Ionization of He(1s2s 3S)
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The electron impact ionization of the metastable state 1s2s 3S of helium is particularly important in the mod-
eling of plasmas, and, as a simple system, is also a benchmark for theories. There are only a few absolute exper-
imental determinations of the ionization cross section, the latest being that of Dixon et al. [1]. They are a factor
of two higher than most, numerous theoretical calculations [2, 3], and therefore another absolute measurement is
highly demanded by the community.

In previous experiments, metastable atoms were produced by charge exchange with alkali vapour and therefore
yielded a mixture of singlet and triplet states (1,3S). A precise knowledge of the blending was thus necessary to
determine absolute cross sections. To overcome this difficulty, we designed a novel source for the production of
a fast, intense beam of metastable helium atoms in the 1s2s 3S state only. A duoplasmatron source produces He+

ions, accelerated to 8 keV. They are sent into a sodium vapor cell, where double charge exchange produces He−

ions with an efficiency of the order of 1%. The He− beam, cleaned from its neutral and positive components,
interacts collinearly, for about 35 cm, with a CW CO2 laser providing light at a wavelength of 10.6 µm and with a
power of 7 W. A significant fraction (∼40%) of the He− ions is photodetached by the laser light, leaving neutral
helium atoms in the 1s2s 3S state. We are thus able to produce a fast beam of He(1s2s 3S). The beam of neutral
atoms is injected downstream in the setup for electron-ion collisions, described elsewhere [4], where the electron
impact ionization cross section is measured following the animated-crossed-beam method of Defrance et al. [5].
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Fig. 1 Cross section for the electron impact ionization of He(1s2s 3S).

The present results for He(1s2s 3S) are presented in figure 1. They lie significantly lower than the previous exper-
iments. They are also in very good agreement with the theoretical results of Fursa and Bray [2], who performed
a frozen core convergent-close-coupling calculation combined, at high electron energies, with multi-core Born
calculations. It thus accounted for the effect of doubly excited states, which indeed have a strong influence on the
cross section. The cross sections reported more recently by Ralchenko et al. do not include doubly excited states
[3], whence the pronounced dip in the cross section at higher electron energies.
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Coherent Charge-Spin Coupled Transport in Two
Dimensional Dirac Systems
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Sabanci University, Orhanli - Tuzla, 34956, Turkey

In this study we use the density matrix approach and attempt to derive a generalized
Quantum Botlzmann transport equation for a 2D single cone Dirac system given by the
Bloch Hamiltonian H = vF ~σ · k. This model best describes the dynamics of carriers on
the surface of a flat topological insulators, i.e,

∂tgk + ivF [σk, gk]− +
vF
2

[~σ,∇rgk]+ =
i

τ

(
GR(k, ε) ρ− ρ GA(k, ε)

)
− gk

τ
(1)

We have established the exact same equation using the Keldysh formalism by deriving a
kinetic equation in terms of the Greens’ functions and Fourier transforming to obtain the
generalized transport equation.

The extension into a double cone system to study Graphene or 3D systems to in-
clude 3D topological insulators and Weyl semimetals are straightforward and will not be
presented here.

Following this expression and defining ρ = ρ0
2

+~s·~σ, where ~s = (s, s3), and the diffusion
constant as D = vF τ

2
we obtain a set of coupled spin charge diffusion equations

D∇2ρ0 − vF ∇ · s = 0,

D∇2s−D∇(∇ · s)− vF ∇ρ0 = s
τ/2
,

D∇2s3 − vF (ẑ×∇) · s = s3
τ/2
.

(2)

In obtaining this equations we assume the large limit of spin-charge coupling hence shorter
scattering time than spin relaxation time. In this limit spin polarizations vary slowly in
the limit of mean free path. This particular features suggests some spin related effects
which can lead to observable outcomes.
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Electron-Ion Recombination of Ions with an Open 4f Shell: W19+
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Atomic collision processes with tungsten ions are of current interest for understanding the role of tungsten im-
purities in fusion plasmas [1]. For example, the charge balance of tungsten is determined by the interplay of
electron-impact ionization and electron-ion recombination. Most of the required cross sections come from theo-
retical calculations which often bear large uncertainties and, thus, require benchmarking by experiment. To this
end, we have focussed on tungsten ions with a particulary complex atomic structure. The present study extends
our previous work on electron-ion recombination of W20+ [2,3] and W18+ [4] to W19+([Kr]4d10 4 f 9).

The experiment was carried out by employing the electron-ion merged-beams technique at the Heidelberg
heavy-ion storage ring TSR. As in the previous cases of W18+ and W20+, an unusually large W19+ recombina-
tion rate coefficient has been observed at low electron-ion collision energies (Fig. 1a) leading to a plasma rate
coefficient that is larger by up to almost three orders of magnitude than the rate coefficient from the ADAS [5]
data base (Fig. 1b). According to our present understanding, this is caused by resonant recombination involving
many-electron processes which cannot fully be treated by the standard theory for electron-ion recombination. Nev-
ertheless, they can be accounted for in a coarse manner by statistical theory [6]. Different variants of statistical
theory have already been applied successfully to electron-ion recombination of W20+ [3,7] and W18+ [4]. Also
our present calculations for W19+ are in good agreement with the experimental findings (Fig. 1). This adds to the
confidence that statistical theories will be able to provide reliable electron-ion recombination rate coefficients also
for other complex ions.
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Fig. 1 Merged-beams (a) and plasma (b) rate coefficients for electron-ion recombination of W19+. PD: present partitioned and
damped statistical theory; ST: statistical theory [7]; ADAS: result from the ADAS [5] data base; RR: radiative recombination.
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Photorecombination of Berylliumlike and Boronlike Silicon Ions
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We report measured rate coefficients for electron-ion recombination of Si10+ forming Si9+ and of Si9+ forming
Si8+, respectively [1]. The measurements were performed using the electron-ion merged-beams technique at the
Heidelberg heavy-ion storage ring TSR. Electron-ion collision energies ranged from 0 to 50 eV for Si9+ and from
0 to 2000 eV for Si10+, thus extending previous measurements for Si10+ [2] to much higher energies (Fig. 1).
Experimentally-derived rate coefficients for the recombination of Si9+ and Si10+ ions in a plasma are presented
along with simple parameterizations. These rate coefficients are useful for the modeling of the charge balance of
silicon in photoionized plasmas (Si9+ and Si10+) and in collisionally ionized plasmas (Si10+ only). In the cor-
responding temperature ranges, the experimentally-derived rate coefficients agree with the latest corresponding
theoretical results [3,4] within the experimental uncertainties.The storage-ring techniques allows for the prepara-
tion of ions in well defined energy levels by spontaneous relaxation of excited states. This has been exploited
in particular for reducing the Si10+ ion beam contamination by long-lived 2s2p 3P metastable levels to almost
insignificance.
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Fig. 1 High-energy part of the measured merged-beams rate coefficient (solid black line) for photorecombination of Si10+ in
the energy range of dielectronic recombination resonances associated with K-shell excitations. Resonance groups are labelled
by the according 1s2 2s2→ 1s2s2 N′l′ core excitations. The figure has been taken from Ref. [1].
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Photoelectron Cicular Dichroism Measured by Multiphoton Ionization

Thomas	Baumert	
Institut	für	Physik	and	CINSaT,	Universität	Kassel,	Heinrich-Plett-Str.	40,	34132	Kassel,	Germany

The photo electron circular dichroism (PECD) [1,2], i.e. a striking forward / backward electron emission with
respect to the light propagation of a light beam ionizing randomly oriented chiral molecules, was extended to the
resonance enhanced multi photon ionization (REMPI) regime with femtosecond laser pulses [3,4] and studied as
a  function  of  absorbed photons  [5].   As  the  effect  is  in  the  ten  percent  regime,  sub  one  percent  sensitivity  to
enantiomeric excess was demonstrated [6].  Besides a discussion of the published experiments I will highlight
the current status of our experiments with a special focus on coherent control techniques to study and control the
coupled electron nuclear motion [7,8] in chiral potentials also with the prospect to the development of laser-
driven purification schemes.
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Although they consist of only two atoms, 3d transition metal dimers possess a complex 

electronic structure making it challenging to correctly predict their electronic ground state. 

Experimentally they are not easily accessible due to their high reactivity and low sample 

densities. We have recently investigated spin and orbital angular momenta in the electronic 

ground states of 3d transition metal diatomic molecular cations by x-ray magnetic circular 

dichroism spectroscopy in a cryogenic ion trap. [1] We find that all investigated (chromium, 

manganese, iron, cobalt, and nickel) diatomic molecular cations tend to adopt the maximum 

spin multiplicity in their electronic ground states as a result of strong exchange. [2-4] Orbital 

angular momentum still is a good quantum number in diatomics because of symmetry and can 

lead to a strong coupling of the spin to the molecular axis. [2] Our results also show that the 

ground states of neutral and cationic transition metal dimers cannot be assumed to be linked 

by simple one-electron processes. [2-4] This behaviour is similar to the case of 3d transition 

metal atoms.  
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Enantiomer differentiation using microwave three-wave mixing

Melanie Schnell
Max Planck Institute for the Structure and Dynamics of Matter at the Center for Free-Electron Laser Science, Luruper Chaussee 149, 22761

Hamburg, Germany

Microwave three-wave mixing is a new technique to analyse complex chiral mixtures in the gas phase, based on
broadband rotational spectroscopy. It allows us to differentiate the enantiomers of chiral molecules in the gas phase,
to determine the enantiomeric excess and, in an indirect way, the absolute configuration of the excess enantiomer.

Microwave three-wave mixing is based on broadband rotational spectroscopy and involves a closed cycle of
three rotational transitions. The molecules are excited resonantly, so that the obtained information is like an
unambiguous molecular fingerprint, even when the molecules are very similar. The phase of the acquired signal
bares the signature of the enantiomers, as it depends upon the product of the transition dipole moments, and the
signal amplitude is proportional to the ee.

In the lecture, I will introduce the technique and give an update on the recent developments. For example, we
could recently apply it to the analysis of a commercially available essential oil and address molecules with several
stereogenic centers. Furthermore, we are exploring if an extension of this technique can be used to separate the
enantiomers.

Fig. 1 The mirror-image character of the two enantiomers resulting in a π radian phase shift in the respective free-induction
decay of the chiral sample, as indicated by the color code.
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The handedness, i.e. chirality, of life’s molecular building blocks as well as of electronic spin is of large interest 

for practically all natural sciences. Spin control with applications in magnetism [1] as well as in fundamental 

atomic physics [2] and the stereochemistry of homo-chirality of life on earth with major implications for 

pharmaceuticals [3] are examples of state-of-the-art multidisciplinary science.   

A very common technique to study chiral properties is to measure the absorption differences of opposing 

helicities of circularly polarized light, the so called circular dichroism. Only recently, free-electron lasers such as 

FERMI in Italy and LCLS in the USA have shown to provide very high degrees of circular polarization directly 

from the undulator light source while preserving the characteristic properties of ultrafast and ultraintense X-ray 

pulses [4,5]. This new capability unprecedentedly opens the door for studying chiral and magnetic properties via 

observation of “handed” dynamics of highly bound electrons on a femtosecond time scale. 

We present preliminary as well as final results of synchrotron (SSRL, USA) and (X-ray) free-electron laser 

studies (FERMI, Italy and LCLS, USA) of circular dichroism in oriented and resonantly excited electronic states 

as well as core shell investigations of statics and dynamics in the chiral compound Trifluoro-epoxypropane 

(C3H3F3O) (see Fig. 1). The results constitute a kick-off for transient as well as resonant chirality studies at 

(X)FELs.  

 
Fig. 1a) Pump-probe scheme with variable polarization provided by the new Delta undulator at LCLS. Here, the 
linearly polarized X-ray pulse triggers a molecular dissociation whereas the circularly polarized X-ray pulse with 
shifted photon energy and arrival time probes the remaining chirality of the system on a femtosecond time scale via 
photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD). The measurements were done with an electron velocity map imaging 
(VMI) and a simultaneously recorded ion time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer. Fig 1b) depicts a raw single shot image 
of the electron emission of Trifluoro-epoxypropane 60 fs after the trigger pulse had arrived.  
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Electron transfer in atom-molecule collision experiments is mediated by the crossing of the covalent (K + 

AB) and ionic (K+ + AB–) potential energy surfaces, where the electron donor is an alkali atom (K) and AB an 
electron acceptor molecule. At large atom-molecule distances, the ionic potential-energy surface lies above the 
covalent whilst at smaller distances, due to the Coulomb interaction, a crossing seam may be reached, meaning 
that both potential surfaces have the same value [1].  In this type of processes a positive ion K+ and a temporary 
negative ion (TNI) (or molecular anion (AB–)#) is formed, allowing access to states which are not attained by 
electron attachment experiments. In particular, states with a positive electron affinity can be formed, and the role 
of vibronic excitation can be studied [2], as well as the distribution of the translational energy of the fragment 
anions formed upon electron transfer in potassium molecule collisions. 

In this communication we present Kinetic-energy release distributions obtained from the width and shapes of 
the time-of-flight (TOF) negative ion mass peaks in collisions of fast potassium atoms with D-Ribose and 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) molecules. In the case of D-Ribose the most intense signal is due to OH– [3] whereas in 
the case of THF is due to O– [4] formation. The kinetic energy release for a molecule dissociating into to 
fragments with masses m1 and m2, is obtained as  
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were µ is the reduced mass of the m1 and m2 system, Δt the extraction time and F extracting field. The kinetic 
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Strong field physics with highly charged ions

Vladimir Shabaev
Departmant of Physics, St.Petersburg State University, 7/9 Universitetskaya nab., St. Petersburg, 199034 Russia

The present status of quantum electrodynamics (QED) theoryof highly charged ions is reviewed. The theoretical
predictions for the binding energies, the hyperfine splittings, and the bound-electron g factors are compared with
available experimental data. These investigations provide tests of QED at strong fields and can also serve for deter-
mination of fundamental constants. Special attention is paid to study of the isotope shifts which can provide tests
of nonperturbative QED methods at strong coupling regime beyond the Furry picture [1]. It is also demonstrated
that the nonperturbative QED methods developed for calculations of highly charged ions [2] can be very efficient
for light atomic systems [3]. The recent progress on calculations of various processes in low-energy heavy ion
collisions is also reported [4,5].
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Experimental Studies of Alignment and Polarization Phenomena in
Energetic Atomic Collisions

Stanislav Tashenov
Physikalisches Institut der Universität Heidelberg, Im Neuenheimer Feld 226, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany

Collisions of energetic electrons with highly charged ions (HCI) and heavy atoms provide unique opportunities
to investigate fundamental atomic processes in the extreme regime of strong Coulomb fields and hard x rays.
The fields of HCIs approach the Schwinger limit of 1e16 V/cm, where the atomic interactions are affected by
a host of previously unexplored relativistic and spin phenomena. Development of novel techniques of hard x-
ray polarimetry opened broad possibilities to explore these phenomena in processes such as photoelectric effect,
radiative and dielectronic recombination and bremsstrahlung.

In particular, by detecting correlated x rays for the first time in the relativistic atomic collisions, we were able
to observe the coherence between the magnetic substates in a hydrogenlike uranium ion, populated by the process
of radiative recombination (RR), the time-reverse of the photoelectric effect. This allowed identification of a strong
contribution of the spin-orbit interaction to the photoelectric effect [1].

In studies of bremsstrahlung we focused on the effects of the electron spin on x-ray linear polarization. In these
experiments, for the first time, the polarization properties of both the electron beam and the emitted x rays were
controlled simultaneously [2,3]. The observed correlation between the incoming electron spin and x-ray linear
polarization unambiguously revealed the precession of the electron spin in bremsstrahlung and indicated a striking
effect of the electron spin on the electron motion in a strong Coulomb field [4].

Furthermore, we studied polarization and angular distributions of x rays emitted in resonant recombination of
highly charged middle-Z ions, resolving dielectronic, trielectronic, and quadruelectronic channels. The measured
emission asymmetries comprehensively benchmarked full-order atomic calculations revealing dominant contribu-
tions of the Breit interaction [5,6]. We also concluded that accurate polarization diagnostics of hot plasmas can
only be obtained under the premise of inclusion of higher-order processes that were neglected in earlier work.

I will review these experiments performed in my research group and the instrumental developments which
were essential to the success of these experiments.
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Precision Deep–UV Ramsey-Comb Spectroscopy of Kr and H2 
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High-resolution spectroscopy of simple atomic and molecular systems is an excellent tool for testing Quantum-
Electrodynamics (QED). Although many consider QED the best tested theory in physics, a comparison between 
1S-2S spectroscopy in atomic-hydrogen and the 2S-2P transition in muonic-hydrogen has led to a sizeable 
discrepancy in 2010. This finding, which was confirmed in 2013, can be interpreted as a significant (>5 sigma) 
difference in proton size between both systems [1], or could point to e.g. issues with the Rydberg constant. 
Comparing spectroscopy of He+ ions and the ‘muonic’ counterpart might provide new insights to solve this 
conundrum. Moreover, due to recent advances in theory by K. Pachucki and co-workers also H2 has become a 
very interesting candidate for tests of QED [2, 3] and the proton size. The challenge is that ground-state 
electronic transitions in ‘normal’ He+ and H2 require extreme- or deep-ultraviolet radiation. 

We developed an excitation method based on pairs of selectively amplified near-infrared frequency-
comb laser pulses that enables high-resolution spectroscopy at such short wavelengths. The laser system for it 
parametrically amplifies any combination of two pulses from a Ti:sapphire frequency comb laser in a phase-
coherent manner, with a pulse delay from nanoseconds to microseconds. The comb laser is locked to a cesium 
atomic clock, thereby providing the required accuracy and long-term phase coherence. After amplification of 
two pulses to the mJ level, efficient conversion to shorter wavelengths, e.g. by frequency doubling in crystals, or 
by high-harmonic generation is possible. These nonlinear processes conserve the coherence of the comb laser 
pulses to a high degree. When the converted pulses are then used to excite transitions, interference leads to an 
oscillation of the excited state population as a function of the delay (or phase) between the pulses. We record one 
or more oscillations of this Ramsey-like signal at several multiples (N) of the repetition time (~8 ns) of the comb 
laser (see Fig. 1). The frequencies of the exited transitions are then extracted by analyzing only the phase 
differences between such a series of Ramsey scans. In this manner any (constant) phase shifts from amplification 
or frequency conversion are eliminated, including the phase (and therefore frequency) effect of the AC-Stark 
effect.  

Originally we demonstrated this form of “Ramsey-comb” spectroscopy with Rb on a two-photon 
transition in the near-infrared with 5 kHz accuracy [4, 5]. Now we sequentially frequency double the pulses to 
demonstrate deep-UV two-photon Ramsey-comb excitation in Kr (2×212 nm). We achieved an accuracy of 103 
kHz, presenting a 34-fold improvement over previous measurements. It is only limited by the 27 ns lifetime of 
the excited state. We also report preliminary results of exciting the EF←X two-photon transition in molecular 
hydrogen at 2×202 nm. This transition is highly interesting for tests of QED and the proton size due to its 200 ns 
excited state lifetime. A preliminary analysis of a single Ramsey-comb measurement (which takes 30 minutes to 
record) shows a very promising statistical uncertainty of 15 kHz.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Ramsey-comb	excitation	of	H2	in	an	atomic	beam	on	the	two-photon	EF←X	transition	at	2x202	nm	for	macro	
delays		of	15.8	ns,	126	ns	and	237	ns	between	the	pulses.	The	EF	population	is	detected	via	ionization	with	355	nm.	
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Ab-initio molecular dynamics with electronic friction: beyond the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation in gas-surface processes

Maite Alducin1,2
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The challenge in present thermal and hyperthermal gas-surface simulations is to provide a reliable description of
the two main energy exchange channels that may affect the dynamics and reactivity of gas-phase species on solid
surfaces, namely, phonon excitations and electron-hole (e-h) pair excitations. In the end, these are the mechanisms
that dictate the thermalization rate and, hence, the mean traveled length of the incipient adsorbates. Even more
generally, these mechanisms are expected to contribute actively in any gas-surface process that involves strong and
long-lasting interactions. In this respect, our recently developed ab-initio molecular dynamics methodology with
electronic friction (AIMDEF) [1-3] that is based on the local density friction approximation (LDFA) [4] constitutes
a promising and efficient tool to accurately provide a joint description of e-h pair and phonon excitations.

Using AIMDEF we have recently investigated the competition between e-h pairs and phonons in the adsorption
and relaxation of atoms and molecules on metal surfaces and how this competition depends on two important
factors: (i) the depth of the adsorption well and (ii) the mass ratio between the gas species and the surface atom.
We demonstrate -using H/Pd(001), N/Ag(111), and N2/Fe(110) as case studies- that, even if phonons increasingly
dominate relaxation the heavier the hot species (see Fig. 1), electronic excitations rule the last stages of the process.

Fig. 1 Energy dissipated into e-h pairs (black dotted curves) and phonons (Squares and grey dashed curves) during the adsorp-
tion of H on Pd(100), N on Ag(111), and N2 on Fe(110) as indicated in each panel.

As an additional example of the AIMDEF capabilities, I will also discuss our preliminary results on femtosecond-
laser induced desorption processes, which are motivated by existing experiments on the recombinative desorption
of H2, HD, and D2 from Ru(0001) with different mixed (H,D) saturation coverages [5].

Fig. 2 AIMDEF simulation of the recombinative desorption of H2, HD, and D2 from (H,D)-saturated Ru(0001) induced by
fs-laser pulses
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Fast Atom Diffraction : Bound State Resonances to probe the coherence
of a crystal surface on the micron scale. A tribute to Otto Stern.

M. Debiossac, A. Zugarramurdi, P. Lunca-Popa, A. Momeni, H. Khemliche, A. G. Borisov, and P. Roncin*
Institut des Sciences Moléculaires d’Orsay (ISMO) CNRS-Univ. Paris Sud, université Paris Saclay,F-91405 Orsay, France

In 1930, Otto Stern discovered [1] the diffraction of molecular rays on surfaces demonstrating the wave nature
of complex, many particles systems. In 1933 he observed [2] singularities on top of the smooth evolution of the
population of these diffraction orders with incoming energy. This was rapidly interpreted [3] as due to resonance
between the kinetic energy associated with the exchange of reciprocal lattice vectors δk = 2nπ/a with the binding
energy Ei of discrete physisorption bound states in the on the surface Fig.1(c). The advent of supersonic expansions
boosted the technique which became probably the most sensitive technique [4] to probe the Van der Waals forces,
a quantity challenging the most accurate DFT descriptions of the atom surface interaction. More recently, atomic
diffraction was observed at keV energies and grazing incidence (GIFAD). The geometry Fig.1(a) provides a high
detection efficiency and a specific resistance to decoherence allowing application to high temperatures and to
molecular beam epitaxy [5,6], a technique also credited to Otto Stern.

Fig. 1 (a) scheme of the grazing incidence setup, (b) typical image with three diffraction orders, (c) scheme of the He-LiF
potential energy as a function of the distance to the surface. (d) image of wave packet showing multiple rebounds on the
surface. (e,f,g) evolution of the diffracted intensities with E⊥. (d) elastic theory, (f) experiment (g) theory with a lifetime τ=2ps.

The search for few meV bound states resonances at keV energies turned out to be more difficult than expected
because it can only be observed if the projectile bumps on the surface without exciting phonons. Most important,
due to the large parallel velocity v, the distance L = vτ spanned during the time τ of a typical oscillation in the
potential well, is on the order of a micron. Maintaining coherence between the trapped and scattered waves requires
that no singularity (defects; ad-atom, step edges etc...) is encountered on the surface in this distance. In this respect,
the 0.5 meV width of the resonances observed in Fig.1(f) [7] seems to be a measure the surface coherence. This
interpretation is supported by calculations based on a wave packet propagation method [8] where a good agreement
could be reached by imposing a lifetime τ ∼ 2.5ps on the surface corresponding to distance of 0.2 - 0.3 µm. By
wobbling the beam energy around the resonance, this technique compatible with UHV and high temperatures,
could help in situ monitoring of ultra high quality surfaces with very large distances between defects.
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Highly charged ion interaction with graphene
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3. Faculty of Physics, University of Duisburg-Essen, Lotharstr. 1-21, 47057 Duisburg, Germany

Studying ion-solid interaction has a long standing tradition both in fundamental research and for technological
applications. The main parameter in this respect is the ion stopping force, i.e. the kinetic energy loss per unit
length in a solid. The stopping force depends on the kinetic energy of the ions as well as on the degree of ionization
[1]. The latter fact is usually disregarded, because after a few nanometers in a solid the ion accommodates an
equilibrium charge state independent of it’s initial charge state. Stopping force in charge equilibrium is very well
known.
Here we use slow (v� v0) highly charged ions (Q . Z) to study stopping force far from charge equilibrium and the
charge equilibration dynamics [2,3]. Using novel two-dimensional materials as target material allows us to limit
the ion trajectory in the solid with monolayer precision and thus study non-equilibrium effects.
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Figure 1: Fig. 1 Left: Schematic view of the experimental conditions. Right: Exit charge state distribution of 40 keV Xe30+ transmitted
through 1ML freestanding graphene. Charge states from 5 to 14 are visible.

The left side of fig. 1 shows schematically the experimental conditions with an ion beam transmitted under normal
incidence through a freestanding single layer graphene sheet. The ion energy and charge state are measured with
an electrostatic analyzer. A typical charge state distribution for Xe30+ ions at 40 keV (310 eV/amu) transmitted
through graphene is also shown (right). Ions at this low velocity (0.1v0) are not fully neutralized. Hence, they
still capture and stabilize about 20 electrons within the collision time of only 1-3 fs. Especially stabilization of the
electrons is surprising, since the classical-over-barrier model for charge exchange [4] predicts the population of
highly excited states with principal quantum numbers of n > 10 and a subsequent Auger electron cascade. Such
a cascade would lead to the reemission of electrons and thus to a recharging of the ion. Present results show the
need for a model beyond classical-over-barrier.
This ultrafast charge exchange process is accompanied by a kinetic energy loss of up to ∆E/E ≈ 10 %, which is
about 1 order of magnitude larger than predicted by the SRIM code. In this contribution, recent results on charge
exchange and energy loss of highly charged ion at low velocities in graphene will be presented. A qualitative
description of the processes involved will be given.
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From a loophole-free Bell test to a global quantum network 
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Entanglement is one of the most intriguing phenomena in quantum science. The outcomes of 

independent measurements of the quantum state of entangled objects are correlated, even if the objects 
are space-time separated. This property, often called quantum non-locality, cannot be explained by 
classical physics and is a unique resource for quantum information processing and quantum 
communication. 

Fifty years after its derivation, many experiments have tested Bell’s famous inequality [1]. However, all 
of these experiments relied on additional assumptions in order to obtain a violation, most prominently the 
absence of communication between the entangled particles, and fair sampling of the full dataset when 
using inefficient detectors. Closing the ‘loopholes’ that arise from these assumptions has been one of the 
major fundamental research goals of experimental quantum physics, with applications [2] such as device-
independent quantum key distribution to the generation of provably random numbers. 

In [3], we have demonstrated the first experiment that is free of any such additional assumption. We 
have entangled two electronic spins in diamond at a separation of 1.3 km via an optical fiber channel. We 
have used an event-ready scheme in combination with efficient and fast spin read-out (to avoid the fair-
sampling assumption) and fast random basis-selection (to ensure the required locality conditions). A 
second run of the loophole-free Bell experiment has further improved statistical evidence [4].  

To enable further fundamental tests, as well as numerous applications in quantum communication, 
computation and measurement, we plan to extend the separation as well as the number of entangled 
particles, aiming for the realization of a global-scale quantum network [5]. This will be feasible by 
embedding the diamond samples into high-quality optical resonators, as pioneered with cold atoms [6]. In 
addition, unavoidable inefficiencies in photon transmission require the implementation of a quantum 
memory that is robust under failed remote entanglement attempts.  

We have demonstrated individual control and readout of five nuclear spin qubits via the hyperfine 
interaction with a close-by electronic spin. By encoding quantum states into a decoherence-protected 
subspace of two nuclear spins we show that quantum coherence can be maintained for over 1000 
repetitions of a remote entangling protocol [7]. These results and insights pave the way towards remote 
entanglement purification [8] and the realization of a quantum repeater [9] using nitrogen-vacancy center 
quantum network nodes. I will present our recent results in this respect. 
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In cold regions of the Interstellar Medium (ISM), like star-forming regions or protoplanetary disks, 
molecules form or accrete on the surface of dust grains. The resulting icy mantles represent the main reservoir of 
molecules beside H2. Through desorption processes, these ices can eventually enrich the gas phase with more or 
less complex species, and therefore influence observed gas phase abundance ratio and chemistry. In the vicinity 
of warm objects (protostar, edge of clouds…) thermal energy is high enough to trigger sublimation of the ices. 
This is not the case in the colder regions, but other mechanisms, such as cosmic-rays or UV photons impact on 
the ices, can stand at the origin of the ice desorption. In any case, both thermal and non-thermal desorption 
processes need to be quantified in order to get a better understanding of the observed molecular abundance ratio, 
and to bring trustable and relevant parameters for astrochemical models. 

 
The efficiency of thermal desorption is usually linked to the strength of the interaction energy between 

the adsorbed molecule and the ice surface, so-called adsorption energy. Less is known concerning non-thermal 
desorption processes. Using energy-resolved studies at the synchrotron SOLEIL, we have focused our studies on 
UV photodesorption in the 7 – 13. 6 eV range, and obtained for the first time energy-resolved photodesorption 
rates for a collection of small, astrophysical-relevant, molecules [1-5]. Photodesorption of simple molecules 
(CO, H2O…) have already been studied, but using broad band discharge lamps. In our case, the energy 
resolution allows us for extracting (i) absolute photodesorption rates as a function of the photon energy, 
applicable to any different UV field, and for (ii) identifying the molecular mechanism and the parameters 
involved in the desorption process.  

 
I will summarize results we have obtained in the case of simple molecular ices such as CO, N2 and CO2 

and show the crucial role played by the surrounding molecules (ice composition) and the photochemistry in the 
UV photodesorption. Finally, I will present very recent results obtained on the photodesorption of CH3OH and 
H2CO, pure and mixed in CO-rich ices. 
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Charge and Nuclear Dynamics in Soft and Hard X-ray Regimes 
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The development of high-intensity, short-pulsed X-ray radiation sources promises revolutionary new techniques 
in diverse scientific fields, nurturing the vision of dynamic imaging of matter with angstrom spatial and 
femtosecond temporal resolution [1]. In particular, the start-up of the first hard X-ray free-electron laser, the Linac 
Coherent Light Source (LCLS), triggered a variety of imaging experiments on small molecules, clusters, 
nanocrystals, and isolated nano-scale particles. The basic prerequisite for designing these experiments is 
understanding the response of individual atoms, and tracing electronic and nuclear dynamics in the vicinity of the 
atom that absorbed X-ray photon(s), thus, revealing basic mechanisms of local radiation damage. Pursuing this 
goal, we performed a series of experiments on multiphoton multiple X-ray ionization of heavy atoms with high 
absorption cross sections embedded into an environment consisting of lighter elements. 

For soft X-ray ionization of heavy rare gas atoms such as Xe and Kr [2], we observed the charge states well 
above the predictions of the simple sequential ionization model (up to 36+ instead of 26+ for Xe at 1500 eV), 
which was very successful in explaining results of the earlier LCLS experiments on lighter elements [3]. 
Comparing experimental data with theory (XATOM model [4]), studying the wavelength dependence and the 
fluorescence spectra, we found that intermediate resonant excitations are responsible for the extremely high charge 
states observed. Comparing the ionization of the isolated Kr and Xe atoms with the ionization of molecules 
containing single Se (CH3SeH, C2H5SeH) or I (ICl, CH3I) atom, which have the electronic structure very similar 
to Kr and Xe, respectively, we found signatures of efficient charge redistribution interweaved with ultrafast nuclear 
dynamics [5]. In a dedicated laser pump / X-ray probe experiment, we studied similar charge rearrangement 
reaction in a laser-dissociated CH3I molecule, showed that its spatial range can be estimated from a classical over-
the-barrier model and observed signatures of electron transfer up to internuclear separations of ~ 20 Å [6,7]. 

We complement the results in the soft X-ray domain with the data obtained using ultra-intense hard (5.5-8.3 
keV) X-ray radiation. By focusing the LCLS beam to ~ 0.1 μm2 spot, we achieve the unprecedented X-ray 
intensities of ~ 2-3x1019 W/cm2. Under these conditions we were able to strip all 18 electrons from argon atoms, 
34 (all but two 1s) electrons from krypton, and reached the record 48+ charge state for xenon at 8.3 keV. Although 
the highest charge states is reached at the highest photon energy (8.3 keV), the wavelength dependence of the 
spectra from 5.5 to 8.3 keV shows significant overall enhancement in the production of high charge states at the 
intermediate photon energies (around 6.5 keV). Similar to the soft X-ray regime, this behaviour results from the 
ionization enhanced or even enabled by intermediate resonance excitations [2]. 

However, the response of small polyatomic molecules to ultra-intense hard X-ray pulses is quite different 
compared to our earlier results in the soft X-ray regime [5-7], and to the outcome of recent experiments at SACLA 
XFEL in Japan performed with weaker hard X-rays [8]. In our LCLS experiment at 8.3 keV the presence of 
molecular partners does not significantly reduce the highest charge state observed for high-Z elements: we detected 
I47+ ions from CH3I as compared to Xe48+, and even for a larger system like C6H5I, the maximum charge state 
observed is ~ I45+. Along with the presence of charged carbon fragments and protons this indicates that the total 
charge of the molecule considerably exceeds that of an isolated atom with a similar absorption cross section. This 
enhancement is due to efficient charge rearrangement from the absorbing atom to its neighbours, which is followed 
by the absorption of the next photon(s). At very high X-ray intensities this process is essentially limited by the 
number of electrons available from the molecular environment to fill the vacancies created at the iodine site. 
Interestingly, for both, CH3I and C6H5I, the highest charge state of carbon observed is just C4+. This highlights that 
in the vicinity of the high-Z element light atoms obtain their charge by charge transfer rather than by direct X-ray 
absorption. The absence of higher carbon charge states is in good agreement with the over-the-barrier charge 
transfer model used in [6,7]. Overall enhancement of molecular ionization as compared to a system of isolated 
atom can be quantitatively described using the newly extended version of the XMOLECULE toolkit [9] and is 
expected to be important for imaging experiments involving biological systems with heavy atom impurities [10]. 
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Ultrashort pulses of extreme-UV and X-rays emerging from high harmonic generation (HHG) sources have been 

applied to many applications. For many years, the polarization of bright HHG-based sources was limited to linear 

region. I will present our recent work in which we learned to fully control the polarization of high harmonics 

within the generation process, from linear through elliptic to circular polarization, without compromising on the 

efficiency of the HHG process [1-4]. For example, I will present a novel, compact, and stable apparatus for inline 

generation of circular HHG which we name MAZEL-TOV for MAch-ZEhnder-Less for Threefold Optical 

Virginia spiderwort. The apparatus converts a standard linearly polarized ultrashort pulse into a co-propagating 

bi-chromatic field composed of the fundamental laser field and its second harmonic, which is required for 

generation of circularly polarized HHG. A single quarter-wave waveplate controls the polarization of both spectral 

components and tunes the polarization of the pump and the resulting HHG from linear, through elliptical to circular 

polarization. 

 

 

 

Figure 1 – (a) Scheme of for simple and robust generation of high harmonics with controllable polarization. Top right shows a threefold 

optical and a botanical Virginia Spiderwort. (b) A compact (2” long) implementation of a MAZEL-TOV apparatus including a BBO (left), a 

pair of calcite plates, and a rotatable achromatic quarter waveplate (right). We added a ruler for scale and marked the laser entrance direction 

by a red arrow. (c) A recorded spectrum typical for circularly polarized HHG. The MAZEL-TOV apparatus (dashed green in (a)) is simply 

inserted into a standard system for generating linearly polarized HHG, where a lens (f=500 mm) focuses a linear s-polarized fundamental 

beam onto a jet of argon gas in vacuum. 
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High-harmonic spectroscopy consists in resolving the structure and dynamics of atoms and molecules from
their response to a strong laser field. High-order harmonics are emitted via a subcycle recollision process: within
one optical cycle an electron is removed from the molecule by strong field ionization, accelerated in the continuum
and recollides with the parent ion to emit extreme ultraviolet radiation. This process is very sensitive to the
ionization potential and structure of the contributing orbitals, as well as to possible couplings by the laser field.
While this sensitivity to multiple parameters makes high-harmonic spectroscopy a promising tool to study ultrafast
dynamics, disentangling the different degrees of freedom encoded in the emission is a major challenge.

High-order harmonic generation in polyatomic molecules generally involves multiple channels of ionization.
Their relative contribution can be strongly influenced by the presence of resonances, whose assignment remains
a major challenge for high-harmonic spectroscopy. We present a multi-modal approach for the investigation of
unaligned polyatomic molecules, using SF6 as an example [1,2]. We combine methods from extreme-ultraviolet
spectroscopy, above-threshold ionization and attosecond metrology. Fragment-resolved above-threshold ionization
measurements reveal that strong-field ionization opens at least three channels. A shape resonance in one of them
is found to dominate the signal in the 20-26 eV range. This resonance induces a phase jump in the harmonic
emission, a switch in the polarization state and different dynamical responses to molecular vibrations.

In a second experiement, we disentangle the two main steps in high harmonic generation – ionization and
recombination – by combining two-dimensional control of the electron trajectories and vibrational control of the
molecules. We introduce a new measurement scheme, Frequency-Resolved Opto-MoleculAr Gating (FROMAGe),
which resolves the temporal amplitude and phase of the harmonic emission from excited molecules. Focusing on
the study of vibrational motion in N2O4, we show that such advanced schemes provide a unique insight into the
structural and dynamical properties of the underlying mechanism [3].
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Laser-induced alignment of molecules in He-nanodroplets: 
Revivals, long-time coherence and breaking-loose 
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High resolution infrared and microwave spectra of molecules dissolved in liquid helium nanodroplets display 
discrete rotational structure – a unique feature explained as the result of frictionless rotation of molecules 
adiabatically followed by a local solvation shell of He atoms [1].  
 
The frictionless behavior did, however, not manifest itself in recent time-resolved experiments, based on 
femtosecond laser-induced molecular alignment techniques. In particular, the transient recurrences of alignment 
characteristic of freely rotating gas phase molecules was absent and the rotational dynamics was much slower 
than that expected from spectroscopy  [2,3].  
 
In this talk we present new experiments on femtosecond laser-induced alignment of iodine molecules embedded 
in helium nanodroplets showing striking new phenomena:  
 
1) At low to moderate fluences the alignment pulse sets the molecule and a non-superfluid fraction of the He 
droplet into coherent motion. The coherence, although decaying, persists for many hundreds of picoseconds – 
long enough to allow the composite molecule-He-shell system to exhibit rotational revivals. 
 
2) At larger fluences of the alignment pulse the molecule is accelerated to such large angular velocities that the 
binding to the surrounding He atoms in the droplet is broken due to the centrifugal force. Hereafter, the molecule 
rotates essentially freely for a few ps until the interaction with He atoms sets in again and slows the molecule 
down. 
 
Our experimental observations are rationalized by classical and two-body time-dependent quantum simulations 
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Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have been proposed 30 years ago to be a ubiquitous and abundant 
component of cosmic matter [1-3]. Interstellar PAHs absorb ultraviolet (UV) photons from stars and reemit this 
energy in the so-called Aromatic Infrared Bands (AIBs). Being involved in the heating of the gas by 
photoelectric effect, the ionisation balance, the attenuation of UV photons and the chemistry, PAHs play a key 
role in the physical and chemical evolution of many objects of interest for astronomers, such as star formation 
regions, protoplanetary disks or galaxies. However, our incomplete knowledge of their properties including the 
lack of identification of individual molecules limits our use of these species to probe astrophysical environments. 
This limitation becomes even more critical at the era of new astronomical instruments. In particular the 
forthcoming James Webb Space Telescope will allow us to observe at unprecedented spatial scales the evolution 
of PAH populations in relation with the physical conditions such as the UV radiation field, the hydrogen (H, H2) 
and electron densities. 

The photophysics/chemistry of PAHs in space is governed by long timescales. On one hand, extreme 
isolation conditions prevail there making slow events such as emission of infrared photons important in relaxing 
internal energy. Studying these processes in the laboratory requires therefore dedicated setups. On the other 
hand, the typical lifetime of astronomical environments is in the range 104-106 years. Therefore rare events have 
to be considered; for instance sequential absorption of UV photons is expected to govern the chemical evolution 
of large PAHs, which can eventually lead to the formation of C60 [4]. 

In my presentation, I will introduce our view of the chemical evolution of interstellar PAHs [5,6]. I will 
describe how studies in ion traps and storage rings can help us in describing PAH photophysics and dissociation 
in models [6]. More specifically, at the University of Toulouse/CNRS, we have developed the PIRENEA ("Piège 
à Ions pour la Recherche et l'Etude de Nouvelles Espèces Astrochimiques") setup, which is a home-built Fourier 
transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer with the additional characteristics of a cold environment 
generated by a set of cryogenic shields. The advantages and drawbacks of this setup have led us to design the 
next generation setup PIRENEA-2, which is currently being constructed in the frame of the ERC Synergy 
project Nanocosmos [7]. 

Finally, I will address the case of the identification of interstellar PAHs through spectral fingerprints. 
Information that can be derived from infrared emission spectroscopy is tricky since it involves band broadening 
due to e.g. vibrational anharmonicity in the hot emitting species. Electronic spectroscopy seems a more 
promising way to identify individual species in space as recently illustrated in the case of C60

+ [8]. In PIRENEA, 
we are using action spectroscopy, which requires in general a multiple photon scheme to dissociate the trapped 
ions themselves [9,10]. We are trying to improve this scheme but the ultimate goal would be to perform 
absorption spectroscopy as was achieved by Campbell et al. in their cold ion trap [8]. 
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The spectral broadening of the alkali D₁(np²P1/2 - ns²S1/2) and D₂(np²P3/2 - ns²S1/2) lines, 
induced by atom-atom interactions, is of interest to the astrophysical community as a possible 
diagnostic of brown dwarf atmospheres and extrasolar giant planets, which exhibit strong 
alkali absorption features that are broadened by collisions with helium and hydrogen 
molecules. The spectra have appreciable values as they are very powerful tools to scan the 
environments of the brown dwarfs and extrasolar planets. They are even capable to identify 
their different chemical components and specify their physical properties [1]. 
    Similarly, the spectral broadening of the D₁ and D₂ lines of alkali atoms induced by 
collisions has aroused a great interest among laser specialists. They have particularly paid 
attention to optically pumped alkali laser (OPAL) systems by providing a mechanism with 
which the D₂ alkali line can be broadened to more closely match the optical pump bandwidth 
[2]. Instead of pumping the D₂ line of the alkali atom, exciplex-pumped alkali laser (XPAL) 
systems pump a collisionally induced blue satellite [3]. The importance of the alkali-rare gas 
molecules, selected from the field of pumped molecular exciplex lasers, is robustly linked to 
their molecular structure that has bound and unbound excited states. Accordingly, the 
comprehension of the mechanisms of exciplex formation is mostly based on accurate 
potential-energy curves associated with ground and first excited states [4]. 
    We are concerned by the quantal determination of the far-wing pressure broadening profiles 
generated by D₁ and D₂ atomic lines when perturbed by the presence of He atoms in both 
absorption and emission. In this framework the low-density limit will be taken into account 
for consider only the binary collisions between Cs and He pair of atoms. For this purpose, we 
have chosen to use the potential-energy curves (PECs) and transition dipole moments (TDMs) 
of the CsHe molecule which we have generated by ab initio calculations, where we adopted 
the state-averaged complete active space self consistent field (SA-CASSCF) with the 
multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) methods including the spin-orbit coupling 
effects (SO), as it is more significant than the lighter alkali-rare gas systems. Subsequently, 
we will characterize the potential-energy curves of the X ²Σ1/2⁺, A ²Π1/2, A ²Π3/2, and B ²Σ1/2⁺ 
molecular states by determining their spectroscopic parameters like the equilibrium distance 
Re and the well depth De. 
    We will then analyze the behavior of absorption and emission profiles versus temperatures, 
and determine the position of the eventual satellites in the wings and specify the type and the 
origin of the radiative transitions from which the satellites may arise. Finally, we compare the 
calculated pressure broadening profiles with other theoretical studies and also with measured 
experimental data. 
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The atomic transition probabilities are very important fundamental parameters in the fields of physics and 

astrophysics. The atomic structure of niobium has been subject of several experimental and theoretical 

investigations [1-12]. However, there is especially need for further studies on the transition probability. The aim 

of the present work is to supply some more knowledge on this subject. Knowledge about transition probabilities 

can provide an effective support for the search for further unknown energy levels of atomic Niobium. 

 

The electric dipole transition probabilities of neutral Niobium (Nb I) have been calculated using the Cowan code 

for the wavelength region from 300 to 400 nm in this study. The transition probability calculation is restricted to 

the three configurations of even parity 4d35s2, 4d45s, and 4d5, and the three configurations of odd parity 4d35s5p, 

4d45p and 4d25s25p. The electric dipole transition probabilities have been calculated for 214 transitions of atomic 

niobium. Only transitions with gA > 107 s−1 are given in this study. The transition probability results obtained in 

this work are mostly in agreement with previous data available in the literature [1]. The transition probabilities for 

63 transitions are given for the first time. 
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Partially hydrogenated carbon clusters have been widely but heterogeneously studied. Theoretical modeling of
their properties and fragmentation behavior provides valuable information. This allows to study the evolution of
new molecules and ions detected in the Interstellar Medium (ISM). It also helps to understand the composition and
chemical processes taking place in the ISM [1].

Previously we have only considered bare carbon clusters [2]. When hydrogen atoms are added, the com-
plexity of the studied systems increases. In general, only a few works have considered this family of molecules
systematically but only on small sequences [3]. This work intents to homogenize all the sparse data available in
bibliography for the hydrogenated carbon clusters [4]. From this study we obtain trends that may be extrapolated to
bigger and more complex molecules of the same family. In this work, calculations of several properties for species
of the HmCq+

n family (for n=1-5; m=1-4; q=0-3 ) are carried out at DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p)//CCSD(T)/6-
311++G(3df,2p) level of theory. The studied properties are: relative energies between isomers, ionization po-
tentials, dissociation energies, vibrational frequencies and fragmentation reactions. Additionally, by using this
information, we use the statistical model M3C [5] to study the fragmentation processes of the HmCq+

n (n = 1−4,
m = 1 and q = 0,1) molecules. We present the obtained breakdown curves, branching ratios and deposited en-
ergy distribution functions. We obtain good agreement with the experiments [6]. In particular Fig. 1 shows the
capabilities of M3C to describe the fragmentation of the HC+

2 system with their associated breakdown-curves.
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Fig. 1 Results for the fragmentation of HC+
2 system. Left panel: Channel breakdown curves and deposited energy distribution

function (gray). Right panel: Theoretical branching ratios compared to experimental values.
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In cold regions of the Interstellar Medium (ISM), like star-forming regions or protoplanetary disks, 
molecules form or accrete on the surface of dust grains. The resulting icy mantles represent the main reservoir of 
molecules beside H2. Through desorption processes, these ices can eventually enrich the gas phase with more or 
less complex species, and therefore influence observed gas phase abundance ratio and chemistry. In the vicinity 
of warm objects (protostar, edge of clouds…) thermal energy is high enough to trigger sublimation of the ices. 
This is not the case in the colder regions, but other mechanisms, such as cosmic-rays or UV photons impact on 
the ices, can stand at the origin of the ice desorption. In any case, both thermal and non-thermal desorption 
processes need to be quantified in order to get a better understanding of the observed molecular abundance ratio, 
and to bring trustable and relevant parameters for astrochemical models. 

 
The efficiency of thermal desorption is usually linked to the strength of the interaction energy between 

the adsorbed molecule and the ice surface, so-called adsorption energy. Less is known concerning non-thermal 
desorption processes. Using energy-resolved studies at the synchrotron SOLEIL, we have focused our studies on 
UV photodesorption in the 7 – 13. 6 eV range, and obtained for the first time energy-resolved photodesorption 
rates for a collection of small, astrophysical-relevant, molecules [1-5]. Photodesorption of simple molecules 
(CO, H2O…) have already been studied, but using broad band discharge lamps. In our case, the energy 
resolution allows us for extracting (i) absolute photodesorption rates as a function of the photon energy, 
applicable to any different UV field, and for (ii) identifying the molecular mechanism and the parameters 
involved in the desorption process.  

 
I will summarize results we have obtained in the case of simple molecular ices such as CO, N2 and CO2 

and show the crucial role played by the surrounding molecules (ice composition) and the photochemistry in the 
UV photodesorption. Finally, I will present very recent results obtained on the photodesorption of CH3OH and 
H2CO, pure and mixed in CO-rich ices. 
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Studies of fundamental processes like photoexcitation, photoionization, photodetachment, photodissociation and
dissociative ionization etc., are of paramount importance to explore the structure and dynamics of matter. The
impact of electron-electron correlations and relativistic effects in exploring the structure and evolution of matter
also lead to significance of these photon-matter and matter-matter interaction studies. In addition, requirement
of accurate spectroscopic data to model the structure and dynamics of interstellar and intergalactic medium [1],
development of x-ray free-electron lasers [2], attosecond physics [3], to understand hot-dense plasma dynamics
[4] and the development of intense laser ionization sources [5], also resulted in the upsurge of these studies. To
scrutinize the structure and dynamics of atoms, molecules and clusters, one requires information about various
physical observables such as absolute total cross-section and product angular distribution (PAD) asymmetry (β ).

Our motivation is to explore the physics of fundamental interactions which are responsible for the formation
of multiphase interstellar medium (ISM) through the measurements of photoelectron angular distributions. The
key underpinning the photoelectron angular distributions is that they yield the relative strength of the degenerate
channels of the photodetachment or photoionization transition and the relative phase-shifts between them whereas
the cross section measurements provide the relative strengths of the transition amplitudes alone. In that direction,
state-of-the-art velocity-map imaging (VMI) spectrometer, based on Andrei Sanov’s model [6] is designed, simu-
lated and constructed to simultaneously measure the photoelectron kinetic energy and angular distributions. The
basic principle is that, essentially, the charged particles with the same velocity vector will reach at the same point
on the detector irrespective of the point of formation in the interaction region. The design and simulation of our
VMI spectrometer is presented in the Fig. 1. Our simulations show that the resolution of VMI spectrometer is 4.5
meV at 1 eV electron kinetic energy and interaction volume diameter 1 mm.

Presently, multiphoton ionization (MPI) of xenon, argon, methyl iodide and ethyl alcohol is being carried out
to calibrate the VMI. The laser wavelengths employed to perform MPI are 355 and 532 nm wavelengths, provided
by nanosecond Nd:YAG laser. The results corresponding to these experiments will be presented and discussed.

Figure 1: Simulations shown demonstrate the behaviour of photoelectrons traversing with different kinetic ener-
gies. Part (a) and part (b) corresponds to simulations recorded for the XY- and YZ-plane respectively. The radii of
the circular rings corresponds to kinetic energy of photoelectrons.
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The surfaces of Mercury and Moon are not shielded by a thick atmosphere and therefore they are exposed to bom-
bardment by charged particles, ultraviolet photons and micrometeorites. These influences lead to an alteration and
erosion of the surface, and the emitted atoms and molecules form a thin atmosphere, an exosphere, around these
celestial bodies [1]. Therefore, the composition of these exospheres is connected to the surface composition and
has been subject to flyby measurements by satellites. Model calculations which include the erosion mechanisms
can be used as a method of comparison for such exosphere measurements and allow conclusions about the surface
composition. Surface sputtering induced by solar wind ions hereby represents a major contribution to the erosion
of the surfaces of Mercury and Moon [1]. However, the experimental database for sputtering of respective analogue
materials by solar wind ions, which would be necessary for exact modelling, is still in its infancy.

Sputtering experiments have been performed at TU Wien during the past years using a quartz crystal microbal-
ance (QCM) [2]. Target material is deposited on the quartz surface as a thin layer and the quartz’s resonance
frequency is measured under ion bombardment. The sputter yield can then be calculated from the frequency change
and the ion current [2]. In order to remove the restrictions of a thin layer QCM target and simplify experiments with
composite targets, a new QCM catcher setup was developed (see Fig. 1a). In the new design, the QCM is placed
beside the target holder and acts as a catcher for material that is sputtered from the target surface. By comparing the
catcher signal to reference measurements and SDTrimSP simulations [3], the target sputter yield can be determined.

Fig. 1 (a) A sketch of the new catcher QCM setup. (b) An example reference measurement, which shows experimental and
theoretical data of the ratio between the yields at the catcher QCM and a Au-coated QCM target for different distances between
target and catcher.

As a first test, we have performed experiments with a Au-coated QCM target under 2 keV Ar+-bombardment. Thus
both the mass changes at the target and at the catcher could be obtained simultaneously. Experimental results have
been found to be reproducible and the ratio between the two yields coincides with SDTrimSP predictions, with an
example of such a reference measurement being shown in Fig. 1b. These results indicate the feasibility of sputtering
measurements with the new design. Using the catcher setup, a wide array of targets becomes accessible and further
influences such as the sample roughness can be investigated.

After final adjustments to the setup, sputtering experiments on Mercury and Moon analogues will be conducted
with the QCM catcher setup and preliminary results will be presented at ECAMP12. Knowledge gained with this
research will enhance the understanding of surface sputtering by solar wind ions. This will be used to improve
theoretical models of the Mercury’s and Moon’s exosphere formation so that more insight about their surface com-
position can be obtained.
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A formation of nitrogen hydrides in interstellar space is of importance for astrophysical models. These 

molecules are studied as tracers of conditions in interstellar media [1]. The N+ ion may be formed by reaction  
of N2 with He+ created by cosmic rays. In the series of reactions with molecular hydrogen NH4

+ ion is formed 
and in consequent recombination ammonia is created.  

We have already studied the formation of NH+ in reaction N+ + H2 at low temperatures in range of 10 K to 
100 K [2]. This reaction exhibits activation energy barrier and at low temperature conditions it poses  
a bottleneck of overall process. The amidogen ion, NH+, still waits for its discovery in interstellar space [3]. 
Together with process of its formation also processes of its depletion need to be investigated. Apart from  
a dissociative recombination with electrons [4], NH+ may reacts with molecular hydrogen. There is only limited 
number of measurements of the reaction NH+ + H2 mostly at 300 K; see Fig. 1.  

We decided to study the reaction at low temperatures. The reaction is exoergic and may have the rate 
coefficient as high as theoretical Langevin value. In Fig. 1 we plotted preliminary results of this study between 
10 K and 40 K. We have observed the formation of NH2

+ and also H3
+ as was reported also by Adams [5]. 

 
Fig. 1 Measured rate coefficient of the reaction NH+ + H2 (● product NH2

+, ◆ product H3
+) compared with reaction N+ + 

H2 (triangles [2]) at low temperatures. The horizontal reciprocal axis covers temperature range relevant for interstellar 
clouds from 10 K to 300 K. There are distinguished reactions with para hydrogen (p-H2) and normal hydrogen (n-H2) that 
consists of ¼ para and ¾ ortho H2. Previous measurements of the title reaction are also depicted for a comparison (⬡ [6]; 
⬠ [7]; ○, ◇ [5]). Dashed-dotted line shows Langevin rate coefficient for the reaction NH+ + H2. 

  
The used apparatus is based on the ion-trapping technique developed by prof. D. Gerlich [8]. The ions are 

confined in the wide nearly field-free effective potential created by the inhomogeneous radio frequency field. 
The cooling of trapped ions is provided by collisions with neutral buffer gas while the trap is placed on closed-
cycle helium cryostat. 
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Gas-phase PAH interactions with energetic photons and ions are the subject of intense study, on one hand 

because of the relevance of such processes in astrophysical environments and on the other hand because of the 

opportunities of PAH photoionization as a tool for analytical chemistry. In the astrophysical context, 

superhydrogenation of PAHs is of great relevance, as it might influence PAH lifetime in the harsh astrophysical 

environments and contribute to the formation of H2, the most abundant molecule in the universe.  Furthermore, 

graphene hydrogenation is known to cause electronic and structural changes, for instance allowing for opening 

up the graphene band gap in a tunable fashion and the investigation of similar processes in PAHs might yield 

deeper insights into the underlying physics.  

We have  studied superhydrogenation of trapped gas-

phase coronene cations [1] and the dehydrogenation of 

these systems upon photoionization [2] as well as the 

response of PAH cations upon impact of energetic ions 

and photons [2,3]. Hydrogenation was achieved by 

exposure of RF-trapped coronene cations to a thermal 

atomic H beam. Variation of H exposure time allowed 

for addition of 1-23 H and for the determination of the 

respective adsorption barriers. The observed magic 

numbers, i.e. hydrogenation states of particular 

stability, and the observed hydrogenation dynamics are 

in good agreement with preferred binding sites and 

chemisorption barriers as determined by means of 

density functional theory (DFT). Hydrogenation is 

concluded to proceed via a well defined sequence of 

adsorption sites [4]. Comparison of H and D 

attachment reveals, that hydrogen attachment is 

competing with hydrogen abstraction which in turn can 

lead to H2 formation. The latter has profound 

consequences for the H2 production in astrophysical 

environments. 

Last but not least, we  found that attachment of few H 

atoms to C24H12
+
 stabilizes the molecule with respect to 

photofragmentation upon soft X-ray absorption. 

Quantification of photon induced H “evaporation” from 

hydrogenated PAHs even allows for determination of 

the deposited energy.  
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Fig. 1. Hydrogenation of coronene cations vs exposure time. 
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The numerical algorithm for investigation of the energy spectrum and corresponding wave functions of a two-

body system with the anisotropic interaction potential is developed.  

We study the model of 2D hydrogen atom in the arbitrarily oriented magnetic field (see Fig.1). We have 

obtained good agreement of the numerical results of the energy spectrum, dipole moments and mean radius with 

known analytical ones for the 2D hydrogen model [1]. We reproduce the results for the 2D hydrogen in the 

magnetic field applied perpendicular to the plane of the motion, which were obtained recently by A. Soylu et.al. 

[1] and by A.V. Turbiner et.al. [2]. In contrast to variational methods used in [2] the convergence of our 

computational scheme is the same for the magnetic field of an arbitrary strength, which allowed refining results 

of work [2] for strong fields.  

To the authors' knowledge the 2D hydrogen atom in the magnetic field B = γ sin(α) i + γ cos(α) k, tilted 

to the plane of motion, has not been studied yet. The calculated ground state energy dependence on the magnetic 

field tilt angle α and field strength  γ  = |B|, presented in Fig. 2, demonstrates the possibility to control the energy 

levels by the  orientation of the magnetic field.  

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, Grant No. 16-32-00865. 

          
 

Fig. 1 The schematic representation of the 2D 

hydrogen atom in the magnetic field tilted into 

the plane of motion. 

  

 

Fig. 2 The 2D hydrogen ground state energy as a function of the magnetic 

field tilt angle α and the magnetic field strength γ. All quantities are in 

atomic units.  
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Unambiguous Observation of Triple-Auger Decay in Near-K-Edge
Multiple Photoionization of C+ Ions
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Single, double and triple photoionization of C+ ions by a single photon have been investigated in the energy range
286 to 326 eV. Absolute cross sections have been measured employing the photon-ion spectrometer PIPE [1] at
the PETRA III synchrotron radiation source in Hamburg. Different from previous photoionization experiments in-
volving the K shell [2] the present measurement covered a much broader energy range and multiple ionization was
studied in detail. We were thus able to unambiguously observe triple-Auger decay processes [3] in which specific
K-vacancy terms of C+ were selectively excited from the ground state by irradiation with narrow-bandwidth VUV
photons. Subsequent to the decay of the intermediate resonantly excited K-vacancy terms, product ions C2+, C3+

and C4+ were recorded. Fig. 1 shows the experimental cross sections for processes in which a K-shell electron is
excited to the L shell according to γ+C+(1s22s22p 2P)→C+(1s2s22p2 2D,2P)→C1+m+(1s22`3−m)+me leading
to net photoionization with m = 1,2,3. Net triple ionization resulted in the production of C4+(1s2) (corresponding
to m = 3), i. e., of a heliumlike ion with no electron left in the L shell. Clearly, the K vacancy produced by 1s→ 2p
photoexcitation in the first step has to be filled during the subsequent production of C4+ because otherwise there
would not be enough energy available to release even a single electron from C+. The fact that no electrons are left
in the L shell after the release of three electrons excludes the possibility of an Auger cascade.
By making use of the outstanding brightness of PETRA III and the sensitivity of our experimental setup PIPE the
natural linewidths of the intermediate resonant states could be measured. By combining all the information ob-
tained in the experiment, the absolute transition rates for radiative as well as single and multiple Auger decays were
inferred [4]. The triple-Auger decay rate was found to be approximately 2×1010 s−1 for the C+(1s2s22p2 2D) and
1×1010 s−1 for the C+(1s2s22p2 2P) intermediate resonantly-excited terms investigated in this study. Both decay
rates are estimated to have a 50% uncertainty. The ratios of single- to double- to triple-Auger rates of the 2D and
2P terms are about 100 : 2.7 : 0.013 and 100 : 3.3 : 0.013, respectively.
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Fig. 1 Photoionization cross sections of C+ ions associated with resonant excitations γ+C+(1s22s22p 2P)→C+(1s2s22p2 2D,2P)
from the ground term. The excited term can decay by single-Auger (a), double-Auger (b) and triple-Auger (c) decay.
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The interaction of strong laser fields with atoms, molecules, solids or free charges has been extensively 
investigated [1–3] after the discovery and construction of the first lasers. Concerning possible non-perturbative 
theoretical descriptions of such strong-field phenomena, the method of space-translation, with the corresponding 
Floquet analysis, have been proved to be an important tool in treating various high-order processes like 
ionization or stabilization of atoms [4–5], as well as laser-assisted scattering [6]. This method relies on the 
Kramers-Henneberger transformation [4–6] leading to a Schrödinger equation, in which the original interaction 
potential between the charged particles aquires an oscillating shift induced by the interaction with the laser field. 
The Fourier series of this potential in this so-called Kramers-Henneberger oscillating reference frame contains 
all the multiphoton components up to infinite order, associated to the laser-atom interaction.  

In the present contribution the exact analytic form of the laser-dressed internuclear potential of a 
heteronuclear diatomic molecule in the Kramers-Henneberger frame is given. It has been  derived from the 
space-translated version of the original Morse potential [7], which represents the vibrational degree of freedom 
of a molecule. A numerical illustration of a special case for LiH of our general results is displayed in Figure 1. In 
this case the distortion effect due to the laser field can be represented by the zeroth Fourier component of the 
space-translated Morse potential, which has the same functional form as the original one, and expressed as 

1
2

11 ))](exp(1[)( DuuaDuV  .     (1) 

Here D1 and u1 denotes the laser-dressed dissociation energy and the shift of the equilibrium position, 
respectively. In the above equation u denotes the internuclear distance measured from the original equilibrium 
position r0 (for the LiH molecule D=2.515eV, a=1.127Ǻ–1, and r0=1.596 Ǻ).  

(a)                                                                                                                                  (b) 
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Fig. 1 The left figure (a) shows	the	intensity‐dependence	of	the	ratio	D1/D	of	the	laser‐dressed	dissociation	energy	to	
the	 original	 one,	 in	 the	 case	 of	 the	 LiH	 molecule.	 The	 wavelength	 of	 the	 (mid‐infrared)	 laser	 has	 been	 taken	
=3.4m.	Figure	1	(b)	displayes	 the	 intensity‐dependence	of	 the	 relative	change	u1/r0	 in	 the	equilibrium	position	
corresponding	 the	 laser‐dressed	Morse	 potential	 given	 by	 equation	 (1).	We	 note	 that	 the	 relative	 change	 of	 the	
spacing	of	the	vibrational	levels	1/0=(D1/D)1/2	behaves	qualitatively	similarly	to	the	potential	depth	shown	in	(a).	

We note that our considerations are realistic if the laser photon energy (h=0.365eV) is much larger than the 
spacing of the vibrational levels (h0=0.071eV), and, at the same time, it is much smaller than the characteristic 
energy of the electronic excitations. In the above numerical example for LiH these conditions are satisfied.  
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On electric dipole-quadrupole interference in photodetachment of a
fullerene anion

Valeriy K. Dolmatov
Department of Physics and Earth Science, University of North Alabama, 35632 Florence, Alabama, U.S.A.

It is shown in the present work that one should expect large nondipole (electric dipole-quadrupole) effects to
emerge in photoelectron angular distributions from C−

n anions in the photon energy region of only few to tens eV.
These effects become comparable to, and even greater than, generally dominant dipole effects. This is found to be
because of “confinement resonances” due to a standing photoelectron wave formed inside the Cn cage-resonator.

To the best of the author’s knowledge, nothing is really known to date about electric dipole-quadrupole effects
in photodetachment spectra of C−

n anions (similar studies have been performed for photoionization of only atoms
encapsulated inside the hollow interior of a Cn fullerene, see, e.g., [1]). Noting that a fullerene anion is, in essence,
a giant atom with a loosely bound outer electron, it becomes interesting to get insight into nondipole photoelectron
angular distributions upon photodetachment of these “giant atoms” and learn how these distributions might depend
on the size of Cn. The present study answers this question in a rough model approximation. There, a fullerene
cage Cn is modelled by an attractive spherical potential of certain depth U0, inner radius r0 and thickness ∆ (see,
e.g., [1]). A fullerene anion is then formed due to binding of the electron by this potential into a nℓ-state.

For illustration, calculated dipole βnℓ(ω) and dipole-quadrupole ζnℓ(ω)= γnℓ(ω)+3δnℓ(ω) angular-asymmetry
parameters (in the definitions of [2]) upon photodetachment of C−

60(2p) and C−
540(2p) are depicted in figure 1.

Clearly, results are indicative of resonantly enhanced (due to “confinement resonances”) low-energy nondipole
effects in photodetachment angular distributions from fullerene anions which, at ceratin energies, are comparable
to, or even greater than, the dipole effects, and both effects undergo drastic changes with increasing size of C−

n .
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Fig. 1 Calculated β2p and ζ2p upon 2p-photodetachment of C−
60(2p) (r0 = 5.262, U0 = 0.2958 and ∆ = 2.9102 a.u.) and

C−
540(2p) (r0 = 5.262, U0 = 0.404 and ∆ = 2.9102 a.u.) (see text for the utilized notations).
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Interatomic Coulombic Decay after Multiple Resonant Excitations

Ghazal Jabbari and Lorenz S. Cederbaum
Theoretische Chemie, Ruprecht-Karls-Universität, Im Neuenheimer Feld 229, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany

The advent of intense and ultrashort extreme ultraviolate sources offers an exceptional opportunity to inves-
tigate fast electronic relaxation mechanisms. When multiple photons are absorbed in clusters, at moderate field
intensities, multiple excitations in clusters can undergo processes such as autoionization or resonant interatomic
Coulombic decay.

Since it’s prediction in 1997, interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD) has been studied vastly in theoretical and
experimental works[1]. Here we want to discuss a particular manifestation of the ICD process which is initiated
by multiple photon absorption. The relaxation of the multiply excited states occurs through a very efficinet energy
transfer, leading to the de-excitation of one atom and the ionization of the other species:

[Rg]2
2h̄ω−−→ [Rg∗...Rg∗] ICD−−→ [Rg...Rg+]+ e−ICD (1)

[Rg]2
2h̄ω−−→ [Rg∗∗...Rg] ICD−−→ [Rg∗...Rg+]+ e−ICD (2)

The process in Eq(1) has been studied before in rare gas dimers and clusters[2,3], and was shown to be an
efficient relaxation mechanism (occurring on a femtosecond timescale) compared to other possible decay channels.
The process in Eq(2), however, due to it’s complicated nature and it’s competition with autoionization has not been
investigated. In this work, we study theoretically both processes in several homo- and hetroatomic rare gas dimers.

A*                A*                                      A                 A+  

A**               A                                      A*                A+  

Figure 1: A schematic representation of the two ICD processes after double excitation in a rare gas dimer.
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Endohedral molecular magnets are promising candidates for quantum information processing and sensing as well 

as molecular electronics [1,2]. For their utilization a control of the local magnetization and spin dynamics on an 

ultrafast time scale is favourable. We suggest here to photo-trigger current loops on a fullerene sphere by 

initiating resonant transitions to the virtual, (super) atomic-like molecular orbitals (SAMOs) [3,4,5]. These 

current loops produce localized magnetic pulses which steer the magnetic properties of the fullerene. 

The use of inhomogeneous light carrying orbital angular moment (OAM) provides an effective method for this 

purpose, as SAMOs are effectively optically dark when starting from HOMO for homogeneous optical pump 

fields. The spatial profile of the employed structured light exhibits a singularity at its centre. The phase front 

associated with the light forms a helical shape characterized by the amount of OAM which can be transferred to 

charge carriers and leads to a torque generating the current loop. In principle in presence of the spin-orbit 

coupling one may drive the spin channels directly with such a beam [6] but here we generate a magnetic moment 

that Zeeman-couples to the well isolated spin active states associated with the endohedral structure.  

We present results showing that UV OAM pulse with a moderate intensity of 1013 W/cm² generates nA current 

loops with an associated magnetic field on the scale of a few hundred µT in the center of the fullerene [7]. We 

found that this current is highly controllable scale by the frequency (different resonant transitions to SAMOs 

possible) and the topological charge (sets the amount of transferable OAM) of the light. 
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Monitoring correlated electron dynamics by attosecond transient
absorption spectroscopy

Maximilian Hollstein1, Robin Santra1,2 and Daniela Pfannkuche1

[1] Department of Physics, Universität Hamburg, Jungiusstraße 9, D-20355 Hamburg, Germany

[2] Center for Free-Electron Laser Science, DESY, Luruper Chaussee 149, D-22716 Hamburg, Germany

The dynamics of electrons govern elementary processes such as chemical reactions and charge transport in molec-
ular systems. The observation and understanding of these processes is the central goal of ultrafast science. With
the advent of attosecond pulses, it has become possible to steer and to probe these electron dynamics on their
natural timescale [1]. In molecular systems, electron correlation is of significant importance. In fact, electron
correlation is predicted [2] to drive an ultra-fast and efficient first step of a charge transfer even before the nuclear
motion sets in. However, experimental evidence of this process is still missing. In this context, a particularly
promising technique that might allow the evidence and the investigation of these correlation-driven dynamics is
attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS) [3-5]. So far, this technique has been applied predominantly
to the electron dynamics in atomic systems, i.e. mostly nobel gas atoms, whereas an application to more complex
systems where correlation driven charge migration can occur - to our best knowledge - has not yet been conducted.
Here, we investigate theoretically to which extent ATAS can be employed to monitor correlated electron dynamics
in polyatomic molecules. For this purpose, we determine theoretical time-resolved ATAS spectra for the C2H4BrI
molecule after it has undergone prompt double ionization. Noteworthy, whereas for single ionization, correlation
driven charge migration involving the population of shake-up states occurs predominantly after inner-valence ion-
ization, we find that analogous processes occur already for outer-valence double ionization. Remarkably, we find
that ATAS allows highly detailed insight into these dynamics that follow the ionization process and we observe
that although the electron dynamics are strongly correlated, features in the ATAS spectra can be related to electron-
hole populations thus providing surprisingly intuitive access to the electron-hole dynamics. With this, our findings
highlight the outstanding role of ATAS to be one of the most promising techniques for monitoring ultrafast electron
dynamics in complex molecular systems.

(a) (b)

a) The time-dependent hole populations following the prompt removal of two electrons from the HOMO-5 of the
C2H4IBr molecule. b)The time-resolved absorption cross section in Mb. The (de)population of molecular orbitals
is reflected in the absorption cross section.
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Two–photon ionization as a benchmark for scattering problems with
nondecaying sources
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The description with traditional methods of single or multiple ionization of atoms and molecules by two or
more successive photons requires some special treatment (see, e.g., [1]). Difficulties occur when a spatially non-
decaying driven term appears in the Schrödinger-like non-homogeneous equation for the scattering wave function.
The simplest of such situations is the non-sequential two-photon double ionization of Helium which has been
studied extensively during the last decade, both theoretically [2] and experimentally [3]. Nevertheless, there are
still large discrepancies between the different theoretical approaches, and with experimental data; as such, the
process is not considered as fully understood. Two major theoretical difficulties are the imposition of adequate
asymptotic conditions and how to extract the ionization amplitude from the solution.

Before addressing the full Helium problem within a Generalized Sturmian Functions (GSF) approach [4,5],
we study here the two-photon ionization of Hydrogen that presents the main characteristics we want to emphasize.
This benchmark case allows us to understand how the methodology [6] works and to delve into some of the
numerical aspects of the general method we propose to address, i.e., the multiphoton double ionization problem
in two–electron atoms. The GSF used to solve the first and second order equations are constructed possessing
appropriate asymptotic conditions (outgoing Coulomb behavior). The treatment of the second order equation is
particular due to the fact that its driven term does not vanish for large distances r, as can be seen on Fig. 1(a). This
non-vanishing behavior enforces on the second order scattering wave function a ”beat” type asymptotic behavior,
as shown in Fig. 1(b). Within the methodology we propose, a suitable set of GSFs can be easily constructed
possessing, at large distances, exactly that ”beat” behavior (see Fig. 1(c)).

Fig. 1 For an Hydrogen atom interacting with a monochrome laser, we plot as a function of the emitted electron distance r: (a)
the second order driven term; (b) the second order scattering wavefunction; (c) a suitable set of Generalized Sturmian Functions.

When solving the second order equation using this adequate basis set, convergence is naturally increased.
Moreover, in contrast to other approaches, our methodology provides a practical way to extract the ionization
amplitude directly from the asymptotic behavior of the scattering wave function, not as a matrix element, that is
to say without the need for any ad hoc approach. We also briefly illustrate how similar situations are encountered,
for example, in the multiphoton double ionization of helium.
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We investigate subcycle resolved interference effects using a self-diffraction pump-probe setup. While 

interference in between self-diffraction orders is readily understood and connected to a close-to-collinear beam 

geometry, we also present a new kind of subcycle sensitive interference which concerns the self-diffraction orders 

themselves. 

Two laser pulses from a mode-locked Ti:Sa laser with pulse duration of about 20 fs and central wavelength of 

700 nm are focused into a 145 µm thick borosilicate glass target. The two beams intersect each other under a 

shallow angle inside the bulk solid forming an interference pattern with a few fringes. The phase of this interference 

pattern (GEP: groove-envelope-phase) can be adjusted by means of the delay τ between the two pulses. The 

nonlinear interaction within the target leads to self-diffraction, which can be described by four/multi-wave-mixing 

or self-focusing. If half the crossing angle is comparable to the divergence angles of two adjacent beams, they do 

not separate in the far field and thus they share spatial frequency components. In this case the beams are double 

octave spanning in the spatial frequency domain: This is the third order (Kerr) spatial analogue to a second order 

(SHG) f-2f interferometer, which can be used for CEP stabilization. Since stability of the GEP is typically ensured 

by a stable interferometric setup, further stabilization is unnecessary. The interference between adjacent self-

diffraction orders could be used to examine phase contributions that originate from the non-instantaneous nature 

of self-diffraction. 

Surprisingly not only interferences between adjacent diffracted beams after the sample are observed. At 

sufficiently high intensities of around 25 TW/cm2 distinct modulations of the self-diffraction orders themselves 

are visible when changing the pump-probe delay (Fig. 1 top). We present a simplified model which 

phenomenologically explains this new kind of interference (Fig. 1 bottom). It is based on the occurrence of a 

narrow, strongly localized change in the transmission properties of the solid. These localized transmission changes 

(LTC) are assumed to occur at the very peaks of the grating which start to filament as the light propagates through 

the bulk solid. Each intensity maximum with sufficiently high intensity (to build up LTC) introduces an additional, 

broad, spatial frequency distribution (corresponding to a narrow real space distribution). Hence the electrical field 

of the introduced LTC term will significantly overlap in the far field with neighbouring self-diffraction orders, 

explaining the experimentally observed interferences on the self-diffraction orders. Our model suggests that this 

effect cannot be explained by the third order nonlinearity. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1  First self-diffraction order over pump-probe delay τ. Top: measurement raw data at low intensity (left) 

and higher intensity (right). Bottom: model calculation without (left) and with LTC (right). 
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      As a fundamental property of the electron, the spin plays a decisive role in the electronic structure of matter 

from solids to molecules and atoms, e.g. causing magnetism. Hence studying effects regarding the spin is highly 

interesting. Even 90 years after the famous Stern-Gerlach experiment was carried out new questions concerning 

the spin arise consistently. In 2013 I. Barth and O. Smirnova predicted theoretically that electrons, which were 

created by ionization of noble gas atoms by an intense infrared laser, are spin polarized [1]. Yet, until today no 

experimental investigation of the spin dynamics of electrons released during the interaction of atoms with strong 

ultrashort laser pulses were released. 

 

      Here we report on the experimental detection of electron spin polarization by strong-field ionization of Xenon 

atoms and support our results by theoretical analysis [2]. We found up to 30% spin polarization changing its sign 

with electron energy, see Fig 1. This work opens the new dimension of spin to strong-field physics. It paves the 

way to production of sub-femtosecond spin polarized electron pulses with applications ranging from probing 

magnetic properties of matter at ultrafast time scales to testing chiral molecular systems with sub-femtosecond 

temporal and sub-Ångström spatial resolution. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: spin polarization of electrons ejected by strong field ionization of Xe parallel to the light propagation direction by 

circularly polarized laser pulses. The spin polarization is defined as the weighted difference between spin-up and spin-down 
electrons. Consequential positive values correspond to a surplus of electrons with spin parallel to the propagation axis of the 

laser. Rectangles show experimental data for 40 fs, 780 nm pulses. Solid curve shows results of numerical simulations. Error 

bars show statistical errors only. 
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Double-slit electron interference in strong-field ionization of 
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Abstracts: Two types of double-slit interference have been experimentally identified in the molecular  
frame angular distribution of photo-electrons upon strong-field ionization of neon dimer.

Wave-like  behavior  of  particles,  e.g.  interference,  is  “the  mystery”,  as  stated  by Feynman,  ‘‘which  is 
impossible, absolutely impossible, to explain in any classical way, and which has in it the heart of quantum 
mechanics’’. The double-slit experiment has been widely utilized in order to learn different aspects of this 
“mystery”, as, for instance, in famous Bohr-Einstein debates. In the 1960s it was realized that the double-
slit experiment can be performed at the molecular level by exploiting two sites of a diatomic molecule as 
coherent electron emitters (1). Several such experiments have been reported so far (2–6).

Here we report the observation of photo-electron double-slit interference in single ionization of neon dimer 
by a strong ultra-short laser field (40 fs, 790 nm, 6.0∙1014 W/cm2). An electron and a single Ne ion resulting 
from break-up of Ne2

+ along the repulsive II(1/2)g potential were measured in coincidence by means of 
COLd Target  Recoil  Ion Momentum Spectroscopy (COLTRIMS)  (7).  The molecular  axis of Ne2 upon 
ionization was deduced from the momentum direction of the detected Ne ion. The interference pattern in 
the angular distribution has been found to be governed by the parity of the molecular orbital from which 
the  electron  is  freed.  The electron  removed from an  ungerade orbital  shows constructive  interference 
perpendicular to the molecular axis, whereas the one from a gerade orbital shows destructive interference. 
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Tunneling delay time within the Coulomb-corrected strong-field approximation
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Signatures of the ionization delay time in the photoelectron final momentum distribution during the laser-
induced ionization of atoms or ions in tunneling [1] and multiphoton [2] regimes are investigated analytically. A
modified Coulomb corrected strong-field approximation (SFA) is applied, where the exact continuum state in
the S-matrix is approximated by the eikonal Coulomb-Volkov state. We simplify the known Perelomov-Popov-
Terentev (PPT) and the analytical R-matrix (ARM) theories. Instead of matching the eikonal Coulomb-Volkov
wave function with the bound state one, we calculate the ionization differential probability via the saddle point
integration method by time as well as by coordinate, and in this way avoiding the Coulomb singularity. The
Coulomb momentum shift in the photoelectron momentum distribution and the Coulomb correction factor to
the probability in addition to the standard SFA results for short-range potentials are derived. Comparison with
PPT and ARM theories are carried out, differences are analyzed, and the question of the tunneling delay time is
discussed.

[1] M. Klaiber, E. Yakaboylu, H. Bauke, K.Z. Hatsagortsyan, and C.H. Keitel, Phys.Rev. Lett. 110, 063417
(2013).

[2] M. Klaiber, K.Z. Hatsagortsyan, and C.H. Keitel, Phys.Rev. Lett. 114, 083001 (2015).
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    It has been demonstrated that solid-state samples can be used as generators of high-order-harmonic (HHG)
radiation [1]. The interest of this phenomenon resides in the fact that HHG represents one of the most reliable
ways to generate coherent ultraviolet to extreme ultraviolet light, with the possibility to observe strong-field
physics with modest laser-fields strengths, in contrast with atoms. 

In this work we present a theoretical study of HHG from a ultrathin ionic layers of NaCl supported on a
Cu(111) surface, by using a quantum-mechanical model within the single-active-electron (SAE) approximation
by using a wave packet propagation scheme. We used the laterally averaged potential of the model published by
Díaz-Tendero et al. [2]. This model includes the potential of Cu(111) published by Chulkov et al. [3] to represent
the bulk and an electrostatic model to describe the electron interaction with the Cu(111) surface coated with
adsorbate layers of NaCl. We investigate theoretically the origin behind the formation of the plateau and cutoff
as a function of  the laser field intensity and the number of NaCl layers.

Fig. 1 Harmonic spectra for the 1D model of NaCl/Cu(111) for up to four layers of NaCl. irradiated by a 26.7 fs laser pulse
(I0  = 50 TW/cm2, λ = 800 nm).
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Nonlinear Thomson scattering [1], i.e. classical electromagnetic radiation of a relativistic electron beam 

driven by an intense laser pulse, is a promising method for the generation of high-order harmonics and 

attosecond light pulses. In our recent work [2], we already demonstrated the possibility of single attosecond 

pulse generation in the XUV – soft X-ray regime, see Fig. 1, assuming the head-on collision of a mono-energetic 

non-interacting electron bunch [3] with a high-intensity near-infrared laser pulse, based on a new analytical 

formula for the relativistic electron’s motion in the field of a 3-cycle laser pulse with sine-squared envelope. We 

also emphasised the importance of the correct treatment of the initial values [4], especially in the case of several 

electrons. 

In the present contribution, we report about our new results regarding the feasibility of single attosecond 

pulses. We investigate how do the characteristics of nonlinear Thomson scattering depend on the laser 

parameters, using a new analytical solution of the Newton-Lorentz equations, assuming a few-cycle laser pulse 

with sine-squared envelope, arbitrary number of cycles and carrier envelope phase difference. Regarding the 

more realistic modelling of the electron bunch, we consider finite energy spread and we account also for the 

electron-electron interaction by a mean field method [5]. Our calculations of the angular dependence of the 

emitted spectrum, shown in Fig. 2, suggest that single attosecond XUV – soft X-ray pulse generation via 

nonlinear Thomson scattering is possible in a narrow beam around the direction of the initial velocity of the 

electron bunch.  

 

 Fig. 1. Electric field vs. time of the single attosecond pulse Fig. 2. Polar diagrams of the angular distribution of the  

(along the direction of the initial velocity of the electron) spectral intensity at the following harmonic orders: 260th  

that can composed by suitable spectral filtering of the radiation harmonic (top), 286th harmonic (middle), 320th harmonic 

of a relativistic electron bunch in head-on collision with a high- (bottom). Radiation in this spectral range creates 

intensity near-infrared laser pulse. the attosecond pulse of Fig. 1. 
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Angular asymmetry of Wigner time delay in the CO molecule
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Photoelectron group delay, also known as Wigner time delay [1], refers to the delay, or advance, of the pho-
toelectron wave packet receding in the field of the ionized target relative to its propagation in free space. The
Wigner time delay is a prominent marker of the attosecond molecular dynamics and its accurate determination is
an important goal of attosecond science.

A very crude one-dimensional model predicted a noticeable asymmetry of the time delay in heteronuclear
molecules [2]. This asymmetry has indeed been observed experimentally in the CO molecule when the photoelec-
trons were receding in the direction of the C or O atoms [3]. For quantitative analysis of the experimental data,
we model time delay using the technique of time-dependent resolution in ionic states (TD-RIS) [4,5]. We start
from highly-accurate, correlated wave functions|Im〉 for the target molecular-ion states, calculated using standard
ab initio codes [6]. Each static, bound-state ion wave function is combined with an active-electron wave function
|χm(t)〉 represented on a three-dimensional spatial grid, forming an ionization channel. The total, time-dependent
wave function of the system is then written as [4]

|Ψ(t)〉 = a(t)|N〉+∑
m

b(t)|Im〉|φd
m〉+∑

m
|Im〉|χm(t)〉 , (1)

where |N〉 is the correlated wave function of the initial neutral state, and |φd
m〉 ∝ 〈Im|N〉 is the Dyson orbital

associated with the ionization channelN → Im. Laser field-driven and electronic correlations between the channels
are incorporated using the appropriate transition matrix elements.

Fig. 1 Electron time-of-flight simulation for the ground-state ionization channel of CO. (a) Electric field profile for the 9-cycle
flat-top XUV pulse. The pulse is polarized along theZ direction. (b) Probability of an electron reaching the absorber as a
function of time, in arbitrary units. Green (upper) curve: probability of reaching the absorber at negativeZ (carbon end).
Red (lower) curve: probability of reaching the absorber at positive Z (oxygen end). The carbon curve has been scaled by a
factor×0.365. (c) Probability density of the active electron (|χ1(t)|2) at timet = 650 as. The probability density (in Bohr−3)
is measured in theYZ plane, 0.18 Bohr below the plane containing the nuclei. Note that the wave function on the negative-Z
(carbon) end of the molecule is already being absorbed. The wave function on the positive-Z (oxygen) end still have not reached
the absorber.

Our methodology is illustrated in Fig. 1. A more detailed analysis of our data will be presented at the conference.
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XUV-initiated high-harmonic generation in Ne and Ar

Andrew C. Brown
Centre for Theoretical Atomic, Molecular and Optical Physics, Queen’s University Belfast, BT7 1NN

High harmonic generation (HHG) is now a well established tool both for the generation of attosecond laser
pulses [1], and as a measurement technique for atomic and molecular structure and ultrafast electron dynamics [2-
4]. The well-known ‘three-step’ or ‘simple-man’s’ model captures well the gross dynamics of process: an electron
is 1) ionised and then 2) driven by a strong laser field before 3) recolliding with its parent ion, and releasing its
energy in the form of a high-harmonic photon [5].

For some time now, researchers have been concerned with both the optimization of the process, and its ap-
plication to measurement in so called high-harmonic spectroscopy. Both of these considerations have led to the
same conclusion: the initial step of the three-step model (tunnel ionization) limits both the conversion efficiency
and the ability of HHG to probe general electron dynamics, restricted as it is to the emission of the outermost
valence electron. Hence, it has been proposed that by subjecting the target to both the strong driving field and
a short XUV pulse, the HHG process can be initiated by photoionization rather than tunnel-ionization. This has
the advantage of being significantly more efficient, and also opening the possibility of driving more deeply bound
electrons [6-8]. Several theoretical studies have explored the first aspect by utilising simple model calculations to
describe the three-step process.

However, there are only a handful of computational methods capable of describing the multielectron dynamics
necessary for an exploration of the second aspect- HHG with inner-valence and core electrons. Among them, the R-
matrix with time-dependence (RMT) technique holds significant promise for the description of ultrafast processes
in general multielectron systems [9,10]. Here we present results from a recent study with RMT into XUV-initiated
HHG in argon and neon– two common targets for HHG studies– and discuss both the optimization problem and
the possibility of driving inner-valence electron dynamics.

Fig. 1 The harmonic yield from argon subjected to a 4-cycle, 1.8 µm, 6×1013 Wcm−2 laser pulse with a time-delayed 2fs, 14eV pulse initiating
the high-harmonic generation process. A significant yield enhancement is observed when the XUV pulse aligns with the optimal emission time
for HHG (≈ 2fs before the peak of the IR driving pulse).
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Resonant photoionization of atoms and molecules using quantum
chemistry packages: the XCHEM approach.
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Current quantum chemistry packages (QCP), such as MOLCAS [1], implement sophisticated methods to de-
scribe electronic correlation in bound states of atoms and molecules. Recent advances in the generation of extreme
ultraviolet (XUV) and x-ray attosecond pulses have now made it possible to follow correlated electron dynamics in
real time [2, 3]. Such pulses, however, can also liberate one electron from the atoms and molecules with which they
interact, a process whose theoretical interpretation goes beyond the capabilities of QCPs, as it requires to represent
the ionization continuum of the target in a wide energy range. So far, this representation has only been achieved
with ad hoc codes for selected small systems, such as He and H2 [4-7]. For more complex systems, however this
approach is impractical, and it disregards the advanced methods already available for bound-state calculations.
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Fig. 1 Photoionization cross section from the ground state of the H2 molecule, oriented along the field polarisation, computed
with the xchem approach, compared with the reference theoretical prediction for the non-resonant background, obtained from
the H2 codes described in [10].

To overcome the limitations of QCP and of ad hoc codes for molecular ionization, we follow a novel approach
based on the merge between existing QCPs and state-of-the-art numerical scattering methods. As customary in
close-coupling methods, the electronic configuration space is divided in a short-range and a long-range region. The
wave function in the short-range region is fully described in terms of Gaussian functions, which are compatible
with standard QCPs. In the long-range region, a single electron interacts with a finite number of correlated parent
ions. The state of this electron is expressed in terms of a hybrid basis which combines mono centric Gaussian
functions with B-splines (GABS)[8], which are appropriate to represent the continuum. Here we present the
results for the resonant multichannel ionization of the He atom and of the H2 molecule, as a first step towards
more complex systems. The scattering parameters we obtain are in excellent agreement with accurate benchmarks
[9-10]. These positive results, together with the great flexibility of QCPs, position our method as a strong candidate
for the theoretical study of the ionization of poly-electronic systems.
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Attosecond science has revolutionized our ability to resolve electron dynamics on its natural time scale. Two 

main approaches for time-resolved pump-probe measurements have been pursued very successfully, attosecond 
pump-probe spectroscopy [1] and attosecond self-imaging [2]. The first approach combines a strong IR laser 
pulse and an attosecond pulse into a pump-probe pair, whereas the second approach uses high harmonic 
generation (HHG) itself as a natural pump-probe scheme. Although self-imaging offers excellent temporal and 
spatial resolution, the interpretation of these experiments is challenging; the observable, the HHG spectrum, 
contains information on all steps of the strong-field light matter interaction that need to be disentangled. 

In this work, we demonstrate XUV-initiated high harmonic generation (XiHHG, [3-5]), combining the two 
approaches. Here, photoionization by attosecond XUV pulses replaces tunnelling ionization as the first step in 
HHG (see Fig. 1(a)). The liberated electron is driven back to the parent ion by a strong IR laser field, leading to 
re-emission of attosecond radiation bursts. XiHHG allows for independent measurement and control of 
photoionization and the dynamics of the liberated electron, hence naturally disentangling the two main steps of 
the strong-field light matter interaction inherent to attosecond self-imaging. In our experiment, we observe 
XiHHG from helium and neon atoms by combining an attosecond XUV pulse train and an IR pulse and show 
that the XUV-IR delay controls the timing of ionization. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 (a) Illustration of XiHHG. Step 1: Photoionization by an XUV attosecond pulse (purple) instead of tunnelling 
ionization. Step 2: Propagation of the liberated electron wavepacket (blue) driven by a strong IR field (red). Step 3: 
Recombination and emission of an XUV photon. The dimensionality of the experiment can be increased further by adding 
a weak second harmonic field (blue).  (b) Two-dimensional measurement of XiHHG. The intensity of harmonic 18 is 
shown as a function of XUV-IR delay (vertical axis) and second harmonic-IR delay (horizontal axis). We observe 
oscillations of the signal in both dimensions with the half the periodicity of the IR field. 

  
We increase the dimensionality of the experiment by adding a weak second harmonic field and scan its phase 

relative to the IR, implementing two-dimensional spectroscopy (see Fig. 1(b)). We retrieve even-numbered 
harmonics that oscillate completely out of phase with the odd-numbered harmonics [6]. These observations 
unambiguously reveal the involvement of electron trajectories and the insignificance of tunnelling in the process, 
showing that ionization and propagation are decoupled and can be controlled independently. Furthermore, we are 
able to reconstruct the wavepacket of the liberated electron in amplitude and phase from our measurements. A 
strong-field model and ab-initio calculations corroborate our findings. 

XiHHG holds the potential for investigations of much more complex phenomena within the self-imaging 
approach. For example, unlike tunnelling ionization, XUV-driven photoionization enables access to inner-shell 
electrons [5]. We expect that XiHHG can both launch and clock electronic processes ranging from Auger decay 
to charge migration in complex molecules, allowing new and exciting experiments in ultrafast spectroscopy. 
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Spatial and temporal interference effects in the ionization of atoms by
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As a result of the recent development of the laser technology, the generation of ultrashort laser pulses containing
only a few optical cycles [1] became a routine task. When an atomic system interacts with such a laser pulse
the dominant process is ionization, which is well documented and understood [2]. However, beside the dominant
ionization secondary processes are also present, which leave their imprint on the ionization spectrum. One of the
results of these secondary processes are the intra-pulse interference effects [3], which have the most pronounced
impact on the ionization spectrum. As discussed in [3] these effects are the result of interference between electronic
wave packets following different spatio-temporal paths. From the numerous possible scenarios [3], in most of the
cases only two have a significant impact on the final momentum distribution of the continuum electrons.

In the first scenario, electronic wave packets emitted at different parts of the laser pulse (i.e., at different time
moments) interfere, leading to a fringe structure in the electron energy spectrum, consisting of circular interference
maxima and minima, which are perpendicular to the laser polarization [4]. This process can be interpreted as a
double-(multi-) slit interference in time domain (temporal interference), and it was studied in detail by several
groups both theoretically [5] and experimentally [4]. In the second scenario, electronic wave packets emitted at the
same time (during the same quarter-pulse cycle) follow different paths accumulating different final phases, leading
to a radial fringe structure in the electron spectra [6-7]. In a simplistic picture [6], the radial fringe structure is
a result of the interference between the direct (i.e., unscattered) and the scattered wave packets, where the direct
wave packet can be considered as a reference while the scattered wave packet as a signal wave. In this picture, the
interference fringe structure can be interpreted as the holographic mapping (HM) of the target atom’s or molecule’s
state. Before the application of the HM as a structure analysis tool we need to face the following challenges: first
we need to understand in details all aspects of the HM process, and then we need to devise an efficient method for
the extraction of the structural information encoded in the HM interference pattern. Due to the recent experimental
and theoretical [7] works the physics behind the formation of the HM interference pattern is fairly understood.

The quantitative analysis of the HM patterns measured in experiments [6] or obtained as a result of ab initio
calculations [7] is difficult due to the temporal interference (the HM patterns resulting from the scattering of
electronic wave packets created during the different half-cycles are coherently added). Thus, before a rigouros
analysis the spatial and temporal interference patterns should be separated. In order to achieve this we have
implemented the following wave function analysis method in our ab initio [7] approach. We have started the
numerical solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation at the begining of the external laser pulse and we
have propagated our system in time until the first zero-point of the electric component was reached. At this time
moment the time-dependent wave function was split into two parts containing the bound and continuum part of the
wave function (we can do this separation since the eigenstates of the field-free Hamiltonian are known). After the
separation the partial wave functions were propagated until the next zero-point was reached. Here from the bound
part the newly ionized part was split and a new partial continuum wave function was created. We repeated this
procedure until the end of the laser pulse was reached, where all electronic continuum wave packets created during
each half-cycle of the laser pulse were stored in separate partial wave functions. By calculating the ionization
spectrum separately for each partial wave function we have obtained the pure HM pattern created by each half-
cycle of the driving laser field. The final electron spectrum is obtained by adding coherently the partial ionization
amplitudes. During this coherent summing the temporal interference effects will emerge.
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Using ab-initio simulations, we demonstrate amplification of XUV radiation during transient absorption in a high-
harmonic generation type process in atoms and molecules. The strong IR driving field rapidly depletes the initial
ground state while populating excited electronic states through frustrated tunnelling [1,2], hence creating a popula-
tion inversion. Concomitant XUV lasing is demonstrated by explicit inclusion of the XUV seed in our simulations,
allowing a thorough analysis in terms of this transient absorption setup. Possibilities for increasing this gain, e.g.
through preexcitation of excited states or through control of nuclear quantum dynamics [3], are discussed. Our
findings should lead to a reinterpretation of recent experiments [4,5].
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Recently, increasing attentions are paid to the below-threshold high harmonic generation HHG, due to the 

potential application of generating extreme ultraviolet frequency combs for the precision spectroscopy and 

metrology. However, compared with the HHG above threshold, the process of below-threshold HHG is much 

more complex. The mechanism of below-threshold HHG has been much less explored and many questions still 

remain unclear. Moreover, in most studies on HHG, single active electron (SAE) approximation is routinely 

adopted. The effect of dynamical electron-electron interactions on HHG has seldom been investigated, except for 

only a few works. It was shown that the collective multi-electron dynamics lead to a characteristic giant resonant 

enhancement of HHG near the cutoff region in the high harmonic spectrum of Xe [1-4]. 

In our work, we theoretically demonstrate the quenching effect in below-threshold HHG from At, Kr, and Xe 

by using the TDDFT. It is found that, the HHG at particular harmonic orders is substantially suppressed when 

multi-electron interaction comes into play. The intensities of the quenched harmonics are 2-3 orders of 

magnitude lower than those in the plateau regions. [5] It is also shown that the positions where the quenching 

occurs are determined by the energy gaps between the highest occupied np orbitals and the higher (n+1) s 

orbitals. The results are explained by a new class of dynamics involving the e-e energy transfer as illustrated in 

Fig. 1.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the quenching effect in HHG taking the target Ar as an example. 
  

We take Ar for example. The considered electron is ionized and accelerated by the laser field, and finally 

recombines with the energy equal to    . This electron may recombine to the 3p orbital and release the 

accumulated energy in two ways. (b) In Route 1, it may release the energy in the form of a harmonic photon with 

energy   . (c) In route 2, it may transfer the energy to another electron in the 3p orbital. The second electron 

may recombine to the 3p orbital again or be further excited/ionized. The overall effect of the dynamics in Route 

2 is the loss of recombining electrons with energy     and the decrease of emitted harmonic photons with energy 

of   . The study will help people gain a deeper insight into the HHG process. 
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The handedness, i.e. chirality, of life’s molecular building blocks as well as of electronic spin is of large interest 

for practically all natural sciences. Spin control with applications in magnetism [1] as well as in fundamental 

atomic physics [2] and the stereochemistry of homo-chirality of life on earth with major implications for 

pharmaceuticals [3] are examples of state-of-the-art multidisciplinary science.   

A very common technique to study chiral properties is to measure the absorption differences of opposing 

helicities of circularly polarized light, the so called circular dichroism. Only recently, free-electron lasers such as 

FERMI in Italy and LCLS in the USA have shown to provide very high degrees of circular polarization directly 

from the undulator light source while preserving the characteristic properties of ultrafast and ultraintense X-ray 

pulses [4,5]. This new capability unprecedentedly opens the door for studying chiral and magnetic properties via 

observation of “handed” dynamics of highly bound electrons on a femtosecond time scale. 

We present preliminary as well as final results of synchrotron (SSRL, USA) and (X-ray) free-electron laser 

studies (FERMI, Italy and LCLS, USA) of circular dichroism in oriented and resonantly excited electronic states 

as well as core shell investigations of statics and dynamics in the chiral compound Trifluoro-epoxypropane 

(C3H3F3O) (see Fig. 1). The results constitute a kick-off for transient as well as resonant chirality studies at 

(X)FELs.  

 
Fig. 1a) Pump-probe scheme with variable polarization provided by the new Delta undulator at LCLS. Here, the 
linearly polarized X-ray pulse triggers a molecular dissociation whereas the circularly polarized X-ray pulse with 
shifted photon energy and arrival time probes the remaining chirality of the system on a femtosecond time scale via 
photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD). The measurements were done with an electron velocity map imaging 
(VMI) and a simultaneously recorded ion time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer. Fig 1b) depicts a raw single shot image 
of the electron emission of Trifluoro-epoxypropane 60 fs after the trigger pulse had arrived.  
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Attosecond soft-X-ray pulses were first demonstrated a decade ago. Their routine availability facilitates time 
resolved spectroscopy in a wide range of atomic and molecular gas phase systems allowing to test standard 
assumptions of light-matter interaction [1]. More recently, solid state attosecond spectroscopy was employed to 
gain a time-domain understanding of the excitation of electrons across the band gap of semiconductors, the 
resulting band structure modifications and the nonlinear polarization response of dielectric materials [2]. 
The development of APS (Attosecond Polarization Spectroscopy) facilitates to observe the modifications of the 
electronic material properties of transparent materials under the influence of extreme visible fields with 
attosecond resolution. The observations provide a direct time-domain picture of the macroscopic nonlinear 
polarization wave and reveal the sub-100 attosecond response time of the optical Kerr nonlinearity and the 
energy transfer dynamics during the interaction (Fig. 1). APS presents an advancement of conventional pump-
probe spectroscopy as it possesses attosecond temporal resolution independent of the temporal extent of the 
probe pulse. Its basic concept relies on the transmission of few cycle visible laser pulses through the sample 
under scrutiny at two different intensities and their subsequent temporal characterizing in an attosecond streak 
camera [3]. Comparison of the electric field evolution of the two transmitted pulses provides access to the 
nonlinear polarization wave and the excitation energy transfer as a function of time (i.e. the number of carriers 
excited into the conduction band). It reveals a significant transient and fully reversible conduction band 
population which appears to be suitable for signal manipulation at optical frequencies.  
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Fig. 1  Ultrafast Energy Transfer Dynamics 
The amount of energy few-cycle NIR laser 
fields transfer into fused silica is obtained 
from the nonlinear polarization measured 
with APS. The signal shows signatures of a 
significant transient virtual conduction band 
population (transient energy transfer) 
oscillating in synchrony with the driving 
electric field. The amount of energy 
irreversibly deposited in the sample after 
the interaction (residual) depends critically 
on the maximum applied field intensity. 
While the recordings for a peak intensity of 
the applied electric field of Ipeak = 1.2 to 
1.4·1014 W/cm² show significant residual 
absorption, the dissipated energy becomes 
immeasurably small for Ipeak = 0.9·1014 
W/cm².  
Lower panel: The squared electric field 
evolution of the reference wave 
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Single-shot coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) of individual nanoparticles in free flight has  become possible in 

the last years using high-intensity femtosecond short-wavelength pulses from extreme ultraviolet (XUV) or X-
ray free electron lasers (X-FELs). Capturing the elastically scattered light from a single non-periodic specimen 
allows investigating its  morphology and making light-induced dynamics visible, such as changes in the 

electronic properties after pulsed laser excitation. Up to now, X-FELs were seen as the only light sources capable 
of delivering sufficiently intense, short-wavelength radiation for single-shot imaging applications. Therefore, 

with only four operating X-FEL-facilities worldwide, this exciting field of research has so far been constrained 
to a few experiments only. 

For the first time we performed single-shot imaging of individual gas-phase nanoparticles with a table-top light 
source. Single superfluid helium nanodroplets were imaged using intense XUV pulses from high-order harmonic 

generation (HHG) with up to 1𝜇J pulse energy. Most of the scattering patterns generated in this proof-of-
principle experiment exhibit clear ring structures up to scattering angles of 45° revealing spherical droplet shapes 

with radii of several hundred nanometers. With a smaller abundance also nonspherical patterns were captured 
which could be clearly assigned to prolate, pill-shaped droplet shapes. 

Combining HHG-CDI with the attosecond capabilities and the high degree of control over the delay between the 
XUV pulses and the optical driver laser(s) given at HHG sources promotes exciting future prospects such as 

using the phase stable multicolor pulses from HHG and even attosecond XUV flashes to create, steer, and follow 
ultrafast coherent plasma dynamics. 
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The aim of this research study is to understand phase transitions occurring in metallic materials irradiated 
by femtosecond laser pulses [1-4]. This specific interaction is characterized by the ultrafast energy 
deposition timescale related to the very short duration of these laser pulses. In these conditions, the laser 
pulse energy is, in the first stage, deposited in the electronic population while the lattice sub-system remains 
cold and unperturbed. This leads to the creation of the so-called out-of-equilibrium regime of matter owing 
to specific properties of matter which remain poorly described by theoretical models [5]. This prevents the 
prediction and control of the matter relaxation. 
Improving our understanding of the underlying mechanisms during the matter relaxation is crucial since 
the development of powerful and reliable femtosecond lasers has attracted numerous academic and 
industrial interests [6]. This growing use of femtosecond lasers together with the difficulty of theoretically 
describe this regime of laser-matter interaction appeals for the development of experimental 
measurements able to retrieve the matter relaxation after irradiation.  
Preliminary results of this research project together with the long-term strategy will be presented. It is 
based on the matter relaxation probing thanks to time-resolved photoemission electron spectroscopy (PES) 
measurements [7]. This has been achieved on laser-induced XUV sources (High order Harmonic Generation) 
for bulk samples of gold in the pump fluence range of few hundreds of J/m². This proof-of-principle 
experiment paves the way for time-resolved PES measurements on free-standing nanoparticles [8-10] 
which are of great interest for a large amount of technological applications. Such long-term development is 
dedicated to be performed on large-scale Free Electron Laser facilities. 
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There are very few experimental methods available that can explicitly measure spin dynamics with femtosecond 

time-resolution in molecular systems. This provides an interesting challenge for current research in molecular 

photophysics. Recent developments in ultrafast magnetism has enabled optical studies in solid-state systems of 

fundamental magnetic interactions from a new perspective such as the spin-orbit, spin-phonon and exchange 

interactions  [1–3]. Molecular magnets are promising candidate systems for exploring these interactions in 

environments with reduced dimensionality, which can be chemically tuned due to the vast library of structures 

accessible with synthetic chemistry. We have carried out an ultrafast magneto-optical (MO) study of a molecule-

based magnet. This technique is one of very few methods that can directly probe the spin state of electrons on time 

scales relevant for photoexcitation. 

Femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy was used to measure the MO and transient transmission dynamics of 

thin films of the VII/IIICrIII Prussian Blue Analogue (PBA)  [4,5], which is a room-temperature molecule-based 

magnet. The MO signal is obtained by carefully measuring the change in polarisation state of the probe pulse (Fig. 

1 (a)). We demonstrate that exciting the films at the ligand-to-metal charge-transfer band (Fig. 1 (b)) leads to a 

sub-ps change in the MO signal, as seen in Fig. 1 (c). This is attributed to a modification of the super-exchange 

interaction between the metal ions caused by a change in spin configuration on the Cr ions after the optical 

excitation  [6].  

These measurements open up new possibilities to study the spin dynamics in novel magnetic molecular 

materials. The results provide a stringent test of the theoretical models being developed to study spin dynamics in 

molecular systems. Switching the spin configuration of molecular magnets to metastable states using ultrashort 

laser pulses would provide an attractive route for developing future high-density data storage devices operating at 

high switching speeds. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 (a) The films were excited with 60 fs, 400 nm laser pulses, which spectrally overlapped with the broad ligand-to-metal 

(LMCT) bands in the UV (b). A white-light supercontinuum spanning 480 – 690 nm, and generated by the fs pulses, was 

used to monitor the changes in transmission and MO signal (Faraday rotation and ellipticity) as a function of time delay 
between the pump and probe. Measurements were carried out at 50 and 300 K and in ± 0.5 T external magnetic fields in order 

to separate the optical and magnetic dynamical response. (c) The change in Faraday rotation ΔθF for λ = 660 nm as a function 

of pump probe delay for two different sample temperatures and external magnetic field directions. 
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Using a double-pulse scheme we visualize and control molecular dynamics taking place on intermediately 

populated states during different sequential double ionization pathways of CO2. We demonstrate that exchanging 

the sequence of two differently intense pulses can almost completely switch the pathways. Fig. 1(a) shows the 

measured yields of CO2
+ and CO2

2+, as well as the yield of the fragmentation channel CO+/O+ as a function of 

the delay between 25 fs (FWHM) laser pulses from a Titanium-Sapphire laser amplifier system, in the range of 

∆t=−1.3…+2.6 ps, where negative (positive) delays mean that the stronger (weaker) pulse arrives earlier. The 

delay between the pulses (∆t) was varied in steps of 4 fs using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Electrons and 

ions emerging from the interaction of the two pulses with CO2 molecules were detected in coincidence using a 

reaction microscope. The intensity of the two pulses was 1.7 × 1014 W/cm2 and 3 × 1014 W/cm2, respectively.  

 

 
Figure 1: (a) Measured yields of CO2

+, CO2
2+ and CO+/O+ as a function of the delay between the two pulses, normalized to 

the one of CO2
+ at large delays. (b) Zoom into a short delay-range of the CO2

2+-yield with statistical error bars added. (c) 

Fourier transforms of the yield modulations from Fig.1 (a) for CO2
2+ for negative/positive pulse delays separately, encoded 

by thick/thin lines, respectively. Literature values [1, 2] of electronic and vibrational transition energies of CO2
+ are marked 

by lines and filled areas. Transitions on the X-state (A-state) are marked in blue (yellow) and with (without) an asterisk. 

Full and dashed lines indicate transitions due to electronic and bending dynamics, respectively. The range of transition 

energies corresponding to symmetric C–O stretch vibrational dynamics on both the X and A-states is indicated by filled 

areas.  

 

Measured traces of the ionization and fragmentation yields, shown in Fig. 1(a), exhibit several interesting 

signatures on top of the dominant delay-independent signals that are mostly caused by the stronger of the two 

pulses. It can be seen that the yields are weakly modulated with various frequencies that are different for positive 

and negative delays. This is exemplified by the zoom into the yield of CO2
2+ shown in Fig. 1(b). In the delay 

region around ∆t=0, where the two pulses overlap, the ionization and fragmentation yields exhibit very strong 

modulations due to field-extinction and -enhancement effects. To obtain insight into the dynamics involved, we 

analyzed the various weak modulations present in the yields in Fig. 1(a). To this end, we performed a Fourier 

analysis of the yields in Fig. 1(a) for ∆t<−200 fs and ∆t>+500 fs, respectively. The resulting spectra for CO2
2+ 

are shown in Fig. 1(c). Similar spectra were obtained for the fragmentation channel CO+/O+ [1]. The following 

features are apparent in the Fourier spectra: (i) the position and strength of the peaks strongly depend on whether 

the strong or weak pulse interacts with the molecule first. (ii) Both the CO2
2+ and CO+/O+ signals contain the 

same Fourier components; however, the relative intensities of the peaks strongly differ.  

Comparison of the spectral features to published frequencies [2,3] allowed us to conclude that the features 

in the positive (negative) time delay region are dominantly due to electronic and nuclear dynamics on the X2Πg 

(A2Πu) state of CO2
+ [1]. We thus conclude that during the multiple ionization process the final molecular ionic 

states can be reached via different pathways along intermediately populated ionic potential energy surfaces, thus 

opening up opportunities for strong-field fragmentation control on extended time scales [1]. 
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We report about the results of our theoretical study of strong-field (multiphoton) above-threshold 
ionization (ATI) in laser-irradiated molecular species (viz. N2, O2 and H2) under conditions of recent 

experiment [1] using mid-infrared laser wavelengths (λ ~ 1.0 μm), for which the typical values of the so-
called Keldysh parameter γ ≤ 1. The problem is addressed within the velocity-gauge (VG) formulation 
of conventional strong-field approximation (SFA) suggesting only the direct ATI process as a solely 
contributing and sufficient underlying physical mechanism. Moreover, the density-functional-theory 
(DFT) is also essentially exploited as a complementary method [2] for numerical composition of initial 
(laser-free) molecular state using the routines of GAUSSIAN-03 code [3]. 

Fig.1 demonstrates a sample of our DFT-SFA calculation results for angle-resolved photoelectron 
energy spectra (PES) calculated for N2 molecule corresponding to photoelectron emission from 

predominantly contributing 3σg highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) along the 
internuclear molecular axis, which is supposed to have a spatial orientation within the polarization plane 
of circularly polarized laser radiation field. The spectra are calculated for laser field of various 

different wavelengths λ (800 nm and 2.0 μm ) and peak intensities I (500 and 1000 TW·cm-2) 
corresponding to three different values of the Keldysh parameter γ (0.205, 0.362 and 0.512).  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Angle-resolved photoelectron energy spectra due to ATI in laser-irradiated N2 calculated for three different 

combinations of laser wavelength λ and peak intensity I (as indicated in picture inset). 
  
As expected [4], for circular laser field polarization the calculated PES proved to demonstrate a high suppression 
in ionization rates within the low-energy domain Ep << Up (here Up is the ponderomotive energy of 
photoelectron oscillating motion in incident laser field). Another remarkable feature present in all calculated PES 
is a clear signature of the so-called intramolecular quantum interference manifested as a distinct and pronounced 
minimum(a) arising in high-energy spectra domain due to superposition of multiphoton transition amplitudes of 
ATI corresponding to photoelectron emission from two different (identical) atomic centers in molecule. 
Accordingly, the position (location) of the minimum(a) in calculated spectra proved to be very sensitive to the 
value of laser wavelength λ and molecular internuclear separation R0. 
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Nonlinear interactions of energetic ultrashort laser pulses with gases form the basis behind a wealth of 

interesting phenomena, such as multiphoton ionization, plasma formation, spectral broadening, as well as the 

creation of attosecond pulses and the formation of electron or ion beams. While optimum conditions for certain 

nonlinear processes are often well explored within rather narrow parameter ranges, the rapid advances in 

femtosecond laser technology, driven by the desire to access, e.g., faster times scales or to reach higher 

intensities, demand the extension of nonlinear optical methods to new parameter regimes. Important attempts 

in this direction include the extension of high harmonic and attosecond sources to higher repetition rates and 

higher pulse energies [1,2] as well as the power-scaling of pulse-post compression techniques [3] and 

filamentation [4]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: (a) Illustration of filament scaling: a filament is created by focusing a 20 fs-laser pulse into an Argon gas medium. (b) 

Spectral intensity and spectral phase for three different input pulse energies measured after recompressing the center of the 
filament output. The grey shaded area denotes the input spectrum. An arbitrary offset was added to the displayed data for better 

visualization. The retrieval yields pulse duration around 5.4 fs for all cases (see insets in a).  

 

Here, we present a general methodology that allows the invariant scaling of various nonlinear light-matter 

interactions in gases. We identify a fundamental principle of nonlinear optics showing that even highly 

complex nonlinear propagation phenomena in gases are scale-invariant, if appropriate scaling relations for gas 

density, laser pulse energy and spatial dimensions are employed [5]. We present the concept of our scaling 

model and its limitations as well as the application to two important phenomena of nonlinear optics: high-order 

harmonic generation and filamentation (see Figure 1). We believe that our results are of fundamental interest 

for ultrafast science and provide routes for scaling various nonlinear optics phenomena to completely 

unexplored parameter regimes. 
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The ALPHA experiment at CERN aims to perform precise comparisons of the properties of matter with those of 
antimatter, and has been consistently trapping antihydrogen atoms since 2010 [1]. However, only about two 
antihydrogen atoms can be trapped per seven-minute experimental cycle, putting considerable restrictions on the 
precision the experiment is likely to achieve. The positron temperature is thought to play a vital role in both the 
rate of antihydrogen formation, and on the trapping rate of antihydrogen [2,3]. Currently, positron temperatures 
reach ∼50 K. By lowering the positron temperature, significantly more antihydrogen atoms should be trapped. 
We propose to sympathetically cool the positrons using laser-cooled beryllium ions, 9Be+, a technique that has 
previously been demonstrated [4]. Simulations in ALPHA have shown that the temperature of the positrons 
could potentially be reduced to less than 5K if cooling is maintained during antihydrogen formation [5]. 
 
A source of 9Be+ ions, operational under significant constraints imposed by the ALPHA apparatus, is currently 
being tested. A major constraint is the UHV environment of the ALPHA apparatus, which requires that the 
source minimise vacuum contamination. As such, the source will rely on laser ablation to produce a low flux, 
low energy source of ions. The aim is to directly trap the low energy ions in the Penning-Malmberg trap 
currently used to trap and mix positron and anti-proton plasmas [6]. The geometry of the ALPHA apparatus also 
requires that the source can be moved in and out of the beamline to allow the passage of particles. To achieve 
this the source and diagnostic equipment, including optical elements for fluorescence collection, are mounted on 
a linear translator.  
 
We present preliminary results showing that the desired properties of the ion source can be achieved through a 
careful choice of laser ablation pulse parameters. An ablation source for the main ALPHA apparatus has been 
designed and will be installed in 2016.  
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High-precision measurements of the gyromagnetic factor (g-factor) of highly-charged ions provide the opportunity 

to determine fundamental constants with highest precision [1,2] and to test the underlying theory of quantum 

electrodynamics of bound systems (BS-QED) [3-5]. In 2011 the most stringent test of BS-QED has been performed 

by measuring the g-factor of hydrogenlike silicon with a relative uncertainty of 0.07 ppb [3]. The ensuing 

comparison of the measured g-factor of lithiumlike silicon with its theoretical prediction enabled the most stringent 

test of electron-electron interaction in 2013 [4].  

In a recent experiment the atomic mass of the electron has been determined with a relative uncertainty of 0.03 ppb 

by the measurement of the bound-electron g-factor of a single hydrogenlike carbon ion [1,2]. In that way, the 

former literature value recommended by the CODATA (Committee on Data for Science and Technology) 2010 

adjustment has been improved by a factor of 13 [6,7]. 

In our most recent measurement campaign, we measured the g-factors of two different lithiumlike calcium 

isotopes, 40Ca and 48Ca [5]. Despite their 20% mass difference, they have an almost identical nuclear charge radius, 

thus providing a unique system across the entire nuclear chart to test the pure relativistic nuclear recoil effect by 

measuring the g-factor difference Δg = g(40Ca17+) - g(48Ca17+). The corresponding theoretical prediction requires 

BS-QED but goes beyond the standard formalism, the so-called Furry picture, where the nucleus is considered as 

a classical source of the Coulomb field.  

We determine the bound-electron g-factor by measuring the ratio between the spin-precession frequency (Larmor 

frequency) of the bound electron to the cyclotron frequency of the singly trapped ion. The spin-state is determined 

via the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect. The cyclotron frequency is measured by a novel phase-sensitive detection 

techniques, working at ultra-low temperatures. In this contribution, I will present the apparatus including the triple 

Penning-trap setup as well as all detection techniques. The focus will be set on the electron mass results and the 

recently published g-factor measurements on the two lithiumlike calcium isotopes. 
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Dispersion forces, such as Casimir-Polder forces between a microscopic particle and a macroscopic surface or
van-der-Waals force between two microscopic particles, arise from the ground-state fluctuations of the quantized
electromagnetic field. Commonly, the theoretical description of this interaction assumes the electric-dipole ap-
proximation in which the particle is represented by a point dipole [1,2]. However, recent interference experiments
use large organic molecules at relatively high velocities which interfere on very thin material gratings [3]. A conse-
quence of this set of parameters is that the molecules approach the grating surface very closely, at typical distances
in the range of only a few nanometers, which implies that the molecules cannot be treated as point dipoles any
longer.

In order to account for this experimental situation, we have developed a theory describing the interaction of
large (i.e. spatially extended) molecules very close to surfaces. We employ the idea of Gaussian polarisability
densities to include the size and shape of the molecule while retaining the dipole approximation [4]. We will
investigate the effect of molecular rotation on the Casimir-Polder interaction during transit through the grating [5].
In addition, we will investigate the influence of an atomic extension due to a particle in a microspherical cavity, as
it is circumstanced by the solution of a van-der-Waals molecule [6].
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The hydrogen atom and various hydrogenic systems like positronium, muonium, muonic hydrogen, He+, due
to highly accurate theoretical predictions, are the cornerstone for precision spectroscopy, for the determination of
fundamental physical constants and for the low energy tests of the Standard Model. The 1S− 2S transition in
H is an exceptional example where the high precision measurement f (1S− 2S) = 2466061413187035(10) Hz
[1] exceeds by orders of magnitude any theoretical predictions. This is because of the insufficient precision of
fundamental physical constants and because of the uncertainties in the proton structure. The lack of the other
calculable sharp transition in the hydrogen and the lack of the continuous wave laser for He+(1S−2S) transition
makes the determination of the Rydberg constant much less accurate as it would be, if the other such transition
is available. Here we point out that the molecular transitions in H2 can serve for this purpose, as they can be
calculated with sufficient precision to resolve the proton charge radius puzzle and to improve determination of the
Rydberg constant.

The calculations for the hydrogen molecule has never been considered to be as accurate as for hydrogen due to
lack of the analytic solution of the Schrödinger equation. Nevertheless the numerical solution, as it has been shown
recently, can be as accurate as 10−11 for the dissociation energy [2]. An excellent agreement of theoretical results
with experimental values achieved for the hydrogen molecule H2 [3] indicates good understanding of all physical
effects up to the 10−8 precision level. There are obviously various corrections, such as relativistic and quantum
electrodynamic (QED) ones. These have been calculated up to α5 m order in the adiabatic approximation.

Here we calculate the leading unknown α6 m correction using the so called nonrelativistic QED approach [4]
and give improved results for the dissociation and the fundamental vibrational energies [5]. These results open the
window for the high precision spectroscopy of H2 and related accurate tests of fundamental interactions models.
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QED in an external Coulomb field
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1. Department of Chemical Physics and Optics, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, Ke Karlovu 3, 121 16 Prague 2,
Czech Republic

In recent years the so called proton radius puzzle [1] has sparked discussion about the possible error in the compu-
tation of standard QED effects. Regarding this problem it is important to check the known results and verify them
by independent calculations. Another part of our motivation is exploring the non-perturbative aspects of QFT.

We study the processes of self-energy (SE) and vacuum polarization (VP). The expression for the energy shift
caused by one-loop SE reads

∆ESE =
α
π

∫ d4kF

k2 〈ψat |γµ
1

γ · (Π− k)−m
γµ |ψat〉 . (1)

Here d4kF = i(2π)−2d4k, ψat is the wafefunction of the bound electron, Π is the four-momentum of the electron in
an external Coulomb field Π =

(
E + Zα

r ,~p
)
, where Z is the nuclear charge. For the energy shift caused by one-loop

VP one has
∆EV P = 〈ψat |VV P|ψat〉, (2)

where
−∇2VV P = ρV P and ρV P =−i

∫ dE
2π
〈~r|γ0

1
γ ·Π−m

|~r〉. (3)

The usual evaluation of these expressions is done by making use of the expansion of the electron propagators
around the free particle solutions, e.g.

1
γ · (Π− k)−m

=
1

γ · (p− k)−m
+

1
γ · (p− k)−m

γ · (Π− p)
1

γ · (p− k)−m
+ . . . . (4)

For SE this leads to infrared divergencies; calculations have to be matched with low energy calculations. With
increasing order of Zα the complexity grows fast. For VP, there are no infrared problems, but the calculation is
impractical. Another approach is based on partial wave expansion [2], which works for high Z but not low.

Our idea is to take advantage of known solution of the Dirac equation for Coulomb potential first and only then
perform any expansion. For VP the calculation is relatively straightforward, for SE it has to be supplemented with
the relativistic multipole expansion [3], which consists of two steps. Firstly, rewrite the fraction from (1)

1
γ · (Π− k)−m

=
1

k2−2k ·Π+H
[γ (Π− k)+m] , (5)

where H is the second order Dirac hamiltonian. Secondly, expand fraction (5) as follows

1
k2−2k ·Π+H

=
1

k2−2k · ε +H
+

1
k2−2k · ε +H

2k · (Π− ε)
1

k2−2k · ε +H
+ . . . , (6)

where ε = (m,~0). The idea behind the expansion is that the dominant contribution to SE comes from the virtual
states where canonical four-momentum is dominated by the electron mass.

Once the renormalization of the electron mass and charge is made no divergencies are encountered. The
calculation is analytic up to the very end. What remains are 1D integrals for SE and 2D for VP which have to be
calculated numericaly. For light hydrogen-like atoms the results [3] for SE and VP are either the most accurate
obtained so far or are competitive with the most accurate ones.
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Absolute transition frequencies of the 2s 2S1/2 → 2p 2P1/2,3/2 transitions in Be+ were measured for the isotopes 
7,9-12Be. The fine structure splitting of the 2p state and its isotope dependence are extracted and compared to results 

of ab initio calculations using explicitly correlated basis functions, including relativistic and quantum 

electrodynamics effects at the order of mα6 and mα7×ln α. Laser spectroscopy was performed using quasi-

simultaneous frequency-comb based collinear and anticollinear laser spectroscopy at CERN/ISOLDE. Since the 

extraction of the fine-structure splitting of the stable isotope 9Be is hampered by the unresolved hyperfine structure 

in the 2s 2S1/2 → 2p 2P3/2 transition, we have also studied the radioactive isotopes 10Be and 12Be with lifetimes of 

1.6106 years and 20 ms, respectively. These even-even isotopes do not exhibit nuclear spin and are therefore free 

of hyperfine splitting. Measured fine-structure splitting of all isotopes, including the halo isotope 11Be, were 

combined after correcting with the calculated splitting isotope shifts, to improve the accuracy of the 9Be fine 

structure splitting by another factor of 4. In total accuracy has been improved in both the theory and experiment 

by 2 orders of magnitude, and reasonable agreement is observed. This represents an accurate test of quantum 

electrodynamics for many-electron systems, being insensitive to nuclear uncertainties [1]. 

 

   
 

Fig. 1 Left: Fluorescence spectra of 9Be (top row) and 10Be (bottom row) in the 2s 2S1/2 → 2p 2P1/2 (left) and the 2s 2S1/2 

→ 2p 2P3/2 (right) transition as a function of the Doppler-tuning voltage. The distance corresponding to the 2p fine 
structure splitting Δνfs is indicated. Right: Experimental results and comparison with theory for the splitting isotope 
shift (left column) and for the fine structure splitting of all isotopes transferred to 9Be (right column).. 

  

. 
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Squeezed states of light are very attractive and perspective non-classical subjects for scientific 

investigation in modern quantum optics. They are known to be characterized by strong correlations or 

“entanglement” between photons both in the frequency and space domain. Many papers are aimed to describe 

theoretically the spatial and frequency correlations of photons in a bi-photon pair with the perturbation theory 

being used. In the case when the nonlinear signal is stimulated by a rather intensive pump a bright squeezed 

vacuum state (BSV) can be generated. This state is referred to as a macroscopic non-classical state of light since 

the number of photons is huge and numerous correlations between many photons take place. In such “high-gain” 

regime the perturbation theory is no more valid and new theoretical approaches able to describe strong 

correlations between many photons are of great importance. To develop a theoretical description under these 

conditions the collective frequency modes (called broadband modes) were introduced in a set of papers [1-3]. 

This approach usually leads to a system of integro-differential equations that, in a rigorous way, should be 

solved numerically and hardly can clarify the physical mechanisms of experimentally observed effects [2,3]. 

Thus the theoretical description of collective correlations observed in BSV remains still an open question.  

In our work we investigate both theoretically and experimentally the spectral and spatial features and 

correlations in macroscopic (bright) squeezed quantum states of light generated in high-gain parametric down-

conversion and referred to as bright squeezed vacuum (BSV). To describe theoretically these states we develop a 

generalized fully analytical approach, based on the concept of independent collective (Schmidt) modes and valid 

for the cases of both weak and strong nonlinear interaction. Such possibility is based on the known Schmidt 

decomposition procedure. In the frame of the Heisenberg representation we obtain the fully analytical solution 

for the evolution of the photon-creation operators in Schmidt modes and calculate different characteristics 

measured in experiment. We present the comparison of our theoretical results with the properties of bright 

squeezed vacuum observed in experiments performed in the Max-Planck Institute and demonstrate a very good 

agreement. In addition we show the possibility to vary and control the spatial and spectral features of BSV and 

the number of modes using a nonlinear interferometer based on two nonlinear crystals separated by a certain 

medium. If a medium with group velocity dispersion is used it is possible “to play” with the spectral properties 

of the BSV light by changing the time delay between the pump pulse and the nonlinear signal amplified in the 

second crystal (for example by varying the length of the medium). At the same time significantly different BSV 

spectra are obtained for the case of rather low and high intensity of the pump pulse (See Fig. 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 BSV spectrum obtained for low (left) and high (right) pump intensity. 
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Photonic quantum states have always played a vital role in investigating fundamental properties of nature and 

testing possible limitations of quantum theory. From first experimental demonstrations of quantum entanglement 

and quantum teleportation to quantum physics-boosted cryptography and computation, photons have always been 

at the forefront of cutting edge research [1]. Starting with a seminal work in 2001 [2] the transverse spatial degree 

of freedom of photons, more precisely the orbital angular momentum (OAM) connected to a twisted phase front, 

has been used to open up a novel field of investigations: quantum optics using spatial structures. Since the state 

space of such quantum states is in principle unbounded, they serve as a physical realization of high-dimensional 

quantum states and enlarge the information content per single quantum carrier. However, they also can be used to 

test possible limitations of quantum physics by means of generating quantum entanglement of high angular 

momenta [3]. In the following we describe and propose experiments pursuing this goal. 

 

In a recent serious of experiments, we succeeded to entangle a photon with up to 10010ℏ of OAM with the 

polarization of its partner photon. We start with polarization entanglement and coherently transfer one of the two 

photons to the largest OAM states possible. By taking advantage of a recently introduced technique to generate 

high OAM states, namely spiral phase mirrors [4], we are able to entangle up to 10010 angular momentum quanta 

(see Fig 1 a). Thereby we are not only increasing the complexity of spatial structures imprinted on single photons, 

but also generating a quantum state with the largest quantum number experimentally observed (to our best 

knowledge). The latter one demonstrates nicely that an assumed existence of a quantum-classical transition for 

increasing quantum numbers is often misinterpreted. Additionally, such high OAM states are known to be 

advantageous for enhanced angular sensing experiments.      

 

 
 

Fig. 1: a) False colour recordings of the intensity of a superposition ±10010ℏ OAM. After zooming in twice the characteristic 
paddle structure becomes visible. b) Sketch of the proposed setup to generate highly twisted macroscopic quantum light. 

  

In addition to bi-partite entanglement, we investigate possible extensions to multi-photon quantum states 
with high OAM values. For this we are developing a scheme to generate twisted bright squeezed vacuum 
(BSV), often referred to as macroscopic quantum light [5], due to its large number of photons and quantum 
properties like reduced noise. More importantly, it was shown recently that BSV can be used to generate 
polarization entangled pulses with up to 105 photons [6]. We are currently developing techniques to use 
such polarization-entangled multi-photon states and transfer them, following ideas describe above, into 
states that have high OAM quanta. Since each photon would carry a high OAM quanta, a successful transfer 
will lead to entanglement of unprecedented high OAM values. Such states are not only interesting from a 
fundamental point of view but also to enable enhanced interactions of quantum states of light with massive 
systems or improve quantum metrology schemes. 
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Quantum metrology and ultra stable optical atomic clocks rely on the frequency stability of reference lasers [1-
3]. These lasers have linewidths down to tens of mHz [4], relying heavily on stabilization to ultra stable reference
cavities [5] whose fractional frequency stability is currently limited by the Brownian motion in the mirror substrates
[6]. The possibility of using cavity-enhanced spectroscopy on narrow transition lines has been studied [7] and it
has been proposed to use the direct emission of radiation from atoms with such narrow lines instead [8]. It could
be possible to use radiation emitted on such narrow lines directly as a reference laser. This, however, requires a
large sample in order to generate considerable intensity during the long transition relaxation times. This picture
changes significantly if one considers the case of superradiant or superfluorescent emission of light. In this case the
photon emission flux can be considerably increased by collective atomic decay, while simultaneously achieving
a narrowing of the emitted light compared to the transition linewidth [9,10]. Some advances have already been
made in connection with proof of principle quasi-continuous superfluorescent systems [9] using atoms loaded into
an optical lattice at very low temperatures.

We report the observation of Superfluorescent-like behaviour of an ensemble of strontium atoms freely moving
at temperatures of about 4 mK. The atoms have a strong collective coupling to a single cavity mode, significantly
enhanching their cooperativity, and allowing them to emit a coherent flash into the cavity mode, see Fig. 1.

The Strontium atoms are cooled with a single-stage MOT, resulting in about N = 2 ·107 atoms overlapping with
the cavity mode. We obtain a collective cooperativity of CN = 1.1 ·104. In the cavity mode an optical field detuned
one free spectral range, Ω = 781 MHz, ensures that the cavity is kept on resonance with the atoms. Additionally
this allows for resonant seed light by means of sideband generation at ν = ν0±Ω. We inject a resonant pi-pulse
of light at an angle of 45◦ with respect to the cavity axis, see Fig. 1. The pulse causes all ground-state atoms to be
excited, and collectively emit a burst of light into the cavity mode stimulated by the seed light with a delay τD.

The initial burst of photons is followed by a periodic ringing attesting the possible coherent behaviour of the
system. The current width of the emission peaks is limited by the linewidth κ = 2π ·520 kHz of the cavity mode.
The cavity linewidth acts as a low-pass filter with a characteristic time of τLP = 310 ns.
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Fig. 1 a) System setup. b) Pi-pulse followed by a Superfluorescent-like burst in the cavity transmissison.

Superfluorescence in the bad cavity regime is an interesting alternative approach towards an ultra narrow contin-
uous laser source. The narrowing of the linewidth in the superfluorescent light means that such a device could
significantly increase the stability and accuracy of reference lasers for use in optical atomic clocks.
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Recent time there are some promising systems which are considered as a candidates for building blocks of 

quantum computer, nitrogen vacancy (NV) center in diamond is one of them. This time with NV center were 

demonstrated substantial milestones in long-lifetime quantum memories, heralded entanglement, single short 

readout of the quantum state [1-3]. Besides application for computation, NV center could be utilized as a stable 

room temperature true single photon source. 

      Nowadays handling of the NV center rely on complicated and often low efficient technics. There were 

several attempts to build a robust optical interface to NV center: by using tapered fibers and AFM setups, 

photonics crystal fibers and placing nanocrystals inside air holes; by making waveguides within bulk diamond 

substrate [4,5]. 

      Here we present novel and robust fiber based technology of spin photon interface for the NV center 

nanodiamonds. Our approach is easy, reproducible and cryogenic-temperature compatible [6]. 

      We carefully studied parasitic fluorescence of the fiber (Fig 1 (c)) and methods to reduce it below the level of 

NV center emission. With our technic we were able to collect 3 times the number of photons from NV center 

collected with confocal microscope (0.5% collection efficiency) in one side of the fiber 1.5% or 3% in two sides. 

It is not limit for our technology, NV-fiber coupling may be more effective, because we use hand-made fiber 

connectors that limited transmission of the optical fiber line from NV center to detector level of 10%. This way 

we can suppose, that collection efficiency at tapered section of the fiber was about 15% from one side (30% 

from two sides). We expect that using manufactured fiber connectors will give us opportunity to reach 

mentioned above collection efficiency from single NV center nanodiamonds. Our approach could be further 

developed using recently demonstrated idea of utilizing fiber Bragg cavity [7]. This way one could use power of 

cavity quantum electrodynamics within relatively simple technics. This way our approach may become basis for 

many applications with NV centers in diamond. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 (a) Second order autocorrelation function (G2) of the single NV on tapered fiber, collected with objective; (b) G2 
function collected with tapered fiber; (c) Spectra of parasitic fiber fluorescence versus NV fluorescence.  
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A loophole-free violation of Bell’s inequality with single atoms entangled
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Bell’s inequality allows to test whether nature can be described in a local-realistic way. An experimental test of
Bell’s inequality can be performed by measuring correlations of two entangled particles. A conclusive test requires
a high detection efficiency for the particles as well as strict space-like separation of the measurement events. These
demanding requirements enforced additional assumptions (loopholes) in previous experiments and could be coped
with only very recently [1].

Here we present our approach for achieving this task using heralded entanglement of two neutral 87Rb-atoms
[2]. The atoms are stored in two independently operated optical traps separated by 400m (Fig. 1). In each trap a
single photon is generated whose polarization is entangled with the spin of the respective atom. The two photons
are coupled into single-mode fibers and overlapped on a beam splitter. Coincident detection of the two photons
constitutes a Bell-state measurement (BSM) and thus projects the two atoms onto an entangled state.

To close the locality loophole the individual measurement results on both sides have to be obtained indepen-
dently from each other. This means that the whole process including choice and selection of the measurement
setting and the subsequent readout must be finished in a time shorter than 1.33 µs. By employing a fast quantum
random number generator (QRNG) combined with polarization switching by means of AOMs the measurement
setting takes ∼ 300ns. The atomic state readout itself is based on a state-selective ionization scheme and subse-
quent detection of fragments by means of channel-electron multipliers (CEMs) [3]. The fragments are detected
with an efficiency of ∼ 0.99 enabling a readout fidelity of > 0.95. The time until the result of the readout appears
at the output is ∼ 700ns and thus the two measurement processes are space-like separated. Since a measurement
result will be reported each time the BSM arrangement heralds the availability of an entangled pair, the detection
efficiency equals to unity thereby closing also the detection loophole.
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Fig. 1 Simplified scheme of the experiment.

We present results on a loophole-free violation of Bell’s inequality. First measurements have shown a violation by
two standard deviations, S = 2.30±0.15, corresponding to a p-value of p = 0.0265. Current work is on increasing
the measurement statistics to achieve even lower p-values. A reliable violation of Bell’s inequality would form the
basis for certified generation of random numbers and device-independent quantum key distribution.
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Interaction effect on the thermodynamic parameters of rotating
condensate boson

Ahmed S. Hassan, Azza M. El-Badry
Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Minia University, El Minia, Egypt

Recently Bose-Einstein condensation becomes a model system for the study of vortex matter. Quantized vortices
play a key role in many physical branch, such as superfluidity and superconductivity. Many open questions remain,
predominantly related to exploring the effects of interparticle interactions on the behaviour of these systems under
different circumstances [1]. These include, but are not limited to:

In this work a conventional semiclassical approach, Hartree-Fock approximation, is used to investigate the
interaction effect on the temperature dependence of the thermodynamic parameters. We calculate the condensate
fraction, entropy, heat capacity, effective in situ radii, Moment of inertia and vortices number is considered. The
obtained results provide useful qualitative theoretical results for future Bose Einstein condensation experiments in
a rotating traps [2].
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One-Dimensional Bose-Einstein Condensation of Photons in a Microtube

Alex Kruchkov†

Laboratory for Quantum Magnetism (LQM), École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Station 3, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

This study [1] considers a quasiequilibrium one-dimensional Bose-Einstein condensation of photons trapped in
a microtube. Light modes with a cut-off frequency (a photon’s “mass”) interact through different processes of
absorption, emission, and scattering on molecules and atoms. In this study, I discuss the conditions for the one-
dimensional condensation of light and the role of photon-photon interactions in the system. The technique in use
is the Matsubara’s Green’s functions formalism modified for the quasiequilibrium system under study.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 1: Photon-atom interaction processes (up to the first order in fine structure constant): (a)-(c) One-photon
processes; (d)-(i) Two-photon processes. A single line designates a ground-state atom; a double line designates an
excited-state atom; a curly line designates a photon.

In 2010, the group of German physicists led by M.Weitz reported an observation of quasiequilibrium Bose-Einstein
condensate (BEC) of light in a flat cavity [2,3], and recently the experiment was reproduced by an indepen-
dent group led by R.Nyman [4]. What is important, is that in these studies photons behave as effectively two-
dimensional particles and under some conditions they can condense. The impact of these experiments was quite
high, motivated by possible applications of the BEC of light both as a new light source and as an intermediate
step in the efficient conversion mechanism of light energy in solar cells. However, the choice of the systems is so
far restricted to the microcavity with spherically curved walls, where the condensation of photons happens in the
two-dimensional reciprocal space [2-5].

In this study [1], I consider the one-dimensional condensation of photons. As it follows from my calculations, it
can be observed in a long microtube with a specific shape under certain conditions. This results will be of interest
both for the experimentalists and theorists.
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Stable vortex solitons in microwave-coupled atomic condensates 

 

Guangjiong Dong 

 

State Key Laboratory of Precision Spectroscopy,  East China Normal University, Shanghai, China 

 

Stable quantum solitons with large values of embedded vorticity S are not only a subject of 

fundamental interest, but are also required by various applications, such as quantum information 

processing and storage, and rotation sensing. However, in conventional atomic Bose-Einstein 

condensates (BECs) vortex solitons with S>1 cannot be stable. Here, we demonstrate that robust 

solitons with any S (at least, up to 5) can be created in the trap- and rotation-free two-dimensional 

space by means of the local-field effect (the feedback of BEC on the propagation of electromagnetic 

waves) in a condensate of two-level atoms coupled by a microwave (MW) field, as well as in a gas 

of MW-coupled fermions with spin 1/2. Furthermore, the vortex solitons remain stable in the 

presence of arbitrarily strong repulsive contact interactions (in that case, solitons can be 

constructed by means of the Thomas-Fermi approximation), as well as under moderately strong 

attractive contact interactions (ACI) between the atoms (which, by itself, would lead to collapse). 

We find, in numerical and analytical forms, a threshold strength of the ACI up to which the stable 

solitons exist. The solitons with higher S are more robust against the ACI-induced collapse. When 

the ACI strength is close to the threshold value, an internal mode is readily excited in the solitons. 
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Spinor quantum gases with narrow-line control

M. Robert-de-Saint-Vincent1,2, E. Maréchal1,2, P. Pedri2,1, L. Vernac2,1, O. Gorceix2,1, B. Laburthe-Tolra1,2

1. CNRS, UMR 7538, Laboratoire de Physique des Lasers, 99 avenue Jean-Baptiste Clément, F-93430 Villetaneuse, France
2. Université Paris 13, Sorbonne Paris Cité, LPL, 99 avenue Jean-Baptiste Clément, F-93430 Villetaneuse, France

Degenerate atomic gases provide a new realization of magnetic systems, which permits to revisit questions
encountered in condensed matter while also providing access to a new range of physical situations. Alkali-earth
species combine the attractive properties of large-spin fermionic isotopes, and of narrow spectroscopic lines com-
monly used in the context of metrology. Our project aims at taking full advantage of the spectroscopic properties
of Strontium 87 to study the many-body physics of a 10-component spinor fermionic gas in lattice geometry [1].
In particular, the 7 kHz wide 1S0→3 P1 transition will be used for a state transfer and detection method marrying
single site selectivity with full spin sensitivity. The mHz wide ”clock” transition 1S0 →3 P0 offers prospects for
the optical control of interactions [2] and for the preparation of metastable magnetic impurities [3]. The optical
frequency reference from the optical clocks at Observatoire de Paris, disseminated to Laboratoire de Physique des
Lasers through a fiberized link [4], will permit to assess the frequency stability of the laser sources involved in
narrow-line control of this many-body system. In parallel to experimental progresses, we will introduce theoret-
ical considerations on the production of correlated magnetic systems by direct cooling of the magnetic degree of
freedom.
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Coulomb-Explosion Imaging of Ultracold 6Li Molecules using Intense
Laserpulses

Niels Kurz1, Christoph Bogda1, Thomas Pfeifer1, Alexander Dorn1

1. Max-Planck-Institute for Nuclear Physics, Saupfercheckweg 1, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany

This project aims to develop a new experimental imaging technique for studying few-body physics in ultracold
Fermi gases. Therefore, a fermionic sample of 6Li atoms will be prepared in an optical dipole trap. Adjusting
the interaction strength of the atoms via a Feshbach resonance to positive values leads to the binding of atom
pairs in different spin-states to bosonic molecules. In this way a molecular BEC of weakly bound 6Li dimers
is formed. The spatial size of the molecules can be tuned in the vicinity of the Feshbach resonance from a few
up to ten thousand Bohr radii. The inter-atomic distance distribution will be measured by Coulomb explosion
imaging (CEI). Therefore, an intense femtosecond laser pulse is focused into the ensemble ionizing both atoms of
the dimer. From their repulsion the ions will gain kinetic energy which will be measured and allows to conclude
on their initial separation at the instant of ionization. For this purpose a recoil ion momentum spectrometer is used
where all the ions are imaged onto time- and position-sensitive detectors such that their momentum vectors can be
reconstructed as it is routinely done for atomic ionization reactions using reaction microscopes or the COLTRIMS
technique. With a momentum resolution better than 0.05 a.u. for an ultra cold target gas in a small source volume,
we expect to be able to resolve spatial separations of a few micrometers and below.

Fig. 1 Schematic of a MOT Remi, i.e. a recoil ion spectrometer with a cloud of cold atoms as a target, trapped in a magneto-
optical trap (MOT). After successful MOT trapping, the atoms will be transferred to an optical dipole trap to further cool the
atomic sample by evaporative cooling.

A further prospect of cold atomic samples of 6Li atoms in a reaction microscope is the possibility of RF
association of Efimov trimers [1] and subsequent use of CEI to directly map their geometrical structure. In principle
this method can be applied to study the physics of arbitrary few particle fermion systems which can be produced
deterministically, e.g., in optical microtraps using the so-called spilling technique [2].
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Experimental and theoretical studies of three different EIT-type
resonances formed in a nanocell containing 87Rb vapor

Arevik Amiryan1,2, Armen Sargsyan1, Emmanuel Klinger2, David Sarkisyan1, Leah Margalit3, Arlene
Wilson-Gordon3, Yevgenya Pashayan-Leroy2, Claude Leroy2

1. Institute for Physical Research, NAS of Armenia, 0203 Ashtarak-2, Armenia
2. Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire Carnot de Bourgogne, UMR CNRS 6303, Université de Bourgogne - Franche-Comté, 9 avenue Alain Savary,

BP 47870, 21078 Dijon Cedex, France
3. Department of Chemistry, Bar-Ilan University, 5290002 Ramat Gan, Israel

The electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) phenomenon is studied experimentally and theoretically
for D1 line of 87Rb atomic vapor using L = 795 nm thickness cell. The EIT resonance is recorded in three different
atomic configurations - 1. Λ-system with two hyperfine ground levels, 2. Λ-system realized in Zeeman sublevels
and 3. V -system. From all above mentioned configurations the linewidth of the EIT-resonance formed in the
Λ-system (where the ground levels are separated with the hyperfine splitting ∼ 6835 MHz, denoted as EITH -
resonance) is the smallest ∼ 10 MHz [1]. The linewidth of the EIT-resonance realized on the second Λ-system
(Fg = 2→ Fe = 1 Zeeman transition, denoted as EITZ-resonance) is∼ 14 MHz [2]. The last one, denoted as EITV -
resonance and formed in V -system has the largest linewidth ∼ 40 MHz. We demonstrate that EIT phenomena can
be formed in different types of Λ-systems even for L < 1000 nm thicknesses.

It is also recorded the splitting of the EITZ-resonance into two components (each with 12 MHz linewidth) in an
external transverse magnetic field and presented in Fig.1. The theoretical model calculated for EITZ is in a good
agreement with the experimental results.
Research conducted in the scope of the Marie Curie International Research Staff Exchange Scheme Fellowship
within the 7th EC Framework Programme COSMA and the International Associated Laboratory IRMAS (CNRS-
France & SCS-Armenia).
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Fig. 1 The splitting of EITZ resonance in external magnetic field. In the inset presented the fitting in B = 26 G field. Each
component has 12 MHz linewidths.
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A Sharp Resonance of Collective-Effect Origin in the L-shell 

Photodetachment from the Negative Silicon Ion 
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The theoretical investigation on the inner-shell single-photodetachment from the Si
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negative ion will be presented. The partial and total cross sections, the photoelectron phaseshifts, and the 

parameters of angular anisotropy are calculated in the framework of Many-Body Theory for L-shell 

photodetachment from Si
-
 ion in the experimentally accessible range of photon energies (7.5-14 Ry). Comparison 

is made between the calculations of the response of the ionic many-electron system Si
-
 to an electromagnetic 

field at the different levels of approximation: the “frozen-field” Random Phase Approximation with Exchange 

(RPAE), and the static relaxation approximation [1].  The existence of both limits of the “3p” state - as a bound 

state, or Feschbach resonance, in the “frozen-core” approximation and as a quasi-bound state, shape resonance, 

in the static relaxation approximation - allow us to suppose that the real situation is subtler. The optimal analysis 

is made when the dynamic relaxation and polarization are included within the Dyson Equation Method (DEM) 

simultaneously with the RPAE corrections (RPAE&DEM approach [2,3]). It is predicted that the photoexcitation 

to a resonance state « 3p » of complex “shape-Feschbach” nature in the open p-shell reveals itself as a 

prominent resonance structure in the photodetachment cross sections in the energy range of the 2s and 2p inner 

shell thresholds similar to that in the well-studied 1s inner-shell photodetachment from C
-
 [3,4].  The system Si

-
 

is more complex compared to C
-
 where the resonance of "shape-Feschbach" hybrid nature is primarily formed by 

the one-channel contribution. Here we need to consider the partial cross sections for four close spin-polarized 

inner subshells (six phototransitions): 2ps, 2p d, 2ps, 2p d, 2sp, 2s n,p. 

The Si
-
 photodetachment dynamical characteristics clearly demonstrate the significance of all the considered 

collective effects within the RPAE&DEM approach, however the total photodetachment cross section is 

dominated by a strong resonance peak just after the 2s threshold (fig.1). Dynamical relaxation (screening) is 

identified as a decisive factor in the formation of this resonance, however the total response of the whole system 

is shown to be emphatic collective. 

 The results provide a convincing demonstration of the importance of representing subtle core-electron 

correlation effects for near-threshold photodetachment spectra in an understudied ion. The possible experimental 

evidence for the prominent resonance structure predicted in the present study could be of a great interest. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 The results of calculations within the RPAE&DEM approach – the dynamical relaxation, polarization and 

interchannel interaction are included – the thick line is the total photodetachment cross section. The 2p partial cross 
sections (thin lines), where the additional peculiarities of the Fano-profile type appear as a result of electronic correlation 

interaction with the resonance channel 2s « 3p »,p, are also depicted on the right panel. 
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Laser Induced Fluorescence Spectroscopy of Atomic Vanadium in the 
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      This work is a continuation of investigation about hyperfine structure on atomic vanadium (VI) [1-3]. In the 

previous studies [1-3] Fourier transform spectra have been analysed, whereas in the present work laser 

spectroscopic method is applied.  

      Vanadium is one of the iron-group elements which are important for astrophysics. The spectrum of V is 

characterized by a broad hyperfine structure caused by the large nuclear magnetic dipole moment of the stable 

isotope 51V with nuclear spin of I = 7/2 and natural abundance 99%. 

       Laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy was applied to investigate the hyperfine structure of selected spectral 

lines of atomic vanadium in the wavelength range from 760 nm to 840 nm. Experiments were performed in the 

Laser Spectroscopy Laboratory of the Istanbul University by using a tunable single mod Ti:Sa laser (MBR-110, 

Coherent, output power of 4 W) which is pumped with a cw solid state laser (Verdi 18 W). The relative frequency 

reference is acquired by a home-made temperature stabilized confocal Fabry-Perot Interferometer with a free 

spectral range of 299.0010 (8) MHz. A hollow cathode discharge lamp cooled with liquid nitrogen running with a 

current about 60-70 mA in a Ne atmosphere of 1.3 mbar was used to evaporate vanadium and to excite the 

freeV atoms.  

       The hyperfine structure of altogether 20 transitions have been measured. All lines have already been listed 

and classified in the wavelength list of Thorne [4]. The spectral profiles of all lines were fitted with Voigt profiles 

using the program Fitter [5] in order to obtain the magnetic dipole hyperfine constants A of upper and lower levels. 

As results of this work, new experimental magnetic dipole hyperfine structure constants A and electric quadrupole 

hyperfine structure constants B will be presented. 
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Measurement of the pion mass from X-ray spectroscopy of exotic atoms
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X-ray spectroscopy of exotic atoms allows the determination of the mass of short-lived negatively charged
unstable particle like muons, pions, or kaons from the energies of characteristic X-ray radiation. Pions are captured
by the target atoms in a highly excited state and a de-excitation cascade takes place accompanied by Auger and
radiative emission. Auger emission is dominant at the beginning of the cascade process, with the shell by shell
ejection of the electrons, when the X-ray emission take place mainly for lower level de-excitation. The mass of the
pion is extracted by the accurate measurement of X-ray photons corresponding to transitions between levels neither
affected by strong-interaction effects nor by remaining electrons. The best conditions are found in the medium part
of medium Z atoms which corresponds to the few keV range for X-ray transitions.

The actual reference value of the pion mass from the Particle Data Group [1] has an accuracy of 2.5 parts per
million (ppm) and is based on two high-accuracy crystal spectroscopy of pionic magnesium and pionic nitrogen.
In the case the πMg, the use of a solid target induces a continuous electron refilling during the de-excitation
cascade and an assumption on the number of remaining electrons has to be done to extract the pion mass value
from the (4 f −3d) transition energy measurement [2]. This is not the case when a gaseous target is used as in the
measurement of πN atoms where the (5g−4 f ) energy transition was measured with respect to Cu Kα fluorescence
radiation [3]. In this case, the accuracy was limited by the complex structure of the broad copper calibration line.

Fig. 1 (5g− 4 f ) transitions in muonic oxygen (calibration) and pionic nitrogen obtained by the X-ray spectrometer equipped
with a bent silicon crystal.

Here we present a new experiment performed at the Paul Scherrer Institut that resumes the strategy of the gas
target measuring the πN (5g−4 f ) transition but exploiting the almost coinciding narrower µO (5g−4 f ) transition
as reference. With an uncertainty of 0.033ppm, the mass of the muon provides a very high accuracy of the refer-
ence energy (1 meV). The πN and µO transitions are measured simultaneously with a Johann-type spectrometer
equipped with a spherically bent Si(220) crystal and a dedicated array of 6 x-ray CCDs. The simultaneous mea-
surement minimizes possible systematic shifts during the unavoidably long measuring periods. Pionic and muonic
atoms are formed in a gas cell containing an O2/N2 mixture and positioned inside the cyclotron trap. The muons
stem from pion decay. A new value of the pion mass is obtained with an uncertainty of 1.3ppm, half of the world
average value [4]. The final accuracy is limited only by statistics due to the limited production of muonic atoms
and line broadening from Coulomb explosion.
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Relative intensities of M-x-ray satellite lines by electron impact ionization 
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Since early days of x-ray spectroscopy extensive investigations for K- and L-shell x-ray emission spectra have 

been performed both theoretically and experimentally.  On the other hand, studies on M-x-ray spectra are rather 

scarce because of low fluorescence yields and of complex structure of emission lines.  For M-shell ionization, the 

primary vacancy created in one of M subshells can migrate to other M subshells through Coster-Kronig (CK) 

transitions.  This fact makes it complicate to analyze experimental data and we need knowledge of some atomic 

parameters, such as CK coefficients, subshell fluorescence yields, and radiative level widths. 

With advance in x-ray spectrometers and strong radiation sources, experimental measurements for M-x-ray 

emission spectra have been reported.  However, most of them are restricted only for diagram lines and the number 

of experimental studies on M-x-ray satellite lines has not been so large.  Recently Limandi et al. [1] observed the 

satellite lines in Mα and Mβ spectra for heavy elements by electron impact ionization and measured relative 

intensities and energies of the satellite lines.  These satellite lines are considered due to the vacancy transition from 

the M subshell to the N subshell with additional vacancies in N subshells.  In the case of soft collisions, such as 

low-energy electron impact ionization, the mechanisms for production of such additional vacancies can be ascribed 

to the following two reasons, (1) electron shakeoff and shakeup processes following M-shell ionization and (2) the 

Auger and CK transitions during decay of the initial vacancy. 

In the present work, the theoretical model for relative intensity of Lβ2 satellite line for photoionization with 

synchrotron radiation [2] was extended to the case of M-shell satellite lines by electron impact.  From the 

experimental energy shifts of the satellite lines, we assumed that only one additional vacancy exists in one of N 

subshells.  The x-ray intensities of the Mα and Mβ diagram and satellite lines by 15-keV electron impact were 

calculated and the intensity ratios of satellite lines to diagram lines were obtained for Bi and Th.  For this purpose, 

M-subshell ionization cross sections by electron impact were calculated with the analytical expression of Bote et 

al. in the distorted Born approximation [3].  The total N-shell shakeoff and shakeup probabilities accompanying 

M-subshell ionization were obtained from the tables of Mukoyama [4].  The CK coefficients and the M-subshell 

fluorescence yields were taken from the tabulated values by Chauhan and Puri [5] and by McGuire [6].  The total 

subshell radiative widths and the partial widths for Mα and Mβ x-ray emission in Bi and Th were calculated with 

the Dirac-Fock-Slater method [7].  The change in the subshell fluorescence yields due to additional N-shell 

vacancy was taken into account for satellite intensities. 
 

Table 1  Calculated relative intensities of M-x-ray satellite lines for Bi and Th produced by 15-keV electron impact are 

compared with the experimental values of Limandi et al. [1]. 

  
Element E (keV) Mα Mβ 

  Exp Cal Exp Cal 

      

Bi 15 0.270 ± 0.007 0.241 0.19 ± 0.04 0.179 

Th 15 0.201 ± 0.007 0.244 0.16 ± 0.02 0.168 

 
The calculated relative intensities of the Mα and Mβ satellite lines for Bi and Th are shown in Table 1 

and compared with the experimental values of Limandi et al. [1].  The present results are in good agreement 
with the experimental values of Mβ satellite lines both for Bi and Th.  In the case of Mα satellite the calculated 
value is slightly smaller than the measured one for Bi and larger for Th.   
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The resonant enhancement of nonlinear processes in atomic vapours allows efficient wave mixing to be carried 

out even with low intensity, continuous wave, pump beams.  In rubidium vapour, four wave mixing can be used 

to frequency up-convert near-infrared light (780 and 776 nm) to blue light (420 nm) [1-4].  We report the first 

use of a ring cavity to both enhance the output power and dramatically narrow the linewidth of blue light 

generated by four wave mixing in a rubidium vapour cell.   

 For a single pass, 780 nm and 776 nm pump beams can be converted to 420 nm light, with conversion 

efficiencies of up to 260 %/W reported [4].  We have recently investigated, for the first time, the effect of adding 

a ring cavity to this system [5].  We find that a low finesse cavity, singly resonant with the blue light, not only 

more than doubles the blue output power, but also significantly narrows the linewidth of the blue light produced.  

Figure 1 (a) compares the single pass and cavity-enhanced blue output power as a function of pump laser 

detuning.  With the cavity, the output power more than doubles when the blue light, whose frequency scans with 

the pump laser, is resonant with the cavity.  There is additional scope for increasing the cavity-enhanced output 

power by reducing the large parasitic losses (around 20%) in our current ring cavity.  The linewidth of the 

generated blue light, measured by performing a beat note with a 420 nm laser, is shown in figure 1 (b).  For a 

single pass the generated blue light has a significantly power broadened linewidth of around 33 MHz.  With the 

cavity however, this is narrowed to < 1MHz.  Unlike the single pass setup, the cavity allows high output power 

and narrow linewidth to be achieved concurrently. 

Fig. 1 (a) Blue output power as a function of 776 nm pump detuning for a single pass (red) and with the cavity (blue).  (b) Beat note 
of the generated blue light against a 420 nm ECDL for a single pass (red) and with the cavity (blue).  Offer et. al. 2016 [5]  

  

We have also shown that the generated blue light is widely tunable over the 
85

Rb 5S1/2 to 6P3/2 

transitions.  As a result we suggest that this light source would have applications in ultracold atomic gases, for 

example in second-stage laser cooling of rubidium, or for enhanced resolution imaging.  Furthermore, for single 

pass four wave mixing, it has been demonstrated that transverse phase structure, for example orbital angular 

momentum, can be transferred between the near-IR pump beams and the generated blue light [6].  Our ring 

cavity may allow this process to be carried out more efficiently, which would be important for applications such 

as higher dimensional quantum information processing.    
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Two-photon transition spectroscopy is one of powerful tools for observation of non-linear phenomena, which is 

applied for localized spaces with Doppler free measurement [1]. Recently, non-linear phenomena including 

collision broadenings observed in Rb two-photon spectra in the condition of high density of atoms [2]. 

We study two-photon spectroscopy in the high-power excitation regime which makes novel quantum 

conditions, such as dressed states of atoms with the strong laser field. The atoms are excited from the 5S1/2 ground 

state to the 5D5/2 excited state via off-resonant 5P3/2 state. We observe the fluorescence at 420 nm of 6P-5S 

transition from the 5D-6P cascade decay as shown Fig. 1 (a). In order to observe intensity dependence, the laser 

intensity is controlled in the range from 50 to 300 mW. We confirm that the signal intensity of the two-photon 

transition spectra are proportional to the square of the excitation laser intensity. Zeeman splitting exposed to 

magnetic field resolve a degeneracy of hyperfine structure [3].We derive the two-photon spectra with magnetic 

sublevels resolved by Zeeman splitting under an applied magnetic field in the range from 0 to 42 G. Figure 1 (b) 

shows two-photon transition spectra in a homogeneous magnetic field of 9 G and exciting laser intensity of 100 

mW at the temperature of 357 K. 

We observe line broadning and frequency shift and estimate the broading due to the power broadening effect. 

We have found the observed line broadenings and the light shift can be quantitatively explained by laser power 

broadening and different coupling strength of magnetic sublevels, respectively. In addition we will also report on 

the Zeeman and Paschen-Back effects of the two-photon transition by changing in the applyed magnetic field 

strength and the light intensity. 

 
 

Fig. 1 (a) Energy level diagram for 87Rb in 5S1/2 – 5D5/2 excitation. (b) Zeeman spectra 5S1/2 (F = 1) – 5D5/2 (F’ = 1, 2, 3) with 
magnetic sublevels resolved. 
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Determining the absolute configuration of chiral molecules, i.e. their microscopic handedness, is still a challenge
for many species. For several decades, anomalous X-ray diffraction as introduced by Bijvoet et al. [1] had been
the only method for this purpose that did not rely on theoretical input or semi-empirical rules. Recently, Coulomb
Explosion Imaging has been shown to be a promising approach for the direct determination of small molecules’
absolute configuration [2,3]. For this technique, the molecule is multiply ionized within a time-scale that is short
compared to structural changes. The positively charged ion cores subsequently repel each other due to Coulombic
forces so that their momentum vectors carry information on the initial structure. This momentum vectors can be
measured for single molecules in coincidence, e.g. with a COLTRIMS setup (Cold Target Recoil Ion Momentum
Spectroscopy) [4].

In this contribution, we extend the method to the chiral ethane derivative halothane (CF3CHClBr). Its increased
complexity is an important step to test the method’s suitability for larger molecules. Multiple ionization was
induced by single-photon excitation at the energy of the carbon K-shell and subsequent relaxation processes. We
compare various fragmentation pathways in order to investigate which break-ups carry a signature of handedness
and to evaluate their reliability for the determination of absolute configuration.
In addition, the different halogenes attached to the carbon atoms lead to significant energy shifts of the respective
carbon K-shell. This enables us to post-select the primary ionization site via the photoelectron energy and to
compare fragmentation patterns for the photo-ionization of the two different carbon atoms. These results help
to identify ionization energies and fragmentation pathways that are promising for the determination of absolute
configuration of larger molecules.

Fig. 1 Structure model of the S- and R-Enantiomers of Halothan. The stereocenter is marked with an asterisk.
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This study was aimed at obtaining new data on the process of formation of selenium ions at electron 

ionization of selenium molecular beam by mass spectrometry at different temperatures of the initial material 

evaporation and energies of the bombarding electrons. For this purpose we performed a detailed investigation of 

mass spectra of selenium molecular beam in the temperature range T = 420–500 K and measured energy 

dependences of the ion formation. The experiment was carried out at a setup using an MX 7304A monopole 

mass spectrometer as an analytical device with the mass resolution better than ΔM = 1 Da [1]. The selenium 

molecular beam was formed by an effusion type source providing the concentration of molecules in the region of 

intersection with the electron beam in the range of 10
10

–10
11

 cm
-3

. The ion source with electron ionization was 

operating in electron current stabilization mode and enabled the electron beams with fixed energy of 5 to 90 eV 

at currents of 0.05 – 0.5 mA and the energy spread ∆E = 300 meV to be obtained. The mass scale calibration was 

performed for Ar and Xe isotopes, and the electron energy scale was calibrated using the initial part of the 

atomic ionization cross sections of Kr atom and N2 molecule. The experiment was carried in two stages: first the 

mass spectra were studied, and at the second stage the energy dependences of relative cross sections of 

dissociative ionization were measured. 

                   (a) 

 

    (b) 

 

Fig. 1 Ionization efficiency curves for Se+ ions (left panel, the inset showing comparison our data for the initial part 

of Se relative ionization cross section (1) with those of Viswanathan et al [2] (2)) and Se2+ ions (right panel). 
  

After configuring the mass spectrometer for the separation of a certain mass, relative cross-sections of 

formation of different selenium ions in Se
n+

 (n = 1–4) were measured from the process threshold to 36 eV. The 

energy dependences of formation of Se
+
 and Se

2+
 ions are shown in Fig. 1. The possible channels of Se 

formation are the following: 
 

electron ionization of the selenium atom:           Se+ e
-
 = Se

+
 + 2e

-
               (1) 

dissociative ionization of selenium molecules:   Sen + e
-
 = Se

+
 + Sen-1 + 2e

-
. (2) 

 

Selenium atoms in the gaseous state appear at temperatures above 700 K, hence at our experimental conditions 

(T = 420–500 K) their concentration is low. This means that the formation of Se
+
 ions at such conditions 

basically follows the reaction (2) due to the processes of dissociative ionization of Se5–Se7 molecules similarly 

to the processes studied earlier for sulfur [1]. The general trend of the threshold area for Se
+
 is similar to the data 

of [2]; however, we observed two small steps at 10.50 and 11.40 eV which may arise as a result of dissociative 

decay and excitation [3] of certain molecular components, or due to the onset of the autoionization channel in the 

dissociation process. We first measured the relative ionization cross section of doubly charged selenium ion Se
2+

 

(Fig. 1), the most probable channel of its formation being the reaction (1). Features at 22.5, 24.8, and 26.8 eV 

observed in the ionization efficiency curve, evidence for the onset of an additional dissociation channel resulting 

in this ion formation. From the threshold segments of the energy dependences, using the least square method we 

determined the appearance energies for the Se
+ 

(Е=9.81 eV), Se2
+ 

(Е=9.04 eV), Se3
+ 

(Е=10.35 eV), 

Se4
+ 

(Е=10.25 eV), and Se
2+ 

(Е=21.30 eV) fragment ions. 
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Direct frequency comb spectroscopy combines the sensitivity and resolution of laser spectroscopy with the speed 

of broadband spectroscopy, replacing single-line wavelength scanning with a parallel measurement over a large 

frequency bandwidth. For emerging applications such as human breath analysis and industrial process monitoring, 

exceptional sensitivity and accuracy are required. Here, we demonstrate a spectrometer using a high-finesse optical 

enhancement cavity [1]  to achieve high absorption sensitivity, and dispersing the frequency comb spectrum with 

a virtually imaged phase array (VIPA) etalon, diffraction grating, and HgCdTe camera for sensitive multiplexed 

detection. 

 The measurement system is based on an Er:fiber laser with repetition rate of 250 MHz, operating in the 1.5-

1.6 μm range. Comb teeth are locked to a high-finesse enhancement cavity (F = 8500) either by a low bandwidth 

(~20 Hz) swept locking scheme [2] or a two-point Pound-Drever-Hall scheme [3]. The transmission spectrum is 

resolved by a VIPA etalon and a diffraction grating, which results in 38-nm wide spectrum with 600 MHz 

frequency resolution. A Vernier scheme [4] is implemented to obtain higher repetition rate (4 GHz), which allowed 

us to resolve single comb modes and calibrate the frequency axis of the VIPA spectrometer with them. As a 

demonstration we obtain broadband spectra of the second overtone rovibrational band of carbon monoxide  

(P branch) and carbon dioxide (R branch) diluted in argon with both locking schemes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 (a): Measurements of CO 0-3, P branch transitions with PDH locking scheme and simulated spectrum based on the HITRAN database 
[5]. The spectral line shapes distortions caused by interplay of molecular dispersion and cavity resonances are clearly visible. (b): Fractional 

Allan deviation of single spectral element intensity for two locking schemes, laser beam bypassing the cavity and photodetector array noise. 
  

 We present a careful comparison and analysis of the performance of both locking schemes with obtained 

absorption enhancement, noise averaging and noise-equivalent absorption included. For the PDH scheme we 

obtain NEA of 9.9×10-10 cm-1 and 7.4×10-11 cm-1 per spectral element. For swept locking we obtain 5.3×10-9 cm-1  

and 1.5×10-9 cm-1 per spectral element. A calibration scheme based on known VIPA dispersion formulas [6] and 

data points with precisely known frequencies (obtained through the Vernier scheme) is shown. Comparison with 

other calibration schemes is presented and it is verified that the calibration scheme is limited only by the camera 

pixel size. 
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     The atomic and molecular electronic and 

spatial structure of the multiatomic compounds, 

hydrocarbons and lubricants in chemical 

composition in the ground state, and using the 

full energy spectrum of singlet and triplet 

electronic excited states of different orbital 

nature of complexes the spectral methods of 

studies. Based on the mechanisms the hyperfine 

of electron-nuclear interaction proposed large-

scale classification of all types of hydrocarbons 

by the orbital-spin characteristics the study. 

Examples the spatial and electronic structure 

and spectral characteristics of quantum-

chemical methods LCAO-MO SCF extended-CI 

INDO/S of calculations (Figure 1). The 

directions research works on study the  

spectroscopy of parameters of hydrocarbons on 

the basis of developing of quantum-optical 

theories of combustion and explosion [1-4]. The 

ElExSt spectroscopy studies of organic and 

inorganic compounds and their complexes in 

extreme conditions for achieving (exceeding) of 

the ionization potential by exposure: thermal, 

chemical, radiation, electrical, optical or ion 

types of pump sources. The performance 

properties of lubricants defined spectral 

mechanisms of hyperfine electron-nuclear 

interaction of high-spin many-electron 

multiatomic compounds, which form a complex 

chemical composition of substances in the fuel 

and, thus, are determined by the electronic and 

spatial structure of the compounds in the ground 

state and the full energy spectrum of the 

electronic singlets and triplets excited states of 

different spin and orbital nature in different 

aggregate conditions, when exposed various 

characteristics of the external environment, as 

well as different types of pump sources.      The 

figure 1 shows that the spectral characteristics 

(the oscillator strengths, frequency and 

polarization) of different types the electronic 

discrete multistep of nonoptical transitions in 

the full spectra of STElExSt form the 

characteristics the experimental bands of the 

spectra: absorption, Raman-scattering and 

luminescence, emission and radiation are 

presented [1-3]. 

Figure 1. The optical and of the non-optics 

transition between the systems of the ground states 

and between the full spectra of singlets and triplets 

of the ElExS S*i and Tj (for the molecule-ion and 

radical is the quartet Qn and the duplets Dm). The 

now scheme non-optical transition from the working 

S*1 states through active vibrations {n} term Tf, {l} 

is quasi-continuum inactive in none-radiations 

transition of oscillatory levels of term Tm, Vn is the 

matrix elements (MtEl) the mechanism of spin-

orbital interactional (SpOrIn). Here Δρμν, Δpμν and 

Δrμν is values the MtEl of the total electronic density 

from the atoms, matrix the order, and length of 

bonding in structure of molecules, corresponds. 
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Methanol (CH3OH), the simplest of the alcohols is a vital molecule within the interstellar chemistry because the 

UV photodissociation of condensed methanol is thought to be the main mechanism that drives the formation of 

more complex molecules which are incorporated into the protoplanetary disks of new solar systems[1–5].  The 

current societal needs to use  alcohols as renewable energy sources lead to an increase in the emissions of such 

species into the lower atmosphere making the interaction of alcohols with UV radiation extremely relevant from 

the environmental point of view  [6].  

In this study we have been measured high-resolution VUV photoabsorption cross section of methanol in the 

5.9 – 10.6 eV energy range and compare these results against theoretical calculation of the excited estates (valence 

and Rydberg) using time dependent density functional theory for two different basis set.  Excitation of particular 

vibrational modes are fully investigated. .  

 

 
Fig. 1 Left: The entire VUV photoabsorption cross section of methanol with the red bars indicating the calculated 
oscillator strengths of each transition. Right: The VUV photoabsorption cross section between 7.6-8.2 eV with 
assignment of the vibrational progressions.   

  

Theoretical calculations were performed to obtain the first thirty singlet and triplet transitions using Gaussian 09 

package [7] by means of TD-DFT/LC-PBE calculations in association with the aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ 

basis sets, augmented with (5s5p2d) diffuse functions. 

High-resolution VUV photoabsorption spectrum of methanol was recorded at the UV1 beam line of the ASTRID 

synchrotron facility, ISA at the Aarhus University, Denmark. [8]. 
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Multi fragment vector correlation imaging - 
A search for hidden dynamical symmetries in many-particle molecular 

fragmentation processes 
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State-of-the-art multi-fragment imaging techniques like the COLTRIMS reaction microscope unveil the complete 
momentum pattern in low energy atomic and molecular many-particle fragmentation processes much like the 
bubble chamber in high energy particle physics. The excellent momentum resolution far below 1 mea0Eh/ħ (1 a.u.) 
and the high multi-fragment detection efficiency of the COLTRIMS technique reveal the dynamic correlation of 
bound many-particle systems as they are fragmented into the continuum. For the fragmentation process of carbon 
monoxide following carbon K-shell ionization using 306 eV photons (right and left circularly polarized) 
hν + CO => ephoto + O+ + C+ + eK-Auger, the vector correlations between all fragments were measured in coincidence 
for each event. According to the common view of this process, the photoelectron and Auger electron emission 
probe different aspects of the time dependent fragmentation process, i.e. the “time evolution” of fragmentation. 
Based on measured vectors and vector combinations (e.g. vector products) of (1) the absorbed photon, (2) the 
emitted photoelectron and (3) ions, the Auger electron emission can be investigated with respect to axes and planes 
defined by these vector combinations for each event in order to explore dynamical symmetries in multi-particle 
systems. 

In our approach all momenta of the charged fragments are measured in coincidence and are stored for each 
interaction in an event list (k,l,m,n). This way of data storing ensures that the photoelectron of event (k,l,m,n) is 
only correlated to fragments of the same event and never to any proceeding or subsequent events (k,l,m,n±i). 
Therefore, one can calculate for each event the vector products and project the measured Auger distributions on 
axes or planes defined by these vector products. One example is the vector product Z = Aphoton x pephoto. When 
mirroring the time from t => -t this new vector Z does not change its direction. That means that Z is even under 
time reversal (T-even). On the other hand, under spatial inversion, r => -r, the vector Z is odd (P-odd). The Auger 
electron emission should show with respect to this Z direction a perfect symmetrical distribution, if time is 
reversible in the Auger process. Measuring the Auger electron distribution for Aphoton(t) and pephoto (t) as well as for 
Aphoton(-t) and pephoto (-t), i.e. for left and right polarized photons and photoelectrons emitted in opposite directions, 
respectively, one can test the time inversion symmetry. The then inversed Auger spectrum (-t) should be identical 
with the one of (t). In Table 1, other interesting combinations of vector products and scalar products with different 
behavior under P- and T-reversal are presented (with n being the molecular vector pointing from the carbon nucleus 
to the oxygen nucleus). 

 
Vector product t => -t r => -r 
Z = Aγ  x pephoto Z(t) = + Z(-t) Z(r) = - Z(-r) 

Z’ = (Aγ  x pephoto) x pK-Auger Z’(t) = - Z’(-t) Z’(r) = + Z’(-r) 
S = (Aγ  x pephoto) · n S(t) = + S(-t) S(r) = + S(-r) 

 
Table 1 Vector products with respect to time and parity symmetries. 

References 1 Florian Trinter et al., Multi-fragment vector correlation imaging. A search for hidden dynamical symmetries in many-particle molecular 
fragmentation processes, Mol. Phys. Vol. 110, Nos. 15-16, 1863 (2012). 
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Ultrafast molecular three-electron Auger decay 
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A new class of many-electron Auger transitions in atoms, schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, was initially 
proposed over 40 years ago [1,2], but the first tentative evidence for its real existence was only adduced by Lee 
et al.3 in 1993, on the basis of the resonant Auger spectrum of Kr. Using a multi-electron coincidence technique 
with synchrotron radiation, we unambiguously showed very recently that the transition suggested by Lee et al. 
[3] in Kr really does take place, but with a rather small branching 
ratio [4].  
 
Related inter-atomic three-electron transitions in rare gas clusters 
were recently predicted by Averbukh and Kolorenč [5] and 
demonstrated by Ouchi et al. [6]. From consideration of the energy 
levels involved it seems that the basic three-electron process could 
occur in molecules too, wherever a double inner-valence shell 
vacancy lies at a higher energy than the molecular triple ionisation 
onset.  
 
Multi-electron coincidence experiments on CH3F based on a 
magnetic bottle [7] reveal for the first time the existence of this new 
decay pathway there, and theoretical calculations also show that 
despite its three-electron nature, its effective oscillator strength is 
surprisingly orders of magnitudes higher than in atoms, allowing an 
efficient competition with both molecular dissociation and two-
electron decay channels on the ultrafast time scale. The dramatic 
enhancement of the molecular three-electron Auger transition can be 
explained in terms of a partial breakdown of the molecular orbital 
picture of ionization [8].  
 
We predict that the collective decay pathway will be significant in a wide variety of molecules ionised by 
extreme UV and soft X-rays, particularly at Free-Electron-Lasers where double inner-shell vacancies can be 
created efficiently by two-photon transitions. Molecules containing heteroatoms will be especially susceptible. 
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Figure1: Illustration of intra-atomic collective 
decay of a double inner-shell vacancy. Two 
valence electrons recombine into the empty 
orbital producing enough energy for a third 
electron to be ejected. 

e-
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Formation and destruction of molecular ions in cold ion-atom hybrid traps  
 
 

Humberto da Silva Jr, Mireille Aymar, Maurice Raoult, and Olivier Dulieu  
 Laboratoire Aimé Cotton, CNRS, Université Paris-Sud, ENS Cachan, Université Paris-Saclay, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France 

 
Radiative emission during cold collisions between trapped laser-cooled Rb atoms and alkaline-earth ions (Ca+, 
Sr+, Ba+ and Yb+, and between Li and Ca+ and Yb+, are studied theoretically, using accurate effective-core-
potential based quantum chemistry calculations of potential energy curves and transition dipole moments of the 
related molecular ions. Radiative association of molecular ions is predicted to occur for all systems with a cross 
section two to ten times larger than the radiative charge transfer one. Partial and total rate constants are also 
calculated and compared to available experiments. Narrow shape resonances are expected, which could be 
detectable at low temperature with an experimental resolution at the limit of the present standards. Vibrational 
distributions are also calculated, showing that the final molecular ions are not created in their ground state level 
[1]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Potential	energy	curves	of	(a)	the	A1+	state,	and	(b)	of	the	X1+	state,	for	the	[(Alk)‐(Alke)]+	molecules,	with	
(Alk)=Li	 or	 Rb	 (n'=2,	 5),	 and	 (Alke)	 =	 Ca,	 Sr,	 Ba,	 and	 Yb	 (n=4,	 5,	 6,	 6).	 The	 origin	 of	 energies	 is	 taken	 at	 the	
dissociation	of	the	A1+	potential	curve	for	all	systems.	The	lowest	3	potential	curve	of	Rb‐Ca+	is	also	displayed	for	
completeness.	(c)	Transition	electric	dipole	moments	between	the	X	and	A	states.	The	vertical	dotted	lines	tag	the	
inner	 turning	 points	 of	 the	 incoming	 continuum	wave	 function	 ‐‐	 in	 the	 entrance	 channel	 ‐‐	with	 the	 respective	
points	in	the	exit	channel	and	the	transition	dipole	moment	magnitude	at	that	position..	

	 	
We	carried	further	calculations	of	photodissociation	cross	sections	of	the	created	molecular	ions	induced	
by	the	presence	of	the	various	lasers	present	in	the	experimental	setups.	The	destruction	of	the	molecular	
ion	due	to	cold	collisions	with	surrounding	neutral	atoms	will	also	be	discussed.	
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Dynamic dipole polarizabilities of heteronuclear alkali dimers: optical
response, trapping and control of ultracold molecules

R. Vexiau, D. Borsalino, M. Lepers, M. Aymar, O. Dulieu and N. Bouloufa-Maafa
Laboratoire Aimé Cotton, CNRS, Université Paris-Sud, ENS Cachan, Université Paris-Saclay, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France

We theoretically study optical response of heteronuclear alkali dimers when trapped in optical lattices and de-
termine optimal frequencies of those lattices allowing optimal transfer to the absolute ground state of initially
weakly bound molecules. For each of the ten molecules composed of two of (7Li,23Na,39K,87Rb,133Cs) alkali
atoms, dynamic dipole polarizabilities are computed as a function of the frequency of the oscillating electric field
[1]. Combining precise experimental and theoretical molecular potential curves and electronic transition dipole
moment we make an extensive investigation of both low and optical frequency regimes. In particular we discuss
suitable wavelength for the trapping of the studied molecules. When they exist we determine the so called ”magic
frequencies” giving the same ac Stark shift and thus the same viewed trap depth for both weakly bound and lowest
bound level of the ground state. Our results are of interest for experiments aiming to control those cold polar
molecules. In addition we propose an approximate analytical formula to determine the dynamic dipole polarizabil-
ities, based only on a few parameters. This approximation is checked against recent experimental measurements
on Rb2, revealing a very good agreement [2].
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Fig. 1 Potential energy curves of RbCs as a function of the interatomic distance (left panel). Real part (middle panel) and
imaginary part (right panel) of the polarizability of a X1Σ+;v = 0 RbCs molecule as a function of the energy of the laser.
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Observation of Atom-Surface Interaction in Evanescent Field 

Using Ultracold Atoms 
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1. Department of Physics, Chuo University, 1-13-27 Kasuga, Bunkyo, 112-8551, Tokyo, Japan.  

 

Precise manipulation of laser-cooled atoms near surfaces is a powerful technique for investigation of atoms-surface 

interactions [1, 2]. We have studied higher-order interactions between laser-cooled atoms and an optical near-field. 

Neutral atoms have high-operationality due to high-sensitive to light and magnetic fields. Therefore, by using 

laser-cooled atoms having locality as a probe, we explore phenomena in the local vicinity of the surface. 

We have prepared laser-cooled Rb atoms and loaded them into a focus region of Far-Off Resonance Trap 

(FORT). We have realized to transport trapped atoms into the region of several micrometers from a glass surface 

with 105 atoms at below 50 μK, which is implemented by changing in the focus position of the FORT (10 W , 

1064 nm) precisely controlled by a submicrometer stage as shown in Fig. 1(a). 

Optical lattices are formed by the interference between counter-propagating laser beams of FORT generating 

periodic deep potential when the laser-cooled atoms are manipulated close to the glass surface [2]. The generated 

potential of the optical lattice can be approximated to the harmonic oscillator with its characteristic trap frequency 

in the near focus region. Figure 1(b) shows a dependence of trapped number-of-atoms on the modulation frequency 

in the parametric resonance experiment and trapped atoms decrease in the characterictic frequency owing to 

forming optical lattices. The result indicates that the laser-cooled atoms exist the region within some dozen of 

micrometer from the surface. We will report on interaction phenomena of cold atoms in an evanescent light field. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic representation of experimental manipulation of cold atoms into the vicinity of the glass surface.  

(b) Dependence of trapped number-of-atoms on the modulation frequency. 
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Resonances in the rotational constants spectrum of excited molecules 

analysed with an improved LeRoy-Bernstein formula and a 2-channel 

model-comparison with the vibrational quantum defect method 
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The quantum defect theory is a well-known approach used for Rydberg atoms, to characterize a Rydberg series 

and to reveal any coupling between Rydberg series. The signature appears in the change of the quantum defect 

progression of the levels.  

In order to identify coupling between molecular potentials, available to give routes to form molecules from 

cold atoms via weakly-bound molecules, we have investigated the spectrum analysis by introducing the 

vibrational quantum defect (VQD). This quantity issues from the analogy between the Rydberg law and the 

LeRoy-Bernstein one. VQD-graphs obtained with data of high-resolution photoassociation spectroscopy exhibit 

resonances that have been associated to coupling between molecular potentials [1, 2, 3] and analyzed by a 2 

channel model, providing the coupling parameters.  

Another signature of the coupling exists in the progression of the rotational constants Bv (Bv-spectrum) with 

resonances in the vicinity of the perturbing levels. We propose an improved-Bv-Formula associated to a 2-

channel model to explain both the Lorentzian-shape of the resonances and the background and to fit the Bv-

spectrum of 6s1/2-6p1/2 0g
- given in [4]. Fitting parameters give the coupling parameters in agreement with the 

VQD method [5].  
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Invention such precise and powerful tool as a laser has opened before scientists a wide range of capabilities 

for atom manipulation: acceleration, deceleration, localization, deflection, and focusing. So laser cooling has 
become an integral part of both fundamental science and many practical applications (high-precision frequency 
and time standards, nanolithography, quantum information etc.)  

The theoretical description of the kinetics of neutral atoms in the polarized light fields with all the atomic 
levels, the coherence, the recoil effect is both important and challenging problem. The first step toward 
understanding mechanisms of interaction between atoms and light was called quasi-classical approach. [1,2] It 
lies in the fact that the equations for the density matrix can be reduced to the Fokker-Planck equation for the 
Wigner function in the phase space. Later quantum methods were developed [3], for example, the secular 
approach which describes cooling and localization of atoms in the optical potential. At a fixed depth of the 
optical potential this approximation is valid in the limit of large detuning, and thus, for a given configuration is 
disrupted in a deep optical potential. Secular approximation fails high vibrational levels.   

We have developed an own quantum method [4] to obtaining the stationary distribution of two-level atoms in 
a standing wave of arbitrary intensity, allowing full account the recoil effect. Using this method kinetics of atoms 
in light fields of varying intensity was investigated. The new and most important result was mode which we 
called the anomalous localization. In strong standing wave (Rabi frequency greater than the constant 
spontaneous relaxation) was detected a anomalous behavior of atoms, namely, the concentration at the peaks of 
the optical potential. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Two-structure momentum distributions of cold atoms in quantum regimes: a) The distribution has a clearly 
expressed narrow peaks which width of order a single photon momentum.  b) The distribution has narrow structure of cold 
atoms and wide wings. Parameters of the problem are located on graphs.  

 
The next important step was to study the quantum modes for different parameters of the problem. The 
next important step was to study the quantum modes for different parameters of the problem. It is known 
that the quasi-classical approach gives Gaussian shape momentum distributions of and is completely 
inapplicable to the quantum regimes. The results of quantum calculation are shown in Fig.1. There is a 
two-structural distribution - the narrow central peak and a broad substrate. Selecting parameters and 
cutting off the hot atoms, can be obtained temperatures below the Doppler cooling limit. 

The work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation 
(State Assignment No. 2014/139, Project No. 825), by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Grants 
No. 14-02-00712, 14-02-00939, 15-02-08377, 15-32-20330). 
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Beyond the Landau-Zener model: perturbation theory for non-adiabatic losses from RF-
dressed cold atom traps 
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Ultracold atoms can be trapped using spin dependent adiabatic potentials, formed by the atomic 
interaction with a static position dependent magnetic field and a radio frequency (RF) magnetic field. 
This type of cold atom trap, known as a RF-dressed trap, offers a high degree of versatility over the 
trapping potential by tuning the static magnetic field gradient, RF field amplitude and RF field 
frequency of oscillation. This allows the coherent manipulation of atoms, which is of high 
importance for applications such as atom interferometry. RF-dressed cold atom traps have a range 
of potential applications as sensors, with the possibility of miniaturisation using atom chip 
technology. However, non-adiabatic effects, which occur due to a coupling of internal and 
translational degrees of freedom, could limit the trap lifetime when the RF field amplitude is small or 
the static magnetic field gradient is large. 

A theory is presented for non-adiabatic losses from RF-dressed cold atom traps providing a 
prediction of the decrease in the number of trapped atoms with time. Fermi’s Golden Rule is used to 
determine decay rates for dressed spin state changes which lead to losses as the atoms no longer 
feel the adiabatic trapping potential. The obtained decay rates are compared with experimental data 
recorded in the regime of weak RF field amplitude in which non-adiabatic losses have a significant 
effect. 

Agreement is found with experimental data when heating processes induced by fluctuations in the 
currents which generate the trapping magnetic fields are taken into consideration. Investigations 
show that the Landau-Zener model, which is currently used to determine the rate of non-adiabatic 
transitions to untrapped spin states, significantly underestimates non-adiabatic effects. This implies 
tighter restrictions must be imposed on the static magnetic field gradient and RF field amplitude for 
a given trap lifetime. 
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Optoelectrical cooling of polar molecules to submillikelvin temperatures
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Due to their rich internal level structure and their electric dipole moment, polar molecules cooled to ultracold
temperatures (T< 1mK) offer a wide range of intriguing applications. These include quantum simulation with
degenerate quantum gases, investigation of collisions and quantum controlled chemistry or hybrid quantum devices
for quantum information processing. Realizing these exciting applications requires advanced cooling techniques
for polar molecules.

Here we present direct cooling of formaldehyde (H2CO) to the microkelvin regime [1]. Our approach is
optoelectrical Sisyphus cooling which is a simple and robust scheme as it only requires a single laser, a single
microwave source and a single radiofrequency source. Molecules are electrically trapped [2] and cooled by a dissi-
pative cooling method relying only on generic properties of polar molecules making it applicable to a large variety
of molecule species. After a first demonstration with methyl fluoride (CH3F) [3] we now produce an ultracold
ensemble of about 3 · 105 formaldehyde molecules by reducing the temperature by three orders of magnitude to
about 420µK. The phase space density is increased by roughly a factor of 104. In addition to our control over the
motional degrees of freedom we have good control over the internal degrees of freedom of our molecules [4]: by
optical pumping they are prepared within a single rotational state with a purity higher than 80%. This record-large
ensemble of ultracold formaldehyde provides an ideal starting point for future experiments. Ultracold collision
studies and fountain experiments now seem feasible. Furthermore, it brings within reach the investigation of
sympathetic or evaporative cooling.
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Fig. 1 Measured integral of the kinetic energy distribution of formaldehyde molecules in our trap. The solid curve shown
corresponds to a theoretical thermalized sample with a temperature of 420µK.
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The nature of anisotropic interactions and emergence of quantum chaos
in ultracold Er and other lanthanide gases
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Unlike the alkali-metal atoms, which are simple, spherically symmetric and were the first to be cooled and
Bose-condense, lanthanide atoms, such as Er and Dy, have large electrons spins and are nonspherical. The origin of
this is the partially filled, “submerged” 4 f orbital surrounded by two nominally spherical 6s electrons, in the atomic
ground state configuration 4 f ν 6s2. As a result, the interaction between such atoms can be highly anisotropic. This
leads to mixing between partial waves with different orbital angular momenta, and results in a dense spectrum
of Fano-Feshbach resonances observed as a function of magnetic field in ultracold scattering of Dy and Er [1,2].
Moreover, analysis of statistical properties of the resonance spectra has indicated [2,3] that the diatomic systems
is in a quantum chaotic regime (with similar signatures of chaos observed recently in a much simpler system [4]).

Quantum chaos is characterised by absence of quantum numbers that can be used to classify the energy levels,
apart from the exact total angular momentum and parity (see, e.g., Ref. [5] which studied quantum chaos in
electronic spectra of rare-earth atoms). It is convenient to consider the onset of quantum chaos by starting from a
simpler, integrable system, whose levels are mixed by a lower-symmetry perturbation. For quantum chaos to occur
in cold-atom collisions, the anisotropic part of the interatomic interaction which mixes the partial waves, should be
sufficiently strong. In this work we analyse the nature and degree of anisotropy of this interaction. We also derive
a criterion for chaotic mixing, which explains the results of numerical calculation of the resonant spectra [3].

The nonspherical shape of the lanthanide atoms such as Er 4 f 126s2 or Dy 4 f 106s2, is induced by the quadrupole
moment of the 4 f ν electrons. For the atomic ground state (governed by the Hund rule), it is given by [6]

Qzz ≡ QL =± |e|r2

(2l−1)(2l +3)
ν(2l−ν +1)(2l−2ν +1), (1)

where r2 is the mean-squared radius of the 4 f orbital (l = 3), and the upper sign is used for ν ≤ 2l +1, while for
ν > 2l+1 one uses the lower sign and replaces the number of electrons by the number of holes. Using r2≈ 0.8 a.u.,
one obtains the quadrupole moment of the 4 f subshell as Q ≈ −0.5 and 0.2 a.u., for Er and Dy, respectively.
These values are 1–2 orders of magnitude greater and have opposite signs to the atomic quadrupole moments
from calculations which include electron correlations [2,7,8]. This shows the extent of quadrupole polarization
of the 6s orbital, which screens the bare 4 f quadrupole. We show that a similar induced contribution to the
quadrupole polarisability exceeds greatly the quadrupole polarisability of the 4 f ν electrons. This effect is critical
for determining the degree of orientational anisotropy ∆C6 of the van der Waals coefficient C6.

Numerical calculations [3] show that the mixing of the atomic states with different orbital angular momenta l
(and the ensuing chaos) is primarily due to the anisotropic part of the van der Waals interaction W . Estimating the
quadrupole-polarisability-induced mixing matrix element between atomic bound states with near-zero energies El
and El′ in the criterion of strong, chaotic mixing (〈l′|W |l〉/|El′ −El |> 1), yields the condition

∆C6/C6 > 2
√

2π (∆l′l/nl′l)
3/2 , (2)

where ∆l′l = (l′− l)(l + l′+1), nl′l = (El′ −El)/EvdW, and EvdW = h̄2/(2M
√

2MC6) is the characteristic van der
Waals binding energy (M being the reduced mass). For l′− l = 2 and nl′l ∼ 100 [9], we obtain ∆C6 > 0.05C6 for
small l, which is similar to the sizes of anisotropy that produced quantum chaotic spectra in Er and Dy [3].
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induced by protons at Bragg Peak Energies 
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Radiation damage in human tissue can be attributed to either direct damage by the ionizing particle or to indirect 

effects following the emission of secondary electrons. Indirect effects are estimated to contribute two thirds of 

the overall damage. The vast majority of secondary electrons carry kinetic energies of only few electron volts 

and thus their inelastic mean free path amounts to only a few nanometers. To simulate damage in the DNA, 

which is considered to be the most radiosensitive target within the cell, it is therefore necessary to consider 

secondary electron emission not only from the surrounding water molecules but also from the DNA constituents 

themselves [1]. In proton beam therapy, the highest probability for electron emission occurs at the end of the 

proton trajectory, the so called Bragg peak, when the proton beam has been decelerated from kinetic energies of 

initially several MeV to about 100 keV. Our incentive was to quantify the electron emission from DNA 

constituents in this energy range and implement the data into the MC trajectory simulation toolkit Geant4 DNA 

[2], which should eventually lead to a better estimation of the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of proton 

beams. 

 

In detail, double differential cross sections were measured for the electron emission from vapor-phase 

pyrimidine, tetrahydrofuran and trimethyl phosphate that are structural analogues to the base, the sugar and the 

phosphate residue of the DNA, respectively. The range of proton energies was from 75 keV to 135 keV, the 

angles ranged from 15◦ to 135◦, and the electron energies were measured from 10 eV to 200 eV. Single 

differential and total electron emission cross sections are derived by integration over angle and electron energy 

and compared to a semi-empirical and a quantum mechanical calculation, both within the first Born 

approximation. The CB1 calculation provides the best prediction of double and single differential cross section 

for electron energies larger than 60 eV. The total emission cross sections of the three samples are proportional to 

their total number of valence electrons. 

 

The measurements were part of the EMRP Joint Research Project BioQuaRT [3, 4] which aimed to determine 

the physical properties of ionizing particle track structure on molecular and nanoscopic scales, and to correlate 

these track structure properties at the cellular level with the biological effects of radiation.  

 

While proton beam therapy has the advantage of a superior localization of dose compared to the standard use of 

therapeutic x-rays, it still involves a significant dose to healthy tissue. In an attempt to improve the therapeutic 

index, high-Z contrast agents have been introduced into tumor cells as effective electron emitters in cell 

experiments. The experimental dose enhancement factors have not yet been verified by simulations due to the 

lack of experimental input data. At our presentation, we would like to discuss ideas, challenges and first results 

for measuring the electron emission spectra of gold nanoparticles. 
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Near edge X-ray absorption mass spectrometry of gas phase proteins:  
the influence of protein size 
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Only very recently, interactions of soft X-ray photons with gas phase protonated proteins and peptides have been 
investigated  for the first time, using synchrotron radiation [1,2]. The first studies indicated, that multiply 
protonated peptides and proteins in the gas phase can respond to near edge X-ray absorption in two different 
ways: i) Non dissociative ionization and ionization accompanied by loss of small neutrals dominates for proteins 
with masses in the 10 kDa range [1]. ii) Photofragmentation leading to formation of small sidechain related 
fragments such as immonium ions dominates for peptides in the 1 kDa range [2]. Backbone scissions that can 
deliver protein sequence information are weak for both, low and higher masses.  
In order to investigate the transition between the two regimes, we have studied carbon 1s photoexcitation and 
photoionization  for a series of peptides and proteins with masses covering the range from 0.5 kDa to more than 
10 kDa. The gas phase protonated molecules where trapped in a radiofrequency ion trap and exposed to 
synchrotron radiation. Measurements were carried out at the U49/2-PGM1 beamline at Helmholtz-Zentrum 
Berlin. Time of flight mass spectrometry was employed for investigation of the photoionization and 
photofragmentation process. The transition from the photofragmentation regime to the non-dissociative 
photoionization regime turns out to be smooth. The observed mass spectra are most complex in the few kDa 
regime, where non-dissociative ionization, backbone scission and immonium ion formation coexist. 
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Fig. 1 Photoionization spectra for leu-enkephalin (M=555 Da), melittin (M=2.85 kDa), cytochrome c (M=12 .4 kDa). 
The dependence of ionization and fragmentation dynamics on protein mass will be discussed in the light 
of statistical fragmentation models and local charge/excitation driven fragmentation. 
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Electron-Collision Induced Ionization and Fragmentation
in Hydrated Biomolecule Clusters

Xueguang Ren, Alexander Dorn
Max-Planck-Institute for Nuclear Physics, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany

In recent years it became apparent that for the transition from isolated molecules to clusters or solid phases of
matter, a wealth of new energy and charge transfer phenomena emerge which are absent for isolated molecules like
the intermolecular Coulombic decay (ICD) [1]. An important role in this respect plays water which is ubiquitous
on earth and surrounds all biological matter. Water and hydrated biomolecule (water-mixed) clusters have been the
subjects of intense studies due to their importance in life and environmental sciences [2].

In the present work, we report an experimental study on the electron-collision induced fragmentation and
intermolecular processes in clusters consisting of water and bio-relevant molecules like DNA constituents. We
use the multi-particle coincidence technique (reaction microscope) [3, 4] in which the momentum vectors and,
consequently, the kinetic energies of all final state particles (electrons and ions) are measured in coincidence.
The bio-molecule employed here is tedrahydrofuran (THF, C4H8O) which is often regarded as being the simplest
molecular analog of deoxyribose, part of the DNA backbone linking the phosphate groups and the DNA bases.
Figure 1 presents the measured fragment ion time-of-flight (TOF) spectra for both THF and hydrated THF clus-
ters induced by electron ionization (65 eV). Compared to the fragmentation of isolated THF molecule where the
most abundant fragment ion is identified as C3H6

+ [3], the observed major species for cluster fragmentation are
(C4H8O)H+, (C4H8O)C2H4O+ and (C4H8O)2H+ for the THF clusters and (C2H4O)H2O+, (C4H8O)(H2O)H+,
(C4H8O)(H2O)2H+ and (C4H8O)(H2O)3H+ for the hydrated THF clusters. We observe that the fragmentation
processes are modified by the presence of the water molecule. From the measured kinetic energies of two outgoing
electrons and one fragment cluster ion, the binding energy for each fragmentation channel is obtained. By compar-
ing the correlation spectra of binding energy and fragment species between clusters and the isolated molecule, we
can investigate in detail the role of neighbor for the modification of the biomolecular fragmentation. In addition,
the measurements of two fragment ions in coincidence with ejected electrons are also obtained to investigate ICD
and other related processes in hydrated biomolecule systems as predicted by theory in [5]. Detailed results will be
presented at the conference.
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Fig. 1 Measured fragment ion time-of-flight spectra of THF and hydrated THF clusters induced by electron ionization (65 eV).
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Dynamics of different relaxation processes, reflecting energy and charge flow processes in complex 

systems that can imply a vast number of relaxation pathways (e.g. evaporation, structural reorganization, 

fragmentation). In the present work, we study response of tymidine molecule (nucleoside, component of DNA 

molecule) after interaction with ions or photons in the gas phase. Moreover, we have coupled the experimental 

investigations with quantum theoretical calculations to obtain a complete picture of charge and energy flow 

transfers in the case singly ionized thymidine molecules.  

The experiments have been performed with two different crossed beam devices relaying on mass 

spectrometry coincidence measurements: valence shell ionization (GASPHASE beamline, Elettra synchrotron, 

Trieste, Italy) and low-energy ions (ARIBE facility of the GANIL, Caen, France). Quantum chemistry 

calculation has been performed using the GAUSSIAN09 package (UAM, Madrid, Spain). 

The thymidine cation, produced in collisions with 48 keV O
6+

 ions, hardly survives (see Fig. 1). It 

dissociates via the glycosidic bond cleavage, an important mechanism in the radiation damageof DNA molecule. 

Interestingly, an intramolecular H-transfer is observed when the charge is localized on the base part yielding 

(B+1)
+ 

ions. This does not occur when the charge is localized on the sugar part (S
+
). From the quantum 

chemistry calculations it has been shown that such products are the most stable ones. A very small amount of 

fragments heavier than the base or sugar parts are also observed, i.e. loss of neutral fragments keeping intact the 

glycosidic bond. This is due to the large distribution of impact parameters in the case of ion collisions [1] which 

leads to energy transfers, spanning from few meV to few tens of eV and involves a distribution of vibrational 

energy transfer and electron captures in various electronic states. Thus, the knowledge of the distribution of the 

energy transferred to the molecule plays a key role to unravel its fragmentation dynamics. It is difficult to assess 

experimentally this energy distribution even if translational spectroscopy can provide it in the case of multiple 

electron capture [2]. 

The photoelectron-photoion coincidence method (PEPICO) was used to investigate the fragmentation 

dynamics as a function of the electronic excitation energy. Particularly, the comparison of the PEPICO mass 

spectrum with the calculated orbitals shows the strong dependence of the charge localization on the excited 

orbitals. Combining such state-of- the-art techniques, we provide a complete picture of the charge localization 

and the excitation energy distribution in complex molecular systems after interaction with ionizing radiation. 

More importantly, it becomes possible to determine the energy deposited in the target as a result of an ionizing 

collision with ions, which is the primary process associated with radiation damage.  

 
   Fig. 1 Mass spectrum of thymidine molecule after interaction with 48 keV O6+ ions. 
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Spectroscopy of Highly Charged Ions with Applications for Metrology
and Tests of Variation of the Fine-Structure Constant
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In recent years, various highly charged ions with optical transitions have been proposed for implementation in
next generation optical frequency standards, for example by Berengut et al. [1]. The precision reached by current
ones suffers from shifts caused by external fields [2]. The compact wavefunctions of HCI are much less sensitive
to these perturbations. Due to the reordering of atomic subshells near level crossings, two or more electronic
configurations become nearly degenerate in certain HCI. Hence, many optical transitions can exist, such as is the
case for Nd-like Ir17+ (Z = 77) at the 4 f –5s level crossing [1,3]. Furthermore, increased relativistic effects in
the nearly full 4 f subshell of this HCI enhance the sensitivity of certain transitions to a possible variation of the
fine-structure constant α . Unfortunately, the complex many-electron couplings reduce the accuracy achieved by
predictions to a level unsuitable for laser spectroscopic searches.

In order to resolve this issue, we produced and trapped Re15+, Os16+, Ir17+, and Pt18+ ions of the Nd-like
isoelectronic sequence in the Heidelberg electron beam ion trap (EBIT). Ionization and excitation of the ions was
achieved through electron impact, subsequent emission spectra were measured with spectrometers sensitive in the
optical and the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) range [3, 4]. Several optical transitions could be identified by their
known scaling with the atomic number Z2. Identifications were also based on the characteristic line shapes due to
the Zeeman splitting of involved fine-structure levels in the strong magnetic field (8 T) of the EBIT, see Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Two examples of well resolved M1 lines of Ir17+ that could be identified by their characteristic Zeeman line shapes. The
smooth gray line shows a fit of the Zeeman line shape model to the data (black). The vertical lines show the energies of the
individual Zeeman components.

The interpretation of the EUV spectra in the range from approximately 16 to 23 nm was supported by predictions
from a collisional-radiative model. In this manner, several of the lines in the dense spectra could be identified. In
the Pm-like iso-electronic sequence Re14+, Os15+, Ir16+, and Pt17+ the long sought-after alkali-like 5s1/2–5p3/2
transitions could be identified. Further identifications in both Pm-like and Nd-like ions could be used to bench-
mark and improve the accuracy of atomic theory for these complex, not well-understood, systems. Moreover, the
obtained results are an important step towards future precision laser spectroscopy that could be performed with
sympathetically cooled HCI in cryogenic Paul traps such as CryPTEx [5].
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Laser cooling of stored relativistic heavy ion beams
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Laser cooling is a very powerful method to obtain very cold ensembles of particles (atoms, ions, sometimes even
molecules). However, concerning charged particles, this is mostly true for light ions in low charge states and at
low velocities. We prefer to address the opposite sides of these cases, i.e. heavy ions in high charge states and at
very high velocities. Laser cooling is then not used to slow down the particles to rest (as in traps), but to strongly
reduce their longitudinal temperature (velocity spread) at a fixed velocity, which is close to the speed of light [1].
At the same time, atomic transitions in these exotic ions, which are otherwise not accessible, can be reached using
normal laser systems by exploiting the huge Doppler shift. In this research field, atomic physics meets accelerator
physics and laser physics, and the best of all fields is required to obtain the ‘coolest’ results.

An overview of recent laser cooling activities with relativistic heavy ion beams at the ESR (GSI, Darmstadt,
Germany) [2,3] and the CSRe (IMP, Lanzhou, China) [4] storage rings will be given. In the light of these latest
results new developments concerning an xuv-detector system and cw and pulsed laser systems will be discussed.
Finally, plans for laser cooling at the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) in Darmstadt will be ad-
dressed [1,5].
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High resolution spectroscopy in HCI using high-order harmonic
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Highly charged ions (HCI) are very abundant atomic systems in the Universe and also of interest for both theoretical
and experimental studies. As an example, HCI with just a few tightly bound electrons offer many advantages over
neutral and singly charged ions for probing fundamental physics. These HCI have much larger contributions from
QED effects and show in most cases a reduction of the complexity of the electronic structure in comparison with
many-electron systems. Furthermore, they are intrinsically more sensitive to variation of the fine-structure constant
α . Their low polarizability makes them practically insensitive to black body radiation and laser-induced shifts. For
these reasons they have been recently proposed as candidates for novel frequency standards in several works (cf.
[1]).

Recent progress in trapping HCI in a cryogenic linear quadrupole trap, and sympathetically cooling them down
to the mK regime with Be+ ions [2] paved the way for performing high resolution laser spectroscopy of HCI. In
order to expand the future applications of this technique towards higher photon energies, we have started a new
project. It aims at performing ultra-high resolution laser spectroscopy of cold HCI in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV)
regime, where they possess many interesting transitions. Those were so far only accessible at low resolution either
in emission studies or using free-electron lasers [3]. To this end, we are developing an enhancement cavity (shown
in Figure 1) to amplify femtosecond pulses from a phase-stabilized infrared frequency comb.

Fig. 1 Overview of the enhancement cavity, which consists of four mirrors and a small period diffraction grating. The inset
shows the region around the focus, where higher harmonics are generated and coupled out of the cavity via the grating.

High order harmonics will be generated at the location of the tight focus in the cavity, and can be used for direct
frequency comb spectroscopy of HCI to determine absolute transition energies.
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We present the status of the two Penning trap experiments SpecTrap and ARTEMIS located at the HITRAP facility
at GSI, Germany, and show first measurements. The SpecTrap experiment is designed for optical precision spec-
troscopy of confined highly charged ions cooled by laser-cooled Mg+ ions [1]. We have performed Doppler laser
cooling of Mg+ ions and studied the formation of ion crystals by imaging with a CCD camera. The typical cloud
size of several thousands of ions leads to the formation of mesoscopic Coulomb crystals which display a particular
shell structure in good agreement with theory. The applied combination of buffer gas cooling and laser cooling
allows to cool the ions’ motion from several hundreds of eV to below micro-eV within seconds. We compare the
experimental results to theory and discuss the potential for sympathetic cooling of highly charged ions.

Fig. 1 Left: ion energy vs. time (theory), right: crystal shell number vs. ion number (experiment and theory.)

The ARTEMIS experiment is designed for precision microwave spectroscopy of confined highly charged ions to the
end of measuring the magnetic moments of bound electrons with high precision. This allows tests of calculations
in the realm of QED in strong fields, and adresses the topic of higher-order Zeeman effects [2]. Presently, the
setup features an in-trap source for highly charged ions, which has been operated to produce argon ions up to
Ar16+. These ions have been cooled by resistive cooling and stored for several days, indicating a vacuum of better
than 10−13 mbar. The resistive cooling and ion detection is achieved by use of superconducting resonators, the
behaviour of which has been characterized in detail by measuring their properties in external fields between zero
and 6 Tesla. Currently, spectroscopic measurements of the fine structure splitting in Ar13+ are being prepared.

Fig. 2 Left: charge state spectrum of highly charged argon, right: resonator behaviour vs. magnetic field strength.
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The research collaboration APPA R&D [1] comprises the German university groups who have set out to per-
form scientific research at the future international accerlator complex FAIR (Facility for Antiproton and Ion Re-
search) under the umbrella of APPA (Atomic, Plasma Physics and Applications). The FAIR-installations are
currently under construction at the site of the GSI Helmholtz Center for Heavy Ion Research in Darmstadt, Ger-
many. APPA is one of the four research pillars of FAIR hosting the international research collaborations BIOMAT
(biophysics and material research), FLAIR (physics with low-energy antiprotons), HEDgeHOB/WDM (plasma
physics), and SPARC (atomic physics) who focus on investigations of matter under extreme conditions such as
strong fields, high densities, high pressures, and high temperatures [2].

The APPA R&D research collaboration pursues coordinated research projects in the area of accelerator based
experiments with heavy ions at the future FAIR-installation. Central issues are i) further development of the the
experimental infrastructure, in particular, research and development for enhancing the scientific capabilities of the
existing installations and of the future accelerator and detector systems including the respective base technologies,
and ii) set-up of the APPA experiments of the modules 0-3 of the modularized start version of FAIR.

APPA R&D is funded by the German Federal Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF) within the
collaborative-research frame work (‘Verbundforschung’).

PHELIX

Fig. 1 APPA-experiments (marked in yellow) at the future FAIR accelerator complex.
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Electron-Cyclotron-Resonance-Ion Sources (ECRIS) are widely used as 
injectors of highly charged ions into linear accelerator structures. 
Substantial experimental and theoretical effort has been made to improve 
this type of ion source with regard to their high charge state performance. 
One of these methods is the use of a special layer with a well-defined 
metal-dielectric transition at the inner wall of the plasma chamber (MD-
method), which has been developed and tested in detail in a series of 
dedicated experiments at the 14GHz ECRIS of the IKF in Frankfurt. The 
use of this method does not only strongly increase the output of highly 
charged ions, but also allows reducing the injected RF-Power for a given 
intensity or to reduce the X-ray load on source components. Dedicated 
measurement have shown that the effect is due to an increase of density 
and temperature of the plasma electrons as compared to the standard 
source with stainless steel walls, and hence can also be used to generate 
a reproducible change of the plasma EEDF for diagnostic purposes.  

It is well known that it is one drawback of ECRIS`s that they have a 
relatively large emittance. In this contribution we report on dedicated 
experiments on the influence of the MD method on the emittance of 
extracted beams from the Frankfurt ECRIS.  
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In 1970 Vitali Efimov predicted remarkable counterintuitive behaviour of a three-body system made up of 

identical bosons. Namely, a weakening of pair interaction in such a system brings about in the limit appearance 

of infinite number of bound states of a huge spatial extent [1]. The helium trimer has been predicted to be a 

molecular system having an excited state of this Efimov character under natural conditions without artificial 

tuning of the attraction between particles by an external field. 

Here we report experimental observation of the Efimov state of 4He3 by means of Coulomb explosion 

imaging of mass-selected clusters [2]. Helium trimers were prepared under supersonic expansion of the gaseous 

helium through a 5 µm nozzle. The clusters were selected from the molecular beam by means of matter wave 

diffraction [3]. Each atom of a trimer was singly ionized by a strong ultrashort laser field resulting in Coulomb 

explosion of the cluster. The momenta, the ions acquired during Coulomb explosion, were measured by 

COLTRIMS. These momenta were utilized for reconstruction of the initial spatial geometry of the neutral trimer 

at the instant of ionization using Newton’s equation of motion. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Structures of the helium trimer: A – excited state, experimental, B – ground state, theoretical. Three helium 
atoms of each trimer are plotted in the principal axis frame abc. C: Distributions of the ratio of the shortest 
interparticle distance to the longest interparticle distance for ground state structures (black), theoretical excited 
state structures (blue) and experimental excited state structures (red). 

  

Structures of the excited Efimov state of the 4He3 (Fig. 1A) are about eight times larger than those of the ground 

state (Fig. 1B), which is in accordance with theory. Whereas the ground state corresponds to an almost randomly 

distributed cloud of particles [4], the excited Efimov state is dominated by configurations in which two atoms are 

close to each other and the third one farther away (Fig. 1C). 
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One of the main characteristics of photoabsorption is cross section, through which we can express some 

parameters of the nanoparticle interaction with different external fields. The calculation of photoabsorption cross 

section is based on the spatial and energy distribution of charge in spherical semiconductor nanoparticles. The 

dependencies of conduction electrons densities from the radius at different temperatures and various radii of the 

nanoparticles were obtained from the first principles [1]. 

The total photoabsorption cross section is equal to the sum of three values: 

ssс NN    ,    (1) 

whereσc is cross section of photoabsorptionby free electrons , συ – by electrons at donors and σs – by the electrons 

on surface oxygen atoms; Nυ, Ns are the numbers of corresponding electrons. 

The cross sections συ and σs were calculated using the methodic [2]. The value σc was obtained using so-

called local plasma frequency model [3] (this model also known as Brandt-Lundquist model) and results on 

spatial distribution of the charge in the nanoparticle.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Spectrum of photoabsorption cross section for In2O3 nanoparticles: a) partial photoabsorption cross sections for R = 
10 nm, b) total photoabsorption cross sections for different radii of nanoparticles: dotted line – R = 10 nm, dashed line – R 
= 20 nm, solid line – R = 35 nm. 

 

As an example the spectrum of the photoabsorption cross section of In2O3 nanoparticles of radius R = 10 nm 

was calculated. Fig. 1a shows the dependence of the partial sections: the dotted line corresponds to the cross 

section of the photoabsorption by free electrons, the solid curve – to the electrons in the traps in the volume of 

nanoparticles, and the dotted curve – by the electrons trapped on its surface. 

Fig. 2b shows the dependence of total photoabsorption cross sections for various radii of nanoparticles; the 

calculations made by the formula (1). The graph shows that with increasing the radius of nanoparticles, increases 

also the magnitude of cross section. Besides, the main contribution to the formation of photoabsorption cross 

section of In2O3 nanoparticle give the scattering cross section of free electron (left peak) and electrons in the 

traps in volume of nanoparticles (right peak). 

 It should be kept in mind that the contribution to the photoabsorption of electrons in traps on the 

nanoparticle surface, due to their small number, makes a small contribution to the total cross section and almost 

not observed in the final graph. 
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When an intense, ultrashort x-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) beam is focused onto matter, inner-shell electrons 

are photo-ionized and the subsequent relaxation processes can lead to population inversion between two highly 

energetic states: the basic ingredient for an atomic x-ray laser. We present recent experiments performed at 

FLASH on XUV lasers in xenon and krypton. First, we demonstrate lasing of the two noble gases in an 

elongated target at sub-atmospheric pressure. The photo-ionization of the xenon 4d shell by the focused XFEL 

beam creates a vacancy that rapidly decays via various Auger channels. This results in the creation of long-lived 

population inversion within the n=5 shell. Three extremely narrow, stimulated emission lines in the XUV 

domain are observed in the XFEL propagation direction, with gain spanning over 4 orders of magnitude. Similar 

decay processes lead to the observation of one lasing line in krypton from the n=4 shell. 

 

In a second experiment, probing the same lasing schemes, we study the transition from a homogeneous gaseous 

medium to an ensemble of clusters with sizes comparable to the lasing wavelength. Are the nano-emitters 

coherently adding up to the lasing signal? Are they comparable to random lasers of small scattering centers, 

where the stimulated light gets multiply scattered from nanoparticle to nanoparticle? Can lasing be observed 

from one single, big cluster?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We show that it is possible to stimulate emission lines from xenon and krypton clusters, and that the lasing signal 

exhibits striking differences with its gaseous counterpart. At the so-called xenon 4d giant resonance (92 eV), the 

strong energy coupling creates dense nanoplasmas and high charge states that quench the lasing process and 

broaden the emission lines. At higher photon energies (136 eV), the lasing gain is linear as opposed to 

exponential in the gas phase. In addition, lasing intensity increases with cluster size, showing a clear difference 

from a homogeneous medium. We characterize the charge states by fluorescence spectroscopy and the size of 

emitters by small angle scattering and discuss the effects of the various parameters that control the size and 

density of the emitters. 

Fig. 1. Lasing intensity of the Kr2+ 

transition as a function of incoming 

FEL pulse energy. The FEL photon 

energy is 100 eV and the lasing 

transition energy is 23 eV. Saturation is 
reached earlier in the case of clusters, 

one of the many characteristics that 

differentiate these nano-emitters from a 

purely homogeneous medium. 
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Based on the experience at the ISOLTRAP experiment at ISOLDE/CERN [1–5] in precision mass spectrometry 
of exotic radionuclides, a new multi-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer (MR-ToF MS) has been 
developed for the investigation of atomic clusters. Multiple reflections lead to a long ion flight path and, thus, to 
a high mass resolving power, which will be exploited for the analysis of the composition of big atomic clusters. 
In addition, from samples of clusters of the same size, single mass components can be separated and selected, i.e. 
highly purified ensembles will be provided for the study of laser-cluster interactions such as photo-fragmentation 
or photoelectron-spectroscopy investigations. 

              
 Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the multi-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer for cluster investigations. 

  
At the present setup (Fig. 1) cluster ions are produced by laser irradiation of metal targets. These ions are guided 
by various ion optical elements (not shown) through an electrostatic quadrupole ion-beam bender to the MR-ToF 
analyzer, where they are captured by an in-trap lift [6]. After several reflections between the two ion optical 
mirrors they are ejected (again by the by the in-trap lift) towards a microchannel plate for detection. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Single-path ToF spectrum of lead clusters Pbn
+ (left) and multi-reflection ToF spectrum of Pb5

+ isotopologues (right). 
 
Figure 2 shows a single-pass spectrum of lead clusters with a prominent signal of Pb13

+ compared to the 
neighboring cluster sizes – in particular no counts at Pb14

+ – as well as a zoom at the mass region of Pb5
+, which 

indicates the capabilities of the device: After 132 laps in the MR-ToF analyzer, i.e. a storage time of 14 ms, the 
resolving power is m/∆m(FWHM) ≈ 14000, i.e. the Pb5

+ cluster isotopologues at mass numbers 1036 to 1039 are 
clearly separated. These test measurements have just started and the limits of the setup are yet to be explored. 
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The Double ElectroStatic Ion Ring ExpEriment (DESIREE) has been used to observe the spontaneous neutral
particle emission rate from small silver cluster anions, Ag−n , n = 2 to 6. DESIREE operates at ∼ 13 K and has
an extreme high vacuum, ∼ 10−14 mbar, allowing for long storage times of tens of minutes [1]. This allows the
investigation of the spontaneous decay of anions over long times before collisions with the background gas limits
further measurements. For an ensemble of anionic clusters with a broad internal energy distribution we expect the
decay rate to follow a power law t−p where p≈ 1 [2].

A caesium sputter ion source was used to produce a beam of Ag−n anions with a broad distribution of excitation
energies. The ions are accelerated to 10 keV, injected into the ring after mass selection and stored in one of the two
storage rings of DESIREE. Neutral particle emission is detected as a function of time by a MCP detector along the
line of sight from one of the straight sections of the ring (see inset of Fig. 1).

Previous studies of small silver clusters (Ag−n with n = 4 to 9) have been made using the storage ring ELISA,
Aarhus University, and report short characteristic times for photon emission from the n = 4,6 and 8 clusters of less
than 20 ms [2]. This characteristic time is when the decay curve deviates from a t−p behaviour and may indicate
radiative cooling of the cluster. The characteristic (radiative) relaxation time for Ag−5 was concluded to be at least
50 ms by K. Hansen et al.[2]. Observations of the decay at later times was not possible due to collisions with the
background gas in ELISA [2].

The extreme high vacuum in DESIREE allows us to observe the decay of the Ag−n clusters to much longer time
than has been previously possible [1,3]. In Fig. 1, we show how the rate of neutrals emitted from Ag−5 ions stored
in DESIREE changes as a function of time after injection. At early times the neutral particle emission follows a
power law, at∼ 100 ms the curve deviates from this law and at∼ 1.5 s the signal reaches the collisional background
rate. The extreme high vacuum in DESIREE allows the following new observations: the Ag−5 ions deviate from
a power-law decay at a characteristic time of the order of 250 ms, the Ag−4 neutral production rate is significantly
lower than many of the other clusters (e.g. Ag−5 ) but its radiative cooling time is in fact very long.
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Fig. 1 Rate of neutral particle emission from a stored Ag−5 beam as a function of time after injection. A t−p power law is
observed for the first ∼ 100 ms, at later times we see a deviation from this law. A schematic of the apparatus is inset.
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Electron transfer in atom-molecule collision experiments is mediated by the crossing of the covalent (K + 

AB) and ionic (K+ + AB–) potential energy surfaces, where the electron donor is an alkali atom (K) and AB an 
electron acceptor molecule. At large atom-molecule distances, the ionic potential-energy surface lies above the 
covalent whilst at smaller distances, due to the Coulomb interaction, a crossing seam may be reached, meaning 
that both potential surfaces have the same value [1].  In this type of processes a positive ion K+ and a temporary 
negative ion (TNI) (or molecular anion (AB–)#) is formed, allowing access to states which are not attained by 
electron attachment experiments. In particular, states with a positive electron affinity can be formed, and the role 
of vibronic excitation can be studied [2], as well as the distribution of the translational energy of the fragment 
anions formed upon electron transfer in potassium molecule collisions. 

In this communication we present Kinetic-energy release distributions obtained from the width and shapes of 
the time-of-flight (TOF) negative ion mass peaks in collisions of fast potassium atoms with D-Ribose and 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) molecules. In the case of D-Ribose the most intense signal is due to OH– [3] whereas in 
the case of THF is due to O– [4] formation. The kinetic energy release for a molecule dissociating into to 
fragments with masses m1 and m2, is obtained as  

 

( )2d t.F
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were µ is the reduced mass of the m1 and m2 system, Δt the extraction time and F extracting field. The kinetic 
energy release distribution is obtained by 
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The energy structure of the 4p5n1l1n2l2 autoionizing states in Rb atoms has been studied both experimentally [1]
and theoretically [2]. In particular,  accurate spectroscopic classification has been performed for the levels in
4p55s2, 4p55s5p, 4p54d5s and 4p55s6s configurations. However, the existing data on classification of metastable
states essentially contradict each other [3, 4]. For example, the lowest metastable state initially was identified as
4p54d(3F)5s 4F9/2 state at 15.8 eV [3], whereas in a subsequent study [4] it was assigned as 4p55s(3P)5p 4D7/2 state
at 16.77 eV. Single configuration Hartree-Fock calculations [5] could not clarify this situation. Meanwhile, the
incident electron energy-loss spectroscopy is known as the most reliable source of direct  data on excitation
energies and cross sections of atomic states. In the present work, the energy-loss spectrum at 25.5 eV impact
energy and an energy resolution of 0.12 eV was measured simultaneously with the ejected-electron spectrum of
4p5n1l1n2l2 states located between 15.7 and 19.2 eV. Both spectra are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 The ejected (a) and energy-loss (b) electron spectra of Rb observed at 54.7 to an incident electron beam of 25.5 eV.

Comparative analysis of the spectra (a) and (b) reveals the presence of three energy regions A, B and C
where the minimum intensity in ejected-electron spectrum corresponds to the maximum intensity in energy-loss
spectrum. Since the former reflects only the excitation of autoionizing and quasimetastable states, the reason for
such a difference can be the presence of energy-loss lines in these energy regions which reflect the excitation of
metastable states. Indeed, the fitting of spectrum (b) revealed three lines at 16.82, 17.13 and 19.07 eV energy
loss which are very close to the calculated excitation thresholds of  5s(3P)5p 4D7/2,  4d(3F)5s  4F9/2  and 5s(3P)5d
4F9/2 states with autoionization probabilities Aa ~ 106 s-1 [2] (see Table 1). This data completes the spectroscopic
classification of 4p5n1l1n2l2 levels in Rb atoms.

Table. 1 Experimental Eexp and calculated Ecal excitation energies (in eV), and autoionization probabilities Aa (106 s-1)
for 4p55snl LSJ metastable states in Rb atoms.

Feature Classification Eexp Ecal [2] Aa [2]
A 5s(3P)5p 4D7/2 16.72 16.463 2.88
B 4d(3F)5s 4F9/2 17.13 17.097 4.76
C 5s(3P)5d 4F9/2 19.07 18.957 0.73
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     Collision-induced dissociation (CID) has been studied for protonated water clusters 

H
+
(H2O)n, with n = 2–8, colliding with argon atoms at a laboratory energy of 8 keV [1]. The 

experimental data have been measured with  the recently apparatus developed at the Institut de 

Physique Nucléaire de Lyon; ‘Dispositif d’Irradiation d’Agrégats Moléculaire,’ DIAM [2,3]. It 

includes an event-by-event mass spectrometry detection technique, COINTOF (correlated ion 

and neutral fragment time of flight). The latter device allows, for each collision event, to detect 

and identify in a correlated manner all produced neutral and charged fragments. 

For all the studied cluster ions, it has allowed us to identify branching ratios for the loss of 

i=1 to i=n water molecules, leading to fragment ions ranging from H
+
(H2O)i=n−1 all the way 

down to the production of protons. Using a corresponding calibration technique we determine 

total charged fragment production cross sections for incident protonated water clusters 

H
+
(H2O)n, with n=2–7. Observed trends for branching ratios and cross sections, and a 

comparison with earlier data on measured attenuation cross sections for water clusters 

colliding with other noble gases (He and Xe), give insight into the underlying dissociation 

mechanisms. 
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The chirality of a molecule can be a decisive property determining its ability to take part in biochemical reactions.
According to the current understanding in chemistry this is related to the different spatial arrangements of the
atomic constituents in the two enantiomers. It is, however, much less understood in how far the electronic structure
and dynamics in a molecule is influenced by chirality. One approach to this question is to study collisions of chiral
molecules with chiral probes such as circularly polarized photons (see e.g. [1]) or spin-polarized electrons (see,
e.g. [2]).

For analysis of electron spectra from such reactions we plan to use an electron spectrometer ESA-22 [3-5]. A
schematic view of the setup is given in Fig. 1. Electrons emitted in the scattering plane pass electrostatic electrodes
for energy separation and then are detected on 22 channel-electron-multipliers. Changes to the existing setup had
to be adapted for a molecular gas target and an electron-projectile beam instead of a photon beam.

We present first experimental spectra of methyl lactate (C4H8O3) with unpolarized electrons. In the future
we will use spin-polarized electrons from PEGASUS facility which is currently under construction at GSI in
Darmstadt, Germany.

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the rotational symmetric spectrometer setup. A molecular gas beam is crossed with the projectile beam
at the spectrometers interaction point. Electrons emitted in the horizontal plane are focused and energy selected by a spherical
mirror analyser followed by an cylindrical mirror analyser. Either a channel plate detector or a ring array of channeltron
detectors can be used.
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Importance of inelastic processes in cold reactions involving polyatomic
molecules

Krzysztof Jachymski1, Michał Hapka2, Justinas Jankunas3 and Andreas Osterwalder3

1. Faculty of Physics, University of Warsaw, Pasteura 5, 02-093 Warsaw, Poland
2. Faculty of Chemistry, University of Warsaw, Pasteura 1, 02-093 Warsaw, Poland

3. Institute for Chemical Sciences and Engineering, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

Low energy reaction dynamics can strongly depend on the internal structure of the reactants. Here we explore the
role of rotationally inelastic processes competing with chemical reactions in cold collisions involving polyatomic
molecules. We present theoretical analysis of recent experiments [1-3] in which merged beam technique was used
to study Penning ionization reaction of CHF3 and NH3 by metastable helium and neon in a range of collision
energies from < 1 to about 100K. We introduce a simple theoretical model based on quantum defect theory which
is able to describe the reaction dynamics of all these systems. We find that the combination of a broad range
of collision energies and the relatively small rotational constants of CHF3makes rotationally inelastic collisions
a crucial factor in the total reaction dynamics [1]. Quantitative agreement between theory and experiment is
only obtained if the energy-dependent probability for rotational excitation is included in the calculations, in stark
contrast to NH3 [2,3] and H2 [4] where classical scaling laws are able to qualitatively describe the results.
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Collisions Between Ions and Biomolecules.
A Geometric Screening Model for the Calculation of

Electron Removal Cross Sections
within the Independent Atom Model
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A recently introduced model to account for geometric screening corrections in an independent-atom-model descrip-
tion of ion-molecule collisions [1] is applied to proton collisions from amino acids and DNA and RNA nuclobases.
Based on the independent-atom-model the cross sections for net ionization and capture are represented by

σnetx
mol =

N

∑
j=1

s jσnetx
j ,

where x stands for ionization or capture, the sum runs over the N constituents of the target molecule, and 0≤ s j ≤ 1
are screening coefficients. The latter are obtained from using a pixel counting method (PCM) for the exact calcula-
tion of the effective cross sectional area that emerges when the molecular cross section is pictured as a structure of
(overlapping) atomic cross sections. This structure varies with the relative orientation of the molecule with respect
to the projectile beam direction and, accordingly, orientation-independent total cross sections are obtained from
averaging the pixel count over many orientations.

We present net capture and net ionization cross sections over wide ranges of impact energy and analyze the strength
of the screening effect by comparing the PCM results with Bragg additivity rule (AR) cross sections and with
experimental data where available.

AR
PCM

AR
PCM
CDW-EIS
CB1
CTMC
CTMC-COB
Itoh13
Tabet10

Fig. 1 Total cross sections for net capture (left panel) and net ionization (right panel) in p-C4H4N2O2 (uracil) collisions
as function of impact energy. CDW-EIS, CB1, and CTMC-COB results are taken from [2], CTMC [3]. Experiments:
Itoh et. al [4], Tabet et al. [5]
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Resonances in positron-lithium system

Muhammad Umair, Svante Jonsell
Department of Physics, Stockholm University, SE-10691 Stockholm, Sweden)

Theoretical investigation of atomic resonances relating to positrons and positronium∼(Ps) atoms has gained
significant interest over the past several years. For Ps formation in positron-lithium scattering, the loosely bound
valence electron is involved in the transitions. The e+-Li system can be modelled as a three-body system: a frozen
core, a positron and an electron. The interaction between the Li+ core and the active electron is Coulombic only
at very long range. At shorter distances the nuclear charge is only partially screened, which makes it necessary
to employ some sort of model potential for the e−-Li+ interaction. More generally this interaction should also
include electron exchange, but this has not been explicitly included in our study. The e+-Li interaction is, like
the e+-H interaction, at long distances dominated by the polarizability of the atom, giving a potential ∝ r−4. The
polarizability of lithium atom is however larger than that of H, which allows the formation of a truly bound state of
the e+-Li system [1]. Furthermore, the hydrogen atom has energy levels degenerate with respect to orbital angular
momentum (neglecting fine structure) whereas the alkali atoms do not. Another characteristic of a positron-lithium
system are that the ionization energy is smaller than the binding energy of Ps (0.25 a.u.), allowing for positronium
formation even at zero impact energy.

The method of complex scaling is used to calculate S-, and P-wave resonance energies and widths below the
Li(3s,3p,4s,4p) excitation thresholds and positronium(n = 2) formation threshold in the positron-lithium system.
We used two different types of model potentials to determine the interaction between the core and the valence
electron. A dipole series of resonances are found under Ps(n = 2) threshold, furthermore, these resonances were
found to agree well with an analytically derived scaling law [1]. The presented results are compared with other
theoretical calculations [3-7].

Explicitly correlated Gaussian trial functions expressed in Jacobi coordinates spanning all three rearrangement
channels have been employed to include the correlation effects between the outer electron, the positron and the
core. The complex scaling method has been used. Two different types of analytical model potentials are used to
represent the interaction between the core and outer electron. Of the earlier works, our method is most similar
to the stabilization method [4,5,7], but allows more accurate description of resonances by going into the complex
plane. It is also different in the coordinate system and functional forms it uses for representing the wave-function,
allowing relatively large basis sets to be used.
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The role of fullerene shell upon stuffed atom polarization potential 
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We have demonstrated that the polarization of the fullerene shell considerably alters the polarization potential of 
an atom, stuffed inside a fullerene. This essentially affects the electron elastic scattering phases as well as 
corresponding cross-sections. We illustrate the general trend by concrete examples of electron scattering upon 
endohedrals Ne@C60 and Ar@C60. To obtain the presented results, we have suggested a simplified approach that permits to incorporate the 
effect of fullerenes polarizability into the Ne@C60 and Ar@C60 polarization potentials. By applying this 
approach, we obtained numeric results that show strong variations in shape and magnitudes of scattering phases 
and cross-sections due to effect of fullerene polarization upon the endohedral polarization potential. 

At first glance, the addition of a single relatively small atom inside a fullerene should not affect essentially 
the electron elastic scattering cross-section of the latter, since the presence of an additional atom inside alters 
negligibly the total size of the system under consideration. As it was demonstrated recently in [1] and [2], the 
quantum interference changes the situation impressively, so that the total phase @ NA C

l of the partial wave l of an 
electron scattered upon endohedral A@CN is with good accuracy equal to the sum of scattering phases A

l and 
NC

l of electrons upon atom A, stuffed inside the fullerene CN, and the CN itself. It means, counterintuitively, that 
a single atom contribution is quite big as compared to the background of CN cross-section. 

In calculations presented in this talk we treat the Ne and Ar atoms. The polarization potential is calculated in 
the random phase approximation with exchange (RPAE) frame, while C60 is represented by a static square well 
potential, which parameters are chosen to represent the experimentally known electron affinity of 60C , and low- 
and medium energy photoionization cross-sections of C60. We take into account the polarization potential of the 
fullerene. 

It appeared that the property of additivity discussed in [1] and [2] is accurate enough only if the effect of the 
fullerene shell upon atomic polarization interaction is small. In fact, however, already the inclusion of 
polarization interaction, but with endohedral instead of pure atom’s A wave functions, considerably affects the 
scattering phases and cross-sections. Each step in increasing the accuracy of our approach leads to prominent 
changes in the cross-section. 
 It apeared that due to alteration of the inner atom polarization potential by the fullerene, the cross-sections 
acquire a very big resonance at low energy, perhaps even at 0E   and a deep minimum at 0.1E   Ry. In 
atomic scattering such a minimum is called Ramsauer minimum.. Note that this variation of the cross-section 
does not exist for pure fullerene, or even in the simpliest version of RPAE for the endohedral. 

Using concrete examples we have demonstrated that the elastic scattering of electrons upon endohedrals is an 
entirely quantum-mechanical process, where addition of even a single atom can qualitatively alter the multi-
particle cross-section. 

Even the crudest account of the fullerene influence upon the caged atom polarization potential that is 
achieved by using endohedral’s electron wave functions to describe the intermediate atomic states, alters the 
phases and cross-sections impressively. 

Surprisingly enough, the fullerenes shell dynamic polarization strongly modifies the stuffed atom 
polarization potential. 

Only further clarification of the polarization potential can permit to make a decisive conclusion on the 
existence of either a low-energy scattering resonance or an extra bound state between an incoming electron and 
an endohedral. 
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Positronium Collisions with Noble-gas Atoms

A. R. Swann, G. F. Gribakin
School of Mathematics and Physics, Queen’s University Belfast, University Road, Belfast BT7 1NN, United Kingdom

Positronium (Ps) is a hydrogen-like system of an electron and positron bound together. Recent experiments have
revealed insteresting phenomena, e.g., that Ps scatters from atoms in a similar way to how electrons scatter from
atoms [1], and that the cross section for Ps-atom scattering becomes very small at low Ps energies [2]. These
phenomena still await a rigorous theoretical explanation.

Ps-atom scattering has historically been difficult to research theoretically, since both the target and projectile
are composite objects. The modern generation of calculations began in the 1990s, using such methods as close
coupling [3], stochastic variational [4], and pseudopotential [5], in a variety of approximations, such as static-
exchange, frozen-target, and including the long-range van der Waals interaction. The various approaches have
shown limited agreement with each other and with experiment, particularly at low Ps energies.

We present a new way of studying low-energy Ps scattering from closed-shell atoms. We confine the entire Ps-
atom system inside an impenetrable spherical cavity of radius Rc. A B-spline basis is used to calculate electron and
positron states in the static (Hartree-Fock) field of the atom. The two-particle Ps wave function is then written as
an expansion in these single-particle wave functions. By diagonalizing the Ps Hamiltonian in this basis, we obtain
the energy levels of the Ps in the cavity. We select the states which correspond to Ps(1s), and find the scattering
phase shifts δL from the boundary condition at the wall, viz. [6], tanδL(K) = JL+1/2[K(Rc−ρ(K))]/YL+1/2[K(Rc−
ρ(K))], where Jν (Yν ) is the Bessel (Neumann) function, L is the orbital quantum number for the centre-of-mass
motion, K is the centre-of-mass momentum, and ρ(K) is the ‘collisional radius’ of Ps(1s), which can be determined
by investigating states of Ps in an otherwise empty cavity [7]. This gives the phase shifts at certain discrete values
of K, and we use calculations for a range of Rc = 10–16 a.u. and effective-range-theory-type fits [6] to determine
the phase shifts at a general value of K, whence the cross section can be found.

This ‘frozen-target’ approach fully accounts for distortion of the Ps, but the target atom remains in its ground
state. We can alleviate this by including the long-range van der Waals potential between the Ps and target with a
suitable cutoff function, viz., VW (R) =−(C6/R6){1− exp[−(R/R0)

8]}, where C6 is the van der Waals coefficient
for the system (which is known [8]), R is the distance between the atomic nucleus and the Ps centre of mass, and
R0 is a cutoff radius. This approach was used recently in the pseudopotential Ps-atom scattering calculations [5].

The results for He through to Xe are qualitatively similar. Figure 1 shows our frozen-target and van der Waals
cross sections for Ps scattering on Ar in comparison with experimental data [2]. Including the van der Waals
potential results in smaller cross sections, as it partially cancels the static Ps-atom repulsion. The present results
are model-dependent and at variance with experiment for any cut-off radius. We intend to remedy this using many-
body theory in the near future, and obtain the most accurate picture of low-energy Ps-atom scattering thus far.
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Fig. 1 Cross sections for Ps scattering on Ar, in the frozen-target and van der Waals approximations.
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Quantum chaos in ultracold collisions between Yb(1S0) and Yb(3P2).
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Signatures of quantum chaos have recently been observed in ultracold collisions of the complex atoms Er and
Dy in magnetic fields [1-3]. Such chaos may have very important consequences for ultracold physics: it is likely to
make it impossible to assign quantum numbers to resonances and near-threshold states, and may make it impossible
even in principle to determine interaction potentials by fitting to observed resonances. In addition, it may cause
long-lived 2-body collisions that result in fast 3-body loss [4]. It is thus important to understand the nature of chaos
in ultracold collisions, and delineate when it occurs.

We calculate and analyse Feshbach resonance spectra for ultracold Yb(1S0) + Yb(3P2) collisions as a function
of an interatomic potential scaling factor λ and external magnetic field [5]. Even in this remarkably simple system,
which has strong anisotropy but only 3 electronic curves correlating with the 3P2 threshold, we find strong signa-
tures of chaos that appear when a magnetic field is applied (see Fig. 1). In addition, we show that the resonances in
magnetic field in the experimentally accessible range 400 to 2000 G are chaotically distributed, with strong level
repulsion that is characteristic of quantum chaos [5].

The results demonstrate that an electronic structure of the complexity of Er+Er or Dy+Dy is not a prerequisite
for chaos in ultracold collisions. They also suggest that chaos is likely to be widespread in ultracold collisions,
which will have important consequences for the lifetimes of ultracold species.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1 Statistical analysis of Feshbach resonance positions in ultracold Yb(1S0) + Yb(3P2) collisions with respect to poten-
tial scaling factor λ . (a), (b) and (c) show the nearest-neighbour distributions P(s), which is the probability density of two
neighbouring levels having the spacing s (on a dimensionless scale in which the levels have unit number density). The nearest-
neighbour spacing distribution of a randomly distributed set of levels is of Poisson type, while that of a chaotically distributed
set is of Wigner-Dyson type. The Wigner-Dyson distribution exhibits strong level repulsion, i.e., vanishingly small probabilities
of finding levels that coincide. The Brody distribution interpolates between Poisson and Wigner-Dyson ones, via a single pa-
rameter that takes values between zero (Poisson) and unity (Wigner-Dyson). Coupled-channel results (blue histograms); fitted
Brody distributions (black lines, with the corresponding Brody parameters stated); Poisson and Wigner-Dyson distributions
(green and red dashed lines, respectively). (d) shows the calculated Brody parameter as a function of magnetic field. Figure
adapted from that appearing in [5].
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Autler-Townes effect in the formation of Feshbach resonances at the
collision of two atoms in laser radiation filed.

E.A. Gazazyan, A.D. Gazazyan
Institute for Physical Research, NAS of Armenia, Ashtarak, Armenia

Autler-Townes effect is considered in the formation of metastable molecular states (Feshbach resonances[1])
at the resonance scattering of two atoms in the laser radiation field. Expressions for metastable level populations
and resonance scattering cross section are received. In the case of exact resonance of laser radiation and due to the
Autler-Townes effect[2], graphics for populations and resonance scattering cross section, which have two peaks,
are produced. These results are important role in the study of controlled chemical reactions, in the understanding of
the processes in the quantum systems of the Bose-Einstein condensate at low temperatures, and in various optical
processes in atomic gases. Fig. 1 shows that the population of the levels ground and excited occurs in two ways.
The population of level ground occurs by a direct transition from the continuous state of incident particles to the
state |g〉 and by a transition from the continuous state to the excited state |e〉 followed by a transition to the state
|g〉 . The population of the state |e〉 also occurs in two ways. These transitions interfere with each other and cause
the Autler-Townes effect. The double peak is also observed in the cross sections of resonant scattering [3]. The
splitting is based on the Autler-Townes effect. When q=0 the peaks coincide, and when q increases, the peaks
separation.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of atom-atom collision in the laser radiation fields

The work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of Armenia, State Committee of Science
(15 T-1S066) and IRMAS project.
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The influence of electrostatic field on resonance charge-exchange
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The aim of the present work is to study the influence of electrostatic field on resonance charge
exchange taking the H-+H→H+H- reaction as a typical example. The motivation is that charge
exchange seems to be one of the basic processes in plasma and, in particular, determines 
transport properties in plasma. In the same time electric field is always present in plasma. 
In the frame of diabatic approach the reaction  can be contemplated in terms of transition of 
an electron between two identical atomic cores [1]. The external electric field destroys the 
initial resonance and decreases the probability of charge exchange. As the first step we have 
determined the value of the blocking field, that is the field that blocks the electron transition at
some interatomic distance R. The interaction of the electron with atomic cores can be 
described by two zero-range potentials (or δ-potentials), which is well suited to describe 
negative ions [2]. Then the blocking field can be found from the Equation

α A≤
1
2

ER ,

where E is a strength of the field, α is a capacity of  δ-potentials and A=Ψ*(0)∙Ψ(R), where Ψ 
are the one-electron wave functions in the electric field.
The result is shown on Fig.1. In this plot the blocking field is area above the graph.

 

Fig. 1 The electric field as a function of distance between atoms for hydrogen in atomic units

As the next step we are aimed at calculating the dependence of  charge-exchange cross-
section on the strength of electric field.
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Straggling of Energy Loss at Collisions of Fast Ions with Atoms 
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The energy losses and energy loss straggling of fast charged particles interacting with various materials are 

investigated both experimentally and theoretically in many scientific centers. Theories currently used for energy 

losses are developed “synchronously” with experimental investigations, whereas theoretical investigations of 

energy loss straggling of fast heavy ions on bound atomic electrons are far behind the experimental needs [1], 

particularly for fast highly charged ions. There have been only a few attempts to improve the result obtained by 

Bohr [2, 3] for energy loss straggling. The first quantum-mechanical generalization of the Bohr formula was the 

Livingston–Bethe formula [4] based on perturbation theory. The more widely used modification of this formula 

was proposed by Fano [5]. However, perturbation theory cannot be used because of the strong fields of highly 

charged ions. Using the Bloch approach and Bethe–Bloch formula [6] beyond perturbation theory, Titeica [7] 

obtained the formula for straggling. But his result is incorrect for large charges of ions and leads to significant 

numerical errors. Thus the Fano formula is commonly accepted as a strict result in the framework of perturbation 

theory. The relativistic quantum-mechanical generalization of the Bohr formula that is obtained in [8] using the 

exact solution of the Dirac equation for the scattering of free electrons in the Coulomb field of a heavy ion is also 

commonly accepted. At the same time, both exact and approximate commonly accepted nonperturbative 

approaches for energy loss straggling of heavy highly charged ions on bound atomic electrons are still absent [1]. 

In this case, various semiquantitative formulas with fitting parameters determined experimentally are used.  

In this work, energy loss straggling of fast charged particles colliding with atoms are considered using the 

eikonal approximation in the region of applicability of the nonrelativistic eikonal approximation. In the region of 

applicability, these calculations can be treated as exact (more precisely, they introduce a standard, negligibly 

small error). At the same time, eikonal calculations are technically complicated. We show that the Titeica 

formula is obtained only under certain approximations in eikonal calculations. The errors from these 

approximations have not yet been estimated. A nonperturbative correction is introduced to the Titeica formula, 

and a formula for estimating it is proposed. It is shown that straggling calculated with allowance for 

nonperturbative effects at large Coulomb parameters η = Z/v are significantly different (by an order of 

magnitude) from the results obtained by the Titeica formula. This explains why the Titeica formula is unpopular 

for the using. The energy losses of fast highly charged ions on copper atoms are calculated and compared to 

experimental data. It is shown that the inclusion of nonperturbative corrections noticeably improves agreement 

with the experimental data compared to the Bohr and Titeica formulas. This undoubtedly reduces the number of 

fitting parameters in various modifications of these formulas that are usually determined semiempirically.  
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The renormalization shielding effects on the electron-impact ionization process are investigated in dense 
plasmas.  The effective projectile-target interaction Hamiltonian and the semiclassical trajectory method are 
employed to obtain the transition amplitude as well as the ionization probability as functions of the impact 
parameter, the collision energy, and the renormalization parameter.  It is found that the renormalization 
shielding effect suppresses the transition amplitude for the electron-impact ionization process in dense partially 
ionized plasmas.  It is also found that the renormalization effect suppresses the differential ionization cross 
section in the peak impact parameter region.  In addition, it is found that the influence of renormalization 
shielding on the ionization cross section decreases with an increase of the relative collision energy.  The 
variations of the renormalization shielding effects on the electron-impact ionization cross section are also 
discussed. 
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A Powerful New Electron Gun for Electron-Ion Crossed-Beams
Experiments
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The experimental sensitivity of an electron-ion crossed-beams experiment is mainly determined by the densities
of both beams in the interaction region. Aiming at the extension of the available range of accessible electron
energies and densities, a new high-power electron gun has been developed and fabricated. It delivers a ribbon-
shaped beam with high currents at variable energies between 10 and 3500 eV [1,2]. The design goals of the gun
are being met by the utilization of a variety of electrodes, all of which are insulated from each other: Cathode and
collector, focusing and defocusing electrodes, four controlling electrodes, and the segmented interaction region 1
and 2 (Fig.1). This electrode configuration allows for a variety of possible operational modes and, thus, provides a
high versatility concerning the optimization of the electron-beam properties depending on the purpose of a given
experiment. The most important modes of operation are the high-energy mode, different high-current modes (with
higher voltages at the controlling electrode 1 in order to obtain high electron currents at low energies) and modes
without a potential trap in the interaction region (by applying a negative potential on the controlling electrodes 2
and 3 with respect to the interaction region).

Here, we report on performance tests of our newly developed electron gun. First experiments have demon-
strated the expected high electron currents in the interaction region and very good beam transmission. Meanwhile,
the tests have entered the final phase as the electron gun has been integrated into the experimental crossed-beams
setup in Giessen. Employing the animated crossed-beams technique [3], first ionization cross sections were mea-
sured. Several challenging issues associated with space-charge effects in the high-density electron beam are cur-
rently being investigated.
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Fig. 1 Geometrical sketch of the electron gun with its various electrodes as well as the trajectories of the electrons for the
high-energy mode. Small losses on the electrodes are unavoidable but the majority of electrons reaches the collector.
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Electron-Impact Ionization Cross Section and Rate Coefficient of        
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The ionization of atoms by electron impact is one of the most fundamental electron collision processes and 

plays an important role in many areas of research. The modeling and diagnostic of astrophysical and laboratory 

plasmas need atomic data characterizing the various collision processes that might occur in them. In this study, 

we investigate the electron-impact ionization of       and calculated the cross section and rate coefficients. Di-

rect ionization cross section of 2s,2p,3s, and 3p subshells were calculated within the semireletavistic Configura-

tion-average distorted wave (CADW) method[1]. The excitation-autoionization contributions originating from 

the inner shell excitations of the type                                                 for       

(             were calculated using both CADW and semirelativistic level-resolved distorted-wave 

(LLDW) method[2]. Branching ratios for the radiation damping of the autoionizing configurations and levels are 

included.                excitations are found to be all below the first ionization threshold. The rate coeffi-

cients are also calculated. Total CADW cross sections are also calculated using the codes developed at the Los 

Alamos National Laboratory[3] and presented along with our own total CADW cross section.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Cross sections(a) and rate cofficients (b) for Se18+. 
 

The results are shown in Figure 1a and 1b.  In Figure 1a CADW direct cross sections for 2s,2p,3s, and 3p elec-

trons are labeled as CADW_2s, CADW_2p, CADW_3s, and CADW_3p, respectively. The purpose of this cal-

culation is to show the contributions from various subshell to the total cross sections. Total CADW cross section 

is labeled as TOT_CADW in Figure 1a. Total LLDW cross section with branching and unit branching are la-

beled as LLDW_BR and  LLDW_NOBR in Figure 1a. As it can be seen from the figure radiation damping of 

autoionizing levels did not change the magnitude of the cross section dramatically. The curves labeled as LOS 

ALAMOS in Figure 1a represents total configuration-average direct electron-impact ionization cross sections 

within distorted-wave approach calculated using the codes developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory[3]. 

The agreement between our total direct CADW results and the Los Alamos  curve is quite good.  The cross-

section results from LLDW_BR and LLDW_NOBR calculations were converted into temperature dependent rate 

coefficients by performing a Maxwellian integration. The results are shown in Figure 1b.  
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Potential Electron Scattering by the Bi and Rn Atoms 
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We used the optical potential approach to calculate elastic electron scattering by the Bi and Rn atoms at the same 

impact energies, which are neighboring atoms of the Periodic Table’s 6th period. The local relativistic parameter-

free real optical potential approximation (RSEP LA) is used [1]. It contains static, relativistic local exchange, local 

correlation-polarization, scalar-relativistic and spin-orbit potentials. The relative values of differential cross 

sections (DCSs) are measured for e+Bi scattering for a wide energy range 5-1200 eV in [2] for scattering angles 

from 30 to 155. The absolute values of DCSs and integral cross section (ICS) values are measured experimentally 

for e+Bi scattering at 40 eV in [3], when the bismuth beam is obtained around 1000C and contains Bi atoms 

(86%) and Bi2 molecules (14%). Worth noting, that the polarisation in electron scattering by Hg, Tl, Pb and Bi 

(and Bi2) atoms were measured in [4] for energies 6-180 eV and angles from 30 to 130.  

As an example we present the DCSs for e+Bi at 10 and 40 eV impact energies in Fig.1 (a) and (b). Our DCS 

is compared at 40 eV with the experimental data [3], where the DCSs are measured with 20% accuracy and ICS 

with an uncertainty factor 2. Note here, that the ICS for e+Bi, Bi2 at 40 eV in [3] is equal 45.010-20 m2, while our 

value for e+Bi is 14.0410-20 m2. Fig.1 (c) and (d) show the DCSs for e+Rn at 10 and 30 eV impact energies. In 

this case the ICS at 30 eV is equal 19.5210-20 m2. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 Differential elastic cross sections for e+Bi scattering at 10 eV (a) (○ [2]) and 40 eV (b) (○ [2], ▲ [3], normalized by our 

DCSs at 120) and for e+Rn scattering at 10 eV (c) (--- [5]) and 30 eV (d) ( [6]). 
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Electron guns are devices used to generate electron beams. The electron guns are used in plenty of applications, 

such as ion sources in Mass Spectrometry (MS), electron welding, electron microscopy and many others. The 

electron guns are operated in vacuum. At atmospheric pressure, electrons interact with the gas and undergo 

ionisation, excitation reactions and subsequent thermalisation. Most common source of the electrons at 

atmospheric pressure is a photocathode irradiated by UV light of suitable wavelength [1]. Recently, vacuum 

electron guns with nanomembrane vacuum-atmosphere interface (window) of 300 nm thickness were developed, 

which allow transport of keV electrons from vacuum to atmosphere [2 - 4]. Such electron sources are suitable as 

replacement of radioactive ion sources based on β radiation and could be applied for Atmospheric Pressure 

Ionization (API) in MS, Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS) or other analytical methods at atmospheric pressure 

(e.g. excitation fluorescence, electron swarm experiments…)[5]. 
We developed similar non-radioactive Source of Electrons at Atmospheric Pressure (SEAP), which allows 

transmission of electrons at lower energies as reported in previous studies [2 - 4]. We used two types of windows 

Si3N4 with thickness 100 and 150 nm. Our main results are shown in Figure 1. As we can see in the Figure 1 a), 

accelerated electrons start penetrate window at energies around 3 keV (depends on thickness of window) and 

generate ion current in the order of units of nanoamps. The authors in study [3] reported ion current of 50 nA 

generated by 8.6 keV electrons, this comparison indicated, that present SEAP reach almost 20 times higher 

current at the same acceleration voltage. Figure 1 b) shows dependence of ion current for both windows at 

atmospheric pressure on the electron emission current from the tungsten filament in vacuum chamber. This 

measurement confirms us, that ion current is generated by accelerated electrons and the most efficiency is near to 

the edge of the curves, so emission current of 25μA was used in all subsequent measurements.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Dependences of produced ion current at atmospherics pressure on the acceleration voltage a) and emission 

current of electrons b) in vacuum chamber.  

  

We carried out set of measurements with vacuum on both sides of window, to determine penetration of 

electron current through window. Final goal of our study is to apply SEAP as ion source for MS and IMS. 
This work was supported by the Slovak Research and Development Agency, project Nr.  APVV0733-11 and 

the grant agency VEGA, project Nr. 1/0417/15. This project has received funding from the European Union's 

Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 692335. 
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The compound 2,4,6-trichloroanisole C7H5Cl3O (TCA) is considered to be the main reason of the ‘off-flavor’ 

of taint wine [1]. The unpleasant odor of taint wine resembles to wet cardboard, mushrooms or earthy smell. 

Various analytical methods are in use for detection of TCA including gas chromatography-mass spectrometry 

[2], single drop ionic liquid microextraction coupled with multicapillary column separation [3], ion mobility and 

mass spectrometry [4]. New knowledge on electron interactions with this molecule and on its electronic structure 

may help to develop new analytical methods or improve the existing ones.  

In the present work we study formation of positive and negative ions by electron collisions of isolated TCA 

molecules with low energy electrons. In addition, electronic structure of the TCA molecule is investigated by 

ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy and by OVGF quantum chemical calculations. 

Electron impact ionization and electron attachment reactions are studied under single collision conditions by 

means of crossed electron/molecular beam apparatus [5]. Electron beam was created by trochoidal electron 

monochromator with resolution ~150 meV. Molecular beam was generated by sublimation of the solid sample in 

high vacuum. Produced ions were mass analyzed using a quadrupole mass spectrometer and detected by 

channeltron electron multiplier. Ionization energy of TCA molecule and appearance energies of fragment ions 

were determined. Investigation of electron attachment to TCA revealed that dominant reaction is formation of 

Cl- with maximum cross section at 0.25 eV. All remaining anionic products were wormed at significantly lower 

intensities. All electron attachment reactions occurred in the narrow energy range between 0 eV and 2 eV. 

Electronic structure of TCA was investigated using HeI photoelectron spectrometer. Photons of 58.4 nm 

(21.22 eV) were generated in an electrical discharge in He and transmitted to a target chamber through a 

capillary. The isolated TCA molecules were ionized in a gas phase. Photoelectrons generated by the ionization 

exit the target chamber through a narrow slit and their energy was analyzed using a cylindrical electrostatic 

analyzer coupled to a channeltron detector. The ionization energy from the highest and from molecular orbitals 

was determined. 

The molecular energy levels of the TCA were calculated by means of OVGF method [6] in Gaussian 09. 

Good agreement between the calculated energy levels and the PES experiment allowed to attribute most of the 

structures observed in the PES spectrum to the molecular orbitals and to experimentally determine the ionization 

energies from the respective molecular orbitals. 

This work was supported by the Slovak grant agency VEGA, project nr. 1/0417/15. This project has received 

funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 

692335. 
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Nonlocal model of vibrational dynamics
of the lowest autodetachment state of water anion

Martin Čı́žek, Karel Houfek
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V Holešovičkách 2, 180 00 Praha, Czech Republic

We construct a nonlocal resonance model [1] of the vibrational dynamics of the water anion taking into account
nonadiabatic dynamics of electron autodetachment. The construction is done in several steps. First, we have
calculated the global ground potential energy surface of the H2O− ion with the MRCI method and a large basis
(this extends the previous work of Werner et al. [2]). We have also identified a region close to the equilibrium
geometry of the neutral water molecule, where the ion is metastable and the electron can escape through the process
of autodetachment.
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Fig. The ground state potential of the water anion in Johnson coordinates [3]. The O−+H2 energy is chosen as zero in
energy scale. The planes z = 0 and x = 0 correspond to linear molecule (C∞ symmetry) and symmetric stretch (C2v group)
respectively. The O−+HH, OH−+H and HO−+H asymptotes are indicated with dot diagrams at the edges. The net of lines
marks the autodetachment region, where the ion decays to H2O+e. The minimum energy reaction path from the O−+HH to
HO−+H channels through special points M (minimum), S (saddle point), E (equilibrium H2O geometry) is marked.

For the molecular geometries inside and close to the autodetachment region we have also performed the R-matrix
calculations of the electron scattering. The special attention was paid to select the model of correlation energy
inside the R-matrix calculation that is consistent with the MRCI calculation of the potential energy surface [4]. The
scattering eigenphase sums are than used to fit parameters of the nonlocal resonance model taking into account the
full dimensionality of the problem.

The preliminary attempts to use the model for description of the process of vibrational excitation and dissocitive
attachment to the water molecule near the threshold are discussed. We predict that new structures will occur for
electron scattering from vibrationaly excited water molecule close to dissociative attachment threshold.
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      In recent years, the interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD) has become known as an important decay process in 
weakly bonded systems, like for example in the Ar dimer studied here. In ICD the excess energy is transferred 
by exchange of a virtual photon to a neighbouring atom, thereby, ionizing it by emitting an ICD electron [1]. In 
addition, the relaxation process of radiative charge transfer (RCT) may occur in the Ar dimer in which one atom 
is doubly ionized, and an electron is transferred from a neighbour-atom to the doubly charged Ar2+ ion. The 
system can relax by emitting a photon. Both ICD and RCT processes can result in two repulsive Ar+ ions and 
hence the separation of both processes is highly challenging in an experiment.  
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 Contribution of (a) ICD and (b) RCT processes, respectively, to the kinetic	energy	release	distribution	of	the	Ar+	‐	
Ar+	ions.	[2]	

 
 
 

In the present work [2], we study the electron ionization of the Ar dimer using a reaction microscope in 
which the kinetic energies of all final state particles are measured with the multiple particles coincidence 
method. From the measured kinetic energies of the five particles emitted in the ionization event (two Ar+ ions 
and three electrons), the binding energy or ionization energy for each channel are obtained. Thereby, we can 
clearly identify the two decay channels (ICD vs. RCT) in the ionization of the Ar dimer (see Fig.1) and 
determine the relative contributions as function of the observed kinetic energy release (KER). 
 
This work was supported by DFG (FOR1789) and FWF (I1015). 
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Since the first demonstration of Bose-Einstein Condensates (BEC) [1] the variety of an atoms for which BEC is 

reached constantly grows. Today BEC became a powerful tool for many research directions. Among those 

quantum simulations take a very special place. Utilizing the analogies between complicated materials and cold 

atoms in optical lattices this simulators promise to resolve many open questions in understanding of complex 

materials. Due to their unique properties, rare-earth elements are of great interest for quantum simulations. For 

example, such a systems allow low-field Feshabach resonances enabling tunability in long-range interactions. In 

particular, thulium atom has one vacancy in the 4f shell therefore having orbital moment of 3 in the ground state, 

and magnetic moment of 4 Bohr magnetons in ground state. While magnetic moment of the thulium atom is less 

than that of Erbium [2] or Dysprosium [3] which were already cooled to BEC temperature thulium has simpler 

level structure and the possibility to capture it at the tight optical lattice operating at 532 nm. This way thulium 

provide similar level of magnetic dipole-dipole interactions as Erbium of Dysprosium in conventional lattice 

operating at 1 m, but due to simplicity of level structure and a bit lower orbital moment can benefit from less 

dens Feshbach resonances and more predictable behaviour [4]. This make thulium atom an extremely attractive 

subject for quantum simulations. 

In this contribution, I will report on our experimental efforts on reaching BEC for Thulium atom. In particular, 

I will focus on our studies of light assisted collisions and low field Feshbach resonances as well as on our efforts 

of evaporative cooling of thulium atom. 
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Studying two-dimensional Fermi and Bose gases in a single experiment

Andrey Turlapov
Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, ul. Ulyanova 46, Nizhniy Novgorod, Russia

Neither long-range order nor Bose condensation may appear in uniform 2D systems at finite temperature. Despite
that, 2D superconductors, such as cuprates, are among the systems with highest critical temperatures. 2D quantum
systems remain intriguing, and their understanding is incomplete despite huge progress seen in the recent decades.
Ultracold atoms are a platform for studying 2D physics. Using tunability of atomic gases, we have realized a
crossover between a 2D gas of Fermi atoms and a 2D gas of weakly-bound diatomic Bose molecules by varying
s-wave interactions in the gas. Between these two asymptotic states, there is a regime of strong interactions, whose
quantitative description is challenging, e. g., a mean field of Cooper pairs fails to describe the crossover even
qualitatively, unlike in 3D gases. At the lowest achievable temperatures, ∼ 10% of the Fermi energy, the pressure
is measured in the whole Fermi-to-Bose crossover and compared with the available theoretical models, including
those which appeared over the last year. In the Fermi regime of weak interactions, the pressure is systematically
above a Fermi-liquid-theory prediction, which maybe due to mesoscopic effects. Alternatively, this upshift is
partially reproduced within a recent mean-field theory supplemented with fluctuations. On the Bose side of the
crossover, the molecules easily condense, which is found in interferometric measurements. On one hand, such
condensation is expected because the gas is held in a nearly harmonic trap, which favors condensation unlike the
uniforms space. On the other hand, each molecule is locally in a flat potential, which is the sum of the trap and the
strong repulsive mean field, and this should inhibit the condensation.
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 The ability to create in the laboratory dilute atomic gases at ultracold temperatures (T = E/kB << 1 mK), 
where particles are almost at standstill, represents one of the most spectacular recent developments of atomic 
physics, which lead to the observation of quantum degeneracy in ultracold atomic gases twenty years ago. When 
particles possess an intrinsic electric dipole moment, like heteronuclear bialkali molecules, anisotropic long-
range interaction dominate the evolution of the ultracold gas, opening the way toward fascinating prospects such 
as precision measurements, test of fundamental theories, quantum simulation, or ultracold chemistry. However, 
due to their inherent complexity, creating a dense gas of ultracold polar molecules is still a challenge. 
 In this talk, I will describe the way which has led to a successful creation of such gases in the case of 
KRb [1], RbCs [2,3], NaK [4], and NaRb [5] based on a Raman adiabatic transfer of the population from an 
initial weakly-bound molecular level to their absolute ground state level. In particular, I will emphasize on the 
crucial importance of the knowledge of the molecular properties based on a delicate combination of available 
spectroscopic data with our calculations of potential energy curves, transition dipole moments, dynamic 
polarizabilities, and hyperfine structure to design optimal paths for the adiabatic transfer. I will discuss the 
examples of RbCs, NaRb, and KCs molecules, to illustrate the variety of situations that can be encountered. 
 
  

 

  Fig. 1 STIRAP scheme used to transfer NaRb Feshbach molecules to the absolute ground state.   
    The scheme is based  on up to date molecular data 
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Laser Cooling and Magneto-Optical Trapping of Diatomic Molecules

M. R. Tarbutt
Centre for Cold Matter, Blackett Laboratory, Prince Consort Road, Imperial College London, London SW72BW, UK.

Cold molecules can be used to test fundamental physics [1-4], process quantum information [5,6], explore cold
chemistry [7] and study strongly-interacting many-body quantum systems [8]. Laser cooling is difficult to apply to
molecules because their vibrational structure precludes closed electronic transitions. However, for some molecules
only a small number of vibrational branches need to be addressed for laser cooling to succeed [9]. I will discuss
our experiments on laser slowing and cooling of CaF molecules. With just two laser wavelengths, we use radiation
pressure to slow a beam of these molecules to low velocity and greatly compress their distribution of forward
velocities. We account for the changing Doppler shift as the molecules slow down either by chirping the laser
frequency or by broadening the laser linewidth. These cooled, slowed molecules are then delivered to a magneto-
optical trap (MOT) where we aim to trap and cool them into the micro-Kelvin regime.

MOTs for atoms usually use an electronic transition where the angular momentum of the excited state is
greater than that of the ground state. For molecules, the laser cooling transition does not have this property. This
complicates the MOT because the molecules tend to be optically pumped into dark Zeeman sub-levels, which
weakens the trapping force. The force is further weakened if the excited state has a small magnetic moment,
which it usually does for the favoured laser cooling transition in molecules [10]. I will discuss two methods for
producing stronger MOT trapping forces. The first uses a dual frequency effect, where the MOT beams contain
two oppositely-polarized laser components, one red-detuned and one blue-detuned [11]. In the second, known as
the rf MOT, the laser polarizations and magnetic field direction are rapidly and synchronously switched [12].
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Dynamical processes in molecules occur on an ultrafast temporal scale, ranging from picoseconds to 
femtoseconds when concerning with a structural change, down to attoseconds when dealing with electrons. 
Electron dynamics plays a very important role in bond-formation and bond-breakage, thus determining the final 
chemical reactivity of the molecule. Recently, theoretical studies have pointed out that after sudden ionization of 
a large molecule very efficient “charge migration” can occur along the molecular backbone on a temporal scale 
ranging from few femtoseconds down to tens of attoseconds [1]. Attosecond science is nowadays a well-
established research field, and it potentially offers formidable tools for the investigation of this charge migration 
process [2]. 

In this work I will first show that XUV attosecond pulses in combination with NIR/VIS few-cycle 
pulses can be used to investigate with extreme time-resolution the dissociative ionization dynamics of molecular 
nitrogen. The time-dependent measurements reveal the presence of NIR/VIS-induced transitions between N2

+ 
ionic states together with an interference pattern that carries the signature of the potential energy curves activated 
by the XUV pulse. We show that the sub-fs characterization of the interference pattern is essential for a semi-
quantitative determination of the repulsive part of these curves [3]. 

I will then discuss the use of an XUV attosecond pump - NIR/VIS femtosecond probe approach to 
investigate charge migration in more complex molecules such as aromatic amino acids [4]. By measuring the 
time evolution of the yield of the doubly charged immonium ion for phenylalanine (Phe) and tryptophan (Trp) 
we were able to identify the presence of fast modulations of the dication yield with periodicities of 4.17 fs for 
Phe and 4.34 fs for Trp (see Fig. 1). To better understand the observed ultrafast dynamics, numerical calculations 
have been performed. For both Phe and Trp, the calculated hole density around the amino group displays 
beatings characterized by oscillation frequencies in good agreement with the experimental results. The main 
beating frequency for Phe around 0.24 PHz is originated from the coherent superposition of the A25 and the A28 
molecular orbitals, resulting in charge migration between the amino group and the carboxylic functional group. 
In the case of Trp, the main beating frequency around 0.23 PHz is originated from the coherent superposition of 
the A29 and the A31 molecular orbitals. In this case this coherent superposition of electronic states is responsible 
for charge oscillations mainly between the amino group and the indole group of the molecule. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 Doubly charged immonium ion yield measured as a function of the pump-probe delay and obtained after subtraction 

of the slow femtosecond decay for Phe (top panel) and for Trp (bottom panel).	
 

Finally, I will show that the same experimental approach allowed us to measure in real-time hydrogen 
migration occurring in 5-halo-uracils. In the case of 5FU, the XUV pulse ionizes the molecule catalyzing the 
hydrogen migration from C6 to C5 at the first step of the reaction, leading to the fragment m/z=44. The pump-
probe measurement reveals that at early times, the NIR-VIS pulse inhibits the hydrogen migration process thus 
resulting in a sudden reduction of fragments m/z=44, and a consequent increase of fragment m/z=43. 	
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Since the conversion of the 11-cis retinal chromophore to its all-trans form in rhodopsin was identified as the 

primary photochemical event in vision [1], experimentalists and theoreticians have tried to unravel the molecular 

details of this process. The high quantum yield of 0.65 and the production of the primary ground-state rhodopsin 

photoproduct within a mere 200 fs all suggest a paradoxically fast and efficient photoactivated one-way reaction. 

Rhodopsin's unique reactivity is generally attributed to a conical intersection between the potential energy surfaces 

of the ground and excited electronic states and thereby enables the efficient and ultrafast conversion of photon 

energy into chemical energy. Obtaining direct experimental evidence for the involvement of a conical intersection 

is challenging: the energy gap between the electronic states of the reacting molecule changes significantly over an 

ultrashort timescale, calling for observational methods that combine high temporal resolution and a broad spectral 

observation window. Here we show that ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy with sub-20-fs time resolution 

and spectral coverage from the visible to the near-infrared allows us to follow rhodopsin isomerisation in real time 

[2]. We track coherent wave-packet motion from the photoexcited Franck–Condon region to the photoproduct by 

monitoring the loss of reactant stimulated emission and the subsequent appearance of photoproduct absorption 

(Fig. 1), and find excellent agreement between the experimental observations and molecular dynamics calculations 

that involve a true electronic states crossing, occurring within ≈100 fs. Taken together, these findings constitute 

the most compelling evidence to date for the existence and importance of conical intersections in visual 

photochemistry.  

When probing the 9-cis analog isorhodopsin, the scenario changes completely [3]: we find that the reaction path, 

starting from the Frank-Condon region, suddenly  branches towards two competitive deactivation paths involving 

two different conical intersection funnels: the first is rapidly accessed (within ≈160 fs), but is unproductive; the 

second (displaying a twist about the C9=C10 double bond) is accessed later (within ≈280 fs), but is the only one 

able to produce the all-trans photoproduct, although on longer times than in rhodopsin. This path branching 

explains the strongly non-exponential decay of the stimulated emission and is the reason for the reduced quantum 

yield and slower isomerization rate that is observed in isorhodopsin compared to rhodopsin. 

 
Fig. 1 Wavepacket dynamics through the rhodopsin conical intersection. Experimental (a) and simulated (c) differential 

transmission (∆T/T) map as a function of probe delay and wavelength in the visible and NIR spectral regions. Gray lines are 

a guide to the eye highlighting the shifts of the stimulated emission and photoinduced absorption signals in time. Experimental 

(b) and simulated (d) time traces at selected probe wavelengths (as indicated). Sketch of the ground- and excited-state 

potential energy surfaces of the chromophore in rhodopsin as a function of the isomerization coordinate, showing that 

stimulated emission from the excited state of the parent molecule and photo-induced absorption from the hot photoproduct 

can monitor the wavepacket dynamics through the conical intersection. 
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We present an experimental study of controlled Free Induction Decay (cFID) in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) 
regime. An attosecond pulse train is used to coherently promote argon to a superposition of the ground state 
([Ne]3s23p6) and a series of excited states ([Ne]3s13p6np1), which are embedded in the [Ne]3s23p5 continuum. 
This superposition coherently emits light with the same directionality and divergence as the incoming XUV 
light. Applying a strong infrared probe pulse either break the coherence, or control the direction and phase of the 
emitted light. 

When an ensemble of atoms is exposed to a short, coherent light pulse it will respond collectively and the 
excited atoms will start to act as oscillating dipoles. These dipoles may continue to oscillate coherently for a long 
time after the excitation pulse has passed resulting in forward scattered light known as Free Induction Decay 
(FID) [1,2]. This forward scattered light has the same spatial properties as the excitation pulse, but the phase is 
shifted by π. The overlap between the two fields will therefore yield the normal absorption spectrum observed in 
optical spectroscopy. FID has been observed from THz radiation to the optical regime, but it is more challenging 
when shorter wavelengths are used.  

We present a method to observe FID at even shorter wavelengths in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) regime. 
The coherent XUV light is generated using high-order harmonic generation from a carrier-wavelength tunable 
Ti:Sapphire laser. The laser system is a conventional chirped pulse amplification Ti:Sapphire based laser with a 
programmable acousto-optic filter in the amplification chain to minimize gain-narrowing. By restricting the 
bandwidth of the seed for the amplification chain the carrier wavelength of the output can be tuned from 770-
820 nm, while maintaining sub-40 fs pulses.  

 

 
 
Fig. 1. Harmonics 17 and 19 transmitted through argon as a 
function of carrier-wavelength of the infrared laser. A number of 
window resonances in the absorption cross-section of the 
[Ne]3s23s5 continuum are observed [3]. 
 

Fig. 2. The spectrum transmitted through argon under the 
influence of a strong non-collinear infrared probe pulse. The 
probe pulse modulates the spatial phase of the excited dipoles, 
thus modifying the directionality and divergence of the FiD.

 
Figure 1 demonstrates the tunability of the XUV light. Harmonics generated in an argon gas jet are refocused 

into a second pulsed gas jet of argon; the light transmitted through the second jet is then recorded by a flat-field 
spectrometer. Whenever parts of the harmonic light spectrally overlap with inner-shell transitions in argon, a 
coherent wave packet is excited, which emits light with similar directionality and divergence as the incoming 
XUV light. 

In order to overcome the challenges of observing FID in the XUV region we use a short IR pulse to change 
the direction of the light emitted by the ensemble of oscillating dipoles. We demonstrate that the spatial phase of 
the FID can be controlled if an IR probe pulse is focused at the ensemble at a small non-collinear angle, 
illustrated in Fig. 2. In addition to these snapshots we will present time-evolution of these dipoles as a function 
of the pump-probe delay. 
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High-order harmonic generation (HHG) is a breakthrough source of coherent radiation extending from the EUV 
to the soft X-ray regime, in the form of attosecond bursts. It is simply understood in semiclassical terms: an 
electron is tunnel ionized from an atom by an intense linearly polarized laser field, then accelerated, and finally 
driven back to its parent ion, releasing the kinetic energy acquired form the field in the form of EUV/X-ray 
radiation upon recollision. If driven by a circularly polarized field, the electronic wavepacket does not recollide 
with the parent ion, and it was believed impossible to generate bright circularly polarized EUV light by HHG. 
This precluded many applications such as X-ray magnetic circular dichroism. 

In the early 2000s, the production of circularly polarized EUV harmonics was proposed through HHG driven 
by two-color, collinear, counter-rotating circularly polarized pulses [1]. This technique enabled the first tabletop 
implementation of X-ray magnetic circular dichroism measurements [2,3]. Recently, a novel scheme to produce 
circularly polarized harmonics has been demonstrated through noncollinear mixing of counter-rotating circularly 
polarized drivers of the same color (NCP-HHG) [4]. In contrast to the previous existing technique, this scheme 
simultaneously produces separate beams of right circular and left circular polarization for each harmonic.  

In this contribution we perform advanced theory to propose two schemes capable of generating isolated 
attosecond pulses of controlled polarization, using the NCP-HHG technique.  Our results show that in this set-
up, isolation of a single attosecond pulse can be achieved either by restricting the driver pulse duration to a few 
cycles or by temporally delaying the two crossed driver pulses. We further propose to optimize the NCP-HHG 
technique by compensating the temporal walkoff between the pulses across the focal spot using angular spatial 
chirp. The isolation of pure circularly polarized attosecond pulses, along with the opportunity to select their 
central energy and helicity in the NCP-HHG technique, opens new perspectives to study ultrafast dynamics in 
chiral systems and magnetic materials. 

 

 
Fig. 1 (a)	Scheme	of	NCP-HHG:	800	nm	R	circular	and	800	nm	L	circular	crossed	beams	are	focused	into	a	gas	jet,	
producing	L	and	R	circular	harmonic	beams.	 (b)	 Isolated	circularly	polarized	attosecond	pulse	produced	by	NCP-
HHG,	using	few-cycle	(3	fs)	laser	pulses.		
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Measurement of  motion with precision beyond the vacuum state uncertainty in both 

position and momentum is possible if it is carried out in a quantum reference frame 
with an effective negative mass [1,2]. This approach has been put in a broad 
quantum information perspective in [3]. Following these works, recently the proposals 
involving the negative mass approach were extended to BEC [4] and to pure 
mechanical systems [5]. A negative mass oscillator can have the first excited state 
energy lower than the ground state energy. The role of the negative mass reference 
frame can be played by an atomic spin oscillator [6]. Here we will report progress of 
an experiment where we track the motion of a mechanical oscillator in the reference 
frame of the spin oscillator by probing the combined hybrid system with light. The 
mechanical oscillator is a macroscopic object, a membrane of a millimeter size. Due 
to exceptionally high quality factor achieved via phononic bandgap engineering [7], 
the back action of the measurement of the mechanical motion can be observed. We 
demonstrate that coherent back action of the measurement induced by just a few 
photons on the two systems has opposite signs and cancels out. The negative mass 
reference frame physics opens the way towards measurements where entanglement 
allows for practically unlimited measurement precision of the disturbance on two non-
commuting variables of a system. Applications include fundamental physics of 
entangled macroscopic objects, force and acceleration measurements, and clock 
synchronization beyond the projection noise limit [8]. 
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Nonlinear quantum optics mediated by Rydberg atoms

C. Tresp,1 I. Mirgorodskiy,1 H. Gorniaczyk,1 A. Paris-Mandoki,1 and S. Hofferberth1, ∗

15. Phys. Inst. and Center for Integrated Quantum Science and Technology,
Universität Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 57, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany

Mapping the strong interaction between Rydberg excitations in ultracold atomic ensembles onto
single photons via electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) enables the realization of optical
nonlinearities which can modify light on the level of individual photons.

This novel approach opens the possibility of photonic gates operated by single control photons.
We present experimental demonstration of a single-photon transistor, where a single gate photon
controls the transmission of many source photons and of a single-photon absorber, where exactly
one photon is subtrated from an arbitrary input state.

In parallel to these optical information processing applications, this system combining quantum
optics and atomic physics gives access to a variety of phenomena such as non-equilibrium dephasing
dynamics and high-precision spectroscopy of Rydberg pair-state resonances.
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Multicomponent slow light
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Slow and stationary light is expected to play an important role in the quantum information processing and non-
linear optics at a few photon level [1]. Most of the existing studies are restricted to a single component slow and
stationary light, which is usually created using Lambda or double Lambda atom-light coupling schemes. In the
present talk we shall analyze a two component slow light produced by means of a double tripod atom-light coupling
scheme [2-5]. The setup involves two pairs of control laser beams, as well as a pair of probe beams. All the beams
couple resonantly three atomic ground states to two excited states. This enables one to create a two-component
slow or stationary light exhibiting a number of distinct properties, such as the neutrino type oscillations between
components of the slow light [3-5]. Under certain conditions the two-component slow light can be described
by a relativistic equation of the Dirac-type for particles of a finite mass [2,3]. We shall discuss an experimental
observation of the two-component slow light at the NTHU in Hsinchu [5]. Finally we shall consider effects of the
atom-atom interaction on the two-component slow light [6]. The atom-atom interaction introduces a two-photon
detuning leading to mixing between components of the two component slow light. It is shown that a generated
second component of the slow light can be highly non-classical.
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Conical Intersections and Non-Adiabatic Transitions in Ultracold Gases
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2. Department of Physics, Bilkent University, Ankara 06800, Turkey

We propose ultracold assemblies of Rydberg atoms as accessible laboratory platform for the simulation of quantum
chemical phenomena on much inflated length scales.

Conical intersections (CIs) of electronic energy surfaces are a generic feature of large molecules [1,2] and
recently also attracted the attention of the cold-atom community. The intersections provide fast intra-molecular
transition channels between electronic states and can thus affect the outcome of (photo-) chemical processes.
Radiation-less de-excitation of large bio-molecules proceeds through these channels and yields enhanced photo-
stability that might have been crucial for the development of life on earth [3]. Modern techniques allow to model
quantum dynamics at conical intersections of large molecules in detail. However experiments usually monitor such
dynamics only indirectly, e.g., through reactant fractions or fluorescence spectra.
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Fig. 1 (a) Random configurations of ultracold Rydberg atoms are usually near a conical intersection configuration (within the
grey sphere). (b) Dipole-dipole energy surfaces for (a) with marked CI. (c,d) The pictures is clearer for a Rydberg-trimer con-
strained on a ring, with CI at the equilateral triangle position. (e) However, also free atomic motion in 3D can involve a CI with
signatures of non-adiabatic splittings on multiple BO surfaces clearly evident in the corresponding atom position distributions.

The direct observation of many-body densities could be realized near conical intersections in ultracold Rydberg
gases. As we demonstrate [4], intersections are ubiquitous between Born-Oppenheimer (BO) surfaces of inter-
atomic (or molecular) transition dipole-dipole interactions, such as

Ĥ =−
N

∑
n,m;n6=m

C3

|rn− rm|3
|πn〉〈πm|, (1)

where rn are atomic positions and |πn 〉 ≡ |g · · ·e · · ·g〉 denotes a state with only the n’th atom excited.
Due to the exaggerated properties of Rydberg atoms, the characteristic length-scales for these Born-Oppen-

heimer surfaces is µm, and the time-scale tenths of µs, both much more accessible than their counterparts in
quantum chemistry. Through recent advances in Rydberg atom detection, a versatile laboratory platform where the
quantum many-body dynamics around conical intersections is observable in detail comes within reach [8].

Proposed features are the direct visualisation of geometric phases [4], exploitation of intersections as switches
for excitation transport [5,6] or, possibly, experimentally accessible scenario for the study of vibrational relaxation
across a CI. The latter would additionally require coupling to a dissipative reservoir, which is typically naturally
present in cold gases [7]. Experimental signatures of non-adiabatic effects in the unconstrained 3D motion of
atoms could already be attained in state-of-the art experiments [8].
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Classical-quantum correspondence in atom ionization by mid-infrared
pulses
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In recent years, the investigation of the photoionization process has gained renewed interest due to the devel-
opment of few-cycle light sources with high intensity (I ∼ 1014 W/cm2) and improved observation tools for the
fragmentation process. In parallel to experimental advances also refined theoretical methods have been developed
to interpret the experimental results.

While the solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE), usually in single particle approxima-
tion can be compared directly with measured data, the applicability of quantum methods is limited by computa-
tional resources. Multiple ionization and large quiver amplitudes α = F0/ω2 of electrons in mid-infrared fields
remain a major challenge.

Therefore, to support quantum simulations and provide a more intuitive interpretation of quantum results,
(semi-)classical algorithms have been conceived which show a surprisingly good agreement with experimental
[1] and with quantum results (e.g., the distribution of energies and angular momenta shown in Fig. 1 [2]) also in
regimes where the applicability of classical methods is far from obvious.

In this presentation I will give an overview over of our investigations on quantum-classical correspondence
over a wide range of intensities and wavelengths [1,2] and discuss the extension of classical-trajectory Monte-
Carlo (CTMC) simulations to also account for the semiclassical phase accumulated along the electron trajectory
resulting in the observation of interferences in photoelectron spectra with near-perfect agreement between TDSE
and CTMC results. These developments will allow for analysis of the photoionization process in parameter regimes
not easily accessible to full solutions of the TDSE.

Fig. 1 Electron energy versus angular momentum as calculated by TDSE and CTMC on a logarithmic color scale covering
four orders of magnitude in intensity. The TDSE results have been calculated without (left panel) and with intensity averaging

(center panel). CTMC results including intensity averaging are shown in the right panel. Adapted from [2].
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The interaction of metastable neon with a few cycle laser pulse
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The interaction of matter with few cycle (< 3) laser pulses is a rapidly expanding field. These interactions generate
nonlinear effects such as high harmonic generation (HHG), above threshold ionisation and several higher order
ionisation processes [1].

In atomic gases these nonlinear effects occur when the pulse is tightly focussed, and the high electric field
strength causes the Coulomb potential that binds the valence electron to the atomic core to be suppressed. This
allows the valence electron to escape by tunnelling, or by entering the continuum state over the barrier. Once the
electron is free of the ionic core, it’s trajectory is determined by the laser field. Therefore it is necessary to have a
deep understanding of the ionisation principles in order to understand the nonlinear processes described above.

This work examines the effects of few cycle laser pulses on the 3P2 metastable state of neon, hereafter referred
to as Ne∗. Ne∗ is an excellent candidate for this study as it allows the effects that different atomic states have
on the ionisation process to be examined. This can be achieved through the comparison of ionisation rates to
ground state neon, or as we show in this work, by comparing results from spin-polarised target hyperfine states of
Ne∗. This work provides two measurements. The first is a comparison of Ne∗ ion yield to ion yield as predicted
by Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK) theory [2] and ion yield as predicted by an approximated solution to the
TDSE for the system [3]. The second measurement is a comparison of experimental ion yield for Ne* that are spin
polarised in the m j =−2 state compared to the m j =+2 state.
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Fig. 1 (a) shows theoretical predictions of ion yield scaled to match the experimental ion yield. The scaling equation is
y = A× spline(νx) where spline is an interpolating Matlab function. For the ADK theory, ν = 3.89 and for the TDSE theory,
ν = 1.59. (b) depicts the ion yield as the function of the angle of the fast axis of a quarter waveplate with respect to a linear
polariser used in an optical setup to pump Ne∗ atoms into spin polarised ensembles. The locations where the light is fully σ+

and σ− polarised are indicated, which correspond to a peak in m j =+2 and m j =−2 atoms, respectively.

The TDSE provides a better fit to the experimental data than ADK theory. This is due to the inability of ADK
theory to correctly predict ions generated by OBI processes at low ionisation potentials. It is also noted that there
is an asymmetry in the ion yield when comparing Ne∗ targets in different m j states. We propose that this is a result
of different m j states having ionisation potentials due to different exchange interactions that the valence electron
has with core electrons, depending upon the value of the electron’s spin. The ionisation potentials are calculated
to be Ip(m j=+2) = 4.75eV and Ip(m j=−2) = 4.66eV [4].
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Unraveling the Principles Governing the Stability of Endohedral and
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Recent experimental evidences have confirmed that in nature fullerenes are much more abundant than expected
[1]. In addition to neutral species, cationic and hydrogenated fullerenes are naturally present in outer space. On
the other hand, fullerene anions, as well as endohedral and exohedral fullerenes, play important roles in mate-
rial science, biomedicine and astrophysics [2,3]. An unusual behavior of charged, endohedrally and exohedrally
derivatized fullerenes is that the isomer stability is often substantially different from that of their neutral counter-
parts [2,3]. The well established stability rules for neutral fullerenes, such as isolated-pentagon rule (IPR), are no
longer valid for many experimentally observed structures (see Fig. 1 for an example).

Fig. 1 Relative energies of three isomers of C70 containing 0, 2 and 3 adjacent pentagon pairs. (a) For neutral pristine C70, the
only isomer isolated experimentally follows the isolated pentagon rule (NAPP = 0). (b) For endohedral fullerene Sc2S@C70,
the only isomeric form isolated experimentally so far is the one containing two adjacent pentagon pairs (NAPP = 2).

Which are then the underlying principles that govern the stability of charged and derivatized fullerenes? The an-
swer to this question is not only of fundamental importance, but is also practically useful to predict experimentally
producible fullerene structures, which are only a few among the enormous number (millions or billions or more)
of possible cage isomers and regioisomers.

In this presentation, we propose a simple and unified model, based on the concepts of cage connectivity
and frontier π orbitals [4], to fully understand the stability of charged, endohedrally and exohedrally derivatized
fullerenes. Requiring only the knowledge of fullerene topology, the model permits a rapid determination of stable
structures, among a huge number of possible isomers, without performing elaborate quantum chemistry calcula-
tions [4,5]. These predictions are relevant in fields as diverse as astrophysics, electrochemistry and supramolecular
chemistry.
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Coherent Control of Bond Making 

Coherent control of chemical reactions has been suggested more than 30 years ago. 
However, its experimental demonstration remains an open challenge until today. I will 
review progress toward coherent control of
chemical reactions and explain why it has proven
so difficult. Focussing on coherent control of bond
making, I will present our recent results on femto-
second photoassociation of hot magnesium
atoms [1] and its coherent control [2].

[1] L. Rybak et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 273001 (2011). 
[2] L. Levin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 233003 (2015). 
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The pulses from X-ray free-electron lasers are a billion times brighter than the brightest synchrotron beams 
available today.  When focused to micron dimensions, such a pulse destroys any material, but the pulse 
terminates before significant atomic motion can take place.  This mode of “diffraction before destruction” yields 
high-resolution structural information from proteins that cannot be grown into large enough crystals or are too 
radiation sensitive for high-resolution crystallography [1,2].  This has opened up a new methodology of serial 
femtosecond crystallography for radiation damage-free structures without the need for cryogenic cooling of the 
sample.  Consequently, it is possible to carry out high-resolution diffraction studies of dynamic protein systems 
with time resolutions ranging from below 1 ps to milliseconds, from samples under physiological temperatures 
and other conditions [3].   Dynamical processes in these samples can be induced with a laser pulse, for example, 
or by rapid mixing of reactants. 

The extremely high intensity of the X-ray pulses and their high spatial coherence has also been of 
interest for imaging non-crystalline samples, such as virus particles and single molecules [4]. Such single-
particle imaging is being developed but is challenging due to the very low signal levels (compared to background 
sources) of tiny non-crystalline particles.  There is a very significant advantage of measuring continuous 
diffraction from non-crystalline objects since it contains vastly more information than is encoded by the Bragg 
peaks in diffraction patterns of crystals.  The increase in information makes it possible to directly determine the 
diffraction phases, overcoming the well-known phase problem in crystallography.   

One way to address the low diffracted signals of single molecules is to place many oriented particles 
into the beam so that their diffraction signals sum to give a measurable pattern.  Laser fields can be used to orient 
molecules, for example [5].  Disordered crystals also provide a way to obtain a large number of oriented 
molecules at high density.  Translational disorder of molecules in a crystal gives rise to random phases in the 
scattering from those molecules that destroy the formation of Bragg peaks, and instead gives access to their 
continuous diffraction patterns.  We have found that crystals of large macromolecules such as membrane 
proteins possess such translational disorder. This has previously limited the achievable crystallographic 
resolution (largest scattering angles of Bragg peaks) in many cases, but we have managed to measure the much 
weaker continuous diffraction from crystals of photosystem II, shown in Fig. 1, that extends far beyond visible 
Bragg peaks.  We have reconstructed an image of this macromolecular complex using the phasing approach of 
single-molecule diffraction [6] (see Fig. 1).  

           
 

Fig. 1 Continuous	“single	molecule”	diffraction	measured	from	photosystem	II	crystals	with	translational	disorder	
(left)	 and	 the	 three-dimensional	 electron	 density	map	 that	was	 reconstructed	 directly	 from	 the	 diffraction	 using	
iterative	phasing	(right).		From	[6].	 	
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An Atomically Thin Matter-Wave Beam Splitter

Christian Brand1, Michele Sclafani1,2, Christian Knobloch1, Yigal Lilach3, Thomas Juffmann1,4, Jani
Kotakoski5, Clemens Mangler5, Andreas Winter6, Andrey Turchanin6, Jannik Meyer5, Ori

Cheshnovsky3,7, and Markus Arndt1

1. University of Vienna, Faculty of Physics, VCQ, Boltzmanngasse 5, 1090 Vienna, Austria
2. ICFO - Institut de Ciènces Fotòniques, 08860 Castelldefels (Barcelona), Spain.

3. The Center for Nanosciences and Nanotechnology at Tel Aviv University
4. Department, Stanford University, 382 Via Pueblo Mall, Stanford, California 94305-4060, USA.
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6. Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Institute of Physical Chemistry, Lessingstrasse 10, D-07743 Jena, Germany

7. Tel Aviv University, School of Chemistry, The Raymond and Beverly Faculty of Exact Sciences, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel

Matter-wave interferometry has matured into a highly sensitive tool for fundamental tests in physics, sensing minis-
cule forces and tiny length deviations. A requirement for any interferometric study is the coherent splitting of the
incident wave in two or more parts which experience different phase shifts before they are recombined. Due to
their internal level structure, refined laser schemes as used in atom interferometry cannot be applied to large poly-
atomic molecules. An alternative approach is based on nano-patterned mechanical gratings where the diffraction
process is independent from the internal complexity of the diffracted object [1,2]. However, the universality of this
approach is limited by the attractive van der Waals interactions between the matter-wave and the grating.

Here, I will present how to reduce the van der Waals interaction by minimizing the grating thickness to its ultimate
limit - a single atomic layer [3]. We managed, for the first time, to pattern free-standing single layer graphene
membranes with a period as small as d = 100 nm over large areas to diffract massive organic dye molecules. In
a comprehensive study we compare the performance of several gratings with a thickness ranging between 0.3 and
90 nm. From the relative population of the individual far-field diffraction orders we deduce surprisingly large van
der Waals interactions for these ultra-thin masks. For thick gratings we observe a matter-wave separation between
the extreme orders of up to 18h/d, corresponding to about 140 h̄k for an alkali atom. This may allow to build
compact rugged interferometers in the future. For the thinnest conceivable grating, however, the van der Waals
interaction is minimized and only the zeroth and first diffraction orders are sizeably populated. This facilitates
the high contrast diffraction of complex molecules. Furthermore, we find conditions which lead to the formation
of nanoscrolls from single layer graphene ribbons. These optimize opening fraction of the grating, leading to an
additional reduction in the van der Waals attraction.
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Fig. 1 Molecular diffraction at a 90 nm thick silicon nitride grating results in a population of up to the ±9.th diffraction order
(a). The observation of only three dominant diffraction orders for single layer graphene (b) illustrates the strong reduction in
the attractive interaction between the grating and the matter-wave.
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Development of a multi species cold atom interferometer 
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Atom interferometry is now proven to be a very efficient technique to achieve highly sensitive and absolute 

inertial sensors. As a matter of fact gyroscopes or gravimeters based on this technique by using cold atoms have 

already been developed and give now very promising performance.  

Our work concerns particularly the development of a multi species atom interferometer addressing mainly the 

topics of onboard applications such as navigation or geophysics, but also fundamental physics. At ONERA a 

double species – 
87

Rb / 
85

Rb – cold atom interferometer has already been developed and allowed the first atomic 

test of the weak equivalence principle with simultaneous measurements. We have also pointed out the interest of 

using more than one atomic species in the instrument through the development of original concepts to improve 

inertial measurements. We are currently working on the implementation of a third atomic species – 
133

Cs – to go 

further into these concepts and get rid of the dead times measurements inherent to the use of a single species 

atomic interferometer. It could also be of interest for the equivalence principle test by comparing the free fall 

between cesium and rubidium. 

The first step towards the triple species – 
87

Rb / 
85

Rb / 
133

Cs – cold atom interferometer is the development of the 

laser needed for the cesium’s cooling and manipulation. We are currently building a fibered laser system using 

an original approach potentially well suited for onboard applications. 

We will present the ongoing progress concerning the laser development and also the different concepts of use of 

the multi species atom interferometer. 
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Disruption of Spin-Echo due to Atom Interactions
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We use spin echo and Ramsey interferometry on an ultracold 87Rb ensemble confined in an optical dipole trap.
The spin-echo technique is used to restore the coherence of the spin ensemble by cancelling out phase inhomo-
geneities. However, at high atomic densities, we observe the opposite behavior: a spin-echo pulse, placed at the
middle of a Ramsey interferometer, accelerates the dephasing of the spin ensemble leading to a faster contrast
decay of the interferometer.

Varying the atomic densities in the 1011−1012 at/cm−3 range, we observe a modulation of the Ramsey contrast
with and without spin echo as the density increases [Fig.1]. We understand this phenomenon as a subtle competi-
tion between the spin-echo technique and a rephasing mechanism based on the identical spin rotation effect (ISRE).
In trapped atomic clocks, ISRE, originating from particle indistinguishability, was shown to enhance the clock’s
coherence via the so-called spin self-rephasing mechanism, up to several tens of seconds![1] We propose here a
model that reproduces well the experimental data and offers clear insight into this remarkable interplay between
spin echo and spin self-rephasing [Fig.1].
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Fig. 1 Ramsey fringe contrast with (dots) and without (circles) spin-echo technique as a function of atomic density. The free
precession time is 400ms. Solid (dotted) lines are simulations from our model of the Ramsey contrast with (without) spin-echo.
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Design of a miniaturized atomic gyroscope with an inductively coupled ring 

trap: advantages and challenges 
 

German A. Sinuco-Leon, Kathryn A. Burrows, Barry M. Garraway 
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Sussex, Brighton, BN1 9QH, United Kingdom 

 

In view of their impressive sensitivity, atom interferometers have wide applicability ranging from testing 

fundamental physical laws to engineering applications. However, in designing portable atom-interferometric 

devices, it remains an important challenge to realize such advantages out of the laboratory. Here we describe 

advances in the design of a miniaturised atomic gyroscope with an atom-chip configuration. After introducing 

general operational principles, we provide an overview of our miniaturization strategy, which can be modified 

for other interferometric applications. Then, we describe in detail some elements of the proposed system. Firstly, 

we explain how an interferometer closed path can be defined by inductive effects over a micro-engineered 

conducting loop [1], and demonstrate that, operating at microwave frequencies, this scheme creates a ring trap 

for heavy alkali atoms atoms such as Rb and Cs. Secondly, we present various schemes for coupling the trapping 

conducting loop to microwave radiation. Thirdly, we outline a protocol that induces state-dependent transport, 

which is required to guide the atoms during an interferometric sequence [2,3]. Finally, we present a qualitative 

discussion of the atomic dephasing due to trap inhomogeneities and atomic interactions and its impact on the 

gyroscope performance. 
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Investigation of Clock Transition at λ = 1.14 µm in Cold Thulium Atoms

Gulnara Vishnyakova1,2,3, Elena Kalganova1,2,3, Artem Golovizin1,2,3, Dmitry Tregubov1,2,3,
Denis Sukachev1,3, Alexey Akimov1,2,3, Ksenia Khabarova1,3, Nikolay Kolachevsky1,2,3, Vadim Sorokin1,3

1. P. N. Lebedev Physical Institute of RAS, 53 Leninsky prosp., Moscow 119991, Russia
2. Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology, 9 Institutsky per., Dolgoprudny, Moscow region, 141700, Russia

3. Russian Quantum Center, 100 Novaya st., Skolkovo, Moscow region 143025, Russia

Precise measurements of time and frequency are important both in fundamental problems and in applications such
as navigation systems and telecommunications. Rapid development of optical frequency standards was stimulated
by creation of femtosecond optical frequency synthesisers [1] and development of new methods of cooling, cap-
turing and exciting atomic ensembles. The standards on single ions and on ensembles of neutral atoms trapped in
optical lattices [2] are developing very actively. The optical frequency reference on a single aluminium ion has the
systematic inaccuracy of∼ 8.6×10−18 [3], whereas for the optical frequency standard on strontium atoms in JILA
[4] the total relative error is 6.4×10−18. Moreover, due to a large number of interrogated atoms, systems on neu-
tral atoms possess a substantially lower level of quantum projection noise, which provides the relative frequency
instability of 10–17 for the measuring duration of 100 s [4].

We propose to use the magnetic-dipole transition 4 f 13(2Fo)6s2 (J = 7/2)→ 4 f 13(2Fo)6s2 (J = 5/2) between
fine components of Tm ground state as a clock transition in optical atomic clock. It has width of 1.2 Hz and is
shielded from external electric fields and collisions due to filled outer shields 5s2 and 6s2. This transition is in
optical domain and has wavelength of λ = 1.14 µm.

We detected clock transition in cloud of cold thulium atoms in (i) magneto-optical trap [5], (ii) optical lattice
at 532 nm [6] and (iii) without any trapping fields [6]. The temperature of cloud is 10÷ 20 µK and the number
of atoms is 105÷ 106. Linewidth observed in optical lattice depends on power of trapping laser and determined
mostly by inhomogeneity of trapping potential, tensor polarizability of clock levels and residual magnetic fields.
The minimum linewidth was observed in the case (iii) and amounts to ∆ν = 0.6 MHz. Also we detected the shift
of clock transition in the optical lattice due to nonzero differential polarizabilities of clock levels.

To prove that the clock transition is indeed narrow and suitable for optical clocks we have measured the clock
level lifetime of thulium atoms in the optical lattice. From the exponential fit we determine clock level lifetime to
be τ = 112±4 ms which corresponds to the total linewidth of 1.4 Hz.

In order to choose “magic” wavelength of optical lattice (at which shifts of both clock levels are equal to each
other) we calculate dynamic polarizabilities of the corresponding clock levels in a broad spectral range and start
spectroscopy of clock transition in optical lattice at the wavelength in the range of 750÷850 nm.

Fig. 1 Measurement of the lifetime of the J = 5/2 level. The normalized number of atoms decayed to the ground J = 7/2 level
in dependence of time is shown.
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Observation of Atom-Wave Beats Using a Kerr Modulator for Atom Waves  
 

Boris Décamps, Jonathan Gillot, Jacques Vigué, Alexandre Gauguet, and Matthias Büchner 
 Laboratoire Collisions Agrégats Réactivité-IRSAMC, Université de Toulouse-UPS and CNRS UMR 5589, Toulouse, France 

 
Wave beating is a very important phenomenon in physics: it was discovered with acoustic waves and is 
commonly used in electromagnetics, from the radio frequency to the laser domain. Obviously, wave beating can 
be extended to matter waves if a coherent superposition of quantum states with different kinetic energies can be 
achieved. This is precisely what we have observed with our lithium atom interferometer! 
We modulate the phase of an atom wave by applying time dependent, sinusoidal varying electric fields, i.e. we 
realize the equivalent of a Kerr modulator for atom waves [1]. These sinusoidal phase modulations are detectable 
in the interference signal, shown in Fig. 1. This signal exhibits time dependence, i.e. the fingerprint of atom 
wave beats. A Fourier analysis reveals the presence of the beat frequency and its harmonics. We varied the phase 
modulation depth (Fig.2) and the amplitude of the pth harmonics modulation shows a Bessel-like behavior, in 
good agreement with theory.  
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Fig. 1: The interferometer signal in the presence of a phase 
modulation oscillating at a frequency ω/(2π)= 21 Hz. 
Top panel: Direct recording of the interferometer signal. 
Bottom panel: Modulus of the Fourier transform of a 16.4 s-long 
record of the signal. 
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Fig. 2: Amplitude of modulation of the pth harmonics as a function 
of the amplitude ϕmax of the phase modulation. The curves are our 
theoretical results with no free parameters and the symbols (p=0: 
squares; p=1: bullets; p=6: stars) our measurements. 

 
 
We have also made experiments with the two arms modulated with different frequencies. Each modulation is too 
fast to be detected, but we observe the beat at the frequency difference and its harmonics: this is a heterodyne 
experiment with matter waves.  
Our method to create phase modulation can be extended to other matter waves. Especially its extension to 
electron waves can open fascinating opportunities. In electron holography microscopy, it should make it possible 
to measure the response of a sample with very high spatial and temporal resolutions.  
 
We also used our set-up for educational goals, i.e. we transmit information by phase modulations. Fig. 3 shows a 
digitalized image, we have transmitted pixel per pixel by atom wave phase modulation [1].  
 

 
 
Fig.3: Image [2] transmitted by atom wave phase modulation: ca. 96000 pixels were transmitted at 200 pixels/second with an error rate 
below 0.1%.   
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A self-interfering clock as a ”which path” witness

Yair Margalita, Zhifan Zhoua, Shimon Machlufb, Daniel Rohrlicha,
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In Einstein’s general theory of relativity, time depends locally on grav-
ity; in standard quantum theory, time is global—all clocks ”tick” uniformly.
We demonstrate [1] a new tool for investigating time in the overlap of these
two theories: a self-interfering clock, comprising two atomic spin states. We
prepare the clock in a spatial superposition of quantum wave packets, which
evolve coherently along two paths into a stable interference pattern. If we
make the clock wave packets ”tick” at different rates, to simulate a gravi-
tational time lag, the clock time along each path yields ”which path” infor-
mation, degrading the pattern’s visibility. In contrast, in standard interfer-
ometry, time cannot yield ”which path” information. This proof-of-principle
experiment may have implications for the study of time and general rela-
tivity and their impact on fundamental effects such as decoherence and the
emergence of a classical world.
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Photoionization and Photofragmentation of Lu3N@Cq+
80 Ions (q = 1,2,3)
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We have measured cross sections for photoionization and photofragmentation of endohedral fullerene ions
Lu3N@Cq+

80 (q=1,2,3) [1] employing the photon-ion merged-beams technique at the PIPE end-station [2] of beam-
line P04 of the PETRA III synchrotron at DESY in Hamburg, Germany. The photo-reaction channels Lu3N@Cq+

80
→ Lu3N@Cp+

80−2r [q=1,2,3; p=2,3,4,5,6; r=0,1,3,4] were investigated in the photon energy ranges 280–330 eV
around the carbon K-shell threshold, 380–435 eV around the nitrogen K-Shell threshold, and 1500–1700 eV
around the lutetium M-shell threshold. The present work extends recent studies on (endohedral) fullerenes [3-
6] to a heavier and more complex species as well as to higher photon energies.

In the energy range between 280 and 330 eV we could identify the same group of resonances in all investigated
reaction channels. Since this group of resonances seems to make up for the most prominent structures in all
spectra, we attempted to model each spectrum (for examples see Fig. 1) as a sum of seven Fano line shapes (full
lines), a threshold feature (dashed line), and a constant background (dash-dotted line). The relative strengths of the
resonance peaks (labeled 1 through 7) are given by the vertical blue bars in the insets of the figure. In the multiple
ionization channels, a threshold can be observed at about 294 eV, in addition. We observe a shift of the ionization
threshold towards higher photon energies when comparing double ionization of Lu3N@C2+

80 with double ionization
of Lu3N@C+

80. We can determine the size of the endohedral fullerene ion based on this threshold shift. The cross
sections measured at higher photon energies of 380–435 eV and of 1500–1700 eV show no structures and decrease
with increasing photon energy.
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Fig. 1 Measured (symbols) and fitted (lines) cross sections for single (left) and double (right) photoionization of Lu3N@C+
80.
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Multiple Ionization of Ne+ Ions by Photoabsorption Near the K Edge
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Single, double and triple photoionization of Ne+ ions by a single photon have been investigated using the photon-
ion spectrometer PIPE [1] at the PETRA III synchrotron radiation source in Hamburg. Absolute cross sections
were measured (see Fig. 1) employing the photon-ion merged-beams technique [2]. In the course of photon-
energy calibration measurements, high-resolution K-shell ionization spectra were also measured for neutral neon
by employing an ionization chamber. Natural widths of several prominent lines of neutral Ne and of Ne+ ions
including the Ne Kα transitions could be determined with high accuracy. For comparison with existing theoretical
calculations photoabsorption cross sections were inferred by summing the measured partial ionization channels.
Agreement between theory and experiment is of mixed quality. It is remarkable, though, that the available R-matrix
calculations nicely reproduce fine details in the photoabsorption cross section where interference of double exci-
tations with the channel of direct photoionization occurs. The observed resonances in the different final ionization
channels reveal the presence of complex Auger-decay mechanisms. The ejection of three electrons from the lowest
K-shell-excited Ne+(1s2s22p6 2S1/2) level, for example, requires cooperative interaction of at least four electrons
in a single event even if the final charge state is reached via a cascade of Auger decays. The statistical quality,
the energy range and the number of channels investigated in the present experiment are unique in the context of
K-shell excitation and ionization of ions [3]. Only a previous experiment with C+ ions [4] has provided a simi-
larly comprehensive, high-quality set of absolute cross section data for photon-ion interactions in the energy range
around the K edge (vertical bars in Fig. 1 show the onsets of photoionized K-vacancy levels).
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Relaxation processes occurring in excited weakly bound systems, e.g. van-der-Waals clusters, have been subject 

of several recent studies. Among these processes is the well-known ultrafast mechanism of energy transfer 

between two sites, i.e. the interatomic or molecular Coulombic decay (ICD) [1]. Here, the excess energy of the 

excited atom or molecule is transferred to a neighboring site, thereby, ionizing it. The important aspect of ICD is 

that the energy from an electronic transition is used to eject a low kinetic energy electron  

(the ICD electron) from the neighboring site. It was shown that these electrons are genotoxic and may induce 

irreparable damage in living tissues [2]. Recently, we have successfully demonstrated a first unambiguous proof 

of ICD by undispersed measurements of the emitted vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photons from 2s-excited neon 

clusters for <N> ≈ 20 as mean cluster size [3]. Here, we report the effect of cluster size on ICD by means of the 

same fluorescence detection method. The present experiments were performed for the prototypical neon clusters 

covering the size range from monomers up to a few thousand atoms/cluster. The idea of the present work is to 

resonantly photoexcite a 2s inner valence electron of a neon atom within a cluster to an unoccupied orbital (nl). 

Then, this electronically excited state can relax via ICD which gives rise to the emission of a slow ICD electron 

(0 to 10 eV kinetic energy) from a neighboring neon atom. After the occurrence of ICD, a part of the excess 

energy remains at the initially excited atom. This excess energy is not sufficient to ionize the system further and 

is released by emission of a photon. This is the emitted photon that we measure in order to study the effect of 

cluster size on ICD. The overall process we investigate is as follow.  
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It has been shown theoretically that the ICD life time drops with increasing the number of nearest neighbors of 

the excited center [4, 5], implying that bulk sites are mostly sensitive to the occurrence of ICD. Our experimental 

results show the dependence of the ICD probability on the amount of neighboring atoms for a large range of 

cluster sizes.  
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Wide usage of chlorinated hydrocarbons (CHCs) as industrial chemicals leads to their eventual release to nature 

and to the atmosphere. While in the atmosphere, CHCs can decompose and initiate catalytic processes, which 

involve free chlorine radicals, leading to ozone depletion. It is therefore important to understand the effects of 

these molecules as a function of external perturbation, such as sunlight. Electronic structure is a key component in 

the dynamical processes the compounds experience when ionized by sunlight, making it an important aspect for 

study. [1] 

In this work we explore the chemical bond reformation after an X-ray induced core-shell excitation. In the 

chloromethane (CH3Cl) molecule, a Cl 2p electron initially excited to an unoccupied antibonding σ* orbital leads 

to a resonant Auger decay. Following the initial excitation, multiple fragmentation pathways are opened for the 

system, with their relative probability depending on the exact electronic final state that is reached. Specific Auger 

final states leads to a new chemical bond formation between one hydrogen and the chlorine atom, forming stable 

HCl+ ion. 

This bond reformation was experimentally and computationally explored. The experiments involved an 

electron-energy-resolved fragment-ion coincidence measurement. The coincidence procedure allows us to link the 

exact Auger final states to the produced ion fragments. In the technique utilized in the coincidence setup at 

University of Oulu (further information in refs [2, 3] and references therein), the measurement of the kinetic energy 

of the Auger electron initiates the measurement of the masses of the resulting ions. Several fragmentation pathways 

are found following the Cl 2p → σ* excitation. Specific interest was in the underlying mechanism of the 

reformation of HCl+ ion. Fig. 1 shows an example of a coincidence spectrum of Cl+ and HCl+ cations together with 

the traditional Auger electron spectrum recorded in the σ* resonance. Photon energy dependence of HCl+ 

appearance was further studied by changing the photon energy in a large energy range. The HCl+ appearance was 

confirmed to occur only the σ* resonance when viewed in coincidence with the Auger electrons [4]. This 

dependence and the appearance with respect to the Auger phenomenon was additionally studied using quantum 

chemical calculations. 

 
 

Fig. 1 An example of electron ion coincidence spectrum of Cl+ and HCl+ cations from CH3Cl recorded in coincidence with 

the Auger final states (top curve) 
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Molecular Double Core Hole Spectroscopy: The Role of Electronic and
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a well-known sensitive and selective mean to access electronic
and structural properties of molecules: the binding energy of a core electron is both characteristic of the atomic
species and sensitive to the molecular chemical environment. Higher sensitivity may be reached using double core
hole (DCH) spectroscopy, in which two inner-shell electrons are ejected from a molecule. The chemical shift is
significantly enhanced when the two core holes are located on different atoms (two-site DCHs) [1,2] compared
to the single-site DCH configuration, where a single atom is doubly ionized in the core shell. As a consequence,
two-site DCH states formation allows to probe equivalent atoms, which may be indistinguishable by conventional
XPS.

Study of doubly core-ionized molecules received a strong impetus since 2009 through the recent and rapid
development of X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs). Despite the very small cross sections of DCH states compared
to singly ionized species, XFELs open the possibility to produce DCH states by sequential X-ray two-photon ab-
sorption [3], as shown in Fig. 1. The theoretical description of this X-ray two-photon photoelectron spectroscopy
(XTPPS) is challenging owing to the competition between x-ray photon absorption, nuclear dynamics and elec-
tronic relaxation by Auger decay which all occur at similar timescales. Therefore, a full time-dependent treatment
of these processes is required, but previous studies are limited to classical rate-equation models for describing the
time evolution in the different ionization channels [3,4].
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Fig. 1 Single-site and two-site DCH formation by the successive absorption of two X-ray photons of energy hν , which is higher
than the double ionization potential DIP of the diatomic molecule AB. K and V denote the K- and valence shells, respectively.

In this work, we present the methodology and the numerical implementation of a complete description of
XTPPS. Our model takes into account for the first time all competitive processes. Vibrationally resolved pho-
toelectron spectra of singly and doubly ionized isolated carbon monoxide are calculated using a full quantum
description of the nuclear motion, which includes explicitly the laser pulse and the Auger decay of the unstable
core-ionized states.
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The photodetachment of the negative ion of oxygen O−, although a seemingly simple process, is the subject
of a long lasting discrepancy between theory and experiment. The cross section was determined experimentally in
the 60’s by Smith and Branscomb et al. [1, 2], and was later confirmed by two other measurements, although on
much narrower energy ranges [3, 4]. It is considered as a reference, and has thus been used to put other relative
measurements on an absolute scale. In the meantime, theories have tackled the challenging task of computing the
photodetachment cross section for an open-shell ion. However even the latest ab-initio calculation significantly
differs from the experiments, both in shape and magnitude [5]. This long lasting discrepancy between theory and
experiment, and the use of the latter for calibration purposes, calls for further study.

We present a joint experimental and theoretical study of the one-photon detachment of O−. The experiment
has been performed using the animated-crossed-beam method [6], which allows to avoid the determination of the
interaction volume and therefore requires much less assumptions than other methods. This is made possible by
repeatedly sweeping the laser beam across the ion beam while recording easily measurable quantities: the ion
current, the laser power and the number of neutral atoms produced. The theoretical work is twofold. The residual
oxygen atom is described by a CI expansion that is voluntarily restricted in order to keep the photoionization
calculations simple, yet including enough correlation to reproduce the electron affinity of the O−(1s22s22p5 2Po)
initial state and the polarizability of the O(1s22s22p4 3P) ground state with sufficient precision. The CI description
is then used to perform ab initio, non-perturbative R-Matrix Floquet calculations (RMF).
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Fig. 1 Cross section for the one-photon detachment of O−.

The present results are shown in figure 1 together with previous studies. They lie some 15% lower than the
extensive calculation of Zatsarinny and Bartschat [6]. The discrepancy with previous measurements [1-4] is small
close to threshold but becomes more pronounced as the photon energy increases, reaching 20% in the plateau
region above 2.2 eV. The present theoretical and experimental results are in reasonable agreement over the whole
photon energy range. A long-standing discrepancy between theory and experiment is thus resolved. The present
values are also important for other photodetachment cross sections that were calibrated using the value of Smith,
e. g., for the C− ion [7].
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The correlated release of an electron pair from a sample upon absorbing one photon, called double photoemis-
sion (DPE), is a process that is particularly sensitive to the effective electron-electron interaction. As a prototypi-
cal example we consider the C60 molecule. We analyse its strongly pronounced collective many-body excitations
(plasmons) using ab initio calculations based on the time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT). Utiliz-
ing the nonnegative matrix factorization method, the individual plasmon modes are isolated and characterized by
their multipolar and spatial distribution of the associated charge-density oscillations. This allows to construct a
new model for the density-density response function and the effective electron-electron interaction that accurately
describes typical experiments such as electron-energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) (see Fig. 1(a). Using our model
parameterization of screened interaction and further ab initio calculations, we compute the electron-pair coin-
cidence spectrum of C60. Both theory and experiment underpin the new features arising from the dynamically
screened interaction mediating the effective electron-electron interaction (see Fig. 1(b)) and thus endorse DPE as
a powerful tool for tracing electron pair correlations in complex many-body systems [2].
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Fig. 1 (a) EELS cross section as computed by our TDDFT approach and resolved with respect to the individual plasmon modes
S1 (symmetric surface plasmons), S2 (anti-symmetric surface plasmons), and the full signal including volume plasmons, as
well, vs. experimental results. The panels on the right-hand side compare the model predicitions with the TDDFT results.
(b) DPE coincidence yield as a function of the photon energy as measured in recent experiments, along with the theoretical
prediction [2].
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The generalized two-photon ionization cross section of the 3p shell of Ar were calculated in the lowest order of 
perturbation theory (LOPT) and with taking into account many-electron correlations. The photoionization 
amplitudes were calculated using the correlation functions, obtained by the method similar to the Dalgarno-
Lewis one [1]. We implemented noniterative numerical procedure for solving respective inhomogeneous integro-
differential equations provided their convergence at energies close to the energy of intermediate resonances, 
where the usual Dalgarno-Lewis method diverges. 

In our calculation we took into account many-electron correlations, similar to those considered in [2]. The 
inclusion of those correlations results in close agreement between the photoionization cross sections calculated 
in the length and velocity forms of electric-dipole operator. One of the strong correlations is the following: 

3p6             3p5ε'l'             3p4εlε'l'             3p5εl, 

where the dashed arrows denote electric dipole interaction and the solid arrow denotes Coulomb interaction. 
The influence of many-electron correlations is shown in Fig. 1a where the partial two-photon ionization cross 

section to the 3p5εp(1S) channel is presented.  
In addition to the discussed above many-electron correlations the influence of the polarization of the atomic 

core induced by the outgoing electron [3] was also considered. Accounting for this effect increases the 
theoretical two-photon ionization cross section near the threshold by approximately 17% and provides an 
excellent agreement between computed and measured energies of the intermediate resonances. In Fig. 1b the 
core polarization effect is demonstrated for the total 3p two-photon ionization cross section of Ar. 
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Fig. 1 (a) The 3p partial generalized two-photon ionization cross section for the transition to the 3p5εp(1S) channel and for 
linearly polarized incoming radiation calculated in LOPT and with taking into account many-electron correlations (corr). 
Both length (L) and velocity (V) forms are presented. 
(b) The 3p total generalized two-photon ionization cross section in the length (L) form for linearly polarized incoming 
radiation calculated with taking into account many-electron correlations (corr) and, in addition, polarization of the atomic 
core by the photoelectron (corr + CP). Vertical lines: experimental energy positions of the intermediate resonances. 
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In radio technology antennas are used to efficiently collect energy from the electromagnetic 
field. In the optical regime nano-scale antennas have been developed [1] and in nature 
specialized antenna molecules efficiently collect the visible light for light harvesting. 
Schematically all these systems consist of the antenna itself which couples to the radiation 
field, a receiver which uses the energy and a route to transport the energy between them. 
   Here we demonstrate the smallest possible implementation of such an antenna-receiver 
complex which consists of a single (helium) atom acting as the antenna and a second (neon) 
atom acting as a receiver [2,3]. We investigate the ionization of HeNe from below the He 1s3p 
excitation to the He ionization threshold. We observe HeNe+ ions with an enhancement by 
more than a factor of 60 when the He side (the antenna atom) of the antenna couples resonantly 
to the radiation field. The energy transfer occurs via Interatomic Coulombic Decay (ICD) [4]. 
The HeNe+ ions are an experimental proof of a two-center resonant photoionization 
mechanism predicted by Najjari et al. [5]. Furthermore, our data provide electronic and 
vibrational state resolved decay widths of interatomic Coulombic decay in HeNe dimers. We 
find that the interatomic Coulombic decay lifetime strongly increases with increasing 
vibrational state. 

 

   
Fig. 1 Schematic of the antenna mechanism and experimental results: Ion time of flight versus photon energy in the vicinity of the He(1s3p) resonance.  
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The interaction of metastable neon with a few cycle laser pulse
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The interaction of matter with few cycle (< 3) laser pulses is a rapidly expanding field. These interactions generate
nonlinear effects such as high harmonic generation (HHG), above threshold ionisation and several higher order
ionisation processes [1].

In atomic gases these nonlinear effects occur when the pulse is tightly focussed, and the high electric field
strength causes the Coulomb potential that binds the valence electron to the atomic core to be suppressed. This
allows the valence electron to escape by tunnelling, or by entering the continuum state over the barrier. Once the
electron is free of the ionic core, it’s trajectory is determined by the laser field. Therefore it is necessary to have a
deep understanding of the ionisation principles in order to understand the nonlinear processes described above.

This work examines the effects of few cycle laser pulses on the 3P2 metastable state of neon, hereafter referred
to as Ne∗. Ne∗ is an excellent candidate for this study as it allows the effects that different atomic states have
on the ionisation process to be examined. This can be achieved through the comparison of ionisation rates to
ground state neon, or as we show in this work, by comparing results from spin-polarised target hyperfine states of
Ne∗. This work provides two measurements. The first is a comparison of Ne∗ ion yield to ion yield as predicted
by Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK) theory [2] and ion yield as predicted by an approximated solution to the
TDSE for the system [3]. The second measurement is a comparison of experimental ion yield for Ne* that are spin
polarised in the m j =−2 state compared to the m j =+2 state.
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Fig. 1 (a) shows theoretical predictions of ion yield scaled to match the experimental ion yield. The scaling equation is
y = A× spline(νx) where spline is an interpolating Matlab function. For the ADK theory, ν = 3.89 and for the TDSE theory,
ν = 1.59. (b) depicts the ion yield as the function of the angle of the fast axis of a quarter waveplate with respect to a linear
polariser used in an optical setup to pump Ne∗ atoms into spin polarised ensembles. The locations where the light is fully σ+

and σ− polarised are indicated, which correspond to a peak in m j =+2 and m j =−2 atoms, respectively.

The TDSE provides a better fit to the experimental data than ADK theory. This is due to the inability of ADK
theory to correctly predict ions generated by OBI processes at low ionisation potentials. It is also noted that there
is an asymmetry in the ion yield when comparing Ne∗ targets in different m j states. We propose that this is a result
of different m j states having ionisation potentials due to different exchange interactions that the valence electron
has with core electrons, depending upon the value of the electron’s spin. The ionisation potentials are calculated
to be Ip(m j=+2) = 4.75eV and Ip(m j=−2) = 4.66eV [4].
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Enhancing high-order harmonic generation in light molecules by using
chirped pulses
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The process of generating high-order harmonics is a result of the non-linear response of the electrons in a strong
laser field, leading to the emission of light of much higher frequency than that of the driving laser [1]. One of the
most appealing applications of this technique is the generation of attosecond pulses of light, which can in be used
in time-resolved pump-probe experiments, to resolve physical processes at such timescales. The typical harmonic
emission spectrum consists of a series of peaks at odd multiples of the driving laser frequency and exhibits a
plateau region followed by a sharp cut-off at an energy approximately given by Emax = Ip +3.17 I0 λ 2/4, being Ip
the ionization potential and I0, λ , the intensity and wavelength of the driving field, respectively [2].

Nowadays, extending the harmonic cut-off to increasingly high energies while maintaining the efficiency of
the high harmonic emission represents an important challenge to the state-of-the art of high harmonic generation
technology [3]. In this work, we show that the combined effect of linearly chirped pulses and nuclear dynamics
in light molecules allows one to achieve this goal. The effect is only observed for down chirps and for IR pulses
that are long enough to induce nuclear wave packet dynamics able to bring the molecule well outside the Franck-
Condon region. We also show that, by varying the pulse duration or by performing isotopic substitution while
keeping the pulse duration constant, one can control the extension of the the harmonic plateau.

The observed extension and enhancement of the HHG spectrum derives from an adequate timing of the low-
frequency cycles with respect to the molecular stretching, since the HHG spectrum of H+

2 arising from down-
chirped pulses is more intense and extends to much larger harmonic orders than that resulting from unchirped or
up-chirped pulses. This is a consequence of the laser-induced nuclear dynamics that drives the system to large
internuclear distances, where the trailing long-wavelength cycles can efficiently ionize the molecule. By varying
the pulse duration or the mass of the nuclei, one can tune the time at which ionization by the long wavelengths
occurs and thus control the extension of the harmonic cut-off. Similar effects are expected in other molecules
containing light nuclei.

Fig. 1 (Left) High harmonic spectra of H+
2 obtained with chirped pulses (α 6= 0) of 40 fs, which correspond to an unchirped

pulse (α = 0) of 15 cycles of λ = 800 nm and peak intensity I0 = 3×1014W/cm2. The pulse is said to be up-chirped if α > 0
or down-chirped if α < 0. The carrier-envelope phase is always set to δ0 = 0. The right panel displays the pulses used to obtain
the corresponding harmonic spectra as well as the mean value of the internuclear distance < R > as functions of time.
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Real-time imaging of the tunneling process via ionization

Johann Förster and Alejandro Saenz
Institut für Physik / AG Moderne Optik, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Newtonstr. 15, 12489 Berlin

We explore the possibility to image the umbrella motion of ammonia to, e.g., create a real-time movie of a tun-
neling in a double well potential. The ionization behavior of the ammonia molecule as a function of the inversion
coordinate is investigated. Different theoretical approaches for obtaining the ionization yield are compared, all of
them showing a strong dependence of the ionization yield on the inversion coordinate, especially at long wave-
lengths (≥ 800 nm). We show how this effect can be exploited to create and probe nuclear wave packets in neutral
ammonia. Furthermore, we propose dedicated experiments to image this motion by measuring the ionization yield
or high-harmonic spectra.
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Rotation of “Rotationless” Helium Clusters by Intense Ultrashort Laser
Pulses

Holger Maschkiwitz, Jörg Hahnenbruch, Maksim Kunitski and Reinhard Dörner
Institut für Kernphysik, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main
Max-von-Laue-Straße 1, 60438 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Helium clusters are unique quantum mechanical systems. The van der Waals interaction between two helium
atoms is extremely weak, so that only single bound state exists in 4He dimer. This tiny interaction is responsible
for the existence of the Efimov state in the helium trimer [1]. Both helium dimer and trimer are believed to not
have any excited rotational states [2], since the centrifugal term related to these states is larger than the binding
energy of the clusters. What happens to such “rotationless” systems upon a “kick” by an ultrashort intense laser
pulse?

In order to answer this question we are planning the following experiment. The helium clusters will be pro-
duced under supersonic expansion of helium gas into vacuum through a tiny 5µm nozzle (Fig. 1). The clusters
will be selected by the matter wave diffraction [3] and then subjected to an ultrashort laser pump pulse. In this
way an angular momentum will be transferred to the cluster system. The subsequent time evolution of the clusters
will be probed by the Coulomb Explosion Imaging [4] initiated by the second laser pulse inside the COLTRIMS
spectrometer [5].

Fig. 1 Experimental Setup.
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Coherent Control Of Atomic Ionization By Two-Color Laser Fields
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Strong-field ionization of atoms with near infra-red laser pulses reveals a rich structure in the momentum dis-
tribution of the liberated electron. The patterns observed (Fig. 1) arise from the interferences of multiple pathways
leading to the same final momentum state. They retain precise information about the creation of electron wave-
packets in the laser field and the phase they accumulate during the propagation in the combined laser and ionic
Coulomb field [1].

We present experimental results and a theoretical analysis of the ionization process of argon interacting with
linearly polarized two-color fields. These laser pulses are formed by the combination of 800 nm laser pulses and
their frequency-doubled component (400 nm). By controlling the relative phase between the red and blue carrier
waves, we can control the ionization rate via the temporally modified electric field strength. More importantly, this
shaped field controls also the trajectories of the ionized electron and the accumulated phase leading to modified
interference structures in the 3-dimensional momentum distributions. We precisely monitor the modifications of
the interference structures.

Fig. 1 Measured (left column) and calculated (right column) electron momentum distributions for fixed two-color phases:φ = 0
and φ = 0.5π .

Electron momentum distributions are recorded with a reaction microscope. The results are compared to sim-
ulated spectra that were obtained by using strong-field and Coulomb-Volkov approximations as well as ab-initio
solutions of the Time Dependent Schrödinger Equation (TDSE). The comparison enables us to determine the in-
fluence of the ionic Coulomb potential on the ejected electron. In addition, this allows for characterization of
unknown experimental parameters such as the absolute value of the relative two-color phase φ . We also perform
a study of classical-quantum correspondence in the simulation of laser-atom interactions. We find a surprisingly
good agreement between Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) analysis and TDSE simulations which might
open the pathway for an improved understanding of previously unexplained features observed in experimental
spectra.
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Strong Field Ionization of N2 Molecules in Two-Colour Circularly
Polarized Laser Field
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Strong field ionization of atoms in two-color circularly polarized fields has been one of the hot topics because
the process can be used to generate a circularly polarized extreme ultraviolet high harmonics [1]. Different from
atoms, diatomic molecule provides one more freedom – alignment between the molecular axis with the polarization
plane of the laser field. Therefore, the photoionization of a diatomic molecule in the two-color circularly polarized
laser field may provide more physical insight. To study the process theoretically by solving the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation (TDSE) is still very challenge because it is a full 3-dimensional time-dependent problem.

We develop a new method to solve the full 3-dimensional TDSE using a fast fourier transfromation (FFT)
method. To remove the fast oscillation of wave function near the atomic center, we employ non-local pseudo-
potentials to replace the electron parent-core interactions. This procedure allows us to remove the Coulomb sin-
gularity and use a large grid step even in the inner region near the atomic center [2]. With this newly developed
method, we can study the dynamical processes of atoms, molecules and clusters with the total number of the space
grids more than 108.

As the first example, we investigated the photoelectron momentum distribution of N2 molecules in a two-color
(800 nm + 400 nm) counter-rotating circularly polarized laser field. Here we choose the laser polarization plane
on the xy−plane with one thousand grid points on each direction and one hundred grid points on the z−direction.
therefore, we employed 108 grid points in the real space. As shown in Fig. 1, when the molecular axis is on the
polarization plane (xy−plane), the electron is mainly ionized along the molecular axis (left panel of Fig. 1). When
the molecular axis is perpendicular to the polarization plane, the electron is ionizated along the three directions
(right panel of Fig. 1), which represent the three-leaf clover structure of the laser field peaks due to the combination
of the two-color laser fields [3]. When the molecular axis is aligned at 45◦ with the polarization plane, the results
are close to three-leaf clover structure with one strong leaf. The detail of the numerical method and the more
results of how the photoelectron momentum distribution depends on the ratio of the two laser intensities will be
presented in the conference.

Fig. 1 Photoelectron momemtum distribution of N2 molecules in a two-color counter-rotating circularly polarized laser field on

the polarization plane with the molecular axis on the plane (left panel), perpendicular to the plane (right panel) and 45◦ to the
plane (middle panel).
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The pioneering experiment of Schultze et al. [1] on time delay in photoemission triggered substantial 

experimental and theoretical activities with the aim to understand and quantitatively reproduce the results of the 

measurements [2-4]. Up to date various mechanisms and calculation techniques were put forward, yet disputable 

some differences between theory and experiment remain despite the relative simplicity of the considered targets. 

To add yet a new aspect to time delay in photoemission we considered using a twisted light beam, also called 

optical vortex. Such a beam has a phase singularity at its centre and carries orbital angular momentum (OAM) 

characterized by the topological charge. The spatial inhomogeneity makes it possible to transfer OAM and 

therefore a torque to an electron. The amount of transferable OAM is controlled by the topological charge. The 

use of OAM XUV laser beams to trigger photoionization implies a complete new set of optical selection rules 

[5] that optical transitions tuneable by the choice of the beam topological charge. 

We present results of calculations of the atomic time delay of the photoionization process of the argon 3p 

subshell initiated by a twisted light XUV pulse. We show that in different directions either the co-rotating 

electron (relative to the field) or the counter rotating electron dominates photoionization amplitude. Furthermore 

the corresponding time delays are completely different in magnitude and sign, and depend sensitively on the 

position of the atom in the laser beam spot.  Therefore, the time delay represents an interesting measure to 

identify the origin of the photoelectron with respect to the initial magnetic (sub-)state as well as the position in 

space of the ionized atom. 
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Ultrafast correlated electronic and nuclear motions in molecules interacting 

with strong laser fields 
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Attosecond-resolved spectroscopy has expanded for the last 15 years, mainly through processes and technologies 

involving High Harmonic Generation (HHG). This nonlinear phenomenon of interaction between light and 

matter, well described by the so-called three step model at the single atom level [1], enables to carry out time-

resolved measurements of ultrafast nuclear and electronic dynamics in atoms and molecules [2]. 

Besides, Conical Intersection and more generally vibronic coupling [3] is one of the famous signature of 

nuclear-electron correlations. It has been subject to numerous time-resolved studies because of the ultrafast 

nuclear dynamics (~ 10 fs) in such region of the potential energy surfaces (PES). More precisely, two PES of 

different electronic states (obtained with Born-Oppenheimer approximation) can cross each other and exchange 

some population and energy.  

As a result, in order to follow and explain those ultrafast correlated motions, one has to take into account several 

degrees of freedom, resulting in very long computation time, even for small molecular systems.  

In this work, we theoretically investigate ultrafast dynamics of small molecules (Conical Intersection in SO2 for 

example) using a versatile reduced dimension model. Indeed, we have developed an approach based on 

scattering theory. We consider one or more ionization channels, each defining the ionization of one electron from 

one considered orbital. For instance, we can then look at the vibronic coupling between the ground state (ionization 

of one electron from the HOMO) and an excited state (ionization of one electron from the HOMO-2) of the 

molecular ion. These channels are coupled by some model couplings depending on physical consideration [4]. Our 

model of 1D for electron and 1D for nuclei enables to reproduce mainly the total wavefunction behaviour, at a 

reduced cost.  

The one active electron approximation, valid for ionization and high harmonic generation, opens the way to 

tracking and investigating the influence of such correlations on light matter interactions (photoelectron and 

High Harmonic Spectroscopies). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                          Fig. 1 Example of Conical Intersection in pyrazine [5]. 
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Continuum extension of quantum chemistry tools: the photoionization of
neon.
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Recent breakthroughs in the generation of extreme ultraviolet (XUV) and x-ray attosecond pulses [1, 2], have
made it possible to study electron dynamics at its natural time scale. Many numerical approaches can accurately
reproduce the ionization processes triggered by these pulses in small atomic and molecular targets [3-6]. Problems
arise, however, when tackling more complex systems, due to the correlated short-range structure of polyelectronic
functions. Whereas sophisticated methods to compute the electronic structure of bound molecular states are im-
plemented in standard quantum chemistry packages (QCP) (e.g., MOLCAS [7]), equivalent general tools for the
electronic continuum are not available yet.
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Fig. 1 Total 1Se phase shift of the neon atom in the proximity of its two first autoionizing states, computed with the XCHEM
code and compared with the results from the STOCK code, as a reference.

To tackle this problem we are developing a merge between existing QCPs and current numerical scattering
methods (XCHEM code). In our approach, the electronic configuration space is separated in a short-range region,
which can host all the interacting electrons, and a long-range region in which one outer electron interacts with
a finite number of correlated parent ions. This outer electron is expressed in terms of a hybrid basis (GABS)
which combines short-range Gaussian functions, compatible with standard QCPs, with B-splines [8], which are
appropriate to represent the continuum. Using this approach, we have already obtained good results for He and
H2, whose parent ions contain a single electron. Here, we illustrate the capabilities of the XCHEM code for the
neon atom, a more complex system with multi-electronic parent ions. We use XCHEM to compute multichannel
eigenphases as well as the photoionization cross section, and find good agreement with the results obtained using
the STOCK code [9].
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Stimulated Raman Excitation of Hydrogen by Short XUV Radiation
Pulses
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Recent progress achieved in the direction of shortening thehigh frequency (XUV or soft X-rays) pulses dura-
tion [1] motivate theoretical studies of processes due to the finitespectral bandwidth of the radiation field [2], i.e.,
processes that would not be observed in the case of a single monochromatic electromagnetic field. Besides the
basic interest of such processes, their study can be very useful in order to characterize the radiation pulse itself.

The present contribution follows a previous work on stimulated Compton Scattering [3], it refers to the stim-
ulated Raman excitation of H(1s). This is a two-photon process involving the excitation of H(nl) bound states
during the interaction of the hydrogen atom with a XUV (or soft X-ray) short radiation pulse. We investigate the
process using numerical results based on the integration ofthe time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) and
on the lowest order semiclassical perturbation theory (LOPT), i.e., second order inA · P terms and first order in
A2, whereA(r, t) is the vector potential that describes the electromagneticfield of the pulse. In TDSE calculations
the field is taken as a cos2 pulse with a finite durationτ, linearly polarized, while for LOPT calculations we also
use Gaussian pulses. Transitions to the final statesnlm (n = 2−10) are considered.
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Fig. 1 Energy spectrum at the end of the pulse for the electron energy ranges [-0.125,0.5] a.u. (left panel) and [35.,70.]
a.u. (right panel). The left panel shows the stimulated Compton and Raman excitation of low continuum and bound states,
respectively. The right panel shows the peak associated to one-photon absorption. The laser parameters are indicated in the
figure, the pulse durationτ is close to 0.45 femtoseconds. Calculations with the full Hamiltonian (labelled full in the figure) and
in dipole approximation (labelled DA). In left panel we notethat calculations with full Hamiltonian and dipole approximation
differ by orders of magnitude.

We present numerical results for the excitation probabilities in the case of pulses with central frequencyω0

in the range of tens of eV to keV, sub-femtosecond duration, and peak intensity of the order of 1016 W/cm2. We
analyze these results by varying the pulse parameters, either the frequency (for a fixed number of oscillations),
or the pulse duration (for several fixed frequencies). Our numerical results show that in the lower part of the
considered frequency range the contribution ofA · P terms is more important than that ofA2. Results will be
presented at the conference, as well as calculations at shorter wavelengths (55 a.u.) (see Fig. 1), where nondipole
effects dominate, and also for the intermediate regime.
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Above-threshold ionization (ATI) has attracted considerable attention since its first observation more than 30 
years ago [1]. Generally, ATI is interpreted as multiphoton absorption via nonresonant or resonant states when 
the Keldysh parameter is larger than 1 [2]. At a specific laser intensity, both resonant ionization and nonresonant 
ionization can significantly contribute to the final electron momentum spectrum, and their contributions will mix 
with each other in the momentum spectrum. Because of the mixture of different contributions, the photoelectron 
angular distributions of one process will be modified by the other process which affects the precision of the 
phase reconstruction using the photoelectron interference fringes. 

By measuring laser-intensity-resolved photoelectron energy spectrum with a COLTRIMS setup, we isolated 
the resonant multiphoton ionization from the nonresonant contributions [3]. The isolation is based on the fact 
that the nonresonant ATI peak shifts towards lower energy with the increase of the laser intensity whereas the 
resonant ionization is independent of the laser intensity. We also calibrated the laser peak intensity precisely with 
an uncertainty less than 5% using the intensity-resolved photoelectron spectrum. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Normalized intensity-resolved photoelectron energy distributions for the intensities from 1.1*1013 to 3.5*1013 W/cm2. The dashed lines denote the n-photon ATI peaks. The solid horizontal lines with negative energy show the energy level of the resonant states involved in the experiment.   We further precisely measured the two-dimensional photoelectron momentum distributions of Xe at lower laser intensities using a homebuilt VMI spectrometer, which has a better signal-to-noise ratio compared with the COLTRIMS setup [4]. We find that the contribution of the resonant ionization is dominant over that of the nonresonant ionization at low laser intensities. The recorded velocity map shows a distinct double-ring structure at certain laser intensities resulting from resonant multiphoton excitation of multiple Rydberg states. Varying the laser intensity, we can selectively control different atomic Rydberg states via which the resonant multiphoton ionization occurs (Fig. 1). 
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The exact single-electron picture of strong field processes

Axel Schild* and E.K.U. Gross
Max-Planck Institut für Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, 06120 Halle, Germany

It is possible to factor an N-particle wavefunction as a product of an M-particle 
marginal wavefunction and an (N-M)-particle conditional wavefunction. The equation 
of motion for the marginal wavefunction is a standard M-particle Schrödinger 
equation with an effective scalar and vector potential.1,2

We recently used this factorization to obtain an exact single-electron Schrödinger 
equation for multi-electron systems.3 Starting from the exact factorization, we devised
an adiabatic approximation for the computation of strong-field processes and 
sucessfully tested it on a 2-electron model for high-order harmonic generation.

Here, we report on the properties of the exact single-electron potentials for 2- and 3-
electron models in strong laser fields. This study helps both conceptually and 
computationally: It provides theoretical tools for analysis of experiments and raises, 
for example, the question whether single-electron potentials can be used for strong-
field processes in a similar way as nuclear potential energy surfaces are used for 
molecular dynamics. It helps to explain the success of approximate single-electron 
theories for the description of strong field processes by comparison with the exact 
one. Finally, it also provides new ways to include multi-electron effects while still 
retaining the virtues of single-electron approaches.

[1] G. Hunter, Int. J. Quant. Chem. 1975, 8, 237
[2] A. Abedi, N.T. Maitra and E.K.U. Gross, Phys. Rev. Lett. 2012, 137, 22A530
[3] A. Schild, E.K.U. Gross, arXiv:1602.00259
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      Abstract: We explore the formation of highly excited neutral fragments during the break-up of strongly-driven tria-
tomic molecules. We consider the kinetic energy release of the ion fragments (KER) as well as the break-up patterns of the 
fragments.   

 
We consider D3

+ when it is strongly driven by 
a linearly polarized infrared laser field. To do 
so we use a 3-dimensional semiclassical model 
that is described in detail in [1,3]. Our model 
accounts for tunnelling during the propagation 
and in that sense it is a semiclassical model. 
We explore the formation of highly excited 
neutral fragments in the triatomic molecule. 
We find that as for Frustrated Double Ioniza-
tion (FDI) in strongly-driven diatomics, see 
[2], two pathways contribute to the formation 
of frustrated double ionization in strong-
ly-driven triatomics [3]. In one pathway the 
initially bound electron tunnel ionizes gaining 
energy from the laser field but at the end of the 
laser field it does not have enough energy to 
ionize and remains captured. In the other 
pathway the initially tunnel ionizing electron 
returns to re-collide with the bound electron, 
transferring energy to it. At the end of the 
pulse the bound electron escapes while the 
re-colliding electron remains captured. 

 

We find that the kinetic energy release of the 
fragments (nuclei), see Fig.1, are in good 
agreement with experimental results [4]. To 
compare with the experimental results at a 
field strength of E0 =0.56 a.u we account for the 
focal volume effect. That is we average over 
all field strengths up to the maximum field 
strength of E0 =0.56 a.u.. The agreement is very 
good for the FDI process while for DI our 
KER distribution peaks at a higher energy than 
the experimental one [4]. Moreover, we find 
that with increasing intensity the mechanism 
that underlies FDI is no longer tun-
nel-ionization [3]. In addition, we obtain the 
break-up patterns for DI which has a 
three-lobe structure as is the case in previously 
obtained experimental results. We also obtain 
the break-up for FDI which also has a 
three-lobe structure as for DI but it is less 
symmetric, i.e. the contribution of each of the 
three lobes is not the same for the FDI process.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1. Intensity averaged KER distributions for FDI (a) 
and DI (b) for a maximum field strength of E0 =0.56 a.u.. 
The grey dashed lines show the relevant experimental 
results from [4]. 
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One of the most fundamental benchmark processes that is used in both experiments and theory for the 

investigation of dynamical electron-electron correlation effects is the removal of both electrons from the strongly 
correlated ground state of the helium atom. Here we report on experiments that investigate the dynamics of two-
electron removal from helium on sub-laser-cycle time-scales using intense, near-circularly polarized few-cycle 
laser pulses. In our experiments, the relative timing between the two emission steps can be controlled by the 
duration and peak intensity of the laser pulse: While for long pulses the second electron can be emitted with a 
considerable delay, uninfluenced by the first ionization event, i.e., in an uncorrelated manner, we show that for 
high intensity pulses with sub-two-cycle durations the emission dynamics of the two electrons is squeezed into 
sub-cycle intervals. We obtain experimental access to this fast emission dynamics by applying the concept of 
angular streaking introduced by Maharjan et al. [1], now also known as the attoclock technique [2].  

 
Fig. 1: He2+ momentum distributions in the polarization plane of near-circularly polarized laser pulses (ellipticity E⊥/E║=0.95) with a 
constant FWHM pulse duration of 4.5 fs and a peak intensity of 1016 W/cm2 for different values of the CEP (as indicated in the panels). 

We demonstrate that sub-half-cycle temporal resolution of the two-electron emission dynamics can be obtained 
if the different contributions to the He2+ momentum distribution from the separate half-cycle ionization bursts can 
be disentangled. The separate bursts and their attosecond evolution can be clearly identified in the CEP-resolved 
He2+ momentum distributions, exemplarily shown in Fig. 1 for a He2+ momentum distribution observed with a 
4.5fs-long pulse with a peak intensity of 1016 W/cm2. By comparison to a semi-classical model [3] we can (with 
only few exceptions) unambiguously assign each peak and segment in the distributions shown in Fig. 1 to a certain 
two-electron emission dynamics. Thus, attosecond timing information on the two emission steps can be extracted 
from the measured distributions.  

We find that for the shortest pulse durations (1.8 laser cycles) and not too high intensities (≈6×1015 W/cm2) 
the two electrons are dominantly emitted with a sub-laser-cycle delay between the two emission steps. The 
sequential double ionization dynamics can be sensitively controlled with the pulse duration and the laser peak 
intensity, and the delay between the two electron emission steps can be tuned. We observe that the two electrons 
are surprisingly likely emitted in between the peaks of the laser field oscillations rather than at the field maxima. 
Such double ionization emission dynamics has to our knowledge not been observed so far. The reason for this is 
yet to be identified. Moreover, several structures in the He2+ momentum distributions are not reproduced by the 
semi-classical model. This is surprising since it could reproduce measured distributions for neon in the long-pulse 
limit remarkably well [3]. 
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Optical tunneling plays a fundamental role in attosecond physics [1]: a suitably strong laser pulse enables an 

electron to tunnel out from its atomic bound state into the continuum [2], which is the first step of the very 

successful three-step model [3] underlying our understanding of high-order harmonic generation [4]. Currently, 

the resulting experimental techniques enable to measure the electrons’ dynamics in atoms and molecules with 

attosecond time resolution [5, 6]. However, this new quantum metrology demands more theoretical knowledge 

about the fundamental quantum features of these processes. 

The above strong-field process can also create quantum entanglement between the liberated electron and the 

parent ion-core, which has a time-dependence closely related to that of the driving laser pulse [7, 8], thereby 

opening the possibility to control their pair entanglement by the features of the laser pulse.  

In this contribution, we present 3D simulation results of an atom with a single active electron, driven by a strong, 

linearly polarized few-cycle laser pulse, which were computed with a novel numerical solution of the 

Schrödinger equation [9]. We compare these results with earlier works based on different 1D atomic model 

potentials [7], using quantum phase space methods. We address the problems of the tunneling time and the 

electron’s exit momentum, and we also show how pair entanglement [8] is created during the process. 

Based on our 3D simulations, and in accordance with the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems [10], we suggest a novel 

1D model potential which can be used in the TD-DFT simulation of a model helium atom, and we show how the 

electron-electron entanglement is governed by the linearly polarized driving laser pulse. 
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Correlated High-Harmonic Spectra from Time-Dependent Two-Particle
Reduced Density Matrix Theory
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High-harmonic generation (HHG) is one of the fundamental processes in strong field physics whose applications
range from attosecond metrology [1], tunable table-top XUV/Soft X-ray sources [2] to high precision spectroscopy
[3] and orbital imaging [4]. On the atomic level the theoretical description of HHG is challenging due to the diffi-
culty to describe the many-electron dynamics. While simple models like the single active electron approximation
(SAE) or time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) are suited to describe qualitative features of HHG [5] advanced
theories capable of correctly treating electron correlation are needed for a realistic description [6]. Approaches
along two lines seem to be most promising. Wavefunction based methods such as the multi-configurational time-
dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF) method reduce the computational complexity by solving the Schrödinger
equation within a subset of the full Hilbert space. A different approach is to abandon the full wavefunction and
propagate time-dependent reduced densities instead. Great success along this line has been achieved by time-
dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) [7]. However, accurate calculations in TDDFT face the difficulty
of unknown exchange-correlation functionals. Going beyond the limitations of TDDFT we propagate the time-
dependent two-particle reduced density matrix (TD-2RDM). Our closure scheme [8] is capable of conserving all
symmetries of the Hamiltonian and includes contributions from three-particle correlations. To asses the role of
correlation in the high-harmonic generation we compare the results obtained by the (exact) MCTDHF method to
TDDFT and TD-2RDM.
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Fig. 1 HHG spectrum of Beryllium subject to (a) a 6-cycle laser pulse with I = 0.5× 1014W/cm2 and (b) a 3-cycle laser pulse with I =
4.0×1014W/cm2.

We find that electronic correlation as measured by the difference between the TDHF and the MCTDHF calculation
has a strong influence on the height and the structure of the HHG peaks (see Fig. 1). The TDDFT approach using
the local density approximation is not able to account for this correlated contribution. The good performance of the
TD-2RDM method shows that a correct treatment of two-particle correlations is essential to obtain accurate HHG
spectra. This gives new insight into the many-body nature of the mechanisms underlying HHG that is inaccessible
from calculations within the SAE approximation.
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Increasing the driving laser wavelength into a region above 1 µm has led to a number of interesting phenomena 

and applications in the field strong-field interactions [1] of atoms such as the of the discovery of low-energy 

structures [2] or the generation or high harmonics with photon energies above 1 keV [3]. Due to the nuclear degree 

of freedom, strong-field photoionization of small molecules induces more complex dynamics such as charge-

resonant enhanced ionization [4], or laser-induced electron diffraction [5].  

Here, the fragmentation of an 𝐻2
+ ion beam by a strong mid-infrared laser field is studied experimentally as a 

function of intensity for the first time. Three-dimensional coincidence imaging in combination with a well 

collimated ion beam and high pondermotive potential of the laser allows to perform a kinematic complete 

experiment where the momentum of the two protons, 𝑝1 and 𝑝2, are measured directly and the electron momentum, 

𝑝𝑒, is inferred based on momentum conservation. The experimental results show a double-peak structure in the 

kinetic energy release (KER) spectrum that indicates a strong dependence of the ionization yield on the inter-

nuclear distance, 𝑅, see Fig. 1 a) and b). It is found that this structure is very sensitive to the intensity. 2D-plots of 

the ionization yield as function of KER and the electron energy show that the electron energy is sensitive to the 

nuclear energy, see Fig. 1 c). This modulation is also apparent after conversion from KER to 𝑅 as illustrated by 

Fig. 1 d). It is a signature of coupling between the electronic and nuclear dynamics during the ionization process. 

Solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation are used in conjunction with quasi-static ionization models 

to gain insight into the physical mechanisms.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 a) Intensity dependence of the kinetic energy release (KER) spectrum. b) Intensity dependence of the ionization 
yield as function of internuclear distance after conversion from KER to R. c) shows the distribution of the electron 
energy as function of KER for a fixed intensity on a log scale. d) shows the same data as c) after conversion to 
internuclear distance. Note that in a) and b), the monotonous increase of the count rate for increasing intensity has 
been removed in order to emphasize the shape of the distributions. 
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Recent progress of high harmonic spectroscopy has opened pathways to probe the structure and dynamics of 

molecules [1-3]. The physics underlying high harmonic generation (HHG) is usually explained by the three-step 

model : the electron is first freed by tunneling ionization, then is accelerated in the laser field and finally 

recombines with the parent ion by emitting high order harmonics. The recommbination time depends on the 

kinetic energy i.e., the photon energy of HHG. This is so-called atto-chirp, which enables one to link the 

harmonic photon energy to time and thus to probe the electronic dynamics with an resolution of 100 attoseconds 

[2,3]. However, according to the three-step model, there are two trajectories in each half optical cycle. Therefore, 

to guarantee a one-to-one map between the harmonic frequency and time, only the short trajectory is selected in 

experiment [3]. Even though this can be easily realized, the information of the long trajectory is completely 

wasted; one straightforward shortage is the emission time (i.e., the temporal measurement range) of the short 

trajectory is limited within half-cycle of the laser field. Moreover, the chirp of the long trajectory is smaller than 

that of the long trajectory, thus giving a better temporal resolution.  

In this work, we experimental demonstrate a trajectory resolved high harmonic spectoscopy method to 

disentangle the contribution of short and long trajectories. Figure 1(a) shows a high harmonic spectrum 

generated by focusing an intense laser on Ar gas. In our experient, a Ti-sapphire driving laser with a central 

wavelength of 800 nm is adopted. The pulse duration is 30 fs and the pulse energy is changed from 1 mJ to 2.5 

mJ. Different from the normal discrete odd harmomics, one can see a double peak structe for each odd 

harmonics. The right peak has a divergence angle less than  3 mrad. In contrast, the left peak shows a large 

divergence of about 8 mrad. Based on the numerical simulations, we can show that the spectrum splitting 

is due to the transient phase matching of different quantum trajectories and the left and right peaks 

correspond to the long and short trajectories, respectively. This double peak structure and spatial 

profiles provide a useful way to disentangle the short and long trajectories. Moreover, as increasing 

the laser intensity, the harmonic yields of the left and right peaks are modulated and the central 

wavelengths are shifted as shown in Fig. 1(b). The measured frequency shift and harmonic yield enables 

us to retrieve the atomic dipole phases and reveal the atto-chirps both for the short and long 

trajectories. By take advantage of the trajectory resolved atto-chirps, the nucleus dynamics of H2 and 

D2 can be probed in a full optical cycle.  

 
 

Fig. 1 (a) Measured high harmonic spectrum. (b) The intensity dependence of high harmonic spectra. 
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We observe farfield interference of light generated from high-order harmonic generation (HHG). Normally
interference in the HHG spectrum is attributed to contributions from different classes of quantum paths—the so-
called short and long trajectories. For each short trajectory there is also one long trajectory that leads to the same
final energy; they may therefore interfere on-axis in the farfield, since they overlap spatially there. Here we show
that in addition to this, electrons following distinct long trajectories leading to the same final energy may also
interfere. This is due to the quantum path acquiring different phases depending on the generating field intensity
distribution. The ability to actually observe these interference fringes is solely due to the excellent stability of our
HHG setup [1], since even the smallest fluctuations would wash out the interference pattern completely.

The acquired data also allows us to test the validity of the often used approximation for the amplitude of the
single-atom harmonic field:

Eq(t,r) = I
n
2 (t,r)∑

j
exp[iαq, jI(t,r)],

where n is a non-linearity parameter, j corresponds to the different trajectories contributing to the emission and
αq, j are constants describing the intensity-dependence of the harmonic phase. Using this model to describe the
single-atom harmonic response can only partly explain the observed phenomena. Instead calculating the single-
atom response using the Strong-Field Approximation [2], and using a Hankel transform to calculate the farfield
harmonic distribution, we are able to get a qualitatively better match with the experiments.
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Fig. 1 Left panel: Quantum path interference as observed experimentally for harmonic 17 of 1030 nm as a function of pulse
duration. On-axis, interference between the long and short trajectories can be observed, whereas off-axis, interference of
the long trajectory with itself can be observed. Right panel: Quantum path interference as calculated using the Strong-Field
Approximation.
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Chiral molecules exist as two forms – enantiomers – which are mirror images of each other but are non super-
imposable. Two enantiomers can only be distinguished through their interaction with another chiral object. The
enantiospecificity of chemical processes plays a crucial role in biology because most of the basic constituents of
life are chiral. Understanding the fundamental processes at play in chiral reactivity requires measuring the dynam-
ics of chiral molecules on their natural timescales – femtoseconds to attoseconds. Circularly polarized light can
be used to identify enaniomers, through chiroptical processes. However, the vast majority of these processes are
forbidden within the electric dipole approximation and are thus extremely weak. This makes their application to
study ultrafast dynamics in the gas phase difficult. Photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD) is the exception to
this rule and opens a new route to ultrafast time-resolved chirality measurements.

PECD has first been studied in single-photon ionization by extreme ultraviolet (XUV) radiation [1,2]. It con-
sists of a strong (up to 20− 30%) forward/backard asymmetry in the angular distribution of electrons ionized
from randomly aligned chiral molecules by circularly polarized light. Many studies of PECD using synchrotron
light have shown its high sensitivity to electronic structure [3], vibrational excitation [4] and conformation [5,6].
PECD is thus a perfect candidate for time-resolved experiments. However, this requires circularly polarized fs light
pulses. Even though a few free-electron lasers are able to produce circular XUV fs pulses, a table top laser-based
optical set-up, for instance based on high-order harmonic generation, would be of huge interest. Unfortunately, the
harmonic generation efficiency strongly decays as the laser ellipticity increases, and the emission generally remains
only weakly elliptical. We have found out that resonant high order harmonic generation could solve this problem.
Using either bound resonances (Rydberg states in argon) or continuum resonances (shape resonances in SF6), we
showed that bright, highly elliptical femtosecond pulses could be produced. We have used this source to measure
PECD from fenchone molecules and observed a strong forward/backward asymmetry in the photionization [7].

Femtosecond visible and UV laser pulses are an interesting alternative for PECD measurements. The exten-
sion of PECD to the multiphoton ionization regime was demonstrated in 2012. Lux et al. [8] measured a large
PECD (∼ 15%) resulting from (2+1) resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) of fenchone. Since
this pioneering experiment, REMPI-PECD has been measured in other compounds, still in a (2+1) configuration
[9,10,11]. Recently Lux et al. observed PECD in the first above threshold ionization (ATI) peak in a (2+2) scheme
[12]. We performed a complete study of PECD using ultrashort light pulses in different ionization regimes: one
photon absorption, resonant and non-resonant MPI, including ATI, and tunnel ionization. We show that PECD
is a universal effect in ionization of chiral molecules by circularly polarized radiation, with different sensitivities
depending on the regime. We intepret this universality by using a classical analysis of the ionization process, which
gives an intuitive picture of the ongoing dynamics.

On the basis of all these experiments, we have performed the first (to our knowledge) experimental investigation
on time-dependent chiral dynamics by PECD. We have followed the relaxation of Rydberg wavepackets, showing
that PECD revealed dynamics invisible in the angle-integrated photoelectron spectra. This confirms the interest
and sensitivity of PECD to probe ultrafast dynamics of chiral molecules
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The carrier envelope phase (CEP) of a laser pulse is usually assumed to be effective only for ultrashort pulses 

with a length of few oscillation cycles (for examples, see [1–3]). However, this restriction on the pulse length 

can be lifted if a special two-pulse-scheme is used. For this scheme, a first pulse is applied which is temporally 

as short as necessary to excite wave packets in several electronic states. The subsequent second laser pulse is 

spectrally small, and its temporal length can be chosen unconditionally large. It is shown that there are 

observables which depend on the CEP of the second pulse but not on the CEP of the first pulse, thus, a CEP 

effect is measurable.  

The two-pulse scheme can be used for the control of asymmetry effects for the dissociation of molecules of the 

𝐴2
+-type [4,5] (see figure 1(a)). Moreover, the localization in a double well potential can be controlled by this 

pulse scheme [6,7] (see figure 1(b)).  

 

 
Fig. 1 (a): Illustration of the two-pulse scheme for a 𝐴2

+-type molecule. Shown are two potentials 𝑉0,𝑔(𝑅), 𝑉1,𝑔(𝑅) for  

states |0, 𝑔⟩, |1, 𝑔⟩ of gerade parity (continuous lines) and two potentials 𝑉0,𝑢(𝑅), 𝑉1,𝑢(𝑅) for states |0, 𝑢⟩, |1, 𝑢⟩ of 

ungerade parity (dashed lines). Starting from the electronic ground state |0, 𝑔⟩, a first spectrally broad pulse (𝜔1) prepares 

outward-moving wave packets in the excited ungerade states |0, 𝑢⟩, |1, 𝑢⟩. Upon reaching the fragmentation channel, a 

second, resonant interaction (𝜔2) creates nuclear wave packets in the gerade states |0, 𝑔⟩, |1, 𝑔⟩ due to one-photon 

transitions. The CEP 𝜑2 of this second pulse has measurable effects on the fragmentation of the 𝐴2
+-type molecule. 

(b): Illustration of the two-pulse scheme for a double-well potential. Starting from different initial states which are coherent 

superpositions or mixtures of the |0, 𝑔⟩, |0, 𝑢⟩ lowest eigenstates, a first laser pulse (𝜔1) prepares a wave packet. A second 

interaction (𝜔2) couples eigenstates belonging to excited vibrational states where the CEP 𝜑2 of the second pulse enters. 

The vertical lines correspond to the energies 𝐸𝑛,𝑔, 𝐸𝑛,𝑢 with different quantum numbers (n), where energies of states with 

gerade (g) and ungerade (u) symmetry are nearly degenerated. Moreover, the wave functions ⟨𝑥|0, 𝑔⟩ (solid line) and 
⟨𝑥|0, 𝑢⟩ (dashed line) are shown. The CEP 𝜑2 influences the probability to find the system in the right or left potential well.  
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In 2011, the ALPHA collaboration at CERN demonstrated the trapping of antihydrogen atoms for 1000s [1]. The 
long confinement time opened up the possibility of performing precision measurements of the properties of 
antihydrogen. A property of particular interest is the transition frequency of the 1S-2S transition. The 
corresponding transition in hydrogen is known to a precision of 4 parts in 1014 [2]. A measurement in 
antihydrogen would therefore provide a direct, high-precision comparison between matter and antimatter, and a 
test of CPT (charge-parity-time) symmetry [3].  
 
Over recent years, the ALPHA collaboration has been upgrading its apparatus to perform laser spectroscopy of 
the 1S-2S transition in antihydrogen. A number of factors mean that the experiment is extremely technically 
challenging. Typically, only two antihydrogen atoms are trapped per experimental cycle. In addition to this, the 
low available laser power at the 1S-2S transition wavelength of 243nm means that observing the transition in 
antihydrogen is very difficult. To overcome these issues, a resonant optical cavity has been built in the ALPHA 
cryogenic atom trap.  
 
The first spectroscopy measurements began in 2015, and will continue in the 2016 antiproton run. We present 
the current state of the experiment, including a detailed description of the ALPHA apparatus.  
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An effective computational method is developed for evaluation of the perturbation theory terms for few-electron
atoms and ions on the basis of the Dirac-Coulomb-Breit Hamiltonian. One-electron finite basis set is constructed
within the DKB approach [1]. Many-electron wave functions are represented by the Slater determinants. The
recursive formulation of the perturbative series provides an efficient access to the higher-order contributions of the
interelectronic interaction. The presented approach is applied to evaluation of the binding and transition energies,
g-factors and hyperfine splittings in lithiumlike and boronlike systems. The results obtained are in agreement
with the large-scale configuration interaction Dirac-Fock-Sturm method and other all-order calculations. For the
g-factor of lithiumlike ions the accuracy of the total theoretical values [2] is improved, which strengthens the
agreement with the recent experimental data for 28Si11+ [3] and 40,48Ca17+ [4].
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The modification of quantum and thermal fluctuations by a surface of finite reflectivity shifts the energy 

levels of quantum objects, such as atoms and molecules, and changes their radiative properties. This 

phenomenon is referred to as the Casimir-Polder effect. At nanometric distances away from a surface (near field) 

electromagnetic fluctuations are dominated by evanescent polariton modes, whose thermal excitation creates 

intense, but evanescently decaying electromagnetic fields. This was shown to have profound effects on the near 

field thermal emission of a hot surface making it almost coherent and monochromatic compared to the well-

known black-body radiation [1]. We recently demonstrated the effects of near field thermal emission on the 

Casimir-Polder interaction of a Cs(7D3/2) atom near a sapphire surface [2]. Using selective reflection 

spectroscopy that probes atoms ~100 nm away from the surface we showed that the C3 coefficient (in the near 

field the energy shift of a given level is given by –C3/z
3
) increases almost by a factor of 2 for temperatures 

ranging from 500 K to 1000 K. This increase is due to the thermal excitation of the sapphire polariton modes at 

12.2 µm that couple to the 7D3/25F5/2 transition at 10.8µm. We are currently performing spectroscopic 

measurements on the second resonance of Cs, at 459 nm and 455 nm for Cs(7P1/2) and Cs(7P3/2) respectively. 

Our theoretical predictions show that in the case of Cs(7P1/2) the C3 coefficient shows a sharp increase with 

temperature due to the very resonant coupling of the 7P1/26D3/2 transition at (12.15µm) with the sapphire 

polariton whereas in the case of Cs(7P3/2) the 7P3/26D5/2 transition at 14.6µm is responsible for a slow decrease 

of the C3 coefficient with temperature. Our predictions are corroborated by a preliminary but extended set of 

experimental measurements. In order to refine our theoretical predictions of the C3 coefficient we are 

experimentally measuring the dielectric constant of both the ordinary and the extra-ordinary axis of sapphire at 

various temperatures. Our measurements are performed on superpolished windows (identical to the ones used for 

the selective reflection experiment) and they should provide useful information on the exact position and 

temperature dependence of the sapphire polariton resonances. 

The extremely resonant coupling of the 7P1/26D3/2 transition to the sapphire polariton also means that 

Cs(7P1/2) atoms can directly absorb energy from the thermally excited polariton. Near field heat transfer has been 

explored rather extensively with classical nanoparticles, but here we present our ongoing efforts towards an 

experimental demonstration of near field energy transfer to objects that are distinctly quantum. Direct absorption 

of energy from the polariton modes on the 7P1/26D3/2 transition also implies a distant-dependent transition 

linewidth which should have measurable effects on the shape and amplitude of the selective reflection spectra. 

However, quantifying all other broadening mechanisms, such as atomic collisions or even conventional, far-

field, black-body radiation would be valuable for the analysis of our selective reflection measurements. Even 

though these mechanisms do not inherently depend on the distance from the surface (our experiments are 

conducted in an oven at thermal equilibrium) they could influence our measurements. Towards this end, 

independent fluorescence experiments allow us to estimate the importance of the collisional broadening of 

Cs(7P1/2) as well as its dependence on temperature.  

We also discuss the possibility of measuring the Casimir-Polder interaction of molecules by means of 

selective reflection spectroscopy. Molecule-surface interactions have a fundamental interest mostly linked to the 

complex geometry of molecules (chirality and anisotropy [3]) but there also of extreme importance in physical 

chemistry. Here we present preliminary experiments on an SF6 vapour at room temperature, using a CO2 as well 

as a tuneable Quantum Cascade Laser at 10.6 µm. Selective reflection measurements are possible, despite the 

inherent difficulties of molecular spectroscopy (weak rovibrational transitions and molecular partition in 

rotational levels).  

Joao Carlos de Aquino Carvalho receives a grant from the Brazilian program ‘Ciências sem fronteiras’. 
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               The weak interaction manifests itself in atomic spectra in electric dipole transition amplitudes and 
associated light shifts between states of  same parity. A quantitative measurement of the magnitude of these 
Atomic Parity Violation (APV) effects permits the extraction of sin2ϴW, where ϴW is the weak mixing angle. 
This approach is complementary to the studies of weak interaction at high energies. The best measurement at the 
lowest accessible momentum transfer was performed in atomic Cs with a precision of 1.3% in sin2ϴW [1]. Single 
trapped heavy ions open the path to a new signature of APV by studying differential light shifts [2]. We 
investigate laser cooled Ba+ and Ra+ ions which have been identified as ideal candidates for this approach. The 
experimental setup is equivalent to an ion based atomic clock promising a relative uncertainty in the range of  
10-18 [3]. 
Measurements on a single trapped 138Ba+ ion for the detailed understanding of atomic structure to a percent level 
are presented here. The lowest levels of Ba+ form a Λ-configuration. The two major laser cooling transitions 
provide a coherent coupling between the 2S1/2 and 2D3/2 levels leading to Raman resonances in the spectrum. The 
one-photon and two-photon components of the line shape are extracted using an eight-level optical Bloch model. 
This results in an absolute accuracy of the transition frequency of the 2S1/2-2P1/2 transition of 200 kHz and for the 
2D3/2-2P1/2 transition of 100 kHz which is an improvement by two orders of magnitude over previous 
determinations [4]. The spectrum shows the 5d 2D3/2 – 6p 2P1/2 transition of 138Ba+ ion in excellent agreement 
with the calculations from the optical Bloch equations (Fig.(a)). In order to extract  matrix elements we 
determine the lifetime of the 2D5/2 state employing quantum jump spectroscopy [5] (Fig.(b)). The very long 
lifetime makes it sensitive to probe any effects that influence the long term performance of the experiment (i.e. 
several hours to days). Furthermore, light shifts permit the mapping of weak interaction effects onto the energy 
splitting between the magnetic sublevels (Fig.(c)). They are well suited to determine the relevant matrix element 
in the Ba+ system. The differential light shift of magnetic substates is proportional to square of the matrix 
element and the intensity of the laser. All of these measurements are required for the execution of an APV 
measurement in a single trapped ion.  
 
 

 
 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: Level scheme of Ba+ with insets  (a) Transition frequency measurement with Raman resonances (b) A 
typical lifetime measurement (c) Light shift measurement, M is matrix element. 
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Radiation power of a moving nanoparticle

Vahid Ameri1, Mohammad Eghbali-Arani2
1. Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Hormozgan University, Bandar-Abbas, Iran

2. Department of Physics, University of Kashan, Kashan, Iran

Starting from a Lagrangian, the electromagnetic field is quantized in the presence of a nanoparticle moving parallel
to a semi-infinite substrate. Response functions and fluctuation-dissipation relations are obtained. Radiation power
of moving nanoparticle is obtained in terms of dyadic Green’s tensor [1].

⟨P⟩ =
h̄

2πc2

∫ ∞

0

d2k∥
(2π)2

∫ ∞

0
dω ω3

[
2Imα(ω − kxV0)[aT (ω − kxV0)−aT0(ω)]

[
ImDxx(z,z′,ω)+ ImDyy(z,z′,ω)+ ImDzz(z,z′,ω)

]]
, (1)

where Di j is dyadic Green’s tensor and aT (ω) = coth(h̄ω/2kBT ) = 2[nT (ω)+ 1
2 ]. Using the small radius expansion

of the Mie scattering coefficient (a/λ ≪ 1), we have α(ω) ≈ a3 ε(ω)−1
ε(ω)+2 .

Fig. 1 The spectrum of radiation power for a gold nano-particle with a = 10nm and (σ0 ≈ 1.6×107Ω1 m−1). The
temperatures of the particle and its medium are assumed to be (a) 0.11 K and 0.12 K and (b) 0.12 K and 0.11 K, respectively.

As a consequence, the motion of nanoparticle doesn’t change the radiation power in vacuum (absence of semi-
infinite substrate) as we expect to do not. Also the frictional radiation vanishes when the temperatures are zero
where it approved by previous results [2].

Fig.1 shows the spectrum of radiation power for two situations. First we consider the case where the nanopar-
ticle is colder than the environment (Fig.1a). In such situation the particle absorbs the thermal radiation (positive
spectrum) while the spectrum of frictional radiation is always negative which it causes a smaller peak for total
radiation of moving nanoparticle with respect to the static one. Fig.1b shows the spectrum of radiation power for
the case where the particle is a bit hotter than the environment. In this case, particle has negative spectrum for
thermal and frictional radiation power. So the total radiation power of moving particle is considerably higher than
the static particle.

We can consider the case where the moving particle and environment have same non zero temperature. So there
is no thermal radiation and one can find the spectrum of frictional radiation power which it has same frequency
spectrum around ω = KBT/h̄.

The aim of this work is to show that there is a frictional radiation combined to the thermal radiation of particle
with same spectrum. While in comparison to a rotating nanoparticle where we had two different spectrum for
mechanical radiation power and also the thermal one [3], here we don’t have any mechanical radiation power
which is obviously acceptable to don’t have it.
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Imaging the He2 quantum halo state using a free electron laser 
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We report on Coulomb explosion imaging of the wavefunction of the quantum halo system He2. Each atom of 

this system is ionized by tunnel ionization in a femto second laser pulse and in a second experiment by single 

photon ionization employing a free electron laser. We visualize the exponential decay of the probability density 

of the tunneling particle over distance for over two orders of magnitude up to an internuclear distance of 250 Å. 

By fitting the slope of the density in the tunneling regime we obtain a binding energy of 151.9 ± 13.3 neV, which 

is in agreement with most recent calculations [1]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Measurement of the helium dimer wavefunction (A). Two detailed views show the important features of this 
quantum system: The region of the inner turning point (B) is in agreement with theoretical predictions LM2M2*[2] and 

Przybytek[1], and the exponential decay in the classical forbidden region (C). A helium dimer binding energy of 151.9 

± 13.3 neV is obtained from the exponential slope. The electron recoil has to be taken into account to conclude from the 
slope shown in C to the value of the binding energy. 
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From a loophole-free Bell test to a global quantum network 
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Entanglement is one of the most intriguing phenomena in quantum science. The outcomes of 

independent measurements of the quantum state of entangled objects are correlated, even if the objects 
are space-time separated. This property, often called quantum non-locality, cannot be explained by 
classical physics and is a unique resource for quantum information processing and quantum 
communication. 

Fifty years after its derivation, many experiments have tested Bell’s famous inequality [1]. However, all 
of these experiments relied on additional assumptions in order to obtain a violation, most prominently the 
absence of communication between the entangled particles, and fair sampling of the full dataset when 
using inefficient detectors. Closing the ‘loopholes’ that arise from these assumptions has been one of the 
major fundamental research goals of experimental quantum physics, with applications [2] such as device-
independent quantum key distribution to the generation of provably random numbers. 

In [3], we have demonstrated the first experiment that is free of any such additional assumption. We 
have entangled two electronic spins in diamond at a separation of 1.3 km via an optical fiber channel. We 
have used an event-ready scheme in combination with efficient and fast spin read-out (to avoid the fair-
sampling assumption) and fast random basis-selection (to ensure the required locality conditions). A 
second run of the loophole-free Bell experiment has further improved statistical evidence [4].  

To enable further fundamental tests, as well as numerous applications in quantum communication, 
computation and measurement, we plan to extend the separation as well as the number of entangled 
particles, aiming for the realization of a global-scale quantum network [5]. This will be feasible by 
embedding the diamond samples into high-quality optical resonators, as pioneered with cold atoms [6]. In 
addition, unavoidable inefficiencies in photon transmission require the implementation of a quantum 
memory that is robust under failed remote entanglement attempts.  

We have demonstrated individual control and readout of five nuclear spin qubits via the hyperfine 
interaction with a close-by electronic spin. By encoding quantum states into a decoherence-protected 
subspace of two nuclear spins we show that quantum coherence can be maintained for over 1000 
repetitions of a remote entangling protocol [7]. These results and insights pave the way towards remote 
entanglement purification [8] and the realization of a quantum repeater [9] using nitrogen-vacancy center 
quantum network nodes. I will present our recent results in this respect. 
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Storage and retrieval of a single photon emitted by a
quantum memory on a highly excited Rydberg state
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The possibility to control the interaction between photons provided by highly nonlinear media is a key ingredient to
the goal of quantum information processing using photons and a unique tool to study the dynamics of many-body
correlated systems [1]. Many different systems showing high nonlinear optical response at the single-photon level
have been studied during the past years ranging from resonators coupled to single atoms, atomic ensembles, to
artificial two-level atoms. A promising strategy to perform different quantum information processing tasks using
photons as carriers is the combination of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) and Rydberg atoms.
Using EIT one maps the state of the photons into atomic coherence in the form of slow travelling Rydberg dark-
state polaritons (DSPs) by means of an auxiliary coupling field. By switching off and back on the coupling field,
photons can be stored as Rydberg excitations and retrieved at later time [2-4]. The strong Rydberg dipole-dipole
(DD) interaction between neighbouring excitations provide an effective interaction between photons which can be
exploited to implement single-photon switches, transistors as well as π phase shift controlled with single-photon
level pulse [5-8]. The achievable non-linear interaction between single photons can be exploited to implement
deterministic Bell state measurement which would be beneficial for quantum teleportation and quantum repeater
scheme boosting the rate of entanglement distribution over long distance.

All the experiments with Rydberg EIT so far have been carried out with weak coherent input pulse. Here we
present the first experiment of storage and retrieval of a heralded single photon in highly excited Rydberg state.
To couple single photons with a cold atomic Rydberg ensemble the challenge is to generate the photons with the
appropriate spectral width to match the Rydberg EIT memory bandwidth (in the sub MHz regime). To fulfil this
requirement, we produce high quality single photons by means of a cold atomic quantum memory based on the
Duan Lukin Cirac and Zoller (DLCZ) scheme [9]. Here the cold atomic cloud is illuminated with a weak write
pulse which creates probabilistically a photon by Raman scattering (write photon). The detection of this photon
heralds the presence of a single collective excitation in the atomic cloud. After a programmable storage time, the
excitation can be mapped out as single photon (read photon) with controllable temporal shape [10] by means of a
read laser pulse. The read photon is then sent to a second separated cold atomic cloud where it is converted to a
Rydberg DSP by means of EIT and successively stored by switching off the coupling beam on the Rydberg state
|60S1/2〉. After a storage time ts,R, the excitation is read out by switching on the coupling beam and the photon
is detected with a single photon detector. The cross correlation function between the write and the stored and
retrieved read photon is measured as a function of the storage time in the DLCZ cloud ts,DLCZ or in the Rydberg
state ts,R and non-classical correlations are found to persist up to ts,DLCZ = 30 µs and up to ts,R = 5 µs.

Our experiment paves the way to study the interaction between single photons mediated by the Rydberg atoms.
The ability to store the state of a single-photon as a Rydberg excitation is beneficial to study the photon-photon
interaction as well as to implement photon-photon gates, transistor and switch. Moreover, our experiment is a
building block for a future quantum repeater scheme based on cold atomic quantum memory and deterministic
Bell state measurement.
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A vast range of experiments in quantum information science and technology rely on single photons as carriers of
information. Single photon sources are thus key components and have been continuously improved over the past
years [1]. The spectrum and temporal shape of the emitted photons are important parameters of such sources. The
generation of ultra-long single photons is for example an essential requirement for precise interactions with media
exhibiting a sharp energy structure like trapped atoms, ions, or doped solids, which have been proposed as quantum
memories for light [2] and also with cavity optomechanical systems [3].

We report on a single photon source with highly tunable photon shape based on a cold ensemble of Rubidium
atoms [4]. We follow the DLCZ scheme [5] to implement an emissive quantum memory, which can be operated
as a photon pair source with controllable delay. We find that the temporal wave shape of the emitted read photon
can be precisely controlled by changing the shape of the driving read pulse (see Fig. 1). We generate photons with
temporal durations varying over three orders of magnitude up to 10 µs without a significant change of the read-out
efficiency. We prove the non-classicality of the emitted photons by measuring their antibunching, showing near
single photon behavior at low excitation probabilities. We also show that the photons are emitted in a pure state by
measuring unconditional autocorrelation functions. Finally, to demonstrate the usability of the source for realistic
applications, we create ultra-long single photons with a rising exponential or doubly peaked wave shape which are
important for several quantum information tasks.

Fig. 1 Temporal duration (FWHM) of the emitted read photon vs the duration of the driving read pulse. Experimental data
(open circles, errorbars smaller than symbol size) are compared with numerical simulations (diamonds). The insets show two
examples of the read photon wave shape as reconstructed from the number of counts and arrival times in the single photon
detectors (histograms) as well as the simulated wave shapes (solid lines) for which we allowed at most 10% adjustment of the
input parameters to account for experimental inaccuracies.
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Automated Search for new Quantum Experiments
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Quantum mechanics predicts a number of at first sight counterintuitive phenomena. It is therefore a question
whether our intuition is the best way to find new experiments. Here we report the development of the computer
algorithm MELVIN [1] which is able to find new experimental implementations for the creation and manipulation
of complex quantum states. And indeed, the discovered experiments extensively use unfamiliar and asymmetric
techniques which are challenging to understand intuitively. The results range from the first implementation of a
high-dimensional Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state, to a vast variety of experiments for asymmetrically
entangled quantum states – a feature that can only exist when both the number of involved parties and dimen-
sions is larger than 2. Additionally, new types of high-dimensional transformations are found that perform cyclic
operations. MELVIN autonomously learns from solutions for simpler systems, which significantly speeds up the
discovery rate of more complex experiments (Fig. 1 shows the working principle).

 

Satisfies criteria? 
 

Create random Setup 

Calculate 
Quantum State |𝜓  

 

Analyse properties 
Schmidt-Rank Vector,  
Transformation cycles, … 

Report Setup 

 

Simplify Setup  

Learn 
transformation 

yes 0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

 

no 

Toolbox 

Fig. 1: Working principle of the algorithm. First, an experiment is created using elements from a basic toolbox. Then, the
quantum state is calculated, and subsequently its properties are analyzed. Those properties are compared with a number of
criteria. If these criteria are not satisfied, the algorithm starts over again. However, if the criteria are satisfied, the experiment
is simplified and reported, together with all relevant information for the user. Useful solutions can be stored and used in future
experiments, which significantly increases the discovery rate of more complex experiments. The orange boxes (toolbox and
criteria) are adapted when a different type of quantum property is investigated, while the rest of the algorithm stays the same.

The large number of discoveries reveals a way to investigate new families of complex entangled quantum
systems in the laboratory. Several of these experiments have already been successfully built in our labs [2, 3],
and hopefully many more will follow. The ability to automate the design of a quantum experiment can be applied
to many quantum systems and allows the physical realization of quantum states previously thought of only on
paper.
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Entanglement of Two Hybrid Optomechanical Cavity Composed of BEC
Atoms Under Bell Detection
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In this paper, firstly, we exploit two bipartite entanglement of output optical field, moving mirror, and the low-
est band of a one dimensional BEC inside a driven optomechanical cavity. We consider atomic collision on the
behaviour of the BEC in the weak photon-atom coupling, and use Bogoliubov approximation for the condensate.
Secondly under above conditions, we propose a scheme for entanglement swapping which involves tripartite sys-
tems. In our investigation, we consider a scenario where BECs, mirrors, and field modes are given in a Gaussian
state with a covariance matrix (CM). By applying the Bell measurement to the output optical field modes (See Fig.
1), we show how the remote entanglement between two BECs, two mirrors, and BEC-mirror modes in different
optomechanical cavity can be generated.

Fig. 1 Scheme of the entanglement swapping protocol.

Entanglement dose not describe all of the non-classical properties of quantum correlations. So, finally we mea-
sure all of non-classical correlations beyond entanglement by analysing the quantum discord. Recent studies have
shown that some separable - and also some mixed systems, which despite being unentangled - might also contain
correlations that classically unexplainable [1] and quantum discord was introduced as a measure of all quantum
correlations, which is including-but not restricted to-entanglement [2, 3]. Thus as the entanglement dose not in-
clude all of the quantum correlations, we investigate the effect of Bell measurement to generation quantum discord
between subsystems.
Entanglement between the different bipartite systems formed by BEC, mechanical, and output optical modes,
which is important from a practical point of view because any quantum-communication application involves the
manipulation of travelling optical fields. It has been shown that the Stokes output mode is strongly entangled with
the BEC, and mechanical modes, and also there is no entanglement between the mechanical and BEC modes. En-
tanglement swapping protocol can be implemented using two distant hybrid optomechanical system. We considere
two remote optomechanical cavity composed of one dimensional ultracold atoms inside the cavity and performe
Bell measurement for entangling two same or different remote systems. Bell measurement entangles all of the sub-
systems except the BEC and mechanical mode in the position of each node. We showe that the qualitative manner
of quantum discord is very similar to that of the entanglement, But here Bell measurement can create quantum
discord between BEC and mechanical mode in the position of each node.
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Consequence of interaction on the moment of inertia and vortices number
of a rotating condensate boson

Ahmed S. Hassan and Azza M. El-Badry
Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Minia University, El Minia, Egypt.

We employ a developed Hartree-Fock approximation semiclassical. We provide a general and systematic method
for including effects of interaction on rotating condensate boson. We have calculated the thermodynamic potential
for this system. Thereby, we investigate the interaction effect on the moment of inertia and vortices number.
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A story of geometry and fluctuations in the stage of condensates

Arko Roy, D. Angom
Physical Research Laboratory, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad-380009, Gujarat, India

We investigate the structural transformation of the low-lying spectral modes in Bose-Einstein condensates, espe-
cially the Kohn mode, from radial to circular topology as harmonic confining potential is modified to a toroidal
one, and this corresponds to a transition from simply to multiply connected geometry. For this we employ the
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov theory to examine the evolution of low energy quasiparticles. We, then, use the Hartree-
Fock-Bogoliubov theory with the Popov approximation to demonstrate the two striking features of quantum and
thermal fluctuations. At T = 0, the non-condensate density due to interaction induced quantum fluctuations in-
creases with the transformation from pancake to toroidal geometry. The other feature is, there is a marked change
in the density profile of the non-condensate density at finite temperatures with the modification of trapping po-
tential. In particular, the condensate and non-condensate density distributions have overlapping maxima in the
toroidal condensate which is in stark contrast to the case of pancake geometry.
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Efficient Technique to Evaluate the Lindhard Dielectric Function

Lorenzo Ugo Ancarani1, Hervé Jouin2

1. Equipe TMS, SRSMC, UMR CNRS 7565, Université de Lorraine, 57078 Metz, France
2. Université de Bordeaux, CNRS, CEA, CELIA, UMR 5107, 33400 Talence, France

Since the pioneering work of Lindhard, the dielectric response function obtained in [1] from first principles within
the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) has been and is widely used in many areas of Physics such as Solid State
Physics, Plasmonics, Plasma Physics, Atomic Physics in plasmas and Nuclear Physics. Indeed, the dielectric func-
tion is the fundamental ingredient for many theories related to the response of matter to an external perturbation.
In all the above applications the Lindhard dielectric function has to be evaluated many times (for given values of
a real parameter λ , and for given temperature T ). It is notorious that the integral defining its real part presents a
logarithmic divergency which renders the calculation delicate and time consuming. In this contribution we propose
a simple way to avoid, in all cases, this mathematical difficulty [2].

For a given Fermi temperature TF and chemical porential µ , let t = T/TF be the reduced temperature and
α (t) = µ/EF the reduced chemical potential which depends only on the reduced temperature t. The calculation of
the real part of the Lindhard dielectric function involves the following integral (to make our proposal as general as
possible, and simpler to treat mathematically, we use the dimensionless variable X)

∫ ∞

0
X f (X) ln

∣∣∣∣
X +1
X−1

∣∣∣∣ dX (1)

with the Fermi-Dirac distribution function

f (X) =
1

1+ exp(AX2−B)
(2)

where A and B are real constants (A = λ 2/t is always positive while B = α(t)/t can take either negative or positive
values). Clearly an integrand divergency appears for X = 1, as illustrated for three cases in the upper panels of
Figure 1. It may lead to serious loss of accuracy when performing the integration.
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Fig. 1 The integrand of equation (1) (upper) and the transformed one (lower) are shown as a function of the dimensionless
variable X , for three cases: (left) A = 10, B = 40; (middle) A = 10.1, B = 10; (right) A = 0.04, B = 0.

Through a simple but very efficient mathematical trick (integral by parts) we were able to remove the well
known logarithmic singularity and obtain a useful integral expression which is trouble-free, i.e., it can be dealt
with any standard numerical quadrature [2]. In all cases (i.e., any combination of A and B values), one finds well
behaved integrands over the whole X range, as illustrated in the Figure (bottom panels).

Due to the very wide use of the Lindhard dielectric function (and its extensions) in many branches of Physics,
we believe that the present work should be useful to many researchers.
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Rosensweig Instability and Droplets in a Quantum Ferrofluid of
Dysprosium Atoms

Matthias Schmitt, Holger Kadau, Matthias Wenzel, Igor Ferrier-Barbut, Tilman Pfau
5. Physikalisches Institut and Center for Integrated Quantum Science and Technology, Universität Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 57, 70569

Stuttgart, Germany

Ferrofluids exhibit unusual hydrodynamic effects due to the magnetic nature of their constituents. A striking ex-
ample in a classical ferrofluid happens when the magnetization is increased beyond a critical magnetization as this
triggers a Rosensweig instability which is characterized by the appearance of self-organized structures or droplet
crystals.
In the experiment we observe a similiar behavior in a sample of ultracold dysprosium atoms, a quantum ferrofluid.
By controlling the short-range interaction with a Feshbach resonance we can induce a finite-wavelength instability
due to the dipolar interaction, in close similarity to the Rosensweig instability.
Subsequently, we observe the spontaneus transition from an unstructured superfluid to an ordered arrangement
of droplets by in situ imaging, shown in figure 1. These patterns are surprisingly long-lived and show hysteretic
behavior. This stability of the observed droplets is unexpected and in contradiction with the theoretical predictions.

10.5 µm
0 50 100 150

atoms per pixel

x

y

Fig. 1 Single-shot in situ images of droplet patterns with droplet numbers ranging from two to ten [1].

To investigate the mechanisms involved in the droplet stability, we transferred the sample to a waveguide con-
figuration. In this waveguide we are able to observe isolated droplets as well as interacting chains of droplets.
As opposed to a Bose-Einstein condensate which expands along the waveguide direction, these droplets remain
self-confined.
Using novel techniques to measure the density and its scaling behaviour with interactions, we were able to demon-
strate that quantum fluctuations constitute the stabilization mechanism. In addition, time-of-flight measurements
allowed us to observe interference between droplets [2].
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Recent experiments with dipolar quantum gases:  

realization of spin models and new cooling methods 
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Ultracold atom gases stand as exquisitely controllable systems to investigate quantum many-body physics. We 

use high-spin dipolar chromium atoms in optical lattices to simulate quantum magnetism. Our systems enable 

the analysis of out-of-equilibrium spin dynamics as described through Hubbard models including long-range 

interactions between distant lattice sites [1]. We have studied the interplay between super-exchange mechanisms 

and dipolar spin exchanges as the quantum gas is driven from the Mott insulating phase to the superfluid phase 

[2] showing the intricate coupling of spin dynamics and transport. These studies are prone to be extended to 

dipolar Fermi seas using the recently demonstrated degenerate gases made of 
53

Cr fermionic atoms [3].   

In a complementary set of experiments, we proposed and demonstrated a new cooling method for Bose-Einstein 

condensates by spin distillation [4]. Rapid demagnetization and spin filtering of our Cr BEC held in an optical 

trap resulted in a new type of evaporative cooling with a significant reduction of the entropy of the trapped gas 

(by a factor of two in one cooling cycle). Technical reasons (B-field stability, signal-to-noise ratio, …) and one 

issue specific to chromium, that a Cr-BEC depolarizes below a critical B-field, limited the achievable 

temperature in our experiment to 140nK. Nevertheless, applying the cooling method of spin distillation to Na 

BECs is expected to result into temperatures well below 1nK. 

This work is supported by Ministère de l'Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche (within Contrat Plan Etat 

Région - CPER) and by Conseil Régional Ile-de-France (within IFRAF / DIM Nano-K).  BN thanks INP/CNRS 

for support. 
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High-Contrast and Narrow Magneto-Optical Resonance in Rb Vapour Cell 
 

Denis Brazhnikov1,2, Alexey Novokreshchenov 1, Alexey Taichenachev1,2, Valeriy Yudin1–3, 
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Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) resonances caused by coherent population trapping 
(CPT) have been found to be useful in many directions of laser physics, nonlinear optics and, especially, 
quantum metrology. The resonances of the opposite sign (electromagnetically induced absorption – EIA) 
have far less applications due to some problems. Indeed, buffer-gas-filled or antirelaxation-coated cells 
are exploited everywhere for improving the properties of EIT. Unfortunately, these methods are useless in 
the case of EIA in standard observation schemes [1,2] due to collisional depolarization of excited state. 
There are several “non-standard” methods for observing EIA signals, but it is still very hard to get 
simultaneously narrow (~kHz) and high-contrast (> 50%) EIA resonances. 

We study EIA in the Hanle configuration with the help of a new scheme proposed previously [3]. This 
resonance usually appears as a subnatural-width dip in the laser-wave transmission signal from a vapour 
cell, when the magnetic field is being scanned. The new scheme allows us using a buffer gas for improving 
the properties of EIA. The method implies using pump and probe counterpropagating waves with the 
same frequency and orthogonal linear polarizations. We considered the D1 line of 87Rb atom (λ=795 nm, 
γ=2×5.57 MHz), whose dipole transitions are open (i.e. the branching ratio of a particular transition 
differs from unity). It is well known that the openness of a transition suppresses the amplitudes of EIT as 
well as EIA resonances in standard schemes of observation. In our scheme the openness played crucial 
and positive role and led to the great increase of the contrast of the nonlinear resonance. In particular, the 
theory showed that the contrast can reach values up to 100% at kHz or even sub-kHz width (Fig.1a). 

Our experimental result is shown in Fig.1b. A buffer-gas-filled cell with the natural mixture of rubidium 
isotopes was used (Ar pressure ≈ 5 Tor). The cell was placed in a two-layer magnetic shield (without the 
end caps) that suppressed the inhomogenity of the stray magnetic field down to approximately 8 mG. The 
cell dimensions were 60 x 30 mm. The diameter of the laser beams was 0.9 mm. We observed the contrast 
of 50-85%, depending on the atomic transition, pump beam power and temperature of the cell. The EIA 
resonance in Fig.1b has the width of about 20 mG (≈15 kHz), which is determined mainly by the power 
broadening and inhomogeneous stray magnetic field. We expect that further improvements of the setup 
(adding the third magnetic layer with the end caps, increasing the diameter of the pump beam) will bring 
better results. We are also going to test the proposed method using an antirelaxation-coated vapour cell. 

The work was supported by the RFBR (15-02-08377, 15-32-20330, 14-02-00712, 14-02-00939), the 
RF Ministry of Education and Science (order no. 2014/139, project no. 825), the Presidium of SB RAS, and 
the EU project FP7-PEOPLE-2011-IRSES №295264 “COSMA". 

                     
 

Fig. 1 EIA resonance in the probe-wave transmission through a buffer-gas-filled cell: a) Numerical calculation for 
the atomic transition Fg=1→Fe=1, b) Experimental result with Ppump = 340 W, Pprobe = 4.4 W, and Tcell = 374 K. 
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Theoretical and experimental studies of selective reflection effect in a
nanocell filled with alkali vapor

E. Klinger1, A. Amiryan1,2, Y. Pashayan-Leroy1, C. Leroy1, A. Sargsyan2, D. Sarkisyan2, A. Papoyan2

1. Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire Carnot de Bourgogne, UMR CNRS 6303,
Université de Bourgogne - Franche-Comté, 9 avenue Alain Savary, BP 47870, 21078 Dijon Cedex, France

2. Institute for Physical Research, NAS of Armenia, 0203 Ashtarak-2, Armenia

Numerous applications have been found using selective reflection of light from the interface of a dielectric
surface and resonant atomic vapor [1]. This effect is known to be an efficient spectroscopic tool for studies of
high-density vapor, atom-surface interaction, etc. Extension of this technique to the case of nanometric-thickness
cells having a space between windows of the order of resonant radiation wavelength is promising both for deeper
understanding of fundamental processes underlying interaction of laser radiation with atomic system and for new
applications such as magnetic-field controlled tunable locking of laser frequency to atomic resonance lines [2].
Meanwhile, unlike the case of ordinary cells, theoretical treatment of selective reflection from nanocells is sig-
nificantly elaborated, involving additional effects, which has to be taken into account. Preliminary experimental
studies demonstrate that the reflection spectrum indeed exhibits dramatic rapid oscillations with thickness L.

We have analyzed possible influence of the concomitant effects inherent to resonant interaction of laser radia-
tion with atoms confined in nanocells on selective reflection spectra in order to develop an appropriate theoretical
model, which will be further verified and elaborated through experimental realization. The following processes
are considered: velocity-anisotropic contribution of atoms and velocity-selective optical pumping; coherent Dicke
narrowing occurring at L = (2n+ 1)λ/2 thickness; and interplay of forward and backward beams (Fabry-Pérot
behavior) observed with L = nλ/2 period. Findings of this work will be used to define conditions of experimental
studies using Rb or Cs nanocells with variable thickness.

Research conducted in the scope of the International Associated Laboratory IRMAS (CNRS-France & SCS-
Armenia).
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E1 transitions and lifetimes for Kr VIII  

 
Gültekin Çelik  

 Selcuk University, Faculty of Science, Department of Physics, 42075 Konya, Turkey 
  

 
Transition probabilities are very sensitive to the different interaction schemes used in studies of the atomic 
structure, allowing verification of their validity. In addition, spectroscopic data are related to the common 
interest to investigate the characteristics of excited atoms and ions, and for checking of the validity of the new 
methods of calculation. Transition probabilities and lifetimes for states of Cu I and Cu iso-electronic sequence 
are important for the determination of impurity concentration in high temperature plasmas [1]. In the Cu-like 
ions, the transitions from satellite lines to the brightest Ni-like ions and are of great importance for M-shell 
diagnostics of heavy ions.  
 
We have determined allowed transition probabilities and lifetimes of excited levels for Cu-like krypton. The 
weakest bound electron potential model (WBEPM) theory and the quantum defect orbital (QDO) theory have 
been used. The accuracy of the evaluated spectroscopic parameters such as transition probabilities and lifetimes 
depends upon the energies of initial and final levels and the ionization potential Elimit of the atom in all of semi-
empirical methods. We employed experimental energy values and theoretical expectation values of radii in 
these calculations. Previously, two study for Cu and Cu-like Zn have been done using the WBEPM theory and 
the QDO theory [2,3]. The calculated transition probabilities and lifetimes have been compared with available 
theoretical results [4-6]. A good agreement with results in literature has been obtained. Moreover, some 
transition probability and the lifetime values not existing in the literature for some highly excited levels have 
been obtained using these methods. 
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Bayesian Statistics for Atomic Physics

MartinoTrassinelli1
1. Institut des NanoSciences de Paris, CNRS, Sorbonne Universités UPMC Univ Paris 06, Paris, France

In certain cases of analysis of experimental data, the standard probability theory reaches its limitations. As
an example, in the low statistics atomic spectrum with unresolved peaks as in Fig. 1 left, how can we objectively
determine the number of contributions? A model with additional parameters corresponds often to a lower value
of χ2 (or higher likelihood) due to additional degrees of freedom that allow us to better fit the data. But what
is the plausibility for having four peaks instead of three? In other words, given a set of experimental data, how
can we test different hypothesis and assign them a probability? This is a general question for many situations
where data modelling is not univocal and the model parameters have to be evaluated. This type of problem is
often encountered, like in particular in astrophysics and cosmology where experiments cannot be repeated, as in
the recent discovery of gravitational waves, where only one observation is available (at present). In this domain as
in many others, a different approach to define probability has to be applied using data analysis methods based on
the work of Th. Bayes, P.-S. Laplace, H. Jeffreys, etc. commonly called Bayesian statistics [1-4].

We present here some practical uses of Bayesian methods for cases often encountered in atomic physics. In
particular, we will show how it is possible to calculate, for low-statistic data presented in Fig. 1 (left), the most
likelihood number of peaks from the calculation of the probability of each hypothesis (number of peaks) using
the Bayes’ theorem and the Bayesian evidence (also discussed in Ref. [5]). Moreover, considering a non-trivial
line profile from a spectrometer, we will show how to choose the correct shape to be adopted and how to extract
accurately its position (with the associated uncertainty) even if the choice of the shape is not unambiguous. In all
examples, we use a newly developed computational tool called Nested fit that will be presented as well. This
program is based on the nested sampling algorithm [6]; for a given data set and chosen model, it provides (i) the
Bayesian evidence for the comparison of different hypotheses and (ii) the parameter probability and correlation
distributions. In Figure 1, we show some typical outputs of Nested fit for the low-statistic spectrum discussed
before, assuming a four-peak model. On the left, the predictions corresponding to the most probable parameter set
are compared to the experimental data. On the right, the 2D histogram of the probability distribution of the first
and second peak positions is shown.

Fig. 1 Left: High-resolution X-ray spectrum of 1s2p 3P2→ 1s2s 3S1 helium-like uranium intrashell transition from Ref. [7] and
the result of the fit assuming the presence of four peaks. Right: 2D histogram of the probability distribution of two parameters
corresponding to the positions of two different peaks. As we can see, the two positions are strongly correlated and they can
assume four possible different value.
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Transitions in ions of the nitrogen isoelectronic sequence are frequently observed in the spectra of 

astrophysical sources as well as in tokamak and laser-produced plasmas [1]. Because of the importance in 

astrophysics and plasma physics many of theoretical and experimental study has been performed for nitrogen 

sequence.  

In this study, the transition probabilities and oscillator strengths have been calculated using weakest 

bound electron potential model theory (WBEPMT) for Nitrogen like Fluorine. In the determination of relevant 

parameters, we employed theoretical expectation values of radii and the necessary energy values have been taken 

from experimental energy data in the literature [2]. The calculated transition probabilities and oscillator strengths 

have been compared with available results from the literature. The WBEPM theory is especially useful when 

large numbers of transition probabilities, oscillator strengths and lifetimes are required. Because wave functions 

and matrix elements are computed quickly and automatically using only energy level, ionization potential data 

and the expectation values of radii belonging to levels as inputs. Moreover, spectroscopic parameters belong to 

higher excited levels can be readily obtained using this method. It is generally considered that the choice of the 

WBEPM theory is justified for transitions involving high–energy unperturbed highly excited states. Previously, 

the many of studies obtained using the WBEPM theory were done and very satisfactory ionization potential, 

transition probability, oscillator strength and lifetime results were obtained for both allowed and forbidden 

transitions [3-6]. 
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We have designed and constructed a mechanically compensated Penning trap[1] as a tool to confine 

atomic ions in static electric and magnetic fields for the study of non-linear processes such as multi-

photon ionization (MPI) from well-defined initial charged states and with a large range of photon 

energies by non-destructive observation. During the interaction of ions with extreme laser fields it is also 

possible to realize above-threshold ionization (ATI), tunneling ionization (TI) and above-the-barrier 

ionization (ABI) processes.  

 The experimental setup consists of a cylindrical Penning trap with 20mm inner diameter located at 

the magnetic field centre of a dry superconducting magnet which can produce homogeneous magnetic 

fields up to 6 T. In the region of ±10mm from the centre of magnet bore the homogeneity of magnetic 

flux density is better than ±10
-4 

T [2]. A pulse-tube cooler is used to cool the trap electrodes, cryo-

electronics and radiation shields. The trap will be cooled down to 4.2K and as a result the background 

pressure in the trap is expected to be 10
-12 

Torr. We have chosen a 3-pole open-endcap (figure 1) 

cylindrical Penning trap with geometric compensation which consists of ring electrode and a pair of 

endcap electrodes with a separation distance of 17.4mm with an additional set of capture electrodes 

(length 20mm) on either side of endcap electrodes for dynamic capture of ions into the trap. These 

electrodes have a conical opening to accept laser beams up to an aperture of f/5. This geometry leads to 

a ring electrode with a large axial extension, such that ions in the trap centre are efficiently coupled to 

the ring. The detection of ion motions is done through Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-

ICR). Since the ring electrode will be used for FTICR as well as for the purpose of Rotating wall drive, 

the ring electrode is split into 8 segments of which 4 are 30
0
 segments which will be used for rotating 

wall drive while the remaining 4 segments are of 60
0
 and used for pick up of radial signal (FTICR). A 

Gap of 0.25mm separation between each segment has been kept.  Segmented ring electrodes are 

separated from other with rectangular pieces of sapphire blocks as shown in figure 2. Two high quality 

factor resonators with resonant frequencies of 457kHz and 702kHz are employed to measure the axial 

frequencies whereas a helical resonator which amplifies multiples of fundamental frequencies is the used 

to measure cyclotron frequencies.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 The FLASH Laser facility at DESY, Germany may be used as a source of high-intensity photons. It has the 

capability to produce photons with wavelengths down to 4.5 nm (275 eV) in pulses of a few femto-seconds 

duration resulting in a peak power of around 5GW with repetition rate of 10Hz. This allows photo-ionization 

studies well inside the non-linear regime. The plan also includes the use of the PHELIX laser with wavelength 

1053 nm at GSI and POLARIS (1030 nm) and JETI (800 nm) at Jena, Germany with intensities up to order 

10
21

W/cm
2
. 
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 Fig. 1 Cross section geometry of 3-pole mechanically compensated 

Penning trap with pair of capture electrodes with conical opening. 

 

Fig. 2 Three dimensional schematic 

view of the segmented ring electrode 
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We present the results of analysis of perturbations between 𝐷0𝑢
+ and β1g ion-pair states in free I2 

molecule. The electronic states of opposite g/u symmetry may be coupled only by the hyperfine interaction 

(magnetic-dipole (MD) and electric-quadrupole (EQ) interactions, primarily). 

Spectroscopic characteristics of the both states are well known [1, 2].  Preliminary analysis has shown 

that the following pairs of vibronic states contain close-lying rotational levels satisfying selection rules│ΔΩ│ ≤ 

1, │ΔJ│ = ≤ 1 for the MD and │ΔΩ│ ≤ 2, │ΔJ│ ≤ 2 for the EQ interactions: 

 

β1g, 13, Jβ ~ D, 12, JD, JD = Jβ +2, +1, 0; 

β1g, 28, Jβ ~ D, 28, JD, JD = Jβ +2, +1, 0; 

β1g, 47, Jβ ~ D, 48, JD, JD = Jβ +2, +1, 0.  

 

Coupling among all the pairs was studied after optical-optical double resonance population of the β 

rovibronic levels. We did not find any mixing corresponding to ΔJ=2, so we assume that there is no EQ 

hyperfine coupling between the states.   

Analysis of integral D → X and β → A luminescence intensities allowed us to estimate the electronic 

matrix element of the interaction between β and D states, 𝐻ℎ𝑓
𝑒𝑙 (β, D). It was found to be about 0.05 cm

-1
, close to 

𝐻ℎ𝑓
𝑒𝑙 (1u, 2g) = 0.048(6) cm

-1 
obtained for the 1u(

1
D) and 2g(

1
D) rovibronic states in [3]. On the other hand, this 

value is ten times smaller than those for the valence 0𝑔
+ and 1u(bb) as well as 0𝑔

+ and 0𝑢
−(bb) states  [4]. 

This work continues the series of studies on perturbations between iodine I2 valence and IP states. 

Heterogeneous and hyperfine interactions between valence states correlating with the I(
2
P1/2) + I(

2
P1/2) (bb) 

dissociation limit and heterogeneous perturbation of the I2(𝐷0𝑢
+ and δ2u) states described in the second order of 

perturbation theory
 
have been observed and studied in [4, 5]. 
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Time Resolved Spectroscopy of Excited Neutrals in Low Temperature
Afterglow Plasmas

Ábel Kálosi1, Petr Dohnal1, Radek Plašil1, Juraj Glosı́k1

1. Department of Surface and Plasma Science, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University in Prague, V Holešovičkách 2,
18000 Prague, Czech Republic

Excited neutrals have major influence on thermalization of electrons in low temperature afterglow plasmas
[1]. The electron temperature is a crucial parameter in afterglow ion-electron recombination experiments. These
experiments are usually carried out in different mixtures of neutral gases depending on the studied ion. The aim of
our current study is to confirm the fast removal of long-lived sources of energy that could heat the electron gas in
afterglow plasmas.

We have studied experimentally the time evolution of highly excited argon atoms and helium excimers in
afterglow plasmas by means of cavity ring-down absorption spectroscopy (for further details see [2]). These
molecules are produced in low temperature discharges in pure helium and helium with small admixtures of argon.
In afterglow recombination experiments helium is used as the buffer gas and argon is added to remove undesired
helium metastable atoms [3].

In our present experiments we focus on the case of the He/Ar mixture to construct a scheme of relevant pro-
cesses that lead to the thermalization of the afterglow plasma. He/Ar gas mixtures are also used in analytical
applications where metastable states play a crucial role in the excitation scheme [4,5]. Preliminary results at neu-
tral gas temperature of 300 K show similar dependence of time evolution of absorption by excited Ar and He2
neutrals on Ar number density as in our previous studies in He/Ar/H2 gas mixtures [6]. Examples of measured
data are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Panel (a): Time evolutions of the absorption coefficients of an (He2)∗ absorption line (transition R23(1)) measured
in mixtures of He/Ar at different Ar number densities. Capital letters A, B, C, D, and E indicate [Ar] = 0, 7.5, 15, 29, and
56× 1012 cm−3, respectively. The time is set to zero at the beginning of the afterglow. Panel (b): Absorption line profiles of
the (He2)∗ transitions originating from the ground vibrational state of the a3Σ+

u electronic state that correspond to the measured
time evolutions in panel (a). For spectroscopic notation see Ref. [7]. The lines were fitted by Gaussian line profiles.

In H+
3 recombination experiments we are using He/Ar/H2 gas mixtures, where we observed a dependence of

the measured time evolution of absorption by excited Ar and He2 molecules on the Ar and H2 number densities in
the gas mixture [6]. From these observations we concluded that the most likely sources of these excited neutrals in
the afterglow are metastable helium atoms produced during the discharge, which at typical experimental conditions
are removed from the afterglow within 100 µs.
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Cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) is an established technique based on measurements of dependence of light 

decay time constant on the gas sample composition inside the cavity. Its insensitivity to laser power fluctuations 

and negligible influence of the instrumental line shape function makes it a powerful tool for sensitive trace gas 

detection and detailed spectral line-shape analysis.  

 

Absorption spectroscopy based on direct interaction of optical frequency comb (OFC) beam with a gas sample, so 

called direct frequency comb spectroscopy (DFCS), allows for measurements of molecular absorption spectra in 

wide spectral range and with high signal-to-noise ratio. It removes the limitations of cw-laser spectroscopy caused 

by time consuming tuning and limited frequency range. Fourier transform spectrometers (FTS) coupled with OFC 

provide broadband spectral bandwidth and acquisition times orders of magnitude shorter than traditional ones with 

FTS coupled with thermal sources [1]. The resolution of FTS with OFC is not limited by the maximum optical 

path difference between the interferometer arms [2], which makes it suitable for simultaneous acquisition of tens 

of molecular lines in wide pressure range. 

 

We present measurements of the P branch transitions from the CO second overtone in wide pressure range, 

performed with both CRDS and OFC-FTS system. The first setup is a frequency-stabilized Pound-Drever-Hall-

locked CRDS spectrometer [3], linked to the OFC. The enhancement cavity with finesse of 13000 and high SNR 

of the spectra enable it to reach noise-equivalent absorption of 7 10-11 cm-1. The frequency accuracy of the system 

is 30 kHz. The broadband system is based on an Er:fiber frequency comb, locked with two-point PDH locking 

scheme [4] to an enhancement cavity with finesse of 8500. The lines measured with the CRDS system are: P2, P4, 

P6, P9 and P14 in five pressures from 10 to 700 Torr. Line centers, line shifting and broadening parameters were 

retrieved, with line center position uncertainties from 130 kHz to 330 kHz. We obtained for the first time line 

shifting coefficients of the second overtone CO transitions in argon and observed MHz-level departures from linear 

behaviour. We also report line broadening coefficients of these transitions with significantly lower uncertainties 

than previously [5] and provide fitted coefficients of an empirical formula allowing to calculate line broadening 

of lines not measured in this work. The results of measurements of the same gas sample with OFC-FTS 

spectrometer will be presented and will include a comparison of the accuracy of the mixing ratio determination as 

well as the accuracy and precision of retrieved absolute line positions. 
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Controlled OCS molecules for the investigation 
of ultrafast dynamics in the molecular frame 
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 2. Center for Ultrafast Imaging, University of Hamburg, 22761 Hamburg, Germany 
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State-selected, strongly aligned and oriented molecular ensembles serve as ideal samples to study ultrafast 
chemistry in the molecular frame [1]. Possible probing mechanisms include the investigation of molecular-frame 
photoelectron angular distributions [2] or the measurement of structure-solved dynamics via X-ray or electron 
diffraction [3,4]. We have developed techniques to manipulate the motion of molecules in cold supersonic beams 
using strong inhomogeneous electric and laser fields [5]. State-selected molecules are aligned by strong laser 
fields or oriented in combination of laser fields and static electric fields. The laser pulse duration can be varied 
continuously between 50 fs and 500 ps. This allows for the manipulation of the rotational degrees of freedom of 
the molecules non-adiabatically (impulsively), as well as adiabatically and in the intermediate regime. 

Fig. 1 (a) Degree of orientation of OCS molecule as a function of the relative delay between the orientation and probe laser 
pulses and the control laser peak intensity. (b) Degree of alignment extracted from the same data set as (a). Adapted from 
[7]. 

Here we present our work on the alignment and orientation of carbonyl sulphide (OCS). We have created a 
coherent superposition of pendular states in the strong field of the alignment laser and follow its propagation as a 
function of time [6]. The (non) adiabaticity of the alignment and orientation of OCS will be discussed. 
Furthermore we were able to obtain strong laser-field-free orientation of absolute-ground-state OCS molecules 
[7]. The molecules were oriented by the combination of a 485-ps-long non resonant laser pulse and a weak static 
electric field. The edges of the laser pulse create a coherent superposition of two rotational states resulting in 
revivals of strong transient molecular orientation after the laser pulse. The degree of orientation we measured 
corresponds to the theoretical maximum for mixing of the two states.  
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Development of techniques of photoassociation and magnetoassociation has renewed interest in the investigation 

of  excited electronic states of alkali dimers. Their detailed knowledge may help to establish effective ways to 

transfer populations from the translationally cold, but vibrationally hot states resulting from association of two 

cold atoms to the molecular absolute ground state. Rubidium has been widely used in laser cooling experiments 

but experimental knowledge of excited electronic states of Rb2 molecule is limited. Recently we have reported 

spectroscopic characterisation of two such states, 51Σ+
u and 51Πu as well as ab initio calculations of the manifold 

of states up to the Rb(5s) + Rb(5f) atomic limit [1]. 

In this contribution we present the first experimental observation of the 31Πu state of rubidium dimer by 

recording spectra of the 31Πu ← X1Σ+
g band system with the V-type optical-optical double resonance polarisation 

spectroscopy technique [2]. This state dissociates into Rb(5s) and Rb(6p) atoms and up to now has been known 

only from theoretical calculations. A wide range of rovibrational levels 0 ≤ v ≤ 50, 25 ≤ J ≤ 173 was observed. By 

using the pointwise Inverted Perturbation Approach (IPA) method [3] to our experimental data (ca. 1500 energy 

levels in 85Rb85Rb and 85Rb87Rb isotopologues) we obtained a rotationless potential energy curve of the 31Πu state 

which reproduces the observed energy levels with a standard deviation of 0.08 cm-1. The examples of the spectra 

and details of their analysis will be shown. 
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Mass-selective Circular Dichroism after Femtosecond Laser Ionization
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Multi Photon Ionization grants access to Circular Dichroism (CD) with circularly polarized laser pulses. The
analysis via time of flight mass spectra provides a mass-selective tool to distinguish chiral molecules in the gas
phase [1, 2]. Hence, mixtures of chiral molecules as well as CD effects on fragments can be investigated.
Introducing a twin mass peak setup allows circumventing shot-to-shot fluctuations in laser pulse intensity, gas
density or ion detection. Two foci with a small spatial displacement result in time-separated mass spectra; a
change in helicity from focus to focus implements a self-referencing system [1]. Our in-line optical setup allows to
combine this with femtosecond laser pulses, whose broad bandwidth promises new possibilities in chiral control.
Besides the advantages of this setup we present recent findings on prototype chiral molecules.

Fig. 1 Multi Photon Ionization of 3-methyl-cylopentanone within a Wiley-McLaren setup.
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Sub-One Per Cent Enantiomeric Excess Sensitivity using Femtosecond
Photoelectron Circular Dichroism

Alexander Kastner, Christian Lux, Tom Ring, Stefanie Züllighoven, Cristian Sarpe, Arne Senftleben and
Thomas Baumert

University of Kassel, Institute of Physics and Center for Interdisciplinary Nanostructure Science and Technology (CINSaT),
Heinrich-Plett-Str. 40, D-34132 Kassel, Germany

Photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD) is investigated experimentally on chiral specimen with a varying amount
of enantiomeric excess (e.e.). As a prototype we measure and analyze the photoelectron angular distribution
from randomly oriented fenchone molecules in the gas phase resulting from ionization with circularly polarized
femtosecond laser pulses. The quantification of these measurements shows a linear dependence with respect to
e.e. [1]. In addition, a distinction of differences in the e.e. (denoted as detection limit) below one per cent for
nearly enantiopure samples as well as for almost racemates is demonstrated. In combination with a reference the
assignment of absolute e.e. values is possible. The present measurement time is a few minutes but can be reduced
further. This table-top laser-based approach facilitates a widespread implementation in chiral analysis.
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The study of thin organic films has much actuality due to their wide potential applications and also they 

have fundamental importance in elementary-particle physics [1]. The 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxilic 

dianhydride (PTCDA) molecule consist of perylene core (5 benzene rings) and anhydride groups which 

containing three atoms of O2 and most often used as the organic film. Due to its unique optical and electronic 

properties, and the ability to form thin layers of the crystalline structure on various surfaces, PTCDA molecules 

have great prospects of practical application in photovoltaic energy converters and light-emitting devices. The 

aim of this work was to study the ionization functions of fragment ions PTCDA molecule resulting from 

dissociation by electron impact. The experiment was performed on the setup with a monopole mass spectrometer 

МХ 7304А with a mass resolution of no worse than ΔM = 1 Da [2]. Molecular beam of the PTCDA molecules 

was formed with a multichannel effusion source. The density of molecules in the interaction area with the 

electron beam was 10
10

-10
11 

сm
-3

. The ion source with electron ionization worked in the electronic current 

stabilization mode and permits electron beams with fixed energy of 5 to 90 eV at currents of 0,05 – 0,5 mA and 

an energy spread ΔE = 300 meV. Calibration of the mass scale was performed on isotopes of Ar and Xe atoms, 

and the electron energy scale – for the initial part of the cross sections ionization of N2 molecule. The experiment 

was conducted in two phases: on the first phase the mass spectrum was studied (mass number range 0-290 

a.m.u.), and on the second the energy dependence of cross sections of dissociative ionization was measured.  

  
Fig.  1 The relative cross sections for ions O+ (m/z = 16) - the curve 1 and CO+ (m/z = 28) curve 2. 

 

 After configuring the mass spectrometer to the allocation of a certain weight, relative cross-sections 

formation of fragment ions that arise in the process of dissociative ionization of PTCDA molecules was 

measured from threshold to 36 eV with the temperature of the source T = 470 K. The energy dependences of the 

O
+
 and CO

+ 
ions formation are shown in Fig. 1. There are a number of features which are especially well 

manifested in the threshold area (fig.1, on the right) which can be seen on these curves. It should be noted that 

observed peaks with m/z = 28 and 44 in the mass spectrum correspond to the formation of CO and CO2 

molecules and indicated that the interaction of electrons with the molecules PTCDA leads to the separation and 

decomposition of the carboxyl groups, and the appearance of atomic oxygen (m/z = 16) means the evidence of 

the СО2 molecules dissociation (СО2 = СО+О). On the other hand the presence of CO and CO2 molecules should 

be considered as a result of the fragmentation of unstable dicarboxylic group С2О3. Thus, the presence of 

various competitive processes is displayed on the energy dependence, particularly in the threshold energies area 

(Fig. 1). Energy appearance fragment ions O
+ 

and
 
CO

+ 
were defined on the threshold areas of energy dependence 

by the least-squares method (Е = 10.61 eV for O
+
); (Е = 11.54 eV for CO

+
).  
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Creation of a strongly dipolar gas  
of ultracold ground-state 23Na87Rb molecules 
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2.  Department of Physics, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China 

3. The Chinese University of Hong Kong Shenzhen Research Institute, Shenzhen, China 

 
We report the successful production of an ultracold sample of absolute ground-state 23Na87Rb dipolar molecules 
with a large induced electric dipole moment [1]. Starting from weakly-bound Feshbach molecules formed via 
magneto-association, the lowest rovibrational and hyperfine level of the electronic ground state is populated 
following a high efficiency stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP). We performed a theoretical analysis 
of possible transfer routes and expected structure of the intermediate level using state-of-the-art molecular 
potentials, spin-orbit couplings and transition dipole moments. The most efficient path was determined after 
performing one-photon high-resolution spectroscopy of the mixed excited (A1+ - b3) molecular states. Based 
on an effective Hamiltonian model, a detailed interpretation of the hyperfine structure of the chosen intermediate 
level is achieved (Fig.1). With an external electric field, we have induced an effective dipole moment over one 
Debye, enough to provide strong long-range dipolar interactions.  Our results pave the way toward investigation 
of ultracold molecular collisions in a fully controlled manner, and possibly to quantum gases of ultracold 
bosonic molecules with strong dipolar interactions. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Hyperfine	structure	of	the	chosen	intermediate	level	for	STIRAP.	Top	panel	:	computed	spectra.	Bottom	panel	
:	observed	spectra.	
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Using ultracold atoms to operate a deterministic ion source

Cihan Sahin, Jens Benary, Andreas Müllers, Herwig Ott
Technische Universität Kaiserslautern, Erwin-Schrödinger-Str. 46, 67663 Kaiserslautern, Germany

Minimal energy spread and good control in combination with high repetition rates are desirable properties for
ion sources in experiments and technical applications like precise ion implantation or ion interferometry/spectro-
metry.

We present a deterministic ion source using ultracold atoms in a magneto-optical trap (MOT). 87Rb atoms are
photoionized from the 5P3/2 state with a 405nm laser or a 480nm LED. The ionization fragments are detected
with Channel Electron Multipliers. The electrons serve as triggers for the ions, enabling us to predict and control
the latter. Correlations between electrons and ions are obtained by the normalized g(2)-function and used for the
appropriate operation of the corresponding optics. Repetition rates from a few ions to 103 ions per second are
currently possible.

After the first characterization phase with the current setup, an upgrade of the ion detector to a position sen-
sitive Multi Channel Plate with a Delay Line Detector is scheduled. This will allow for the measuremnet of the
momentum spread of the ions and give insight to the reaction dynamics during the photoionization. Also the
photoionization scheme will be upgraded from two photon ionization to three photon ionization with only NIR
lasers. This will lead to a minimal energy transfer during the ionization process as well as to a reduced background
electron rate due to the photoelectric effect.
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Chip-scale MOT for Microsystems Technology 
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Magneto-optical traps (MOT) are the first stage for a plethora of cold atoms instruments and sensors. The 

miniaturisation of instruments and sensors based on laser-cooled atoms is hindered by the large pumps needed to 

maintain the vacuum requirements (<106 Torr). Currently all the laser cooled atom systems require some kind of 

actively pumping in order to operate. We are developing a micro-fabricated platform to support the creation of 

laser cooled samples for chip-scale instruments.  

Our micro-fabricated vacuum chamber is shown in Fig. 1a. It is made of silicon and glass. The silicon part, 

which is 4 mm thick and 28mm x 28mm wide, is etched and two glass windows are anodically bonded to it to 

form a cavity. One of the windows has a hole and a silicon washer is anodically bonded to it. A glass to metal 

adaptor is anodically bonded to this washer in order to connect the cell to a 2 L/sec ion pump and an alkali 

dispenser which provides the source for 85Rb atoms. We use six independent beams and a pair of anti-helmholtz 

coils for cooling and trapping the atoms. Each beam has a 3mm diameter (FWHM) [1] and ~1mw power. The 

light source is a DBR laser, frequency locked via saturation absorption spectroscopy. The repumping light was 

produced by directly modulating the laser current at 2.927GHz.  

Our cell has only two windows and all the beams must enter the science chamber in the <111> configuration. 

After balancing the intensity of the laser beams and carefully align them so that their intersection overlaps with 

the zero of the quadrature field we were able to observe a MOT of about 5×105 atoms as shown in Fig. 2 by 

using a fluorescence imaging system. The imaging system which is similar to the one used in [2] has a resolution 

of about 200 atoms.   

 

  

 
 

Fig. 1 (a): The actively pumped chip-scale cell 
used for cooling and trapping 85Rb atoms. The 
cell is connected to a 2L/sec ion pump through 
a glass to metal adaptor. (b): Design of the 
passively pumped chip scale cell. 

Fig. 2 (a): Signal of the MOT after background subtraction and smoothing. 
(b), (c): Comparison of the signal coming from the CCD camera when the 
magnetic field is on and off. 

 

We have shown that we can trap about 5×105 atoms in a chip-scale actively pumped cell by using off 
the shelf components. We are currently moving towards replacing the ion pump by passively pumping 
elements such as non-evaporable getters (NEG) which are deposited on the glass windows in thin film 
form (Fig. 1b).  In addition to NEGs we are also using windows made of alumino-silicate glass (ASG), which 
can reduce significantly the helium permeation [3], compared to borosilicate glasses, and can also be 
anodically bonded to silicon.  

The miniaturization of laser cooled instruments will enable the use of laser cooled atoms in 
microsystems. Future instruments and sensors based on this technology will include accurate atomic 
clocks, atom interferometers and gyroscopes and many others. 
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Multiparticle losses in a linear Paul trap

Ilya Semerikov
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1. P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 53, Leninskiy Prospekt, Moscow 119991, Russia
2. Russian Quantum Center, 100 Novaya St., Skolkovo, Moscow 143025, Russia

3. Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology,9 Institutsky per., Dolgoprudny, Moscow region, 141700, Russia
4.National Research Institute for Physical-Technical and Radiotechnical Measurements, Mendeleevo, Moscow Region, 141570 Russia.

For many physical problems, such as time and frequency metrology, precision spectroscopy, quantum simulation,
it is necessary to isolate the object of study from the influence of surrounding fields and particles, and to minimize
its speed. To localize particles - ions, atoms and molecules, one should apply confinement field or gradient of
fields.
In the case of neutral particles that field or field gradient must be large, since they weakly interact with external
fields due to absence of charge. The presence of the external field may lead to the shifts in the atomic level struc-
ture. Due to ions have an electrical charge, they could be easily trapped with small RF fields, which makes them
to be an interesting object for many applications. It is possible to trap ensembles of ions as well as single ions. Lo-
calization in a small volume allows one to use laser cooling effectively, and long lifetimes provide an opportunity
to work with the most narrow spectral line without limitation on light-ion interaction time.
There are several factors, which limiting the lifetime of the ions in the trap: charge exchange with buffer gas,
phase shift on trapping electrodes, contact potential on electrodes, and other heating mechanisms, which lead to
increase of the average kinetic energy of the ions.[1-3] In an ensemble of trapped ions it is necessary to take into
account the interaction between the ions by Coulomb force, which leads to additional frequencies in the motion
spectrum. Since the depth of the potential in the ion trap may reach 20 eV, they can trap particles with a kinetic
energy corresponding to a temperature well above room temperature. In this case, the interaction of the ions by the
Coulomb force can be a major reason for the reduction of life time of the ensemble in the trap and make it difficult
to hold a large number of particles.
In this work we discuss the multiparticle loses in a linear RF Paul trap, designed for Mg and Al ions. We made an
experiment on living time of hot ions in the trap. We also modeled dynamics of hot ions in the trap.

The work is supported by Russian scientific foundation grant # 16-12-00096
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Laser cooling of thulium atoms for investigation
of cold collisions

Elena Kalganova1,2,3, Gulnara Vishnyakova1,2,3, Artem Golovisin1,2,3, Dmitry Tregubov1,2,3,
Denis Sukachev1,3, Ksenia Khabarova1,3, Alexey Akimov1,2,3, Nikolay Kolachevsky1,2,3, Vadim Sorokin1,3

1. P. N. Lebedev Physical Institute of RAS, 53 Leninsky prosp., Moscow 119991, Russia
2. Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology,9 Institutsky per., Dolgoprudny, Moscow region, 141700, Russia

3. Russian Quantum Center, 100 Novaya St., Skolkovo, Moscow 143025, Russia

Thulium is a rare-earth element with one vacancy in inner 4 f shell. Along with other lanthanides with unfilled
4 f shell it has a large magnetic dipole moment of a ground state (4µB), that makes it a promising object for study
dipole-dipole interaction and for quantum simulations. Furthermore, thulium is expected to possess a lot of low-
field Feshbach resonances. Our group deals with laser cooling and trapping of thulium atoms for the purpose of its
collisional properties investigation.

The first step towards observation of cold collisions is a preparation of an ultracold atomic ensemble. For this
we perform a two-stage laser cooling of thulium atoms in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [1]. For the first-stage
cooling and Zeeman slowing we use a strong transition 4 f 13(2Fo)6s2,Jg = 7/2,Fg = 4→ 4 f 12(3H5)5d3/26s2,Je =
9/2,Fe = 5 at the wavelength 410.6 nm with a natural linewidth γblue = 10 MHz. The second-stage cooling is
performed on transition 4 f 13(2Fo)6s2,Jg = 7/2,Fg = 4→ 4 f 12(3H6)5d5/26s2,Je = 9/2,Fe = 5 at the wavelength
530.7 nm with a natural linewidth γgreen = 350 kHz. The dependence of an atomic cloud shape and a temperature
on a second-stage cooling light detuning is shown on Fig 1(a). The lowest obtained temperature is about 9 µK.

It is seen that a temperature levels off at large detunings. That is a feature of laser cooling at weak transition:
at large detuning a MOT trapping force becomes lower than gravitation force, so atomic cloud falls dawn until
energy levels shifts caused by MOT magnetic field compensate an increase of cooling light detuning. As a result, a
change of light detuning leads only to change of cloud position and shape while effective light frequency detuning
and cloud temperature remain constant. Another specific for a narrow-line cooling phenomenon we observe is so
called momentum-space crystals, which are formed by blue detuned MOT light. Fig. 1(b,c) shows a picture of a
cloud after 3 ms time of flight which expands as eight separate groups. This behaviour indicates the appearance of
momentum-space crystals [2,3].
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Fig. 1 a) Temperature and position of atomic cloud vs. light detuning. b,c) Picture of atomic cloud after 3 ms time of flight,
top (b) and side (c) view. Cloud shape displays momentum-space crystals formation.

After cooling, thulium atoms are recaptured in an optical lattice formed by a focused laser beam at wavelength
532 nm with a power up to 8 W. It is focused into the atomic cloud, providing confinement potential with a depth
of 100 µK. An efficiency of recapture amounts to 60%.

Thus, we demonstrate a deep laser cooling of thulium atoms on a narrow transition in MOT and effective
atoms recapture into an optical lattice. An ensemble of 105 atoms with a temperature T = 20µK was obtained.
Now we are working on a further decrease of cloud temperature by evaporative cooling which is expected to allow
observation of low-field Feshbach resonances.
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Confinement-Induced Resonances in Ultracold Atom-Ion Systems

Vladimir Melezhik1, Antonio Negretti2
1. Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research and State University “Dubna”,

Dubna, Moscow Region 141980, Russian Federation
2. Zentrum für Optische Quantentechnologien and the Hamburg Centre for Ultrafast Imaging, Universität Hamburg,

Luruper Chaussee 149, 22761 Hamburg, Germany

We have investigated confinement-induced resonances (CIR)s in a system composed by a tightly trapped ion and
a moving atom in a waveguide [1]. The conditions for the appearance of such resonances were determined for a
broad region – from the “long-wavelength” limit to the opposite case when the typical length scale of the atom-ion
interaction R∗ essentially exceeds the transverse waveguide width a⊥. We have found considerable dependence of
the resonance position on the atomic mass which, however, disappears in the “long-wavelength” limit R∗/a⊥ → 0,
where the well known result [2] for the atom-atom CIR position a⊥/a3D = 1.46 is reproduced (see Fig.1). We have
also derived an analytic formula for the CIR position in the “long-wavelength zero-energy” limit.
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Fig. 1 The ratio a⊥/a3D of the waveguide width a⊥ =
√

h̄/(µω⊥) to the free-space atom-ion scattering length a3D in the points
of the CIR as a function of R∗/a⊥. Shaded areas indicate the range ω⊥ = 2π × (10−100)kHz for the atomic trap frequencies
which are reachable in current experiments.

Our results can be used in current experiments for searching atom-ion CIRs with the aim of measuring the atom-ion
scattering length, determining the temperature of the atomic gas in the presence of an ion impurity, manipulating
the effective atom-ion interaction in confined systems. In particular, the control of the atom-ion interaction could
be exploited to control the atom-phonon coupling in a solid-state quantum simulator [3], to investigate more exotic
quantum phases in low dimensional systems, where the trap width is tuned in such a way that simultaneously an
atom-atom and an atom-ion CIR are generated and a strongly correlated atom-atom and the atom-ion system is
created, or, by exploiting the effect of the complete reflection of the confined atom from the ion in the CIR, to
realise a device for triggering the confined atom flow, similarly to a single atom transistor [4].
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Anderson localization of a one-dimensional Bose-Einstein Condensate
after long-time expansion
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1. Institute for Theoretical Physics, Vienna University of Technology, Vienna, Austria, EU
2. Faculty of Mathematics, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria, EU

Anderson localization is an interference effect of non-interacting particles in disordered systems which leads to
suppression of transport [1]. It is still an open question whether Anderson localization occurs in interacting sys-
tems. In recent experiments Bose-Einstein condensates were used to investigate Anderson localization in a highly
controllable setup [2]. A Bose-Einstein condensate initially trapped in a harmonic potential was released and its
expansion in a weak disorder potential was monitored. The observed suppression of its expansion was explained
assuming that the initially interacting system becomes non-interacting for long expansion times [3]. We test this
assumption and examine the long-time influence of pair interactions by calculating the expansion with and without
inter-particle interaction.
In the experiment [2], a Bose-Einstein condensate was formed out of a cloud of ultra-cold atoms (in the present
case 87Rb atoms) that interact with each other via van der Waals interactions. At very low temperatures these inter-
actions can be described as point-like interactions. The many-body dynamics can be described on the mean-field
level within the Gross-Pitaevskii equation

ih̄
∂
∂ t

Ψ(x, t) =
[
− h̄2

2m
∂ 2

∂x2 +V (x)+g |Ψ(x, t)|2
]

Ψ(x, t) , (1)

which assumes that the motion of all atoms is fully coherent at all times and can be described effectively by one
wavefunction with self-interaction (Eq. 1).
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Fig. 1 (a) Comparison of the width ∆x of a Bose-Einstein condensate that is interacting throughout the simulation (solid line
- GPE) with the case where interactions are turned off after an initial expansion period where most of the interaction energy
is converted into kinetic energy (dashed line - NI). We show the mean value and the standard deviation over 30 different
realizations of the disorder potential. The arrow denotes the experimentally investigated time span [2].

We compare the scenario[2,3] of non-interacting (NI) particles with a calculation in which the condensate is in-
teracting at all times (GPE). In the first case (NI), we switch off interactions when most of the initial interaction
energy is converted into kinetic energy. Monitoring the width ∆x of the Bose-Einstein condensate for the two
scenarios, we observe a difference for t > 5 s (Fig. 1). This is a time scale long compared to the experiment in
which observations stopped at t ≈ 2 s [2].
In contrast to the interpretation of the experiment that the condensate is sufficiently dilute during the propagation
and can therefore be treated as non-interacting we show that the effect of interactions becomes increasingly visible
after long propagation times. We propose to revisit this problem experimentally and are confident that the influence
of interactions on Anderson localization at long expansion times can be observed.
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Towards negative La laser cooling 
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One of the yet missing milestones in negative ion physics is a successful application of the laser cooling 

technique. Finding a negative ion species that can be brought to ultracold temperature by lasers [1] would open 

up the possibility to perform a wide range of low-temperature experiments with anions, including a precision 

gravity measurement on antimatter. Our research group aims to directly laser cool a negatively charged ion cloud 

in a radiofrequency trap. To reach this goal we first performed high-resolution spectroscopy on the few atomic 

anions predicted and in some cases experimentally confirmed to be suitable for laser cooling [2,3]. The 

experimental studies were pursued in a collinear spectroscopy setup, where the resonant transition was probed 

via a two-step excitation process [4,5]. The presence of the intermediate excited state was revealed by an 

enhanced detachment rate of the excess electron when the laser frequency was tuned into resonance. A suitable 

transition in La
− 

was identified from the spectroscopy, which might be used to cool the ion via Doppler laser 

cooling. 

Currently we are commissioning a double trap experiment improving the already existing apparatus to 

achieve laser cooling. First the anion beam will be stopped in a Penning trap and mixed with electrons. After this 

pre-cooling stage the atomic anions will be transferred to a linear radiofrequency trap where interaction with the 

laser will take place. 
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TILDA-V : A full-differential code for proton tracking in biological matter 
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Understanding the radiation-induced effects at the cellular level is of prime importance for predicting the future 
of irradiated biological organisms. Thus, whether it is in radiobiology to identify the DNA critical lesions or in 
medicine to adapt the radio-therapeutic protocols, an accurate knowledge of the numerous interactions induced 
by charged particles in living matter is required. To do that, Monte-Carlo track-structure codes represent the 
most suitable and powerful tools, in particular for modeling the full slowing-down of ionizing particles in 
biological matter. However, it is worth mentioning that such numerical codes are reliable only if the input 
database used for modeling the charged particle induced interactions is precise and complete. In this context, the 
literature reports several numerical codes for proton and electron transport in water, the latter being commonly 
used as surrogate of the living medium. 

The current work aims at going beyond this artifice with the development of an event-by-event Monte Carlo 
code - called TILDA-V - based on a complete set of multiple-differential and total cross sections for describing 
all the inelastic and elastic processes occurring throughout the slowing-down of protons in water and DNA [1]. 
TILDA-V (an acronym for Transport d’Ions Lourds Dans Aqua & Vivo) refers to an extension of the TILDA code 
previously developed by Champion et al. [2]. It is based on a complete set of quantum-mechanical cross sections 
for all the electron- and proton/hydrogen-induced interactions in water as well as in biological targets including 
the DNA nucleobases and the sugar-phosphate backbone [3-5]. Furthermore, a realistic description of the 
biological medium has been considered by modeling a typical nucleotide equivalent unit of hydrated DNA, 
namely, a nucleobase-pair plus a sugar phosphate group both surrounded by a hydration shell composed by 
18 water molecules.  

A detailed description of the Monte Carlo code will be presented in this work as well as intra-comparisons 
between water and hydrated DNA in terms of proton range and stopping power (see Figure 1). The obtained 
results indicate that the approach commonly used in the existing Monte Carlo studies, which consists in rescaling 
the water based track-structure simulations by a realistic density is clearly inappropriate for mimicking the 
biological reality and, more importantly, leads to an underestimation of the proton-induced energetic 
cartography. These findings may have relevant consequences on both radiation damage predictions and 
radiotherapeutical treatment planning. 
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Fig. 1 Electronic stopping power (induced by H+/H0) in water and hydrated DNA. 
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Partial ionization cross sections for positive fragments produced by                   
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We have measured mass spectra of positive ions for electron impact on various biomolecules, with electron 
energies ranging from 0 to 100 eV in steps of 0.5 eV.  Ions have been collected and detected using a reflectron 
time-of-flight mass spectrometer.  Details about the experiment and the data analysis can be found in [1-3], 
which present results obtained for electron impact on cytosine, thymine and adenine.  Preliminary results have 
been reported on uracil [4]. 

An effusive beam of biomolecules is generated by a resistively heated oven mounted in an expansion 
chamber, and the forward section of the beam effusing from a capillary in the oven passes through a skimmer 
into the collision chamber, where the beam is crossed by a 0.5 μs pulsed electron beam.  Positively charged 
fragments are mass resolved and detected using a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer.  LabVIEW based 
data acquisition techniques are used to accumulate time-of-flight spectra as a function of electron impact energy.  
Ion yield curves are normalized by comparing the sum of the ion yields to the average of calculated total 
ionization cross sections.  Appearance energies are determined by fitting onset functions to the ion yield curves. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Time-of-flight mass spectra of uracil and fluorouracil. 

  
 
Published experimental results [1-3] have been obtained using a Stanford DG535 digital pulse generator and a 
FastComtec 7886S multichannel scaler.  We are in the process of replacing both these components with a single 
CompactRIO device (National Instruments model cRIO-9075).  All the code for the time-of-flight spectrometer 
pulsing and the time-resolved data acquisition has been developed in LabVIEW, with time-critical functions 
implemented on the integrated field-programmable gate array (FPGA).  Initial tests have produced results that 
are in excellent agreement with measurements taken with the multichannel scaler.  Using the CompactRIO 
device a factor 2 is gained in data acquisition efficiency. 

The current work focuses on uracil, fluorouracil, and a few of the smaller polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.  
First results will be presented at the conference. 
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The new data on the electron-impact fragmentation of the amino acid valine molecule (C5H11NO2) obtained by 

using a mass-spectrometric technique are presented being related to the formation of the ionized products due to 

the influence of low-energy ionizing radiation on the above molecule. An extensive DFT-theory based theoretical 

approach enabled the main pathways of the valine molecules fragmentation to be elucidated. A series of 

fragments produced have been identified. For some of them the absolute appearance energies have been both 

measured experimentally and calculated theoretically. The data of the experimental studies and theoretical 

calculations are compared and analyzed.  

Figure 1 shows the valine molecule mass-spectrum that illustrates the general pattern of the yields of the initial 

molecule ion fragments. In general, our spectrum is close to those quoted in the NIST database for the valine, 

D- and DL-valine molecules obtained by different authors [1]. The main difference is the largest relative 

intensity of the ion yields measured by us in the mass range m/z=27–30 а.m.u.  

 

Fig. 1 Valine molecule mass-spectrum measured at the 70 eV incident electron energy.  

We have both measured and calculated the absolute appearance potential values for several most intense ion 

fragments of the initial molecule. Comparison of our results with those published in [2] shows the best 

coincidence in case of the m/z=57 and m/z=28 ions. Table 1 presents our data on the appearance energies for the 

differently charged C4H10N fragment calculated for two main valine molecule conformers I and II.  

Table 1. Appearance energies (eV) for differently charged C4H10N fragment conformers of the valine molecule.  

C4H10N fragment charge  Conformer I  Conformer II  

+1 7.94 7.80 

0 11.53 11.53 

–1 12.31 12.34 

According to the results obtained for the neutral and ionized conformers, certain skeleton bonds become weaker under 

the electron impact ionization, while some of them become stronger. Variations of the bond lengths and the orders of 

the ionized conformers indicate the highest probability of the С-Cα bond dissociation. Hence, it is not surprising that 

the most abundant ion in our spectrum is the C4H10N
+
 one (m/z=72 a.m.u.) formed due to the С-Cα bond cleavage. 

Thus, this main valine molecule dissociation pathway is similar to that inherent in the most of the α-amino acids. This 

means that the most probable valine dissociation process is related to the carboxyl group detachment.  
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Schottky Diagnostics for Precision Laser Spectroscopy of Bi82+ and Bi80+
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Schottky diagnostics of ions in storage rings and circular accelerators is a well established method to assess beam
properties in a non-destructive way [1]. In addition, Schottky techniques are nowadays used for precision mass
spectroscopy and for nuclear decay studies of highly charged radioisotopes and of nuclear isomers via the so-called
Schottky Mass Spectroscopy (SMS) and Time-resolved Schottky Mass Spectroscopy (TRSMS) [2].

In support of a new high-quality Schottky probe that was installed in 2010 in the storage ring ESR of the
GSI-Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung in Darmstadt [3] a new broadband, continuous data acquisition
system (NTCAP-DAQ) that rapidly samples (”time-captures”) the Schottky signal was commissioned recently
[4]. Recording of the Schottky signal demodulated to its in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components with rates
exceeding 35 · 106 IQ-Samples s−1 (data rate 140 MByte s−1) was demonstrated, allowing several harmonics of
the circulating beam to be recorded simultaneously and at high frequency resolution.

In the present contribution, we report about the use of this NTACP-DAQ system as a high precision ”beam
logbook” in assistance of storage ring laser spectroscopy experiments of Bi82+ and Bi80+ at the ESR [5]. In these
laser spectroscopy studies the knowledge about the ion velocity is crucial [6]. A precision high-voltage divider [7]
provided by the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig, was installed to measure the voltage of
the ESR electron cooler and consequently, via electron cooling, the ion beam velocity. During the laser data taking
the ion beam needs to be bunched and hence decoupled from the cooling process. Using the Schottky frequency
technique the constancy of beam quality, e.g., stability of ion beam momentum ∆pi/pi, its momentum spread
δ pi/pi or energy deviations ∆Ei/Ei down to relative changes of < 10−7 can be monitored and compared to the
conditions during electron cooling phases (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Revolution frequency (124th harmonics) of Bi82+ ions in the storage ring ESR (black line, left y-axis) and corresponding
cooler voltage (grey line, right y-axis). Due to the electron cooling force the revolution frequency of the ions almost immediately
adjusts to the small fluctuations (< 10−5) of the cooler voltage.
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The FISIC Project for N-body Quantum Dynamics Study in Fast Ion - Slow 
Ion Collisions: Status and Progress  
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Knowledge of fundamental electronic mechanisms at play in fast ion – slow ion collisions can provide a real 

breakthrough in the understanding of energy transfer in various plasmas such as inertial confinement fusion 
plasmas, stellar/interstellar plasmas and also in material damages. Indeed, when a few MeV/u ions collide with a 
few keV/u ions, a hitherto unexplored collision regime is reached: a regime where the ion energy transfer is at its 
maximum. There, all the primary electronic processes, like electron capture, loss and excitation, reach their 
optimum leading, for instance, to possible interference effects. Measurements and reliable theoretical predictions 
are completely lacking in this intermediate collision regime corresponding therefore to a real “terra incognita” 
for atomic physics. 

Crossing two multicharged ion beams, under well controlled conditions, has always been a very challenging 
task, whatever the domain of physics under consideration. So far, ion-ion collisions for atomic physics have been 
performed mainly in the context of magnetically confined plasmas, using a crossed beam device [1] in the low-
energy domain where the charge transfer is the dominant process. The forthcoming availability of MeV energy, 
intense and stable ion beams of high optical quality at French and German Large Scale Facilities 
(GANIL/SPIRAL2 and FAIR/CRYRING) opens new opportunities towards the intermediate collision regime. 
With the FISIC project [2], we propose an experimental crossed-beam arrangement with an ultimate control of 
experimental conditions to measure absolute cross sections. The goal is to span from a pure three-body problem 
(collision between a bare ion and a hydrogenic target) to a collision system between dressed partners (study of 
the effect of a controlled number of additional electrons). For the realization of such a challenging experimental 
project, a lot of technical barriers have to be overcome. Solution/progress for several of them will be presented at 
the conference, namely: 

- The stripping issue of intense ion beams delivered by the SPIRAL2 accelerator. First, an upstream work 
has been accomplished to extend the ETACHA code [3] so as to determine the most appropriate stripper 
nature and thicknesses with respect to the desired ion charge state. Second, the technical issue of the 
stripper thermal load during beam irradiation will be overcome by fixing the thin solid strippers on a 
rotating wheel [4]. 

- The collision chamber has been designed in order to ensure UHV conditions and to monitor the intensity 
profile of the high-energy ion beam upstream and downstream from the interaction zone. A specific setup 
will be used to tag the signals coming from the true physical events of interest. 

- The high energy ion detectors. New detector prototypes capable to cope with some MHz count rates and to 
withstand the accompanying radiation damage are required. Solutions that rely on polycrystalline diamond 
devices and crystal scintillators such as YAP:Ce are currently tested. 

- The control and detection of the slow ion charge state. An arrangement of two 180° spherical electrostatic 
analyzers used as a purification system, prior to the interaction, has been designed. A charge state analyzer, 
which includes movable electrodes and/or movable detectors, necessary to cover the wide range of slow 
ions we want to investigate, is currently under study. 
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Forward-angle electron spectroscopy in heavy-ion atom collisions
studied at the Experimental Storage Ring
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In collisions of heavy highly-charged projectile ions with atomic targets, the energy distribution of the emitted
electrons is a characteristic observable for the underlying elementary charge-transfer processes. At the experimen-
tal storage ring ESR of the heavy-ion accelerator facility GSI, a dedicated magnetic electron spectrometer was
installed downstream from the gas-jet target, which enables the measurement of high-energetic electrons emitted
in ion-atom collisions with velocities similar to the projectile velocity within a small cone in the forward direction.
This provides the ability to extend the well known study of cusp electrons towards heavy-ion atom collisions at
near-relativistic projectile energies. Through the electron-loss-to-continuum cusp, double-differential cross sec-
tions of projectile ionization can be studied even for the heaviest few-electron projectiles. But also a new channel
opens up, the radiative electron capture to continuum, which can be directly compared to its non-radiative coun-
terpart. Using the electron spectrometer in combination with detectors for emitted x rays and charge-exchanged
projectiles, the study of the collision system U88++N2 @ 90 MeV/u revealed three processes, each characterized
by a unique shape of the electron cusp [1]:

(a) The process of electron loss to continuum (ELC) corresponds to the ionization of an electron from the
projectile into the projectile continuum during the collision with the target, U88+ + N2 → U89+ + [N2]

∗ + e−.
For the ELC, the measured spectrum is compared to first-order perturbation theory using fully-relativistic Dirac
wavefunctions [2].

(b) The process of electron capture to continuum (ECC) corresponds to the capture of a target electron
into the projectile continuum, while the excess energy is carried away by the recoil of the generated target ion:
U88++N2→U88++

[
N+

2

]∗
+e−. For the ECC, the measured spectrum is compared to calculations in the impulse

approximation using semi-relativistic Sommerfeld-Maue wavefunctions, and to calculations in the continuum-
distorted-wave (CDW) approach [3].

(c) The process of radiative electron capture to continuum (RECC) corresponds to the capture of a tar-
get electron into the projectile continuum, while the excess energy is carried away by a photon: U88+ +N2 →
U88++

[
N+

2

]∗
+ e−+ γ . This process can be seen as the high-energy endpoint of bremsstrahlung studied in in-

verse kinematics. For the RECC, the measured spectra are compared to calculations using fully-relativistic Dirac
wavefunctions, and to calculations in the impulse approximation using semi-relativistic Sommerfeld-Maue wave-
functions [4].

Furthermore, the process of ELC was investigated for multi-electron projectiles in the collision systems

U28++H2→ U29++[H2]
∗+ e−, U28++N2→ U29++[N2]

∗+ e−, and U28++Xe→ U29++Xe∗+ e−.

The experimental data revealed a significant electron cusp asymmetry, which increases towards heavier targets.
This behavior is not yet consistent with presently available theories based on first-order perturbation using fully-
relativistic wavefunctions [5].

As a next step, an experimental study of ELC for U89+ colliding with different gaseous target is envisaged, at
a projectile energy just above the threshold for electron impact ionization. For these collision systems, relativistic
CDW calculations predict a deviation of the electron energy distribution from first-oder perturbation due to the
effect, that the electron emitted by the projectile is attracted by the target nucleus.
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The precise determination of the energy of the Lyman-α lines in hydrogen-like heavy ions provides a sensitive 

test of quantum electrodynamics in very strong Coulomb fields. However, one limitation of the current accuracy 

of such experiments is the energy resolution of available X-ray detectors [1]. To improve this accuracy, a novel 

detector concept, namely the concept of “microcalorimeters”, is now exploited for such measurements. 

 

Microcalorimeters detect the temperature change of an absorber after an incoming particle or photon has 

deposited its energy as heat. This operation principle provides considerable advantage over conventional 

detectors with respect to energy resolution, detection efficiency, energy threshold and radiation hardness. For the 

detection of X-rays, a large dynamic range and a high absorption efficiency as well as sufficient detector solid 

angle are mandatory. Therefore, the microcalorimeters used in the present experiments consist of silicon 

thermometers, ensuring a high dynamic range, and of absorbers made of high-Z material to provide high X-ray 

absorption efficiency. The desired detector solid angle is obtained by detector arrays, because the size of 

individual microcalorimeters is limited by constraints on their heat capacity. With such detectors, a relative 

energy resolution of about 1 per mille is obtained in the energy regime of 1–100 keV.  

 

The application of microcalorimeters for hard X-rays, based on silicon thermistors and tin absorbers, for the 

determination of the 1s Lamb Shift in hydrogen-like heavy ions has been pursued our collaborating groups for 

more than two decades. Two detector arrays have been successfully applied in two experiments at the 

Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) of the GSI Helmholtz Center for Heavy Ion Research to determine the 1s 

Lamb Shift of hydrogen-like lead and gold [2]. An excellent agreement with theory has been obtained. Based on 

these experiments, a larger detector array with 6 times the active detector area in a new, cryogen-free cryostat is 

currently in preparation.  

 

In this contribution, we will briefly introduce the detection principle, then we will present the ESR experiments 

and their results. In addition to the new detector array for experiments at the future FAIR facility, perspectives 

for other high-precision experiments, i.e. spectroscopy of inner-shell transitions, will be discussed.   
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X-ray Laser Spectroscopy with Highly Charged Ions at Ultrabrilliant
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By resonantly exciting electronic transitions with monochromatic light and recording the induced fluorescence as
a function of the light wavelength, a technique commonly known as laser spectroscopy, it is possible to directly
probe the electronic structure of atoms, molecules and ions. Laser spectroscopy with optical lasers is one of the
most precise experimental methods available today, and is widely applied in physics and chemistry. In recent years,
the advent of the newest generation of ultrabrilliant light sources has enabled the application of those techniques
in the previously unaccessible X-ray regime.

The transportable electron beam ion trap FLASH-EBIT [1] has been used in a number of experiments to
provide targets of trapped highly charged ions for VUV and X-ray radiation from the free-electron lasers FLASH
[1,2] and LCLS [3], as well as the synchrotron light sources BESSY II [4] and PETRA III [5,6,7]. By observing
resonantly excited fluorescence we were able to measure transition energies [1,2,5,7], relative oscillator strengths
[3] and natural line widths [5,6]. By simultaneously detecting changes of ion charge states, caused by resonant
photoionization [4], we were also able to deduce branching ratios and absolute radiative and Auger decay rates [6].

Our measurements have provided valuable atomic data for the interpretation of astrophysical X-ray spectra
[3]. Furthermore, the study of high-Z few-electron systems provided tests of atomic theory on the level of QED
contributions [5,7].

Based on the methods explored with the FLASH-EBIT, we now develop a novel compact electron beam ion
trap based on permanent magnets, which will be used to investigate new applications of X-ray laser spectroscopy
with highly charged ions for metrology and polarimetry.
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Recent experimental evidences have confirmed that in nature fullerenes are much more abundant than expected
[1]. In addition to neutral species, cationic and hydrogenated fullerenes are naturally present in outer space. On
the other hand, fullerene anions, as well as endohedral and exohedral fullerenes, play important roles in mate-
rial science, biomedicine and astrophysics [2,3]. An unusual behavior of charged, endohedrally and exohedrally
derivatized fullerenes is that the isomer stability is often substantially different from that of their neutral counter-
parts [2,3]. The well established stability rules for neutral fullerenes, such as isolated-pentagon rule (IPR), are no
longer valid for many experimentally observed structures (see Fig. 1 for an example).

Fig. 1 Relative energies of three isomers of C70 containing 0, 2 and 3 adjacent pentagon pairs. (a) For neutral pristine C70, the
only isomer isolated experimentally follows the isolated pentagon rule (NAPP = 0). (b) For endohedral fullerene Sc2S@C70,
the only isomeric form isolated experimentally so far is the one containing two adjacent pentagon pairs (NAPP = 2).

Which are then the underlying principles that govern the stability of charged and derivatized fullerenes? The an-
swer to this question is not only of fundamental importance, but is also practically useful to predict experimentally
producible fullerene structures, which are only a few among the enormous number (millions or billions or more)
of possible cage isomers and regioisomers.

In this presentation, we propose a simple and unified model, based on the concepts of cage connectivity
and frontier π orbitals [4], to fully understand the stability of charged, endohedrally and exohedrally derivatized
fullerenes. Requiring only the knowledge of fullerene topology, the model permits a rapid determination of stable
structures, among a huge number of possible isomers, without performing elaborate quantum chemistry calcula-
tions [4,5]. These predictions are relevant in fields as diverse as astrophysics, electrochemistry and supramolecular
chemistry.
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Ab initio-based Potentials for Studying Ion Hydration
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Despite numerous experimental and theoretical studies, a molecular-level understanding of how ionic species are
hydrated, and the extent to which differences in the local hydration structure can result in different solution proper-
ties has just started emerging [1]. In this context, the investigation of structural, thermodynamic, and spectroscopic
properties of small X±(H2O)n clusters (with X being a halide or alkali ion) represents the first step toward the
development of a molecular-level understanding of the hydration properties of ionic solutions in different environ-
ments and conditions.

In this study, we describe the development of ab initio-based potential energy functions representing the inter-
actions between halide or alkali ions and water molecules [2,3]. These potentials include an explicit treatment of
two-body repulsion, electrostatics, and dispersion energy, with many-body effects being taken into account through
classical polarization within an extended version of the Thole-type model (TTM). All parameters of the potential
functions are obtained from ab initio CCSDT(T)-F12 and DFT data. By construction, the ion-water functional
form is compatible with any many-body (rigid/flexible) TTM-based water potentials. The accuracy of the poten-
tials is validated through an extensive analysis and comparisons, of both energies and structures of X±(H2O)n=1−8
clusters, with ab initio data from CCSD(T)-F12, DF-MP2, and DFT calculations, as well as with results obtained
using modern polarizable force fields. We found that as the cluster size increases, different hydrogen bond patterns
start emerging, with the H2O molecules either forming a single hydration shell around the ion or developing a
multishell structure, with the halide ions preferentially reside on the surface of the clusters, accepting hydrogen
bonds from the water molecules located in the first hydration shell (see Figure 1).

Importantly, the agreement obtained with the ab initio data suggests that the potentials developed in this study
provide an accurate and efficient representation of halide/alkali–water interactions, which correctly include many-
body effects, representing an accurate and efficient alternative to DFT+D models that can be used in molecular
dynamics simulations to characterize the structural, thermodynamic, and dynamical properties of ionic solutions.
Currently, such simulation studies are in progress focused on the characterization of the hydration properties of
speficic ions from clusters to bulk aqueous ionic solutions.

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of halide/alkali ion hydration from finite-size systems to bulk aqueous solutions.
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Hydrogen Beam Irradiation of Suspended Mono and Bilayer Graphene 
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The transmission of charged particles through thin targets has attracted new attention recently with the 

possibility to study true 2D materials like graphene. These particles may trigger structural modification of the 
ordered material through their interaction with individual carbon atoms. They may also capture one or several 
electrons, as demonstrated for highly charged ions transmitted by carbon nanomembranes [1]. In this work, the 
irradiated samples consist of few- layers graphene grown by chemical vapour deposition on copper substrates, and 
transferred on top of metallic TEM grids (part of the samples were bought from Ted Pella, Inc.).   

The impact of a well-collimated beam of protons, deuterons, H- or D- on single- and double-layer graphene 
was studied at incident energies ranging from 500 to 7000 eV. The charge-state distribution of transmitted particles 
was determined by means of an electrostatic quadrupole analyser. The measured yield for neutralization is 
significantly lower than what is predicted in the literature [2], which cannot be solely attributed to the imperfect 
coverage of the supporting grid. The velocity distribution was characterised by time-of-flight analysis when 
operating with a pulsed ion beam. Substantial energy loss and straggling is observed (Fig.1), far beyond what may 
be anticipated from the reduction of areal density of the target when compared to thick samples. The linear growth 
of that energy loss with incident energy does however qualitatively agree with the predictions of TDDFT-MD 
calculations [3]. 

 
Fig. 1 Energy distribution of emerging H atoms for 6 keV proton bombardment of single- (SLG) and bi-layer (BLG) 

graphene. The narrow peak in the absence of graphene is a result of charge exchange with the residual gas. 

  

Another aspect of the ion beam interaction with a suspended graphene sheet is the generation of defects in the 
graphene crystal lattice. Raman microspectroscopy is an appropriate technique in this framework: the D peak, 
located at a Raman shift around ~1350 cm-1, is a direct probe of the lattice defect density. We investigated in 
particular the evolution of graphene D and G bands as a function of the ion beam parameters (type of ion, energy, 
fluence) and found a regime of stagnation of their intensity ratio ID/IG with the irradiation fluence, in agreement 
with previous reports [4]. From these data, we extract the defect density [5], and examine its correlation with the 
irradiation parameters. From the defect density and irradiation fluence, one can deduce the probability of sputtering 
a C atom through atomic collision with the incident ions, and discuss the agreement with simulation results [6]. 
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Tracking Interatomic Processes in Prototypical Noble Gas Clusters Using
Time- and Spectrally Resolved Luminescence Detection
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The investigation of weakly bound structures such as van-der-Waals clusters or hydrogen-bonded systems in recent
years revealed the omnipresence of non-local autoionization and related processes like Interatomic Coulombic
Decay (ICD), Electron Transfer Mediated Decay (ETMD), and Radiative Charge Transfer (RCT) [1]. It is currently
actively discussed whether the impact of these mechanisms extends beyond the scope of experimentally prepared
samples to natural chemically and biologically relevant processes. They have been suggested to play a role in
radiation damage and could therefore be utilized in radiation therapies. The early experimental exploration focused
on the detection of charged particles. Although tremendous progress has been made in combining techniques like
electron and ion spectroscopy with dense samples as liquids or jets of large clusters, the probing of bulk sites
remains challenging because of the short escape length of charged particles in dense matter. Recently, it was
demonstrated that photon detection can be used as complementary detection method for a resonant ICD process
in neon clusters [2]. Here, we report on progress in experiments using photon detection as tool to investigate
interatomic mechanisms in prototypical noble gas clusters.

Absolute cross sections for decay paths following photon absorption are an essential quantity to include those
processes into theoretical models and to estimate the relevance in natural environments. Since an experimental
noble gas cluster jet typically is only partially condensed, the intensity of measured cross sections for fluorescence
emission from clusters after photon excitation can be compared to atomic emission and thereby be calibrated to
absolute values. In a proof-of-principle experiment, we demonstrated this method and determined absolute cross
sections for the resonant ICD process investigated earlier [2].

Fig. 1 Disentangling the cluster signal (panel iii) in the argon 2p excitation range from the pure atomic signal (panel i) by
applying a time filter to the mixed signal (panel ii).

One main experimental challenge is to separate the signal of interest from side effects, such as remaining monomers
in a cluster jet or the gas halo surrounding a liquid. Already in the early experiment [2], it was shown that signals
from monomers and clusters can be identified by different radiative lifetimes. In the energy range around the argon
2p edge, signals from monomers and clusters can not be separated by their excitation energy but overlap heavily
(Fig. 1b, panel ii). By applying a time filter we demonstrated the complete discrimination of contributions from
clusters (Fig. 1b, panel iii) in this energy range. This validates time resolved photon detection as a suitable tool to
experimentally separate signals stemming from monomers and clusters.
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Fano-CI method for the computation of decay widths of electronic
resonances in medium-sized atomic and molecular systems
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A resonance state of an atom or a molecule is a metastable state with a finite lifetime and sufficient energy
to break up into subsystems [1]. Resonances are of great interest in many fields of chemistry and physics [1]. In
the recent years, they have attracted attention also in connection with novel electronic decay processes such the
interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD) and ICD-related phenomena [2, 3].

Resonance states are characterized with a complex energy whose real and imaginary parts represent the position
and the decay width of the resonance, respectively. The theoretical description of resonance processes requires as
a first step the calculation of these quantities. In the case of the Auger and ICD processes, which are the focus
of our work, the metastable states can be considered as bound states interacting with a continuum of states [4, 5].
The total decay width of such resonances can then be calculated as a sum of the partial decay widths expressed as
coupling elements between the bound Φ and the continuum parts χβ ,εβ

of the resonance

Γ = 2π
Nc

∑
β=1
|〈Φ|Ĥ−Er|χβ ,εβ

〉|2

Within the Fano-ADC-Stieltjes approach [6, 7], these two parts are constructed using the Algebraic Diagrammatic
Construction (ADC) technique [8, 9]. However, due to the computational costs of the ADC method, the Fano-ADC
method is applicable to relatively small systems, for example, small rare-gas and metal-water clusters [6, 7, 10-12].

In order to extend the methodology to larger systems, we present a novel approach to the calculation of decay
widths of resonances in singly-ionized systems. In our approach, the bound part of the resonance is approximated
at the zeroth order as a one-hole configuration. The final states of the decay are obtained after diagonalization of
the Hamiltonian matrix in the space of all two-hole-one-particle (2h1p) configurations with a fixed virtual orbital.
The obtained CI final states are an approximation to the true continuum final states. Finally, the Stieltjes procedure
is applied to recover the true decay width. The Fano-CI method can be applied to the computation of both total,
as well as partial decay widths. Furthermore, it has fairly low computational costs and can thus be employed for
investigating medium-sized atomic and molecular systems.

To check the validity of our method, we present benchmark calculations of the Auger and ICD widths of small
rare-gas clusters. Comparison with available theoretical and experimental data shows that a satisfactory estimate
of the decay width can be achieved with a relatively small basis set, which is of importance for the application of
the method to larger systems.
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Two-Step Autoionization in Ejected-Electron Spectra of Ba
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Our recent studies of excitation and decay processes of the 5p5n1l1n2l2n3l3  autoionizing states in Ba [1] showed
that the decay channel with formation of Ba+ in 5p66s1/2 ground state is predominant for the states lying above 21
eV. However, large excitation cross sections predicted for these states both theoretically [1] and experimentally
[2, 3] contradict the observed low intensities of corresponding lines in ejected-electron spectra (see group of
lines B in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 The ejected-electron spectrum of barium vapour observed at 54.7 to an incident electron beam of 53 eV.  

Moreover, by analyzing the spectrum in Fig. 1 one can see that there are no lines at ejected-electron energies
above 16.6 eV. A possible reason for this is the existence of additional decay channels for high-lying atomic
autoionizing states to the low-lying ionic states 5d2(3F) 4D1/2,3/2,5/2, 5d(3P)6s 4P3/2,5/2 and 5d(3P)6s 2P1/2,3/2 [4] which is
the first step of two-step autoionization process [5, 6], i. e.

                                    Ba*(5p5n1l1n2l2n3l3) → Ba+*(5p5n1l1n2l2) + e1
ejc                                                           (1)

                                                                          ↳ Ba++(5p6) + e2
ejc                                                                  (2)

Calculations [1] show that the probability of the decay process (1) with formation of Ba + in the 5p55d2 states
is about 1012 s-1, i. e. of the same order as for the decay to the 5p6nl Ba+ states, but it is by an order of magnitude
higher for transitions with formation of Ba+ in the 5p55d6s states. In the latter case the branching ratios  B for
5p6nl decay channels decrease from three up to five times. The dominance of the process (1) explains (i) the low
intensity of lines B, (ii) the complete absence of lines in spectra above 16.6 eV ejected-electron energy and (iii)
the high intensity of lines related to the process (2) (see group of ionic lines A in Fig. 1). Note that two-step
autoionization is at the bottom of two well-known anomalies in Ba atoms, i. e. the high double ionization rate
when Ba atoms are excited by 584.3 Å radiation [6] and a sharp rise of the total ionization cross section above 21
eV electron impact energy [7].
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The velocity of a molecule evaporated from a mass-selected protonated water nanodroplet (H
+
(H2On=2-8) is 

measured by velocity map imaging in combination with the recently developed COINTOF technique [1-4]. The 

measured velocity distributions allow probing statistical energy redistribution in water nanodroplets after 

ultrafast electronic excitation induced by a single collision. We show that even for ultimately small nanodroplets 

consisting of a few water molecules, a large amount of energy can be evenly redistributed over the droplet prior 

to molecular evaporation. As the droplet size increases, the velocity distribution of the evaporated molecules 

rapidly approaches the behaviour expected for macroscopic droplets. However, a distinct high-velocity 

contribution provides evidence of molecular evaporation before complete energy redistribution, corresponding to 

non-ergodic events 
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Associative detachment in Li−+H and Li+H− collisions
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Lithium is the heaviest element present in significant amount in the early Universe. The processes involving
lithium atoms and ions thus contribute to molecular composition of the early Universe [1, 2]. The cross sections
for the processes of associative detachment

Li−+H → LiH+ e−

Li+H− → LiH+ e−

are not know very well and the reaction rates for the production of the LiH molecule are only estimated.
Based on MRCI calculation of the potential energy curves for both neutral LiH and negative ion LiH− together

with R-matrix calculation of the electron scattering from LiH we construct the nonlocal model for the above
mentioned associative detachment processes. In construction of the model we follow the procedure of Čı́žek et
al. [3]. We then calculate cross sections and reaction rates of the associative detachment processes. We also
estimate the accuracy of the calculations and we study the influence of various uncertainties of the model on the
final data.
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Fig. 1 Potential energy curves for the neutral molecule LiH and the anion LiH−.
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Lifetime Measurements of Excited States in Atomic Negative Ions I:
Ni− and Pt−
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Negative ions are ideal systems for probing the subtle behavior of electronic structure and dynamics on the atomic
scale. Measurements of properties such as binding energies and lifetimes of negative ion excited states yield insight
on the electron correlation effects that allow these fragile entities to exist. Such measurements provide stringent
tests of theories that attempt to accurately describe these interactions.

We present preliminary studies of excited state lifetimes for the platinum negative ion Pt− using the cryogenic
ion beam storage ring DESIREE [1, 2]. By cooling the storage ring down to 13 K, pressures on the order of
10−14 mbar are achieved, greatly reducing ion beam losses due to collisions with residual gases (dominated by H2
[2]). The cold environment also mitigates photodetachment losses due to thermal blackbody radition, an important
consideration for loosely-bound states such as those under study here. Pt− has two excited states: a 5d9 6s2 2D3/2

excited fine-structure level sharing the same electron configuration as the ground state and a higher-lying 5d10 6s
2S1/2 state. This makes Pt− one of the few atomic negative ions to support an excited state of differing electron
configuration from the ground state.
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Fig. 1 (a) Pt− energy level diagram indicating state energies in relation to the 5d9 6s 3D Pt ground state. (b) Pt− decay curves
measured at photon wavelengths of 1075 nm (only excited states detached), and 532 nm (all states detached); note the differing

time scales of the two panels.

Lifetime measurements were performed using two different laser wavelengths: 532 nm, which allowed detach-
ment from all states of Pt−, and 1075 nm, which allowed detached from only the excited levels in Pt−. Platinum
anions were stored with ion beam storage lifetimes on the order of 300 s and the excited state lifetimes determined
through measurement of neutral Pt yield as functions of time after ion injection into the storage ring for photon
wavelengths of 1075 nm (upper panel, Fig. 1 (b)) and 532 nm (lower panel, Fig. 1 (b)). Preliminary analysis and
results will be presented and comparisons made to recent measurements of the lifetime of the 3d9 4s2 2D3/2 excited
state in the nickel negative ion Ni− [3], which is a member of the same periodic group as platinum.
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Radiative Association of Metastable Helium He(23P) with Lithium Cations

Martina Zámečnı́ková1, Wolfgang P. Kraemer2, Pavel Soldán1
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2. Max-Planck-Institute for Astrophysics, Postfach 1317, D-85741 Garching, Germany

Fully quantum-mechanical approach [1] has been employed on the investigation of radiative association of meta-
stable He(23P) with lithium cations. The aim is to calculate cross-sections and rate coefficients for both the spon-
taneous (with zero termodynamic temperature of the background) and stimulated (with the non-zero background
temperature) processes.

The first part of the study focused on electronic states a3Σ+, b3Σ+, and c3Σ+ [2], while the second part also
includes 13Π state. For the processes involving triplet-Π symmetry, the Hönl-London coefficients for dipole mo-
ment transitions are derived. Then, the cross-sections and rate coefficients of the following processes are computed:
starting from the continuum states of 13Π and going to a ro-vibrational bound state of 13Π, c3Σ+, b3Σ+, and a3Σ+;
starting from the continuum states of c3Σ+ and going to a ro-vibrational bound state of 13Π.

First, potential energy curves, dipole moment and transition dipole moments have been calculated by ab initio
method and subsequently inter- and extrapolated by the one-dimensional reciprocal power reproducing kernel
Hilbert space method. Secondly, the ro-vibrational states (of 13Π, c3Σ+, b3Σ+, and a3Σ+) and resonances (of
13Π and c3Σ+) have been generated by program LEVEL7.7 [3]. Energy-dependant cross-sections are computed
by an in-house programme for these processes: 1→ 1, 1→ c, 1→ b, 1→ a and c→ 1. Besides, the allowed
changes of the total molecular moment is ∆Ω = 0 or ±1, which is a consequence of selection rules. Last, the
temperature-dependant rate coefficients for spontaneous and stimulated processes are calculated by an in-house
programme.

The current results are compared with those in ref. [2]. It turns out that some processes involving 13Π state
have a hump in their cross-sections for low collisional energies. The cross-sections of the processes restricted to
the triplet-Σ manifold, however, fall down in the whole range of collisional energies except for the regions with
resonances.
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Real time simulation of 1 MeV proton microbeam transmission through an 

insulating macrocapillary 
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Charged particle beams are able to pass through insulating capillaries keeping their initial kinetic energy 

and charge state, even if the capillary target is tilted with respect to the direction of the incident beam and thus 

preventing the geometrical transmission. The phenomenon is called ion guiding and caused by the self-organized 

charge-up of the insulating material. At the beginning the incident beam hits the inner capillary wall and deposits 

its charge on it (see Figure 1 for our recent case), which will repulse the ions arriving later due to the Coulomb 

interaction. Once a dynamical equillibrium is established between the charges being put on the surface and the 

leakage currents flowing away, a stable transmission is realized. The fraction of the beam which is guided 

through the capillary with the help of these charge patches keeps its original energy and charge state. 

After successful experimental investigation of the transmission of 1 MeV proton microbeam through a 

Teflon macrocapillary in Atomki [1–3], we started to develop a classical trajectory Monte-Carlo simulation code 

to reproduce our experimental data in order to study the key processes responsible for the guiding of the swift 

ion beam. The target is a poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE, known as Teflon) macrocapillary. The angle between 

the axis of the beam and the capillary is 1° which ensures the geometrical non-transparency due to the small 

beam divergence (< 0.3° half opening angle) and the large aspect ratio of the target (length to diameter > 55). 

The simulation counts with the protons implanted into the insulating material, with the Coulomb forces 

act on the projectile ions and with the charge relaxation along the surface and into the bulk. Scattering of the 

incident ions by the surface atoms is also taken into account. We found highly consistent results with our 

experiments, thus we have become able to gain new information that we could not extract from our experiments. 

 
 

Fig. 1 Charge distribution on the inner capillary wall (YZ section) deposited by the focused proton microbeam with 
well known spot size (FWHM ≈ 1µm) and divergence (<0.3° and <0.1° in the X and Y plane, respectively). 
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MOCCA: a 4k-pixel molecule camera  
for the position and energy resolved detection  

of neutral molecular fragments 
 

Lisa Gamer1, Christian Enss1, Andreas Fleischmann1, Loredana Gastaldo1, Sebastian 
Kempf1, Claude Krantz2, Oldřich Novotný2, Dennis Schulz1, Andreas Wolf2 

 
1. Kirchhoff Institute for Physics, Heidelberg University, INF 227, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany 
2.  Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics, Saupfercheckweg 1, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany 

 

Stored beams of molecular ions at kinetic energies of some tens or hundreds of keV are 
widely used in molecular collision physics, and a mass spectroscopic identification of 
fragmentation products is often a key requirement for unambiguous data interpretation. For 
the reconstruction of the kinematics of electron-ion collisions at the Cryogenic Storage Ring 
(CSR, MPIK Heidelberg) we developed MOCCA, a new large-area 4096-pixel detector based 
on magnetic micro-calorimeters. Here, the kinetic energy deposited by a fragmented reaction 
product in one of the pixels is a measure of its mass, as all fragments have roughly the speed 
of the initial molecular ion. This calorimetric approach allows for identification of all 
fragments, in particular including neutrals. MOCCA has an active area of 45mm x 45mm, 
which is segmented into 64 x 64 absorbers, each 700µm x 700µm in size.  

We discuss design considerations and present micro-fabricated detectors. We discuss the 
results of first tests with x-ray photons, including the uniformity of the detector response, 
cross-talk, multi-hit capability and the energy resolution for photons and for the massive 
particles. Including all effects, we expect MOCCA to easily resolve mass differences down to 
1u for molecules with a few hundred mass units at CSR [1,2].  
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Dynamics of N2 dissociative ionization by electron impact  
 

X. Wang, Y. Zhang, D. Lu, R. Hutton, Y. Zou and B. Wei 

Institute of Modern Physics, Fudan University, Shanghai 200433, China 
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In recent years, the combination of three dimensional (3D) momentum measurement with the coincident 

detection technique has rendered the kinetic energy release (KER) measurement possible [1, 2], which can 

provide an important and efficient tool to retrieve information concerning molecular ion geometry and structure, 

reaction energetics and dynamics.  

Dissociative single, double and triple ionizations of N2 by 200, 400 and 1000 eV electron impact are studied 

using cold target recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy technique in Shanghai [3]. Kinetic energy distributions are 

determined for different dissociation channels including dissociative excitation (N2
+
 → N

+
 + N, N2

2+
 → N

2+
 + N) 

and Coulomb explosion (N2
2+

 → N
+
 + N

+
, N2

3+
 → N

2+
 + N

+
) channels. Possible ionic state of corresponding 

parent ion in each channel is identified. It is uncovered that electron ionization from different orbitals (outer and 

inner valence orbitals) of N2 can result in different fragmentation channels with different kinetic energy releases, 

also different variation tendency of corresponding kinetic energy distributions with electron collision energies 

increasing from 200 to 1000 eV. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Normalized KER spectra for the charge symmetric dissociation (N2
2+ → N+ + N+) channel of N2

2+ taken at three 

different incident electron energies. The vertical solid line (position 13.08 eV) indicates the KER predicted by the Coulomb 

explosion model. 
  

For the unstable dications, there are two breakup channels， via charge symmetric dissociation (CSD, N2
2+

 

→ N
+
 + N

+
) or charge asymmetric dissociation (CAD, N2

2+
 → N

2+
 + N) channel. As demonstrated in Figure 1 , 

the KER for CSD of N2
2+

 exhibits three major contributions, namely two peaks a and b at 6.9, 9.2 eV and a 

“shoulder” c at 12.5 eV. It is interesting to notice that in contrast to that of the kinetic energy distribution of N
+
 

changing with electron energy increasing from 200 to 1000 eV, the profile of KER for CSD of N2
2+

 does not 

change. More detail will be provided at the conference. 
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Many-Body Theory of Positronium-Atom Scattering

D. G. Green, A. R. Swann, G. F. Gribakin
School of Mathematics and Physics, Queen’s University Belfast, University Road, Belfast BT7 1NN, United Kingdom

Recent experiments on positronium (Ps) scattering on atoms and molecules have revealed interesting phenom-
ena, e.g., above the Ps break-up threshold, this composite particle scatters in a way similar to how electrons scatter
from atoms [1], while at low energies the Ps-noble-gas-atom cross section becomes very small [2]. Calculations
using the simple impulse approximation provided an explanation of the electron-like Ps scattering [3]. In contrast,
at low energies the dynamics of both the projectile and the target become important, and the outcome depends on
a subtle cancellation of the static Ps-atom repulsion and the van der Waals-type attraction [4,5].

We propose a new method to describe Ps interaction with many-electron atoms and calculate Ps-atom scat-
tering phase shifts and cross sections. It is based on many-body theory which provides an accurate descrip-
tion of electron [6,7,8] and positron [9] interaction with noble-gas atoms. We first solve the Dyson equation(
Ĥ±0 + Σ̂±

)
ψ± = ε±ψ±, to obtain the electron (−) and positron (+) wavefunctions in the field of the atom. Here

Ĥ±0 is the zeroth-order Hamiltonian in the static (Hartree-Fock) field of the atom, Σ̂± is the self-energy, which
represents the electron/positron nonlocal correlation potential (shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1). We confine the
system in a spherical cavity and use a B-spline representation of the electron/positron basis states.
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Fig. 1 Main contributions to the (a) electron and (b) positron self-energies Σ±. External lines represent the electron or positron
in the static field of the atom; internal lines directed to the right and labelled µ (ν) represent excited electron (positron) states;
lines directed to the left represent holes; wavy lines are the Coulomb interactions; the Γ-block is the virtual Ps contribution.

The Ps wavefunction (in the cavity) is obtained as an expansion Ψ = ∑µ,ν Cµν ψ−µ ψ+
ν , substituted in the two-

particle Dyson equation
(
Ĥ−0 + Σ̂−ε + Ĥ+

0 + Σ̂+
ε + Ṽ

)
Ψ = EΨ. Here Ṽ is the dressed electron-positron interaction

(see Fig. 2), which accounts for the screening of the electron-positron interaction by the atom (cf. Ref. [10]).
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Fig. 2 The main contributions to the dressed electron-positron Coulomb interaction Ṽ (double wavy line) in Ps are the bare
Coulomb interaction V (wavy line) and the two screening diagrams shown.

The Ps energy eigenvalues, taken together with the boundary condition at the cavity wall, will provide the
scattering phase shifts and hence, the cross sections [5]. Overall, the method should enable the most accurate
treatment of Ps-noble-gas-atom scattering to date, and allow a comparison with the recent measurements [2].
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Ions colliding with clusters of small hydrocarbon chains — a pathway to
aromatic rings?
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Energetic ions colliding with loosely bound molecular clusters can lead to the growth of new and larger molec-
ular species, even in clusters consisting of very stable and unreactive molecules like Polycyclic Aromatic Hy-
drocarbons (PAHs) [1] or C60 fullerenes [2]. There the key mechanism is the prompt knockout of atoms from
molecules in the cluster by the impacting keV projectile [3,4]. This produces radical species that can efficiently
form covalent bonds with neighboring molecules with little or no reaction barriers [1,2].

Here we present results for keV ions colliding with loosely bound clusters of small hydrocarbon molecules. An
experimental mass spectrum from collisions between 3 keV Ar+ ions and clusters of C4H6 (butadiene) molecules
is shown in Fig. 1. We see clear evidence of molecular growth and the formation of new larger molecules with
up to at least nine C atoms. Compared to the broad range of growth products observed with PAH clusters [1]
we see here that certain specific products Cn>4Hx are much more abundant than others. In particular, the peaks
corresponding to C5H+

7 and C6H+
7 stand out, indicating that they are “magic” and more stable than other similarly

sized species.

?

Ar+

[C4H6]50

Fig. 1 Experimental mass spectrum for 3 keV Ar+ ions colliding with weakly bound clusters of C4H6. The labels above each
group of peaks indicate their molecular formula CnH+

x . The numbers in red indicate the numbers of H atoms for n = 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, and 9 carbon atoms in the fragmentation/growth products. The insets show the structures of intact C4H+

6 and the most stable
form of C6H+

7 .

We will also present results from our classical and quantum chemical molecular dynamics simulations of the same
Ar+ + [C4H6]k collisions. The classical simulations show that the knockout process could initiate growth inside
the butadiene clusters similar to what has been observed for PAH [1] and fullerene [2] clusters. However, more
work is required to fully understand the roles that the internal energy and charge of the molecules have on the
growth in the present case. Our pilot quantum chemical calculations suggest that one of the most intense peaks in
our mass spectrum (see Fig. 1), that of C6H+

7 , may correspond to a cyclic structure — protonated benzene. If this
is the case, this type of processing may be important for the formation and growth of large aromatic molecules,
like for example PAHs, in the interstellar medium [5].
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Mass-spectrum of product ions from the collision of 450eV N2
+ 

with hydrocarbon covered surface of tungsten  
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The process of low energy ion-surface interaction has attracted a growing interest in recent years in the scientific 

community, particularly, in the researches in controlled magnetically confined thermonuclear fusion devices, 

like ITER [1]. The tungsten has been considered to be one of the preferred candidates as a material for the first 

wall and the diverter targets of the plasma vacuum vessel due to its characteristic properties. It is hence of 

considerable interest to perform a dedicated laboratory experiment in order to understand the mechanism of 

interaction and to obtain the product ions that are generated under bombardment of low-energy ions relevant to 

edge plasma with polycrystalline tungsten surfaces. Keeping in view of the above objectives, a well 

characterized 450eV N2
+ ion beam has been produced by using a Colutron ion source in our laboratory [2]. We 

have studied the mass spectra of various product ions resulting from the interaction of N2
+ ions with 

hydrocarbons covered surface of a polycrystalline tungsten metal using a TOF mass spectrometry technique . 

The spectra of product ions are found to consist of not only the reflected and dissociated primary ions but also 

several sputtered ions of tungsten and hydrocarbons along with a few contaminants of the basic material. In 

addition, we have also observed the formation of tungsten nitride, namely WN+ with measurable intensities. 

Details of experimental setup and that of results derived from the experiments will be presented and discussed. 

Keywords: colutron ion source, ion-surface interaction, tungsten nitrite  
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Evolution of energy-loss-spectrum profile with projectile mass
in impulsive ion-molecule collisions at hyperthermal energies

Masato Nakamura
College of Science and Technology, Nihon University, Narashinodai, 2748501 Funabashi Japan

Atsushi Ichimura
Institute of Space and Astronautical Science, JAXA, Yoshinodai, Chuo-ku 2298510 Sugamihara, Japan

In large angle scattering of ions by molecules at hyperthermal energies, a short range repulsive force plays a
dominant role. In these collisions, sudden-limit models, the hard-shell model for rigid rotor [1] and the hard-
potential model [2] for vibrating rotor, well describes the mechanism of the energy transfer from the translational
motion to the molecular internal motions. We study how the profile of the energy-loss spectrum varies with the
projectile taking a common interaction potential.

Figure 1 shows energy-loss spectra in the center-of-mass system of H+ and K+ ions scattered from an N2
molecule. We take an incident energyE of 1 atomic unit (= 27 eV) and the scattering angleθ of 180◦. In the figure,
the horizontal axis represents the scaled energy-lossy = (4M/m)δE/E, wherem andM are the reduced masses
of inter- and intra-molecular motions, respectively, andδE denoting the energy loss; the vertical axis represents
a convoluted energy-loss spectrumf (y). The spectra are obtained by the classical trajectory (CT) calculation and
compared with the hard-shell model and the hard-potential model. For a projectile much lighter than the target,
the vibrational and rotational excitation occurs in such a way that the hard-potential model predicts, producing
a spectral profile with double peaks shown in the left panel of the figure. As the projectile mass increases, the
vibrational suddenness is degraded so that the vibrational excitation becomes quenched, while the spectral profile
still shows a double peak structure explainable with the hard-shell model. Subsequently as the projectile mass
further increases, the rotational suddenness is also degraded so that the spectrum indicates a profile departing far
from the prediction of the hard-shell model. Eventually, the deeply inelastic peak collapses and the nearly elastic
peak dominates as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. Comparison with an experimental result [4] for Na+ – N2

collisions is made.
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Fig. 1 Energy-loss spectrum of an H+ (K+) ion scattered from a N2 molecule in the left (right) panel. The spectra with the
hard-potential model and those with the hard-shell model are shown by thick-solid curves and thick-dashed curves, respectively.
The spectra by the CT calculation for a vibrating-rotor molecule and those for a rigid-rotor molecule are shown by thin-solid
curves and thin-dashed curves, respectively.

.
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Electron-impact Ionization of W19+ Ions
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For its unique properties tungsten has been chosen as the material for plasma-facing elements in tokamaks.
Due to an extreme sustainability of this material the erosion of the surfaces due to enormous particle fluxes is to
be minimized. The sputtering of tungsten from the surfaces, however, cannot be prevented completely and certain
limited amounts of tungsten are to be expected to penetrate the tokamak plasma. This may result in significant
energy losses up to preventing the tokamak plasma from ignition. At the same time, highly-charged tungsten ions
can serve for diagnostics of the plasma [1]. In both cases, extensive modeling of the tokamak plasma is needed
requiring sets of accurate data on atomic processes involving tungsten ions, among others, on electron-impact
ionization.

We present an extensive study of electron-impact ionization of nineteenfold ionized tungsten ions aimed at
inferring accurate plasma rate coefficients using both experimental and theoretical approaches [2]. The Giessen
crossed-beams apparatus has been used to measure electron-impact ionization cross sections in the energy ranges
from the observed ionization onsets up to 1000 eV. The setup incorporates both the animated crossed-beams
method for measurements of the absolute cross-section values and the fine-step scan technique to uncover fine
structures in the measured cross sections. Configuration-averaged distorted-wave method calculations were used
for theoretical estimation of contributions of various ionization mechanisms, namely direct ionization and excitation-
autoionization processes involving different electron subshells.

The figure shows the plasma rate coefficients for electron-impact single ionization of W19+ ions inferred from
the experimentally measured cross section and its theory-based extrapolation to higher energies. The solid and
dashed curves represent results for ions in the ground- and first excited electron configurations, respectively. The
dots are previous data calculated by Loch et al [3]. The present data exceed the calculations of Loch et al. by
approximately 30%. This discrepancy arises from strong contributions of excitation-autoionization processes in-
volving excitations of autoionizing states with principal quantum numbers beyond 8, which were not included in
the calculations of Loch et al.
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Fig. 1 Inferred plasma rate coefficients for electron-impact ionization of W19+ ions. The dashed and solid lines are the present
results for the first excited and the ground configuration, respectively. Dots represent the data of Loch et al. [3].
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Quantum Statistical Theory of Electron Recombination in Highly
Charged Ions via Chaotic Many-Electron States
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Electron recombination with highly charged ions that have open f shells (e.g. Au25+ and W20+) is dominated by
chaotic many-electron resonances [1]. In these systems the strong mixing of the many-electron basis states results
in very large numbers of complex, chaotic eigenstates which can only be described using a statistical theory.
Electron capture into these ‘compound resonances’ is orders of magnitude more efficient than direct radiative
recombination, and furthermore cannot be described by standard theories of dielectronic recombination [2].

In the many-body quantum chaos (MBQC) statistical theory, the problem is treated as capture into dielectronic
‘doorway’ states which then spread into the chaotic compound resonances. Once the compound resonance has
formed, the energy is distributed among the many valence electrons, which suppresses autoionization. The capture
into these states therefore leads to long-lifetime trapping of the incident electron, allowing the radiative decay and
hence recombination to occur.

We have developed the theory of many-body quantum chaos to accurately describe the both the initial electron
capture process and the subsequent radiative decay or autoionization. A ‘level-resolved’ statistical theory that
considers electron capture into doorway states with fixed angular momentum, projection and parity is presented [3].
We find very good agreement with the ‘configuration-average’ MBQC statistical theory used in previous works,
where the effects of spectator electrons and angular momentum conservation are not included. The theory shows
excellent agreement with experimental recombination rate coefficients in a range of ions with open f -shells[4].
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Potential Electron Scattering by the Bi2 Molecule 
 

Shandor Demesh1,2, Vladimir Kelemen1, Eugene Remeta1 
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We used the optical potential approach [1] to calculate various cross-sections for e+Bi2 elastic scattering in the 

independent atom model (IAM) [2,3].  The local relativistic parameter-free real optical potential approximation 

(RSEP LA) is used for e+Bi scattering. It contains static, relativistic local exchange, polarization (local correlation-

polarization), scalar-relativistic and spin-orbit potentials [1].  

The differential cross section (DCS) for potential electron scattering by a two-atomic homonuclear molecule in 

the IAM framework is given: ]/)sin(1)[/2(/ 1212A,elel srsrdddd   . Here )2/sin(2 ks  ,   – scattering 

angle, Ek 2  (in a.u.), E – electron’s energy; r12 – distance between the atoms, dd /A,el  – DCS for electron 

scattering by an individual atom. The NIST value for the r12 interatomic distance of Bi2 molecule is equal 2.6596 Ǻ. 

Integral elastic, momentum transfer and viscosity cross sections are calculated from the DCSs by integration in 

scattering angles.  

As an example we present the DCSs at 10 and 40 eV impact energies in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). Our DCS is compared 

at 40 eV with the experimental data [4], where the DCSs are measured with 20% accuracy and ICS with an 

uncertainty factor 2 (the bismuth beam contains Bi atoms (86%) and Bi2 molecules (14%)). The integral elastic 

and momentum transfer cross sections are presented in Fig.2 (a) and (b). Note here, that integral elastic cross 

section at 40 eV in [4] is equal 45.010-20 m2, while we obtained a value 35.2410-20 m2 for this. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Differential elastic cross sections for e+Bi2 scattering at 10 eV (a) and 40 (b) eV ( [4]) 

 

 

 
Fig. 2 Integral cross sections for e+Bi2 scattering. Elastic (a) and momentum transfer (b). 
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The Iron pentacarbonyl FEBID (Focused Electron Beam Induced Deposition) [1] precursor was studied in the 

past using the crossed electron/molecular beams apparatus (CEMBA) [2] built at the Comenius University in 

Bratislava. Interactions of low energy electrons (0 – 30 eV) with Fe(CO)5 molecules were performed [2] to 

describe the side effects during FEBID, products were detected with quadrupole mass analyzer. The primary 

beam in FEBID with keV energy electrons produces a high yield of secondary electrons with kinetic energies 

below ~50 eV which interact with the precursor in the volume close to deposited surface. This has unexpected 

effects of broadening and contamination of the deposited layer/structure. 

We have carried out several measurements of the ion efficiency curves of positive and negative ions 

produced via electron/molecular reactions with Fe(CO)5 in the gas phase. The most pronounced products can be 

characterised with sequential loss of CO group form Fe(CO)n, both in cationic and anionic reaction channels. 

Several doubly charged fragments and fragments with dissociated carbonyl can be found in the spectrum as well. 

These studies were recently extended with cluster measurements of gas phase Fe(CO)5 in argon gas, 

electron/cluster beams apparatus equipped with quadrupole mass analyzer [3]. Similarly to the observations from 

CEMBA experiment, the more carbonyls were dissociated the higher ion yield of Fe(CO)n
+
 was obtained up to 

the final decomposition to Fe
+
. Contrary to the monomolecular spectrum from CEMBA several doubly ionised 

cluster peaks contribute to the monomolecular part of the spectrum (below m/z 196) obtained from CLUSTER. 

The opposite trend was observed for negative ions where the ion yield of Fe(CO)4
-
 is the dominant with low 

energy resonance at ~0 eV and the more carbonyls are dissociated the higher the resonance energy is but with 

decreasing ion yield, with final decomposition to Fe
-
 at ~6 eV. In the cluster spectrum measured recently we 

have identified the [Fe(CO)5]n cluster with n=2, 3 and 4 (which was at the detection limit of the analyzer). The 

electron induces not only ionization of the cluster, but fragmentation as well. Therefore several sequences of CO, 

Fe and Fe(CO)m (1, 2 up to 4) attached with the molecular clusters were found in the spectrum. This feature is 

however independent on the charge which is carried on the cluster, the products mentioned above were detected 

both for positive and negative ions via electron ionisation and dissociative electron attachment. No molecular 

clusters with the carrying Ar gas were detected in the spectrum. These results demonstrate the important role of 

low energy electrons (with kinetic energies from 0 eV up to 20 eV used in this work) which produce a high yield 

of several molecular or cluster fragments of Fe(CO)5 precursor in the FEBID.  
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Fig. 1 Part of the electron induced mass spectrum of Fe(CO)5 clusters in Ar gas, incident electron energy 80 eV. 
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Insight into the effects of polarization in e + A@C60 elastic scattering  
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A deeper insight into a complicated multi-faceted problem of low-energy electron elastic scattering off endohedral 
fullerenes, labelled A@C60, where A is an atom encapsulated inside the hollow interior of a C60 fullerene, is 
unravelled. The “zeroth order” insight into the problem was provided earlier [1, 2] in the framework of a model 
static-exchange approximation. Important corrections to results of works [1, 2] were introduced and probed in 
another model approximation [3] by evaluating the impacts of dynamical polarizability of only the atom A, 
surrounded by static C60, on e + A@C60 scattering. In the present work, we provide a deeper insight into e + A@C60 
scattering by utilizing the approximation which accounts for polarization of both C60 and atom A by an incident 
electron. The emphasis is not only on the study of the polarization effects themselves, but on their sensitivity to 
the size and polarizability of the encapsulated atom A (A = Ne, Ar, Xe and Ba) as well.  
     Key points of the utilized approximation could be outlined as follows. A static part Vs(r) of the C60 potential is 
approximated by an attractive square-well (in the radial coordinate r) potential of certain depth U0, inner radius r0 
and thickness Δ, as in [1-3]. The polarization potential VF(r) of C60 is approximated as VF(r) = - α/[2(r2+b2)2], where 
α is the static polarization of C60, b is a parameter of the order of r0, as in [4]. The impact of dynamical polarizability 
of the atom A on electron scattering is accounted for with the help of the concept of a self-energy part of the one-
electron Green function, similar to [3], but modified in the present work by accounting for coupled interactions 
between electrons of the atom A and electrons of C60 as well, as in [4]. 
     For illustration only, calculated data for a partial s-electron elastic scattering cross section off Ba@C60, obtained 
at different levels of approximation, are depicted in Fig. 1. Significant differences between electron scattering off 
empty C60, off free Ba and off Ba@C60 are seen along with the revealed dramatic impact of polarization of Ba@C60 
on the scattering process and its sensitivity to a probed level of approximation. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

              Fig. 1 Partial s-electron elastic scattering cross sections for e + C60, e + free Ba and e + Ba@C60 calculated with account for 
              target-polarization impacts upon the scattering process, at different levels of approximation, as marked.  
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Trend of the properties of the Lyman-alpha1,2 emission along the H 
isoelectronic sequence following radiative recombination  
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In this work, we explore how the intensity and polarization of the Lyman-alpha emission of H-like ions is 

affected in a plasma by the radiative recombination (RR) of bare ions when compared with the electron-impact 
excitation. 

We have considered the case of RR of bare nuclei involving a single-electron system, with colliding electrons 
assumed to be unidirectional and monoenergetic. We have treated the RR process in the framework of a fully 
relativistic theory for the motion of the electrons and the electron-photon coupling [1]. The calculations of Ly-α1 
(2p3/2 → 1s1/2) polarization as well as the intensity ratio of Ly-α1 to Ly-α2 (2p1/2 → 1s1/2) lines have been 
performed for various recombined H-like ions with atomic numbers in the range 10 ≤ Z ≤ 54. Our results are 
presented in the table below for the polarization degree PLy-α1 and intensity ratio I Ly-α1 / I Ly-α2 (+M1) calculated for 
the five H-like ions Ne9+, Ar17+, Fe25+, Mo41+, and Xe53+ at the same incident-electron energy in threshold units, 
ε=1.078 x EI, EI being the ionization threshold of the corresponding H-like ion. Calculations have been 
performed at the ionization-recombination balance. The values of the abundance ratios ρ of bare to hydrogen-
like ions at such a balance are also presented in the table together with the branching ratios BM1. Comparison was 
made between the theoretical calculations which include contributions from the RR process (columns labeled 
``IE+RR'') with those that account for the electron-impact excitation process alone (columns labeled ``IE''). As 
seen from the table below, in the near-threshold region the contribution of the RR process to the intensity ratios 
and polarization parameters remains very weak for all the considered ions, although the abundance ratio ρ 
changes by three orders of magnitude from Ne to Xe. One can understand this behavior by noting that both 
excitation and ionization cross-sections σIE and σII decrease approximately as (1/Z)4 with increasing Z, while 
radiative recombination cross-sections σRR are nearly independent of Z. This leads finally to a similar Z-
dependence of σIE and ρ σRR, which implies that the relative contribution of RR remains almost constant along 
the isoelectronic sequence.  
 
      Ion    ε(keV)    ρ 

 
   BM1        PLy-α1(℅) 

      IE              IE+RR         
      I Ly α1 / I Ly α2 (+M1) 

      IE             IE+RR 
Ne9+ 1.47 1.38[+1] 3.05[-3] 34.4  34.3 2.24   2.23 
Ar17+ 4.77    1.31 3.17[-2] 34.3 34.2 2.18   2.16 
Fe25+ 10.0 2.93[-1] 1.28[-1] 34.2 34.1 2.02 2.00 
Mo41+ 26.5 4.33[-2] 7.71[-1] 33.9 33.8 1.57 1.54 
Xe53+ 44.5 1.55[-2] 9.81[-1] 33.5 33.4 1.35 1.32 

 
Table. 1 The effect of the RR process on the polarization degree PLyα1 and intensity ratio I Lyα1 / I Lyα2 (+M1)  for several 
H‐like ions at one incident electron energy, ε=1.078 x EI, where EI is the ionization threshold of the corresponding H‐
like ion. Also given are the bare to H‐like abundance ratio ρ at the ionization balance and the branching ratio BM1. 
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Low Energy Molecular Collisions in Merged Neutral Beams 
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Chemical reactions at temperatures below 1 K can be studied by merging two supersonic expansions, using electric 
and magnetic guides. This technique has been developed in the past few years and was used to study several 
fundamentally important aspects of low-energy Penning ionization. To this date it is the only experimental 
approach that can yield sub-Kelvin collision energies in atomic and molecular beams. 
 
In this presentation I will present our recent studies where we targeted low-energy scattering dynamics with a 
particular focus on polyatomic molecules. In these systems, in contrast to atom+atom and atom+diatom collisions, 
one not only has access to effects due to rotational structure but also to the specific dynamics owed to the strongly 
anisotropic interaction potentials between the reactants. These can lead to multiple reaction channels that can be 
distinguished via the selective detection of reaction products, and they can be linked to stereodynamical effects 
that in turn can be studied selectively by using oriented reactants. Furthermore, when the mass of the molecules is 
increased the rotational level structure is compressed, leading to many more states accessible to inelastic scattering 
at any given energy. 
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Taming Molecular Collisions 
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The study of molecular collisions with the highest possible detail has been an important 

research theme in physical chemistry for decades. Over the last years we have 

developed methods to get improved control over molecules in a molecular beam [1]. 

With the Stark decelerator, a part of a molecular beam can be selected to produce 

bunches of molecules with a computer-controlled velocity and with longitudinal 

temperatures as low as a few mK. The molecular packets that emerge from the 

decelerator have small spatial and angular spreads, and have almost perfect quantum 

state purity. These tamed molecular beams allow for crossed beam scattering 

experiments with unprecedented levels of precision and sensitivity [2,3]. 

 

I will discuss our most recent results on the combination of Stark deceleration and 

velocity map imaging. The narrow velocity spread of Stark-decelerated beams results in 

scattering images with an unprecedented sharpness and angular resolution. This has 

facilitated the observation of diffraction oscillations in the state-to-state differential 

cross sections for collisions of NO with rare gas atoms [4,5], and the observation of 

scattering resonances at low-energy inelastic NO-He collisions [6].  
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Recent years have witnessed a remarkable growth of interest in the studies of low energy electron (LEE) 

interactions with biomolecules. This has been mainly stimulated by the seminal experiment performed by the 

group of Sanche [1] in which it has been shown that low energy electrons can effectively cause strand breaks 

already at energy below the ionization threshold of DNA macromolecule. This observation is of particular 

importance since the deposition of energy by primary high energy particles in (biological) medium produces 

secondary electrons with energy below 20 eV [2,3] as the most abundant species [4]. Hence reactions induced by 

these secondary electrons  are considered as important initial and decisive steps in the molecular description of 

radiation damage to biological systems [5,6,7]. 

The detrimental effect of LEEs on DNA can in fact be useful when considering a radiation therapy treatment to 

remove or at least reduce the tumor tissue. In particular, interesting results have been obtained by combining the 

incorporation of chemical agents (e.g., 5-fluorouracil and cisplatin) with radiation. In the case of cisplatin LEEs 

with almost no excess energy (≈0 eV) can cause a release of both chlorine atoms from the target molecule [8] 

facilitating the formation of cisplatin-DNA complexes, which can cause the inhibition of DNA replication. By 

contrast, an increase of the cross section for dissociative electron attachment (DEA) is observed in the case of 5-

fluorouracil or 5-bromouracil that undergoe incorporation into the DNA and therefore can act as radio-sensitizer. 

Sulphur containing nucleobases are also effectively used as anticancer drugs [9]. In general, the incorporation of 

such analogues of the canonical nucleobases enables a variety of uses including the exploration [10] and 

modification [11] of their structures, functionalities or their interaction [12] with proteins. In particular, the 

thiolated nucleobases attract much attention in synthetic biology [13] that contributes to the health care 

improvement, for instance, towards immunodeficiency viruses [14]. There is, however, lack of knowledge on the 

degradation of these molecules by ionizing radiation. 

In this contribution, the dissociation of 2-thiothymine and 2-thiouracil induced by the impact of low energy 

electrons will be discussed. It will be shown that the fragmentation of the sulphur analogue of canonical 

nucleobases arise mainly at the sulphur site of the molecule. 
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Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) are likely to be important components of interstellar dust and gas. They
are commonly believed to contribute to strong emission bands in the IR spectra of interstellar environments [1].
How these molecules could survive and evolve in harsh environments, such as in planetary nebulae with strong
UV radiation fields or in shock-heated outflows of supernovae [2] is not fully understood.

It has recently been suggested that the hydrogenation of PAHs, where extra H atoms are added to PAH
molecules, may protect these molecules from carbon backbone breakage [3]. A recent study of hydrogenated
coronene cations C24H+

12+m (m = 0–7) ionized further by carbon K-shell X-ray absorption [3] showed that fewer
of the twelve native H atoms were lost when the molecule was hydrogenated than when it was in its native form
(m = 0). This protective effect grew stronger as the degree of hydrogenation increased. The reasoning behind this
is that the additional H atoms are rather weakly bound to the PAH molecule, and can easily be emitted when the
molecule is heated, thus cooling the rest of the system.

Here, we report experimental results [4] on collisions between pyrene or hydrogenated pyrene cations (C16H+
10+m

with m = 0, 6, and 16) and He atoms at center-of-mass energies of 20–200 eV. These energies are typical for parti-
cles in supernova shock waves [2]. Measuring absolute cross sections, we find that additional hydrogen atoms do
not protect the carbon backbone from fragmentation. Rather, we observe that the carbon-backbone fragmentation
cross section increases with the degree of hydrogenation. The increased heat capacity stabilizes the system while
the weakening of the C-C bonds causes destabilization, as is shown by means of quantum chemical molecular dy-
namics simulations [4]. We find that the latter, weakening, effect takes the upper hand and is particularly significant
for m = 16 yielding non-aromatic C16H+

26 molecules.
In order to shed more light on this issue, we have in addition measured absolute single carbon loss cross

sections for native or hydrogenated pyrene cations as functions of the collision energy [5]. We find that collision
induced carbon backbone fragmentation is governed by very different processes when pyrene is hydrogenated
and when it is not. For native pyrene individual carbon atoms may be knocked out of the molecule promptly
(fs timescale) in billiard-ball like collisions. This may also occur for hydrogenated pyrene, but here it is also
possible to break the carbon backbone through much slower statistical CHx-loss processes, which have much
lower dissociation energies for hydrogenated than for native PAHs. This is shown explicitly in Fig. 1 through direct
observations of significant CHx-loss cross sections far below classical Molecular Dynamics threshold energies for
carbon knockout at Eth = 35.4 ± 0.7 eV and 29.3 ± 0.7 eV for C16H16 and C16H26, respectively. In contrast,
such simulations reproduce the experimental results in the threshold region quite well for native pyrene C16H+

10.
Thus, the weakening of the carbon backbone is a much more important effect than the increase in heat capacity for
hydrogenated pyrene indicating that hydrogenation does not protect PAHs from fragmentation.
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Fig. 1 Experimental CHx-loss (filled symbols) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations of CHx-knockout (open symbols)
absolute cross sections for C16H+

10+n (n = 0, 6 and 16) + He collisions as functions of the center-of-mass collision energy ECM .
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We are living in a molecular Universe [1] which contains both simple dihydrogene molecules and more 

complex fullerenes. However, the routes to form small grains in space and the rich molecular inventory of our 

universe are still not well understood. Therefore, the knowledge about growth mechanism, starting from 

individual molecular building blocks (e.g. small carbon molecules) is required. 

The present work combines experimental and theoretical studies of the collisions between keV ions and 

pyrene clusters (simple polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, PAH, molecules) [2]. We have shown that low-energy 

ion collisions lead to intra-cluster molecular growth processes resulting in the formation of a wide range of new 

molecules with masses larger than that of pyrene molecule (see Fig. 1). By comparing the interaction with 

different low-energy ions (H
+
, He

+
, N

3+,
 O

2+,
 Ar

2+
) and using coincidence mass spectrometry technique, it has 

been shown that the molecular growth process is triggered by nuclear stopping. The experimental results are 

well-reproduced by classical molecular dynamics simulation, which emphasize the role of prompt knockout of C 

and/or H atoms from one or several molecules in the cluster due to interaction with the projectile. Subsequently, 

reactive fragments may interact with intact neighbouring molecules.  

The present results are relevant to understand the physical chemistry of the PAH-rich upper atmosphere 

of Saturn’s moon Titan, indicating that ions can play an important role in particle growth. Furthermore, this 

opens new perspective to study the molecular growth from linear hydrocarbons to cyclic ones and PAHs in an 

astrophysical environment. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 a) Mass spectrum of cationic products after 24 keV O2+ ions interaction with pyrene clusters. b) Simulated 
mass spectrum. 
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The fragmentation of simple atoms due to charged particle impact provides insight in the dynamics of correlated 

few-particle Coulomb-systems, and thus advances our understanding of the fundamentally important few-body 

problem. On the experimental side, kinematically complete information of ion-atom collisions processes became 

available with the development of ‘Reaction Microscopes’, often referred to as cold target recoil ion momentum 

spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) about two decades ago. Experiments using this technique provide the most detailed 

data sensitively testing theoretical models. However, earlier ion-atom collision experiments focussed almost 

exclusively on the fragmentation of ground-state helium and other rare gas atoms, because these targets can easily 

be prepared at the required temperatures (below 1K) using supersonic gasjets.  

In the last five years a novel experiment has been developed where a magneto-optical trap (MOT) is used to prepare 

a lithium target at mK temperatures in a Reaction Microscope (REMI) [1,2]. The new apparatus has several 

benefits over conventional Reaction Microscopes. First, the temperatures achievable by laser cooling are at least 

2 orders of magnitude lower than the temperatures in gasjets which results in an improved momentum resolution. 

Second, lithium becomes available as target for multiple differential collision experiments. Lithium is particularly 

appealing, because it is the simplest atom with an optically active electron. Due to its relatively simple ‘hydrogen-

similar’ structure with only three electrons, a theoretical description of the target is well manageable. Moreover, 

the initial target state can easily be prepared with lasers allowing for excited and even polarized target atoms. This 

provides unique possibilities to study the dependence of the dynamics on the initial target state and orientation.  

Several experiments have been performed in the ion storage ring TSR at the Max-Planck Institute for Nuclear 

Physics in Heidelberg. The experiment delivered fully differential cross sections for the ionization of the 1s, 2s, 

and 2p initial target states. Along with theoretical models, the new results provide detailed insights into the 

collision dynamics and the influence of the initial target state and orientation [3,4] as well as electronic correlations 

[5]. In future experiments it is planned, to further exploit the possibilities of laser cooling and manipulation of the 

target atoms, and to extent the studies of target ionization to strong-field interactions. 
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Magnetic materials with giant magnetocaloric effect are promising for application in magnetic refrigeration. But 

they all exhibit a first-order phase transition and suffer from a large thermal hysteresis which reduces significantly 

the efficiency of the refrigeration cycle. Several studies aimed at getting rid of the thermal hysteresis but it was to 

the detriment of the other magnetic properties, inducing for instance a collapse of the refrigerant power [1,2]. 

Another approach consists of using ion collisions to modify material properties. Nevertheless, most of those studies 

were focused on magnetic materials with second-order phase transition and using singly charged ions. 

Recently, our group demonstrated that the thermal hysteresis of the MnAs thin film can be entirely suppressed by 

impact of Ne9+ at 90 keV whereas other structural and magnetic properties are barely affected [3]. In addition, we 

show this modification to be stable in time [4], but mechanisms at the origin of the thermal hysteresis suppression 

were not completely understood.  

 
Fig. 1 Relative magnetization of MnAs thin film as a function of temperature for the reference (dotted lines) and for the 
irradiated samples (dashed lines) with He and Ne ions at two fluences. Data obtained by a temperature increase (grey) and 

decrease (black). 

 

Trying to disentangle ion implantation effect from and ion collision-induced defects, we investigated the role of 

different parameters like the projectile mass and energy, and the ion fluence. As displayed in figure 1, comparing 

helium and neon ion impact at different fluences but with the same penetration depth, the ion mass is playing the 

major role. This indicates that the binary collision kinematics, at the origin of induced-defects, seems to be the key 

parameter responsible for the thermal hysteresis suppression. Further investigations are in progress and will be 

presented at the conference. 
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Dynamics of different relaxation processes, reflecting energy and charge flow processes in complex 

systems that can imply a vast number of relaxation pathways (e.g. evaporation, structural reorganization, 

fragmentation). In the present work, we study response of tymidine molecule (nucleoside, component of DNA 

molecule) after interaction with ions or photons in the gas phase. Moreover, we have coupled the experimental 

investigations with quantum theoretical calculations to obtain a complete picture of charge and energy flow 

transfers in the case singly ionized thymidine molecules.  

The experiments have been performed with two different crossed beam devices relaying on mass 

spectrometry coincidence measurements: valence shell ionization (GASPHASE beamline, Elettra synchrotron, 

Trieste, Italy) and low-energy ions (ARIBE facility of the GANIL, Caen, France). Quantum chemistry 

calculation has been performed using the GAUSSIAN09 package (UAM, Madrid, Spain). 

The thymidine cation, produced in collisions with 48 keV O
6+

 ions, hardly survives (see Fig. 1). It 

dissociates via the glycosidic bond cleavage, an important mechanism in the radiation damageof DNA molecule. 

Interestingly, an intramolecular H-transfer is observed when the charge is localized on the base part yielding 

(B+1)
+ 

ions. This does not occur when the charge is localized on the sugar part (S
+
). From the quantum 

chemistry calculations it has been shown that such products are the most stable ones. A very small amount of 

fragments heavier than the base or sugar parts are also observed, i.e. loss of neutral fragments keeping intact the 

glycosidic bond. This is due to the large distribution of impact parameters in the case of ion collisions [1] which 

leads to energy transfers, spanning from few meV to few tens of eV and involves a distribution of vibrational 

energy transfer and electron captures in various electronic states. Thus, the knowledge of the distribution of the 

energy transferred to the molecule plays a key role to unravel its fragmentation dynamics. It is difficult to assess 

experimentally this energy distribution even if translational spectroscopy can provide it in the case of multiple 

electron capture [2]. 

The photoelectron-photoion coincidence method (PEPICO) was used to investigate the fragmentation 

dynamics as a function of the electronic excitation energy. Particularly, the comparison of the PEPICO mass 

spectrum with the calculated orbitals shows the strong dependence of the charge localization on the excited 

orbitals. Combining such state-of- the-art techniques, we provide a complete picture of the charge localization 

and the excitation energy distribution in complex molecular systems after interaction with ionizing radiation. 

More importantly, it becomes possible to determine the energy deposited in the target as a result of an ionizing 

collision with ions, which is the primary process associated with radiation damage.  

 
   Fig. 1 Mass spectrum of thymidine molecule after interaction with 48 keV O6+ ions. 
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The interaction of intense laser light with condensed matter leads to the ultrafast generation of finite plasmas. 

Understanding the underlying complex many-particle dynamics promises a fundamental route to controlling 
laser-driven plasmas – with implication for a broad spectrum of application, ranging from nanomachining over 
medical applications to particle acceleration with laser plasmas. Atomic clusters provide an ideal model system 
to explore the underlying ultrafast physical processes in the resulting transient nanoscale plasmas [1]. Several 
new pathways in ultrafast nanoplasma science have been opened up with the availability of intense XUV and x-
ray laser fields – two of them will be discussed in detail in this talk.  

One major promise of current x-ray science 
at free electron lasers is the realization of 
unprecedented imaging capabilities for 
resolving the structure and ultrafast dynamics 
of matter with nanometer spatial and 
femtosecond temporal resolution or even 
below via single-shot x-ray diffraction. Laser-
driven atomic clusters and nanoparticles 
provide an ideal platform for developing and 
demonstrating the required technology to 
extract the ultrafast transient spatiotemporal 
dynamics from the diffraction images [3].  

In the first part of this talk, the perspectives 
and challenges of dynamic x-ray imaging will 
be discussed based on complete self-consistent 
microscopic electromagnetic simulations of IR 

pump x-ray probe imaging. The results of the microscopic particle-in-cell simulations (MicPIC) enable the 
simulation-assisted reconstruction of corresponding experimental data [3]. This capability is demonstrated by 
converting recently measured LCLS data into a ultrahigh resolution movie of laser-induced plasma expansion. 
Possible routes towards reaching attosecond time resolution in the visualization of complex dynamical processes 
in matter by x-ray diffraction will be discussed. 

As a second aspect, it will be shown that the combination of IR and XUV fields open new pathways to control 
ultrafast electron and ion dynamics in laser-driven nanoplasmas via seeded avalanching [4]. The resulting control 
capabilities mark a new frontier in ultrafast nanoscience.  
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Time-dependent two-particle reduced density matrix theory: Application
to high-harmonic generation
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Calculating the time-dependent dynamics of correlated quantum many-body systems is one of the great chal-
lenges of modern theoretical physics. Several approaches are frequently employed each of which featuring ad-
vantages and drawbacks. On one hand, the time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) allows for the
treatment of hundreds of particles due to its favorable scaling with particle number. The drawback lies in the dras-
tic approximations for the correlation Hamiltonian which have no universal validity and do not allow for systematic
improvement. On the other hand, the multi-configurational time-dependent Hartree Fock (MCTDHF) ansatz (for a
review see e.g. [1]) allows for an, in principle, exact treatment but is in practice limited to only small systems due
to the factorial scaling with particle number.
Motivated by recent progress in ground state calculations in which the two-particle reduced density matrix (2RDM)
has been used as starting point (see e.g.[2]), we attempt to bridge the gap between TDDFT and MCTDHF by de-
veloping a time-dependent quantum many-body theory which uses the 2RDM as the fundamental variable. In
doing so we fully incorporate two-particle correlations. The equations of motion for the 2RDM depend on the
three-particle reduced density matrix which has to be approximated to obtain the equations of motion in closed
form. This typically goes hand in hand with neglecting three-particle correlations completely [3,4]. Through a new
ansatz [5] and using the Yasuda-Nakatusji approximation [6] we manage to reconstruct parts of the three-particle
correlations. The key advantage of our theory is the polynomial rather than factorial scaling with particle number.
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Fig. 1 (a) The 2RDM of the ground state of Be averaged over angular degrees of freedom and spin. (b) Two-particle correlations
of the ground state as measured by the two-particle cumulant.

In this talk we will report on first remarkably successful applications of our theory to several atomic systems. We
focus on high-harmonic generation (HHG) in strong fields. While two-particle correlations play an important role
and must be included (see Fig.1) three-particle correlations turn out to be small and reasonably well approximated
within our approach. As a benchmark we use the MCTDHF method converged in orbital number. To access the
effect of correlations for HHG we compare to time-dependent Hartree Fock which neglects correlations altogether
and TDDFT within the local density approximation where two-particle correlations are taken into account only
approximatively. We identify features in the high-harmonic spectrum that sensitively probe correlation effects.
In the talk we will also give an outlook to applications in the field of ultra-cold fermionic lattice systems.
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Time-dependent restricted-active-space self-consistent-field theory:
Formulation, application, and extension by space-partition concept

Haruhide Miyagi and Lars Bojer Madsen
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As emphasis is shifting towards more detailed and fundamental analyses of non-perturbative electron dynam-
ics in atoms and molecules, intense efforts have been deployed to develop time-dependent (TD) many-electron
theories to support experiments of strong-field and attosecond science. The muticonfigurational TD Hartree-Fock
(MCTDHF) method (see, e.g., Ref. [1]) is among the most accurate and widely recognized methodologies in this
research area. Expanding the wave function in terms of the TD configuration-interaction (CI) coefficients with the
Slater determinants comprising TD orbitals, the MCTDHF method achieves high accuracy with relatively small
computational costs. With increasing the number of electrons, however, the number of electronic configurations
exponentially increases, due to the full-CI expansion, deterring the method from being easily applicable to large
systems containing more than ten electrons. This difficulty motivated us to generalize the MCTDHF method and
develop the TD resctricted-active-space self-consistent-field (TD-RASSCF) method [2-4]. The use of the RAS
scheme instead of the full-CI expansion extends the numerical efficiency while retaining a reasonable accuracy,
because of a large reduction in the number of electronic configurations. However, the calculation of every TD or-
bital composed of many orbital-angular momentum states in a large simulation volume still requires a considerable
amount of computational overhead and stands in the way of further numerical applications. To break this compu-
tational limitation, we propose an incorporation of the space-partition concept as in R-matrix-related theories (see,
e.g., Ref. [5]). Abandoning the treatment of all electrons over the large simulation volume is the key to reduce the
computational cost.

As an example, consider single- or double-ionization of an Ne-electron atom in light fields with moderate
intensity. Introducing a spherical surface Σ centered at the nucleus, we divide the configuration space into its inner
and outer regions, and construct the Ne-electron wave function in a piecewise manner:

|Ψ(t)〉 ≡
Γ

∑
γ=0
|Ψγ(t)〉 ≡

Γ

∑
γ=0

RAS

∑
IIIγ∈Vγ

CIIIγ (t)|ΦIIIγ (t)〉, (1)

where Γ(≤ Ne) is the maximum number of electrons in the outer region, |Ψγ(t)〉 denotes an Ne-electron state
consisting of Ne−γ electrons in the inner region and γ electrons in the outer region. Each |Ψγ(t)〉 is then expanded
in terms of the CI coefficients CIIIγ (t) and the Slater determinants |ΦIIIγ (t)〉multi-indexed by IIIγ and composed of TD

orbitals: Ne− γ chosen from
{

φi(rrr, t)
}M

i=1 domained in the small inner region and γ from
{

ϕi(rrr, t)
}N

i=1 defined in
the large outer region. The RAS scheme, ∑RAS

IIIγ∈Vγ
, takes into account electron excitations within the inner region and

also from the inner to the outer region up to the maximum number, Γ. Setting rΣ = 20–50 a.u. and M ≈ 2Ne will
enable accurate description of the complex electronic structure of the atom. On the other hand, correlations among
the two photoelectrons in the outer region will be well captured by setting Γ = 2 and N ≈ 2Γ. We will present more
details of the formulation and numerical applications, and discuss the strengths as well as still-remaining problems
of the TD-RASSCF method extended by the space-partition concept.

Atomic nucleus

Ne − γ electrons

γ electronsΣ

rΣ

(=20-50 a.u.)

(γ = 0, · · · ,Γ)

{φi(r, t)}Mi=1

{ϕi(r, t)}Ni=1

Fig. 1 Division of the configuration space into the inner and outer regions by a spherical surface Σ. See text for details.
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Cutting-edge forms of radiotherapy, such as heavy ion therapy or nanoparticle-enhanced therapy, are amenable 
to a bottom-up description grounded in atomic and molecular physics. This bottom-up description usually takes 
the form of Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations designed to capture the essential physics at work. From 
the Monte Carlo simulation a description of the particles created, their energies and the energy they deposit in 
the sample is derived and then post-processed to predict biological outcome. While this procedure is well 
established for heavy ion therapy, it is still a matter of on-going research for nanoparticle-enhanced therapies.  
 
This talk will present progress on developing an understanding of nanoparticles as radiosensitizers. The 10-year 
research program has sought to understand the basic mechanisms underpinning radiosensitization by 
nanoparticles in biological systems through both experimental and computational approaches. Nanoscale energy 
deposition effects, based on Auger emission, have been shown to be of critical importance [1]. Furthermore new 
chemical effects have been observed [2] along with photoionization-driven DNA damage effects [3]. Combining 
ideas from atomic collision physics and chemical kinetics, these effects have now been placed in a unified data-
fitting framework, at least for irradiated nanoparticle colloids, in terms of analytical descriptions of pathways A, 
B and C (see figure 1). This framework and the match to experimental results will be reported. Ideally one would 
like a full bottom-up description of these pathways in terms of the underlying atomic and molecular physics 
without recourse to data fitting. In the final part of this talk, the future atomic and molecular physics data needs 
for this domain of research will be briefly reviewed along with a discussion about how such data might be 
obtained. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Graphical	  summary	  of	   the	  atomic	  and	  molecular	  processes	   involved	   in	  nanoparticle	  enhancement.	  Adapted	  
from	  [2]	  
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Resonant Auger driven Interatomic Coulombic Decay
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Absorption of X-ray photons by atoms and molecules results in populating of core excited or core ionised states
which decay in isolated species by the resonant or normal Auger processes. In clusters or bulk media the local
Auger decay still predominates but it is often accompanied by the non-local electronic decay processes: interatomic
Coulombic decay (ICD), and electron transfer mediated decay (ETMD).

In the energy transfer driven ICD process an electronicallyexcited species de-excite by singly ionising a neigh-
bouring atom or molecule emitting a slow (up to few tens eV) electron. In this talk I will discuss a scheme [1],
whereby the location of ICD process as well as the energies ofICD electrons can be controlled. It consists of res-
onant X-ray absorption followed by the resonant Auger decaypopulating a number of ionisation satellites which
in turn decay by ICD with the neighbouring atoms or molecules. This scheme relies firstly on the high sensitivity
of resonant core excitations to the nature and chemical environment of different atoms which allows energy de-
position at selected location in an extended system. Secondly, by varying the energy of initial excited state one
controls which satellites are populated in the resonant Auger decay, therefore, controlling the energies of ICD
electrons. The feasibility of this control mechanism has been demonstrated experimentally [2] and by accurateab
initio calculations [3] in Ar2 and ArKr clusters.

Electronic decay triggered by X-ray photoabsorption is an important source of radiation damage in complex
systems such as biomolecules. Both the location of the photon impact and the presence of low energy electrons
are crucial in causing the damage to molecules. Therefore, the ability to control the ICD process is thought
to be important for controlling the damage itself. In biological systems the X-ray absorption often results in
more complicated cascades. For example, the excitation of an 1s-electron of a solvated metal cation leads to an
electronic decay cascade involving multiple interatomic decay steps [4]. However, as I will show, the control
scheme described above can still be applied to steer damage in such systems.

+
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+

+
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Resonant Auger decay

ICD
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Fig. 1 Schematic description of the resonant Auger - ICD cascade.
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We experimentally investigated the propulsion and shaping of a liquid indium-tin micro-droplet in a laser-

produced-plasma source driven by a nanosecond-pulsed Nd:YAG laser. We found that the droplet propulsion 

can be accurately described in terms of plasma pressure, and we provide a scaling law for the imparted 

momentum that enables the optimization of the laser-droplet coupling (Fig.1 a,b). Comparing our findings to 

those from evaporation-accelerated mm-sized water droplets, we demonstrate, together with the Physics of 

Fluids group at the University of Twente, the scalability of the hydrodynamic response of impacted droplets 

independent on the propulsion mechanism. To obtain a better understanding of the atomic processes within the 

laser generated plasma itself we performed charge-state-resolved spectra of highly charged Sn ions using the 

electron beam ion traps (EBIT) at the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg. The tuneable 

electron beam energy of the EBIT enabled us to obtain the energy dependence of the fluorescence intensity of 

spectral lines originating from magnetic dipole transitions and, thus, to assign them to their respective charge 

states (Fig. 1 c). Significant contributions from meta-stable states are suggested by the doubly-peaked structures 

appearing at potentials below the required ionization potential (Fig. 1 d). Our results enable a more accurate 

determination of ground state energy configurations than possible to date. Comparison with previous work 

suggests that line identifications in the EUV need to be revisited. These results are of particular interest for EUV 

light sources with nanolithographic applications. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 (a) Propulsion velocity U of In-Sn droplets as a function of total laser pulse energy impinging on the droplet EOD for 
two different focusing conditions. A single offset power law accurately describes all data. The inset shows five side- and a 

single front view shadowgrams of expanding droplets. (b) Momentum coupling coefficient Cm. (c) Composite spectral map 

from EBIT spectroscopy of Sn ions. The orange lines represent spectra of Sn11+...14+ ions. (d) Fluorescence yield for each 
charge state as a function of EBIT potential.  

  

(c) (d)
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Structure and Dynamics of Clusters Probed by Synchrotron Radiation
Based X-ray Spectroscopies
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The research of the electronic structure of clusters have often been justified by an (academic) interest to see how
clusters bridge the gap between infinite solid and an isolated atom. However nowadays one could claim that the
cluster research is more timely and topical than ever: clusters’ unique, size-scalable properties are exploited in
industrial applications and they have found to be ubiquitous in nature with impact on human health and climate.
Whether it is a catalysis application or naturally occurring chemical reactions involving atmospheric clusters,
it is the electronic structure of the surface of these clusters which essentially govern their reactivity and physical
chemistry. Therefore, the studies of the structure of the first monolayers of nanomaterials are of utmost importance,
and there is no other like soft x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, when it comes to surface sensitive techniques
probing the electronic structure of matter. In nature, clusters and nano-sized matter is often in gas-phase, like
volatile organic compounds of biogenic origin, sea-salt clusters from oceans, soot from forest fires, sulfate clusters
of volcanic activity. Recently, these tiny aerosol particles have gained a lot of attention in a context of climate
change as they remain the lowest confidence contributor for climate models [1]. Thus, it is important to study
them in their natural environment as free-standing isolated species, since deposition on substrates may change
their properties and induce other undesired effects like charging.

Third generation synchrotron radiation facilities have enabled studies of more and more diluted samples. New
instrumentation, like fast-readout position sensitive detectors and wide acceptance angle hemispherical electron
analysers, make it possible to obtain reasonable resolution with high count rates. I will introduce some of the
recent soft X-ray spectroscopy studies of very dilute clusters species, mostly carried out at PLEIADES beamline
at Synchrotron SOLEIL (Saint-Aubin, France). Advances in lightsources, beamlines, and analysers have opened
a way to perform systematic studies requiring stable experimental conditions over a long period of time. Such
kind of experiment is needed for example to study bond contraction on the surface of free-standing clusters [2],
evolution of crystal structure of small salt clusters [3], or photoemission anisotropy telling about the inelastic and
elastic scattering processes within clusters. Core-level electron spectroscopy is a powerful tool when it comes to
structural information: owing to coordination-dependent polarization screening inducing different chemical shifts
in electron spectra, even the different surface sites (e.g. corner vs. face) can be distinguished.

Element specificity of soft X-ray spectroscopy was used in a study of fragmentation of small size-selected
ammonium bisulphate clusters [4]. Cationic clusters created with an electrospray ion source were trapped to an ion
trap and excited with synchrotron light at S, N, and O edges. The mass analysis of fragments revealed a favourable
Coulomb explosion route after the electronic relaxation of the core excitation. Ammonium bisulfate clusters are
important in nucleation processes in the atmosphere, and the resonance induced X-ray fragmentation can be used
to probe details of hydrogen bonding and intramolecular protolysis within such clusters.

Besides analysing electron and ion emissions separately, these signals can be detected in coincidence, giving a
more complete picture of a photoionization event. In the end, I will discuss shortly some specificities of coincidence
experiments of free-standing clusters. As an outlook to the future, the prospects of synchrotron radiation excited
soft X-ray spectroscopy of free-standing clusters will be discussed in a light of new openings at MAX IV laboratory
in Lund, Sweden, especially related to atmospherically important aerosol clusters and their reactivity.
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This plenary lecture will provide an overview on recent applications of precision measurements with cooled and 

stored ions in Penning traps. One the one hand, precision Penning-trap mass measurements provide 

indispensable information for atomic, nuclear and neutrino physics as well as for testing fundamental symmetries 
[1,2]. On the other hand, in-trap measurements of the bound-electron g-factor in highly-charged hydrogen-like 

ions allow for better determination of fundamental constants and for constraining Quantum Electrodynamics 

[3,4,5]. Furthermore, ongoing preparations for the experimental comparison of the proton and antiproton g-

factors will allow us to achieve a crucial test of the Charge-Parity-Time reversal (CPT) symmetry [6,7]. Among 

others, a 13-fold improvement of the atomic mass of the electron by combining a very accurate measurement of 

the magnetic moment of a single electron bound to a carbon nucleus with a state-of-the-art calculation in the 

framework of bound-state Quantum Electrodynamics [4], as well as the most stringent test of CPT symmetry on 

the baryonic sector by a charge-to-mass ratio comparison of the proton and antiproton [8], will be presented. 
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Attosecond laser pulses allow one to probe the inner workings of atoms, molecules and surfaces on the 

timescale of the electronic motion. For example, in molecules, sudden ionization by an attosecond pulse is 
followed by charge redistribution on a time scale from a few-femtoseconds down to hundreds attoseconds, which 
is usually followed by fragmentation of the remaining molecular cation. Such complex dynamics arises from the 
coherent superposition of electronic states covered by the broadband attosecond pulse and from rearrangements 
in the electronic structure of the molecular cation due to electron correlation. To investigate these ultrafast 
processes, attosecond pump-probe and transient absorption spectroscopies have been shown to be very valuable 
tool [1-7]. In this talk I will present the results of molecular attosecond pump-probe experiments and theoretical 
simulations in which several molecules, from the simplest H2 one to the aminoacids phenylalanine and 
tryptophane, are ionized with a single attosecond pulse (or a train of attosecond pulses) and are subsequently 
probed by one or several infrared or xuv few-cycle pulses. In all cases, the evolution of the electronic and 
nuclear densities in the photo-excited molecule or remaining molecular ions can be inferred from the measured 
(or calculated) ionization or fragmentation yields with attosecond time-resolution, and can be visualized by 
varying the delay between the pump and probe pulses. The results of these pioneering works will certainly serve 
as a guide of future experimental efforts in more complicated molecules and may open the door to the control of 
charge transfer in biologically relevant processes. 
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Optoelectrical cooling of polar molecules to submillikelvin temperatures
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Due to their rich internal level structure and their electric dipole moment, polar molecules cooled to ultracold
temperatures (T< 1mK) offer a wide range of intriguing applications. These include quantum simulation with
degenerate quantum gases, investigation of collisions and quantum controlled chemistry or hybrid quantum devices
for quantum information processing. Realizing these exciting applications requires advanced cooling techniques
for polar molecules.

Here we present direct cooling of formaldehyde (H2CO) to the microkelvin regime [1]. Our approach is
optoelectrical Sisyphus cooling which is a simple and robust scheme as it only requires a single laser, a single
microwave source and a single radiofrequency source. Molecules are electrically trapped [2] and cooled by a dissi-
pative cooling method relying only on generic properties of polar molecules making it applicable to a large variety
of molecule species. After a first demonstration with methyl fluoride (CH3F) [3] we now produce an ultracold
ensemble of about 3 · 105 formaldehyde molecules by reducing the temperature by three orders of magnitude to
about 420µK. The phase space density is increased by roughly a factor of 104. In addition to our control over the
motional degrees of freedom we have good control over the internal degrees of freedom of our molecules [4]: by
optical pumping they are prepared within a single rotational state with a purity higher than 80%. This record-large
ensemble of ultracold formaldehyde provides an ideal starting point for future experiments. Ultracold collision
studies and fountain experiments now seem feasible. Furthermore, it brings within reach the investigation of
sympathetic or evaporative cooling.
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Fig. 1 Measured integral of the kinetic energy distribution of formaldehyde molecules in our trap. The solid curve shown
corresponds to a theoretical thermalized sample with a temperature of 420µK.
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The Magnetic Moment of the Proton and a High-Precision Comparison
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The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is known to be incomplete. This inspires various searches for physics
beyond the SM, among those, direct high-precision tests of the invariance under the simultaneous transformations
of charge conjugation, parity inversion and time reversal (CPT). The goal of the BASE collaboration is to perform
such CPT-tests by comparing with highest precision the magnetic moment µp,p̄ and the charge-to-mass ratio of
single protons and antiprotons stored in cryogenic Penning traps at low energy [1].
In a Penning trap the measurement of µp,p̄ is based on the determination of two frequencies, the Larmor and the
cyclotron frequency. Based on a statistical detection of spin transitions we measured the Larmor frequency on a
single proton for the first time [2], which resulted in a direct determination of µp with a fractional precision at
the parts-per-million level [3]. The precision was improved significantly by using a double Penning-trap tech-
nique [4]. This required the detection of single spin flips, which was achieved with an improved apparatus and
by using Bayesian data analysis [5]. Our developments ultimately culminated in the most precise and first direct
high-precision measurement of the proton magnetic moment with a relative precision of 3.3parts per billion [6].
This method can be directly applied to measure the magnetic moment of the antiproton, to provide one of the
most stringent tests of CPT invariance using baryons. Thus we constructed the BASE experiment at the antiproton
decelerator of CERN. In our first experimental campaign with the newly implemented apparatus we developed a
novel fast measurement procedure for cyclotron frequency comparisons of two individual particles. This enabled
us to compare the charge-to-mass ratio of the proton and the antiproton with a fractional precision of 69parts per
trillion, which is the most precise test of CPT-invariance using baryons [7]. Our measurements were performed at
cyclotron frequencies of about 30MHz, which means that in this case CPT symmetry holds at the atto-electronvolt
scale. Currently the apparatus is beeing prepared for magnetic moment measurements. A major part of the required
techniques has been implemented. In the contribution I will summarize the achievements and give an outlook on
future perspectives.
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Gravity tests and precision measurements with a cold atom gradiometer
based on Raman and Bragg transitions
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In this talk we are going to present some of the latest results recently obtained with our cold atom gravity
gradiometer.

In the first part a measurement of the gravity curvature generated by nearby source masses using three con-
jugated atom interferometers [1] is presented. The ability to detect gravity gradient variations can be crucial for
the interpretation of survey data [2]. The possibility to use such scheme for a new atom inteferometry-based
measurement of the Newtonian constant of gravitation is also discussed [3].

In the second part a novel tests of the Weak Equivalence Principle on quantum states is reported, thanks to
the recent implementation of high-order Bragg diffraction transitions for the interferometers. The ability of our
scheme to accurately test the universality of free fall on quantum objects could be crucial for future WEP quantum
formulations [4].
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Two particle interference with cold atoms
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The quantum theory has introduced physicists to two major counter-intuitive concepts. On the one hand, there is
wave-particle duality, expressing the idea that objects normally described as particles can also behave as waves,
while entities primarily described as waves, such as light, can behave as particles. This revolutionary idea nev-
ertheless relies on concepts borrowed from classical physics, either waves or particles evolving in an ordinary
space-time. On the other hand, entanglement can lead to interferences between the amplitudes of multi-particle
states, which are described via Hilbert space and have no classical counter-part.

This fundamental feature has of course been strikingly demonstrated by the violation of Bell’s inequalities.
There is however, a conceptually simpler situation in which the interference between two-particle amplitudes
entails a behavior impossible to describe by any classical model. This is the celebrated Hong Ou and Mandel
experiment, in which two photons arriving simultaneously in the input channels of a beam-splitter always emerge
together in one of the output channels. This effect has been extensively used to characterize the quality of non-
classical light sources.

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the experiment. Atom pairs are produced in an optical lattice with different momenta along
the z axis, and fall to a single particle detector below. (b) Representation of the atomic trajectories along the vertical axis as
a function of time. The pairs are produced at time t1. At time t2 a laser standing wave induces Bragg diffraction exchanging.
the atomic momenta. At time t3 a second standing wave acts as a beam splitter, mixing the two momentum components. (c)
Representation of the atomic trajectories in the center of mass frame. Two input ports a and b and two output ports c and d
are shown. The two possibilities that are displayed correspond to quantum amplitudes with opposite signs. They thus interfere
destructively causing the cross correlation signal of ports c and d to vanish.

Our group in Palaiseau has recently realized a Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment using metastable helium atoms [1].
A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. We monitor the cross correlation signal between the
two output ports 〈n̂cn̂d〉 as a function of the time t3 of application of the beam splitter. At this time we observe
a 65% reduction in the cross correlation. This degree of supression cannot be explained by either a wavelike or
particlelike description of the atoms.
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Observation of the Efimov State of the Helium Trimer 
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In 1970 Vitali Efimov predicted remarkable counterintuitive behaviour of a three-body system made up of 

identical bosons. Namely, a weakening of pair interaction in such a system brings about in the limit appearance 

of infinite number of bound states of a huge spatial extent [1]. The helium trimer has been predicted to be a 

molecular system having an excited state of this Efimov character under natural conditions without artificial 

tuning of the attraction between particles by an external field. 

Here we report experimental observation of the Efimov state of 4He3 by means of Coulomb explosion 

imaging of mass-selected clusters [2]. Helium trimers were prepared under supersonic expansion of the gaseous 

helium through a 5 µm nozzle. The clusters were selected from the molecular beam by means of matter wave 

diffraction [3]. Each atom of a trimer was singly ionized by a strong ultrashort laser field resulting in Coulomb 

explosion of the cluster. The momenta, the ions acquired during Coulomb explosion, were measured by 

COLTRIMS. These momenta were utilized for reconstruction of the initial spatial geometry of the neutral trimer 

at the instant of ionization using Newton’s equation of motion. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Structures of the helium trimer: A – excited state, experimental, B – ground state, theoretical. Three helium 
atoms of each trimer are plotted in the principal axis frame abc. C: Distributions of the ratio of the shortest 
interparticle distance to the longest interparticle distance for ground state structures (black), theoretical excited 
state structures (blue) and experimental excited state structures (red). 

  

Structures of the excited Efimov state of the 4He3 (Fig. 1A) are about eight times larger than those of the ground 

state (Fig. 1B), which is in accordance with theory. Whereas the ground state corresponds to an almost randomly 

distributed cloud of particles [4], the excited Efimov state is dominated by configurations in which two atoms are 

close to each other and the third one farther away (Fig. 1C). 
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Photoionization and Photofragmentation of Lu3N@Cq+
80 Ions (q = 1,2,3)
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We have measured cross sections for photoionization and photofragmentation of endohedral fullerene ions
Lu3N@Cq+

80 (q=1,2,3) [1] employing the photon-ion merged-beams technique at the PIPE end-station [2] of beam-
line P04 of the PETRA III synchrotron at DESY in Hamburg, Germany. The photo-reaction channels Lu3N@Cq+

80
→ Lu3N@Cp+

80−2r [q=1,2,3; p=2,3,4,5,6; r=0,1,3,4] were investigated in the photon energy ranges 280–330 eV
around the carbon K-shell threshold, 380–435 eV around the nitrogen K-Shell threshold, and 1500–1700 eV
around the lutetium M-shell threshold. The present work extends recent studies on (endohedral) fullerenes [3-
6] to a heavier and more complex species as well as to higher photon energies.

In the energy range between 280 and 330 eV we could identify the same group of resonances in all investigated
reaction channels. Since this group of resonances seems to make up for the most prominent structures in all
spectra, we attempted to model each spectrum (for examples see Fig. 1) as a sum of seven Fano line shapes (full
lines), a threshold feature (dashed line), and a constant background (dash-dotted line). The relative strengths of the
resonance peaks (labeled 1 through 7) are given by the vertical blue bars in the insets of the figure. In the multiple
ionization channels, a threshold can be observed at about 294 eV, in addition. We observe a shift of the ionization
threshold towards higher photon energies when comparing double ionization of Lu3N@C2+

80 with double ionization
of Lu3N@C+

80. We can determine the size of the endohedral fullerene ion based on this threshold shift. The cross
sections measured at higher photon energies of 380–435 eV and of 1500–1700 eV show no structures and decrease
with increasing photon energy.
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Fig. 1 Measured (symbols) and fitted (lines) cross sections for single (left) and double (right) photoionization of Lu3N@C+
80.
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An Atomically Thin Matter-Wave Beam Splitter
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Matter-wave interferometry has matured into a highly sensitive tool for fundamental tests in physics, sensing minis-
cule forces and tiny length deviations. A requirement for any interferometric study is the coherent splitting of the
incident wave in two or more parts which experience different phase shifts before they are recombined. Due to
their internal level structure, refined laser schemes as used in atom interferometry cannot be applied to large poly-
atomic molecules. An alternative approach is based on nano-patterned mechanical gratings where the diffraction
process is independent from the internal complexity of the diffracted object [1,2]. However, the universality of this
approach is limited by the attractive van der Waals interactions between the matter-wave and the grating.

Here, I will present how to reduce the van der Waals interaction by minimizing the grating thickness to its ultimate
limit - a single atomic layer [3]. We managed, for the first time, to pattern free-standing single layer graphene
membranes with a period as small as d = 100 nm over large areas to diffract massive organic dye molecules. In
a comprehensive study we compare the performance of several gratings with a thickness ranging between 0.3 and
90 nm. From the relative population of the individual far-field diffraction orders we deduce surprisingly large van
der Waals interactions for these ultra-thin masks. For thick gratings we observe a matter-wave separation between
the extreme orders of up to 18h/d, corresponding to about 140 h̄k for an alkali atom. This may allow to build
compact rugged interferometers in the future. For the thinnest conceivable grating, however, the van der Waals
interaction is minimized and only the zeroth and first diffraction orders are sizeably populated. This facilitates
the high contrast diffraction of complex molecules. Furthermore, we find conditions which lead to the formation
of nanoscrolls from single layer graphene ribbons. These optimize opening fraction of the grating, leading to an
additional reduction in the van der Waals attraction.
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Fig. 1 Molecular diffraction at a 90 nm thick silicon nitride grating results in a population of up to the ±9.th diffraction order
(a). The observation of only three dominant diffraction orders for single layer graphene (b) illustrates the strong reduction in
the attractive interaction between the grating and the matter-wave.
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Wave beating is a very important phenomenon in physics: it was discovered with acoustic waves and is 
commonly used in electromagnetics, from the radio frequency to the laser domain. Obviously, wave beating can 
be extended to matter waves if a coherent superposition of quantum states with different kinetic energies can be 
achieved. This is precisely what we have observed with our lithium atom interferometer! 
We modulate the phase of an atom wave by applying time dependent, sinusoidal varying electric fields, i.e. we 
realize the equivalent of a Kerr modulator for atom waves [1]. These sinusoidal phase modulations are detectable 
in the interference signal, shown in Fig. 1. This signal exhibits time dependence, i.e. the fingerprint of atom 
wave beats. A Fourier analysis reveals the presence of the beat frequency and its harmonics. We varied the phase 
modulation depth (Fig.2) and the amplitude of the pth harmonics modulation shows a Bessel-like behavior, in 
good agreement with theory.  
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Fig. 1: The interferometer signal in the presence of a phase 
modulation oscillating at a frequency ω/(2π)= 21 Hz. 
Top panel: Direct recording of the interferometer signal. 
Bottom panel: Modulus of the Fourier transform of a 16.4 s-long 
record of the signal. 
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Fig. 2: Amplitude of modulation of the pth harmonics as a function 
of the amplitude ϕmax of the phase modulation. The curves are our 
theoretical results with no free parameters and the symbols (p=0: 
squares; p=1: bullets; p=6: stars) our measurements. 

 
 
We have also made experiments with the two arms modulated with different frequencies. Each modulation is too 
fast to be detected, but we observe the beat at the frequency difference and its harmonics: this is a heterodyne 
experiment with matter waves.  
Our method to create phase modulation can be extended to other matter waves. Especially its extension to 
electron waves can open fascinating opportunities. In electron holography microscopy, it should make it possible 
to measure the response of a sample with very high spatial and temporal resolutions.  
 
We also used our set-up for educational goals, i.e. we transmit information by phase modulations. Fig. 3 shows a 
digitalized image, we have transmitted pixel per pixel by atom wave phase modulation [1].  
 

 
 
Fig.3: Image [2] transmitted by atom wave phase modulation: ca. 96000 pixels were transmitted at 200 pixels/second with an error rate 
below 0.1%.   
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The GBAR experiment (Gravitational Behavior of Antihydrogen at Rest) [1] was recently accepted at CERN at 

its Antiproton Decelerator facility. The aim of the experiment is to perform the free fall of antihydrogen atoms H  

to test the weak equivalence principle for antimatter. In order to reduce the uncertainty on the initial H velocity, 

ultra-cold antihydrogen atoms of a few neV are required. The key idea of the GBAR experiment is to use 
H ions 

that can be cooled with techniques established for ultra-cold atoms [2]. The 
H ions will be produced from 

collisions between keV antiprotons p  and a positronium Ps cloud through two successive reactions: (1) 

 e),(H),(Psp hhpp lnln  (3-body reaction) and (2) 
  eH),(Ps),(H pphh lnln (4-body 

reaction). A theoretical study of reactions (1) & (2) has been undertaken in order to optimize the 
H production 

by choosing accurately the energy of the p  beam and the Ps excited states ),( pp ln . An exhaustive set of cross 

sections has been obtained for both reactions, from Ps(1s) to Ps(3d) and considering H states up to 4hn . 

Contrary to reaction (2), reaction (1) has been already widely investigated, mainly through the reverse reaction of 

Ps formation (see for instance [3-4]), but for the sake of theoretical consistency, it has been decided to apply the 

same theoretical model, namely the Continuum Distorted Wave – Final State model (CDW-FS), to compute the 

cross sections of both reactions at the same level of approximation [5]. Concerning reaction (2), the highly 

correlated system formed by
H has been treated carefully, using three different wave functions proposed for 

H

[6]. In the case of reaction (1), the results show an enhancement of the H production toward low p  kinetic 

energies, when hn and pn increase. This agrees with experimental data [7] and previous calculations [3]. For 

reaction (2), a nearly resonant behavior close to threshold is observed for excited positronium, when H is in its 

ground state. For both reactions, above 1 keV p energy, the highest cross sections are obtained with Ps(2p).  

In order to estimate the 
H production in the reaction chamber of the GBAR experiment and optimize other 

experimental parameters such as laser power for Ps excitation and delays between pulses, a simulation based on 

the present cross sections, solving Bloch equations to compute the Ps populations, has been implemented. This 

highlights the challenges to be solved in this critical part of GBAR. 
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With the ability to simultaneously control both the excitation and the motional degrees of freedom of individual 

quantum objects, atomic physics has reached a degree of accuracy without peer among the experimental 

sciences. Immediate practical consequences are the development of atomic and optical clocks. These are 

meanwhile capable of measuring subtle effects of relativity and even of setting upper limits to possible variations 

of fundamental constants. In principle, the binding energy of atomic electrons in their ground state is sensitive to 

all levels of Standard Model physics. Their wavefunction adapts to all small contributions arising from all 

known interactions. This universal pattern of sensitivity is expected to appear again if forces beyond the 

Standard Model were to exist.  

 

In highly charged ions (HCIs), the wavefunction of the optically E1-forbidden active electron is much reduced in 

size. This implies magnified sensitivity to electron-nucleus interactions and QED terms in general, and an 

extremely suppressed sensitivity to external field perturbations. Further, E1 forbidden optical transitions found 

near level crossings in HCIs are extremely sensitive to possible drifts in the fine structure constant. This 

favorable combination of properties has been widely recognized as an advantage for precision studies with HCIs 

and the development of HCI based clocks in many recent theoretical works. However, there has been a persistent 

experimental problem hindering improved photonic studies with HCIs: All known sources of HCIs produce them 

at high temperatures, typically in the MK regime. Bringing these translational temperatures down to the mK 

scale has been a long and elusive target of various experimental groups.   

 

We have developed an experiment for retrapping, cooling and high-precision laser spectroscopy of HCIs [1]. It is 

based on continuously laser-cooled Be
+
 Coulomb crystals in a linear cryogenic Paul trap [2] for stopping the 

motion of externally produced HCIs and sympathetically cooling them below 250 mK.  This cooling induces the 

formation of stable mixed crystals – down to a single HCI cooled by a single co-trapped Be
+
 ion [3]. The 

strongly suppressed thermal motion of the embedded HCIs offers novel possibilities for investigation of 

questions regarding the time variation of fundamental constants, parity non-conservation effects, and quantum 

electrodynamics. Our current work aims at high-precision spectroscopy of the 
2
P1/2 - 

2
P3/2 M1 transition at 441 

nm in cold Ar
13+

 ions. Adding HCIs to the quantum toolbox is the ultimate goal within the scope of next-

generation experiments, which are currently being set up. One aims at applying quantum logic schemes to HCIs 

and developing an HCI optical clock, the other one at direct VUV frequency comb spectroscopy of transitions in 

HCIs. 
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Presently, laser spectroscopy and fundamental metrology are among the most important and actively 

developed directions in modern physics. Frequency and time are the most precisely measured physical 

quantities, which, apart from practical applications (in navigation and information systems), play critical roles in 

tests of fundamental physical theories (such as QED, QCD, unification theories, and cosmology) [1,2]. Now, 

laser metrology is confronting the challenging task of creating an optical clock with fractional inaccuracy and 

instability at the level of 10
−17

 to 10
−18

. Indeed, considerable progress has already been achieved along this path 

for both ion-trap- [3,4] and atomic-lattice-based [5,6] clocks. 

Work in this direction has stimulated the development of novel spectroscopic methods such as spectroscopy 

using quantum logic [7], magnetically induced spectroscopy [8], hyper-Ramsey spectroscopy [9], spectroscopy 

of “synthetic” frequency [10] and others [11]. Part of these methods was developed in order to excite and detect 

strongly forbidden optical transitions. The other part fights with frequency shifts of various origins. In the 

present talk we will review both parts with a special emphasis on methods developed and studied in Institute of 

Laser Physics SB RAS, Novosibirsk. The history and present status of experimental works devoted to the optical 

frequency standards will be discussed. 
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